
From: Barbery, Andrea 
Location: WJC-North Room 3500 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meet & Greet (ECOS - OP) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 12/21/2017 9:45:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 12/21/2017 10:00:00 PM 

Purpose: For ECOS Officers to meet AA Dravis & other OP officials, and discuss priorities 

Date: Thursday, Dec. 21, 2017 

Time: 4:45-5:00 p.m. (Eastern) 

State Participants: 

ECOS President Todd Parfitt, Director, Wyoming DEQ 

ECOS Vice President Becky Keogh, Director, Arkansas DEQ 

ECOS Secretary-Treasurer Jim Macy, Director, Nebraska DEQ 

ERIS President David Paylor, Director, Virginia DEQ 

ECOS Executive Director (and soon-to-be Region 1 Administrator) Alexandra Dapolito 
Dunn 

ECOS Deputy Director Carolyn Hanson 

EPA Participants: 

Samantha Dravis, Associate Administrator, Office of Policy 

Robin Kime, Chief of Staff, OP 

Drew Feely, Senior Counsel, OP 

Bill Nickerson, Acting Director, OP/Office of Regulatory Policy and Management 

Rob Tomiak, Director, Office ofFederal Activities 
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Matt Tejada, Director, Office of Environmental Justice 

Matt Dalbey, Director, OP/Office of Sustainable Communities 

Nena Shaw, Sectors Team, OP 

Will Lovell, Policy Advisor, OP 

POC: Andrea Barbery (EPA/OCIR), 202-564-1397 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: Cordell Hull, EEOB 208 (WAVES link and Call-in info located in Calendar notes) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: NADA CAFE-GHG 
Start Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 10:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 11:00:00 PM 

Meeting will be with the National Auto Dealers Association. 

All WAVES information is being carried over to the new time and date, so no need to re-enter. 

WAVES link: https://events.whitehouse.gov/?rid=32CCKBXRM6 

Host Dial-In: (202) 395-6392 
Leader Code: 137 0583 
Participant Dial-In: (202) 395-6392 
Participant Code: 442 5615 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: Lobby of Trump Hotel 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 9:00:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with PotashCorp (PCS) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: We represent PotashCorp, the largest fertilizer company in the world producing potash, 
nitrogen and phosphate. Its subsidiary PCS Phosphate, has two phosphate mines in the US, one 

of which is located in Aurora, North Carolina. This meeting will address the Phosphoric 
Manufacturing and Phosphate Fertilizer Production RTR and Standards of Performance for 

Phosphate Processing, 80 Fed. Reg. 50386 (August 19, 2015). 

Attendees: 

Edward Newberry, Karen Winters and Jessica DeMonte 

Contact: 

Edward J. Newberry 

Global Managing Partner 

Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP 

2550 M Street, NW 

Washington, DC 2003 7 

T + 1 202 457 5285 

0 + 1 202 457 6000 

F +1202 457 6315 
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M + 1 703 405 4761 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: The Williard 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Update with Noel 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/7/2017 10:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/7/2017 10:30:00 PM 

Contact: 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W Reporting Rule 
and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Fri 11/3/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 11/3/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Kathryn Clay, Allison Cunningham and Pamela Lacey 

Request: The American Gas Association (AGA) and Natural Gas Vehicles of America 
(NGVA) would like to arrange a follow-up meeting with you to discuss our ideas for 
regulatory reform, as described in our attached comments, filed May 15, 2017 in Docket 
EPA-HQ-OA-2017. AGA's comments address several programs, but at this meeting, 
we will want to focus on revisions we have suggested to improve: (1) the Subpart W 
reporting rule and (2) the PCB rules. 

Contact: 
Pamela A Lacey 1 Chief Regulatory Counsel 
American Gas r'\.., .. ,LJlJI 

400 N. Capitol St., NW I Washington, DC 120001 
P: 202-824-7340 I M: 202-809-65651 F: 202-824-9190 I~~~~~ 
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May 15, 2017 

Ms. Samantha Dravis 
Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator for Policy 
Regulatory Reform Officer for Executive Order 13777 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Identification of Regulations for Repeal, Modification or Replacement under Executive 
Order 13777, 82 Fed. Reg. 17793 (April13, 2017) (EPA Request for Comment)-
Docket No. EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190 

Dear Ms. Davis: 

The American Gas Association (AGA) appreciates the opportunity to suggest how certain 

EPA regulations could be repealed, modified or replaced to better serve EPA's mission, while 

reducing unnecessary duplication and burdens that divert resources from infrastructure 

projects and ongoing maintenance and upgrades needed to ensure the safe reliable delivery of 

energy. A more efficient approach will help achieve EPA's environmental goals in a less 

burdensome manner, and it will allow our members to channel more resources to improve 

their systems and increase good-paying, career utility jobs that sustain middle class families in 

communities across the country. 

The American Gas Association, founded in 1918, represents more than 200 local energy 

companies that deliver clean natural gas throughout the United States. There are more than 73 

million residential, commercial and industrial natural gas customers in the U.S., of which 95 

percent - more than 69 million customers - receive their gas from AGA members. AGA is an 

advocate for natural gas utility companies and their customers and provides a broad range of 

programs and services for member natural gas pipelines, marketers, gatherers, international 
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natural gas companies and industry associates. Today, natural gas meets more than one-fourth 

of the United States' energy needs. 

A. Revise Subpart W to Reduce Unnecessary Burdens and Improve Accuracy: 

The Subpart W Reporting Program is providing value to AGA members as a source of 

credible data to demonstrate their progress in reducing emissions. However, several revisions 

are needed to improve the accuracy of the data and to eliminate unnecessary cost burdens that 

divert resources from more productive, job-creating energy projects. We believe a few simple 

changes can achieve this goal. 

1. Replace Unnecessary Leak Surveys with Emission Factors Based on Robust Data: 

Companies in the natural gas industry have conducted annual Subpart W leak surveys of 

equipment since 2011, and now have a robust set of data that could be used to establish 

updated emission factors. While natural gas operators will of course continue to perform leak 

detection and repair to ensure safety- as required pursuant to Department of Transportation 

(DOT) pipeline safety regulations and related state requirements- there is no value or benefit in 

performing duplicative surveys using different timing and criteria for Subpart W. The surveys 

were originally required because EPA lacked data on certain emission sources. The costly 

Subpart W surveys can now be replaced with a simple arithmetic calculation using emission 

factors based on data collected to date. An emission factor approach for calculating GHG 

emissions is common for many sources in Subpart W, as well as other industries that report 

under the Part 98 reporting program. 

This change should be made to eliminate, for example, Subpart W leak surveys under 40 

C.F.R. 98.233{q) for natural gas Transmission to Distribution pressure reduction stations (T-D 

transfer stations), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) import-export terminals, peak-shaving LNG 

storage facilities, and transmission compression facilities. Instead of continuing these costly 

annual surveys, EPA should establish default emission factors based on the past six years of 
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reporting data, with an option for companies to use their own company-specific emission 

factors based on their own past Subpart W leak survey data. 

Similarly, transmission compressor station and underground storage operators are 

required to conduct annual leak measurements under 40 C.F.R. 98.233(o) and (p) for 

reciprocating and centrifugal compressors, and under 40 C.F.R. 98.233(k) for scrubber dump 

valve leakage through condensate storage tank vents. These costly annual surveys should be 

replaced with default emission factors based on the past six years of reporting data, with an 

option for companies to use their own company-specific emission factors based on their own 

past Subpart W leak survey data. The leak survey requirement for other compressor station or 

storage facility components required under 40 C.F.R. 98.233(q) should also be replaced with 

emission factors. 

2. Improve Accuracy by Updating Emission Factors to Reflect Current Practices: 

To improve the accuracy of Subpart W data, EPA should update the default emission 

factors promptly as new, reliable scientific data becomes available. For example, Subpart W 

should use the same updated emission factors for natural gas distribution pipe as are already 

adopted for use for the annual EPA Inventory, based on the peer-reviewed study by Dr. Brian 

Lamb at Washington State University (WSU) published in the Journal of Environmental Science 

& Technology (March 2015). It is inaccurate and, frankly, misleading to continue 

overestimating natural gas emissions by using emission factors developed in a study conducted 

more than 20 years ago that evaluated a much smaller data set and reflected emissions from 

equipment and practices that have changed and improved dramatically since 1992. Additional 

robust data is expected to be available in 2018 from a series of studies co-funded by industry 

and Department of Energy (DOE). The Subpart W default emission factors should be updated 

as that new data becomes available. 

As to the emission factor for metering and regulating (M&R) equipment in particular, 

there is also no legitimate reason to continue applying an outdated and highly-inflated emission 

factor to this equipment. At least in the past, EPA appears to have been under the impression 

that M&Rs emit more if they are located below grade rather than above grade. Modern 
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measurement data demonstrates this is not true. The same type of equipment is used in both 

above and below grade M&Rs and their emissions are far lower than the outdated default 

emission factor implies. EPA already allows up-to-date, company-specific emission factors for 

above grade M&Rs. The agency should allow the same updated emission factor for below 

grade M&Rs- based on the past six years of Subpart W emission surveys. 

3. Eliminate Subpart W Throughput Reporting: 

EPA should delete the recently added requirements in 40 C.F.R. Part 98, § 98.236(aa)(9) 

to report the quantity of natural gas received, delivered, stored, consumed and stolen. This 

provides no useful data for the purposes of Part 98 and duplicates natural gas throughput 

reporting under Subpart NN, which in turn already duplicates reporting to the DOE Energy 

Information Administration (EIA), as we note below. 

B. Eliminate Throughput Reporting under Subpart NN: 

EPA should review Subpart NN and consider, in a notice and comment rulemaking, 

whether to repeal it. At a minimum, Subpart NN reporting of natural gas deliveries to 

customers should be eliminated for natural gas distribution companies (LDCs), as this largely 

duplicates data companies are required to report to the DOE EIA and serves no useful purpose. 

The volume of natural gas delivered to customers in any year is mainly a function of annual 

weather fluctuations (i.e. colder or warmer winters), not commercial or industrial process 

changes. 

r 

Review and Revise Waters of the U.S. Rule: 

The Administration has already initiated a review of the federal rule defining the scope 

of waters of the United States (WOTUS). We want to emphasize the need for a revised rule 

that provides a clear dividing line between water features that are or are not subject to federal 

jurisdiction- without the need for subjective, arbitrary and unduly burdensome case-by-case 
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decisions that can delay natural gas utility and pipeline projects, impede job creation, impede 

economic development projects to be served by the pipeline, and increase costs. 

r 

AGA is a member of the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group (USWAG), and we support 

USWAG's request that the Office of Emergency Management (OEM), within EPA's Office of 

Land and Emergency Response (OLEM), should avoid duplicative, unnecessary or proscriptive 

requirements in the pending federal standards for the aboveground storage of hazardous 

substances. This rulemaking is of interest to AGA because it could adversely affect operations 

for natural gas utilities. We agree with USWAG that any such regulatory program should allow 

for performance-based controls, as a more prescriptive approach could harm job creation, 

impose unnecessary burdens, and/or impose costs that exceed benefits. 

AGA also agrees with USWAG that EPA should revise a recent final rule regarding 

hazardous waste generator requirements that imposed many stringent changes without 

commensurate improvements in environmental safety. The rule originated in OLEM's Office of 

Resource Conservation and Recovery ( ORCR). 1 Of particular c oncern for natural gas utility 

operations is a provision in the preamble of the rule in which EPA "clarified" that states were not 

permitted to provide relief for the consolidation of hazardous wastes from remote or unstaffed 

sites. As USWAG notes, EPA provided limited relief for this type of consolidation in the final rule 

and then contended that state programs that had provided other types of commonsense relief 

for the same concerns were not permitted under the hazardous waste regulation~ This is highly 

disruptive for utility operations, particularly given that severalstates have already provided relief 

by allowing unknown wastes to be collected and consolidated from remote sites and postponing 

1 81 Fed. Reg. 85732 (Nov. 28, 2016). 
2 Id at 85776. 
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hazardous waste determinations until the waste is received at a staffed facility, or by authorizing 

the direct transfer of hazardous waste to central locations. A similar problem arises in the 

preamble where EPA suggests that the relief the rule offers is the only available for episodic 

generation events, when in fact, some states have used their enforcement discretion to address 

abnormal hazardous waste generation patterns. We urge EPA to acknowledge and encourage 

the availability of state programs, such as the ones mentioned above, that achieve equivalent 

environmental protections in a far more practical and cost -effective manner. This would be 

consistent with the role of R CRA-delegated states as the primary regulator for facilities located 

within their jurisdictions. 

pi 

EPA should review, revise and simplify certain provisions in the federal regulations 

governing the use, remediation and disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). The PCB 

regulations adopted in 19983 under 40 C.F.R. Part 761 were tailored to the agency's 

understanding of interstate pipelines, not natural gas local distribution systems, and are long 

overdue for modernization and simplification. 

Under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Section 6{e) {15 U.S.C. § 2605(e)), the 

use of PCBs other than in a "totally enclosed manner" was banned after 1977 except as 

authorized by EPA regulatory action. EPA included a use authorization with respect to PCBs in 

pipeline systems because an EPA-commissioned human health risk assessment in 1984 

demonstrated the PCBs in enclosed pipelines do not pose an unacceptable risk to human 

health. PCBs were used in the last century as a fire retardant to improve safety in some 

products such as compressor lubricants and electric transformer fluid, but their manufacture 

and purchase ended in the last century. Their occasional presence and discovery makes it 

appropriate for EPA to maintain some form of "use authorization," but this can be 

3 The so-called {{PCB Mega Rule" in 1998 was last significant amendment to the PCB regulations. See 63 Fed. Reg. 
35384 (June 29, 1998). 
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accomplished in a less burdensome manner, especially for operators that did not originally 

introduce PCBs into their own systems, but rather received them from an upstream source. 

The use authorization rule is now a relic of a former time, and the rule makes even less 

sense now than it did originally. EPA staff have recognized this and have suggested they may 

consider a new approach- replacing the old rule with a very simple authorization for the 

presence of PCBs in natural gas utility and pipeline systems, provided the operator follows 

reasonable requirements for managing and disposing of PCBs when they are discovered. 

The use authorization rule for natural gas systems, administered by the Office of 

Pollution Prevention and Taxies ("OPPT") within EPA's Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution 

Prevention ("OCSPP") could be boiled down to a few words, eliminating significant and 

completely unnecessary cost burdens and complexity, as we explain below. The disposal and 

remediation rules in Part 761 are generally more risk-based and functional, but they too could 

be improved to eliminate some provisions that impose severe and unnecessary costs. Because 

the use authorization and disposal rules are interrelated but administered by two different 

offices at EPA, their revision should be coordinated. In fact, pursuant to Executive Order 13781 

(March 13, 2017) establishing a comprehensive plan for reorganizing the Executive Branch, it 

would make sense to reduce confusion and duplication by consolidating the two functions and 

moving any remaining use authorization issues into one PCB use, remediation and disposal 

group within the Office of Resource Conservation and Recovery (ORCR) under the Office of 

Land and Emergency Management (OLEM). 

A. Revise and Simplify PCB Use Authorization 

Having a simple yet effective PCB use authorization is important to affected natural gas 

companies as they continue to rid their systems of PCBs over time. The existing use 

authorization rules governing PCBs in natural gas systems, however, are replete with vague, 

confusing, cumbersome, burdensome and irrational provisions, particularly for local natural gas 

distribution utilities. The confusion stems in part from trying to create natural gas regulations 

on a foundation of electrical equipment regulations developed 40 years ago, when in fact, the 
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use of PCBs in electric and gas systems was completely different. The confusion in the 1998 

natural gas regulations also stems from the fact that EPA developed the regulations based on 

the agency's partial understanding of the interstate natural gas transmission pipelines where 

PCBs were discovered by EPA, and a complete misunderstanding about how local distribution 

systems operate. For example, the existing rule was drafted based on an incorrect assumption 

that both transmission and distribution systems are comprised of straight, level pipelines that 

flow in only one direction for many miles. Another misunderstanding that has caused serious 

confusion and excessive costs relates to the "source" of legacy PCBs in systems. A local 

distribution company that did not introduce PCBs into its own system, but rather received PCBs 

from an upstream interstate pipeline, does not have a source of PCBs in its system, yet it can 

become subject to the unduly burdensome use authorization requirements to eliminate 

"sources" that do not exist under such circumstances. These and other problems related to the 

use authorization rule have been compounded as local distribution systems have modernized 

and grown since 1998. 

We encourage EPA to repeal the current use authorization regulations in 761.30 and 

replace them with a simple statement that liquid and non-liquid PCBs and PCBs in porous 

surfaces are authorized for use at any concentration in electric utility, natural gas distribution 

utility, storage and pipeline systems and operations, provided the operator complies with 

applicable requirements for PCB remediation, storage and disposal under Sections 761.60, 

761.60, 761.61, 761.65, and 761.120 as PCBs are removed and eliminated from pipeline 

systems over time. We also urge EPA (1) to eliminate any reference to "potential sources/'4 

(2) clearly eliminate any flawed concept that devices designed to remove liquids (and PCBs if 

present) from natural gas systems somehow reintroduce them, and (3) eliminate extensive, 

unnecessary procedures for "characterizing" natural gas systems to look for PCB deposits today 

-- long after they were first introduced more than 50 years ago. Resources should instead be 

focused on responding appropriately and reasonably when any remaining PCBs are found. 

4 See 40 C.F.R. § 761.30{i)(l)(iii)(A). 
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Requirements for such response and disposal should be based on standard best practices that 

are self-implementing and clearly described in the rule, to eliminate the need for any EPA 

involvement in day-to-day operations. 

B. Revise Certain PCB Analysis, Storage and Disposal Regulations 

1. Change PCB Rules to Facilitate Gas & Electric Utility Operations 

AGA agrees with USWAG that EPA should: (1) allow disposal of PCB remediation wastes 

at "as-found" levels <50 ppm in non-TSCA landfills; {2) modify the PCB analytical rules at 40 

C.F.R. § 761.272 to expressly authorize the use of the automated soxhlet extraction procedure 

(Method 3541) for the chemical extraction of PCBs from individual and composite samples; and 

{3) amend 40 C.F.R. § 76165 to allow satellite accumulation of PCBs. 

2. Change Storage and Disposal Rules to Facilitate Natural Gas Utility Operations 

a. Reduce Costs by Allowing Rational Method to Identify Areas Not Subject to 

PCB Concerns and Disposal Restrictions 

EPA's PCB disposal rules under Section 761.60 describe how to characterize and manage 

natural gas distribution and transmission pipelines from PCB-impacted systems when no longer 

fit for service, including restrictions on how pipe can be abandoned in place or disposed of, 

depending on PCB levels.5 Pipe removal and replacement are becoming more common in 

response to DOT pipeline safety regulations, so the cost of complying with the PCB regulations 

for natural gas systems continues to rise while PCB levels continue to decline. 

Natural gas companies strive to rid their systems of liquids in general and PCBs in 

particular to eliminate these added costs. However, it is not clear under the existing rules how 

an operator can "delist" a system or portion thereof from the costly and onerous pre-requisites 

for abandoning pipe in place. Nor are the rules clear regarding how and where to send pipe for 

disposal or recycling once PCBs are no longer found in the system or a portion thereof above 

the regulatory threshold. It is wasteful and very costly to continue applying restrictions 

designed for systems with PCBs in liquids to dry pipe that has salvage value and no longer poses 

a risk. Testing each section of pipe as it is taken out of service in such systems is also costly and 

5 See 40 C.F.R. § 761.60(b)(5). 
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wasteful. We would welcome the opportunity to work with EPA to develop a rational method 

for "delisting" systems or portions of systems that actually results in some incremental 

environmental benefit, so that resources can be focused on projects that improve safe and 

reliable energy delivery, create good paying utility jobs, and facilitate economic development. 

b. Allow PCB Bulk Product Waste Storage or PCB Bulk Remediation Waste for 

Storage Up to 180 Days -- in a Roll-Off or Similar Container-- at Either the Site of 

Generation or Other Company-Owned Site 

Pipe wrap and cathodic protection are two effective methods that have been used over 

the years for protecting metal pipe from corrosion. Coal tar pipe wrap was often used on steel 

and cast iron pipe for gas utility systems in the first half of last century. Sometimes oil 

containing PCBs was applied to the wrap to improve its flexibility. Gas utilities have been 

removing and replacing cast iron pipe over recent years as they modernize their systems, and 

they sometimes encounter sections of coal tar pipe wrap that contain PCBs at concentrations of 

2::. 50 ppm. In such cases, utilities need a cost-effective method for managing this waste. 

AGA agrees with USWAG that PCB-containing Coal Tar Wrap (CTW) material meets the 

definition of "PCB bulk product waste" under 40 C.F.R. § 761. 3. The existing PCB storage 

regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(9) allow temporary storage of PCB bulk product waste or PCB 

bulk remediation wastes at the site of generation for up to 180 days , but only in a "pile" that 

meets several restrictive performance standards. A better, simpler and more cost -effective 

option in many circumstances would be to use a roll -off or similar container. AGA agrees with 

USWAG that the rule should be amended to allow the use of a roll-off or similar container. 

Further, since the site of generation could be in a city street or utility right -of-way, it is 

often not feasible orthe best environmental option to store bulk PCB remediation wastes or bulk 

PCB product wastes there. It is often more practical an d environmentally sound to bring such 

bulk wastes back to a utility service center or other company -owned central site. The existing 

regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(c)(1) allow operators to move PCB bulk product waste or PCB 

remediation waste from the site of generation back to a company -owned site for temporary 

storage before shipment off -site to a qualifying TSCA disposal facility - but such temporary 

storage at a company-owned central site (other than the site of generation) is limited to only 30 
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days. This short time period often does not allow adequate time for cost-effective storage prior 

to off-site shipment. For the reasons explained in USWAG's comments in this docket, extending 

this time period would not present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or the environment. 

EPA should amend its storage for disposal regulations at 40 C.F.R. §761.65 to expressly authorize 

operators to move PCB remediation wastes and PCB bulk product wastes such as CTW or pipe 

covered with CTW from remote sites to a central company-owned location for storage up to 180 

days. 

AGA appreciates the opportunity to comment. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Pamela Lacey 
Chief Regulatory Counsel 
American Gas Association 
400 N. Capitol St., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
202.824.7340 
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Natural Gas Vehicles for America 

NW. 

May 15,2017 

Ms. Samantha Davis 
Senior Counsel and Associate Administrator for Policy 
Regulatory Reform Officer for Executive Order 13777 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Identification of Regulations for Repeal, Modification or Replacement Under Executive Order 
13777, 82 Fed. Reg. 17793 (April13, 2017) (EPA Request for Comment)-
Docket No. EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190 

Dear Ms. Davis: 

NGVAmerica appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's regulatory review effort announced on April13, 2017. 

NGVAmerica is a national trade association dedicated to creating a profitable, sustainable and growing 
market for compressed natural gas, liquefied natural gas, and renewable natural gas powered vehicles. 
NGVAmerica represents more than 200 companies, including vehicle manufacturers; natural gas 
vehicle component manufacturers; natural gas distribution, transmission, and production companies; 
natural gas development organizations; non-profit advocacy organizations; state and local government 
agencies; and fleet operators. 

The United States is the world's largest producer of clean-burning natural gas. The abundance of this 
domestic resource means that it is a clean, low-cost, stable energy source that can secure America's 
energy needs for decades to come. Using more domestic natural gas results in expanded job 
opportunities for workers that produce this fuel and it also provides cost-savings for the consumers 
and businesses that consume this fuel. It also adds much needed revenue to the state budgets in areas 
of the country where natural gas is produced. 

To expand the opportunities for using this domestic fuel here in the U.S., more should be done to 
ensure that the right types of incentives and common sense regulations govern its use in the 
transportation sector. Using compressed natural gas (CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG), and renewable 
natural gas (RNG) in transportation can displace demand for imported energy and deliver the lowest 
emissions among all fuels. 
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NGVAmerica offers the following comments relating to the regulation of natural gas vehicles. The 
requested regulatory and policy changes are intended to remove unnecessary impediments to the 
increased use of natural gas vehicles and domestic natural gas resources and, if adopted, will promote 
job creation, clean air, reduced emissions of greenhouse gases, and improved energy security. 

I. Amend the Driving Range Requirements for NGVs to provide fair treatment relative to 
other technologies, and to provide additional incentive for manufacturers to produce 
natural gas vehicles 

EPA should remove the requirements in 40 CFR § 600.510-12, Calculation of average fuel economy and 
average carbon-related exhaust emissions, part (c)(2)(vii)(B) for fuel economy and (j)(2)(vii)(B) for 
emissions, that require NGVs to have a driving range on natural gas that is two times the driving range 
on gasoline or diesel fuel. This requirement is wholly impractical as it would require automakers to 
install significantly larger and more expensive natural gas fuel systems on dual-fuel vehicles, or 
alternatively require automobile manufacturers to reduce the size of gasoline fuel systems installed on 
dual-fuel NGVs, to access the utility factors available to other vehicles. This latter requirement would 
impose significant costs as it would require the design and manufacturer of smaller gasoline tanks and 
changes in the assembly production of base gasoline vehicles to fit vehicles with unique gasoline tanks. 

NGVAmerica previously petitioned EPA to remove this requirement but to date EPA has not acted on 
this petition. We would again urge EPA to revisit this issue and amend its regulations accordingly by 
removing this burdensome and unnecessary requirement. Amending the rules as requested would 
level the playing field with other technologies and increase the incentive for manufacturers to offer 
more light duty NGVs. It also could be expected to encourage manufacturers to begin to commercial 
new low-pressure and absorbed natural gas systems. 

NGVAmerica wishes to indicate its support for separate comments submitted by VNG.CO addressing 
this same issue, and would appreciate an opportunity to provide additional information in support of 
this request. 

II. Amend the marine engine certification requirements for dual-fuel natural gas engines so 
that compliance is based on the intended use of these engines and recognizes that when 
operating on natural gas/diesel mixtures these engines comply with and exceed the Tier 
Ill requirements. 40 CFR Part 1042- Control of Emissions from New and In-Use Marine 
Compression-Ignition Engines and Vessels. 

Natural gas, including liquefied natural gas, holds significant potential to displace petroleum as marine 
fuel and reduce emissions of harmful pollutants. Today, there are over 200 LNG ships in operation and 
on order. About 15 percent of new orders for these ships will operate in the US waters. There is 
growing interest in using LNG because it is a virtually sulfur free fuel and offers a significant reduction 
in particulates and NOx emissions compared to conventional marine fuels. LNG also provides a 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. In addition to the environmental benefits, encouraging the use 
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of more LNG as a fuel for marine vessels will lead to new economic development as bunkering 
facilities, ships and other fueling infrastructure are built to support this market. 

In the US, Tier Ill NOx requirements are in effect for all category 3 new built vessels (range in size from 
2,500 to 70,000 kW {3,000 to 100,000 hp) -large engines that propel ocean-going vessels such as 
container ships, oil tankers, bulk carriers, and cruise ships). The more demanding NOx emission levels 
required by the Tier Ill regulation is readily met by ships when they operate on LNG. In fact, using LNG 
results in NOx emissions that are well below required levels. To use LNG, most marine vessels rely on 
dual-fuel operation, which here refers to operation on a mixture of LNG and diesel fuel in a diesel cycle 
or compression-ignition engine. 

The problem today is that the Tier Ill emission regulations do not distinguish between fuel types, or 
provide any allowance for dual-fuel engines that operate on mixture of LNG and diesel fuel. The 
regulations therefore require that these vessels meet the NOx emission levels on both fuels including 
when operating on 100 percent diesel fuel even though that is not how the dual-fuel engines are 
intended to operate. The result is that manufacturers must equip their dual-fuel natural gas/diesel 
engines with expensive after-treatment equipment (Selective Catalyst Reduction - SCR- Technology) 
that is not necessary to achieve the required emission levels. Installing SCR systems on these vessels 
adds an additional cost of 1 - 2 million dollars per ship, even for ships utilizing diesel only for ignition 
purposes and whose fuel use is primarily LNG. 

While the number of LNG powered vessels is growing, economies of scale are not yet reached, and the 
expertise and knowledge in building these ships is still fledgling, especially in the US/Jones Act vessels. 
The fact that ship builders must install costly SCR systems can and does discourage the development of 
the market for LNG ships and the use of natural gas in the marine market. 

NGVAmerica requests that EPA amend it rules to allow a waiver for dual-fuel engines that operate the 
majority of the time on LNG and that have demonstrated through testing that they meet the Tier Ill 
NOx regulation when operating as intended (e.g., 70%NG/30% diesel or 90%NG/10% diesel). Providing 
this waiver will stimulate growth and jobs in shipbuilding in the US and encourage a faster paced 
adoption of cleaner-burning natural gas in this market. 

Ill. Amend the DERA Program to remove scrappage requirement for replacement vehicles 
that exceed current federal standards by 50% or more for NOx emissions 

This issue concerns EPA guidance for the Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA) Program. Current 
guidance provides additional funding (i.e. 35% instead of 25%) for the cost of new replacement 
vehicles that have been certified to optional low-NOx standards. Thus, the program provides a larger 
incentive for cleaner engines. NGVAmerica strongly supports this provision as it currently stands but 
also urges EPA to expand the incentive for low-NOx engines by providing a larger incentive, or by 
removing the scrappage requirement. 
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The DERA program seeks to ensure emission reductions by removing older, dirtier equipment from 
operation. The removal of more polluting equipment is ensured by requiring scrappage of vehicles and 
engines. Assuming equipment is retired earlier than it otherwise would be the case, this essentially 
locks in excess emission reductions. Scrappage however comes at a cost for businesses that lose the 
opportunity to sell their equipment and receive compensation for the remaining value. For new diesel 
vehicles, it can be argued that providing 25 percent incentive for the cost of new replacement vehicle 
is more than sufficient to offset the economic loss associated with scrappage, and still provide an 
incentive to encourage the purchase of new, cleaner vehicles. 

For natural gas vehicles, however, the DERA incentive of 25 percent or even 35 percent for the cost of 
a new vehicle is not sufficient to cover the economic loss associated with scrappage and the added 
costs associated with new natural gas trucks, which, like other advanced technology vehicles, cost 
more than conventionally fueled diesel vehicles. To remedy this situation, we would urge EPA to 
consider providing an even larger incentive for natural gas low-NOx vehicles. This could include 
providing 50 percent of the purchase for low-NOx alternative fuel trucks, or removing the scrappage 
requirement for low-NOx trucks. Such a policy would align with the DERA intent by delivering 
additional emission reductions because low-NOx engines are 50-90 percent cleaner than required. 

IV. Amend the testing and sampling requirements for cellulosic fuel produced in anaerobic 
digesters to be less burdensome and encourage increased production of qualifying 
cellulosic fuel 

Renewable natural gas produced from a variety of feedstocks has proved to be a huge success story, 
and today accounts for a significant portion of natural gas used to fuel natural gas vehicles. This clean
burning, low-carbon fuel accounts for more than 20 percent of all on-road natural gas demand and is 
expected to account for more than 40 percent of on-road demand by 2018. The success of renewable 
natural gas is due in no small part to the inclusion of various incentives and regulatory programs that 
encourage the production of this fuel including the U.S. EPA's Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) Program. 

To expand the opportunity for renewable natural gas and remove burden on industry, NGVAmerica 
requests that EPA address the sampling and testing requirements required for anaerobic digesters (AD) 
that process crop waste to produce cellulosic fuel. AD producers have indicated that the testing 
requirements to demonstrate that 75 percent of the feedstock used in these facilities is cellulosic 
based are too burdensome and therefore discourage the production of more cellulosic qualifying fuel. 
Specifically, we request a change in the testing requirements found in 40 CFR 80.1426 so that instead 
of requiring the testing of every truck load that is delivered to an AD facility, that the testing is instead 
done quarterly and on random samples. 
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Conclusion 

NGVAmerica appreciates the opportunity to provides these comments and would welcome the 
opportunity to discuss these issues further with EPA as it moves forward with its regulatory review. In 
addition to the comments offered here, NGVAmerica would like to offer its support for the comments 
submitted in the docket by VNG.CO, which address several other issues related to the certification of 
light duty vehicles that are not included in our submission but nevertheless we strongly support. We 
believe that the changes requested will provide more fair treatment for NGVs and level of the playing 
field with other transportation technologies, and thereby increase the use of domestic natural gas as a 
transportation fuel. 

Sincerely, 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: Trump Hotel Lobby 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Coffee with Lesley (2:15p.m.) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 11/2/2017 6:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 11/2/2017 6:45:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with John Walke 
Start Date/Time: Mon 12/11/2017 4:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 12/11/2017 5:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: Walke, John <jwalke@nrdc.org> 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: ECOS 
Sent: Wed 9/20/2017 3:18:33 PM 
Subject: Speakers Announced for ECOS' Webinar on Cooperative Federalism 2.0: A Deeper Look into 
a Rebooted EPA-State Relationship 

• • • 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Regulatory Priorities Meeting- Call: 1-855-564-1700; Ext: 
11 04438; Participant Code: 234567 
Start Date/Time: Wed 9/27/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 9/27/2017 2:45:00 PM 

Your meeting was forwarded 

has forwarded your meeting request to additional recipients. 

Regulatory Priorities Meeting- Call: 1-855-564-1700; Ext: 1104438; Participant Code: 234567 

Wednesday, September 27, 2017 10:00 AM-10:45 AM. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kevin Kukay 
Wed 9/20/2017 3:59:02 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kevin Kukay 
POBox312 
Elmore, OH 43416 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kim Kruse 
Wed 9/20/2017 12:56:07 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kim Kruse 
4462 County Road 44 
Woodville, OH 43469 
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To: Clark, Katherine[Ciark.Katherine@epa.gov]; 
HQ_Facilities_Updates[HQ_Facilities_Updates@epa.gov]; Hq Parking 
Partici pants[hq parking partici pants@use pa. on microsoft. com] 
Cc: Davis, Michael D.[Davis.Michaeld@epa.gov]; Layne, Heather[Layne.Heather@epa.gov]; Allen, 
CatherineB[AIIen. CatherineB@epa .gov] 
From: Barton, Kathryn 
Sent: Fri 9/8/2017 12:56:59 PM 
Subject: RE: New parking requirements 

I wasn't able to find a full audit on OIG's website; however, in August 2016, a Project 
Notification memorandum was sent to OARM regarding the parking subsidy (attached). I've 
copied the OIG points of contact as there may be a completed report they can direct us to. 

Kate Barton 

From: Clark, Katherine 
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:31 AM 
To: HQ_Facilities _Updates <HQ_Facilities _ Updates@epa.gov>; Hq Parking Participants 
<hqparkingparticipants@usepa.onmicrosoft.com> 
Subject: RE: New parking requirements 

Would you please send a copy of the OIG's audit findings to the Hq Parking Participants? 

Thank you. 

Katherine Clark 

From: HQ_Facilities _Updates 
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:16 AM 
To: Hq Parking Participants 
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Subject: New parking requirements 

The agency's parking programs were recently audited by the Office of Inspector 
General. Based on the findings of the audit and recent agency budget cuts, the EPA will 
no longer offer reduced-rate parking to employees. Therefore, effective October 1, 
2017, the parking rate will increase to $293.45 for all parking categories. This includes 
disability; unusual hours, van/carpools and motorcycle parking. 

New parking requirements will also go into effect on October 1, 2017. HQ employees 
participating in the parking program can expect the following changes: 

• All non-EPA (federal and non-federal) van/carpool members will be required to 
submit a memorandum, with the parking application, from their respective 
agency/company certifying that the employee does not receive transit subsidy 
benefits to commute to/from work. If the memorandum is not attached to the 
parking application, it will be denied. 

• HQ executives will be considered a part of the "unusual hours" category to be 
consistent with the Code of Federal regulations, and that will be defined in the 
revised parking application. 

• All participating employees will be required to recertify using revised =c;_.~~~ 
~~by October 1, 2017. 

• Employees who choose to continue participating in the HQ parking program should 
make month payments using ~~~~~~;;;;;;.;;;;;.,;~~;,;,c;;;;.· 

• Employees who choose to discontinue participating in the HQ parking program 
must complete the and submit to 

• Employees who choose to discontinue participating in the HQ parking program that 
have set up automatic payments will need to cancel those payments with Pay.gov. 

• Employees who choose to discontinue participating in the HQ parking program 
may work directly with Crista! Shimamura, RRB Parking Manager, to secure 
parking. Ms. Shimamura may be reached at 202-312-1317. The RRB offers 
discounted rates to federal employees. The rate for vehicles is $319.00 and 
$159.00 for motorcycles. 

If you have any questions regarding the upcoming changes to the headquarters parking 
program, please contact the agency's HQ Parking Office at 202-564-2085. 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: Aim Room 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: FW: Chief of Staff Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Mon 9/18/2017 12:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 9/18/2017 1 :00:00 PM 

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated. 

The meeting was canceled. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Foxit Software Incorporated 
Wed 11/15/2017 3:10:28 AM 
[SPAM] Creating accessible PDF documents 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Matthew Pierscher 
Tue 9/19/2017 6:57:21 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Matthew Pierscher 
7286 jackman rd 
Ida, MI 48140 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Hq Parking Participants[hqparkingparticipants@usepa.onmicrosoft.com] 
Poke-Williams, Shela 
Tue 9/12/2017 8:33:12 PM 
memo for parking 

Hello to whom it may concerns, wouldn't the transit office have the memo 
already? Or is this something we need from our supervisor? Thanks. 
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From: Susan Alfonso 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Specialty Equipment Market Association 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 3:00:00 PM 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: Houston Tx. 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Hold for Travel Prep and Departure 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 10:30:00 PM 

Your meeting was forwarded 

has forwarded your meeting request to additional recipients. 

Hold for Travel Prep and Departure 

Thursday, September 14, 2017 2:00 PM-6:30 PM. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Brad Wignall 
Tue 9/19/2017 2:53:37 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Brad Wignall 
7216 Winding Brook Road 
Perrysburg, OH 43551 
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From: Paul Balserak 
Location: To be reserved: Del Friscos 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Lunch with Paul B. 
Start Date/Time: Tue 10/3/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 10/3/2017 5:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Brice Raatz 
Tue 9/19/2017 1 :59:00 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Brice Raatz 
2957 County Road L 
Edon, OH 43518 
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From: Larry Schafer 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20004, USA 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Invitation: Biodiesel Meeting w EPA (Mandy Gunasekara, Samantha Dravi. .. @Wed Sep 20, 
2017 1 pm- 2pm (EDT) (dravis.samantha@epa.gov) 
Start Date/Time: Wed 9/20/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 9/20/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Biodiesel Meeting w EPA (Mandy Gunasekara, Samantha Dravis, Gene 
Gebolys, others) 

Wed Sep 20, 2017 1pm- 2pm 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, DC 20004, USA 

dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

• larry Schafer ... 

• gunasekara.mandy@epa.gov 

• mferaci@playmakerstrategies.com 

• anne steckel 

• dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

• dominguez.alexander@epa.gov 

• ggebolys@worldenergy .net 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account dravis.samantha@epa.gov because you are an attendee of this event. 

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Go ogle account at 
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar. 
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From: Rob Underwood 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Roy Murray 
Thur 9/14/2017 4:33:36 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Roy Murray 
108 Arch 
philadelphia, P A 191 06 
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From: Kent Lassman 
Location: 3513A William Jefferson Clinton North 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with Competitive Enterprise Institute President Kent Lassman 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 7:30:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: To be rescheduled: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart 
W Reporting Rule and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Tue 9/12/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 9/12/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Kathryn Clay, Allison Cunningham and Pamela Lacey 

Request: The American Gas Association (AGA) and Natural Gas Vehicles of America 
(NGVA) would like to arrange a follow-up meeting with you to discuss our ideas for 
regulatory reform, as described in our attached comments, filed May 15, 2017 in Docket 
EPA-HQ-OA-2017. AGA's comments address several programs, but at this meeting, 
we will want to focus on revisions we have suggested to improve: (1) the Subpart W 
reporting rule and (2) the PCB rules. 

Contact: 
Pamela A Lacey 1 Chief Regulatory Counsel 
American Gas Association<http://www.aga.org> 

400 N. Capitol St., NW I Washington, DC 120001 
P: 202-824-7340 1M: 202-809-65651 F: 202-824-9190 1 placey@aga.org 
<mailto:placey@aga.org> 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Tue 11/14/2017 3:37:49 PM 
[SPAM] Detecting Deception: Practical Skills for Lawyers 
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From: Chris Kersting 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Specialty Equipment Market Association 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 4:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Larry Laboe 
Thur 9/21/2017 11:15:16 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Larry Laboe 
7348 lakeshore dr 
Newport, MI 48166 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
John Thomason 
Thur 9/21/2017 10:22:38 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

John Thomason 
4130 E Dunbar Rd 
Monroe, MI 48161 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Hold for lntro with Matt T. and OEJ Managers 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/28/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/28/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Your meeting was forwarded 

has forwarded your meeting request to additional recipients. 

Hold for Intro with Matt T. and OEJ Managers 

Thursday, September 28, 2017 10:00 AM-10:30 AM. 
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From: Jonathan E. Missner 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Specialty Equipment Market Association 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 4:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005520-00001 



From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: NAFTA Briefing 
Start Date/Time: Mon 9/11/2017 1:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 9/11/2017 2:00:00 PM 

Your meeting was forwarded 

NAFTA Briefing 

Monday, September 11, 2017 9:30 AM-10:00 AM. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Mon 11/13/2017 3:26:05 PM 
[SPAM] Ethics and the Virtual Practice of Law 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Wed 11/8/2017 3:59:16 PM 
[SPAM] Tomorrow: Financial Tools for Attorneys: Increasing Your Clients' Performance 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Foxit Software Incorporated 
Wed 11/8/2017 1 :07:35 AM 
How to track different versions of your PDF with ConnectedPDF 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert Shipman 
Thur 9/21/2017 2:14:40 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert Shipman 
805 Culley Rd 
Holland, OH 43528 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Eric Wilson 
Wed 9/20/2017 8:53:53 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Eric Wilson 
903 Brookley 
Toledo, OH 43607 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Gerald Bodnar 
Wed 9/20/2017 8:53:39 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Gerald Bodnar 
2324 Roseann dr 
Toledo, OH 43611 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: SoW 230A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: CAFE/Global/Alliance Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/28/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/28/2017 7:00:00 PM 

The purpose of this meeting is to discuss next steps in policy development on the Mid-Term Review and 
CAFE/GHG rulemakings. 

WAVES linlc https://events.whitehouse.gov/form?rid=9936YQY9KG 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Fri 11/10/2017 3:56:58 PM 
[SPAM] Microsoft Excel for the Paralegal 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Foxit Software Incorporated 
Fri 11/10/2017 12:30:40 PM 
Webinar: Automating FOIA and Section 508 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Thur 11/9/2017 3:23:03 PM 
[SPAM] Contract Law and E-Signatures 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
virtualizationwebinars 
Tue 11/7/2017 4:37:08 PM 
Invite- 2017 Red Hat Government Symposium- Livestream 

7 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Tue 11/7/2017 3:53:06 PM 
[SPAM] Law Firm Cyber Security and Legal Malpractice Risks 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Foxit Software Incorporated 
Wed 11/15/2017 4:38:44 PM 
Webinar: Automating FOIA and Section 508 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Sent: Wed 11/15/2017 4:13:22 PM 
Subject: [SPAM] Negotiating Representations, Warranties and Indemnification Clauses in Technology 
Agreements 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:21:12 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6350 -
Final I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I R09- 'Nevada- Visibility FIP Rescission for the Mohave 
Generating Station') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: !....!.!:~!..!.2.!~~~l....!.:2~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005539-00001 



below. 
Was this helpful? ~!l!!~~~!L!!~'lE.~!:!l!-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 10/11/2017 4:21:10 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6350 - Final/ Administrator's Signature I 
Review #1 I R09 - 'Nevada -Visibility FIP Rescission for the 
Mohave Generating Station') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005539-00002 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Samantha 
Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov] 
Cc: Brittany Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; 
Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Vanlare, 
Paula[Vanlare.Paula@epa.gov]; Adams, Darryi[Adams.Darryl@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:21:10 PM 
Subject: RE: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6350- Final I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I R09- 'Nevada- Visibility FIP Rescission for the Mohave 
Generating Station') 

Approved 

From: Nicole Owens [mailto:Owens.Nicole@epamail.epa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 11 :22 AM 
To: Samantha Dravis <Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov> 
Cc: Brittany Bolen <Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov>; Kenny, Shannon 
<Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov>; Kime, Robin <Kime.Robin@epa.gov>; Pritchard, Eileen 
<Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov>; Rees, Sarah <rees.sarah@epa.gov>; Nickerson, William 
<Nickerson.William@epa.gov>; Corrales, Mark <Corrales.Mark@epa.gov>; Curry, Bridgid 
<Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov>; Vanlare, Paula <Vanlare.Paula@epa.gov>; Adams, Darryl 
<Adams.Darryl@epa.gov> 
Subject: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6350- Final I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I R09- 'Nevada -Visibility FIP Rescission for the Mohave 
Generating Station') 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: Final- 'Nevada- Visibility FIP Rescission for the Mohave 
Generating Station' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 

Link to Policy Review Document-> 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:59 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 
5809.1 -Final I OCIR Review pre-Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Hypoxia Task Force Report to 
Congress') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: !....!.!:~!..!.2.!~~~l....!.:2~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
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below. 
Was this helpful? ~!l!!~~~!L!!~'lE.~!:!l!-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 10/11/2017 4:20:57 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 5809.1 - Final/ OCIR Review pre-Signature I 
Review #1 I OW- 'Hypoxia Task Force Report to Congress') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005541-00002 



MWHPR09MB1453.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Samantha 
Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov] 
Cc: Brittany Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; 
Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Johnson, 
Ann[Johnson.Ann@epa.gov]; Nurse, Leanne[Nurse.Leanne@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:57 PM 
Subject: RE: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5809.1 - Final I 
OCIR Review pre-Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Hypoxia Task Force Report to Congress') 

Approved 

From: Nicole Owens [mailto:Owens.Nicole@epamail.epa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 11 :23 AM 
To: Samantha Dravis <Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov> 
Cc: Brittany Bolen <Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov>; Kenny, Shannon 
<Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov>; Kime, Robin <Kime.Robin@epa.gov>; Pritchard, Eileen 
<Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov>; Rees, Sarah <rees.sarah@epa.gov>; Nickerson, William 
<Nickerson.William@epa.gov>; Corrales, Mark <Corrales.Mark@epa.gov>; Curry, Bridgid 
<Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov>; Johnson, Ann <Johnson.Ann@epa.gov>; Nurse, Leanne 
<Nurse.Leanne@epa.gov> 
Subject: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5809.1 - Final I 
OCIR Review pre-Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Hypoxia Task Force Report to Congress') 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: Final - 'Hypoxia Task Force Report to Congress' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 

Link to Policy Review Document-> 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005542-00001 



To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:43 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024 -
Direct Final I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Produc ... 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: .!......!.!::...2.!.~~~~~~2.2-~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005543-00001 



you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 

Was this helpful? ~!!!:!~~~!L!!~'l!i!.~~-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 10/11/2017 4:20:41 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6024 - Direct Final/ Administrator's 
Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus 
Standards Update; Formaldehyde Emission Standards for 
Composite Wood Products') 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005543-00002 



Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

MWHPR09MB1486.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005543-00003 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Samantha 
Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov] 
Cc: Brittany Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; 
Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Peffers, 
Mei[Peffers.Mel@epa.gov]; Jutras, Nathaniei[Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:41 PM 
Subject: RE: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024 - Direct Final I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products') 

Approved 

From: Nicole Owens [mailto:Owens.Nicole@epamail.epa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 11 :24 AM 
To: Samantha Dravis <Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov> 
Cc: Brittany Bolen <Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov>; Kenny, Shannon 
<Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov>; Kime, Robin <Kime.Robin@epa.gov>; Pritchard, Eileen 
<Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov>; Rees, Sarah <rees.sarah@epa.gov>; Nickerson, William 
<Nickerson.William@epa.gov>; Corrales, Mark <Corrales.Mark@epa.gov>; Curry, Bridgid 
<Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov>; Peffers, Mel <Peffers.Mel@epa.gov>; Jutras, Nathaniel 
<Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov> 
Subject: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024 - Direct 
Final I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP- 'Voluntary Consensus Standards 
Update; Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products') 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: Direct Final - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 

Link to Policy Review Document-> 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005544-00001 



To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:36 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024 -
NPRM I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: .!......!.!::...2.!.~~~~~~2.2-~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005545-00001 



you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 

Was this helpful? ~!!!:!~~~!L!!~'l!i!.~~-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 1011112017 4:20:34 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

RE: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6024 - NPRM I Administrator's Signature I 
Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood 
Products') 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005545-00002 



Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

MWHPR09MB1488.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005545-00003 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Samantha 
Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov] 
Cc: Brittany Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; 
Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Peffers, 
Mei[Peffers.Mel@epa.gov]; Jutras, Nathaniei[Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wed 1011112017 4:20:34 PM 
Subject: RE: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024 - NPRM I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products') 

Approved 

From: Nicole Owens [mailto:Owens.Nicole@epamail.epa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 11 :24 AM 
To: Samantha Dravis <Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov> 
Cc: Brittany Bolen <Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov>; Kenny, Shannon 
<Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov>; Kime, Robin <Kime.Robin@epa.gov>; Pritchard, Eileen 
<Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov>; Rees, Sarah <rees.sarah@epa.gov>; Nickerson, William 
<Nickerson.William@epa.gov>; Corrales, Mark <Corrales.Mark@epa.gov>; Curry, Bridgid 
<Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov>; Peffers, Mel <Peffers.Mel@epa.gov>; Jutras, Nathaniel 
<Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov> 
Subject: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6024- NPRM I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OCSPP - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; 
Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products') 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: NPRM - 'Voluntary Consensus Standards Update; Formaldehyde 
Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 

Link to Policy Review Document-> 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005546-00001 



To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Tue 912612017 6:01 :43 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6250 -
Final I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I R09 - 'Coronado Generating Station Regional Haze') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha 

Action 

Office 365 Recipients 

Recipients 

Unknown To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for exam pie) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: .L.!.!:~~~~~L.!.::::~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 0000554 7-00001 



below. 
Was this helpful? ~!l!!~~~!L!!~'lE.~!:!l!-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 9/26/2017 6:01:41 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6250 - Final/ Administrator's Signature I 
Review #1 I R09 - 'Coronado Generating Station Regional 
Haze') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 
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To: Rees, Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Vanlare, 
Paula[Vanlare.Paula@epa.gov]; Adams, Darryi[Adams.Darryl@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Tue 912612017 6:01 :41 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6250 - Final I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I R09 - 'Coronado Generating Station Regional Haze') 

" 
Approved! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 26, 2017, at 1:58PM, Sarah Rees wrote: 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: Final - 'Coronado Generating Station Regional Haze' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 

Link to Policy Review Document-> 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005548-00001 



To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Tue 911912017 12:57:32 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5965 -
NODA I OMB Review I Review #1 I OAR- 'RFS Volume Standards - 2018 and BBD for 2019') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: ~~~~~~L!!2~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 
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More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 911912017 12:57:30 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 5965 - NODA I OMB Review I Review #1 I 
OAR- 'RFS Volume Standards- 2018 and BBD for 2019') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

MWHPR09MB1485.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Lamson, 
Amy[Lamson.Amy@epa.gov]; Jutras, Nathaniei[Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Tue 911912017 12:57:30 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5965 - NODA I OMB 
Review I Review #1 I OAR- 'RFS Volume Standards - 2018 and BBD for 2019') 

Approved 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 18,2017, at 2:17PM, Nicole Owens wrote: 

Approval for OMB Transmittal: NODA- 'RFS Volume Standards- 2018 and BBD for 2019' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Tue 911212017 5:10:14 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 
5422.1 - Final I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Postponement of Certain Compliance Dates 
for Steam Electric ELG') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: !....!.!:~!..!.2.!~~~l....!.:2~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
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below. 
Was this helpful? ~!l!!~~~!L!!~'lE.~!:!l!-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 9/12/2017 5:10:11 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 5422.1 - Final/ Administrator's Signature I 
Review #1 I OW- 'Postponement of Certain Compliance Dates 
for Steam Electric ELG') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 
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To: Rees, Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Thundiyil, 
Karen[Thundiyii.Karen@epa.gov]; Muellerleile, Caryn[Muellerleile.Caryn@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Tue 911212017 5:10:11 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5422.1 - Final I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Postponement of Certain Compliance Dates for Steam 
Electric ELG') 

Approved. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 12, 2017, at 1:06PM, Sarah Rees wrote: 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: Final - 'Postponement of Certain Compliance Dates for 
Steam Electric ELG' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Thur 912112017 8:31:31 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 
5719.11 - NODA I OMB Review I Review #1 I OAR- 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for 
New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Three-Month Stay of Cert ... 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: .!......!.!::...2.!.~~~~~~2.2-~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
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you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 

Was this helpful? ~!!!:!~~~!L!!~'l!i!.~~-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 912112017 8:31 :29 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 5719.11 - NODA I OMB Review I Review #1 I 
OAR -'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for 
New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Three-Month Stay 
of Certain Requirements') 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005556-00002 



Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 
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To: Rees, Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Gilbreath, 
Jan[Gilbreath.Jan@epa.gov]; Brown, Stephanie N.[Brown.StephanieN@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Thur912112017 8:31:29 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5719.11 - NODA I 
OMB Review I Review #1 I OAR - 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, 
Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Three-Month Stay of Certain Requirements') 

Approved 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 21, 2017, at 3:58PM, Sarah Rees wrote: 

Approval for OMB Transmittal: NODA- 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, 
Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Three-Month Stay of Certain Requirements' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Thur 912112017 8:31:21 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 
5719.10- NODA I OMB Review I Review #1 I OAR- 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for 
New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Stay of Certain Requirem ... 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: .!......!.!::...2.!.~~~~~~2.2-~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
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you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 

Was this helpful? ~!!!:!~~~!L!!~'l!i!.~~-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 912112017 8:31:19 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 5719.10- NODA I OMB Review I Review #11 
OAR -'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for 
New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Stay of Certain 
Requirements') 

ED_ 001523 _ 00005559-00002 



Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
not found by SMTP address lookup 

MWHPR09MB1280.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 
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To: Rees, Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Gilbreath, 
Jan[Gilbreath.Jan@epa.gov]; Brown, Stephanie N.[Brown.StephanieN@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Thur 912112017 8:31:19 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5719.10 - NODA I 
OMB Review I Review #1 I OAR - 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, 
Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Stay of Certain Requirements') 

Approved 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 21, 2017, at 3:58PM, Sarah Rees wrote: 

Approval for OMB Transmittal: NODA- 'Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, 
Reconstructed, and Modified Sources: Stay of Certain Requirements' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Thur 111212017 9:47:16 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6402 -
NPRM I Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Idaho UIC Class II Well Program- Voluntary 
Primacy Withdrawal') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: !....!.!:~!..!.2.!~~~l....!.:2~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 

If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
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below. 
Was this helpful? ~!l!!~~~!L!!~'lE.~!:!l!-

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 111212017 9:47:14 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov 

Subject: 

Error Details 
Reported error: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6402 - NPRM I Administrator's Signature I 
Review #1 I OW- 'Idaho UIC Class II Well Program -Voluntary 
Primacy Withdrawal') 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov not found by SMTP 
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address lookup 

DSN generated by: 
MWHPR09MB1197 .namprd09.prod.outlook.com 
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Original Message Headers 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Schillo, Bruce[Schillo.Bruce@epa.gov]; Adams, 
Darryi[Adams.Darryl@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Thur 111212017 9:47:14 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6402 - NPRM I 
Administrator's Signature I Review #1 I OW- 'Idaho UIC Class II Well Program- Voluntary Primacy 
Withdrawal') 

Approved 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2, 2017, at 5:19PM, Nicole Owens wrote: 

Approval for Administrator's Signature: NPRM- 'Idaho UIC Class II Well Program- Voluntary 
Primacy Withdrawal' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Small Refineries (re: RFS hardship exemption) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 3:00:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as 
you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call 202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

A coalition of small refineries would like to discuss the RFS hardship exemption. 

Attendees: 

To follow 

Contact: 

Susan Butler 

Capitol Resources LLC 

915 Prince Street 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

(703)739-5860 (office) 

(703)298-2826 (cell) 
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To: Gunasekara, Mandy[Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov]; Dravis, 
Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cc: Patrick Kelly[kellyp@api.org] 
From: Will Hupman 
Sent: Tue 4/25/2017 6:43:46 PM 
Subject: Thank You 

Mandy & Samantha- Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with our group this 
afternoon on the 2018 RVOs and the Point of Obligation issue. I wanted circle back on 
a few specific items that you requested from the meeting. If there's any additional 
information or materials that we can provide (or questions to answer), I hope you'll let 
me know. Thanks again, Will 

1) Waiver Authority (see first attachment, "2017 RFS API .. .'}- As mentioned, our 
comments include discussion of the waiver authorities at your disposal. Specifically, on 
pages 3 & 4, our comments reference the justification of your waiver based on 
inadequate domestic supply as well as the encouragement of waiver usage based on 
severe economic harm. 

2) RIN Prices and the Marketplace- (see second attachment and link below)- The 
second attachment, "A Preliminary Assessment ... " is from EPA's Dallas Burkholder in 
May 2015 and discusses the impact of RIN prices on retail fuel prices and related 
factors. On page 3, Burkholder states: "The higher market prices for petroleum fuels 
with RIN obligations relative to those without RIN obligations suggest that obligated 
parties are generally recovering their RIN costs in the price of the petroleum fuels they 
produce. Merchant refiners, who largely purchase separated RINs to meet their RFS 
obligations, should not therefore be disadvantaged by higher RIN prices, as they are 
recovering these costs in the sale price of their products." On pages 28 - 30, he 
explores in more detail the RIN Price Impacts on Merchant and Integrated Refiners. 
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analytical data from professors at MIT, Univ. of Michigan, and Harvard entitled "The 
Pass-Through of RIN Prices to Wholesale and Retail Fuels under the Renewable Fuel 
Standard." 

On page 19, the authors conclude that "Taken together, these results suppott the view 
that RIN prices are passed through quickly, but not immediately, into the wholesale 
prices of obligated fuels." 
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I. The EPA has Clear Authority to Adjust EISA's Volumes Using the Cellulosic and 
General Waiver Provisions 

EPA correctly observes that the Proposed Rule comes at a time when "the market transitions 
from mild resistance to obstacles that are more difficult to overcome, particularly with regard to 
infrastructure and relative pricing for higher ethanol blends such as E 15 and E85." 1 EPA also 
recognizes that there are various "constraints associated with supplying renewable fuels to the 
vehicles and engines that c an use them." 2 EPA correctly concludes that these constraints and 
obstacles prevent the Agency from imposing the renewable fuel volumes requirements in CAA 
section 211 ( o )(2 )(B) and justify the use of EPA's waiver authorities to provide a measure of 
relief from those requirements. EPA must establish RFS volumetric standards based on available 
projections of the use of transportation fuel and the corresponding ability of the fuels market to 
utilize renewable fuel. It must also consider the infeasibility of blending ethanol into gasoline at 
levels above 10 percent by volume given that most vehicles on the road today cannot bum blends 
with higher volumetric percentages of ethanol. "Ethanol faces demand, distribution system, and 
regulatory challenges that rna ke it difficult to increase its use as a motor fuel regardless of its 
source."3 The documented overall decline in gasoline consumption in the United States, 
particularly since the enactment of EISA, has exacerbated the problems presented by the E10 
blendwall, making an exercise ofEPA's waiver authority both appropriate and necessary. API 
provides a detailed discussion on the legal authority supporting EPA's exercise of its waiver 
authorities in the context of the Proposed Rule in Appendix A, infra. 

A. EPA's Waiver Based on 11s Cellulosic Waiver Authority Is Fully Justified 
and Permissible. 

In its Proposed Rule, EPA properly notes that CAA section 211(o)(7)(D) "provides that if the 
projected volume of cellulosic biofuel production is less than the minimum applicable volume in 
the statute, EPA shall reduce the applicable volume of cellulosic biofuel required to the projected 
volume available." 4 Next, EPA appropriately recognized that CAA section 2011( o )(7)(D) "also 
provides EPA with the authority to reduce the applicable volume of total renewable fuel and 
advanced biofuel in years where it reduces the applicable volume of cellulosic biofuel." The 
D.C. Circuit has confirmed EPA's broad discretion to reduce the statutory volumes using this 
waiver auth ority: "In the absence of any express or implied statutory directive to consider 
particular factors, EPA reasonably concluded that it enjoys broad discretion regarding whether 
and in what circumstances to reduce the advanced biofuel and total renewable fu el volumes 
under the cellulosic biofuel waive r provision." Monroe v. EPA, 750 F.3d 909, 915 (D.C. Cir. 
2014). 

The volume of cellulosic renewable fuel listed in EISA for 2017 is 5.5 billion gallons. Based on 
what it believes will be produced, EPA propo ses a cellulosic volume of 312 million gallons for 

1 NPRM at 34790. 
2 NPRM at 34784. 
3 Statement of Howard Gmenspecht Deputy Administrator Energy Information Administration 
U.S. Department of Energy Before the Committee on Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on 
Energy and Power United States House of Representatives. June 22, 2016. 
4 NPRM at 34 785. 
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2017. Thus, EPA is adjusting the cellulosic mandate listed in EISA by 5.188 billion gallons and 
can reduce the advanced and general renewable statutory volumes by up to 5.188 billion gallons 
each using the cellulosic waiver authority. 5 EPA has proposed to use this broad discretionary 
cellulosic waiver authority to reduce the statutory volume for advanced biofuel by 5.0 billion 
gallons. Similarly, EPA proposes to reduce the total renewable fuel mandate by an initial 
increment of 5.0 billion gallons for 2017 using the cellulosic waiver authority. 6 

As discussed in the section below, EPA also proposes to use its general waiver authority to 
reduce further the applicable volume of total renewable fuel by a n additional 0.2 billion gallons 
in 2017. 7 We note that EPA actually needs to rely only on its general waiver authority to waive 
12 million gallons of the general renewable volumes, as EPA is proposing to reduce the 
cellulosic volumes by 5.188 billion gallons, and can therefore use the cellulosic waiver authority 
to waive up to 5.188 billion gallons of the general renewable volume. We do not believe the 
statute limits EPA's authority to reduce the general renewable category to the full extent that the 
cellulosic category is reduced even if EPA does not reduce the advanced category to the same 
extent. EPA should, therefore, rely on its broad cellulosic waiver authority to the greatest extent 
possible. The general renewable fuel producers are essentially a rguing that general renewable 
fuels should backfill the cellulosic space even though cellulosic renewable fuels would have 
provided a 60% GHG reduction and most general renewable fuels do not guarantee any GHG 
reduction at all due to EISA's grandfathering clause for general renewable fuels. 

B. EPA's Waiver Based on Inadequate Domestic Supply Is Fully Justified and 
Permissible. 

The Clean Air Act grants EPA two types of general waiver authorities with respect to the RFS 
program: EPA is authorized to waive statutory RFS requirements based on a determination that 
( 1) "implementation of the requirement would severely harm the economy or environment of a 
State, a region, or the United States," 8 or "there is an inadequate domestic supply." 9 The NPRM 
proposes to grant a general waiver for 0.2 billion gallons of total renewable fuel in 2017. EPA's 
grant of waivers based on a determination that there is an inadequate domestic supply is a 
permissible interpretation of the statute, and fully within EPA's authority. 

C. EPA's Waiver Should Also Be Based On the Grounds That the Statutory 
Volumes Would Severely Harm the Economy. 

EPA should also base its waivers on a determination that requiring compliance with the full 
statutory volumes would cause severe harm to the ec onomy. Although the statute does not 
require EPA to waive the statutory renewable fuel requirements on both grounds, it is well 
settled that a regulation is arbitrary and capricious if it "entirely fail[ s] to consider an important 

5 As discussed in more depth below, EPA should set the cellulosic mandate at no more than 200 
million gallons for 2017 and can therefore reduce the advanced and general renewable categories 
by 5.3 billion gallons solely using the cellulosic waiver authority. 
6 NPRM at 34786. 
7 !d. 
8 42 U.S.C. § 7545(o)(7)(A)(i). 
9 !d. § 7545(o)(7)(A)(ii). 
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aspect of the problem." 10 Whether RFS mandates will result in severe harm to the economy 
undoubtedly is an important aspect of the problem. Accordingly, EPA should consider both 
statutory grounds for granting a general waiver, and should determine that both support a general 
waiver for 2017. 

In its comments on EPA's Proposed Rule for 2014 -2016, API submitted extensive evidence, 
including a major economic study by NERA, that a general waiver is needed to avoid severe 
harm to the national economy. 11 

In its response to comments d ocument regarding the 2014 -2016 RFS, EPA asserted that "it is 
unnecessary to evaluate concerns that implementation of the statutory applicable volumes would 
cause severe economic harm, since EPA is exercising its waiver authorities on other grounds to 
substantially reduce the statutory volumes." 12 

API respectfully disagrees. Whether or not to exercise its waiver authority on the additional 
ground that lack of a general waiver will cause severe economic harm is an "important aspect of 
the problem" that EPA should consider. 

Accordingly, API is resubmitting the 2015 NERA study as Appendix E , which was in tum an 
updated version of a 2012 NERA study API submitted in connection with EPA's initial 2014 
proposed RFS rule. 13 

EPA is not free to ignore this evidence on a critical issue. 14 

II. Total Renewable Fuel Volume for 2017 

EPA's methodology for setting volume requirements when its waiver authority has been 
exercised should be consistent and transparent for stakeholders. The statutory volumes are 
unattainable due in part to the limitations on the volume of ethanol that can be used. It is 
appropriate for EPA to determine a total ethanol volume, and adjust the standards downward to 
the extent marketplace realities limit expected ethanol use in 2017. 

10 Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. , 463 U.S. 29, 43 
(1983). 
11 See Comments of the Am. Fuel & Petrochem. Mfrs. and the Am. Petroleum Inst., Docket ID 
Nos. EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0111, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0479 (July 27, 2015). 
12 EPA, Renewable Fuel Standards for 2014, 2015 and 2016, and the Biomass-Based Volume for 
2017: Response to Comments, at 116 (Nov. 2015) (EPA-420-R-15-024). 
13 A more detailed discussion of the NERA studies and the severe economic harm analysis can 
be found in Appendix Bat 1-4. 
14 See Delaware Dep't of Natural Res. & Envtl. Control v. EPA, 785 F.3d 1, 15 (D.C. Cir. 2015) 
(EPA must respond to "relevant and significant" comments); Reytblatt v. US. Nu clear 
Regulatory Comm'n, 105 F.3d 715, 722 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (agencies "must respond in a reasoned 
manner to [comments] that raise significant problems"). 
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A. Conventional Renewable Volume 

Due to the limitations of the blendwall, EPA should set a total et hanoi volume of not more than 
9.7 percent of gasoline demand. As explained in the sections that follow, this is due to: 

A. Significant EO demand, calculated at 5.3 billion gallons by EIA for 2015 or 3.8% of2015 
gasoline demand 

B. Limited E85 demand ofless than 100 million gallons according to EIA, equivalent to less 
than 0.1% of gasoline demand 

C. Limited E15 demand 

API recommends that the 2017 RFS Standards should not require more than 13.92 billion gallons 
of ethanol. This volume is based on the assumption t hat the total gasoline pool in 2017 should 
contain 9. 7 volume % ethanol on average, plus an allowance for the small amount of ethanol 
contained in E85. We believe the volume ofE15 in 2017 will be negligible and will not 
contribute significantly to the to tal volume of ethanol consumed in the market. The calculation 
of 13.92 billion gallons of ethanol appears in the table below: 

The methodology using the 9.7% blendwall target was previously recommended by AFPM and 
API in comments to the 2014, 2015, and 2016 RFS NPRM. We determined that an average 
value of 9. 7 volume % ethanol is a target that adequately covers the typical volumes of E 10 and 
EO in the marketplace. The 9.7% target reflects the lowest volume of EO observed in the 
marketplace (3% of the to tal gasoline pool) in recent years. Using a 9.7% target is a simple, 
practical, and consistent method that acknowledges the presence of EO in the market but does not 
require a quantification of the annual EO volume and the corresponding adjustment in the 
blendwall target. In fact, we believe that the 9.7% target is generous and will usually understate 
the volume of EO in the marketplace. This methodology is a reasonable balance between 
increasing the allowable content of ethanol in the gasoline pool whil e keeping the market away 
from the edge of the blendwall. 
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1. Significant EO Demand 

EO is demanded by boaters, small equipment and non -road users, motorcyclists, and by vehicle 
owners. EPA should treat these consumer groups equally in setting standards that allow them 
access to the EO they demand. While EPA acknowledges that EO demand constrains the volume 
of ethanol that can be supplied to the market, 15 the agency only quantifies recreational marine 
use of EO and does not recognize other legitimate consumer demands for this fuel. In fact, EPA 
dismisses these other demands in stating tha t the RFS program is increasing renewable fuel 
supply by incentivizing the transition from EO to E10 and higher ethanol blends. In reality, there 
is ample incentive to supply E10, and a final rule that dismisses the real demand for EO risks 
triggering the negative economic consequences of the ethanol blendwall. We do not believe 
Congress intended for the RFS to eliminate the option of EO for highway use as EPA implies. 

EPA needs to account for the significant demand for ethanol free EO gasoline in sett ing the final 
2017 RFS standards. In comments to the proposed 2014 RFS, API and AFPM provided a 
methodology for determining EO demand based on available EO data. The two trade groups also 
suggested that improved data collection would enhance EPA's ability to project demand. EPA 
dismissed the API/AFPM assessment ofEO demand in setting the final 2014-2016 RFS, noting 
in the response to comments "we do not believe that recent supply of EO is on the order of 3% of 
the gasoline pool." The final2016 stan dard presumed 124 million gallons of EO would be 
supplied in 2016, and EPA did not respond to critiques from API or stakeholders in the boating 
community to calculation of EO demand at marinas that was provided in a memo to the docket m 
that rule covering the 2014-2016 RFS standards. 

In May 2016 EIA released an estimate of 5.3 billion gallons for total EO usage in 2015, 16 which 
was about 3.8% of the 2015 gasoline demand. EIA's assessment demonstrates that EPA's 
estimate of200 million gallons ofEO nationwide demand is wrong: it amounts to only 4% of 
EIA' s estimate. It is also less than the EO demand reported by the Iowa Department of Revenue 
for Iowa alone. 17 In determining the 2017 RFS standards, EPA should use the same 
methodology outlined in the referenced May 2016 EIA memo for developing EO demand 
estimates. 

2. Limited E85 Demand 

Stated simply, based on the information provided in th is Proposed Rule and historical data of 
E85 demand, it is not reasonable to expect any significant increase in E85 sales in 2017 ; the 
market does not demand E85 fuel . Relying on the mere possibility that demand for E85 might 
increase in 2017 is a risky approach for obligated parties, consumers and the economy and EPA 
should not set standards based on this assumption. 

15 Proposed Rule (page 34790) 
16 Today in Energy, Almost All US. Gasoline is Blended with 10% Ethanol, May 4, 2016. 
17 "2015 Retailers Fuel Gallons Annual Report," Kathy Harpole, Research and Analysis 
Division, Iowa Department of Revenue, April 2016 
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a) E85 Sales from Existing Infrastructure 

API has commented extensively on E85 demand in comments submitted in response to the (a) 
proposed rule for the 2014 Standards for the Renewable Fuel Standard Program published on 
November 29, 2013 and (b) proposed rule for the 2014, 2015, and 2016 Renewable Fuel 
Standards and 2017 Biomass-Based Diesel Volume standard published on June 10, 2015. 18 

EPA developed estimates of current and historical volumes of nationwide E85 consumption 
based on linear regression analyses of E85 sales volumes obtained from five states (MN, CA, IA, 
NY and ND) as a function of the price ofE85 relative to gasoline as determined from data drawn 
from (a website maintained by the Renewable Fuels Association), and 
normalized by estimates ofE85 station counts taken from the DOE Alternative Fuels Data 
Center. This methodology (and related results) is outlined in a series of EPA memos to the 
Docket.19 20 21 22 23 

As EPA acknowledged in its analysis, the use of data from E85prices.com is fraught with issues. 
The data: (a) represent voluntary contributions by individuals, (b) are not collected consistently 
over time, and (c) are not obtained consistently in proportion to the number of retail stations in a 
given state/geographic area. This contributes to a significant amount of uncertainty in the 
individual linear least -squares regressions that EPA developed for each of the 5 states included in 
its analysis, which is made evident by the extremely low R -squared coefficient statistics (which 
ranged from 0.004 to 0.33 for 4 of the 5 states) that accompany these results. Based on these 
poor statistical results, the methodology is not sound to be used in rulemaki ng and should be 
dismissed by EPA. 

Likewise, it is not clear that the five states which supplied the E85 sales volume data used in 
EPA's analysis collected this information in a similar and consistent manner. For instance, the 
time periods encompassed in each of the five data sets varied from state to state, and some (e.g., 
Iowa) were provided on a quarterly (as opposed to monthly) basis. Furthermore, the extent to 
which incentives provided by some states for E85 usage may have introduced a bias to the data 
employed in the EPA analysis is unclear. 

In short, the disparate nature of the underlying data used by EPA lead us to question the accuracy 
and validity of the methodology developed by the Agency to estimate nationwide E85 volumes. 

EPA states in t he preamble to the current Proposed Rule that it has estimated E85 demand for 
2014 and 2015 to be 150 million gallons and 166 million gallons, respectively. EPA further 

18 See EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0479-5293 and EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0111-1948 
19 David Korotney, EPA, Correlating E85 Consumption Volumes with E85 Price, EPA-HQ
OAR-2015-0111 
20 David Korotney, EPA, Estimating Achievable Volumes ofE85, EPA-HQ-OAR-2016-004 
21 David Korotney, Preliminary Estimate of E85 Consumption in 2015, EP A-HQ-OAR-20 16-004 
22 David Korotney, Estimates of the number of retail stations offering E85, EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-
0111 
23 Dallas Burkholder, Estimating E85 Consumption in 2013 and 2014, EPA-H-OAR-2016-004 
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states: "In deriving the 2016 volume requirements we estimated that E85 volumes would 
increase to 200 million gallons, though we also said that 400 million gallons was possible under 
highly favorable though unlikely conditions. " As we have noted in the earlier comments on the 
2014, 2015, and 2016 RFS standards, we believe that the approach used by EPA to estimate 
nationwide E85 consumption leads to a substantial understatement of this volume relative to the 
statistics provided by EIA. 

The EIA data table US. Rejine1y and Blender Production of Motor Gasoline, Finished, 
Conventional, Greater than Ed55 (ethanol blends above 55%)24 shows the volume ofE85 blends 
distributed from bulk terminals. And the EIA data table Renewable Fuels & Oxygenate Plant 
Net Production 25 shows E85 distributed directly from ethanol production facilities. These two 
data series, summed together (as illustrated in the figure below), provide the most reliable 
estimate of national E85 consumption. 
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Source: EIA Data 

A comparison ofEPA estimates ofE85 volumes (as reported in the preambles to recent RFS 
proposed rulemakings) with the EIA data indicates that the Agency has consistently overstated 
this metric by about 91-101% for the past three years (20 13 - 20 15). (See the figure below.) 
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This further underscores our concerns regarding the accuracy of the Agency's E85 methodology 
and raises questions about the credibility ofEPA's projections ofE85 demand for 2016 and later 
years. 

EPA is, however, not the only federal agency which has consistently missed the mark in 
projecting future volumes ofE85. As shown in the chart below, previous EIA projections ofE85 
demand have not materialized (and have, in fact, swung rather wildly in the near term). 

E&5 

Sources: EIA Annual Energy Outlook Reports 2010 - 2016 
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All of the above being said, the nationwide volume of E85 demand currently represents a tiny 
fraction of total annual motor gasoline consumption (as shown by the chart below). E85 demand 
has been consistently less than 0.1% of annual gasoline demand according to EIA, and this 
fraction is not likely to grow significant! y in the near term for the reasons which we discuss in 
the following section. 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
2016 

b) Consumer Behavior 

No definitive study shows why customers have not used E85 with greater frequency. 26 Some 
short term and limited analysis (focused on a limited sample of states) by The Fuels Institute and 
EPA indicates that consumers would respond to E85 price adjustments that account for the lower 
E85 energy content (as shown by the graph below). As discussed above, there is no historical 
evidence to support any signifi cant consumer response to a differential between retail prices of 
E85 and motor gasoline. E85 volumes remain below one tenth of one percent of total annual 
gasoline demand. Whether an energy -adjusted differential between E85 and motor gasoline price 
is indeed an accurate predictor of consumer behavior is therefore uncertain. Testimony provided 
by a gasoline marketer at EPA's Public Hearing in Kansas City, KS on June 25, 2015 indicated 
that demand declined despite E85 being priced 25% below E10. This woul d suggest that 
consumers may also be considering "convenience cost" in choosing whether to purchase E85. In 
general, E85 reduces fuel economy and range by about 20 -30 percent," according to the May 
2010 EPA Technical Highlights paper, "E85 and Flex Fuel V ehicles."27 IfE85 were sold at an 
energy-equivalent price, operators of FFV s would still be inconvenienced because would have to 
stop to refuel30 percent more often than if they used gasoline. 

26 
27~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Source: AAA (gasprices.aaa.com) 

c) State Incentive Programs Have not Worked 

The proposed rule states that E85 volumes can increase from 200 million gallons per year to 
nearly 400 million gallons per year 28 citing the Korotney Memorandum to the Docket. 29 The 
proposal also states that these increases are "possible if the market can overcome constraints 
associated with E85 pricing at retail and consumer responses to those prices." 30 Yet the Korotney 
memo also states, "Since reaching 400 million gallons of E85 in 2017 woul d require a 
confluence of optimum conditions based on the information currently available, and our efforts 
to quantify the actions needed require considerable speculation as to how consumer responses to 
E85 price discounts may be affected by E85 marketing strategies, signage, and consumer 
education, 400 million gallons ofE85 appears to be highly unlikely in 2017." 

The rule fails to account for the significant incentives that have been offered to every part of the 
supply chain for higher ethanol blend fuels . These incentives include significant loans, grants, 
rebates, tax incentives, and other incentives that have been available to higher level ethanol 
blended fuels more than a decade without any meaningful increase in the demand for the fuel. As 
described below, these incentive programs intended to increase the sale ofE85 have not proven 
successful and the incentives from the USDA's Biofuel Infrastructure Partnership (BIP) are only 

28 Proposed rule, page 34787 
29 "Estimating achievable volumes ofE85," Korotney, David, U.S. EPA, OTAQ, EPA Air 
Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2016-0004 
30 Proposed rule, page 34800 
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the latest in a long line of programs that to date have not shown any meaningful change in E85 
sales. 

In 2009 the National Renewable Energy Laboratory completed a study estimating the achievable 
volumes ofE85. 31 That study remains relevant today. It states that, 

Historically, the US. Department of Energy (DOE) Clean Cities Program has been the 
chief federal catalyst for the deployment ofE85 infrastructure. Between 1999 and 2006, 
Clean Cities provided $11 million in grants to 33 states to install biofuels infrastructure. 

US. state governments collectively offer scores of financial incentives and favorable 
regulatorvpolicies that promote the use of alternative fuels. These programs include 
industry recruitment incentives, corporate tax credits, net metering policies, grants, loan 
programs, rebate programs, personal tax ere dits, sales tax exemptions, property tax 
exemptions, and production incentives. [emphasis added] 

The report goes on to say: 

Sixty percent of states are significantly invested in supporting E85 through grants, loans, 
or tax incentives for E85 infrastructu re ... Certain states have providedfunding through 
grant programs to install E85 dispensers, including blender pumps, at refueling stations. 
[These states include Michigan, Iowa, South Dakota, Illinois, Tennessee, Ohio, and New 
York]. 
[The report identifies states that provided tax credits for fueling stations including, South 
Carolina, Ohio, Idaho, and Michigan]. 

A review of the U.S. Department ofEnergy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, 
Alternative Fuels Data Center 32 report on incentives related to ethanol shows that these financial 
enticements continue to this day and include not only the retail gasoline station but biofuel 
production facility grants, tax exemptions and loans, state requirements to acquire alternative 
fuel vehicles (e.g., E85) and significant tax incentives for the retail and bulk price for E85. Iowa 
uses many of these tools to facilitate the sale of products with greater than 10% ethanol. 
However, the sale of high -ethanol fuels remains incredibly low. In contrast the sale of fuels 
without ethanol, in the heart of the Com Belt, is very high. 

PMAA's written testimony, intended to be delivered at the June 9 hearing in Kansas City, 
provides an example of a failed attempt to sell higher ethanol blend fuels . 

. . . [The speaker's] family business also has invested in legal infrastructure for higher 
blends. At that location where we spent over $100,000 to do so we averaged 58 gallons a 
day of blends over E1 0 in 2015. A few years ago, the North Dakota Department of 

31 "E85 Dispenser Study," K. Moriarty et. al., Technical Report NREL/TP-7 A2-47172, 
December 2009 
32 Example link to "Minnesota Laws and Incentives for Ethanol," 
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Commerce had a Blender Pum p Program. A follow up survey was conducted by the 
North Dakota Petroleum Marketers Association which found that after the "commitment 
to offer higher blends" conditions l!Vere met, that 64 percent of respondents had 
discontinued or planned on discontinuing the sale of E85 and other higher blends. 

The 2015 Iowa Fuels report published in April 2016 by the Iowa Department of Revenue 33 

shows that contrary to the EPA's belief that additional incentives and marketing techniques for 
E85 will create consumer demand, the consumer actually prefers non-ethanol gasoline. As shown 
in the Table below, non-ethanol gasoline (EO) sales in Iowa accounted for 14% of the total 
volume of gasoline and higher level ethanol blends. On the contrary, sales of fuels with greater 
than 10% ethanol (E15 plus E20 plus E85) accounted for only 1.4% of the volume of gasoline 
and ethanol/ gasoline sales. As shown here, contrary to EPA's estimate of EO demand of only 200 
million gallons for the whole country, the sale of EO in Iowa alone accounts for 220.4 million 
gallons. 

2015 Iowa Fuel Sales 
Fuel Sales asp ercent of total Volume (Million gallons) 

gasoline and 
ethanol/gasoline sales 

EO 14% 220.4 
E85 and E20* 1% 15.7 
E15** 0.4% 6.2 
Total ethanol share of fuel sales 9.2% 143.8 
Total sales gasoline and ethanol 100% 1,561.7 

* E85 = 13.2 million gal. and E20 = 2.5 million gal. 
** E15 is defined by the State as E15 and E15 flex (E15 is sold in summer as Ethanol Flex Fuel) 

d) E85 Fuel Infrastructure Constraints and Flexible Fuel Vehicles 

The E85 infrastructure required to facilitate E85 consumption includes primarily the terminals, 
the retail stations, and the vehicles. We will focus most of our comments on the retail 
challenges. 

(1) High E85 Retail Infrastructure Costs 

The co st of installing E85 retail infrastructure is high. In a letter to Chairman Upton and 
Ranking Member Pallone, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, the Petroleum 
Marketers Association of America (PMAA) states, "The problem for underground tank owners is 
99 percent of existing equipment currently in the ground is not legally certified as compatible 

33 "2015 Retailers Fuel Gallons Annual Report," Kathy Harpole, Research and Analysis 
Division, Iowa Department of Revenue, April 2016 
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with ethanol blends higher than 10 percent." 34 In the July 15, 2015 rule on underground storage 
tanks, EPA discusses existing systems and states: 

EPA thinks there are many cases where some equipment or components of UST 
systems in the ground as of2014 are not compatible with newer fuels. Unless 
owners and operators specifically requested all of the UST system be compatible 
with higher ethanol or biodiesel blen ds, installers probably installed lower cost 
options for certain UST system equipment, such as a STP assembly, which may 
not be compatible with some newer fuels. 35 

This means most retail stations would have to undergo extensive retrofits to install or upgrade 
their existing equipment to become E85 -compatible and to be able to legally store and dispense 
E85. 

Three marketer associations - Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA ), Society of 
Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA), and National Association of 
Convenience Stores (NACS) -have indicated that the cost of replacing USTs to facilitate E85 
sales can exceed $200,000 per station. 36 

In the above -referenced letter to Chairman Upton, PMAA further stated that it " ... continues to 
maintain that E85 fueling pumps are unlikely to achieve meaningful growth without billions of 
dollars in government subsidies for installation of legally compatib le underground storage tank 
systems and dispenrers capable of handling higher content ethanol blends." If a station is not in 
compliance with the applicable regulations and codes, marketers can face potential negative 
consequences. For example, they may have their bank loan called, may be denied an insurance 
claim and/or access to their state trust fund or face fines and legal action brought by the state or 
an individual. 

According to DOE data, there were 2990 E85 stations in the U.S. in 2015. Accardi ng to the 
DOE web site on June 30, 2016, there are 2,806 E85 stations in the U.S., a 6% decline from the 
2015 number. Although there was initial rapid growth in E85 stations (2005 - 2011 ), since 2010 
the year-to-year growth rate in the number ofE85 stati ons has declined from 118% to 5% per 

34 PMAA letter to Chairman Upton and Ranking Member Pallone, House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce, May 1, 2015. 

35 EPA rule, "Revising Underground Storage Tank Regulations - Revisions to Existing 
Requirements and New Requirements for Secondary Containment and Operator Training," 80 
Federal Register 41604 (7/15/15). 
36 SIGMA and NACS letter to Mr. John Podesta, Counselor to the President (July 10, 2014); 
PMAA letter to Chairman Upton and Ranking Member Pallone, House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce (May 1, 20 15). 
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figure below. 2016 may represent a decrease in the number of stations if the mid -year data point 
holds through year-end. 

E85 stations are not evenly distributed across the U.S., resulting in varied availability. 37 

(2) Small Business Impacts 

Retail station ownership is dominated by small businesses among which 58% are single store 
owners.38 As with any business, and even more so for small businesses, the owner must 
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carefully evaluate the economics involved. This includes product margin and volume forecasts 
(to gauge revenue) in addition to the investment costs needed to ensure all equipment and 
infrastructure meets regulatory requirements. The Fuels Institute publi cation referenced above 
also reported that E85 sales at the 304locations from which they collected data averaged 2.8% of 
unleaded sales with a margin that was 20% lower than unleaded. 

If an existing station planned to introduce E85, one or more existing products might need to be 
replaced, depending on whether the plans included the addition of storage tanks and modification 
of dispensers. For example, a retailer might consider the marg ins associated with selling E85 
and compare those to the margins of the product that they were replacing. If the retailer were to 
replace the Premium fuel in a two -tank system with E85, then the ability to make Midgrade fuel 
would be lost due to the fact that Midgrade is made by blending Regular and Premium fuel at the 
pump. Therefore, the marketer must compare the potential margins of Premium and Midgrade 
together with the potential margin ofE85. According to the Fuels Institute study, the 
"combination of margins and volume demonstrate that, over the time period being evaluated, 
E85 generated an average monthly profit of $789. This is less profitable than either premium 
($1,193/month) or midgrade ($1,466/month)." 39 If the station were required to inves tin 
infrastructure changes and replace its premium and/or midgrade gasolines, these average margins 
show that there would be no payback on such an investment. 

(3) Flexible Fuel Vehicles (FFV s) 

There are currently about 1 9.6 million FFVs in operation, representing about 8% of the nation's 
light-duty car and truck fleet. 40 Incentives for the auto manufacturers to make more FFVs in the 
future have been reduced beginning with the 2016 model year and are phased out for 2019 and 
later model years as a result of the new NHTSA/EP A CAFE/tailpipe GHG requirements. 41 

Consequently, the auto makers have been reducing the number of FFV models available for 
consumers to purchase and growth in the number of FFV s on the road is expected to mo derate, if 
not decline. This expectation is reflected in the 2016 Annual Energy Outlook recently released 

38 2015 NACS Retail Fuels Report, p. 28 

=t:..="""--''-=~= ("There are 127,588 convenience stores selling fuel in the United States, and 
these retailers sell an estimated 80% of all the fuel purchased in the country. Overall, 58% of the 
convenience stores selling fuel are single-store operators- more than 70,000 stores."). 
39 Fuels Institute. E85 A Market Performance Analysis and Forecast, 2014. Accessible at: 

Statement of Howard Gmenspecht Deputy Administrator Energy Information Administration 
U.S. Department of Energy Before the Committee on Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on 
Energy and Power United States House of Representatives. June 22, 2016. 
41 CAFE credits phase out in 2019, (P.L. 110-140, Section 109(a), 49 USC 32906(a)), and other 
CAFE, GHG (77 FR 62830-62831 and 63127-63130 (October 15, 2012)) and Tier 3 (40 CFR 
80.600.117) requirements reduce or eliminate automaker incentives to produce FFVs. 
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by EIA which forecasts FFV sales to peak at ~2 million units in 2017 and then fall back to 
current levels ( ~ 1. 7 million units) by 2020. 42 

3. E15 Issues 

E15 is not a viable solution to the E10 blendwall because E15 is incompatible with most of the 
existing vehicle fleet, the existing refueling infrastructure, and due to the potential liability issues 
associated with marketing the fuel. The hurdles to E15 will remain for the scope of this 
rulemaking, and the foreseeable future as significant changes in infrastructure and the vehicle 
fleet will take many years. 

a) E15 Incompatibility with the Existing Vehicle Fleet 

No automobile manufacturer has stated that their model year 2011 and older gasoline vehicles 
are compatible with E15. Manufacturers of many new vehicles today have stated that the use of 
E15 may damage vehicle engines and will not be covered under vehicle warranties. With an 
average vehicle age of 11.5 years, 43 the overwhelming majority of vehicles on the road today 
have neither been certified nor warranted for ethanol blends above 10 volume percent, and every 
automaker has declined to extend warranty coverage if its legacy vehicles are operated using 
E15.44 E15 is only compatible with Flexible Fuel Vehicles ("FFVs") and some newer model 
year cars specifically designed to accommodate E15. Together, ethanol blends exceeding 10 
volume-percent are only compatible with approximately 10 percent of vehicles on the road. 45 

Auto manufacturers' models recommendations for E15 use in non -flex fuel vehicles as of 
January 2015 are summarized in the following chart: 

42 EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2016 Early Release, May 17,2016 
43 IHS, Average Age of Light Vehicles in the U.S. Rises Slightly in 2015 to 11.5 years, IHS 
Reports. July 29, 2015 Accessed June 13, 2016 at=~~~====~ 

45 Based on API analysis of retail sales data published by Automotive News, estimates of the 
stock ofFFVs and total light-duty vehicles in operation published in the EIA Annual Energy 
Outlook 2015 Reference Case, and auto manufacturer reports ofE15-compatible vehicles by 
model year 
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Manufacturer Model Year 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

BMW 

Chrysler 

Ford 

GM 

Honda/Acura 

Jaguar/land Rover 

Mazda 

Mercedes 

Mitsubishi 

Nissan/lnfiniti 

Subaru 

Toyota/lexus 

VW/Audi/Porsche 

Volvo 

E15 Chart Sources: RAV-4, Venza; 
UJCJUU/ JJ<U. G5450H, 15250, 15350, LS460, RX350, RX450H, 

but not 4Runner, FJ Land Tacoma, 
Crosstour, CR-V, CR-Z, I LX, MDX, Lexus: IS250C, IS350C, IS F, GX460, LX570 

not TL, TSX, TSX Wagon 4Not Chevrolet Express 
manuals for 2014 and 2015 mr,nrr<>rrlv stated that E15 was 5Not FR-S, xB discontinued after 

6Not Viper 
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Reprinted below are excerpts from auto industry responses to Congressman Sensenbrenner's 
questions about warranties for vehicles that have been operated with El5. 46 

Nissan No 
We are not at all confident that there will not be damage to MY 2001 

and later vehicles with ElS 

Volkswagen No 
Volkswagen agrees that EPA did not conduct an adequate test 

program when ElS was considered 

Volvo No 
The risks related to emissions are greater than the benefits in terms of 

C02 when using low-blend ElS for variants that are designed to ElO. 

BMW No 
The BMW Group engines and fuel supply systems can be damaged by 

misfueling with ElS. 

Hyundai No 
The EPA tests failed to conclusively show that the vehicles will not be 

subject to damage or increased wear. 

Kia No 
EPA testing failed to determine that vehicles will not be subject to 

damage or increased wear. 

Chrysler No We are not confident that our vehicles will not be damaged by ElS 

Ford No 
Ford does not support the introduction of ElS into the marketplace 

for the legacy fleet 

General Motors No 
We are not confident that our vehicles will be undamaged by the use 

of ElS. 

Mercedes-Benz No 
Any ethanol blend above ElO, including ElS, will harm emission 

control systems in M-B engines 

Honda No 
Vehicle engines were not designed or built to accommodate higher 

concentrations of ethanol 

Mazda No 
The record fails to demonstrate that motor vehicles would not be 

damaged 

Toyota No 
Toyota cannot recommend the use of fuel with greater than ElO for 

Toyota vehicles 

The ethanol industry recommends following automobile owner's manuals. The Renewable Fuels 
Association has made the following statement: "The best advice to give to consumers is for them 
to read their owner's manuals and follow the advice of the company that provides the warranty, 
and built the product."47 As discussed here, only a small subset of the vehicle fleet in the U.S. is 
warranted by the automobile manufactures for El5. 
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Tests conducted by the Coordinating Research Council (CRC) showed that ethanol 
concentrations in gasoline that exceed 10 percent can lead to engine and fuel system damage. 48 

Below is a description of the testing itself, the test results, and potential consequen ces that the 
test results support. 

E15 Fuel Systems and Engine Durability Testing and Results 49 

CRC began testing fuel pump and fuel level systems in 2008 using established testing procedures 
widely used within the automotive industry to evaluate and predict new product life. Tests were 
done on fuel pumps and fuel level systems on popular 2001 and newer gasoline light -duty 
vehicles with actual fleet penetration likely greater than 29 million vehicles in total. Fuel 
systems were evaluated using tw o testing protocols, a soak test (i.e., immersion) and an 
endurance test (i.e., "continuous" operation). 

To evaluate engine durability, CRC employed the testing protocols used by a participating OEM. 
The testing cycle was designed to simulate the accumul ation of approximately 100,000 miles. 
Eight pairs of popular 200 1 and newer models were tested. 

The results of the testing demonstrate that not all vehicles tested showed damage, as some fuel 
systems and engines passed with no problems. However, the fue 1 pump systems on popular 
2001 and newer gasoline light -duty vehicles failed or exhibited other adverse effects during 
testing on E15. E15 caused swelling in some pump impellers - a key component of the fuel 
pump that moves fuel into the fuel line. As t he fuel pump impellers swelled, the component 
jammed against is housing, resulting in the loss of vanes and causing fuel flow to halt. Two 
popular gasoline engines used in light-duty automotive applications of vehicles from model years 
2001 and newer failed with mechanical damage when operated on E15. 

The test results demonstrate there are potential negative consequences for consumers. The 
impacted vehicles are popular 2001 and newer vehicles that are approved for use with E15 by 
EPA. Fuel pumps seized with E15 on both the soak test and the endurance test, which would 
cause the engine to stop, potentially putting motorists at risk. Fuel Level Sender Systems were 
found to send erratic or "dirty" signals (e.g., indications of noise, spikes). In addition to 
potentially false tank readings on the instrument panel, the erratic signals could negatively 
impact the operation of the on board diagnostic system. Engine durability results showed valve 
and valve seat damage that result in a loss of compression, exc ess emissions, and poor 
performance that may require expensive repair work. It is worth noting that the CRC tests 

48 Coordinating Research Council, "Intermediate-level Ethanol Blends Engine Durability Study," 
April 20 12; Coordinating Research Council, "Durabi I ity of Fuel Pumps and Fuel Level Senders 
in Neat and Aggressive E15." 
49 "Intermediate Level Ethanol Blends Engine Durability Sh1dy", April2012, 

Fuel Pumps and Fuel Level Senders in Neat and Aggressive E15, January 2013 
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assessed long-term damage and may not be reflective of effects associated with short -term (i.e. 
single tank) use ofE15. 

b) E15 Incompatibility with Existing Fuel Retail Infrastructure 

In addition, E15 is incompatible with the existing refueling infrastructure. As much as half of 
the retail gasoline infrastructure may not be compatible with ethanol blends above 10 percent. 50 

Prior to 2010, Underwriters Laboratories (the primary Nationally Recognized Testing 
Laboratory) had not listed a single dispenser as compatible with any alcohol concentration 
greater than 10 percent. Given that states require this certification and that dispensers have 
useful lives greater than 20 years, the vast majority of dispensers in the country are not currently 
authorized to dispense E15. The same issue exists with the underground storage tanks and 
piping systems. Approximately 96% of the gasoline stations in th e country are independently 
owned and it is beyond the control of the obligated parties to require investments to make those 

. 1" 51 statiOns comp 1ant. 

Stakeholders in the ethanol industry have asserted 52 that the law requires obligated parties 
refiners and importers - to invest in retail infrastructure to offer higher ethanol blends even 
though such obligated parties own less than five percent of the retail gasoline stations. Such 
assertions are unsubstantiated and simply false. CAA section 211(o) does not require any party 
to invest in retail infrastructure, nor can any such obligation be implied in the law or EPA's 
implementing regulations. As EPA has recognized in the past, members of the renewable fuel 
industry are free to invest in such infrastructure - it is after all, their product that they are trying 
to force on consumers. 53 Indeed, if members of the ethanol industry truly believed that the only 
market impediment to greater consumption ofE15 and E85 were a lack of fueling pumps, they 
should be wil ling to invest in retail fueling stations so that they could profitably satisfy the 
rewards of alleged unmet consumer demand for higher ethanol blends. 

In 2010 and 2011 EPA granted partial waivers to allow gasoline that contains 15% ethanol, yet 
there has been very little introduction ofE15 in the marketplace. The proposed rule discusses 
the USDA Biofuel Infrastructure Partnership grant funding that EPA expects will increase 
number ofE15 stations by nearly 1,500. EPA makes several assumptions regarding the BIP that 
are unsupported and optimistic: all 1500 stations will be in service for the full year in 2017; all 
stations will offer E15; and E15 sales will be 50% of total gasoline at all stations. It is also 

50 Larry Gregory Consulting, LLC. "A Comprehensive Analysis of Current Research on E15 
Dispensing Component Compatibility" March 2012. Found at==~_;_;_~~~~~~;__;;;;.~ 

PMAA letter to Chairman Upton and Ranking Member Pallone, House Committee on Energy 
and Commerce, May 1, 2015. 

http://www.ethanolrfa.org/pages/big-oil-builds-the-blend-wall, 
53 Proposed Rule, Renewable Fuel Standard Program: Standards for 2014, 2015, and 2016 and 
Biomass-Based Diesel Volume for 2017, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0111 
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important for EPA to keep in perspective that there are approximately 153,000 retail fuel stations 
in the U.S.;54 and just 1% would carry E15 if the expectations of the BIP program are met. 

The retail refueling system in the United States grew organically as private enterprise made 
capital investments to sell consumers products that they demanded. There is nothing stopping 
members of the ethanol industry from doing the same to bring to market more E15, E85, and 
other renewable fuels to consumers. In fact, the number of retail fuel stations has declined 
significantly in the past several years, suggesting that there are opportunities for members of the 
renewable fuel industry to construct renewable fuel fueling stations to provide E15, E85 and 
other renewable fuels to consumers. If the renewable fuels industry believes there is consumer 
demand and economic benefits from making such investments and is willing to accept the 
potential liability for selling fuels that are not compatible with consumers' vehicles, then it is 
reasonable to expect the renewable fuel industry will make such investments. It is not reasonable 
to forecast that obligated parties or independent retailers will make potentially uneconomic 
decisions and then base RFS standards on such an assumption. 

c) Liability Concerns 

Finally, the potential liability issues associated with marketing E15 fuel will hinder its 
introduction. EPA must factor in the risks and potential liabilities presented by E 15 in terms of 
vehicle and infrastructure incompatibility. EPA must avoid promul gating a rule that incentivizes 
the manufacture and sale of a fuel product (E15) that carries with it a number of substantial (and 
unresolved) liability issues. Specifically, E 15: 

• Could damage engines and other systems in millions of vehicles that have been 
"approved" by EPA for E15, but which are unapproved for such fuel by the vehicle 
manufacturers and for which use may void the vehicle warranty; 

• Is illegal for use in tens of millions of older automobiles, trucks, off -road vehicles, 
boats and small-equipment products, and may decrease the availability of the gasoline 
required by owners of these products; 

• Results in diminished fuel economy for most vehicles, thus reducing vehicle 
efficiency; 

• Is incompatible with, and thus cannot legally be stored in or dispensed from, the vast 
majority of the existing gasoline retail distribution system, requiring enormous costs 
to upgrade retail systems. 

A recent Report by Iowa Department of Revenue shows that the average per station E15 sales in 
Iowa is only 15% of average per station E10 sales. 55 Given this history and the concerns raised in 

54 The Fuels Institute, A Market Performance Analysis and Forecast, 2014. 
55 "2015 Retailers Fuel Gallons Annual Report," Kathy Harpole, Research and Analysis 
Division, Iowa Department of Revenue, April 2016 
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this section, the EPA's aspirational goal of half of the gasoline sold at the average retail gasoline 
station being E15 56 is unlikely at best. 

4. Conventional Renewable Imports 

Since 2013, when EPA's RFS standards breached the E10 blendwall, EPA's EMTS has reported 
sharp annual increases in D6 RIN s from renewable diesel and biodiesel and simultaneously a n 
increase in import s of D6 RINs. Similarly, EIA has reported high biodiesel imports from 
Indonesia, a major palm oil producer and exporter. In its 2012 NODA, EPA presented data that 
disqualified palm oil biodiesel /renewable diesel from being categorized as conventional 
renewable fuel. 57 In a recent 2016 report funded by the European Commission,58 GHGs emitted 
from land use change using palm oil as biodiesel feedstock are estimated at 23 1 gC02e/MJ of 
biofuel produced, resulting in palm oil to biodiesel pathway GHG emissions that are greater than 
200% higher than diesel fuel emissions. Nonetheless, palm oil imports into the U.S. have been 
permitted to qualify for the RFS due to grandfathering provisions of the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007 (EISA). 

A direct implication of setting renewable fuel volume sta ndards that exceed the ethanol 
blendwall is that it encourages imported biodiesel that is produced from palm oil 59

. EPA's own 
analysis60 finds that biodiesel produced from palm oil fails to meet GHG emission reduction 
requirements of the RFS, except it is allowed if it meets grandfathering provisions of EISA. 
Biodiesel imports into the U.S. from Indonesia, a leading palm oil producing cou ntry, have 
increased from zero in 2012 to 73 million gallons in 2015 61

. This outcome of increased palm oil 
biodiesel consumption in the U.S. is another inconsistency with EISA's stated purpose to" ... to 
increase the production of clean renewable fuels ... " 

In the 2017 RFS proposal, EPA set the conventional volume at 14.8 billion RINs or 10.42% of 
the gasoline pool if all conventional biofuel were ethanol, hence breaching the E10 blendwall. In 
Table liD .1 of the proposal, EPA as sum es 400 million gallons of con ventional 
biodiesel/renewable diesel are included in the conventional D6 pool. This continued practice of 
EPA to encourage imports from grand fathered facilities, including palm based 
biodiesel/renewable diesel results in significant increases in GHGs, contrary to the stated intents 
of the Agency to lower GHGs. 

API recommends that EPA remove the 400 million gallons of conventional biodiesel/ renewable 
diesel from the calculated standards volume. 

56 Page, 34800 "Since the average retail station will sell about 950 thousand gallons of gasoline 
in 2017, 800 million gallons of E 15 could be sold if about half of the gasoline sold at each of 
these 1,700 stations was E15." 
57 
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B. Advanced Biofuels Volume 

EPA is proposing to again set an aggressive advanced biofuel target in 2017. EPA proposes a 

2017 advanced biofuel volume requirement of 4 billion gallons, which is a 600 million gallon 

increase over the proposed volume of 3.4 billion gallons for 2016. Us ing EMTS data up to and 

including May 2016, the 2016 annualized volume for advanced biofuels is approximately 3.2 

billion ethanol equivalent RINs. 

In the Proposed Rule, EPA applied most, but not all, of its exercise of the cellulosic waiver to the 
advanced biofuel and total renewable fuel RVOs. Due to the nested nature of the standards, to 
lower the overall cost of the program to consumers and to make the regulations more achievable, 
EPA should always extend the full volume of any cellulosic waiver to bo th the advanced biofuel 
and the total renewable fuel RVO requirements. 

Sugar cane ethanol use has decreased over the last few years . According to data from EIA that 
show renewable fuel imports from Brazil have decreased down to zero for the first four months 
of 2016. 62 Therefore, EPA should not presume any sugarcane imports in 2017 given the issues 
associated with the ethanol blendwall. If , however, EPA does presume that some of the 
advanced biofuel obligation will be met with sugarcane ethanol, it is necessary to consider this 
volume when assessing the total ethanol that can be consumed in 2017 . In other words, given 
the constraints of the blendwall, EPA should presume any sugarcane ethanol will displace 
domestic com ethanol. 

Our recommended forecast of advanced biofuel volumes available in 2017 is summarized in the 
table below. The advanced biofuel volume standard for 2017 should be set at 3.2 billion gallons. 

2017 Advanced Biofuel Volume Standard Recommendations 

Billion RINs 
Biomass-Based Diesel D4 RINsb5 3.0 
Cellulosic Biofuel D3 & D7 RINs Last 3 months annualized 

(estimated at 0.2 billion)64 

Sugar Cane Ethanol D5 RINs 0.0 
Total Advanced Biofuel RINs 3.2 

62 U.S. Imports by Country of Origin 
htt&s://www.eia.gov/dnav/pct/pet move impcus a2 nus cpooxc imO mbbl m.htm 
63 3 2.0 billion gallons X 1.5 equivalency value. The biomass-based diesel number is based on 
the 2 billion gallon mandate that EPA has finalized for 2017. That mandate is currently in 
litigation. Should the court require EPA to lower the biomass -based diesel volume for 2017, the 
values for biomass based diesel, advanced, and general renewable in this table should all be 
adjusted accordingly. 
64 Based on March, April & May 2016 cellulosic RIN generation per EPA's EMTS website. 
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C. Cellulosic Biofuels Volume and Concerns with EPA's Methodologies 

EPA must conduct a thorough and objective assessment of likely cellulosic biofuel production 
for 2017 before setting RFS standards for that year. If EPA overestimates cellulosic biofuel 
production, it will cause fees to be imposed on obligated parties through no fault of their own, 
and will likely exacerbate issues that can undermine the stability and effectiveness of the RFS. 

To provide some context for our comments below, it is useful to briefly review EPA's previous 
attempts to estimate cellulosic biofuel production. In several earlier proposals, the Agency has 
attempted to develop a methodology that can accurately assess the likely cellulosic biofuel 
production in the upcoming year. Each year EPA has recognized that cellulosic biofuel 
production would not meet the statutory volumes and has therefore reduced the cellulosic biofuel 
applicable volume as required by § 7 545( o )(7)(D ). Despite those reductions, EPA grossly 
overestimated cellulosic biofuel production every year from the program's inception in 20 1 0 
through 20 14 65

: 

Compliance Statutory EPA Projected Actual Extent of 
Year requirement production production EPA Error 

(gallons) (gallons) (gallons) 
2010 100 million 5 million 0 100% 
2011 250 million 6.6 million 0 100% 
2012 500 million 8.65 million 20,069 99.8% 
2013 1 billion 6 million 810,185 86.5% 

67 million 
33.1 million 95.1% 

(:S17 million 
(:S0.83 million (liquid 

2014 1. 7 5 billion liquid cellulosic; 
liquid cellulosic) 

50 million 
cellulosic; 32.6 50.7% 

CNG/LNG) 
million (total 
CNG/LNG) cellulosic t 6 

65 The statutory requirements in this table are set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 7545( o )(2)(B)(i)(III). The 
EPA projected production levels are set forth in the final rules for 2010-2013 and the NPRM for 
2013. See 75 Fed. Reg. 14,670 (2010 final rule); 75 Fed. Reg. 76,790 (2011 final rule); 77 Fed. 
Reg. 1,320 (2012 final rule); 78 Fed. Reg. 49,794 (2013 final rule); 78 Fed. Reg. 71,732 (2014 
NPRM). The actual production totals are drawn from EPA's Public Data for the Renewable Fuel 
Standard website, https :1 /www .epa.gov /fuels -registration -reporting-and-compliance-help/public
data-renewable-fuel-standard, and from two memoranda: Memorandum from Dallas Burkholder, 
Office of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA, to Air and Radiation Docket EPA -HQ-OAR-
2015-0111, Assessment of Cellulosic BiofiJel Production from Biogas (2015 -2016), at 2 (Apr. 
27, 2015); Mem orandum from Dallas Burkholder, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, 
EPA, to Air and Radiation Docket EPA -HQ-OAR-2016-0004, Apri/2016 Assessment of 
Cellulosic Biofuel Production from Biogas (2017), at 2 (Apr. 2016). 
66 EPA's final rule for 2014 has an error rate of 0% because it adopts the actual production level 
and was published 11 months after the compliance year ended. See 80 Fed. Reg. 77,502. The 
data in the 2014 row above are based on the projected totals set forth in the 2014 proposed rule , 
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The D.C. Circuit held EPA's 2012 cellulosic biofuel projection was arbitrary and capricious and 
vacated the 2012 cellulosic biofuel RFS. API, 706 F.3d at 474. The Court concluded that the 
CAA does not allow EPA "to adopt a methodology in which the risk o f overestimation is set 
deliberately to outweigh the risk of underestimation." !d. at 4 79. It further emphasized that EPA 
acted arbitrarily and capriciously by not "tak[ing] neutral aim at accuracy" in its projection, and 
that the CAA requires EPA to determine "what will actually happen." !d. at 476,479 (emphasis 
in original). 67 EPA is not permitted to "try[] hard to push the envelope" - in direct contradiction 
with the court's prior admonition.68 

There has been an increase in cellulosic biofuels over th e past couple years due to EPA adopting 
an expanded definition of"cellulosic biofuel." In July 2014, EPA approved a new pathway 
under which compressed natural gas ("CNG") and liquefied natural gas ("LNG") derived from 
landfills and similar sources qualif y as cellulosic biofuel. See 79 Fed. Reg. 42,128 (July 18, 
2014). EPA's expansion ofthe definition of cellulosic biofuel to include CNG/LNG "led to a 
significant increase in cellulosic RIN generation" beginning "in late 2014." 80 Fed. Reg. 77,499. 
Indeed, the "vast majority" of the cellulosic biofuel RINs generated in 2014 -"approximately 32 
million" out of 33 million total-were for CNG or LNG. !d. at 77,502 n.209. 69 The same holds 

issued November 29, 20 13-one day before the final rule for 2014 was due under the CAA. See 
78 Fed. Reg. 71,732, 71,750 -51; 42 U.S.C. § 7545( o)(3)(B)(i). The difference between liquid 
cellulosic biofuels and total cellulosic biofuels is explained below and results from EPA's 
approval in July 2014 of a new pathway for renewable compressed natural gas (CNG) and 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) to be counted as cellulosic biofuel. 
67 Following the D.C. Circuit's decision, EPA acknowledged that its 2011 cellulosic biofuel 
requirements was also flawed, and reduced the requirements for 2011, 2012, and 2013 to match 
the number of cellulosic RINs actually made available for those years. See, e.g., 79 Fed. Reg. 
25,025 (May 2, 2014) (direct final rule re-setting 2013 cellulosic biofuel standard). 
68 EPA Newsroom. Speeches by Administrator Gina McCarthy, Remarks at National Com 
Growers Association, As Prepared, July 16, 2015. 
69 EPA has publicly released monthly breakdowns of the number of cellulosic biofuel RIN s 
generated from CNG/LNG in 2014 and 2015. See Memorandum from Dallas Burkholder, Office 
of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA, to Air and Radiation Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0111, 
Assessment of Cellulosic BiofiJel Production from Biogas (2015 -2016), at 2 (Apr. 27, 2 015); 
Memorandum from Dallas Burkholder, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA, to Air 
and Radiation Docket EPA -HQ-OAR-2016-0004, Apri/2016 Assessment of Cellulosic Biofuel 
Production from Biogas (2017) , at 2 (Apr. 2016). However, EPA has not pub licly released 
monthly breakdowns of the number ofRINs generated from conventional liquid cellulosic 
biofuel, and instead has treated this information as confidential business information (CBI). The 
maximum volume of conventional liquid cellulosic biofue 1 production can be derived by 
subtracting the number ofRINs reported for CNG/LNG from the total number of cellulosic 
biofuel RINs reported for each month on EPA's website. See, e.g., EPA, 2015 Renewable Fuel 
Standard Data (May 10, 2016), 

constitutes the maximum number of conventional liquid cellulosic biofuel RINs, rather than the 
actual number of such RINs, due to production of nontraditional cellulosic biofuels such as 
heating oil, and due to after -the-fact RIN generation error corrections. Workshee ts showing the 
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true for 2015, as EPA estimated that over 94% of cellulosic biofuel pro duction would be from 
CNG/LNG for the final three months of the year. See 80 Fed. Reg. 77,506. But for the 
expansion to include CNG/LNG, EPA's annual error rate in estimating the annual level of 
cellulosic biofuel production would remain well above 90%. In its NPRM for the 2014 program 
year, EPA estimated that 17 million gallons of liquid cellulosic biofuel would be produced in 
2014. 78 Fed. Reg. 71,748. Actual liquid cellulosic biofuel production in 2014 was at most 0.83 
million RIN s. 70 Thus, had EPA not amended the definition of cellulosic biofuel by adding the 
CNG/LNG pathway, EPA's 2014 estimate would have been offby 95.1%. Similarly, while EPA 
forecast in its 2014-2016 final rule that 2 million gallons of liquid cellulosic biofuel would be 
produced in the fourth quarter of2015, see 80 Fed. Reg. 77,505-06, EPA records show that at 
most 0.58 million gallons were produced during that period. 71 Thus, EPA's estimate-issued in 
November 2015 for October -December 2015 -overshot the mark by at least 71%. The simple 
truth is that EPA's model is not designed to, and does not in fact, forecast "what will actually 
happen." API, 706 F.3d at 479. 

The Proposed Rule repeats these errors by applying the same methodology for 2017. As in 
recent years, the Proposed Rule analyzes the CNG/LNG and conventional (liquid) cellulosic 
biofuel markets separately. EPA's estimates for both fuel sub -categories are arbitrary and 
capricious, and must be substantially reduced in the final rule. 

1. Estimated Liquid Cellulosic Biofuel Production 

The Proposed Rule estimates that 30 million gallons of liquid cellulosic biofuel will be produced 
in 20 17-m ore than ten times the amount of liquid cellulosic biofuel produced in 2015. 81 Fed. 
Reg. 34,806. This estimate is flawed in numerous respects. 

2. Individual Facility Production Ranges 

The Proposed Rule's method for calculating the production ranges for each facility "runs counter 
to the evidence before the agency" and "is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a 
difference in view or the product of agency expertise." Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of U.S., Inc. v. 
State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983). This is so for four reasons. 

First, EPA's unquestioning acceptance of producers' projected start -up dates is unreasonable in 
light of past experience. EPA has consistently erred in forecasting liquid cellulosic biofuel 
facility start-up dates in prior years. In nearly every case, EPA has adopted start -up dates that 
prove to be months or years earlier than a facility's actual start-up date.72 

Given EPA's long history of adopting overly optimistic projected start -up dates, it is incumbent 
on EPA to come forward with hard evidence that the start -up dates in the Proposed Rule are 

maximum number of conventional liquid cellulosic biofuel RINs for 2014 and 2015 are attached 
as Appendix C. 
70 See Appendix C (2014 worksheet). 
71 See Appendix C (2015 worksheet). 
72 For examples, see Appendix Bat 7-8. 
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grounded in fact and describe "what will actually happen." API, 706 F.3d at 479. The Proposed 
Rule fails to carry this burden; indeed, it provides no meaningful evidence that the projected 
start-up dates it adopts are any more realistic than the start -up dates adopted in prior years. Nor 
does EPA factor into its analysis the possibility that new liquid cellulosic plants will repeatedly 
miss their target start -up dates for years on end, as the Cool Planet, DuPont, and Poet -DSM 
plants have. 

Second, EPA's use of a six -month ramp-up to expected capacity is unreasonable in light of past 
experience. See 81 Fed. Reg. 34,805. EPA has produced no evidence that a six -month ramp-up 
period is reasonable, and so far as API is aware, no liquid cellulosic biofuel facility capable of 
producing commerci al-scale quantities of fuel has ever reached planned capacity within six 
months. Indeed, as of December 2015, "[n]o biofuel startups have managed to produce a next 
generation biofuel at commercial scale in the U.S.," period. 73 The record shows that many 
facilities take a year or more to reach even a fraction of design capacity. 74 

It is true that the Proposed Rule employs a six -month ramp-up only to compute "the high end of 
the projected production range for each group of companies." 81 Fed. Reg. 34,805. But EPA 
has offered no evidence that a six -month ramp -up period is attainable even under the best of 
circumstances.75 Despite the abundance of data on ramp -up periods from past years, the 
Proposed Rule does not cite one example in which a facility achiev ed substantial production 
within six months of initial production. Even if EPA could identify a handful of instances in 
which a facility did ramp up to full capacity within six months, that data would need to be 
balanced against the considerable data show ing that it takes facilities years to ramp up to 
meaningful production, and against the data showing that facilities often go out of business 
before generating any cellulosic biofuel RINs. 

Third, EPA failed to consider the possibility that facilities would encounter difficulties that cause 
them to fall below prior production levels, or even to zero. See 80 Fed. Reg. 77,503-05 (setting 
the low end of the range for companies with "consistent commercial scale production" at a level 
equal to those companies' "actual production volumes" over the preceding 12 -month period). 
This omission is unreasonable given the considerable evidence that cellulosic biofuels producers 
are often unable to sustain production levels over extended periods. 76 

The Proposed Rule in co rporates by reference the methodology used in EPA's final rule for 
2014-2016, see 81 Fed. Reg. 33,804, which concedes that "the low end of the range does not 
necessarily represent a worst -case scenario," 80 Fed. Reg. 77,503. Indeed, "[t]he worst -case 
scenario for any" facility "is no production." !d. Yet in spite of these concessions and the data 
above, EPA nevertheless concludes that "it is generally appropriate to use the production over 

73 Katie Fehrenbacher, How Tech Billionaire Vi nod Khosler's Biofuel Dream Went Bad, Fortune 
(Dec. 15, 2015), =~=.!.!==~=~=~==-===~~-
74 For examples, see Appendix Bat 7-8. 
75 In fact, EPA has even acknowledged there has been a "history of start -up delays and missed 
production targets in the cellulosic biofuels industry." 80 Fed. Reg. at 77,503. 
76 For examples, see Appendix Bat 9-11. 
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the previous 12 months as the low end of the range." !d.; see also 81 Fed. Reg. 34,805 ("The 
low end of the range for each group ... reflects actual RIN generation over the last 12 months 
for which data are available."). EPA's view of what is "generally appropriate" is not consistent 
with the facts or with the CAA's command that the agency take "neutral aim at accuracy." API, 
706 F.3d at 724. The Proposed Rule cites no data in support of its approach, and the record 
overwhelmingly shows that the low end of a facility's future production range is not the facility's 

d . h 77 pro uctwn over t e past year. 

EPA should remedy this error by adopting zero as the low end of the expected range for each 
conventional liquid cellulosic biofuel facility. Such an approach would better harmonize with 
past experience and better pr edict "what will actually happen" in the future. API, 706 F.3d at 
479. 

Fourth, the Proposed Rule ignores completely several producers that EPA has relied upon in 
prior rulemakings, but which went out of business or have been unable to produce meaningful 
volumes of liquid cellulosic biofuel. 78 The Proposed Rule (and its supporting memorandum) 79 

do not acknowledge or discuss Cool Planet and INEOS Bio, two firms that EPA relied upon in 
fashioning its final rule for 2016. See 80 Fed. Reg. 77,508. As discussed in Appendix B, neither 
of these firms has produced cellulosic biofuel RINs in recent years, and neither of them is 
expected to begin producing such RINs any time soon. Nor does the Proposed Rule "reflec[t] 
on" the failures of other liquid cellulosic biof uel producers in past years, despite the abundance 
of available and highly relevant data. API, 706 F.3d at 427. An agency seeking to take "neutral 
aim at accuracy," id., may not bury its head in the sand in this fashion. 80 

* * * 
In each ofthese respects, EPA's failure to take account ofpast "experience" and to "reflec[t] on 
the success of earlier [projections]" constitutes arbitrary and capricious decision making. API, 
706 F.3d at 427; see also State Farm , 463 U.S. at 29 (rule invalid where agency has "entirely 
failed to consider an important aspect of the problem" or "offered an explanation that runs 
counter to the evidence before the agency"). 

3. 25th Percentile Model for Forecasting Production by "New" Facilities 

EPA's assumption that new facili ties with no track record of RIN generation will produce 
cellulosic biofuel volumes in the 25th percentile of that facility's estimated production range is 
unreasonable and contrary to the record. See 81 Fed. Reg. 34,806. 

77 The roster of companies that once produc ed liquid cellulosic biofuel, but are no longer in 
business, illustrate the point. Together, EPA's final rules for 2010 through 2013 list numerous 
companies that fall into this category. 
78 For examples, see Appendix Bat 11-12. 
79 Memorandum from Dallas Burkholder, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, EPA, to Air 
and Radiation Docket EPA -HQ-OAR-2016-0004, Apri/2016 Assessment of Cellulosic Biofuel 
Production from Biogas (2017), at 2 (Apr. 2016). 
8° For further discussion, see Appendix Bat 13-14. 
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EPA provides no factual support for the 25th percentile method, which amounts to an 
81 assumption that new facilities will produce at approximately 23.5% of design capacity. 

Historically, new facilities produce at approximately 3 percent of capacity. In fact, industry 
wide, cellulosic bi ofuel facilities-new and established-failed to reach 3 percent of capacity in 
2015.82 Among other things, EPA failed to consider whether a 10 th percentile of 5th percentile 
model would better explain the available data. 

EPA should rectify this error by ado pting a percentile model that is in line with the record. The 
data above shows that 2.8% of capacity is a more accurate estimate for cellulosic biofuel 
production from facilities without a proven production track record. 83 Applying this model to 
the aggregate design capacity of 51 million gallons for facilities without prior commercial -scale 
production84 would yield an estimate of 1.4 million gallons of cellulosic biofuel production in 
2017 for new liquid cellulosic biofuel producers, rather than the projec tion of 12 million gallons 
included in the Proposed Rule. See 81 Fed. Reg. 34,806. 

4. soth Percentile Model for Forecasting Production By "Established" 
Facilities 

EPA's assumption that facilities with "consistent commercial scale production" will produce i n 
the 50th percentile of their estimated production range is equally invalid. As with the 25th 
percentile method, EPA provides no factual support for its approach, and the approach is 
contrary to record evidence from prior program years. Indeed, the 50th percentile model bears 
no relationship whatsoever to the available data. 85 

81 This calculation is based on the reported design capacities for DuPont (30 million gallons) and 
GranBio (21 million gallons). A precise calculation is impossible because the Proposed Rule 
does not provide a design capacity for Edeniq, the third firm in then ew-producer data set. See 
81 Fed. Reg. 34,805 (stating "various" as Edeniq's "Facility capacity"). API is unable to 
construct an estimate for Edeniq because the record material pertaining to Edeniq's production is 
designated as CBI. See, e.g., Edeniq Call Notes 3.10.16, 

Thus, the 
utilization rate given above thus assumes that Edeniq's capacity is zero. 
82 According to the 2014 -2016 final rule, design capacity was at least 105 million gallons in 
2015, excluding facilities for which no specific capacity was provided (e.g., Edeniq) or for which 
production was not expected to begin until2016. See 80 Fed. Reg. 77,501. The maximum 
possible level of actual liquid cellulosic biofuel production was 2.3 million gallons, or 2.2 
percent of industry-wide design capacity. 
83 This ratio is based on the highest industry -wide production rate since the c ellulosic biofuel 
program began in 2010-2.8% of cumulative design capacity in the fourth quarter of2015. 
84 See, e.g., National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Technical Report, 2015 Survey ofNon
Starch Ethanol and Renewable Hydrocarbon Biofuels Producers, at 5 (Jan. 2016), available at 
=~-'-'-'-'-'-'-==;;;l=.:~=~~==~;:_;:_;.=, Robert Rapier, Cellulosic Ethanol Falls A Few 
Billion Gallons Short, Energy Trends Insider (Feb. 13, 2016), 

=~'Katie Fehrenbacher, How Tech Billionaire Vinod Khosler's Biofuel Dream Went Bad, 
Fortune (Dec. 15, 2015), =~~=~=='--"==-~=.:::;;_~=::;:_;:;_=~~-
85 For a further discussion on this issue, see Appendix Bat 18-19. 
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Based on the data discussed in Appendix B, and accounting for the possibility (albeit unlikely) 
that liquid cellulosic biofuel producers will produce at a higher overall rate in 20 17 than in prior 
years, a proper substitute model would use 10% of the "established" producer group's 
cumulative capacity. Only a handful of firms have reached production rates above 10% in recent 
years, and EPA has provided no evidence that these small f irms (e.g., Quad County Com 
Producers) are representative of the "established" producer group as a whole. Moreover, a 
model using 10% of the "established" producer group's capacity vastly outperforms the 
Proposed Rule's 50th percentile model when applied to the data for 2010 -2015 shown above. 
This model would generate an expected production volume from the "established" producer 
group of2.9 million gallons in 2017, rather than the projection of 18 million gallons included in 
the Proposed Rule. See 81 Fed. Reg. 34,806.86 

5. Additional Issues 

The Proposed Rule's forecast for liquid cellulosic biofuel also fails on other grounds. First, 
EPA's estimate for liquid cellulosic biofuel (30 million gallons) is out of step with the EIA 's 
estimates for recent years. For example, EPA's estimate for 2016 (23 million gallons) was more 
than double the estimate set forth by the EIA for 2016 (10 mil lion gallons). While the EIA 
projection for 2017 is not yet available, given EPA's substantial increase in the volume estimate 
for 2017, EPA is likely to have an estimate significantly, and unreasonably, higher than EIA's 
estimate. EPA has consistently departed upwards from EIA's estimates in the past, see, e.g., 77 
Fed. Reg. 1,328 -29, and in each instance this departure has made EPA's estimate more 
inaccurate than it would have been had EPA stuck with EIA' s estimate. 

Second, the CAA requires EPA to obta in the required EIA estimates for cellulosic biofuel 
production and place it in the docket for this rulemaking. See 42 U.S.C. § 7525(o)(7)(D)(i). 
These estimates are not only mandated by the statute, but they are intrinsic to the calculation of 
annual percentage standards. It is well settled that "[a ]n agency commits serious procedural 
error when it fails to reveal ... the technical basis for a proposed rule in time to allow for 
meaning commentary." Connecticut Power & Light Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, 673 
F.2d 525,530-31 (D.C. Cir. 1982); see also Chamber ofCommerce of US. v. SEC , 443 F.3d 
890, 901-06 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (vacating a rule on that basis). EPA's failure to obtain and publish 
the EIA estimates for cellulosic biofuel production ren ders the cellulosic biofuel volume 
requirements for 2017 arbitrary and capricious, notwithstanding EPA's statement that is 
"anticipate[s] considering these estimates ... for the final rule." 87 

Third, EPA has not provided sufficient transparency on data that form the central basis for EPA's 
liquid cellulosic biofuel projections. EPA has withheld call notes, production data, and other key 
materials for liquid cellulosic biofuel producers, claiming that this information is CBI . EPA 
needs to improve its tra nsparency when establishing the cellulosic biofuel mandate, and, at 
minimum, provide sufficient information on which the public can provide meaningful comments. 

86 In the aggregate, the data -driven projection models recommended in this comment forecast 
actual liquid cellulosic biofuel production of 4.3 million gallons in 2017. 
87 d 81 Fe . Reg. 34,803. 
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6. CNG/LNG Cellulosic Biofuel Production Estimate 

Because CNG/LNG biogas will be providing the ov erwhelming majority of cellulosic RINs 
during 2017, the Agency must provide a much more transparent analysis of its determinations. 
Much of the significant information underlying that analysis has been designated as Confidential 
Business Information (CBI). Within such constraints, EPA must, however, support its analysis 
of the availability of such fuels in order to facilitate the opportunity for public comment. This is 
especially true because of the much larger population of facilities (at least 3 7) and the vastly 
larger volumes expected by EPA for biogas fuels in 2017 (148 -217 million gallons), which could 
result in a sizeable overestimation of actual volumes that will generate RIN s. EPA's current 
analysis of these larger volumes fails the "neutral aim at accuracy" standard that was set forth by 
the D.C. Circuit. 

Furthermore, EPA's projection ofCNG/LNG includes several invalid assumptions in the 
estimation of potential future volumes. Specifically, the Proposed Rule uses a 50th percentile 
estimate of production for facilities that have not yet generated a cellulosic biofuel RIN. This 
approach is overly optimistic for the following reasons: 

• Not all new facilities are capable of producing transportation -grade biogas. Of the 
approximately 640 US landfill biogas projects, it is estimated that less than 8% produce a 
high BTU gas capable ofbeing upgraded into a transportation -grade biogas. 88

'
89 An even 

smaller percentage of high BTU projects exist for digester and other biogas projects. 

• Facilities producing biogas -derived cellulosic fuel need to be located near an existing 
pipeline to enable movement to areas where biogas -derived cellulosic fuel will be utilized 
by the transportation fleet. Since most biogas -derived cellulosic fuel is consumed in 
California, pipeline transportation is required (except for small quantities currently used 
in local fleet use). It is unreasonable to assume that all facilities not currently generating 
cellulosic biofuel RINs would be located near a pipeline. 

• There are alte mative uses and competition for biogas -derived cellulosic fuel. State 
renewable portfolio standards (RPSs) require an increasing amount of renewable 
electricity. One cost -effective method of meeting the RPS requirements is through the 
use ofbiogas to generate electricity. Also, many biogas facilities use at least a portion of 
the generated biogas to generate local power. Any additional existing capacity would 
need to be diverted away from these uses. 

• Generating cellulosic RINs from RNG requires additi onal recordkeeping and reporting 
after the RNG is produced to document that it is used as a transportation fuel. This is an 
additional burden that can be a deterrent from generating additional RINs as the volume 

88 Biogas Opportunities Roadmap, US Department of Agriculture, Aug 2014 
89 EPA Landfill Methane Outreach Program, 
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ofRNG in the market continues to grow. In other words, growth in RNG volume may 
not translate directly into proportional growth in RIN generation. 

Given these factors, a more appropriate method for estimation of cellulosic -derived biogas RINs 
is to look at historic proven RIN generation and project cumulative volumes. 90 

* * * 
The above discussion underscores the need for EPA to use credible data inputs in its analysis of 
potential cellulosic biofuel volumes. Instead, EPA continues to rely upon calculations using 
unsupported assumptions and estimates provided by cellulosic producers to generate production 
estimates. Indeed, EPA continues to accept production forecasts from cellulosic biofuel 
manufacturers even though these forecasts have been wrong every year. In a recent example, the 
Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas estimated that August 2014 to December 2014 Cellulosic 
Biogas Production would be 69 million equivalent gallons, 91 more than twice the actual 
production of 32 million equivalent gallons during that period. In this RFS propos a 1, EPA is 
basing its projections on input collected from the Coalition for Renewable Gas. 

Data on EPA's EMTS shows 140 million RINs were generated from renewable natural gas in 
2015. Through May 2016, EMTS shows about 62 million RINs have been generated this year, 
roughly equating to an annual average of 150 million RINs. The EPA forecast for 2017 of284 
million RINs is almost double the historic rate over the past 17 months. We continue to 
recommend that EPA use historical production data when setting the annual cellulosic biofuel 
standard. Otherwise, the Proposed Rule will fail to "take neutral aim at accuracy." 

D. Total Renewable Volume for 2017 

Based on the issues raised in the above comments API recommends the Final RFS volumes be 
based on the following volumetric requirements: 

Billion RINs 

Cellulosic Biofuel 0.2 

Biomass-based Diesd2 3 

Advanced Biofuel 3.2 

Conventional Renewable 13.92 

Total Renewable Fuel 17.12 

9° For a further discussion on this issue, see Appendix Bat 19-20. 
91 Presentation by Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas, Waste to Biogas & Clean Fuels Finance 
& Investment Summit, Santa Clara, CA March, 2015. 
92 2.0 billion gallons X 1.5 equivalency value. The biomass-based diesel number is based on the 
2 billion gallon mandate that EPA has finalized for 2017. That mandate is currently in litigation. 
Should the court require EPA to lower the biomass-based diesel volume for 2017, the values for 
biomass based diesel, advanced, and general renewable in this table should all be adjusted 
accordingly. 
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III. Biomass-Based Diesel (BBD) Volume for 2018 

The RFS specifies a time:frame and requires a rigorous analytical review (six factor analysis 
discussed later) for increasing the biomass based diesel volume standard; EPA needs to adhere to 
these requirements. EPA's proposal to set the 2018 BBD volume at 2.1 billion gallons lacks the 
required comprehensive analysis and could lead to consequences contradictory to the objectives 
of the RFS. 

A. Lead time requirement 

CAA section 211(o )(2)(B) specifies the volumes for the categories of total renewable fuel, 
advanced biofuel, and cellulosic biofuel that must be consumed through calendar year 2022. For 
biomass-based diesel, however, section 211(o)(2)(B)(i) does not prescribe specific statutory 
volumes after 2012. Instead, CAA section 211(o)(2)(B)(ii) sets a 1 billion gallon floor and 
requires EPA to establish the biomass -based diesel volume requirements based on an analysis of 
six statutory criteria (i.e., environmental impact, energy security, expected production, impact on 
infrastructure, cost to consumers, and certain other factors such as food prices and rural 
development). CAA section 211(o)(2)(B)(ii) expressly requires EPA top rovide 14-months lead 
time when establishing such requirements. Specifically, under this provision: 

The Administrator shall promulgate rules establishing the 
applicable volumes under this clause no later than 14 months 
before the first year for which such applicable volume will apply. 93 

EPA can comply with the 14 month lead -time requirement by finalizing the proposed rule by 
October 31, 2016. If it fails to meet that deadline, it cannot increase the biomass -based diesel 
levels beyond the last year for w hich it met this deadline, which, as explained below, was the 
2013 level of 1.28 billion gallons. 

EPA was required to have determined the 2014 biomass -based diesel applicable volume by 
October 31, 2012, the 2015 volume by October 31, 2013, the 2016 volume by October 31, 2014, 
and the 2017 volume by October 31, 2015. EPA failed to meet any of these deadlines. 
Compliance with the statutory lead time requirements for these years now is impossible. EPA 
also has not undertaken an adequate analysis of the six factors specified in CAA section 
211(o)(2)(B)(ii) for 2014-2017, for the same reasons it has failed to conduct an adequate analysis 
for 2018. 

Noncompliance with the statutory schedule and EPA's lack of examination regarding the six 
statutory factors raise the issue ofwhat level ofbiomass-based diesel can be required in 2018. In 
this regard, section 211(o)(2)(B)(ii) is clear: EPA cannot alter its most recent determination for 
2013 of 1.28 billion gallons, because this is the highest volume for which o bligated parties have 
had the requisite advance notice and an opportunity to comment on EPA's application of the six 
statutory criteria. 94 While EPA could potentially meet the timing requirements for 20 18, if it 

93 42 U.S.C. § 7545(o)(2)(B)(ii). 
94 We note that even using the 2013 determination would not explicitly satisfy the requirement of 
CAA section 211(o)(2)(A)(ii) that the Administrator determine applicable volumes for "calendar 
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finalized the proposed rule by October 31, 2 016, the proposed rule's failure to adequately 
consider the six factors specified in the CAA would preclude increasing the level beyond the 
2013 level of 1.28 billion gallons. Any higher applicable volume for biomass -based diesel (or 
percentage standard b ased on this volume) for 2018 would be contrary to the plain language of 
the statute.95 

B. Six Factor Analyses 

Even if EPA were to meet the deadline, it has not undertaken an adequate analysis of the six 
factors specified in CAA section 211(o)(2)(B)(ii) for 2018. Consideration of these factors is a 
statutory prerequisite to revising the applicable volume of biomass -based diesel for years after 
2012. When EPA increased the BBD volume to 1.28 billion gallons for 2013, it concluded 
review of actual implementation, at the time, was of"limited value" because the RFS had a short 
history. Now, with a longer history of the RFS, EPA is in a better position to conduct a more 
rigorous analysis. 

Although EPA has attempted an an alysis of the six specified factors, EPA's analysis is woefully 
inadequate and ignores information relevant to implementation and impacts of the RFS. Instead, 
EPA relies on the approach that the 2018 advanced biofuel volume requirement will determine 
the level ofBBD production and import regardless of where the BBD volume requirement is set. 
Therefore, before EPA conducts the six factor analysis, EPA's approach marginalizes BBD 
volume increases and, because EPA continues to rely on final rulemaking from 2010, EPA does 
not uncover negative impacts of increasing the BBD volume. It should be noted that the RFS 
RIA in 2010 was based on 1.5 billion gallons of biomass based diesel, a 31% lower volume than 
the proposed 2018 standard of2.1 billion gallons. 

EPA should, for example consider new studies on biomass -based diesel impacts on air quality, 
GHGs, water use, fertilizer run -off into the Gulf of Mexico, food prices, as well as energy 
security (in light of the reliance upon imported fuel). The Agency shou ld also consider land use 
impacts and whether it is appropriate to continue to exempt domestically -produced crop -based 
biofuels like soy -based biodiesel (and com -based ethanol) from EISA's land use restrictions 
especially given recent information indicating that EPA's assumptions underlying that exemption 
were incorrect. 96 

years after the calendar years specified in the tables" since EPA's determination was with respect 
to the year 2013 only. 
95 For further discussion on the Biomass-Based Diesel Standard for 2018, see Appendix Bat 5-7. 
96 EISA requires that renewable fuels be produced from renewable biomass. The law further 
restricts the definition for crop -based renewable fuels to crops from land that was in agricultural 
use as of the date of enactment of EISA. However, in the original RFS2 rulemaking, EPA 
effectively exempted domestic crop -based biofuels from this requirement based on the 
assumption that there would be no new crop -land created. Recent reports including a University 
of Wisconsin study ( and an 
Associated Press investigation ( 
~~~=~' indicate this was an invalid assumption. 
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Because it has failed adequately to analyze these factors, EPA may not increase the 2018 levels 
above the last year for which it properly promulgated a biomass -based diesel standard, whi ch 
was 2013. 

Six factors for EPA to address in increasing biomass-based diesel volume: 

1. Environment: EISA does not require EPA to rely on initial rule -making for subsequent 
assessments. In fact, the purpose is to review information that may become available. 
Science has evolved since EPA's 2010 RIA and additional studies are available on the 
environmental impacts ofbiodiesel (GHGs, air quality, etc,) including the 2016 European 
Commission study referenced earlier. 58 EPA should take into consideration constraints 
and limitations of other advanced renewable fuels and new environmental information 
related to biomass -based diesel and compare with findings from 2010, not just rely on 
2010 findings. 

2. Energy Security: The U.S. is less reliant on imported oil now than when EISA was 
enacted and the RFS has "played only a small part in reducing projected net import 
dependence"97 according to the Deputy Administrator of the EIA , who also said reliance 
on oil imports is "significantly lower" and reductions in net imports are primarily driven 
by increased domestic petroleum production and reduced petroleum demand. 98 

3. Expected annual rate of future commercial production of renewable fuels: To date, 
com-ethanol and biomass -based diesel have been the two primary fuels utilized for 
compliance with the RFS, and based on current state of technology, these two fuels will 
continue to be the primary fuels utilized for compliance with the RFS. However, both of 
these fuels face real world constraints as the fuel pool becomes saturated with volumes 
that are compatible with existing infrastructure (i.e. E10 and B5). This saturation could 
likely cause barriers that must be overcome by other renewable fuels. 

4. Impacts of renewable fuel on infrastructure: The RFS has been ineffective in its 
ability for mandated renewable fuel volumes to effect infrastructure changes. The 
ethanol blendwall occurs at 10 volume percent and biodiesel blending limits effectively 
occur at 5 volume percent. EPA has acknowledged real word constraints that exist and 
are barriers to renewable fuel consumption. In EPA's justification for utilizing its general 
waiver authority, these real world constraints limit the supply of renewable fuels, 
including biomass-based diesel. 

5. Impacts of renewable on cost to consumers: The Deputy Administrator of the EIA 
testified to congress that "biodiesel is significantly more costly than petroleum -based 
diesel under recent market conditions. Between August 2015 and January 2016, the 

97 Howard Gruenspecht, Deputy Administrator, Energy Information Administration Before the 
Committee on Environment and Public Works. February 24, 2016 
98 Howard Gruenspecht Deputy Administrator, Energy Information Administration. Statement 
before the House of Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on 
Energy and Power, June 22,2016 
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difference between the Gulf Coast spot market prices of biodiesel and petroleum -based 
diesel averaged $1.25 per gallon." 99 EPA's own analysis as part of this rule -making 
concludes that fuel costs will increase as a result of the RFS. However, the EPA analysis 
is likely an underestimate of actual costs to the broader economy because EPA only 
focuses on the wholesale level. By EPA's own approach to inadequate domestic supply 
in using its waiver authority, this is an insufficient analysis because it does not measure 
the costs of actual renewable fuel consumption. 

6. Impacts of renewable on other factors (i.e. agricultural commodities, rural economic 
development): In the U.S., soybean oil is the single largest feedstock input to biodiesel 
production. The implications of increasing BBD requirements and impacts on direct land 
use and soybeans shoul d be considered. For example, adjusted for energy density, 
soybean based biodiesel energy production (Btu per acre) is less than V4 of com based 
ethanol Btu production. So in terms of land use requirements, the biodiesel volume 
mandate is relatively large when compared to renewable fuel produced from com starch 
ethanol. 

C. Cost Impacts of Proposed Standards 

In EPA's "Illustrative Costs" memo, EPA has conducted a woefully inadequate assessment of 
the cost impacts of its proposed standards for 2017. 

First, EPA presents only three illustrative scenarios, but leaves out an other important scenario. 
EPA should include the scenario where biodiesel I renewable diesel is used to cover both the 
advanced and remaining conventional renewable beyond E 10 and the de minim us volumes of 
E10+. EPA should evaluate this scenario based on EMTS data in 2014 and 2015. The ethanol 
blendwall constraints that exist have resulted in increasing volumes ofbiodiesel/renewable diesel 
D6 and D4 RINs and declining D5 RINs. 

Secondly, EPA's illustrative cost analysis stops at the point of producing and delivering 
renewable fuel to the blender, as EPA focuses on the wholesale level. As analyzed, this 
approach is meaningless and falls short of actually measuring the costs and econ omic impacts of 
achieving objectives of the RFS. This approach is inconsistent with EPA's justification for using 
general waiver authority in setting renewable fuel standards for 2014-2016. As EPA100 discussed 
in RFS 2014 -2016 final rule making, renewable fuel must be "used to replace or reduce the 
quantity of fossil fuel" to be part of the supply. Biofuel availability by itself (i.e. at the 
wholesale level) is not considered as renewable fuel if it is not consumed. EPA's illustrative 
approach focuses on wholesale level and ignores significant cost factors (i.e. infrastructure, 
energy density penalty, and other constraints) required for actual consumption of renewable 
fuels. It is important to take these cost factors and economic impacts into consideratio n because, 
unless actually consumed, renewable fuels do not achieve objectives of the RFS. 

99 Howard Gruenspecht, Deputy Administrator, Energy Information Administration Before the 
Committee on Environment and Public Works. February 24, 2016 
10° Federal Register Nol. 80, No. 239 /Monday, December 14, 2015 /Rules and Regulations 
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D. Implications of Biomass -Based Diesel Requirements within Nested 
Standards. 

Because the BBD standard is nested within the advanced and total renewable fuel standar ds (i.e. 
a sub -mandate), increasing the BBD standard above 1.28 billion gallons has a limited ability to 
help meet fundamental objectives of the RFS. EPA 101 has previously acknowledged the BBD 
volumes responded to advanced and I or total renewable fuel requ irements. EPA has previously 
stated that competition among market participants is good 102

. In increasing BBD volume EPA 
attempts to strike a balance between supporting BBD volumes and other advanced biofuels. 
Increasing the BBD sub -mandate, above 1.28 bil lion gallons and within the nested structure is 
not irrelevant, and EPA should not increase the BBD above 1.28 billion gallons. 

The agency's proposal to increase the BBD sub -mandate potentially interferes with market 
competition. It is not a requirement for EPA, per statutory authority, to encourage production 
and consumption of any specific biofuel over another biofuel. 

BBD production capacity and capacity utilization within the U.S. have remained relatively 
stagnant in recent years. According to the Energy Information Administration 103

, annual 
biodiesel production capacity has averaged 2.1 billion gallons between 2011 and 2015. During 
the same time period, capacity utilization has been in a range of20.1% to 72.6%. Domestic 
production of biodiesel reached a peak of nearly 1. 4 billion gallons in 2013 and declined to less 
than 1.3 billion gallons in 2014 and 2015. During this s arne time period, the U.S. switched from 
being a net exporter to a net importer of biodiesel. EPA's approach of increasing BBD is most 
likely encouraging imported BBD, which does not necessarily lead " ... toward greater energy 
independence and security ... ", a stated purpose of EISA. 

Increasing the BBD sub -mandate does not change the total ethanol equivalent RIN volume. 
Although CAA requires EPA to establish the BBD category requirement in advance of the other 
renewable fuel categories, setting the volumes a nd annual percentage standards should not be 
conducted in isolation. For 2017, EPA has acknowledged real -world constraints and limitations 
that exist for distribution, blending and dispensing infrastructure. Simultaneously, EPA is 
looking to the market t o determine how compliance is achieved through the use of ethanol and 
non-ethanol fuels. Thus, EPA's biomass -based diesel proposal for 2017 contains inconsistencies 
and could result in unintended consequences (i.e. economies of scale that may exist with a more 
flexible standard are potentially undercut by the increased sub-mandate). 

E. Feedstock Availability 

EPA should not set volumes, either advanced or biomass -based diesel, that could require 2.5 
billion gallons ofbiodiesel for 2018 as suggested by the National Biodiesel Board (NBB). There 
are inadequate supplies to meet this standard without potentially requiring a drawdown of carry -
over RINs or causing disruptions to feedstock supplies. 

101 Federal Register I Vol. 80, No. Ill I Wednesday, June 10, 2015 I Proposed Rules 
102 Federal Register I Vol. 80, No. 239 I Monday, December 14, 2015 I Rules and Regulations 
103 
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Domestic biodiesel production capacity is too small. Betw een 2011 and 2015, domestic 
biodiesel production annual capacity has averaged 2.1 billion gallons and monthly production 
capacity utilization averaged 55%. Even with EPA's implementation of the RFS, the EIA 
reported that domestic biodiesel production peaked at 1.4 billion gallons in 2013. 

Registered biodiesel production is unproven and likely too small. EPA reports in the proposed 
rule that registered biodiesel production for the RFS is around 2. 7 billion gallons . Therefore it 
would require the industry to run at an average capacity utilization of93% for a year to generate 
2.5 billion gallons. In review of data on EPA's EMTS website, monthly biodiesel RIN 
generation has never reached 93% capacity utilization for ev en a single month. In recent years, 
capacity utilization has mostly been within the 60% to 80% range. Over the entire EMTS data 
base, the highest 12 consecutive month average for capacity utilization is 75%, which is far short 
of achieving 2.5 billion gallons. EPA points to limiting factors at registered biodiesel production 
facilities related to idled plants and availability of viable feedstocks. 

Feedstock supply disruptions: EPA provides sound reasoning for focusing on soybean oil as a 
feedstock for biodiesel volume above 1.28 billion gallons. Data published by EIA 104 reports that 
soybean oil is the single largest feedstock input for biodiesel production and according to 
USDA105 data, soybeans are the largest crushed oilseed in the U.S. Producing biod iesel from 
soybean oil is more land intensive than producing ethanol from com 106 and potential bushel and 
acreage implications of increasing biodiesel above 1.28 billion gallons are illustrated in the table 
below. Compared to recent actual soybean producti on, increasing the biodiesel volume mandate 
could result in relatively large changes. For example, increasing the biodiesel volume from 1.28 
to 2.5 billion gallons could require an additional 820 million bushels of soybeans and up to an 
additional 18 million acres. 

Biomass-based diesel volumes and requirements for soybeans 

BBD volume 
gal/bushel 

soybean production yield harvested acres 
(billion gallons) (billion bushels) (bu/ac) (million) 

1.28 1.5 0.85 45 19.0 
2.00 1.5 1.33 45 29.6 
2.50 1.5 1.67 45 37.0 

*2012-2015 average 3.6 45 79.2 

*2012-2015 U.S. average U.S. production, yield, and harvested acreage; source: USDA. 

Annual soybean crushing capacity in the U.S. is around 1.8 billion bushels per year producing 
around 20 to 22 billion pounds of soybean oil. The portion of soybean oil being used for 
biodiesel production (methyl ester) has increased from around 9% in 2005 to 28% in 2015. Food 

104 
105~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

106 Conversion assumptions for biodiesel (1.5 gallons per bushel and 45 bushels per acre) and 
com (2.8 gallons per bushel and 170 bushels per acre). 
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use is the primary destination for soybean oil in the U.S., as it is the "most predominant 107, 

source of food oil. Increasing the biodiesel volume mandate would require a larger diversion of 
soybean oil away from food use and I or U.S. export markets. Research indicates that global 
vegetable oil markets are well connected and fungible 108

. In the case of Europe, palm oil is the 
marginal oil that fills any domestic shortfall and contributes to indirect land use change 
emissions. To the extent that diverted soybean oil creates a gap for food oil and I or reduced 
U.S. exports, EPA should carefully consider the potential negative impacts of how the gap is 
filled. 

F. Vehicle constraints and consumer preference 

API fundamentally agrees with EPA's assessment of potential limits on the growth of biodiesel 
and renewable diesel consumption capacity from the perspective of vehicle constraints and 
consumer preference. As EPA notes in the Preamble of the proposed rule, both the Federal 
Trade Commission and the ASTM International Specification for diesel fuel (ASTM D975) 
allow for biodiesel concentrations of up to five volume percent (B5) to be sold as diesel fuel. No 
separate labeling is required for blends containing up to B5 at the retail pump, so these blends are 
indistinguishable from petroleum -based diesel to the consumer. While many of the makers of 
passenger car and light truck diesel models offered for sale in the US warrant their vehicles for 
operation on B5 o r less, the vast majority of diesel fuel in the US is consumed by heavy duty 
vehicles and non-road engines. Although a number of heavy -duty diesel engine OEMs have, in 
recent years, begun to upgrade and warrant their engine models to operate on biodiesel blends 
containing up to 20 volume percent (B20), it is important to recognize that heavy -duty vehicle 
and non -road engines have extremely long service lives ( ~500,000+ miles), and therefore fleet 
turnover will serve to constrain the overall growth in consumption of blends containing biodiesel 
in excess of 5% by volume. 

The relative pricing of B20 versus petroleum diesel also may continue to limit consumer 
acceptance ofbiodiesel and renewable diesel blends greater than B5. The chart below shows 
that, on an energy equivalent basis, the price of B99IB 100 has historically always been higher 
than petroleum diesel. Consequently, the price ofB20 also has generally been higher than 
petroleum diesel, albeit less so because of the use ofbiodiesel as a blendstock. 
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U.S. Average Retail Fuel Prices 

While the price difference has been small on a percentage basis, it is important to note that the 
vast majority of the consumers ofhighway diesel fuel are commercial truck owners/operators for 
whom fuel costs are a significant component of overall operating costs. 

IV. Point of RFS Obligation 

API opposes moving the point of RFS obligation. Changing the point of obligation will not fix 
the blendwall problem or meaningfully impact the overall volume of renewable fuels. A change 
to the point of RFS obligation will create uncertainty in the RIN market and will complicate the 
administration and function of the RFS program. 

Moving the point ofRFS obligation does not alleviate the infrastructure constraints throughout 
the distribution system. E15 and E85 will still face the current infrastructure hurdles, including 
retail equipment compatibility. The current RFS structure does not prevent renewable 
infrastructure investments, and as EPA recognized in the 2014 -2016 RFS proposal, renewable 
producers are free to make such investments. Moving the point of obligation also will not 
address consumer behavior as the significant issue of vehicle compatibility will remain. E 15 will 
continue to face significant hurdles including potential liability, and E85 will still be limited to 
FFVs. Changing the point of obligation will only shift the compliance responsibility to a 
different group ofRFS participants. 

In implementing the RFS, Congress directed EPA to promulgate regulations that "contain 
compliance provisions applicable to refineries, blenders, distributors, and importers, as 
appropriate." Based on EPA's consideration of numerous factors, EPA placed the point ofRFS 
obligation where gasoline and diesel are refined or imported. EPA recognized that some 
obligated parties, including merchant refiners, did not control the downstream blending of 
ethanol or other biofuels, and would need to have access to RINs. EPA addressed this co ncem 
by including provisions in the rule allowing obligated parties the unique ability to separate RINs 
for biofuels, and limited the amount ofRINs that can be carried over, in part to make RINs more 
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accessible in the market. EPA reconsidered the issue following the enactment of EISA, and 
decided not to change the point of obligation in that rulemaking. 

Changing the point ofRFS obligation would create uncertainty in the RFS program and in the 
RIN market. RFS compliance plans, investments and commercia 1 agreements that were 
premised on the current structure would be disrupted. Such a major structural change nine years 
into the program creates uncertainty about other critical components of the program. The 
incentive for refiners to develop drop -in biofuels would diminish; and these fuels are not limited 
by the constraints of the ethanol blendwall. 

Changing the point of obligation would increase the complexity for EPA to administer and 
enforce the program, as the number of obligated parties would incr ease. The increased 
complexity affects the fuel distribution industry as the identification of obligated fuels becomes 
more difficult. The current RFS structure already includes provisions to facilitate compliance for 
all obligated parties, including the ability for obligated parties to separate RINs, and a 20% limit 
on compliance demonstrated with carryover RINs. 

As the only trade association representing all facets of the oil and natural gas industry, we urge 
the EPA to reject efforts by some to move the current point of RFS obligation. 

V. Cellulosic Waiver Credits 

At the June 9, 2016 public hearing on EPA's proposal, some commentators argued that EPA 
should restrict the availability of cellulosic waiver credits (CWCs) available to obligated parties. 
We disagree with this suggestion. 

EPA discussed CWCs at length in the RFS2 rulemaking to implement the provisions of EISA. 
EISA states that whenever EPA reduces the minimum cellulosic mandate volumes specified in 
EISA, EPA "shall make available for sale cellulosic biofuel credits .... " The law further directed 
EPA to promulgate regulations to implement this provision and states that "[t]he regulations 
shall limit the number of cellulosic biofuel credits for any calendar year to the minimum 
applicable volume (as reduced under this subparagraph) of cellulosic biofuel for that year." 

EPA explained that they imposed a number of restrictions on the cellulosic biofuel waiver credits 
to ensure that they are not over utilized at the expense of actual renewable volume: 109 

We have fashioned a number of limitations on the use o f cellulosic that reflect these 
considerations. Specifically, the credits will be called "Cellulosic Biofuel Waiver 
Credits" (or "waiver credits") so that there is no confusion with RINs or allowances 
used in the acid rain program. Such waiver credit s will only be available for the current 
compliance year for which we have waived some portion of the cellulosic biofuel 
standard, they will only be available to obligated parties, and they will be nontransferable 
and nonrefundable. Further, obligated parties may only purchase waiver credits up to the 
level of their cellulosic biofuel RVO less the number of cellulosic biofuel RINs that they 
own. A company owning cellulosic biofuel RINs and cellulosic waiver credits may use 

109 75 Fed. Reg. 14727 (Mar. 26, 2010) 
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both types of credits if desired to meet their RVOs, but unlike RINs obligated parties will 
not be able to carry waiver credits over to the next calendar year. Obligated parties may 
not use waiver credits to meet a prior year deficit obligation. These restrictions help 
ensure that waiver c redits are not over utilized at the expense of actual renewable 
volume. 

In the NPRM, EPA proposed that the credits could be usable for the advanced and total 
renewable standards similarly to cellulosic biofuel RINs. Several commenters stated this 
provision could displace advanced and total renewable fuel that was actually produced 
which would be against the intent of the Act, and that unlike RINs a company should 
only be permitted to use waiver credits to meet its cellulosic biofuel obligation. We agree, 
and are limiting the use of waiver credits for compliance with only a company's 
cellulosic biofuel RVO. 

In the course of discussing the ewe issue in the RFS2 rule, EPA explained that the purpose of 
the ewe provision in EISA was to ensure that there is a "predictable upper limit to the price that 
cellulosic biofuel producers can charge for a gallon of cellulosic biofuel .... " 110 EPA also 
evaluated potential unintended consequences of this provision and solicited comments on 
additional restrictions. EPA recogni zed that additional restrictions, such as those called for by 
some commenters at the recent public hearing, would be counter to the purpose of the cellulosic 
waiver provisiOn. 

VI. E15 RVP Waiver 

Several stakeholders testifying at the June 9, 2016 public hearing implored EPA to extend the 1. 0 
RVP waiver to E15 blends. API does not support such an extension. Section 211(h)(1) of the 
eAA restricts the RVP of summer gasoline sold in the United States, and the Act further grants a 
one pound waiver to E10 blends: 

For fuel blends containing gasoline and 10 percent denatured anhydrous ethanol, the 
Reid vapor pressure limitation under this subsection shall be one pound per square inch 
(psi) greater than the applicable Reid vapor pressure limitations established unde r 
paragraph (J).m 

EPA considered the RVP waiver issue for ethanol blends in 1989, prior to the 1990 amendments, 
when EPA set an interim RVP level that was 1 psi higher "for gasoline -ethanol blends 
commonly known as gasohol." 112 EPA promulgated RVP regulations in 1990 that again granted 
a 1.0 psi allowance for E10. 113 It revisited the issue again in 1991, when it modified its RVP 
regulations the following year and clarified that the one pound waiver was limited to ethanol 
blends between nine and ten percent. 114 

110 Id. 
111 42 U.S.e. § 7545(h)(4). 
112 54 FR 11868, 11879 
113 55 FR 23658, 23660 
114 56 FR 64704, 64708 
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More recently, in the context of the E15 partial waiver decisions and the Misfueling Mitigation 
Rule, EPA again reviewed the policies underlying the one pound RVP waiver and determined 
that it should not be extended to E15. In granting the partial waiver for E15 in 2010, EPA 
explicitly based its evaporative emissions analysis on the fact that E15 would NOT receive the 
one pound waiver that E10 does. EPA reached the same conclusion in 2011 when it extended the 
partial waiver to cover 2001 and newer light duty motor vehicles. 115 In the Federal Register 
notice for the Misfueling Mitigation Rule, EPA again reviewed the comprehensive history of the 
one pound waiver and concluded again that it should only apply to fuel blends containing up to 
ten percent ethanol. 

VII. E15 Labeling 

API submitted a request in April 2015 for EPA to clarify that E 15 is a gasoline, and the retail 
sale of E 15 as flex fuel is prohibited by regulation. We remain concerned that in neglecting to 
address the issue is resulting in confusion in the marketplace and creating an unlevel playing 
field for gasoline retailers that abide by the EPA's rules. 

As a result of EPA's CAA section 211 (f) substantially similar waiver for E 15, the fuel is 
classified as gasoline under EPA's regulations (not sometimes gasoline and sometimes flex -fuel) 
and is subject to EPA's summer RVP and pump label regulations. Both the EPA regulations and 
the CAA could not be clearer. As EPA has consistently recognized, E 15 does not qualify for the 
one pound waiver and must meet the summertime RVP requirements to be legally sold. The 
attempt to label and sell E15 as "flex -fuel" is an unlawful attempt to bypass the existing RVP 
regulatory requirements. If this labeling is allowed, then theoretically, the same logic could apply 
to virtually any blend of ethanol and gasoline such as E10. 

Some ethanol groups have a ctively endorsed the practice of relabeling E 15 as flex -fuel to 
circumvent the RVP controls. A recent op -ed in the Des Moines Register clearly states a 
misinterpretation of the regulations" every summer when the calendar turns to June, I'm no 
longer allowed to sell El5 to 2001 and newer vehicles. It can be sold to flex :fuel vehicles 
only."116 A lack of clarification from EPA is leading not only to misinterpretations from 
individual station owners, but ethanol trade associations promoting the practice of relabeling E15 
pumps in the summer as FFV only. 117 EPA should clarify the regulations and prevent an un -
level playing field in the marketplace. 

VIII. RIN Carry-over 

EPA should adjust renewable fuel volumes downward as needed to ensure that carryover RINs 
are not intentionally drawn down, but instead remain fully available to meet unforeseen events 

115 76 Fed. Reg. 4662, 4663 
116 Good, Charlie. "Summer brings ethanol quirk to Iowa gas stations." June 1, 2016, The Des 

Moines Register=~~~'-'-=====-===_:_:::;_;;'-"=~~"-='""-==:;_::::_:====-=-~=-

Lane, Isabel. "E15 blends will be good for the summer, says American Coalition for 
Ethanol" May 25, 2014, Biofuels Digest. 
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and facilitate market functionality. EPA has estimated 1.72 billion carryover RINs are available 
for compliance after 2013 and has not assumed an intentional draw down through 2017. 

In finalizing renewable fuel volume standards for 2013, EPA relied on carry -over RINs for 
meeting statutory volumes of advanced and total renewable fuels. Subsequent to finalizing 
volume standards for 2013, EPA did not finalize standards f or years 2014 to 2016 118 until 
December 14,2015. During this time period, EPA proposed standards for 2014, for years 2014 -
2016, and finalized standards for years 2014-2016 that took a different approach in the treatment 
of carryover RINs. EPA reverted to earlier rulemaking and focused on the important role of 
carryover RIN s: " ... to provide flexibility in the face of a variety of circumstances that could 
limit the availability ofRINs. More specifically, carryover RINs provide a mechanism for 
offsetting the negative effects of fluctuations in either supply of or demand for renewable 
fuels." 119 

This important function provided by carryover RINs was reaffirmed by EPA in final rulemaking 
for years 2014 to 2016 where EPA agreed with commenters on RINs providing f lexibility and 
operability to the RFS program. 

To the extent that market conditions and available carryover RINs change, EPA should adjust 
renewable fuel volumes downward to adhere to their proposed approach for 2017 in that 
collective carryover RINs not intentionally be drawn down and that renewable fuel volumes are 
not set at levels that envision a reduction in carryover RINs. While EPA discusses its aim for 
carryover RIN neutrality in the 2017 proposal (i.e. collective carryover RINs not expected to 
increase after 2016 nor intentionally drawn down), there are strong indications that EPA's 
proposed volumes are not achieving the goal of preserving the collective number of carryover 
RINs. As reported by Oil Price Information Service (OPIS) and Reuters 120

, a private firm has 
predicted that carryover RINs will decline to 1.39 billion at the end of2016 and further decline 
to 786 million by the end of 2017. The private firm has attributed this decline in carryover RINs, 
along with higher and more volatile RIN prices, to EPA's proposed biofuel volumes. 

EPA must also account for RINs deemed invalid in setting RFS standards to maintain the total 
inventory ofRIN carryover. A recent report indicates that 60 million fraudulent RINs were 
generated. 121 The replacement of any fraudulent RINs may result in a drawdown of carry -over 
RIN s in 2017, particularly if EPA finalizes the overly aggressive RFS targets as EPA proposes. 

The potential economic harm and market disruptions of setting renewable fuel volumes at levels 
too high to be absorbed into the market results from an insufficient number of RIN s has been 
analyzed by NERA Economic Consulting. EPA has recognized real world constraints that exist 

118 80 Federal Register. No. 239, December 14, 2015. 
119 78 Federal Register. Nov 230, November 29, 2013. 
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in limiting the supply of renewable fuels, and thereby the available number of RIN s and potential 
reliance on carryover RINs, for meeting compliance obligations. 
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A Preliminary Assessment of RIN Market Dynamics, RIN Prices, and Their Effects 

Dallas Burkholder, Office of Transportation and Air Quality, US EPA 
May 14,2015 

Executive Summary 

In 2013 the price of renewable identification numbers (RINs) for renewable fuels 
generated under the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program increased significantly. This 
document examines available data in an attempt to describe and explain the factors that 
caused this increase in the price of one variety of renewable fuel (D6) RINs, and the impact 
this increase in RIN prices may have had on retail fuel prices. We also examine the impact 
of high RIN prices on merchant refiners (i.e. refiners who do not blend the majority of the 
petroleum products they produce with renewable fuels), some of whom argue that they are 
disadvantaged relative to integrated refiners (i.e. refiners who blend a volume of petroleum 
products with renewable fuels greater than or equal to the volume of petroleum products 
they produce) by high RIN prices. For the purposes of this document we have primarily 
considered available data from 2013, and have assumed constant renewable volume 
obligations (RVOs ). This document does not quantify the total cost of the RFS program to 
consumers or other parties. We acknowledge, however, that the program is likely to have a 
cost if the cost of renewable fuels is greater than the petroleum based fuels they replace on 
an energy equivalent basis and if this cost outweighs the overall decrease in the cost of 
transportation fuel that results from increased fuel supply.1 

In examining the available data we found that the rise in D6 RIN prices can largely be 
explained by the increasing total renewable fuel requirement of the RFS program. For the 
first time in 2013 this standard was established at a level beyond what could be achieved 
by the blending of ethanol as E10. This meant that the D6 RIN price was largely driven by 
the marginal cost of blending and marketing ethanol as EBS, or the cost of blending other 
non-ethanol renewable fuels where available, since nearly all gasoline sold in the United 
States already contained 10 percent ethanol. The demand price for ethanol sold in an EBS 
blend is significantly less than the demand price for ethanol sold as an E10 blend, as the 
lower energy density of the fuel, and therefore lower fuel economy of a vehicle operating 
on EBS, are more noticeable in higher level ethanol blends. Alternative fuel choices to EBS, 
such as E10, are also widely available, giving consumers the opportunity to purchase the 
lowest cost fuel. With the exception of two brief spikes in the price of D6 RINs, which may 
be the result of the market adjusting to new supply and demand realities,2 the D6 RIN 

1 Several parties have credited the increased availability of renewable fuels with a decrease in the market 
price of petroleum derived fuels (relative to a scenario with no renewable fuels) as renewable fuels increase 
the global supply of transportation fuel. While we acknowledge that increasing available volumes of 
renewable fuels may have had some effect on global petroleum prices, there is much uncertainty surrounding 
the magnitude of this impact and quantifying it is beyond the scope of this document 
2 These price spikes, reported by Oil Price Information Service (OPIS), may overstate the average RIN price as 
many RINs are purchased through long term contracts or acquired when attached to renewable fuels. The 
prices reported by OPIS are more reflective of the price for separated RINs in the spot market 
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prices in 2013 generally reflect what would be expected as the demand price for ethanol 
shifts from a volumetric relationship with gasoline, as was the case for E10, to an energy 
equivalent relationship with gasoline, as is expected to be the case for EBS. We do not find 
evidence that the price of D6 RINs was driven by scarcity pricing,3 as some have suggested. 

While RIN prices were significantly higher in 2013 than in previous years, we did not see, 
nor would we expect to see, a corresponding net increase in the overall retail price of 
transportation fuels across the entire fuel pool. This is because the RIN price, rather than 
acting as an additional cost, generally acts as a transfer payment between parties that 
blend renewable fuels and obligated parties who produce or import petroleum-based fuels 
and are required to obtain RINs for compliance purposes.4 RINs are generated by 
renewable fuel producers and sold attached to volumes of renewable fuels to fuel blenders 
or obligated parties. When the RINs are separated from the renewable fuel and sold 
independently, the RIN seller may use the revenue received for the RIN to discount the 
effective cost of the renewable fuel. In order to recover the cost of purchasing RINs, 
however, obligated parties are expected to increase the selling price of the petroleum 
products they produce. If fuel prices are fully flexible, markets are perfectly competitive, 
and we assume no changes to the price of renewable or petroleum based fuels, these two 
price impacts, the discounting of renewable fuels enabled by the sale of the RIN s and the 
higher petroleum prices that result from the cost of purchasing RINs, are expected to offset 
each other, resulting in the RIN price having no net impact across the entire fuel pool. 

We note, however, that higher RIN prices are expected to have an impact on the retail price 
of transportation fuels such as EBS, E10, and diesel fuel based on their renewable content 
In some cases high RIN prices are expected to decrease the retail price of the fuel, while in 
others they are expected to result in an increase in the retail price of the fuel. High RIN 
prices are expected to reduce the price of fuel blends that contain a higher percentage of 
renewable fuels, such as EBS or B20, while increasing the price of fuels that contain little or 
no renewable fuels. 5 An increase in D6 RIN prices, as seen in 2013, is expected to result in 
a significant decrease in the price of EBS, a very small decrease in the price of E10, and an 
increase in the price of diesel fuel. This is because the RIN costs of a gallon of fuel (the 
price increase of the petroleum blendstock due to the RIN obligations) is proportional to 
the amount of petroleum blendstock contained in a fuel blend, while the RIN value (the 
effective price reduction of the renewable fuel content enabled by the sale of the RIN) is 
proportional to the renewable content of the blend. These price impacts are one of the 
primary ways the RFS program can incentivize the increased blending and consumption of 

3 Scarcity pricing occurs when the price of a good increases significantly due to concerns over a limited 
supply. In this context we use the term scarcity pricing to refer to a situation where the price of D6 RINs rises 
significantly beyond what would be expected when considering the price of ethanol and the consumer 
demand price for ethanol when sold as E85. 
4 In some cases the fuel blender and obligated party may be the same company. 
5 This is expected to be true in a competitive market, however many of these expected price reductions may 
not be realized for fuels such as E85 that at the current time generally face little competition at the wholesale 
and retail level. As the availability of these fuels increases we anticipate that a higher proportion of the 
expected price decrease will be realized by consumers. 
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renewable fuels in the United States. In blends such as E10, RIN prices are expected to 
have little overall impact as the RIN cost is approximately equal to the RIN value. 

Finally, we examined available data to determine if the expected impacts of high RIN prices 
could be observed. We were able to observe these impacts in several areas, notably in 
price differences between petroleum-based fuels with and without RIN obligations and in 
lower wholesale and retail prices for fuel blends containing higher percentages of 
renewable fuels. RIN prices are not expected to have a significant impact on the wholesale 
or retail prices of E10, the most widely used transportation fuel in the United States, as the 
rise in the market price of the petroleum blendstock due to the RIN cost is offset by the 
lower effective price of the ethanol portion of the blend enabled by the value of the RIN. 
The higher market prices for petroleum fuels with RIN obligations relative to those without 
RIN obligations suggest that obligated parties are generally recovering their RIN costs in 
the price of the petroleum fuels they produce. Merchant refiners, who largely purchase 
separated RINs to meet their RFS obligations, should not therefore be disadvantaged by 
higher RIN prices, as they are recovering these costs in the sale price of their products. 
Were this not the case, merchant refiners could, and we expect would, avail themselves of 
other compliance strategies such as contractual arrangements and investing in fuel 
blending and distribution infrastructure, which are available to merchant refiners looking 
for alternative methods for meeting their RIN obligations. 

Each of these conclusions, and the available data that EPA examined to arrive at these 
conclusions, is presented in further detail below. While the focus of this document is 
explaining the rise in RIN prices and resulting fuels marketplace impacts in 2013, we 
expect a similar set of issues and market forces will be at work in future years. 

We note that this document examines available data through June 2014. EPA intends to 
continue to monitor available data and update the assessments contained in this document 
as time allows and data becomes available. EPA also welcomes feedback and input on our 
methodology and conclusions. 

Background 

On March 26, 2010 EPA published changes to the RFS program regulations, as required by 
the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA), to ensure that transportation 
fuel sold in the United States contains volumes of renewable fuel that are either specified in 
the statute or set by EPA pursuant to specified waiver authorities. The EISA amendments 
increased the volume of renewable fuel required to be blended into transportation fuel to 
36 billion gallons by 2022. As a part of the RFS regulations, EPA implemented a system for 
tracking the production and use of qualifying renewable fuel using Renewable 
Identification Numbers or RINs. These RINs are generated by renewable fuel producers or 
importers and are bought and sold "attached" to the renewable fuel until the fuel is 
purchased by an "obligated party" (a refiner or importer of gasoline or diesel fuel) or 
blended with a petroleum-based transportation fuel. At that point the RIN is "separated" 
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from the fuel and may thereafter be independently bought or sold until it is retired to meet 
an obligated party's renewable volume obligation or for some other reason. 

By providing an opportunity for obligated parties to fulfill their obligations under the RFS 
program by purchasing RINs, the RIN market allows obligated parties the flexibility to 
choose whether or not to be directly involved in the blending of renewable fuels. Obligated 
parties may choose to acquire RINs by directly blending renewable fuels, by purchasing 
renewable fuel, separating the RINs, and selling the renewable fuel without RINs, or by 
purchasing separated RINs on the spot market or through other contractual arrangements. 
While most RINs are used for compliance in the year they are generated, up to 20% of an 
obligated party's renewable volume obligation (RVO) may be satisfied with RINs generated 
in the previous year. This allows excess RINs to function as an inventory in the RIN trading 
market and provides compliance flexibility to the obligated parties as excess (or "carry 
over") RINs can act as a buffer for obligated parties to protect themselves against 
unforeseen changes in the RIN market. Obligated parties may also defer their RFS 
obligation, in whole or in part, to the following year, provided that the RIN obligation is 
satisfied together with the party's next year's RVO. 

In 2013 the price for Renewable Fuel RINs (D6) increased substantially, from an average of 
a few cents perRIN in previous years to over $1.00 perRIN in the summer of 2013 (see 
Figure 1 below). The swift run up in the RIN price led a variety of stakeholders to conduct 
analyses looking into the causes and impacts of the increase. This document presents 
EPA's assessment of the cause of the high RIN prices, the expected impacts on retail fuel 
prices of high RIN payments, and the impact of high RIN prices on obligated parties. 
Throughout, this document focuses on D6 RINs; references to RIN prices are to D6 RINs 
unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 1 
RIN Prices 
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All RIN Prices from OPIS Ethanol and Biodiesellnformation 

RIN Market Overview 

RIN Price 

RIN Price' 
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In attempting to describe and explain the many factors that affect RIN prices or the effect of 
RIN prices on fuel prices and market participants, it is helpful to begin with a look at the 
roles different RIN market participants play. RINs are generated by renewable fuel 
producers.6 RINs may be generated any time after the fuel is produced but before the fuel 
leaves the custody of the renewable fuel producer. Each RIN is "attached" to a gallon of 
renewable fuel and must be sold with that gallon of renewable fuel for which it was 
generated. 

After a gallon of renewable fuel is sold, it is generally blended with a petroleum based fuel 
to produce a transportation fuel such as E10, EBS, orBS. When a gallon of renewable fuel 
with an attached RIN is purchased by an obligated party7 or blended to create a 

6 Renewable fuel must be made from "renewable biomass" in accordance with a "pathway" determined by 
EPA to satisfy lifecycle greenhouse gas reduction requirements (or be grandfathered from such 
requirements) and be produced for use as transportation fuel, jet fuel or home heating oil. Pathways are a 
combination of feedstock, finished fuel type, and production process. For a list of currently approved 
pathways see 40 CFR 80.1426 
7 In the RFS program an obligated party is defined as any refiner that produces gasoline or diesel fuel in the 
48 contiguous states or Hawaii, or any importer that imports gasoline or diesel fuel, into the 48 contiguous 
states or Hawaii 
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transportation fuel the owner of the fuel may separate the RIN from the renewable fuel. 
The RIN can then be used by the obligated party to demonstrate compliance with their RFS 
obligation, or it can be sold to another obligated party seeking RINs to fulfill their 
renewable volume obligation. Figure 2 presents a basic schematic of the RINjrenewable 
fuel market. 

Figure 2 
Product Transfers in the Renewable Fuel and RIN Markets 

N 

Figure 2 greatly simplifies the reality of a complex marketplace. For example, many 
obligated parties also own fuel blending operations, and others may purchase renewable 
fuel with an attached RIN, retain the RIN, and then sell the renewable fuel without the RIN. 
In practice several parties may take ownership of a renewable fuel before it is blended with 
a petroleum blendstock to produce a transportation fueL Similarly separated RINs may be 
sold to brokers or aggregators before being sold to obligated parties. Where there are 
additional parties participating in the marketplace not shown in the graphic above, the 
commodity price received by one of the depicted parties will not be equal to the purchase 
price paid by the party who ultimately receives the commodity as the intermediate parties 
will require a fee for their services. We do not expect these fees to be significant, as the RIN 
and transportation fuel marketplaces are generally competitive. 

There are also cases where a single company may be active in multiple areas of the 
transportation fuel market place. Examples include an ethanol production facility that 
blends finished transportation fuel, or a refiner who owns fuel blending terminals. In these 
cases certain transactions may take place within a single company rather than between two 
companies. The same fundamental transactions, however, still take place, whether they are 
internal to one company or external and involve different entities. 

8 In the graphics in this document we have depicted the renewable fuel producer, fuel blender, obligated 
party, and fuel retailer as independent entities. In reality two or more of these functions may be conducted 
by the same company. Traditionally many obligated parties have also functioned as fuel blenders, and 
increasingly renewable fuel producers are also producing and marketing renewable fuel blends. 
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Factors Affecting the RIN Price 

EPA designed the RIN program with the intention of providing a market-based compliance 
mechanism that would cause minimal disruption in the transportation fuel marketplace, 
while also providing EPA with the necessary assurance that the mandated volumes of 
renewable fuel would be used in the transportation sector. EPA sought to provide 
flexibility to refiners, importers, and other producers of petroleum-based transportation 
fuel by allowing obligated parties to purchase RINs and rely on the existing renewable fuel 
production, distribution, and blending marketplace rather than requiring each obligated 
party to directly blend a quantity of renewable fuel equal to their renewable volume 
obligation. If the RIN market is functioning efficiently the RIN price should be 
approximately equal to the difference between a renewable fuel's supply price and its 
demand price (the price the market is willing to pay for the renewable fuel as a 
transportation fuel). The RIN price provides the incentive the renewable fuel producer 
needs to continue to produce renewable fuel up to the mandated volume even if the 
demand price for the fuel would not otherwise cover the cost of production of the 
renewable fuel. 

With this in mind, EPA examined available price data to determine if changes in the supply 
and demand price for renewable fuels explained the rising and variable D6 RIN prices 
observed in 2013. Determining a supply price was straightforward: EPA used ethanol9 

price data reported weekly by USDA.lo 

Determining the demand price for ethanol, however, is more complicated. Ethanol, in its 
unblended form, cannot be used as a transportation fuel by vehicles in the United States. It 
must be blended with gasoline to produce transportation fuels such as E10 (containing 
10% ethanol) or higher level blends such as EBS (containing between 51% and 83% 
ethanol with a national average ethanol content of 7 4% as reported by the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA)). 

We posit that the demand price for ethanol in a blended transportation fuel varies 
significantly depending on the ethanol blend level. The vast majority of ethanol sold as 
transportation fuel in the United States is sold as E10. When ethanol is sold in an E10 
blend we believe that the demand price is approximately equal to the price of the gasoline 
fuel into which it is blended on a volumetric basis, despite the fact that ethanol contains 
approximately 33% less energy per gallon than gasoline. 

There are several reasons we believe this to be the case. Due to the relatively low level of 
ethanol in E10 the fuel economy reduction of E10 as compared to EO (gasoline without 
ethanol) is fairly small (approximately 3%) and not noticeable by most consumers. 
Customers therefore generally do not seek price discounts for E10 v. EO. Furthermore, for 

9 Throughout this document all references to ethanol are to denatured ethanol 
10 Data recorded by Agricultural Marketing Resource Center. These prices are for ethanol with attached RINs. 
Accessed online AprillO, 2014 <http:/ jwww.agmrc.orgjrenewable_energyjethanoljmidwest-ethanol-cash
prices-basis-data-and-charts-for-selected-statesj> 
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the relatively few consumers who are aware of the slightly lower energy content (and 
therefore lower fuel economy) of E10 as compared to EO, options to purchase EO are very 
limited as virtually all gasoline sold in the United States now contains 10% ethanol. Where 
EO is available, it is generally priced at a significant premium relative to E10, thus negating 
any potential value it may have offered due to its higher energy content. For a further 
discussion ofthe pricing of ethanol as E10 see the 2012 Notice ofDecision Regarding 
Requests for a Waiver of the Renewable Fuel Standard.11 

If the demand price for ethanol as transportation fuel when blended as E10 is 
approximately equal to the price of gasoline on a volumetric basis, rather than an energy
equivalent basis, we would expect D6 RIN prices to be very low whenever the ethanol price 
is below the gasoline price. This is because fuel blenders can generate profit by purchasing 
ethanol for a lower price than gasoline and sell the blended E10 at a price approximately 
equal to that of the gasoline blendstock on a per gallon basis despite the lower energy 
content of the fuel. No RIN value is necessary for the blending of ethanol to be profitable 
under these conditions. This was the case throughout the history of the RFS program until 
the early months of 2013. As shown in the graph below, from July 2010, the effective date 
of the updated RFS regulations, through the end of 2012 ethanol was generally priced 
below gasoline on a volumetric basis, and D6 RIN prices were only a few cents, likely 
attributable to RIN transaction costs. In 2013 the price of ethanol generally remained 
below the price of gasoline on a volumetric basis, yet the price of D6 RINs increased 
substantially. We believe a significant factor in this change in RIN price was a saturation of 
the E10 pool requiring that any additional volumes of ethanol be blended as EBS. 

n FRL-9754-4 
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Ethanol, 
Figure 3 

and D6 RIN Prices 

Note: The ethanol blenders tax credit expired on December 31, 2011, likely resulting in the 
decline in ethanol price in January 2012. The price spike in March/ April 2014 was 

primarily the result of extremely cold winter temperatures leading to rail congestion12 

When ethanol is sold as an EBS blend available information suggests that the ethanol has a 
significantly different consumer demand price. EBS blends contain significantly less energy 
per gallon than E10 (approximately 22% less energy per gallon assuming EBS contains 
7 4% ethanol). This lower energy content results in a decrease in fuel economy of 
approximately 22% when owners of flexible fuel vehicles (FFVs) operate their vehicles on 
EBS rather than E10. Not only is the decrease in fuel economy more noticeable to fuel 
customers, but the fuel customers also have the ability to choose between purchasing EBS 
or E10, as E10 is available everywhere that EBS is. For EBS to appeal to most customers, 
therefore, it would need to be priced in a manner that accounts for the fuel economy 
penalty, as well as any "inconvenience factor" associated with its lack of availability relative 
to E10 and the need to refuel more frequently. 

We argue that the more noticeable decrease in fuel economy and the greater availability of 
alternative fuel choices has a significant impact on consumer decisions regarding 
purchases of ESS. While some FFV owners, primarily motivated by factors other than 
minimizing fuel costs13, may purchase EBS at prices above energy parity, the majority of 

12 For further information on this issue see "Rail congestion, cold weather raise ethanol spot prices." Today in 
Energy. U.S. Energy Information Administration, April3, 2014. Web. September 25, 2014 
<http:/ jwww.eia.gov jtodayinenergy jdetail.cfm?id=15691>. 
13 Consumers may purchase E85 when priced above energy parity for reasons such as supporting the rural 
economy, a desire to buy a domestically sourced fuel, E85's perceived environmental attributes, or 
government fleet mandates. Alternatively some customers may avoid purchasing E85 even when it is 
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potential EBS customers will likely only purchase EBS if it is priced at a per gallon discount 
equal to or greater than the difference in energy content between EBS and E10.14 If this is 
the case, the demand price for ethanol as a transportation fuel in an EBS blend is 
proportional to gasoline on an energy-equivalent, rather than a volumetric basis. This 
means that we would expect the true demand price for ethanol blended as EBS to be 
approximately 67% of the price of gasoline.15 We would further expect that in a 
competitive market the D6 RIN price would be approximately equal to the difference 
between the price of ethanol relative to the price of gasoline on a volumetric basis (or near 
zero if ethanol were cheaper) when ethanol was primarily sold as E10, as it was until the 
end of 2012, and approximately equal to the difference on an energy-equivalent basis (67% 
of the price of gasoline) when the E 10 market is effectively saturated and additional 
ethanol must be blended as EBS, as it was in 2013. The prices of ethanol, gasoline, and an 
ethanol-equivalent gallon of gasoline (67% of a gallon) for 2012 and 2013 are shown below 
(Figure 4 ), followed by a graph that compares the difference between these prices and the 
observed D6 RIN price in 2012 and 2013 (Figure 5). 

Figure 4 
Gasoline Price and Gasoline Price 

available and priced below energy parity due to concerns about fuel quality, a desire to avoid more frequent 
refueling, or a lack of knowledge that the fuel is compatible with their vehicle. 
14 Informed customer decisions are often complicated by a lack of information on the precise ethanol content 
of E85. E85 may contain anywhere from 51 o/o to 83% ethanol. Uncertainty regarding the ethanol content of 
E85 may hinder a customers ability to effectively choose the lower cost fuel on an energy-equivalent basis. 
15 The energy content of ethanol (77,000 BTU/gallon) is approximately 67% of the energy content of gasoline 
or EO (115,000 BTU/gallon). 
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Figure 5 
D6 RIN Price and Difference Between Ethanol and Gasoline Price (Volumetric and Energy-

-Ethanol Price Minus 
Gasoline Price 

For the first time in 2013, the portion of obligated parties' total renewable volume 
obligations that could be satisfied with D6 RINs (the total volume obligation for non
advanced biofuels) exceeded the quantity of RINs that could be obtained by blending 
ethanol with gasoline to create E10. Because the amount of ethanol that could be blended 
as E10 was effectively capped, obligated parties looked to alternative sources of RINs, such 
as increased blending of ethanol as E85, the blending of additional non-ethanol biofuels, or 
the use of carry over RINs (RINs generated in 2012 available to satisfy 2013 obligations). 
In the ethanol market, we argue that the customer demand price shifted from a price based 
in part on gasoline on a volumetric basis (as it had been when increased blending of 
ethanol as E10 had represented the marginal gallon of ethanol), to one based in part on 
gasoline on an energy-equivalent basis, as increased ethanol blending of ethanol as E85 
now represented the marginal gallon of ethanol. Figure 5 illustrates this shift. Throughout 
the vast majority of the time from January 2012 through June 2014 ethanol was cheaper 
than gasoline on a volumetric basis. Prior to reaching the E10 blendwall in 2013 the 
demand price for ethanol was primarily based on that of gasoline on a volumetric basis and 
D6 RINs were only a few cents, effectively representing transaction costs. After reaching 
the blendwall the demand price for ethanol shifts to being based primarily on the price of 
gasoline on an energy-equivalent basis. Because ethanol was more expensive than gasoline 
on an energy-equivalent basis from January 2013 through June 2014 the D6 RIN prices 
help offset the difference between the supply price of ethanol and the new demand price 
when the marginal gallon of ethanol is sold as E85. 

This higher D6 RIN value also provided an increased opportunity for the increased 
blending of non-ethanol fuels, which may not have been profitable to blend into 
transportation fuel with low D6 RIN prices. In each of these cases, increased blending of 
ethanol as E85 and increased use of non-ethanol biofuels, the supply price exceeded the 
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demand price for these renewable fuels when used as a transportation fuel. As a result, 
RIN prices increased in 2013 as shown in Figure 1. The increasing D6 RIN price provided 
an incentive not only for increased blending of ethanol as EBS, but also for the increased 
production and import of non-ethanol fuels such as biodiesel and for a draw-down in the 
bank of carry over RINs. 

During the period of high RIN prices in the middle of 2013 some parts of the United States 
saw growth in EBS sales. This growth was most notable in states, such as Minnesota and 
Iowa, where the RIN value was most likely to be passed on to the consumer due to 
competition at both the wholesale and retail level in the EBS market.l6 However, 
consumption of EBS remained limited despite the high RIN prices due to a variety of factors 
including a lack of infrastructure for the blending, sale, and consumption of EBS, and the 
lack of competitive markets leading to limited RIN value pass through to consumers in 
many markets. 

Figure 6 
EBS Sales in 2013 for States with Available Information 

-California 

Kansas 

High D6 RIN prices had an even more significant impact on the production and 
consumption of non-ethanol biofuels such as biodiesel and renewable diesel, which did not 
face the same infrastructure challenges as ethanol blended as EBS. Generation of D6 RINs 
for biodiesel and renewable diesel increased from approximately 6 million and 1 million in 
2011 and 2012 respectively to over 250 million in 2013.17 Generation of D4 (biomass
based diesel) RINs were also at the highest levels achieved under the RFS program. The 
increased availability of these fuels, combined with the availability of carry over RIN s from 
excess production in 2012 helped to moderate the price of D6 RINs in 2013 despite the 

16 According to data from DOE's Alternative Fuels Data Center approximately 20% of all E85 stations in the 
United States in 2013 were located in Minnesota or Iowa 
17 All RIN production numbers from EMTS 
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limited ability of RIN prices or volume mandates to increase the consumption of ethanol as 
EBS. 

On the basis of the data available to EPA, we believe much of the increase in 2013 D6 RIN 
can be explained by the arrival of the E10 blendwall in 2013 and the resulting change in 
demand price for ethanol. These factors alone, however, do not provide a complete 
explanation of the observed D6 RIN prices. As shown in Figure 5, from May 2013 through 
August 2013, spot D6 RIN prices were substantially higher than would have been expected 
based solely on the prices of ethanol and gasoline. This may have been due to a variety of 
factors, including: limited blending and retail infrastructure for EBS, limited ability for RIN 
prices to affect the retail price of EBS, the RIN price needed to incentivize increasing the 
production or import of non-ethanol fuels, and uncertainty about the final RFS standards 
for 2013 and 2014. It may also be the case that the reported prices for D6 RINs reflect the 
price of a relatively small number of RINs traded on the spot market rather than the D6 
RINs purchased through long term contracts and are therefore more volatile and not 
necessarily reflective of the average D6 RIN price. Regardless, these elevated D6 RIN prices 
increased the incentive for the production, import, and consumption of non-ethanol fuels, 
notably biodiesel produced from grandfathered facilities,18 which were eligible to generate 
D6 RINs and could now compete in the domestic fuels market as a result of their 
significantly increased RIN value. In other words, renewable fuels that were uneconomic to 
produce or import to satisfy the D6 RIN obligations when RIN prices were only a few cents 
became economic to produce or import with substantially increased D6 RIN prices. 

It is highly speculative and difficult to predict the future price of D6 RINs, as they are 
influenced by multiple factors, including the supply and demand prices for ethanol, the 
price of petroleum, the cost of production of non-ethanol renewable fuels, consumer 
behavior in the EBS market, and availability of alternative compliance mechanisms. 
However, given the fact that the required total renewable fuel volume will likely exceed the 
volume of ethanol that can be blended as E10 in the future, we would not expect D6 RIN 
prices to return to the prices seen from 2010 to 2012.19 

18 Grandfathered facilities are those that commenced construction on or before December 17,2007, or any 
ethanol plant fired by natural gas, biomass, or a combination thereof that commenced construction before 
December 31, 2009. These facilities are exempt from the 20% GHG reduction requirement for the generation 
of D6 RINs, however they still must use a feedstock that meets the renewable biomass definition, be intended 
for use as transportation fuel or other qualifying uses, and meet all other reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 
19 RIN prices could return to historic low levels of a few cents if the price of ethanol or other renewable fuels 
fell sufficiently below the cost of gasoline on an energy equivalent basis 
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Figure 7 
Generation of Non-Ethanol D6 RINs and D6 RIN Price 

Non-Ethanol 
06 RINs 
Generated 

*RIN Prices from OPIS Ethanol and Biodiesel Information Services 

RIN Price Impact on Transportation Fuel Prices 

The high RIN prices observed in 2013 prompted questions not only regarding the cause of 
the increase, but also about the impact the RIN prices would have on the retail price of 
transportation fueL Some have suggested that higher RIN prices necessarily lead to higher 
retail prices for all transportation fuels.20 Our analysis, however, indicates that this is not 
likely to be the case. In short, this is due to the fact that, rather than being an additional 
cost, RINs can be viewed as transfer payments from obligated parties to renewable fuel 
blenders to incentivize the blending of renewable fuels and the sale of fuel blends with 
higher renewable content. These payments, while having no net impact on the overall cost 
of transportation fuel, can reduce the price of fuels with high renewable content, such as 
EBS, at the expense of fuels such as diesel that generally contain a small percentage of 
renewable fuel. This can ultimately increase the demand for renewable fuels by giving the 
fuel blenders a greater incentive to increase the renewable content of the fuel blends they 
sell. 

If the cost of producing ethanol and gasoline blendstocks (or biodiesel and diesel fuel) 
remains unchanged, then the overall cost of the blended fuels should not be impacted by 
RIN prices.21 This does not mean that there is no cost to increasing the volume of 
renewable fuels required to be blended into the transportation fuel pooL If renewable fuels 
cost more on an energy-equivalent basis than the petroleum fuels they displace there is a 

2° For example see "Gasoline Price Inflated by Ethanol in Oil Boom: Energy Markets" by Mario Parker, 
published by Bloomberg on March 21, 2013. Available online< http://www.bloomberg.comjnews/2013-03-
21/gasoline-price-inflated-by-ethanol-in-oil-boom-energy-markets.html> 
21 As stated in the previous paragraph, however, varying RIN prices are expected to impact the relative prices 
of different fuel types such as E85, ElO, EO, B20, BS, etc. 
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cost to using these renewable fuels; and the higher the required volume of these fuels, the 
higher the cost will be. As can be seen in examining the available data, however, the sharp 
rise in D6 RIN prices did not have a measurable impact on the prices of ethanol with 
attached RINs (see Figure 8). Renewable fuel blenders acquire RINs by purchasing 
renewable fuels with attached RINs.ZZ They sell these RINs to obligated parties, who look 
to recover the cost of these RINs in the price of the blendstocks they sell to the fuel 
blenders. Higher blendstock prices are in turn offset by the RIN value captured by blenders 
when they blend renewable fuels. We expect that higher RIN prices may increase the 
magnitude of these payments between obligated parties and renewable fuel blenders, as 
well as the relative pricing of fuel blends containing higher volumes of renewable fuels 
versus those containing little or no renewable fuel (see Figures 9 and 10 below), but that 
the net impact of these transfers on the cost of transportation fuel would be minimal. 

Ethanol and D6 RIN Prices 

To illustrate this we examined the expected price of fuel supplied to the retailer for both 
E10 and EBS. We did this first assuming a relatively low average RIN price and then again 
using the average RIN prices in 2013. The prices used for this example are shown in Table 
1 below. The RIN obligation percentages are based on the 2013 volume requirements and 
standards. We note that because the standards are nested, the D6 RIN obligation 
percentage is equal to the total renewable fuel percentage standard minus the advanced 
biofuel percentage standard. Similarly, the DS RIN obligation percentage is equal to the 
advanced biofuel percentage standard minus the biomass-based diesel percentage 
standard. For this example we have ignored the very small cellulosic biofuel requirement. 

22 As noted previously, renewable fuels with attached RINs can be purchased directly by obligated parties, 
and many obligated parties also blend renewable fuels to produce transportation fuel. 
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The total RIN cost is calculated by summing the product of the RIN obligation percentages 
by the corresponding RIN price for each of the RIN types.23 The structure of the RFS 
program is such that every gallon of gasoline or diesel fuel produced or imported in the 
United States has an equal RIN obligation, including cellulosic, biomass-based diesel, 
advanced, and total renewable RINs. This means that the RIN cost for a gallon of gasoline is 
impacted by the price of the biomass-based diesel RIN, even though biodiesel cannot be 
blended into gasoline. Our examples reflect this structure, with identical RIN costs for 
gasoline and diesel that vary with different RIN prices. For these examples we have 
ignored transportation, overhead, and profit-taking24 to simplify our analysis. While these 
are all factors that will impact the cost paid by retailers for blended fuels, we would not 
expect them to vary with RIN prices and have therefore not explicitly considered them in 
our example. 

Table 1 
Illustrative Commodity Prices for Exploring RIN Price Impacts on Retail Fuel Prices 

Low RIN Prices High RIN Prices 
(2013 Average 
for RIN Prices) 

Ethanol (with attached RIN)ZS $2.25/gallon $2.25/gallon 
Gasoline blendstock (without RIN $2.75/gallon $2.75/gallon 
costs) 
Biodiesel (with attached RIN) $4.00 I gallon $4.00/gallon 
Diesel blendstock (without RIN costs) $3.25/gallon $3.25/gallon 
D6 RIN Price $0.05 $0.60 
D4 RIN Price $0.50 $0.73 
D5 RIN Price $0.25 $0.71 
D6 RIN Obligation 8.12% 8.12% 
D4 RIN Obligation 1.13% 1.13% 
D5 RIN Obligation 0.49% 0.49% 
Total RIN Cost per gallon( All RIN $0.01 $0.06 
obligations) 

Using these assumptions for commodity prices, and based on our schematic of the RIN and 
fuel market shown in Figure 2 above, we can follow each of the fuel types through the RIN 
and fuel market to estimate the impacts on the price paid by retailers for both E10 and E85. 

For the low RIN price scenario, we begin with the purchase of ethanol by the fuel blender 
from the renewable fuel producer. In this transaction the fuel blender receives one gallon 

23 Per Gallon RIN Cost= D6 RIN Obligation* D6 RIN Price+ DS RIN Obligation* DS RIN Price+ D4 RIN 
Obligation* D4 RIN Price. This is the RFS "compliance cost" for each gallon of gasoline and diesel produced 
or imported by an obligated party. 
24 EPA has examined some data that suggests increased profit taking during times of high RIN prices in the 
E85 market, but believe this will decrease as competition in the E85 marketplace increases. 
25 As shown in Figure 8, data from 2013 strongly suggests that the price of ethanol with an attached RIN is not 
a function of the RIN price 
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of ethanol and the corresponding D6 RIN from an ethanol fuel producer for $2.25. After 
receiving the ethanol from the ethanol producer the fuel blender separates the D6 RIN and 
sells it to an obligated party for $0.05. The net purchase price for the ethanol without the 
RIN is therefore $2.20. The fuel blender next purchases gasoline blendstock from a refiner. 
The price the refiner would charge for one gallon of gasoline blendstock in the absence of 
the RFS program in this example is assumed to be $2.7 5 per gallon. Anticipating the need 
to purchase RINs to satisfy the RIN obligation associated with selling the gallon of gasoline 
blendstock, the refiner instead charges the fuel blender $2.76 per gallon ($2.75 for the cost 
of the gasoline blendstock and $0.01 to cover the per gallon cost of the RIN obligations). 
The fuel blender has effectively paid $2.20 per gallon of ethanol ($2.25 per gallon with 
attached RIN- $0.05 cost recovered in the sale of the RIN) and $2.76 per gallon of gasoline 
blendstock ($2.75 for the blendstock + $0.01 RIN recovery cost). The cost of producing 
blended fuels can be calculated by taking the average of these two fuel component costs 
weighted by the proportion of each component in the finished fuel blend.26 The resulting 
blended fuel costs are $2.70 per gallon for E10 and $2.35 per gallon ofE85. The prices and 
flows of the various commodities are shown in Figure 9 below. 

Figure 9 
Impact of Low RIN Prices on the Cost of Gasoline to Retailers 

A similar scenario can be examined with high RIN prices, such as those observed in 2013. 
For this scenario, we begin in the same place, with the purchase of ethanol by the fuel 
blender from the renewable fuel producer. As in the previous scenario, the fuel blender 
receives one gallon of ethanol and the corresponding D6 RIN from an ethanol fuel producer 
for $2.25. In this case, however, after being separated from the gallon of ethanol the RIN is 
sold to an obligated party for $0.60. The net purchase price for the ethanol without the RIN 
is therefore $1.65 rather than $2.20 in the previous scenario. In response to the higher RIN 

26 For this example we have assumed E10 contains 10% ethanol and 90% gasoline blendstock and E85 
contains 74% ethanol and 26% gasoline blendstock. The equations to calculate the cost are therefore E10 = 
0.1 *[net ethanol cost] + 0.9*[ net gasoline blendstock cost] and E85 = 0. 7 4*[ net ethanol cost] + 0.26*[net 
gasoline blendstock cost]. 
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prices, the refiner must charge more for each gallon of gasoline blendstock sold to cover 
the cost of purchasing RINs to fulfill their RVO. The refiner now charges the fuel blender 
$2.81 per gallon of gasoline blendstock ($2. 75 for the cost of the gasoline blendstock and 
$0.06 to cover the cost of the RIN obligations). In this high RIN price scenario, the fuel 
blender has effectively paid $1.65 per gallon of ethanol ($2.25 per gallon with attached RIN 
- $0.60 cost recovered in the sale of the RIN) and $2.81 per gallon of gasoline blendstock 
($2.75 for the blendstock + $0.06 RIN recovery cost). The resulting blended fuel costs are 
$2.69 per gallon for E10 and $1.95 per gallon of E85. The prices and flows of the various 
commodities are shown in Figure 10 below. 

Figure 10 
Impact of High RIN Prices on the Cost of Gasoline to Retailers 

As these two scenarios demonstrate, rising RIN prices alone are not expected to increase 
the price of transportation fuel to retail station owners, however they have a significant 
impact on the relative prices of fuels with a relatively high renewable content (E85) as 
compared to those with a relatively low renewable content (E10). As the cost of acquiring 
RINs rises, refiners and other obligated parties are expected to respond to this cost by 
increasing the price of the gasoline blendstock they are selling to recover their increasing 
RIN costs. While this does increase the market price for the gasoline blendstock, this 
increase is generally offset by the lower net price paid for the ethanol with which the 
gasoline blendstock is blended. 

The same market dynamics are at work in the diesel fuel marketplace. When considering 
the impact of RIN prices on cost of fuel to the retailer, we begin with the purchase of 
biodiesel by the fuel blender from the renewable fuel producer. The fuel blender receives 
one gallon ofbiodiesel and 1.5 D4 RINs from a biodiesel producer for $4.00. Each gallon of 
biodiesel generates 1.5 RINs due to the higher energy content ofbiodiesel relative to 
ethanol. After being separated from the gallon ofbiodiesel, the RINs are sold to an 
obligated party for $0.50 each (the blender receives the total RIN value associated with a 
gallon of biodiesel; $0.75 in the low RIN price scenario). The net purchase price for the 
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biodiesel without the RIN is therefore $3.25. For the purposes of this example we are not 
considering the impact of any blenders tax credit on the cost of biodiesel blends to retail 
stations. To cover the anticipated cost of their RIN obligation, the refiner charges the fuel 
blender $3.26 per gallon of diesel blendstock ($3.25 for the cost of the diesel blendstock 
and $0.01 to cover the cost of the RIN obligations). In this scenario, the fuel blender has 
effectively paid $3.25 per gallon of biodiesel ($4.00 per gallon with attached RIN- $0.75 
cost recovered in the sale of the RINs) and $3.26 per gallon of diesel blendstock ($3.25 for 
the blendstock + $0.01 RIN recovery cost). The resulting blended fuel costs are an identical 
$3.26 per gallon for BO, B5 and B2.5 (the average blend rate if every gallon of diesel fuel 
sold contained biodiesel). The prices and flows of the various commodities are shown in 
Figure 11 below. 

Figure 11 
Impact of Low RIN Prices on the Cost of Diesel to Retailers 

For the high RIN price scenario, the cost of the biodiesel with attached RINs to the fuel 
blender is the same $4.00 per gallon. The net purchase price for the biodiesel without the 
RINs is now reduced to $2.90 per gallon ($4.00 per gallon ofbiodiesel- 1.5 RINs * $0.73 
perRIN). In response to the higher RIN prices, the refiner must charge an additional $0.06 
for each gallon of diesel blendstock sold, resulting in a per gallon price of $3.31 per gallon 
for diesel blendstock. In this high RIN price scenario, the fuel blender has effectively paid 
$2.90 per gallon ofbiodiesel ($4.00 per gallon with attached RIN- $1.10 cost recovered in 
the sale of the RINs) and $3.31 per gallon of diesel blendstock ($3.25 for the blendstock + 
$0.06 RIN recovery cost). The resulting blended fuel costs are $3.31 per gallon for BO, 
$3.30 per gallon of B2.5, and $3.29 per gallon of B5. The prices and flows of the various 
commodities are shown in Figure 12 below. 
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Figure 12 
Impact of High RIN Prices on the Cost of Diesel to Retailers 

When comparing the impact of high versus low RIN prices on the cost of gasoline and diesel 
fuel blends to retailers we note two key differences. The first is that the price of gasoline 
and ethanol fuel blends are much more sensitive to high RIN prices than the price of diesel 
and biodiesel fuel blends (see Table 2 below). This is due to the fact that the renewable 
content of gasoline is generally much higher than for diesel fuel (almost all gasoline sold in 
the United States contains 10% ethanol, with limited availability of blends containing up to 
85% ethanol; biodiesel is generally sold at blends containing 5% biodiesel or less, with few 
blends offered that contain more than 20% biodiesel). 

Table 2 
Impact of High RIN Prices on Retail Fuel Prices 

No RIN Price Low RIN Prices High RIN Prices 
(No RFS) 

EO $2.75 $2.76 $2.81 
E10 $2.70 $2.70 $2.69 
E85 $2.38 $2.35 $1.95 
BO $3.25 $3.26 $3.31 

B2.5 $3.27 $3.26 $3.30 
B5 $3.29 $3.26 $3.29 

The second difference that can be observed is that increasing D6 RIN prices are expected to 
cause a slight decrease in gasoline prices and an increase in diesel prices. In the example 
above, which is designed to be reflective of a perfectly competitive market, any cost 
decreases that result from lower prices of gasoline-ethanol blends are offset by cost 
increases resulting from higher diesel fuel prices. The per gallon pricing changes for diesel 
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fuel are high relative to the pricing changes in E10 and low relative to the pricing changes 
in EBS primarily due to the relative renewable fuel content of these three fuel blends. 

While not shown in the examples above, increasing D4 RIN price while holding the D6 RIN 
price constant would be expected to result in a slight increase in blended gasoline prices 
and a decrease in diesel prices. This is a result of the structure of the RFS program. Both 
gasoline and diesel blendstocks are subject to the same renewable volume obligations, and 
therefore the same costs associated with acquiring the necessary RINs. As shown in Table 
1, this cost is $0.01 per gallon under the low D6 RIN price scenario and $0.06 per gallon 
under the high D6 RIN price scenario. In the scenarios presented above, the high D6 RIN 
prices can be used to reduce the net purchase price of fuels that generate D6 RINs, which in 
the majority of cases is corn ethanol. Gasoline-ethanol blends, such as E10 and EBS, benefit 
from the lower net ethanol costs enabled by the higher D6 RIN prices, while diesel and 
biodiesel blends do not benefit as ethanol cannot be added to these fuels. The reverse 
scenario would also be true. If D4 RIN prices increased while D6 RIN prices were relatively 
unchanged the RIN cost for producing petroleum-based gasoline and diesel blendstocks 
would increase by the same amount. This would be expected to decrease the price of 
biodiesel blends (as the D4 RIN price reduced the net price of biodiesel) and cause slight 
increases in the price of gasoline-ethanol blends (which cannot be blended with biodiesel 
and therefore experience only a RIN cost). The magnitude of this impact, however, would 
likely be smaller as the D4 RVO is significantly lower than the D6 RVO. 

Finally, we note that the price for unblended gasoline and diesel fuel increases in both the 
high and low RIN price scenarios as compared to a scenario where there are no RIN prices 
(no RFS). For E10, the most common fuel type sold for use in gasoline vehicles, this cost 
increase is offset by the effective cost reduction in the price of ethanol, resulting in little or 
no net change to the price of E10. For diesel-biodiesel fuel blends, however, this is not the 
case. The lowest price diesel fuel across the three scenarios is for unblended diesel in the 
no RIN price case. While it is true that in low and high RIN cases biodiesel blends are the 
same price as, or cheaper than unblended diesel fuel all of these products are more 
expensive than unblended diesel in the scenario where there is no RIN price. 

Observing RIN Price Impacts in the Marketplace 

After considering these simplified examples of how increasing RIN prices might impact the 
price of blended fuel to retailers, EPA examined available price information to determine if 
the expected price impacts (higher costs for petroleum blendstocks and lower net costs for 
renewable fuels) could be observed in the data. Due to the many independent factors that 
impact the cost of transportation fuels, this is not a straight-forward exercise. For example, 
it is not enough simply to observe the retail price of transportation fuel as the RIN prices 
fluctuate. If changes in RIN prices corresponded with changes in the price of crude oil (the 
primary cost of producing gasoline blendstocks ), simply observing the relationship 
between RIN prices and retail fuel prices may give the false impression that increasing RIN 
prices have a direct impact on the retail pricing of blended fuels. Conversely, decreasing 
crude oil prices might mask the impact that changing RIN prices have on the price of 
gasoline blendstocks at the wholesale level or the retail price of blended fuels. 
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If the market is reacting to changes in RIN prices in the way that the scenarios presented in 
the previous section suggest, there are two places we expect we would be able to observe 
the impacts of the changing RIN prices in the market. The first is in the wholesale pricing of 
similar types of fuel with and without a RIN obligation. The scenarios presented above 
suggest that if RIN prices increase, obligated parties will respond by increasing the price 
they charge for petroleum based fuels to recover the cost of purchasing RINs to satisfy the 
RVO associated with the sale of these fuels. We would not, however, expect to see an 
increase in the price of similar fuels that are not subject to a RIN obligation. If we observed 
a sustained price delta between similar types of fuels with and without a RIN obligation, 
and if this price delta was approximately equal to the RIN cost associated with producing a 
gallon of petroleum based transportation fuel, it would provide support for our 
understanding that obligated parties are able to increase the cost of their petroleum 
blendstocks in order to recover the cost of their RIN obligations. 

In the current market there exist several pairs of similar types of fuels wherein one of the 
pair carries a RIN obligation while the other does not. This allows us to examine the impact 
of RIN prices on the wholesale price of petroleum fuels. One such pair of fuels consists of 
gasoline produced for the domestic market (which is subject to an RVO) and gasoline sold 
for export to the European market (which carries no RIN obligation). Two other pairs are 
diesel based: diesel fuel is very similar to jet fuel and heating oil sold in the United States, 
but diesel fuel produced or imported into the U.S. has a RIN obligation while heating oil and 
jet fuel do not. EPA examined available pricing data for these three pairs of fuels (gasoline 
sold in the domestic v. foreign markets, diesel v. jet fuel, and diesel v. heating oil). Figure 
13 shows the future quotes for RBOB Gasoline vs. Euro-bob Oxy for the December futures 27 

(the price difference between gasoline grades sold for the United States and European 
markets) and the RIN obligation cost for gasoline produced or imported into the United 
States. Figures 14 and 15 show the price differentials between diesel and heating oil and 
diesel and jet fuel and the RIN obligation costs associated with diesel fuel. The correlation 
between the price differences of these similar fuels and the RIN obligation costs suggests 
that obligated parties were generally able to increase the price they charge for the RIN 
obligated petroleum products they sell for use as transportation fuel in the US to help 
recover their compliance costs under the RFS program. 28 

27 Futures prices are for December of the current year, i.e. December 2012 throughout 2012, December 2013 
throughout 2013, and December 2014 throughout 2014 
28 Or alternatively, that the market price adjusted to reflect the RIN cost just as it adjusts to reflect changes in 
crude oil prices and other costs 
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Figure 15 
ULSD Price Minus Fuel Price and Per Gallon RIN Cost 

Price 
Min us Jet Fuel 

-RINCost 

The second area EPA examined to corroborate the results of our example scenarios was the 
pricing of ethanol, unblended gasoline, and blended fuels (such as E10 or E85) at the 
wholesale level. Examining this data should indicate whether or not the value of the RIN, 
which can be separated by the fuel blender when the ethanol is blended to produce a 
transportation fuel, is reflected in the wholesale price of the blended fuels. If the wholesale 
price for blended fuels, such as E10 and E85, is equal to or slightly greater than the volume 
weighted average price of neat ethanol (E100) and clear gasoline (EO) it would indicate 
that the RIN value is not reflected in the wholesale price of the blended fuels.29 In this 
scenario, the fuel blender would retain any value associated with the separation and sale of 
the RIN. If, however, the price for the blended fuels was lower than the volume weighted 
average of neat ethanol and clear gasoline, it would indicate that the RIN value was at least 
partially reflected in the price of the blended fuels at the wholesale level. 

The fuel blender can only profitably sell a blended fuel for less than the component costs of 
that fuel if they are realizing value elsewhere. Fuel blenders are able to separate and sell a 
RIN every time they blend a gallon of renewable fuel, and the RIN value can be used to 
discount the price of the blended fuel and offer it at a competitive price. Alternatively, the 
fuel blenders may attempt to retain some or all of the RIN value, especially in less 
competitive markets. As in the case where we examined the price delta between similar 
fuels with and without RIN obligations, if the difference between the blended fuel price and 
the volume weighted average price of neat ethanol and clear gasoline was approximately 

29 This is true when RIN prices are relatively high. When D6 RIN prices are only a few cents any blended fuel 
discount due to the sale of the RIN may be masked by a mark-up of the fuel price at the fuel blender 
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equal to the RIN value for each of these fuels, this would provide support for the argument 
that the RIN value is the basis for this difference. 

For this analysis we used terminal pricing information from Des Moines, Iowa. We chose to 
use Des Moines for two reasons. First, unlike many terminals in other states, clear gasoline 
(EO) is readily available in Iowa at the wholesale level. Knowing the price of clear gasoline 
allows us to see RIN price impacts on petroleum blendstocks before they are blended with 
ethanol. Second, Iowa contains a relatively high number of ethanol plants that currently 
market EBS fuel blends, making it more likely to represent a competitive marketplace for 
EBS. This increase in the competition in the EBS wholesale market increases the likelihood 
that the RIN value will be reflected in the price of EBS at the wholesale level (see Figure 6, 
where EBS sales in Iowa increased when RIN prices were high). In other markets, where 
blenders of EBS face less competition, they may be able to retain more of the RIN value for 
these higher level ethanol blends rather than reflecting them in the wholesale pricing of 
these blends.3° Figure 16 shows the pricing of neat ethanol (E100), clear gasoline (EO), and 
E10 at the Des Moines terminal, as well as the average price for EBS available at the 
terminal and direct from ethanol production facilities.31 Figure 17 compares the difference 
between the reported price of E10 and the calculated price using a volume weighted 
average of the component fuels (E100 and E0)32 to the RIN value associated with E10.33 

Figure 18 compares the difference between the reported price of EBS and the calculated 
prices using a volume weighted average of the component fuels (E100 and E0)34 to the RIN 
value associated with E85.35 

30 Over time, however, we would expect markets that are currently relatively uncompetitive to see increased 
competition and a decreasing opportunity to withhold RIN value from fuel costomers 
31 Prices for EO, E 10, and E 100 are Des Moines rack average prices, provided to EPA by Iowa RF A. Price for 
E85 is the average of all prices listed on the Iowa RFA Wholesale E85 Price Listing website 
(http:/ jwww.iowarfa.orgjE85PastPriceProgram.php) 
32 Component E10 price= 0.9 *EO price+ 0.1 * E100 price 
33 E10 RIN value= 0.1 * D6 RIN price (RIN price information from OPIS Ethanol and Biodiesel Information 
Service 
34 Component E85 price= [1 -Ethanol Content] *EO price+ [Ethanol Content] * E100 price; Ethanol content 
is calculated based on the weekly average of all E85 offerings reported by Iowa RFA 
35 E85 RIN value = [Ethanol content of E85] * D6 RIN price (Ethanol content is calculated based on the weekly 
average of all E85 offerings reported by Iowa RFA; RIN price information from OPIS Ethanol and Biodiesel 
Information Service 
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Figure 16 
Neat Ethanol E and EBS Pricin at Des Moines 

Price 

Fuel Prices from Iowa RFA (EBS Prices only available after August 8, 2014) 

Figure 17 
E10 Discount to Com onent Fuels vs. E10 RIN Value 
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Figure 18 
Fuels vs. ESS RIN 

~·········~·~··~·················~~~·····~~~····~·······~·~·~·~ 
2014 

Fuels 

In reviewing the available data, it appears that, as predicted by scenarios in the previous 
section, the blended fuel prices at the wholesale level generally reflect the changing RIN 
prices. To state this another way, when determining the price at which to offer blended 
fuels, the data suggests the fuel blenders are taking into account the value received in the 
sale of the RIN. This further supports EPA's argument that, if all else remains equal, rising 
RIN prices may impact the relative pricing of fuel blends containing differing amounts of 
renewable fuel, but should not result in overall increases to blended fuel prices. We expect 
that these dynamics will hold when there are generally competitive markets for blended 
fuels at the wholesale and retail level. This is currently the case for much of the United 
States for E10 blends, however in most of the United States there is limited competition for 
ESS at both the wholesale and retail level. In their efforts to maximize profit and pay off 
their infrastructure investment, ESS wholesalers and retailers who face less competition 
may choose to withhold some or all or the RIN value if they believe that any increased sales 
volumes that result from lower priced ESS will be insufficient to overcome the lower per 
gallon profit margin. These high per-gallon profit margins may over time result in new 
parties entering the ESS wholesale or retail marketplace, and ultimately greater 
competition and lower ESS fuel prices for customers.36 

While EPA has examined the available data in the marketplace to answer these two 
questions (Are obligated parties increasing the price of their RIN obligated fuels to recover 
RIN costs? And are fuel wholesalers reflecting the price of the RIN in their blended fuels?) 
we have not conducted a comprehensive analysis to address the question of whether or not 
a causal relationship between RIN prices and retail gasoline prices could be observed. EPA 
is aware, however, of others who have directly explored this issue, including an analysis 
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released by the Renewable Fuels Association conducted by Informa Economics37 and Scott 
Irwin and Darrel Good ofFarmDoc Daily,38 and concluded that RIN prices in 2013 did not 
cause higher gasoline retail prices. 

RIN Price Impacts on Merchant and Integrated Refiners 

After RIN prices surged in 2013, several parties argued that high RIN prices put merchant 
refiners (refiners that do not blend the petroleum blendstocks they produced with 
renewable fuels) at a competitive disadvantage relative to integrated refiners (refiners who 
do own fuel blending operations). EPA maintains that this conclusion is based on a flawed 
analysis of the RIN and transportation fuel markets. Specifically, this argument rests on the 
assumption that parties who blended renewable fuels with petroleum-based fuels to 
produce transportation fuel were able to separate RINs from renewable fuel and obtain 
them at a lower cost, while merchant refiners were forced to buy RINs at a higher market 
price. Those who raised this concern argued that while this dynamic existed even when 
RIN prices were low, the high RIN prices in 2013, specifically the high D6 RIN prices, put 
them at a significant competitive disadvantage. 

The misunderstanding at the heart of this flawed conclusion concerns the manner in which 
merchant refiners acquire RINs, which may differ from the method generally used by 
integrated refiners. Because merchant refiners do not own fuel blending infrastructure, 
they generally purchase RINs from fuel blenders who do not have RIN obligations, or other 
parties who have RINs in excess of their obligations. For these merchant refiners there is a 
direct and obvious cost of purchasing RINs to satisfy their obligations. Integrated refiners 
generally obtain RINs by purchasing renewable fuels with attached RINs. As a result, 
integrated refiners are not paying a separate price for the RINs they acquire, but rather 
simultaneously purchasing both the renewable fuel and the associated RINs. At the same 
time, the increased value merchant refiners receive for their petroleum fuel is hidden in the 
market pricing of the fuels. Several merchant refiners have claimed that they cannot 
increase the price of their petroleum products, as the price they receive is determined by 
market listings such as NYMEX. However, even if true, the higher NYMEX price for gasoline 
sold in the United States relative to the price of gasoline in foreign markets shown in Figure 
13 suggests that the NYMEX prices reflect the RIN cost incurred by refiners who sell 
petroleum products into the U.S. market While these merchant refiners may simply be 
receiving prices for their products based on market listings, the data we have reviewed 

37 "Analysis ofWhether Higher Prices of Renewable Fuel Standard RlNs Affected Gasoline Prices in 2013." 
Informa Economics. January 2014. In examining the available information, Informa Economics concluded 
that RIN prices did not have a causal relationship with gasoline prices. Other factors, notably the refiner 
crude oil composite acquisition cost, were found to have a causal relationship with gasoline prices in 2013. 
While this paper does not explore the mechanics of the RIN and transportation fuels market, and therefore 
cannot be used to verify EPA's understanding of the RIN market dynamics, it nevertheless supports our 
conclusion that high RIN prices did not cause higher gasoline prices in 2013. 
38 Irain, Scott, and Darrel Good. "High Gasoline and Ethanol RIN Prices: Is There a Connection?" FarmDoc 
Daily. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Economics, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, 27 Mar. 
2013. Web. 10 Sept. 2014. 
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suggests that the market has adjusted to increased D6 RIN prices and they are nevertheless 
receiving a higher price for their products that generally reflects their RIN costs. If this is 
the case, exempting merchant refiners (or any other obligated party) from their RIN 
obligation while maintaining RIN obligations for other obligated parties would allow the 
exempted parties to benefit from higher petroleum prices that reflect RIN costs while 
incurring no RIN costs themselves. This would allow the exempted parties to benefit from 
increased profit margins relative to other obligated parties as a direct result of the RFS 
program. 

The data EPA has analyzed also indicates that parties that blended renewable fuels were 
not able to retain the full RIN value. Rather, the price received for a RIN was effectively 
used to subsidize the price of the renewable from which it was separated, and the price of 
blended fuels generally reflected this lower renewable fuel price. As discussed in the 
preceding section and shown in Figures 17 and 18 above, the data EPA has reviewed for 
Iowa shows that the price of blended fuels at the wholesale level in 2013 was generally less 
than the weighted average prices of the component fuels. This difference was related to the 
RIN value associated with the renewable fuel content in these blended fuels. This suggests 
that fuel blenders who purchased renewable fuels with attached RINs, whether 
independent or owned and operated by integrated refiners, were selling the renewable 
fuels for significantly less than the purchase price after the renewable fuels had been 
blended to produce transportation fuel and the RINs had been separated. Whether the 
integrated refiners attribute the cost associated with selling the renewable fuels for less 
than the price they paid to purchase these fuels to their renewable fuel acquisition 
operations, blending operations, or refining operations, they are subject to a cost for 
acquiring RINs just like the merchant refiners as long as they are selling renewable fuels at 
a price lower than the purchase price. If the integrated refiners were to attempt to recover 
the full purchase price of the renewable fuels in the price of the blended fuel they would 
likely not be competitive with the independent fuel blenders as the available data suggests 
blended fuel prices generally reflect discounted renewable fuel prices (net the RIN value). 

We further believe that the obligated parties were generally able to recover this increase in 
the cost of meeting their RIN obligations in the price they received for their petroleum
based products in 2013. We do not argue the fact that higher RIN prices lead to greater RIN 
acquisition costs for some obligated parties. We do believe, however, that these higher 
costs have a similar impact on all obligated parties. This includes not only merchant and 
integrated refiners, but also fuel importers who may import only a single product, such as 
gasoline or diesel fuel, as the primary mechanism for recovering the RIN cost is through the 
sales price of the petroleum based blendstocks. There are a number of factors that may 
impact an individual obligated party's RIN costs, including their RIN purchasing strategy 
(contract v. spot purchases, separated RINs v. RINs attached to renewable fuels), 
investments in renewable fuel production and blending infrastructure, geographic location, 
and many others unique to each obligated party's business. While changing RIN prices may 
result in profit or costs for one obligated party relative to another, these impacts are largely 
due to individual business decisions rather than the systematic design of the RFS program. 
In this way the increasing RIN prices are similar to an increase in the price of crude oil. A 
rise in the price of crude oil has a significant impact on a refiners cost to produce gasoline 
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blendstocks, but it will likely not impact their competitiveness, as all refiners are similarly 
impacted. The impacts on individual refiners may have slight variations due to crude oil 
purchase contracts or crude supply options, but these differences are indicative of market 
positions taken by individual refineries rather than a systematic competitive 
disadvantage.39 

In the preceding section we examined available data on the price obligated parties received 
for similar fuel types with and without RIN obligations. In demonstrating that there was a 
difference in the prices for these fuels, this data, shown in Figures 13 and 16, suggests that 
obligated parties are generally able to recover the cost of meeting their RIN obligations in 
the price of their petroleum blendstocks. If this were not the case, we would expect that 
merchant refiners would have an incentive to export the gasoline and diesel fuel they 
produce or to increase production of heating oil or jet fuel, as these fuels do not incur a RIN 
obligation. If a significant volume of fuel was exported to foreign markets this would create 
a shortage of supply in the U.S., and prices in the U.S. would rise. These higher domestic 
prices would provide a price signal to increase domestic production, increase fuel imports, 
or reduce exports to meet the demand, despite this fuel being subject to an RVO. 

Finally, claims that high RIN prices put merchant refiners at a competitive disadvantage 
relative to integrated refiners ignore the compliance flexibility built into the RIN system. 
Obligated parties, including independent refiners, may acquire RINs by purchasing 
renewable fuel with attached RINs and retaining the RINs after selling or blending the 
renewable fuel, by purchasing separated RINs on the RIN spot market, or through contract 
arrangements. A merchant refiner's status does not mandate that the refiner purchase only 
separated RINs. Rather, all obligated parties can choose how and when to acquire RINs to 
comply with the RFS program. To the extent that merchant refiners choose-for economic 
or other reasons-to limit themselves to purchasing RINs on the market, that choice is 
their own, and not one required by EPA's rule. If merchant refiners believe that owning 
and operating blending operations, or purchasing renewable fuels, separating and retiring 
the RINs, and reselling the renewable fuel without RINs would present a significant 
financial or strategic advantage, they may, and generally would, enter the marketplace in 
this capacity. 

Conclusion 

In this document we have examined the RIN, renewable fuels, and transportation fuels 
marketplace. We have explored the question of the cause of elevated D6 RIN prices 
observed in 2013 and shown that the E10 blendwall was a significant factor in these rising 
RIN prices. Due to the complexity of the RIN market, we cannot precisely predict the future 

39 There are significant similarities between the RIN markets and how refiners make their crude oil 
purchasing decisions. Integrated refiners may process their own crude or procure it from the open market, 
while independent refiners purchase all of their crude oil. Refiners, both integrated and independent, are 
differently situated to process or option different crudes. They have differing business strategies for making 
these decisions that may impact their relative profitability. 
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price of D6 RINs. We would not, however, expect the D6 RIN price to return to the prices 
experienced from 2010 to 2012 unless the cost of production of ethanol or other renewable 
fuels fell sufficiently below the cost of gasoline on an energy-equivalent basis. 

We also examined data from 2013 which suggested that rising RIN prices did not result in 
an increase in retail transportation fuel prices in 2013 (considering both gasoline and 
diesel together), due to the lower net cost of renewable fuels enabled by the high RIN 
prices. While higher RIN prices increase the cost ofRFS compliance for obligated parties 
purchasing separated RINs, these obligated parties generally recover these costs in the 
price of their petroleum blendstocks. As a result, a slight decrease in the price of ethanol
gasoline blends, which contain a relatively large amount of renewable fuels, is expected to 
be offset by an increase in the price of diesel fuel, which generally contains lower levels of 
renewable fueL This does not necessarily mean that there is no cost to increasing the 
volume of renewable fuels required to be blended into the transportation fuel pooL If 
renewable fuels cost more on an energy-equivalent basis than the petroleum fuels they 
displace, as they did in 2013, there is a cost to using these renewable fuels. The higher the 
required volume of these fuels, the higher this cost will be. As a result, blending increasing 
volumes of renewable fuels likely increased the total cost of transportation fuel in the 
United States in 2013, relative to a scenario where there was no mandate for renewable 
fuels. 

Finally we examined how merchant refiners and integrated refiners were impacted by high 
RIN prices. The available data suggests that while there may be some variation in how high 
RIN prices impact individual obligated parties due to differing business decisions, RIN 
acquisition strategies, and many other factors, the structure of the RFS program does not 
cause a systematic competitive advantage for one type of refiner or the other. The RIN, 
renewable fuel, and transportation fuel market is complex, and there are limitations to the 
available data. EPA will continue to monitor market prices and impacts over time in an 
attempt to better understand the dynamics and watch for signs of market disruption. 
Based on available data, however, the RIN market seems to be functioning generally as 
expected; providing an incentive for the continued growth of renewable fuels in the 
transportation fuel market without causing overall increases to the retail price of 
transportation fueL 
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To: 
Cc: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Greaves, Holly[greaves.holly@epa.gov] 
brittanybolen.epa@gmail.com[brittanybolen.epa@gmail.com] 

From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Jackson, Ryan 
Wed 3/22/2017 8:41:55 PM 
RE: OP budget 

Samantha, some things are worth conversations. 

From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wednesday, March 22,2017 4:04PM 
To: Greaves, Holly <greaves.holly@epa.gov>; Jackson, Ryan <jackson.ryan@epa.gov> 
Cc: brittanybolen.epa@gmail.com 
Subject: OP budget 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-) 

Ex. 5- Deliberative Process 

Samantha 

Samantha Dravis 

Senior Counsel I Associate Adminstrator for Policy 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Steptoe and the Association of American Railroads on the Point of Obligation 
Start Date/Time: Wed 6/14/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 6/14/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: On behalf of our client, the Association of American Railroads I respectfully 
request an opportunity to meet with you to discuss the point of obligation under the Renewable 
Fuels Standard. AAR represents the major freight railroads, which are significant end-users of 
diesel fuel, and has a unique perspective to offer on this issue. 

Attendees are flying in for this meeting. 

Eva Rigamonti 

Associate 
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erigamonti@steptoe.com 

+1 202 429 6457 directSteptoe & Johnson LLP 

+1 202 429 3902 fax 1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20036 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Cozen O'Connor & Amazon 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/12/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/12/2017 9:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: Andrea Fava, Brian Huseman of Amazon, Lori Kalani and Jerry Kilgore of Cozen. 

Request: I am writing to request a meeting for our client, Amazon. Carletta Ootton, who 
oversees Amazon's Environmental and Sustainability teams and her colleague, Andrea Fava, 
Public Policy Director, would like to meet with Ms. Dravis and the EPA policy team to discuss 
some of their initiatives, to learn more about the EPA's priorities and where Amazon might have 
opportunities to collaborate on issues. 

Contact: 

Emily Lundahl 
r-=:-----~~·--- Coordinator 1 Cozen O'Connor 

200 19th Street, NW 1 Washington, DC 20036 
~----------=~!-' 202-471-3424 F: 202-912-4812 

I I==== 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with SEMA 
Start Date/Time: Wed 3/29/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 3/29/2017 3:45:00 PM 

Hi 

Would you set this meeting up from Samantha's calendar? Thank you. 

Topic: Meeting with SEMA 

Date: March 29 

Time: 11:00- 11:30 

Location: 3500 WJC (8 attendees are expected) 

Required: Jonathan E. Missner 

Notes: 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Jonathan E. Missner I Managing Partner 
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Stein Mitchell Cipollone Beato & Missner LLP 

D=~~~= 

M 301-503-3322 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: American Chemistry Council - 700 2nd Street NE (1Oth Floor) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: American Chemistry Council's Environmental Management Committee Spring Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/23/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/23/2017 5:00:00 PM 

Contact: 

Anna Burhopl American Chemistry Council 

Director, Environment 

Regulatory and Technical Affairs 

700 2nd Street NE I Washington, DC 120002 

(202) 249-6440 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Brief Meeting Today 3/7 
Start Date/Time: Tue 3/7/2017 9:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 3/7/2017 9:15:00 PM 

Does Ms. Dravis have a 10 minute window today or tomorrow morning? Pete can swing 
by EPA offices anytime that is convenient on your end. 

Thanks so much for working with us. 

From: Regan Robertson 
Sent: Tuesday, March 7, 2017 1:27PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Cc: Pete Regan 
Subject: Re: Brief Meeting Today 3/7 or Tomorrow AM 3/8 

Good afternoon, Ms. Dravis. 

I just spoke with Mona (sp?) in your office and wanted to follow up to see if you had 10 
(or less) minutes to meet with Pete today or tmrw morning regarding the attached 
memo. 

Pete flies out tomorrow (Wed 3/8) afternoon and is available anytime prior to then that 
may work for you 

Thanks and looking forward to hearing from you! 

Regan 

On Man, Mar 6, 2017 at 2:25PM, Regan Robertson wrote: 

Hi Ms. Dravis, 

Regarding message below- please see attached. 
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Please 'reply all' if you are available for 5-10 minutes to meet with Pete tomorrow (Tues) 
3/7. Thanks so much! 

On Man, Mar 6, 2017 at 1:47PM, DEPA wrote: 

Hi Samantha, 

Nice to meet you. =:J 

Would you happen to have 5-10 mins tomorrow/Tue for me to come to office? 

Thanks so much, 

-Pete 

Copy: Regan Robertson (pis reply all the Memo for Samantha). 

Peter J. Regan 

Executive Director 

DEPA 

Domestic Energy Producers Alliance 

4124 S. Rockford Ave., Suite 201 

Tulsa, OK 7 4105 
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On Feb 28, 2017, at 2:17PM, Hale, Michelle wrote: 

Certainly! Samantha Dravis would be a good staffer to talk with regarding your topic of 
concern. I am copying her on this email. Thank you, Pete. 

From: DEPA LM~~~~Rlli~!:!§!lQI:9J 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2017 12:47 PM 
To: Hale, Michelle 
Subject: Re: DEPA on March 7 or 8 

Will do and thanks, Michelle. 

Is there a chance to have a brief mtg (or brief telephone call) with you or one of your 
deputies to put an issue on the radar screen re EPA? 

I will send a 1 pager before close of business tomorrow re the topic. 

Thanks and will get details re April 3/4. 

Appreciate ya, 

-Pete 

Peter J. Regan 

Executive Director 

DEPA 

Domestic Energy Producers Alliance 
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4124 S. Rockford Ave., Suite 201 

Tulsa, OK 7 4105 

On Feb 28, 2017, at 9:39AM, Hale, Michelle wrote: 

Hi, Pete. It is good to hear from you. Next week is complicated for the Administrator's 
schedule and so unfortunately, we won't be able to set up a meeting on March 7 or 8. 
Would you mind sending me details on the meetings being held on April 3 and 4? 

Thank you! 

Michelle Hale 

Executive Assistant to the Administrator 

Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 

WJCS, Suite 3000 

Washington, D.C. 20460 

Confidentiality Warning: This message and any attachments are intended only for the use of the 
recipient(s), are confidential, and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any review, retransmission, conversion to hard copy, copying, circulation or other use of all or 
any portion of this message and any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email and delete this message and any 
attachments from your system. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Follow-Up to API Discussion 
Start Date/Time: Fri 5/19/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 5/19/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3530CFTB/DC-Ariei-Rios-AO 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Air Liquide 
Start Date/Time: Wed 3/22/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 3/22/2017 7:45:00 PM 

Topic: Meeting with Air Liquide 

Date: March 22 

Time: 3:00-3:45 

Location: Request 3530 WJCN or 4530 WJCN or 6530 WJC please (15 attendees are expected) 

Cc: Kime, Robin 

Notes: 

Include the attached request in the meeting invitation. 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587 
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DEE MARTIN 
Partner 

T: +1.202.828.58181 F: +1.202.857.2146 
BRACEWELL LLP 
2001 M Street NW, Suite 900 I Washington, D.C. 120036-3310 

=~==I I~~=~= 
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The Honorable Scott Pruitt 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

February 22, 2017 

Re: Meeting with Air Liquide S.A. Chairman and CEO Benoit Potier and American Air 
Liquide Holdings, Inc. Chairman and CEO Michael J. Graff 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

On behalf of Air Liquide and our over 20,000 U.S. employees, I write to congratulate you on your 
confirmation as the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Air Liquide is 
the world's largest manufacturer and distributor of industrial gases (e.g., hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen). 
We are headquartered in Houston, Texas, and we operate in every state in the U.S. Like you, we have 
long believed in finding the appropriate balance between protecting our natural resources and providing 
the regulatory certainty that allows our private sector to continue to lead the world in innovation. 

To that end, I write to request a meeting with Air Liquide S.A. Chairman and CEO Benoit Potier who 
will be in Washington, D.C. on March 22, 2017 and me; we are available at your convenience. In 
addition to our leadership of Air Liquide: 

• Mr. Potier serves as the Chairman of the European Round Table (ERT). As such, Mr. Potier leads 
50 major multinational corporations with combined revenues exceeding $2.37 trillion that sustain 
6.8 million jobs, many of whom invest significantly in the U.S. like Air Liquide. In this capacity, 
Mr. Potier works closely with global companies on issues related to the appropriate role of 
environmental regulation and effective ways to stimulate technological innovation. 

• I serve on the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the American Chemistry Council, as 
well as on the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the National Association of 
Manufacturers. As you know, both organizations seek to strengthen the U.S. economy and 
increase domestic manufacturing jobs. My leadership role in these organizations enables me to 
hear from a broad array of domestic manufacturers about the environmental regulatory issues they 
face and how we can make these industries competitive again while also protecting our 
environment. 

American Air Liquide Holdings, Inc. - 9811 Katy Freeway, Suite 1 00; Houston, TX 77024 USA 
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Mr. Potier and I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to discuss Air Liquide's work related to 
technological innovations that can continue to foster energy production and reliability while reducing 
environmental risk. Examples of Air Liquide's leadership in this area include: 

• Reducing Water Use in Hydraulic Fracturing- Air Liquidc has responded to concerns over the use 
of large quantities of water as part of the hydraulic fracturing process by using nitrogen or carbon 
dioxide foam-based fluids. The use of these fluids in the process has demonstrated water savings 
of nearly 50 percent. 

Reducing Carbon Emissions from Power Plants - Air Liquide has responded to the need to reduce 
carbon emissions from coal-fired power plants by being at the forefront of the development of 
oxy-combustion technology. This technology uses oxygen-instead of air-for combustion. This 
produces carbon dioxide enriched flue gas that can then be captured for either sequestration or use 
in enhanced oil recovery. 

We look forward to discussing these technologies and more as you continue to contemplate your 
regulatory agenda at EPA. If you have any questions, please contact our Vice President for 
Communications and Public Affairs at or 713-624-8023 or me at any 
time. We look forward to hearing from you. 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with D. Munoz/Energy Fuels 
Start Date/Time: Thur 5/25/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 5/25/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Darrin R. Munoz and Paul Goranson from Energy Fuels will plan to discuss the Part 192 
rulemaking and the abandoned uranium mines cleanup out of Region 9. 

Darrin R. Munoz 
Director 

D: +1 202 312 7468 

1050 K Street NW I Suite 400 I Washington, DC 20001, USA 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3530 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with API 
Start Date/Time: Tue 3/7/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 3/7/2017 4:45:00 PM 

Topic: Meeting with API 

Date: March 7 

Time: 11:00- 11:45 

Location: 3500 WJC (1 0 attendees are expected) 

Cc: Kime, Robin 

Notes: 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: Robin Kime (202) 564-6587 or the main OP line (202) 564-4332 

API representatives will discuss issues of mutual interest that are timely for EPA consideration. 

Contact: 

Hilary Moffett 

Director, Federal Relations 
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American Petroleum Institute 

202-682-8040 (desk) 

612-710-8696 (cell) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: A. J. FeranteNinyllnstitute Executive Committee 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 8:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 8:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: On May 16, the Executive Committee for VI would come to you for a brief discussion 
of issues with you. 

Attendees: 

Grant Evans, Vice President and General Manager- Vinyls, Occidental Chemical Corporation, 
Dallas, TX 

Mary Bachynsky, Director of EHS 

Dick Mason, Corporate Secretary, Shintech Inc., Houston, TX 

Rich Krock, Vice President Regulatory and Technical Affairs, Vinyl Institute, Washington, DC 

Contact: 

Anthony J. "A.J." Ferate, JD 

(202) 486.7211 
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From: Amar, Freda 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: CERAWEEK SPEAKER Prep Call: Dr. Daniel Yergin and Scott Pruitt's Staff: Today (Thurs, 
March 2) @ 2:00-3:00pEST 
Start Date/Time: Thur 3/2/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 3/2/2017 8:00:00 PM 

'''''''''' 
[Note: Please scroll to the bottom of this notification to find the dial-in 
instructions for today' conference call.] 
Thanks Freda. Here you go. Can you just add me as optional but I won't be joining the call. 

From: Amar, Freda·~::=.::.;;;;_;_;_.:...==~=-"'~~~~=.;_'"'' 
Sent: Thursday, March 2, 2017 11:25 AM 
To: Dickerson, Aaron 
Subject: RE: CERA WEEK SPEAKER Prep Call: Dr. Daniel Yergin and Scott Pruitt 

From: Dickerson, Aaron L'-'-"~~~~~~~=~~"'-J 
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2017 11:21 AM 
To: Amar, Freda 
Subject: RE: CERAWEEK SPEAKER Prep Call: Dr. Daniel Yergin and Scott Pruitt 
Hi Freda 
Can we schedule a call at 2:00 today? The participants from EPA will be Samantha Dravis and John 
Konkus. Do you have a call-in number as Samantha and John may be calling in from different locations. 

From: Amar, Freda ,~=~~=~""-"'"'-=~~=='-'' 
Sent: Wednesday, March 1, 2017 4:56 PM 

To: Dickerson, Aaron ,~=='-'-==.::::~~=""-"· 

Cc: Amar, Freda ,,_,_=~=~=~==~-
Subject: CERA WEEK SPEAKER Prep Call: Dr. Daniel Yergin and Scott Pruitt 
Importance: High 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with California Independent Petroleum Association: California-specific issues, 
including the Underground Injection Control Program 
Start Date/Time: Thur 5/11/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 5/11/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Hi 

Would you add this from Samantha's calendar please? Much appreciated. 

Topic: Meeting with California Independent Petroleum Association: California-specific 
issues, including the Underground Injection Control Program 

Date: 5/11 

Time: 11 :30 - 12:00 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Eric Swedlund 
David Wetmore 

,~~~~~~==.L~~~ =~=~~~=~~=· Greenwalt, Sarah 

Cc: lnge, Carolyn Kime, Robin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: We would welcome an opportunity to meet Mr. Pruitt in his office (or any other 
location convenient to him) to discuss California-specific EPA issues with the 
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Administrator, particularly the Underground Injection Control Program (UIC). 

Contact: 

Rock Zierman 

Chief Executive Officer 

California Independent Petroleum Association 

1001 K Street, 6th Floor 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

916-44 7-1177 p 

916-447-1144 F 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Pipeline Permitting Opportunities with Enbridge 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Hi 

Please add this from Samantha's calendar. Thank you. 

Topic: Pipeline Permitting Opportunities with Enbridge 

Date: 5/9 

Time: 3:00- 3:30p.m. 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Cc: lnge, Carolyn Kime, Robin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: As a follow-up to the Administrator's recent roundtable discussion in OKC, 
any chance you might be available to meet with Brad Sham Ia (our head of liquids 
pipeline operations in the U.S.)? 
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Contact: 

Pete Sheffield 

ENBRIDGE 

Vice President, U.S. External Affairs 
TEL: 202-347-20531 CELL: 202-997-31781 ~~~~~~~~~ 
20 F Street NW, Suite 550, Washington, D.C. 20001 
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From: Catanzaro, Michael J. EOPIWHO 
Location: 224 EEOB 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: CAFE meeting 
Start Date/Time: Fri 5/5/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 5/5/2017 7:30:00 PM 

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Catanzaro, Michael J. EOP/WHO 

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 2:33 PM 

To: Catanzaro, Michael J. EOP/WHO; Mitch Bainwol; David Schwietert; Dravis, 
Samantha; Bolen, Brittany (RPC); Gunasekara, Mandy (EPW); Owens, James (OST); 
Ma~Neumayr,~~==~~~~====~==~' 

Subject: CAFE meeting 

When: Friday, May 5, 2017 2:30 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 
Canada). 

Where: 224 EEOB 

Your transportation request has been Updated. 

Reason for update: Pick Up Time changed 
Confirmation Number: 75150 

Passenger Information 

• Name: SAMANTHA DRAVIS/AA 
• Number: 2025662845 
• Pickup Time: 2017-05-05 15:45:00.0 
• Pickup Location: EEOB 
• Drop-Off Location: COURTYARD 

Vehicle Information 

• Tag: G41-5078M 
• Vehicle Type: MINI VAN 
• Make : DODGE 
• Model : CARAVAN 
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• Color: SILVER 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Hyundai 
Start Date/Time: Fri 5/12/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 5/12/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Hi, 

Will you please set this up from Samantha's calendar? Much appreciated. 

Topic: Meeting with Hyundai 

Date: 5/12 

Time: 10:00- 10:30 a.m. 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Schwab, Justin 

Cc: lnge, Carolyn Kime, Robin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Richard B. Guerard 

Manager, Government Affairs 
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Hyundai Motor Company 

660 North Capitol Street NW 

Washington, DC 20001 

T: 202-279-1607 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the National Biodiesel Board to Discuss RFS & Biodiesel 
Start Date/Time: Wed 5/17/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 5/17/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Anne Steckel 

Sandra Franco 

Tom Hance 

Contact: 

Tom Hance 

Gordley Associates 

600 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, Suite 320 

Washington, DC 20003 

202-969-8900 
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Totals= 

Data collected from U.S. EPA EMTS 
*From Key Countries 
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1,985 MG 1,976 MG 2,093 MG 2,890 MG 

2 6BG* 

4.~ BG 

More than 6.8 
billion gallons in 
registered 
capacity 
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Feedstock Prices with BBD RVO at 2.75 billion in 2019 and Advaned 
Biofuels RVO at 5.25 billion in 2018 

"C 
!: 
:I 

30.00 +'''''''''''''''''' 

~ 25.00 +'''''''''''''''''' 

... 
Q) 
c.. 
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!: 
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15. 00 +'''''''''''''''''' 

2018 

- Choice White Grease - Soybean Oil 

2019 

Yellow Grease -2012-16 ave SBO -2012-16 ave YG -2012-16 ave CWG 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Venable: EPA's Burden Reduction/Smart Sector Initiatives 
Start Date/Time: Tue 1/23/2018 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 1/23/2018 4:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: The topic for discussion, which affects the wide range of business interests, 
involves a modification to EPA's rules prescribing the types of secondary materials that 
can be recycled as legitimate fuels or ingredients in boilers and combustion devices in 
lieu of the use of virgin materials (commonly referred to as EPA's rules for identifying 
"Non-Hazardous Secondary Materials that are Solid Wastes when Com busted" or the 
"NHSM rule," set forth at 40 C.F.R. Part 241). 

Contact: 

Douglas H. Green, Esq. 1 Venable LLP 
t 202.344.4483 1 f 202.344.8300 1 m 202.716.1789 
600 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20001 
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From: Milhouse, Gloria 
Location: HQ-Room-WJCE-1153-150pp 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Retirement Celebration for Wendy Cleland-Hamnett 
Start Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 9:00:00 PM 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Marathon Petroleum 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Materials include: 

2 attachments 

http://stillwaterassociates.com/crack-spread-a-quick-and-dirty-indicator-of-refining
profitability. 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: Dave Whikehart, our VP of Environment, Safety and Corporate Affairs, 
returning to town next week will stop in to go through the RIN and RIN value flow charts 
and will cover other topics as well. 
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RIN Demand 
Refiner as Obligated Party 

EPA 

Separated 
~~ RIN 

Renewable RIN 
Fuel w/RIN ' 

Renewable 
, 

' Fuel Blender Refiner 
Fuel Producer 

, 
II 
I' 

Gasoline and 
Diesel Fuel 

Blended Fuel 
'" 

Fuel Retailer 

Blended Fuel~ 
Consumer 
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Physical RIN/Fuel Flow 
Refiner as Obligated Party 

Basis: 10 Gallons of E 1 0 

Renewable 
Fuel Producer 
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1 Gallon Ethanol 
w/1 Attached RIN 

---------"*"-""rtleT-8iender 

Blended Fuel 
10 Gallons 

Fuel Retailer 

Blended Fuel 

10 Gallons 

Consumer 

EPA 

i 1 RIN 

Refiner 

9 Gallons CBOB 

The Fuel Blender requires CBOB 
from the Refiner to separate the Rl N; 

The Refiner requires the separated RIN 
to demonstrate compliance to the EPA 
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RIN Value Flow 
Refiner as Obligated Party 

Basis: 10 Gallons of E 1 0 

Renewable 
Fuel Producer 

$1.00 Ethanol 
$1.00 RIN 

$2.00 Total 

E1 0 Price = $3.00/gallon 
Ethanol w/Attached RIN Price= $2.00/gallon 

RIN Price = $1.00/RIN 
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Fuel Blender 

$28.00 Fuel 
$1.00 Ethanol 

$1.00 RIN 
$30.00 Total 

Fuel Retailer 

$30.00 E10 

Consumer 

$28.00 Fuel 
$1.00 RIN 

$29.00 Total 

EPA 

$0.00 

Refiner 

The Rl N cost charged to the Refiner 
is recovered in the petroleum blend 
stock price paid by the Fuel Blender 
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RIN Pass Through Sequence 
Refiner as Obligated Party 

1 Consumer pays total fuel cost Consumer receives blended fuel 
to Fuel Retailer from Fuel Retailer 

2 Fuel Retailer passes total fuel Fuel Retailer receives blended 
cost to Fuel Blender fuel from Fuel Blender 

Total fuel cost includes the 
cost of the petroleum fuel 
blend stock, ethanol, and 
the RIN 
Fuel Retailer passes 
through the RIN value to 
the Fuel Blender 

3 Fuel Blender pays petroleum Fuel Blender receives petroleum Refiner receives the 
fuel blend stock and RIN cost fuel blendstock from Refiner petroleum fuel blendstock 
to Refiner value 

4 Refiner pays RIN cost to Fuel Refiner receives RIN from Blender Refiner remits RIN to the 
Blender EPA 

5 Fuel Blender pays ethanol 
and RIN cost to Renewable 
Fuel Producer 
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Fuel Blender receives ethanol with Renewable Fuel Blender 
attached RIN receives the ethanol value 

and the RIN value (as a 
subsidy) 
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RIN Demand 
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Physical RIN/Fuel Flow 
Fuel Blender as Obligated Party 

Basis: 10 Gallons of E 1 0 EPA 

i 1 RIN 

1 Gallon Ethanol 
,,., 

Renewable w/1 Attached RIN 
.... ''Fuel Blender 

Fuel Producer 
, 

Blended Fuel 
10 Gallons 

'~ 

Fuel Retailer 

Blended Fuel 
1 0 Gallons 'If 

Consumer 
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I, 
I' Refiner 

9 Gallons CBOB 

The Fuel Blender requires CBO 
from the Refiner to separate the Rl 

B 
N· 

' 
The Fuel Blender requires the 
separated Rl N to demonstrate 

compliance to the EPA 
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RIN Value Flow 
Fuel Blender as Obligated Party 

Basis: 10 Gallons of E 1 0 EPA 

$0.00 

$1.00 Ethanol .-------s.-----.. 
Renewable 

Fuel Producer 

$1.00 RIN 
$2.00 Total 

E1 0 Price = $3.00/gallon 
Ethanol w/Attached RIN Price= $2.00/gallon 

RIN Price = $1.00/RIN 
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Fuel Blender 

$28.00 Fuel 
$1.00 Ethanol 

$1.00 RIN 
$30.00 Total 

Fuel Retailer 

$30.00 E10 

Consumer 

$28.00 Fuel 
Refiner 
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RIN Pass Through Sequence 
Fuel Blender as Obligated Party 

1 Consumer pays total fuel cost Consumer receives blended fuel 
to Fuel Retailer from Fuel Retailer 

2 Fuel Retailer passes total fuel Fuel Retailer receives blended 
cost to Fuel Blender fuel from Fuel Blender 

Total fuel cost includes the 
cost of the petroleum fuel 
blend stock, ethanol, and 
the RIN 
Fuel Retailer passes 
through the RIN value to 
the Fuel Blender 

3 Fuel Blender pays petroleum Fuel Blender receives petroleum Refiner receives the 

4 

5 

fuel blend stock to Refiner fuel blendstock from Refiner petroleum fuel blendstock 
value 

No RIN value flows to the 
EPA 

Fuel Blender pays ethanol 
and RIN cost to Renewable 
Fuel Producer 

Fuel Blender remits Rl N to the 
EPA 

Fuel Blender receives ethanol with Renewable Fuel Producer 
attached RIN receives the ethanol value 

and the RIN value (as a 
subsidy) 
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RIN Pass Through Sequence 
Comparison 

Consumer Consumer pays total fuel cost to Fuel 
Retailer 

Fuel Retailer Fuel Retailer passes total fuel cost to 
Fuel Blender 

Consumer pays total fuel cost to Fuel 
Retailer 

Fuel Retailer passes total fuel cost to 
Fuel Blender 

No Physical Impact 
No RIN Value impact 

No Physical Impact 
No RIN Value Impact 

Fuel Blender Fuel Blender pays petroleum fuel blend Fuel Blender pays petroleum fuel blend No Net Physical Impact 

Refiner 

stock plus RIN cost to Refiner and stock cost to Refiner and ethanol and No Net RIN Value Impact 
ethanol and RIN cost to Renewable Fuel RIN cost to Renewable Fuel Producer 
Producer 

Fuel Blender separates physical RIN 

Fuel Blender receives RIN Value from 
Refiner in exchange for physical RIN 
Refiner supplies petroleum fuel 
blendstock and receives petroleum 
blendstock value plus RIN value 

Refiner pays RIN value to Fuel Blender 
in exchange for physical RIN 

Refiner remits RIN to EPA 

Fuel Blender separates physical RIN 

Fuel Blender remits RIN to EPA 

Refiner supplies petroleum fuel No Net Physical Impact 
blendstock and receives petroleum fuel No Net RIN Value Impact 
blendstock value 

Renewable Fuel Renewable Fuel Producer supplies Renewable Fuel Producer supplies No Physical Impact 
Producer ethanol with attached RIN and receives ethanol with attached RIN and receives No RIN Value impact 

ethanol and RIN value ethanol and RIN value 
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As of March 1, 2017 

Light Product Termmals Water Supphed Termmals P1pehnes 

/::Marketing Area MPC Owned & Operated 

'PC Refineries 
Party 

Asphalt/Heavy Oil Terminals ·- MPC Interest: Operated by MPC 

MPC Interest: Operated by Others 

Used by MPC 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Refining and Marketing 

Seven-plant refining system with ~1.8 MMBPCD capacity 

One biodiesel facility and interest in three ethanol facilities 

One of the largest wholesale suppliers in our market area 

One of the largest producers of asphalt in the U.S. 

~5,500 Marathon Brand retail outlets across 19 states 

Owns/operates 20 asphalt/light product terminals, while utilizing third-party 
terminals at 1211ight product and two asphalt locations 

2,074 owned/leased railcars, 163 owned transport trucks 

Speedway 

~2, 730 locations in 21 states 
Second-largest U.S. owned/operated c-store chain 

Midstream (including MPLX) 

Owns, leases or has interest in ~10,800 miles of crude and refined product 
pipelines 

62 light product terminals with ~24 million barrels of storage capacity 

18 owned inland waterway towboats more than 200 owned and 181eased 
barges 

Owns/operates over 5,600 miles of gas gathering and NGL pipelines 

Owns/operates 55 gas processing plants, 14 NGL fractionation facilities and two 
condensate stabilization facilities 

Renewable Fuels 

ohanol Facility 

"odiesel Facility 

MPLX Pipelines: 

--evvned & Operated 
MPLX Interest Pipelines: 

~perated by Others 

Barge Dock , 
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As of Jon. 1, 2017 
BPCD =barrels per calendar day 
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Corn Ethanol Plants 

67% equity interest* in Greenville, Ohio 

- 110 MM gallon/year capacity 

61.1% equity interest in Clymers, Indiana 

- 110 MM gallon/year capacity 

44.7% equity interest in Albion, Michigan 

- 55 M M gallon/year capacity 

The Andersons Inc. operates the plants and 

provides all the facility services 

Biodiesel Refinery 

100% owner in Cincinnati, Ohio 

"'60 MM gallon/year capacity 

Generates "'90 MM RINs per year 

Supplied by both truck and rail, with river access in 

close proximity 
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Largest company-owned and -
operated 
c-store chain east of the Mississippi 

"'2,730 locations in 21 states 

"'5,500 branded locations 

One of the largest asphalt marketers 
in the country 

Quality supplier into wholesale and 
secondary product markets 
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MPC Refineries 

4£!P§§AIWNAVI!llt+ Pre-2010 Pipeline 

Trans 
Mountain 

--11> 2010-2016 - Major Project I New Pipeline 

2017+ Planned Pipeline 
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Factors Considered 

Market Price Dynamics 
Brent/WTI ARB 

Market Structure 

Crude Differentials 

Product Prices 

Refinery Constraints 
Configuration 

Turnarounds 

Unit Problems 

Pipeline Constraints 
Proration 

Shipment History 

Hydrotest/Tool Runs 

Transportation Costs 
Pipeline Tariffs 

Tanker Freight 

Barge Costs 

Transit Time 

Product Sales Constraints 

Time Value of Money 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 
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Iterative Process 

Trading 

Scheduling 

Refining 

IIi Marketing 
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What were the top 5 oil producing countries in the world in 

Russia (10.6 MMBD) 

Saudi Arabia (10.5 MMBD) 

United States (8.9 MMBD) 

Iraq (4.5 MMBD) 

Iran (4.0 MMBD) 

What is the projected top 5 oil producing countries in 

Saudi Arabia (10.5 MMBD) 

? 

Russia (10.4 MMBD) 

United States (10.2 MMBD) 

Iraq (4.5 MMBD) 

China (4.1 MMBD) 
Source: EIA, lEA 

. 

? . 

. 
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Permian/ 
Eagle Ford 
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~utica 

Foreign Imports 
via Gulf Coast 

Foreign Imports 
via Gulf Coast 

Permian/ 
Eagle Ford 

E 

Utica 
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Buckeye 100 7 8.5 {Linden} NJ to Varies 
Pipeline Neville Island PA) 

Explorer 640 10 9 { GC to Wood River) 25 { GC to Wood River) 
Pipeline 4 {Wood River to 24 {Wood River to Chicago) 

Chicago) 

Enterprise 380 10 23 {GC to Indy) Varies 
Pipeline 24 {GC to Griffith) 

25 {GC to Lebanon) 

Barge Varies N/A 16 {GC to Louisville) 18 
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Refinery Production 

Purchases 

Inventory Draws 

Shipments from Gulf Coast 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Sales 

Inventory Builds 

Shipments to Gulf Coast 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: SoW, EEOB 230A (WAVES link in Calendar Notes) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting to discuss CAFE-GHG standards 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/27/2017 9:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/27/2017 10:00:00 PM 

Meeting will be with Auto Alliance and Global Automakers. 

WAVES link: https://events.whitehouse.gov/?rid=YKPHQ233K7 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: HQ-Room-WJCN-2530-50pp 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Meeting with API 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Christopher Chapel 
Start Date/Time: Tue 1/16/2018 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 1/16/2018 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Will Lovell 
Start Date/Time: Thur 5/4/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 5/4/2017 2:00:00 PM 

Hi 

Would you add this meeting from Samantha's calendar please? Thank you. 

Topic: Meeting with Will Lovell 

Date: 5/4 

Time: 9:30- 10:00 a.m. 

Location: 3513A 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: Dial-In: (202) 395-6392; Leader Code: 295 3131; Participant Code: 201 3669 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: CAFE-GHG Update Call 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 10:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 11:00:00 PM 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: Dial-In: (202) 395-6392; Leader Code: 661 0597; Participant Code: 345 2313 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call: Prep for California Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/13/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/13/2017 9:30:00 PM 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with NAHB re: Renovation, Repair and Painting Program and Stormwater Issues 
Start Date/Time: Wed 5/10/2017 7:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 5/10/2017 8:00:00 PM 

Hi, 

Would you set this up from Samantha's calendar Please? Thank you. 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

4 Attendees: Tamra Spielvogel, Amy Chai, Eva Birk and Tom Ward 

Request: A follow-up conversation to discuss the RRP program. I'm emailing in follow
up to your conversation with Michael Mittelholzer at the NAHB meeting with 
Administrator Pruitt last week. I know several issues were discussed for additional follow
up during the meeting with the Administrator including the Renovation, Repair and 
Painting (RRP) Program and stormwater issues which my colleague Eva will be 
following up with you on in a subsequent message. 

Attached is the material you and Michael discussed to provide additional detail 
regarding NAHB's concerns regarding implementation and evaluation of the RRP 
program. Specifically I have provided copies of NAHB's comments related to the 
Section 610 review as well as those NAHB submitted during both public comment 
periods EPA opened during the review of issues related to the lack of an approved lead 
test kit. Also, for your information I am including copies of two petitions NAHB has filed 
with EPA on the RRP program. The most recent was in regards to the changes made to 
the refresher training course requirements which was denied by the agency in 
December 2016. The EPA response is also enclosed. I have enclosed the 2010 petition 
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because while the other documents discuss the issues we have with the economic 
analysis of the rule, it was most comprehensively addressed in this petition on the test 
kit. 

Finally, I was also told you are interested in the report where EPA's cost benefit 
estimates were called into question. The report was issued by the EPA Office of the 
Inspector General. The following link will take you to the OIG page for the report where 
you can access their findings, the report, as well as the responses exchanged between 
OIG and EPA on the report . 

• 

I would note that one of the commitments made by the EPA to the OIG was to collect 
better data but they made the commitment to do so in the context of a separate 
rulemaking (the development of an RRP rule for Public & Commercial Buildings) and 
that survey is currently underway. NAHB individually and as part of an industry coalition 
has called into question the efficacy of this effort. While the data may be useful to the 
residential program collecting it in the context of the Public & Commercial Buildings rule 
has never seemed appropriate or truly illustrative given a range of other differences 
between the two rules. Furthermore, the data is being collected prior to establishing a 
hazard for Public & Commercial Buildings. 

Contact: 
TAMRA SPIELVOGEL Program Manager, Environmental Policy 
National Association of Home Builders 
1201 15th Street, NW 1 Washington, DC 20005 
d: 202.266.8327 e: w: ~~~ 
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Background: 

Stormwater Issues 
National Association of Home Builders 
Briefing for Office of Policy- U.S. EPA 

May lOth, 2017 

Because the nature of construction involves earth-moving activities, NAHB members must comply with 
federal, state and local stormwater regulations (see chart below). During active construction, operators 
must seek coverage for any disturbance over one acre, or under one acre within a larger common plan 
of development. Builders and developers are also indirectly regulated under the Clean Water Act in 
regards to permanent, or post-construction stormwater requirements. The National Pollution Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) program requires either states or EPA regional offices where EPA is the 
permitting authority to issue permits to the owners/operators of small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer 
Systems (MS4s). MS4s are viewed as point sources under the Clean Water Act (CWA) since they 
discharge polluted stormwater via sewer outfalls directly into rivers and streams. 

1. Streamlined Small Lot Permit for Residential Sites 

NAHB would like to continue to work with the Agency to develop a streamlined "small lot" 
active construction stormwater permit. We are concerned that these efforts may be stalled. 

NAHB worked with Office of Wastewater Management (OWM) staff over the past three years to 
develop a streamlined for residential sites. However, we do 
not yet have a green light on developing an EPA permit based on this model. 

NAHB believes the cost savings to small businesses from shrinking the current ~300 page permit 
down to 20 pages would be enormous. 

Work needs to start soon to allow time for NAHB and other stakeholders to provide feedback, 
develop compliance assistance tools, and organize outreach to our membership. 

2. Federal Overreach in the NPDES Stormwater Program 

In the four states where EPA is in charge of stormwater permitting, we've seen actions that far 
outreach the scope of the Clean Water Act. 

Most recently, Region 3 included a provision in D.c.'s draft Phase I MS4 permit which mandates 
that the city spend $12.75 million local dollars to establish a Stormwater Retention Credit (SRC) 
purchase agreement program. 

We are gravely concerned with this type of federal meddling in municipal affairs and the 
precedent this permit will set. 
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How 

46 Authorized states 
issue construction 

construction. 
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46 Authorized states 
issue individual or 

MS4 Permits 

Issues MS4 Permits in 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Meeting with the National Association of Clean Water Agencies 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Request: A meeting on behalf of the National Association of Clean Water Agencies 
(NACWA), to discuss regulatory reform. 

In attendance will be Adam Krantz, Nathan Gardner, Chris Hornback and Brent 
Fewell. Note: Nathan, Adam and Chris have previously met with Lee and Sarah 
although not on these issues. 

Contact: 

Brent Fewell, Esq. I 
1455 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20004 
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From: Gunasekara, Mandy 
Location: 3415 WJC North 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: RF w/Michael 
Start Date/Time: Thur 4/27/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 4/27/2017 2:30:00 PM 

POC: Valerie Washington 202.564.1016 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A and Call: 1 (855) 564-1700; Ext: 11 04438; Participant: 234567 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call with David Rachelson to Prepare for a Follow-up Meeting with the Administrator and 
Rubicon Global 
Start Date/Time: Wed 11/15/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 11/15/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Leader pin: 592233 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with California Resources Corporation 
Start Date/Time: Wed 5/10/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 5/10/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: VNG.co - Natural Gas Vehicles 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/23/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/23/2017 3:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Purpose: Meeting to discuss Natural Gas Vehicles 

Contact: "Tucker, Jamie" 

Attendees: 

Robert Friedman, VNG 

Bon Atkinson, VNG 

Larry Highbloom, VNG 

Brad Couch, Ariel Corp 

Jamie Tucker, Akin Gump. 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Kohler on EPA's Clay MACT Rule 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/16/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

James (Buddy) Robinson- Senior Vice President, General Counsel & Corporate Secretary, 
Kohler Co. 

Natalie Maciolek- Lead Attorney, Kohler Co. 

Kristine Heine - Executive Vice President, Global Communicators 

We will bring a copy of the comment we will submit to the docket on Monday, and leave you 
with a couple short documents that we will discuss with you during our meeting 

Contact: 

Natalie Maciolek 

Lead Attorney 

KOHLER. 
(920) 459-1685 
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Mobile: (920) 917-8948 

444 Highland Drive I Kohler I WI I 53044 
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Submitted electronically through http://www.regulations.gov 

May 15,2017 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Docket Number: EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

KO 

Re: Evaluation of Existing Regulations, Docket No. EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190, FRL-9961-60-
0P, 82 Fed. Reg. 17793 (April13, 2017) 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Kohler Co. (Kohler) appreciates this opportunity to identify regulations that may be appropriate for 

repeal, replacement, or modification pursuant to the referenced docket. Kohler understands that the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has formed a Regulatory Reform Task Force pursuant to 

Executive Order 13777 {82 FR 12285- March 1, 2017) that has been charged with, among other things, 

identifying regulations that: 

Eliminate jobs, or inhibit job creation; 
Are outdated, unnecessary, or ineffective; 
Impose costs that exceed benefits; or 
Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with regulatory reform initiatives and 
policies. 

On March 24, 2017, EPA Administrator Pruitt issued an agency-wide memorandum on implementation 

of Executive Order 13777, which directed program offices to seek public input on existing regulations 

that might meet these criteria. As explained below, Kohler believes that EPA's Clay Ceramics National 

Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants rule, 40 CFR 60, Subpart KKKKK (Clay MACT Rule), and 

the regulation of emissions testing of non-road engines and generator sets as stationary sources, each 

meets one or more of these criteria. As such, both rules warrant consideration by EPA for repeal, 

replacement or modification under this initiative. Aspects of each rule contain requirements that 

impose significant expense with no discernable benefit, threatening Kohler's competitiveness in the 

global economy. 

Background 

Kohler, founded in 1873, is one of America's oldest and best known manufacturers. The Company is a 

leading maker of kitchen and bath fixtures and also manufactures small engines used in off-road 

equipment, generators and water pumps, as well as generators powered by KOHLER engines and other 

1 
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leading engine manufacturers. Kohler competes in the global marketplace and therefore always must 

be mindful of the increasing burden of United States government regulation on Kohler's international 

competitiveness. As such, Kohler supports the Administration's effort to reduce the regulatory burden 

on American manufacturing companies while not undermining environmental protection. The latter 

point is critical to Kohler, as we firmly believe that integrating business and environmental practices is 

undeniably better for everyone - our company, our associates, our customers, and the environment. 

Indeed, Kohler believes that better business 

and a better environment go hand in hand. 

Kohler works hard to reduce the Company's 

environmental impact. We have committed 

to a goal of sending no solid waste to 

landfills, reducing or offsetting 100% of our 

greenhouse gas emissions and reducing our 

water usage through a program called "Net 

Zero 2035" (see graph). Kohler has been 

driving growth and innovation by developing 

products that have lower environmental 

impacts over their entire life cycle, and we 

are systematically incorporating 

sustainability into the product development 

process itself. 

Clay NESHAP Rule Background 

The 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act (CAA) establish a fairly complex program to regulate 

emissions of Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) from specific industrial source categories. The program 

requires EPA to establish National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) that 

regulate HAP emissions emitted by discreet industrial source categories throughout the country. 

NESHAPs apply to major sources of HAP emissions and also can apply "as deemed appropriate by EPA" 

to minor sources. Major sources are defined as those that emit 10 tons per year of any single HAP, or 

25 tons per year of all HAPs combined. Minor sources (a/k/a "area sources") have HAP emissions 

below these major source thresholds. 

As a general matter, major source HAP emission limitations are more stringent. For a major source 

category, EPA will impose technology-based emission standards requiring the maximum degree of 

reduction in emissions that EPA deems achievable, often referred to as "maximum achievable control 

technology" or MACT standards. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 7412(d)(1)-(2). Achievability is determined based upon 

a review of the best performing similar sources in the category using clean processes, emission control 

devices, work practices, or other pollution reduction methods. ld. These best performing emissions 

levels set a baseline, or "MACT floor/' for creating the MACT standard. The floor differs for existing and 
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new sources, with new sources having stricter emission limitations. The more stringent a MACT floor, 

the more stringent the associated MACT limitation. 

For area source categories, EPA may choose to promulgate emission standards that reflect "generally 

available control technologies or management practices" as a HAP emission limitation. 42 U.S.C. § 

7412{d)(S). These standards can be- and typically are -less rigorous than those required for major 

sources under 42 U.S.C. § 7412{d)(1). 

Kohler Co.'s Concerns with EPA's Co-location Interpretation of the Clay MACT Rule 

Kohler currently employs approximately 9,000 associates at its three locations where it has 

sanitaryware manufacturing facilities impacted by the Clay MACT Rule {1,700 of whom are dedicated 

to sanitaryware operations). These sanitaryware facilities are located in Wisconsin, South Carolina and 

Texas and manufacture toilets, sinks and other ceramic kitchen and bath fixtures. 

Kohler Co. is the only sanitaryware company affected by the Clay MACT Rule, which makes it cost

prohibitive for Kohler to expand its existing sanitaryware facilities at these locations because they are 

regulated as "major sources" due to EPA's co-location interpretation of the CAA. Kohler's sanitaryware 

facilities themselves are minor (area) sources based on the low HAP emissions levels associated with 

the sanitaryware manufacturing processes. However, solely because Kohler's sanitaryware facilities are 

co-located with other Kohler manufacturing operations, the sanitaryware units are now regulated by 

EPA as "major" sources. In other words, EPA's policy is to aggregate HAP emissions from the 

sanitaryware area sources with all other HAP emissions from unrelated co-located processes. This 

policy results in Kohler's sanitaryware facilities being regulated as major sources, with the attendant 

more stringent pollution control requirements, even though the HAP emissions from the sanitaryware 

facilities are below major source thresholds. The EPA's policy makes little sense since the HAP 

emissions from Kohler's sanitaryware operations are not any higher simply because the facilities are 

located next to other manufacturing operations. EPA's interpretation of the CAA essentially penalizes 

Kohler for having built sanitaryware operations next to other operations long before the CAA was in 

existence. 

The Clay MACT Rule puts Kohler's sanitaryware facilities at a significant competitive disadvantage vis-a

vis foreign-owned competitors, which do not have to comply with the Clay MACT Rule as they operate 

only sanitaryware facilities, which are area sources themselves, and are not co-located with any other 

major sources. Foreign-owned competitors are not subject to the same compliance costs, including 

additional testing, monitoring, record keeping and reporting obligations, when operating their existing 

facilities, or when considering where to build and expand. This gives them a competitive advantage. 

While it may not have been the intent of EPA to single out Kohler, the Clay MACT Rule does just that, 

with no measurable benefit to the environment, as Kohler's sanitaryware facilities do not emit HAPs at 

major sources quantities. Moreover, Kohler is placed at a competitive disadvantage by being subjected 

to more stringent and costly regulatory requirements even though its HAP emissions may be similar to, 
or lower than, those of its foreign-owned competitors. 
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The EPA's co-location policy for determining "major source" status for the various source categories 

should be revised or eliminated. The CAA identifies specific industrial source categories for a reason, 

and "major source" determinations should be based solely on emissions output from each source 

category in operation at any facility site, and not by a company's siting decisions made decades before 

the CAA was even enacted. This change would ensure a level playing field for all businesses in a given 

category, and would not impose and force us to waste "major source" compliance resources on 

sources with HAP emissions at the levels of a minor (area) source. 

Kohler Co.'s Concerns with the MACT Floor Used to Establish the Clay MACT Limitations 

Kohler maintains that EPA violated the CAA by using emission data that was not representative of an 

existing sanitaryware kiln operating at the time of the Agency's rulemaking to set the MACT floor for 

the Clay MACT Rule. Rather than collect emissions data from an existing sanitaryware kiln, in 2010 EPA 

directed Kohler to change the operational configuration of a sanitaryware kiln by operating an 

emission scrubber while testing the HAP emissions from that kiln. At that time, there was no federal or 

state requirement to operate the kiln with a scrubber, nor did Kohler operate its kiln with a scrubber. 

The EPA mandated testing measured artificially low HAP emissions from the kiln that did not reflecting 

real world emissions rates. Nonetheless, EPA used this scrubber-related emissions data to establish the 

existing source emissions floors in the Clay MACT Rule. As a consequence, many of the HAP limitations 

in the Clay MACT Rule are predicated upon an emissions floor that assumes existing sanitaryware 

facilities in the United States operate with scrubber technology- a premise that is simply not true. 

On December 23, 2015, Kohler filed a Petition for Administrative Reconsideration of the Clay MACT 

Rule that raised this issue. See Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0290. By letter dated May 12, 2016, EPA 

denied the Petition with respect to this issue. Kohler also filed a Petition for Judicial Review of the Clay 

MACT Rule with the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, which challenges the 

manner in which EPA established the MACT floor. See Sierra Club, et at. v. US EPA, et at., Case No. 15-

1487 (and consolidated cases)(D.C. Cir.). The appeal has been fully briefed, but oral argument has not 

yet been scheduled. 

Notwithstanding these other administrative and judicial proceedings, EPA should, at a minimum, 

revise the existing source floor analysis in the Clay MACT Rule without the data points generated by 

this fabricated "existing" kiln utilizing a scrubber. 

Emissions Testing of Non-road Engines and Generator Sets as Stationary Sources 

Kohler Co. manufactures and tests non-road engines and generator sets. Kohler believes the testing of 

these engines and generators is exempt from stationary source rules; specifically, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7602{z), 

7543, and 7550, and 40 CFR § 1068.30. EPA Region 7 issued a guidance letter dated November 10, 

2016, to the Air Quality Bureau of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources, stating this type of 

testing is exempt from stationary source rules. See 

. Kohler requests EPA further clarify this in their 

rules and among all EPA regions, so that these operations are treated equitably across the U.S. 
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Conclusion 

Kohler believes the aforementioned rules warrant consideration for repeal, replacement, or 

modification. EPA should promulgate rules and establish policies consistent with the requirements 

under the CAA without unfairly singling out and penalizing a U.S. company, which provides good 

manufacturing jobs for thousands of Americans and contributes to our national economic growth. We 

would welcome EPA directing a staff member to work with our environmental team to find a way to 

make these rules workable. 

Respectfully, 

Kohler Co. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 
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From: Viator, Brad 
Location: 1-800-882-3610 passcode 8438589 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call RE EEl External Affairs Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/20/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 10/20/2017 7:00:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Kristina Moore 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/21/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/21/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo ID to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: Kristina.Moore@fticonsulting.com 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Mosaic Company re: Smart Sectors 
Start Date/Time: Tue 10/24/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 10/24/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: I was able to join the Smart Sectors kick-off event yesterday. It really is exciting to see 
industry and government working together to find solutions to environmental issues. I am 
located here in DC for The Mosaic Company. We are a U.S. mining and manufacturing 
company (we mine phosphate and potash to make critical crop nutrients or fertilizer for farmers 
in the US and around the world) that touches a few sectors. We submitted comments to the 
EPA earlier this year on regulatory reform. I'd love to come by and give you more info on who 
we are and what we have been experiencing in the permitting area. If it works to also include the 
liaison for chemical manufacturing that would be great. My colleague Eileen Stuart will be joining 
me as well. 

Contact: Lorine D. Card I Federal Government Affairs 
The Mosaic Company 1 =~~_:;:_::::;=::_=-'-"~=--=='-'-:..:.=~~="'-'-"-='-=-=:::..= 
P: IM:==~~~ 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call in Advance of the Administrator's 4/27 Meeting with Auto Alliance- Please call the EPA 
Polycom (202) 501-1854 
Start Date/Time: Tue 4/25/2017 9:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 4/25/2017 9:35:00 PM 

Hi 

Will you add this for today please from Samantha's calendar? Thanks 

Topic: Call in Advance of the Administrator's 4/27 Meeting with Auto Alliance - Please call the 
EPA Polycom (202) 501-1854 

Date: Today 

Inge, Carolyn Irving, 

Location: 3513A 

Time: 5:15p.m. to 5:35p.m. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: National Coalition for Advanced Transportation Discussion re: Mid-term Evaluation for LDV 
Start Date/Time: Fri 11/3/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 11/3/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Robert A. Wyman, Jr. 

LATHAM & WATKINS LLP 

355 South Grand Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90071-1560 

Direct: +1.213.891.8346 

Attendees: 

Bob Wyman (Latham) 

Devin O'Connor (Latham) 

Amy Pressler (Edison International) 

Marc Lampkin (Brownstein Hyatt) 

Joe Mendelson (Tesla) 
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Rohan Patel (Tesla) 

Emily Duncan (Exelon) 

Melissa Lavinson (PG&E) 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with We Are Golf (WAG) 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 7:00:00 PM 

From: Kime, Robin 
Sent: Monday, April 24, 2017 1: 19 PM 
To: Inge, Carolyn 
Subject: Meeting with We Are Golf (WAG) 

Hi 

Please add this from SD' s calendar. Thanks 

Hi- will you add this name to the invitation? Thanks 

Topic: Meeting with We Are Golf (WAG) 

Date: 4/26 

Time: 11:45 a.m.- 12:15 p.m. 

Location: 3530 or one of the rooms above it please 

Cc: Kime, Robin 
Irving, Verna 
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Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: We represent a golf coalition you may be familiar with called We Are Golf 
(WAG). The coalition was formed in 2008 with the express purpose of giving decision
makers in Washington a more accurate picture of the golf industry and the game of golf 
in general. Negative assumptions about who plays, where they play etc. and a lack of 
recognition about how many jobs golf provides and the nature of those jobs had lead to 
punitive singling out of golf in policymaking and legislation. Apart from clearing the air on 
those fronts, WAG has also invested a lot of the coalition's efforts in advocating around 
environmental issues. It's that set of issues we of course would love to talk about with 
Administrator Pruitt and your appropriate EPA colleagues. 

The golf industry has made huge strides in recent years when it comes to sustainable 
management of the two million acres of open space golf course land and water we have 
in this country. We have a great story to tell about huge steps we have taken forward to 
improve water quality and use, energy savings, pollution reduction and creation and 
protection of high quality fish and wildlife habitat. We want to stay on this trajectory and 
firmly believe we can continue to improve golf property stewardship to provide broad 
public benefits. In recent years, federal policies have unfortunately represented drags 
on our ability to do this. The golf industry is very excited about starting some fresh 
conversations with this administration and we'd like to start at EPA with your boss. WAG 
is eager to work with an administration that will have an interest in pausing to think 
through how any new policies or enforcement of existing policies will impact the golf 
industry's ability to increase the environmental value of golf. 

Attendees: 

Steve Mona, Chief Executive Officer, World Golf Foundation 
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Darell Crall, Chief Operating Officer, PGA of America 

Ty Votaw, Chief Marketing Office, PGA Tour 

Kathryn Carson, Chief Legal Officer, United States Golf Association 

Rhett Evans, Chief Executive Officer, Golf Course Superintendents Association of 
America 

Jay Karen, Chief Executive Officer, National Golf Course Owners Association 

Jeff Morgan, Chief Executive Officer, Club Managers Association of America 

Michael Kline, Director of Intellectual Property and Corporate Secretary, 
Srixon/Cieveland Golf US Golf Manufacturers Council 

More on We Are Golf and National Golf Day can be found here: 

Contact: 

Jeffrey C. Sadosky 

Forbes-Tate Partners 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Samsung: TV Energy Star Standards 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: Samsung would appreciate the opportunity to meet Samantha to discuss TV energy star 
standards. 

Contact: Demi A. Yeager 
Executive Assistant 

The Homer Building 
Eleventh Floor South 
601 Thirteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
Direct: (202) 661.6355 
Fax: (202) 833-9392 

Attendees: 

Prema Tomar- Samsung 

John Godfrey - Samsung 

Kristin Strobel - BGR Group 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513E 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call to Discuss the Four Corners Power Plant- Please call the EPA Polycom (202) 501-1854 
Start Date/Time: Mon 4/24/2017 8:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 4/24/2017 8:45:00 PM 

Hi 

Will you add this from SO's calendar today please- thank you. 

Topic: Call to Discuss the Four Corners Power Plant- Please call the EPA Polycom 
(202) 501-1854 

Date: Today 

Time: 4:15-4:30 p.m. 

Location: 3513E 

Cc: Kime, Robin 
Irving, Verna 

Request: 

lnge, Carolyn 

I represent APS, the operator of the Four Corners Power Plan located on the Navajo 
Nation. We would like to discuss with you a federal implementation plan finalized in 
early January that affects the plant. We are preparing materials on the FIP; in short, 
APS is concerned with certain monitoring requirements that restrict plant operations 
without providing environmental benefits. APS believes there are more effective and 
less burdensome monitoring options available. I would appreciate the chance to speak 
with you about the FIP, which has not yet been published in the federal register. 

Contact: 

Megan Heuberger Berge 
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Partner 
BAKER BOTTS LLP. 
The Warner 11299 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 1 Washington, DC 20004 
1.202.639.1308 (direct) 11.202.256.0827 (cell) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with National Marine Manufacturers to Discuss HFC 134a 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/16/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/16/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you exit the 
Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear 
Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call 
Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Scott Lewit, Structural Composites, Inc and Compsys, Inc 

Mark Ehrlich, Wabash National 

John McKnight, NMMA 

Andrea Campbell, VanNess Feldman 

George Cooper, Forbes Tate Partners 

Jeff Sadosky, Forbes Tate Partners 

Request: Earlier this year, our client the National Marine Manufacturers had a very productive meeting 
with your team at the EPA focused on El5 issues. At that meeting, we also raised an issue regarding 
something called HFC 134a. NMMA member company Structural Composites is using HFC 134a to 
produce some extraordinary new products- ultra-light weight composite material being used to make 
boats and truck trailers primarily, but they are hindered by EPA regulatory issues. 

Contact: 

Jeffrey C. Sadosky 

Forbes Tate Partners 

777 6th Street NW 
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8th Floor 

Washington, DC 20001 

(202) 340-8586 cell 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Noble Energy 
Start Date/Time: Fri 5/5/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 5/5/2017 3:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: I would like very much to meet with you soon regarding a few ideas we have regarding 
air quality reform. I have a long (I am old) history on these issues from an oil and gas industry 
perspective, as well as State (CO) and Federal (EPA Hdqtrs and Region 8) roles. Noble is 
solution-oriented and would like to bring a few ideas to your attention. Any chance of meeting 
next Thursday or the following week? Depending on scheduling, I may bring our EVP of 
Environmental to the meeting. 

Contact: 

Kate Fay 

Director, Environmental and Regulatory Policy 

Noble Energy, Inc. 

1625 Broadway, Suite 2200 

Denver, Colorado 80202 

1001 Noble Energy, Way 

Houston, TX 77070 
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303.910.2830 (cell) 

720.587.2397 (office) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Portland Cement 
Start Date/Time: Mon 5/1/2017 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 5/1/2017 3:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call Robin 
Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: Call with Todd and his environment and regulatory affairs lead, Mike Schon, to 
discuss pending issues before EPA and some of key ideas for improving and 
streamlining permitting and regulations that affect the cement industry. 

Contact: 

A. Todd Johnston 

Executive Vice President 

Portland Cement Association 

202-719-1974 (o) 

202-253-4464 (c) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/7/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/7/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Participants: 

Rob Underwood 

PMAA Regulatory Counsel, Mark Morgan 

Petroleum Marketers and Convenience Stores of Iowa's regulatory counsel, John 
Maynes 

Contact: 

Rob Underwood 

President 

Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA) 

1901 North Fort Myer Drive, Suite 500 

Arlington, VA 22209 

Work: 703.351.8000 
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Cell: 703.470.4566 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with AXPC to Discuss Air Issues 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: A meeting to discuss air issues with the some of the member companies of the 
American Exploration & Production Council on Wednesday, 
April 26th. As you may know, AXPC is comprised of the 33 largest independent E&Ps (list 
below) and we are hosting a fly-in of the member companies' Environment Health and Safety 
(EHS) subject matter experts to discuss air issues impacting the industry. We will have 6 or 8 
folks from our side. 

Attendees: 

Bruce Thompson, President of AXPC 

Jagadeesan Sethuraman 
Adell Heneghan 
Teresa Hull 
Megan Garvey 

Contact: 

Whiting Petroleum 
PDC Energy 
SM Energy 
QEP Resources 

Ryan Day Thompson 1 Senior Policy Advisor 

AKIN GUMP STRAUSS HAUER & FELD LLP 

Mobile: +1 202.236.7885 

AXPC Member Companies 
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Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 

Apache Corporation 

Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation 

Chesapeake Energy Corporation 

Cimarex Energy Co. 

Concho Resources, Inc. 

Devon Energy Corporation 

Diamondback Energy, Inc. 

EnCana Corporation 

Energen Resources Corporation 

EnerVest, Ltd. 

EOG Resources, Inc. 

EP Energy, Corp. 

Jonah Energy LLC 

Linn Energy LLC 

Marathon Oil Corporation 

Newfield Exploration Company 

Noble Energy, Inc. 

Oasis Petroleum Inc. 

Occidental Oil & Gas Corporation 

PDC Energy, Inc. 

Pioneer Natural Resources Company 

QEP Resources, Inc. 

Range Resources Corporation 
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Rice Energy Inc. 

Seneca Resources Corporation 

SM Energy Company 

Southwestern Energy Company 

Synergy Resources Corporation 

Ultra Petroleum Corp. 

Whiting Petroleum Corporation 

WPX Energy, Inc. 

XTO Energy, Inc. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Northwest Public Power Association 
Start Date/Time: Tue 4/25/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 4/25/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call 
Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Anita Decker, Executive Director NWPPA 

Doug Hardy, Central Montana Electric Power Cooperative, MT 

Dave Kelsey, Yellowstone Valley Electric Cooperative, MT 

Norman Tebay, Vigilante Electric Cooperative, MT 

Clay Koplin, Mayor of Cordova, AK 

Brad Janorschke, Homer Electric Association, AK 

Molly Simpson, Douglas County Public Utility District, WA 

Steve Taylor, Mason County Public Utility District #1, WA 

Contact: 

Theresa Pugh Consulting, LLC 

-a woman-owned small business 

703-507-6843 Office 

2313 North Tracy Street 
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Alexandria, Virginia 22311 

Request: I am writing today on behalf of Northwest Public Power Association 
(NWPPA)'s Executive Director Anita Decker. Anita will be in Washington D, C. from 
Washington state on April25-26, 2017. She would like to meet with Administrator Pruitt, 
you or other political appointees who are assigned to work on electric utility issues of 
interest to NWPPA. 

NWPPA is an electric utility association in the Pacific Northwest representing 151 
hydroelectric, nuclear power and natural gas electric utilities (municipal and electric 

coops) affected by EPA regulations including some that are going to be revisited under 
recent Executive Orders. Their membership involves many electric utilities (municipal 
and coop) that would be affected by EPA regulations across several states in the 
Northwest-not just those in Washington state. NWPPA's member utilities serve 20 
million customers making it one of the largest electric utility organizations in the western 
part of the United States. 

They are interested in the following: 

• Waters of the US - next steps (realizing it has been addressed in the Executive 
Order) 

• Clean Power Plan review and replacement (they are aware of the Executive Order 
action last week) 

• General EPA priorities related to the electric power sector 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Boeing and GE 
Start Date/Time: Thur 10/5/2017 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 10/5/2017 3:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

Topic: ICAO fuel efficiency standards 

Attendees: 

Boeing: 

1. Pete Pagano 
2. Ted Austell 
3. Jenny Mcintyre 

GE: 

1. Roger Martella 
2. Michael Fitzpatrick 
3. Neal Kemkar 
4. Darby Becker 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call with the Independent Petroleum Association of America: Prep for the Administrator's 5/1 
Meeting: Please call the EPA Polycom (202) 501-1854 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/26/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Attendees: 

Lee Fuller, Samantha McDonald, Susan Ginsberg of IPAA 

From: Lee Fuller ~=~==~~=~~J 
Sent: Friday, April?, 2017 4:30PM 
To: Bolen, Brittany 
Subject: Regulatory Reform and Other Items 

Brittany, 

I read that one of your assignments is the regulatory reform task force. Consequently, I 
wanted to reach out on some issues of concern. I've attached an email that I sent to 
Ryan Jackson that raises several issues that we would like to discuss. (Separately, we 
are trying to arrange a meeting for Barry Russell, IPAA's President and CEO with 
Administrator Pruitt through Sydney Hupp.) 

Obviously, events are moving quickly. I know that the Administration filed an abeyance 
petition on the Subpart OOOOa litigation today. There is an issue there that is related 
that I'd like to call to your attention. The Subpart OOOOa fugitive emissions program
with its costly Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) requirements - is scheduled to take 
effect on June 3. It would be helpful if this requirement, at least, could be stayed while 
the Subpart 0000 and OOOOa requirements are being reconsidered since a different 
approach might be developed. I know there are other provisions that are already in 
effect that raise similar issues. 
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I also spoke with Dave Rostker from the SBA Advocacy office regarding LDAR in a 
small business context where the issues arises in both the Subpart OOOOa and VOC 
Control Techniques Guidelines context. He suggested reaching out to EPA as well. 

Hopefully, we can discuss these issues soon given your schedule. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Lee Fuller 

From: Lee Fuller 
Sent: Thursday, April 6, 2017 2:40PM 
To: Ryan Jackson ~~~~~~~~~~1 
Subject: IPAA Issues at EPA; Possible Meeting 

Ryan, 

I'm reaching out to you but would be happy if you point me to a preferred contact 
person. 

After the recent Energy Executive Order, IPAA would like to discuss a number of 
pending issues with EPA 

Barry Russell, IPAA's President and CEO, would like to meet with Administrator Pruitt to 
introduce himself and IPAA. Barry worked for EPA in the 1970s before coming to IPAA. 
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The issues that we'd like to discuss relate to several matters. 

First, EPA's actions in response to the Energy EO with regard to the methane NSPS 
(Subparts 0000 and OOOOa) are most important to IPAA. While currently engaged in 
the litigation opposing the regulations, the pathway to reconsideration and possible 
revision is critical. IPAA wants to be involved as soon as possible and wants to offer its 
cooperation. 

Second, IPAA strongly supports efforts to expand and enhance delegation of regulatory 
authority to states. We are looking for options to be helpful in identifying pathways, 
working with our state cooperating associations to encourage state actions and working 
with Congress if there are barriers that need to be addressed. 

Additionally, following are several other items- mostly directly affecting independent oil 
and natural gas producers - that we would like to identify as issues that we would hope 
EPA could address: 

1. Control Techniques Guidelines (CTG)- As a part of the Energy Executive Order, 
EPA is directed to reconsider the oil and natural gas methane New Source 
Performance Standard (NSPS) - Subparts 0000 and OOOOa. When the 
Obama Administration proposed the NSPS, it also proposed a CTG for existing 
sources of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) in Ozone nonattainment areas. 
The CTG was finalized in October 2016. It should be suspended or withdrawn until 
the NSPS issues are resolved and determinations can be made on the 
appropriateness of the technology being applied to existing sources. Otherwise, 
the CTG will be applicable in future State Implementation Plans (SIP). 

2. RCRA SubtitleD Consent Decree- EPA agreed to a Consent Decree to settle 
litigation regarding mandatory duties under RCRA Subtitle D related to making 
determinations regarding the appropriateness of state oil and natural gas 
production wastes regulations. EPA has until March 2019 to respond but it should 
act quickly for two reasons. First, EPA's mandate to act does not require an 
extensive burden and the longer it takes to act, the more state programs appear to 
be viewed as inadequate. Second, the mandatory duties require action every three 
years. Action in 2017 would allow EPA to reconfirm its position in 2020 and 
establish a clear practice for the future. 
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3. Unconventional Oil and Gas (UOG) Extraction Effluent Limitations Guidelines 
(ELG)- EPA finalized UOG Extraction ELG for discharges to Publicly Owned 
Treatment Works (POTW) in June 2016. These ELG should be based on a 
technology standard- Best Available Technology Economically Achievable 
(BATEA). EPA concluded that all discharges to POTW should be prohibited based 
on the availability of underground injection wells and of recycling options. Neither 
of these are BATEA. EPA should not be making zero discharge determinations 
based on its perception of other options. It should determine BATEA 
requirements. If the BATEA requirements are too expensive, it should be the 
dischargers' choice to use alternative approaches. 

4. Clean Air Act Enforcement Tactics- Over the past several years, EPA's 
Enforcement tactics have been excessively aggressive. For example, in North 
Dakota where the state did not have delegation of the NSPS program for oil and 
natural gas production, EPA Enforcement initiated direct actions against producers 
with regard to its interpretation of Subpart 0000 requirements for storage 
vessels. This interpretation differed from those EPA technical staff had initially 
indicated. Using its enforcement power, EPA filed proposed penalties against a 
privately held producer that exceeded the value of its assets. The purpose was 
clear and predictable. EPA wanted to use its enforcement power to compel a 
limited asset company to enter into a consent agreement that would require actions 
that met Enforcement's interpretation of the regulation and to commit to additional 
actions that were beyond EPA Clean Air Act authority to require. Not only did EPA 
use a gap in state delegation to step over North Dakota in its zeal, but these types 
of enforcement tactics reflect poorly on EPA and the federal government and 
should be ended. 

5. Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) Revisions- The 2014 
revision to the Ozone NAAQS should be reconsidered. Implementation of the 
2008 revision to the Ozone NAAQS had yet to be implemented and evaluated 
when the 2014 revision was finalized. NAAQS attainment should be the target, not 
promulgating new, unachievable revisions. EPA's own data showed that the same 
areas it projected to fail to attain the 2008 NAAQS would fail to meet the 2014 
revision. In those areas, the regulatory requirements would not change but the 
2014 revision would bring new areas into nonattainment regulation. Even though 
EPA predicted those new areas would reach the 2014 NAAQS without additional 
local controls, those areas would be subject to new source permitting requirements 
that hamper their economic development. Where there is no compelling health 
benefit from a NAAQS revision -like the 2014 action- EPA should devote 
resources to attainment of the prior standard. 
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Thanks for considering this request. Please let me know how to proceed from here. 

Lee Fuller 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Energy Star and SNAP Discussion with Appliance Manufacturers 
Start Date/Time: Fri 4/28/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 4/28/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call Robin 
Kime (202)564-6587. 

Meeting proposal: ENERGY STAR is moving a specification on clothes washers, which we 
oppose. It is critical that I ensure you are aware of what is going on and hopefully stop this 
action until we can talk in more detail. While this is an urgent matter, it is also very important to 
discuss the ENERGY STAR program broadly. At a high level, we support its moving back to 
DOE for our products and have discussed this with the DOE beachhead team. We have CEOs 
and other senior executives from the entire industry meeting in DC for our Annual Meeting from 
April29-May 2. It would be very helpful if we could discuss our issues with you before that. 
Any time from Tuesday, April25, to Friday, April28 would be ideal. 

Discussion Topics: 

SNAP Rule Allowing Isobutane (EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0286) & Rule 21 (bans HFCs for 
refrigerators in 2021) 
Microfibers (Trash-Free Waters) 

Material Management/Landfill Diversion/Food Waste Disposers 
Safe Drink Water 
TSCA Reform Support 
Counterfeit Water Filters 

Attendees: 

Kevin Messner, AHAM SVP of Policy & Government Relations 
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Charlotte Skidmore, AHAM Sr. Dir. of Environment and Sustainability Policy 

Jennifer Cleary, AHAM Sr. Dir. of Regulatory Affairs 

Contact: 

Kevin Messner 

Senior Vice President, Policy & Government Relations 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 

1512 Willow Lane, Davis, CA 95616 

1111 19th Street NW, Suite 402, Washington, DC 20036 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3530CFTB/DC-Ariei-Rios-AO 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with NextEra Energy: Reg Reform 
Categories: Red Category 
Start Date/Time: Mon 5/8/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 5/8/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Required: Bolen, Brittany 
Gunasekara, Mandy 

Cc: Kime, Robin Germann, Sandy 
Carolyn Irving, Vema 

Inge, 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call Robin 
Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: I'm reaching out on behalf of a coalition of companies, including our client NextEra 
Energy, who have aligned on a few specific regulatory reform ideas, including WOTUS, NSR, 
and 316(b). 

Attendees 

Carrie Jenks, Senior Vice President, MJB&A 

Ray Butts, Director of Permitting, NextEra Energy 

Lauren Sher, Senior Manager of Governmental Affairs, NextEra Energy 

Mark Bowles, Director, Environmental Reporting & Climate, Entergy 

Ann Loomis, Director, Federal Public Policy, Dominion 

Melissa Lavinson, Vice President, Federal Affairs and Policy and Chief Sustainability Officer, 
PG&E 

Michelle Barlow, Environmental Policy Specialist, PG&E 
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Contact: 

JAY CRANFORD 

l l K D.C. 
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From: Minoli, Kevin 
Location: 4045, 6013, 7500, and 7530 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Adobe Connect link added: OGC All Hands Meeting (Call in number: 1-866-299-3188, Code: 
202-564-5551) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 5/4/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 5/4/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Hello OGC: 

Anyone connecting to the OGC ALL Hands via Adobe Connect (link below) should not call into 
the 866 audio conference call in number to avoid sound feedback problems. 

We would like to be able to see our remote and teleworking OGC staff on the screen via Adobe 
Connect, so please tum on your video-cameras for this meeting. 

http ://epawebconferencing.acms.com/ogcallhands05042017/ 

OGC Colleagues: The Quarterly All Hands meeting will not be in room 1153 WJC East due to 
the unavailability of video-teleconference or data connections there due to the renovations of the 
room. However, we will stick to the May 4 date to give our invited guests time to prepare and 
certainty on all of our calendars. 

We look forward to introducing our new Deputy General Counsels, as well as, other members of 
the Administrator's Office team. Also, remember if you have any questions you would like 
addressed by the OGC management team, but are uncomfortable raising them publicly, you 
should feel free to place them in the OGC suggestion box located in the 7th Floor large pantry. 
Thank you. 
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Regions: Please inform RTP on which room you will be using if connecting via video. Thank 
you. 
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Office of General Counsel (OGC) Quarterly All-Hands Meeting 

Locations: 

WJCN 4045 

WJCN 6013 

WJCN 7500 

WJCN 7530 

Telework/Remote via Adobe Connect: 

May4,2017 

10AM-12PM 

AGENDA 

http:// epawebconferencing.acms.com/ ogcallhands05042017/ 

Adobe Connect users do not call into the 866 audio conference call in number to avoid sound 

feedback problems. We would like to be able to see our remote and teleworking OGC staff on 

the screen via Adobe Connect, so please turn on your video-cameras for this meeting. 

Please use teleconference only if you have technical difficulty connecting to Adobe Connect. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~?.~~J.~~~y~-~¥:.~~~~~~~~~~~~J 

10:00 GROUND 11RULES"/HOW THIS WILL WORK .................................................... Rich Albores (in 4045) 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ............................................................................. Kevin Minoli (in 4045) 

....................................................................................................................... EI$e Packard (in 6013) 

10:15: OGC DEPUTY GC REMARKS .......................................................................... Justin Schwab (in 7530) 

.................................................................................................................... David Fotouhi (in 7500) 

10:30: INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS ..................................................................... (in each conference room) 

........... Samantha Dravis, Assoc. Administrator OP .................................... by Kevin Minoli (in 4045) 

........... Brittany Bolen, Dep. Assoc. Administrator OP ................................ by Kevin Minoli (in 4045) 

........... Byron Brown, Dep. Chief of Staff OA ............................................. by Elise Packard (in 6013) 

........... Mandy Gunasekara, Senior Advisor ............................................. by Justin Schwab (in 7530) 

........... Sarah Greenwalt, Senior Advisor ................................................. by David Fotouhi (in 7500) 

11:00: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS WITH GUESTS ...................................................................... AII. ........... . 

11:15 CLOSING REMARKS ......................................................................................... Kevin Minoli (in 4045) 

11:20 4000) 
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From: Elam Harden, Sonya 
Location: Conference call: Dial in below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: S02 attainment in Indiana 
Start Date/Time: Wed 8/9/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 8/9/2017 2:00:00 PM 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Discussion with Mr. Craig Glidden ofGM- Dial1-855-564-1700; Cont. Ext. 1104438; Code: 
234567 
Start Date/Time: Mon 4/24/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 4/24/2017 7:20:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: I wanted to thank you again for making time in your busy schedule to speak at 
ISRI's recent CEO meeting. The members and staff found your presentation to be very 
helpful and engaging. We appreciate the administration's willingness to listen to our 
ideas and questions. As a follow up to your presentation, we would like to request a 
brief meeting with you and a small group of ISRI members (and staff). The topic would 
be the crumb rubber issue. To provide a little more background, there are two CEOs 
from the biggest synthetic turf/playground companies, (ISRI members), who would like 
to share their compelling stories with you and get the EPA's perspective moving 
forward. 

Attendees: Billy Johnson; Kristin Strobel; Robin Wiener; Loren Monroe; William Crozer; 
Chris Bedell, from the David Joseph Company (DJJ) 

Contact: 

Kristin Strobel 
Director of State Affairs 
BGR Government Affairs, LLC 

B 
The Homer Building 
Eleventh Floor South 
601 Thirteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
Direct: (202) 661.6324 
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Fax: (202) 833-9392 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: RFS Meeting with the National Association of Convenience Stores (NACS) and the Society of 
Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 4/28/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 4/28/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Hi 

Please add this from Samantha's calendar, thank you. 

Topic: RFS Meeting with the National Association of Convenience Stores (NACS) and the 
Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America (SIGMA) 

Date: 4/28 

Time: 11:30- 12:00 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Gunasekara, 

Cc: Kime, Robin Germann, Sandy 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other matters call Robin 
Kime (202)564-6587. 

4 Attendees: 

'--"--''--''--''--''--'Two senior executives from Quik Trip, including the company's chief supply officer 
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Contact: 

R. Timothy Columbus, Steptoe & Johnson LLP, 1330 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, 
D.C. 20036. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the National Automobile Dealers Association 
Start Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 9/14/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Purpose: Discuss the regulatory structure for mobile source GHGs. 

Attendees: 

Douglas Greenhaus, NADA regulatory Counsel 

Andrew Koblenz, NADA General Counsel 

POC: 

Douglas Greenhaus 

Chief Regulatory Counsel, 

Environment, Health, and Safety 

National Automobile Dealers Association 

0 703.821.7040 

f 703.448.5824 
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8400 Westpark Drive 

Tysons, VA 22102 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Discussion with Rebecca Rosen and Jeff Weiss 
Start Date/Time: Mon 8/7/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 8/7/2017 3:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: Rebecca Rosen and Jeff Weiss, former Associate Administrator ofOIRA under Cass 
Sunstein. 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: OCR 3530 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Members of the Trade Association Liaison Council, Manufacturing Action Council, 
and Regulatory Improvement Council- agenda/attendees attached 
Start Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 5/9/2017 2:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

E. Blair Shipp 

Director of Communications 

Valis Associates, LLC 

1101 17th Street, NW, Suite 608, Washington DC 20036 

(0) 202.393.5055 (C) 703.350.2021 
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Policy Roundtable with Samantha Dravis 

EPA's Office of Policy 

Tuesday, May gth at lOAM 

William Jefferson Clinton North 

Agenda: 

Bret Manley, AAR: EPA's proposed denial of petitions to change the RFS Point of Obligation (EPA-HQ-OAR-2016-0544) 

Paul Noe, AF&PA: 1) Human Health Water Quality Criteria; (2) Carbon Neutrality of Biomass; (3) Air Permit Streamlining; (4) 

Government Procurement Policies; and (5) Boiler MACT 

Amanda Nguyen & Suzanne Hartigan, /FRA-NA: TSCA, specifically new chemicals review 

Cindy Squires & Joe O'Donnell, IWPA: Formaldehyde Emission Standards for Composite Wood Products regulation 

Rich Bozek, EEl: Waters of the US and Effluent Guidelines 

Attendees: 

David Schwietert Executive Vice President of Federal and Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers 
Government Relations and Public Policy 

Marie Clark Counsel, Government Affairs American Coatings Association 

MJ Carrabba Manager, Government and Industry Affairs American Composites Manufacturers 
Association 

Paul Noe Vice President for Public Policy American Forest and Paper Association 

Bret Manley Government Affairs Association of American Railroads 

Charlotte Skidmore Senior Director, Environmental & Association of Home Appliance 
Sustainability Policy Manufacturers 

Jennifer Cleary Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs Association of Home Appliance 
Manufacturers 

Rich Bozek Director, Environmental and Health & Safety Edison Electric Institute 
Policy 

Amanda Nguyen Director, Government Affairs & Legal I FRANA- the fragrance association 

Suzanne Hartigan Director of Science & Regulatory Policy I FRANA- the fragrance association 

Andrea Hart General Counsel International Bakers Association 

Emily Lyons Director of Regulatory Affairs and Counsel International Dairy Foods Association 

Joe O'Donnell Director, Government Affairs International Wood Products Association 

Cindy Squires President & CEO International Wood Products Association 

Kristine Heine Consultant Kohler 

Rachel Jones Director of Energy and Resources Policy National Association of Manufacturers 

Lorraine Gershman Vice President, Regulatory Affairs National Oilseed Processors Association 

Omar Nashashibi Government Affairs Precision Metalforming Association 

Robert Helminiak Managing Director of Government Relations Society of Chemical Manufacturers & 
Affiliates 

Ed Thomas Director of Regulatory Affairs The Fertilizer Institute 

Dain Hansen Senior Vice President of Government The IAPMO Group 
Relations 

Billy Johnson Government Affairs The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc 

Kevin Koonce Vice President of Government Affairs The Vinyl Institute 

Wayne Valis President & CEO Valis Associates LLC 

Maura Valis Vice President Valis Associates LLC 

Blair Shipp Director of Communications Valis Associates LLC 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause [CAA Section 
112(r)(1 )] 
Start Date/Time: Fri 12/8/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 12/8/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Richard Gupton, Agricultural Retailers Association 

Jennifer Gibson, National Association of Chemical Distributors 

Susan Flanagan, Institute of Makers of Explosives 

Jeff Gunnulfsen, American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers 

Peter Lidiak, International Liquid Terminals Association 

Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association (ARA), which represents the nation's 
agricultural retailer and distributors to meet with a group of trade associations to discuss 
the General Duty Clause, as codified in section 112(r)(1) of the Clean Air Act. The trade 
associations that are part of this coalition include ARA, American Fuel & Petrochemical 
Manufacturers, Corn Refiners Association, Institute of Makers of Explosives, 
International Liquid Terminals Association, National Association of Chemical 
Distributors, and National Oilseed Processors Association. 

Contact: 

Richard Gupton 
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Senior Vice President, Public Policy & Counsel 

Agricultural Retailers Association 

1156 15th Street, NW 1 Suite 500 1 Washington, D.C. 20005 

Direct: 202.595.16991 Main: 202.457.0825 1 Fax: 202.457.0864 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: BP 
Start Date/Time: Mon 4/10/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 4/10/2017 9:00:00 PM 

Hi 

Would you add this from Samantha's calendar today please. 

Vema, would you escort them to the conference room please? Thanks! 

Date: Today 

Topic: BP 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Time: 4:30-5:00 p.m. 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Edward G. Hild: State Permitting for Natural Gas Pipelines when EPA has 404 
Authority 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/19/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/19/2017 7:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

From: Hild, Edward l~==~=··'-'·~="'-====~J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29,2017 2:27PM 
To: Kime, Robin 
Subject: RE: Question and Meeting Request -Edward G. Hild 

From: Hild, Edward l~=.:.~=.:..:.=.:.c:=~===~J 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28,2017 9:21AM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: Question and Meeting Request 

Hi Samantha- I hope this note finds you well. By way of quick background, I most recently 
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served as Senator Murkowski' s Chief of Staff and for a number of years before that with Senator 
Domenici. A couple of questions: 1) does the EPA maintain involvement in the state permitting 
process for natural gas pipelines when EPA has delegated administration of the federal 404 
program- a client is asking and if so would a meeting with the right staff/staffers be appropriate, 
if you are not the correct person? 2) could you please direct me to the appropriate person for a 
meeting on the North American Emission Control Area for Marine Vessels on behalf of a 
different client. Thank you for your time and indulgence. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Ed 

Edward G. Hild 

T 202.452.5480 
F 202.452.7989 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: RFS and RMP Discussion with Brendan Williams of PBF Energy 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/12/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/12/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

PBF 

NW 

Suite South 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A William Jefferson Clinton North 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Competitive Enterprise Institute President Kent Lassman 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 9/29/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Amanda France 

202.331.2764 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Larry Schafer- Biodiesel CEOs to Discuss RFS 
Start Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Topic: Meeting with Larry Schafer - Biodiesel CEOs to Discuss RFS 

Date: 4/13 

Time: 1:00- 1:30 

Location: 3500 WJCN ( 4 attendees) 

Attendees: 

1. Gene Gebolys, CEO World Energy- 230 million gallons ofbiodiesel production 

2. Jonathan Phillips, COO and General Counsel at Renewable Biofuels, Inc. - 175 million 
gallons of biodiesel production 

3. Scott Lewis, Executive Vice President, Commercial Operations+ Strategy- 110 million 
gallons of biodiesel production 

4. Manning Feraci, President Playmaker Strategies 

5. Anne Steckel, Vice President of Federal Affairs, National Biodiesel Board 

6. Larry Schafer, CEO Playmaker Strategies 

Contact: 

Larry Schafer 

Principal 

Playmaker Strategies, LLC 

750 Ninth St., NW, Suite 650 
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Washington, DC 20001 

Phone: (202)997-8072 

Email: 

Www: 

From: Larry Schafer L=======~~========~"'~ 
Sent: Wednesday, AprilS, 2017 5:22PM 
To: Bolen, Brittany 
Cc: Manning Feraci 
Subject: Follow up-- Request for Meeting- Biodiesel 
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<< OLE Object: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap)>> 

From: Larry Schafer ~=~~=c-==~======'"'-'J 
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 2:39 PM 
To: 'jackson.ryan@epa.gov' 
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Cc: 'Manning Feraci- Playmaker Strategies \!.l.!!~~~!E!.X.!.L'!:!~~~~~~' 
Subject: Follow up -- Request for Meeting - Biodiesel 

<< OLE Object: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap)>> 
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From: Larry Schafer "'-'-"==~='-'===~======"'-'J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 5:15PM 
To: 'jackson.ryan@epa.gov' 
Cc: Manning Feraci - Playmaker Strategies \!J.!I~~~!Ei'L!.L'!:!~~~~~~' 
Subject: Request for Meeting - Biodiesel 

Ryan, 

Larry Schafer here with Playmaker Strategies, we represent a handful of companies that produce 
over 300 million gallons ofbiodiesel. 

Our clients, Gene Gebolys from World Energy and Scott Lewis from Biox will be in Washington 
DC on Thursday, April 13 and Friday, April 14. 

Mr. Gebolys and Mr. Lewis run well-established biodiesel companies-- combined these two 
companies have plants in five states and Canada (Texas, Mississippi, Georgia, Pennsylvania, 
Massachusetts and Ontario) 
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We would like to bring them by for a short meeting to discuss the 2018 Renewable Fuels 
Standards (RFS) and specifically the Advanced Biofuels part of that program. 

Might you have a few minutes to meet on either of those days? 

Please let us know. Thank you. 

Larry Schafer 

Principal 

Playmaker Strategies, LLC 

750 Ninth St., NW, Suite 650 

Washington, DC 20001 

Phone: (202)997-8072 

Email: 

Www: 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with BP America to Discuss Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Mon 8/28/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 8/28/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

David J. van Hoogstraten, Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs (Environmental) 

Robert Stout, Vice president and Head of Regulatory Affairs, BP America 

Jim Nolan, Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs, BP America 

Contact: 

David J. van Hoogstraten 

Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs (Environmental) 

BP America Inc. 

1101 New York Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

Direct: 202 457 6596 

Mobile: 202 277 5840 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Small Refineries (re: RFS hardship exemption) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 8/15/2017 3:00:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as 
you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call 202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

A coalition of small refineries would like to discuss the RFS hardship exemption. 

Attendees: 

To follow 

Contact: 

Susan Butler 

Capitol Resources LLC 

915 Prince Street 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

(703)739-5860 (office) 

(703)298-2826 (cell) 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Consumers Union re: NGOs Regarding GHG Standards for Vehicles 
Start Date/Time: Tue 8/1/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 8/1/2017 6:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Carol Lee Rawn 

Jack Gillis 

Therese Langer 

Shannon Saker-Branstetter 

David Friedman 

Request: Please see attached. A brief meeting to discuss the consumer, investor, and 
economic implications of potential changes to the GHG standards for light-duty vehicles. 

Contact: 

Shannon Saker-Branstetter 

Policy Counsel, Energy and Environment 

Consumers Union, Policy and Action from Consumer Reports 

1101 17th Street, NW, Suite 500 

Washington, DC 20036 
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Administrator Scott Pruitt 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of the Administrator #1101A 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Administrator Pruitt: 

May 30, 2017 

On behalf of the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Ceres, Consumer 
Federation of America, and Consumers Union, we request a meeting with you to discuss the 
consumer and economic benefits of light-duty vehicle greenhouse gas standards administered 
by the EPA. 

As you know, the 2017-2025 standards were agreed upon in 2011 by a remarkably diverse 
group of stakeholders. Automakers, suppliers, small business, labor, investor, consumer, 
efficiency, and national security groups, were all represented in the decision-making process. 
Last month, news reports indicated an association representing automakers met with you to 
present its perspective and requests for your agency's action on the second phase of the 
program for MY 2022-2025. As the mid-term review for the second phase moves forward, our 
groups would also like the opportunity to present our perspectives, research, and data to inform 
the decision-making process prior to the issuance of the determination. 

Greenhouse gas standards for light-duty vehicles are critically important to lowering fuel costs 
for struggling middle class families across the country, have been proven to support job creation 
and innovation, and, of course, improve air quality. Weakening the standards will have a 
damaging impact on the global and national competitiveness of U.S. auto industry, consumer 
welfare, and the American economy at large. 

We look forward to hearing from your office in the near future confirming your interest and 
availability to meet with us. Please contact Shannon Saker-Branstetter at 202-462-6262 or 
sbaker-branstetter@consumer.org. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Saker-Branstetter 
Policy Counsel 
Consumers Union 

Jack Gillis 
Director of Public Affairs 
Consumer Federation of America 
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Carol Lee Rawn 
Director of Transportation 
Ceres 

Therese Langer 
Transportation Program Director 
American Council for an Energy-Efficient 
Economy 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Follow-up Meeting with Iron & Steel re: NSR 
Start Date/Time: Mon 8/21/2017 7:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 8/21/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Objective: Discuss the NSR program. 

Contact: 

Paul Balserak 

Vice President, Environment 

American Iron and Steel Institute 

25 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Suite 800 

Washington, DC 20001 

202 452-7122 (office) 

703 969-1789 (mobile) 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Presidents of North America's Building Trades Union and United Association: 
Permitting and Construction of Infrastructure 
Start Date/Time: Wed 8/30/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 8/30/2017 6:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: TBD 

Request: On behalf of the combined 3.5 million members of the United Association (UA) 
and North America's Building Trade Unions (NABTU), I request the pleasure of a 
meeting with you, President Mark McManus of LIUNA and President Sean McGarvey of 
NABTU on July 5th 2017. UA and NABTU members care about infrastructure; and that is 
what we would like to discuss with you. Our members often benefit from the good 
paying jobs that are a byproduct of development and deployment of all types of 
infrastructure, from pipelines, to highways and waterways. UA and NABTU have a track 
record of supporting projects that will create union jobs and we maintain an all of the 
above approach to energy development. 

We are particularly enthused to see the department's efforts to streamline project 
permitting. An acceleration of permitting and construction of infrastructure carries with it 
the potential to create thousands of jobs with extensive economic multiplier effects 
across the United States economy. Specifically we would like to discuss how we work 
together on the Administration's infrastructure development agenda and share our ideas 
for public policy that will further our mutual goals: jobs and a growing economy. 

Contact: 

Casey O'Shea 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call with Joe Stanko to Discuss Ozone- Call: 1-855-564-1700; Extension: 1104438; 
Participant Code: 234567 
Start Date/Time: Tue 7/25/2017 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 7/25/2017 3:00:00 PM 

.. Joseph Stanko 

Partner 

p 202.955.1529 

Hunton & Williams LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20037 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Mining Sector Rules 
Start Date/Time: Wed 4/5/2017 3:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 4/5/2017 3:45:00 PM 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers to Discuss HFCs and the 
SNAP Program 
Start Date/Time: Wed 9/27/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 9/27/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: TBD 

Request: I'm sure you saw the recent court ruling on HFCs and the SNAP program and I know 
you are busier than heck, but it really would be beneficial if I could meet with you on this when I 
am in DC the week of Aug 21. We are already hearing from senior leaders from our appliance 
manufacturers. Can you meet with me to discuss this? I am not expecting any final decisions 
from you at this early stage. I just think we need to understand the possible scenarios and 
possible impacts of each as you weigh your options. I will be meeting with CARB shortly, 
too. PS - also as a heads up we are discussing the likelihood of some of our CEOs coming to DC 
in Sept/Oct to meet with a few key Trump Administration leaders, and Administrator Pruitt 
would hopefully be one of those meetings we would be able to coordinate. 

Contact: 

Kevin Messner 

Senior Vice President, Policy & Government Relations 

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers 

1512 Willow Lane, Davis, CA 95616 

1111 19th Street NW, Suite 402, Washington, DC 20036 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3528 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting - WPX Energy 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/26/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/26/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Concerned about the QuadOa regulations and affects on WPX Energy's operations. 

Attendees: 

Jeff Wilson WPX Energy 

Bill McGrath BHFS 

Luke Johnson BHFS 

Contact: 

William J. McGrath 

Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP 

1155 F Street N.W., Suite 1200 
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Washington, DC 20004 

202.383.4703 tel 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3530CFTB/DC-Ariei-Rios-AO 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with EEl's Environmental Leadership CEOs 
Start Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 2:45:00 PM 

Hi 

Would you add this from Samantha's calendar please? Thanks 

Topic: Meeting with EEl's Environmental Leadership CEOs 

Date: 4/13 

Time: 10:00-10:45 

Location: 3530 WJCN or one of the rooms above it (12 external attendees) 

Cc: Kime, Robin Germann, Sandy 
Carolyn Irving, Vema 

Attendees: 

'Y · Chuck Barlow, Entergy 
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y• Skiles Boyd, DTE Energy 

y• Maureen Gannon, PNM Resources 

y• Jack lhle, Xcel Energy 

y• Ann Loomis, Dominion 

y• John McManus, AEP 

y• Louis Renjel, Duke Energy 

y• Usha Turner, OG&E 

Y · Cathy Woollums, Berkshire Hathaway Energy 

Y · Emily Fisher, EEl General Counsel 

Y · Quin Shea, VP, Environment 

y· Kathy Steckelberg, VP, Government Affairs 

Emily Fisher, EEl General Counsel 

Quin Shea, VP, Government Affairs 

Kathy Steckelberg, VP, Government Affairs 

From: Shea, Quin L~'!l_U~~L~~'l\:;,',;;'"'~~l';SJ 
Sent: Tuesday, April4, 2017 9:27AM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: RE: Following Up on EEl Board Meeting 
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Good morning Samantha. Recognizing that the overall situation at the agency remains fluid and 
a beehive of activity, I nonetheless trust that you are easing in and fully in control! 

We've been communicating regularly with OG&E's Sean Trauschke, who in tum spoke recently 
with Ryan about scheduling a meeting between the Administrator and EEl's environmental 
leadership CEOs. We'll work directly with Ryan on the specifics of that session. In the interim, 
however, these same CEOs are requesting that EEl assemble a small group of their senior 
company staff to come in and meet with you and your colleagues. From our perspective, this 
session would focus on key substantive and process (e.g., permitting and siting) issues, as well as 
the general EPA institutional landscape. When you get a moment, could you call me to discuss 
this item? 

Thanks again for your past courtesies and I look forward to speaking with you soon. Best, Quin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Quinlan J. Shea, III (Quin) 

Vice President, Environment 

Edison Electric Institute 

701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20004 
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202-508-5027 
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From: Gunasekara, Mandy 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North) Please call 202-564-1016 for escort (3528) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting - Invariant/EPA 
Start Date/Time: Thur 7/20/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 7/20/2017 6:45:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Meeting request as the Administrator is unavailable with Hudson Technologies. 

Montreal Protocol phase outs and allocations, as well as SNAP 

Attendees: 

Kevin Zugibe, President and CEO, Hudson Technologies 

Brian Coleman, COO and Director, Hudson Technologies 

Ben Klein, Invariant 

Kelli Ripp, Invariant 

Contact: 

Kelli Ripp 

Invariant 
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(Heather Podesta+ Partners is now Invariant) 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Arconic/CAFE 
Start Date/Time: Thur 4/6/2017 7:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 4/6/2017 8:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Hi Russell-

Thanks for your email. I'm happy to meet with you and the Arconic folks. Carolyn, please work 
with Russell to schedule a time for Samantha and I to meet with them on Thursday. 

Best, 

Brittany 

Brittany Bolen 

Deputy Associate Administrator, Office of Policy 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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From: Thomasson, Russell (WAS-CAS) L===~===~===~~~ 
Sent: Monday, April3, 2017 8:49AM 
To: Bolen, Brittany 
Subject: Arconic/CAFE meeting request 

Hi Brittany, I don't think we ever met when we were on the Hill, but I worked for Comyn for a long time until I 
decided to headed to the swamp. Ryan gave me your name and said you were working CAFE issues. We represent 
Arconic (they spun off from Alcoa) which manufactures aluminum parts for the automotive industry. They are a 
$12.5 billion company with 23,000 employees across the United States. They are very interested in the CAFE way 
forward and wanted to come in and give someone their input as major a supplier to the auto industry. Could I bother 
you for a meeting on Thursday, April 6? I would be happy to work around your schedule. It would be me and a 
represenative from Arconic. Thanks for your consideration. Russ 

Executive Vice President 
733 Tenth Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20001 

202.585.2554 (direct) 
202.826.4491 (cell) 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the intended recipient 
(or authorized to receive this message for the intended recipient), you may not use, copy, disseminate or disclose to 
anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please 
advise the sender by reply e-mail, and delete the message 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call with Dennis Hedke- Dial: 316-295-4675 
Start Date/Time: Fri 7/28/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 7/28/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Contact: dehed2 <dehed2@gmail.com 
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From: Drue Pearce 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Mr. Ed Kerr, Armstrong, with Sarah Greenwalt and Samantha Dravis at EPA; accompanied by 
H&H's Kyle Parker and Drue Pearce (tentative) with Kelly Johnson (tentative) Meeting is at 11:15 AM 
Start Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 3:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 4:00:00 PM 

Please bring your IDs and enter EPA at the WJC North entrance, to the right of the federal triangle metro 
entrance off 12th street. Ideally allow 10 minutes to clear Security. Have them call202-564-4332 to be 
escorted to the conference room, 3500 WJC N. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Brian Jennings, Executive VP of ACE to Discuss Biofuel Priorities 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/19/2017 7:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/19/2017 8:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Brian Jennings, Executive Vice President of the American Coalition of Ethanol 

Jonathon Lehman, Consultant for the American Coalition for Ethanol. 

Request: Brian Jennings, executive vice president of ACE, is going to be in town next week. 
We wanted to touch base and see whether we could pop in and visit with you about ACE biofuel 
priorities given we were able to connect during the ACE fly-in in March. 

Contact: 

Jonathon Lehman <jonathon@americancapitolgroup.com> 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meet and Greet with the Vinyl Institute 
Start Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 4:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Would you add this from Samantha's calendar tomorrow please? Thanks 

Topic: Meet and Greet with the Vinyl Institute 

Date: Tomorrow- 3/30 

Time: 12:15-12:30 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Cc: Kime, Robin Germann, Sandy 
Carolyn Irving, Vema 
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Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Stuart Jolly 

President 

LTC, US Army (ret) 

Sonoran Policy Group, LLC 

Mobile: 405-514-0514 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Tesla to Discuss MTE Process Fuel Economy Standards 
Start Date/Time: Tue 7/25/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 7/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: Joseph Mendelson 

Request: Connecting at the urging of Mandy to discuss the MTE process and all things 
fuel economy/GHG vehicle standards. 

Contact: Joseph Mendelson 1 Senior Counsel 1 Policy and Business Development 
601 13th Street, NW, gth Fl. N. I Washington, DC 20005 
c 703.244.1724 1 e jmendelson@tesla.com 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Call w/ Pete Regan Dial In# (712) 770-4010 Access 10:983512 
Start Date/Time: Fri 3/31/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 3/31/2017 2:15:00 PM 

Hi Carolyn, 

Here is the information for this Friday's call at lOam ET with Pete Regan. 

Dial In#: (712) 770-4010 

Access ID: 983512 

Thank you for helping get this set. We appreciate you all. 

Regan 
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-----Original Appointment-----
From: Inge, Carolyn On Behalf Of='-'-====~~'--'=-~ 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29,2017 7:46AM 
To: Regan Robertson; Pete Regan 
Cc: Inge, Carolyn; Kime, Robin; Irving, Vema 
Subject: Request for a 10 min Call w/ Pete Regan 
When: Friday, March 31, 2017 10:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 
Canada). 
Where: 3513A 

Hi Regan, 

Thanks for the follow up. Yes, Carolyn please schedule some time for a call. 

I will plan to attend the reception. 

Best, 

Samantha 

From: rrnh01·h:cr'" 

Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 2:31 PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Cc: Pete Regan 
Subject: Request for 5 min Call 

Hi Ms. Dravis! 

Hope you are doing well. I have a couple things for you: 

1. Attached is document Pete Regan provided when you met at EPA on Tuesday, March 7. 
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Pete would like to know if you have time for a brief ( 5-l 0 mins) phone call in the next 
couple days in regards to the memo. 

2. General Pruitt is joining DEPA for a small reception next Monday, April 3 at 5:30pm, and 
we would love for you to come by if your schedule permits. We are confirming location 
today and I will share as soon as we do so! 

Thank you so much for your time and I look forward to being in touch. 

Respectfully, 

Regan Robertson 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Scott Jepsen Vice President of External Affairs for ConocoPhillips Alaska- Call: 1-855-564-
1700; Extension: 11 04438; Participant Code: 234567 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/19/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/19/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: Scott Jepsen will be in town to testify before the House Energy and Minerals 
Subcommittee on Tuesday and I wanted to bring him in to discuss the Small Remote 
Incinerators issue. We have talked a little about this previously and we wanted to follow 
up. Scott is Vice President of External Affairs for ConocoPhillips Alaska and has been 
with the company for a very long time. We would welcome the opportunity to meeting 
with you. 

Attendees: 

In the room: 

Kevin Avery, Federal Government Affairs 

Kjersten Drager, Federal Government Affairs 

Scott Jepsen, V.P. External Affairs, Alaska 

On phone (Alaska): 

David Wulf, Manager, Health, Safety and Environment 

Brad Thomas, New Development Coordinator 

Jon Goltz, Counsel, Alaska (tentative) 

Contact: Kevin J. A very 

Manager, Federal Government Affairs 
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ConocoPhillips 

325 yth Street, N. W., 121h Floor 

Washington, D.C. 20004 

202-833-0914 (Direct) 

202-304-0467 (Mobile) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Meeting 
Start Date/Time: Tue 8/8/2017 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 8/8/2017 3:00:00 PM 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting -US Poultry and Egg Association 
Start Date/Time: Tue 7/11/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 7/11/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 1332 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Follow up on CERCLA/EPCRA litigation regarding CAPOs air emission court decision 

(Waterkeeper Alliance, et al. v. EPA, No. 09-1017, April 11, 2017). 

One highly pertinent and timely item of which Mandy should be aware is Tuesday's (July 3) DC 
Circuit's denial of the industry's petition for a rehearing of the court's earlier decision on the 
agency's EPCRA/CERCLA reporting exemption. The 1-page order is attached for reference. 

Attendees: 

Paul Bredwell, US Poultry & Egg Association 

Michael Formica, National Pork Producers Council 

Tom Hebert, United Egg Producers 

Christian Richter, US Poultry & Egg Association I National Turkey Federation 

Andrew Walmsley, American Farm Bureau Federation 

Scott Yager, National Cattlemen's Beef Association 
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Jamie Jonker, National Milk Producers Federation 

Lisa Van Doren, National Council of Farmer Cooperatives 

Contact: 

Christian Richter 

U.S. Poultry & Egg Association 

National Turkey Federation 

The Policy Group 

1800 M Street NW 

Suite 400 South 

Washington, DC 20036 

(202) 257-0250 direct 
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Unita::l States Court of App:Bis 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

No. 09-1017 

Waterkeeper Alliance, et al., 

Petitioners 

V. 

Environmental Protection Agency, 

Respondent 

National Chicken Council, et al., 
Intervenors 

Consolidated with 09-11 04 

September Term, 2016 

EPA-73FR76948 

Filed On: July 3, 2017 

BEFORE: Brown and Srinivasan, Circuit Judges; Williams, Senior Circuit 
Judge 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of the petition of respondent-intervenors National Pork 
Producers Council's ("NPPC") and U.S. Poultry & Egg Association's ("U.S. Poultry") for 
panel rehearing filed on June 2, 2017; and petitioners' motion to strike Declaration of 
Timothy R. Gablehouse filed by NPPC and U.S. Poultry in support of their petition for 
rehearing, the opposition thereto, and the reply, it is 

ORDERED that the petition be denied. It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that the motion to strike be dismissed as moot. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Per Curiam 

FOR THE COURT: 
Mark J. Langer, Clerk 

BY: /s/ 
Michael C. McGrail 
Deputy Clerk 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3528 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Noble Energy/EPA 
Start Date/Time: Thur 7/20/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 7/20/2017 9:00:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Discuss Ozone and OOOOa 

Attendees: 

Bob Bemis, Kate Fay and Chad Calvert- all with Noble Energy. 

Contact: 

Kate Fay 

Manager, Environmental and Regulatory Policy 

Noble Energy, Inc. 

1625 Broadway, Suite 2200 

Denver, Colorado 80202 
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303.910.2830 (cell) 

720.587.2397 (office) 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3528 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting- Marathon/EPA (re: Tier 3 Gasoline) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 7/13/2017 1:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 7/13/2017 2:00:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

On Thursday, July 13, our Fuels Manager, Fred Walas, will be in Washington D.C. I wanted to 
see if you would be available to meet with us on Thursday morning to discuss Tier 3 gasoline 
and do a 101. 

Attendees: 

Michael Birsic - Government Affairs at Marathon 

Guy Beeman - Government Affairs at Marathon 

Fred Walas - Fuels Technology Manager at Marathon 

Contact: 

Michael Birsic 

Marathon Petroleum Corporation 

1201 F Street, NW, Suite 625 
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Washington, DC 20004 

Direct: 202-442-2459 

Cell: 202-213-2548 

Fax:202-442-2492 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3528 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Daimler North America I EPA 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/5/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/5/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Hi Mandy-

Hope all is well with you. We were slated to host your boss in a week or so over at our Mercedes
Benz USI plant in Alabama, but unfortunately the scheduling kind of unraveled and it's a no-
go. Hopefully we find another date down the road! 

In the meantime, I was wondering if you might have some time to meet with me and my 
colleague, Bill Craven who handles regulatory affairs? Bill is really the point person here in DC 
for Mercedes-Benz on all things GHG, Mid-Term Review-related. Was wondering if you have 
some time over the next week or so for a meeting? I know Bill would like to meet you and give 
you an update on our views related to GHG/CAFE issues. 

Attendees: 

To follow 

Contact: 
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Joanna Foust 
General Manager--Federal Affairs 
Daimler North America Corp. 
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Suite 825 
Washington, DC 20006 
ph: 202-649-4506 
cell: 202-281-9109 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: Call Todd at 206-963-3409 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: lntro Call with Todd Myers of the Washington Policy Center 
Start Date/Time: Wed 8/23/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 8/23/2017 7:30:00 PM 

tmyers@washingtonpolicy .org 

August 10 at 1:30 East Coast/1 0:30 Pacific. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with WM Waste Management: Clean Air Act Rules for MSW Landfills 
Start Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 4/13/2017 7:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Dear Ms. Dravis and Mr. Sugiyama: 

At the suggestion of Al Collins of Occidental Petroleum (Oxy), who met with you last week and 
now sings your praises, I am writing to request a meeting with you at your earliest convenience 
to discuss a set of rules promulgated by EPA pursuant to Section Ill (b) and (d) of the Clean Air 
Act that impose revised performance standards for both new and existing municipal solid waste 
(MSW) landfills. The regulations were promulgated as part of President Obama's Climate 
Action Plan: Strategy to Reduce Methane Emissions. 

Waste Management, along with Republic Services, the National Waste & Recycling Association 
and the Solid Waste Association of North America (associations representing both public and 
private organizations and professionals) identified a number of substantial issues of law and 
policy with the new rules, including overlap and conflict with existing rules governing the same 
landfill sources. We have asked EPA to stay, reconsider and revise the two climate-related 
rules. We petitioners have also challenged the new rules in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
D.C. Circuit. 

The landfill rules share similarities with other regulations that EPA may reevaluate, including the 
Clean Power Plan and Oil & Gas Rules: 
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~~~~,~~,~The new rule for existing landfills relies on the same Section Ill( d) authority for 
which the Clean Power Plan has been criticized; and 

'--"--'~~'~'---'~ The cost/benefit analyses underpinning the more stringent performance standards in 
the rules rely heavily on the "social cost of methane," which is derived from the "social cost of 
carbon." 

Should the Agency decide to rethink those elements in other rules, we believe it would be 
advisable to reconsider the landfill rules as well. Although we petitioners are prepared to move 
forward with the judicial challenge, we believe a reconsideration of the rules could lead to a 
better outcome without the need for litigation. While rule revisions are our ultimate goal, an 
administrative stay of the rules under the Administrative Procedures Act is critical to avoid 
forcing the regulated community and the states to begin implementing these flawed rules. Many 
states are already engaged in developing their mandated state plans for implementation, which 
are due to the EPA by May 30, so our request for a meeting is time-critical. 

I am attaching a recent letter we petitioners sent to EPA prior to Administrator Pruitt's 
confirmation. It includes our somewhat lengthy administrative petitions. I would be happy to 
follow-up next week by phone to identify a convenient time on your doubtless busy schedules. 
Several participants will be coming from out of town, including a former colleague of Mr. 

Sugiyama, Mack McGuffey of Troutman Sanders, but we can be flexible in accommodating your 
schedules. 

Thank you in advance, and I very much look forward to meeting you. 

Kerry Kelly 

Contact: 

Waste Management 

701 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, #590 
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Washington, DC 20004 

202.639.1218 
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Via Overnight Mail 

National 
ste & Recycling 

ssociationsM 
Collect. Recycle. Innovate. 

2017 

The Honorable Catherine McCabe Sarah 
Administrator 

SOLID WASTE ASSOCIATION 
ol North Amorica 

Administrator 
States 

of 

Protection Agency 

'"'~'•""''~'"''" Mail Code 1101A 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Kevin Minoli 

RE: 

Dear Ms. 

Avenue, N. W. 

DC 20460 

Protection Agency 

N.W. 

Suite 4000 

DC 20460 

Office Air and 6101A 
1200 Pennsylvania N.W. 

DC 20460 

Pending Petition for Administrative Reconsideration, Rulemaking, 
Landfill New Source Performance Standards and Emission Guidelines 

Stay of the 

On October 27, 2016, of the waste 

and stay two 

sector private 
EPA to related rules 
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petition. Should you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact any of the 

undersigned at your convenience. 

Kevin J. Kraushaar 
4301 Connecticut Avenue NW #300 
Washington, D.C. 20008 
(202) 364-3743 

Counsel for National Waste & Recycling 
Association 

Carol F. McCabe 
MANKO, GOLD, KATCHER & FOX 
401 City Avenue, Suite 901 
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004 
(484) 430-2304 

Counsel for Waste Management, Inc. and Waste 
Management Disposal Services of Pennsylvania, 
Inc. 

cc: Justin Heminger (DOJ) 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Respectfully submitted, 

Barry S. Shanoff 
1100 Wayne Avenue, Suite 650 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
(301) 585-2898 

Counsel for Solid Waste Association of North 
America 

Carroll W. McGuffey Ill 
M. Buck Dixon 
TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP 
600 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 5200 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
(404) 885-3698 

Counsel for Republic Services, Inc. 
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In 
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w Petitioners note that EPA has failed to include the Comments in A in the dockets for the 
Final that Petitioners submit them. Petitioners have attached the Comments 

ease of review. 

12 
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EPA states: 
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to 

at 

13 Certain aspects ofthe Tier 4 issues identified in Section were to comment. 
such issues add to the burden associated with EPA's ""'"""''"h to Tier 4 in the Final Rules and 

As a Petitioners request that EPA address such issues 
with a reconsideration prc1Ce<:du1g on the other Tier 4 issues identified in this section. 
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to waste mass 

are 
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not every year over 

a 

must 

use 

to 

19 Footnotes a and b to Table HH-1 state the 

"aRecirculated leachate is the total volume ofleachate recirculated from company records or 
en1~1neermg estimates divided the area ofthe of the landfill waste with unit 
conversions. landfills that use leachate recirculation can elect to use the k value of 0.057 rather than 

the recirculated leachate rate. 

46 
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Pursuant to 

are 

a 

same set a 

21 See Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters and Commercial and Industrial 
Solid Waste Incineration Unit- Final rules; 76 Fed. at 28663 18, 
2011) notes that it is the effective date ofthe Source Boiler MACT and the CISWI Rule 
pursuant to the of the Clean Air Act. As <>AJcnaut.o•u 

the EPA to find that is see also 
Sierra Club v 2d 11, 24 the Clean Air Act establishes the process 
which either EPA or a court may stay the effectiveness of a rule it does not its terms or 

uu1~-'w""'"'u limit the of either an agency or a court to exercise its traditional statutory 
under Section 705 of the APA to stay such rules or review. 
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Re: 
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area sources 
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1 FEDERAL REGISTER Vol. No. 90 10, 2006 pp. 27324-27348 
2 Ibid 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3530 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: National Association of Manufacturers 
Start Date/Time: Mon 7/10/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 7/10/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3530 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

Regulatory priorities -Details to follow 

Attendees: 

To follow- roughly 8 from NAM 

Contact: 

Rachel Jones 

Director, Energy and Resources Policy 

National Association of Manufacturers 

(202) 637-3175 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Canadian Energy 
Start Date/Time: Tue 4/4/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 4/4/2017 3:30:00 PM 

Would you set this meeting up from Samantha's calendar? Thank you. 

Topic: Meeting with Canadian Energy 

Date: Tuesday, 4/4 

Time: 11:00- 11:30 a.m. 

Location: 3500 WJC 

Cc: Kime, Robin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

From: Rozsa, Gabe l~~~~'~"'-'"'-'-"'=~:;:~~~~~~~J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 8, 2017 3:31PM 
To: Jackson, Ryan 
Subject: Canadian Energy 
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Ryan, 

I wanted to ask for your advice on whether a meeting with the Administrator or his senior staff 
might be possible to talk about North American energy integration and streamlining 
environmental reviews for cross border energy projects. The meeting would be on either April4 
or 5 with a client who is a leader in the oil sands region of Alberta. As the Trump 
Administration and the Congress rethink the US energy policy, I know integration of North 
American energy, including the role of Canadian oil in helping to meet domestic needs and the 
role of pipelines like KXL is again be on the agenda. Although KXL finally is on track for 
approval, there remain many regulatory issues involved and likely other pipelines issues in the 
future raising issues to consider. We represent a group of Canadian oil companies that are 
drilling for oil in Alberta. Bill McCaffrey, the CEO of MEG Energy and the leading force 
behind our client, the In situ Oil Sands Alliance (IOSA), will be in DC for meetings on April4 
and 5 and I was hoping to schedule time with you or someone you might recommend at EPA to 
discuss next steps toward better integration and North American energy independence. MEG 
and IOSA have done some pioneering work in the in situ process which is estimated to represent 
80% of the available Canadian oil sands resource. A little biographically information about Bill 
can be found which summarizes an award he recently received for his dynamic leadership in 
energy issues including innovative development and transport of the resource. I also expect a 
few other executives from MEG and/or IOSA on the trip. 

Contact: 

Gabe Rozsa 

Managing Director 

Ill 0 Vermont A venue, NW I Suite 1000 I Washington, DC 20005 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North)- Room 3528 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Farm Bureau /EPA 
Start Date/Time: Thur 6/29/2017 7:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 6/29/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Location: 1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW (North) - Room 3528 WJCN 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call202-564-1016 or 202-578-5985 

Request: 

To discuss WOTUS Step #2 

Attendees: 

Amanda Aspatore 

Vice President, Water Law & Policy 

National Mining Association 

202-463-2600 

Chip Murray 

Vice President for Policy & General Counsel 

National Alliance of Forest Owners 
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202-747-0742 

Don Parrish 

Senior Director, Government Relations 

American Farm Bureau Federation 

202-316-3600 

Ellen Steen 

General Counsel & Secretary 

American Farm Bureau Federation 

202-406-3 660 

Peter Tolsdorf 

Senior Counsel 

American Petroleum Institute 

202-682-807 4 

Thomas Ward 

Vice President, Legal Advocacy 
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National Association of Home Builders 

202-266-8230 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Paul Bailey with ACCCE 
Start Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 3/30/2017 2:20:00 PM 

Notes: 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: Robin Kime (202) 564-6587 or the main OP line (202) 564-4332 

>On Mar 26,2017, at 7:17AM, Dravis, Samantha wrote: 

> 

>We have a big day Monday/Tuesday so it would have to be after that, probably 
Thursday. 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

wrote: 

>> 

>> Hi Samantha, 
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>> Paul Bailey with ACCCE was wondering if you have any time to meet next week. 
He's pretty open except Wednesday afternoon. 

>> 

>>Thanks, 

>>Erica 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>>NOTICE TO RECIPIENT 1 This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the 
transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail 
in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

>> 

>> For more information about Orrick, please visit 

>> 

> 

NOTICE TO RECIPIENT 1 This e-mail is meant for only the intended recipient of the 
transmission, and may be a communication privileged by law. If you received this e-mail 
in error, any review, use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. Please notify us immediately of the error by return e-mail and please delete 
this message from your system. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 

For more information about Orrick, please visit 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North) Please call 202-564-3164 (Room 3528) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Alliance for Vehicle Efficiency 
Start Date/Time: Thur 6/22/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 6/22/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Make-up from May 23 

Attendees: 

• Jeff Breneman, Executive Director, Alliance for Vehicle Efficiency 
• Lee Janger, Director for Legislative and Regulatory, Alliance for Vehicle Efficiency 
• Stacey Bernards, Honeywell, Vice President for Government Relations 
• Erika Nielsen, BorgWarner, Director of Global Government Affairs 
• David Lancaster, BorgWarner, Senior Engineer 
• David Cetola, Johnson Matthey, Director of Government Affairs 
• Casey Westhoff, Umicore, Government Affairs 

Discussion Topics: 

• Overview of the Alliance for Vehicle Efficiency (AVE) 
• The automobile supplier industry and where things are headed 
• EPA's Midterm evaluation of emission standards 
• AVE concerns about matters that will impact the supplier industry 
• How AVE and its members can assist EPA (What type of information the auto 

supplier community might be able to provide EPA to assist with the rulemaking?) 

Thank you again for assisting with this meeting. 

-Lee 

Lee J. Janger 

Director, Legislative and Regulatory Affairs 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Discussion with Mr. Ike Scott, President of Scott Bridge Co. 
Start Date/Time: Wed 3/22/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 3/22/2017 3:45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right as 
you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with 
photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Edward Hild: Exemption of Certain Ocean Shipping Vessels from Mandatory 
Fuel Standards 
Start Date/Time: Tue 7/11/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 7/11/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: Now that Congress has passed the FY 2017 Omnibus Appropriations bill, we 
have a client- Canada Steamship Lines that is very supportive of report language 
contained in the Senate Interior portion of the bill asking the EPA to consider exempting 
certain ocean shipping vessels from mandatory fuel standards that were implemented in 
January of 2015. We also briefly mentioned the issue to you during our meting and my 
colleague Terry Heubert and I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to discuss the 
issue in more detail with you and EPA's approach to the Senate language. 

Attendees: Edward Hild, Terry Heubert (also of Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney) and Richard 
Currie (Canada Steamship Lines Americas) 

Contact: 

Edward G. Hild 

T 202.452.5480 1700 K Street, N.W. 
F 202.452.7989 Suite 300 
edward.hild@bipc.cdNashington, 

DC 20006-3807 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Introductory Meeting with Oren Cass 
Start Date/Time: Thur 7/13/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 7/13/2017 6:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: My friend and co-author, Oren Cass of the Manhattan Institute, has written far-and
away the best commentaries in recent months on climate, Paris, and the EPA. He has some 
advice for you on some things to consider as Administrator Pruitt stmctures his red-blue team 
approach. Specifically, he wants to urge you that one of the most valuable things you could do is 
to study the "baselines" that are being used to forecast potential emissions trajectories; this is a 
huge shortcoming of current science and is being badly mischaracterized/misused. An 
EPA analysis of it would be hugely valuable. I can't recommend strongly enough that you meet 
Oren soon Some of Oren's recent commentaries in favor of reforming climate 
policy: 

-Fa reign Affairs, March 2017 

-National Review, May 2017 
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-Commentary, May 2017 

-National Review, June 2017 
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NATIONAL AFFAIRS 

How to Worry about Climate Change 

Oren Gem 

"No challenge -nochallenge-posesagreater threat tefu 
tu regenerations than climate change," said President Barack 

Obama in his2015Stateof the Union address. Yet his own adminis 
t rat ion's best estimate for the economic cost of that cha I I enge, if I eft 
unaddressed, totaled only 1% to 4% of annual global GOP by 2100. For 
comparison,whi lepromoting theAffordabiECareAct in2009, the pres 
ident'sCounci I of Economic Advisers estimated that "genuine health 
care reform" could increase U.S. GOP by 8% by 2030. A 2015 report by 
the McKinsey Global lnstituteestimated that improvementsin gender 
equality wor ldwidecou ld increaseg lobal GOP by11% by 2025.1n what 
way, then, is the chall engeof climate change "greater''? 

To besu re, GOPoffersa notoriously incompletemeasu reof human 
flourishingBut the real problem with assessing Obama'sassertion is 
more fundamental: C I imate change is a differie'nd:f of problem from 
health-care reform, gender equality, oral most any traditional subject 
of political attention and action. Its relevant effectsare sti II decades or 
centuriesaway.Scenarioswith the most extremeeffects,rather than 
the most I ikelyones, providethesenseof urgency and the rationalefor 
pol icy responses. Those ext remeoutcomesareofterdistant r ipp lesfrom 
the initial effectof a warmer climate, transmitted outward through mu I 
tiplesteps of causation and combined with other factors to produce or 
amp I ify the damage. By the time actual impactsar rive, the time for ac 
t ion may have I ong passed. But if c I i mate change is not a typica I poI icy 
problem, how should pol icymakersapproach it? 

This is not an abstract question. As a new administration ta~es of 
fice,it must recal ib rate from the extraordinary attention its predecessor 

Oren Cass isarenior fel/owatthe Manhattan Institute. 
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lavished on the issue. Wheredoescl imatechangefitin the constellation 
of challengesfacing the nation and the wor ld?For the administration's 
opponents, how much energy should go toward lamenting a shiftin 
climate pol icy versus high I ighting other areas of concern? 

Much of the political rhetoricand pol icy analysis sur rounding cl i 
mate change starts from a premise that the challenge is truly unique, 
demanding unparalleled levels of focus and action. A climate-change 
conference could attract the United Nations' largest ever gathering of 
world leaders in 2015 because, as French president Francois Hoi Iande 
declared at its opening, "neve-rtruly neve-F-have the stakes of an 
international meeting been so high. For the future of the pI anet, and 
the future of I ife, are at stake." Comparisons to Wor ldWar II have be 
come commonplace, and proponents of strong climate action deride 
their opponentsas "denie~a term previouslyassociatedwith refusal 
to acknowledge the occur renee of the Holocaust. Left-wingpol iticians 
from former vice president AI Gore to Senator BernieSanders to New 
York City mayor Bi II de Blasio warn that human civi I ization hangs in 
the balance. 

This framing infl uence:pol icydi rect ly. During the2016 Democratic 
primaries, for instance, Senator Sanders suggested the nat ion's R10bi I i 
zation for Wor I dWar II in 1941 was "exactly the kind of approach we 
need right now," while for mer senate rand Secretary of State Hi II ary 
Clinton offeredher plan to create a dedicated "climate map room" in 
the White House, akin toPresidentFrankl in Roosevel t'sown map room 
during that same war. The mindset is reflectedn the Democrats' official 
platform, which "commit[s] to a national mobi I ization, and to leading 
a g I oba I effo r tto mobi I ize nat ions to address this threat on a sea I e not 
seen sinceWor ldWar II." Lest the claims be taken as less than I iteral, 
the New Republic cl ar ifiedin its head I ine of an article by activist Bi II 
McKibben: "We Need to Literally Declare War on Cl imateChange." 

Based on such dire out looks, advocates of aggressive climate ac 
tion justify their proposals under the "precautionary principle" or as 
"insu ranee," even where the measu rablecosts appear to far outweigh 
measu rab lebenefitsThey dismiss skepticism about that approach as an 
irrational fai I u re to understand the scope of the prob I em or an excessive 
discountingoffutu redamage. "lfg lobal warming took out an eye every 
now and then,"scoffedDan Gi I bert, professor ofpsychologyat Harvard 
University, "OSHA would regulate it into nonexistence." 
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But the unmooring of climate change from any conventional pol icy 
framework has been rhetorical rather than reasoned. It requi res-justifica 
tion---otherwise, theobsessiveand apocalyptic pol iticsbui I tatop it cannot 
be supported. Yes, c I i mate change is a p rob I em. But vtmmtof p rob I em? 

calibrating Our \f([)r ries 

Climate change stands apart from typical challenges in three important 
respects. First, whereas most challengeSJarra:fiate, climate change is 
fore:::asted. The political precess usually engages with prob I ems as they 
present themselves or based on expected consequences of cur rent events. 
The claim that high corporate-tax ratesd rive businesses overseas, or that 
high college tuition burdensgraduateswith overwhel mingdebt, can be 
tested against experience and quan t ifiedi n terms of ongoing costs. C I aims 
about climate change cannot. Scientists do strive to identify contempo 
rary costs, but the scale of the challenge and the case for action depend 
on calamitiesyet to corAeindeed,assertions that cl imatechangewi II be 
far outside of existing exper ienceoftenplay a central role in the case for 
itssignificanceYet th isabsenceof referencepointscreatesa doub I e-edged 
uncertainty: Compared to most pol icy issues, the level of risk seems high 
but the level of confidencein predictions is low. 

Second, whereas most challengesaicltic, climate change iirte-
vetSible. Medical errors ki II more than 2:0,000 Americans each year, 
according to researchers at Johns Hopkins University. Those deaths 
each represent an individual tragedy and, applying the EPA'sprefer red 
estimate of$10 mi II ion per I ife, cost a staggering 15% of national GOP. 
But deaths one year have I itt I e effecton society's capacity to make fu 
ture progresson the issue. Even most forecasted problemsshare this 
characteristic: If demographic trends suggest an impendingshortageof 
nursing-home beds and politicians ignore the warnings, more capacity 
can sti II be bui It afterthe crisis hits. With climate change, by contrast, 
scientistswarn the planet will reachapointofno return.Caroondiox 
ide, once emitted into the atmosphere, remains there for centuries. If 
temperatures rise and predicted meteorological dominos begin to fall, 
subsequenteffortsto reduceemissionswi II not offerrel ief. 

Third, whereas most challengesa:nfin:;d, climate change js9tva-
sive. The typical forecasted problem,even if i r reversible,has I imited reach. 
Popu lationgrowth in theAmericanSouthwest maydrivesomespecies to 
extinction in thecomingdecades.But there, or near there, that particular 
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causal chain I ikelyends.lt isconst rained geographically, thematically, and 
in the extent of damage. Not so with cl imatechange.ltsglobal scope and 
I inkages to many critical environ mental and economicsystems invite the 
conju r ingof disruptions in every cranny of modern civi I ization. 

C I imatechange-fotCCaSted, irreversible, and,reNasi~te-might ther-e 
fore be called a "worrying problem." Here, "worrying" does not mean 
"concerning" (though it is that as well), but rather something tailor
made for worry. Its effectEExist prima r i I y in the i magi nat ion and have 
poor lydefinedbounds that encou ragespecu I at ion; a point of no return 
I ooms. Yet the contours of those bounds and that point may become 
c I ear on I y afte ri t is too I ate to correct course. 

Other worrying problems exist. They tend to emerge where clear 
I ong-term trends in techno logical or social change produceconcerning 
sideeffects.The obvious trajectory of growing fossi 1-fuel consumption, 
prerequisite(with cur rent techno logy) to continuedg I obal industrial iza 
tion, produces the cl imatechallenge.Simi lar ly,ever-denser urbanization 
coupled with ever-more-frequent travel from ever-more-remote locations 
produces an ever-greater risk of a global pandemic. Such a pandemic is 
widely forecast to occur though the timing is unknowable; it wi II be 
too late to prevent once underway, and it has the potential to cause 
catastrophic damage throughout society. Increasing urbanization also 
exposes society to both higher levelsofsocial unrest and disruption by 
increasingly powerfu I and well-coordinated non-state actors. 

Overuse of antibiotics around the world could render them uEEiess in 
the face of rapid lyevolving bacteria, possiblysetting back medical progress 
against disease and infection by decades. The rising sophistication,ubiq 
uity,and interconnectivityoffinancialsystems threaten a global economic 
mel tdownof the type on lynar rowlyaverted in2008. The democratization 
of communications technologies has already providedferti le ground for 
terrorist networks to recruit, coordinate, and promote themselves. Nuclear 
weapons represent in some respects a quintessential worrying problem, 
though an oddly binary one: Their I ikely effectsare all too well-under 
stood; their risk remains roughly as present this year as last year as next. 
The issue typically attains salience only when conditions suggest risk is 
trending upwar€1-as early in the Cold War, during periods of pro~ifera 
tion, or when leaders appear potentiallywi II ing to countenance their use. 

Just as technology can providea vector to heighten some risk, it can 
also pose the risk itself. For instance, many experts fear the prospect of 
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faster computing hardware and moresophisticatedsoftwareu I timately 
yielding superhuman and potentially hostile artificial intelligence. 
Computer vi ruses, meanwhile, might someday allow their creators to 
commandeer the basic infrastructure of modern society. Continued 
advancementsin nanotechnology-especiallyif weaponizeet- raise 
comparablefears of tools either inadvertent lyescaping the control of 
their creators or being deployed maliciously. 

All these are worrying problems. All present a potential scope of 
damage that is at this point only hypothetical but could beal most-un I im 
ited-in parta:aL& it is only hypothetical. Each is plausiblyforeseeable 
given present trends, and each wou lddefy preventiononceunderway,yet 
for each the moment or probabi I ityof reckoning is impossible to know. 

Worrying problems can also be sociological, rather than techno 
logical. Dec I ining ferti I ity rates coupled with extending I ifespans, for 
instance, pose preciselyfata;ast€d, irraersib/e, andpeNashechallenge 
to modern civi I ization.So too do economic and social t ransitionswith 
the potential to make largeswathesof theworking-agemale popu I at ion 
effectivelyunemployab I e. Insofar as two-parent fami I ies are a crucial 
contributor to successfu I chi I d-rear ing, the co II apse of that social norm 
and its compoundingacrossgenerations I ikewiseexhibits the character 
istics of a worrying problem. 

Those may not seem intuitively I ike problems similar to climate 
change. But imagine President Obama describing riots in Bal timoreas 
he might describe a major hu r ricanest rike: "While sociologists say no 
individual riot can be I inked concl usivelyto the absence of two-parent 
fami I ies, this social unrest is exactly the type theysaywi II become more 
prevalent and severe as the trend worsens."The problemsmay not seem 
as catastrophic. But that is a quest ion of degree, not kind, and therefore 
one that permits relevant com par ison.lf one of thesewor rying pllenom 
ena were only to slow annual productivity growth by one-tenth of one 
percentage point for only one-tenth of the popu I at ion, the economic 
impact th reegenerationshencewou ld be of the same magnitudewhich 
is forecast in climate-change models. 

Even the sustainabi I ity of the Western wei fa restate itself is a worry 
ing problem. In the United States, the federal government has tens of 
t r iII ions of dollars in unfunded entitlement I iabi I itiesand a debt poised 
to spiral out of control if interest payments begin to swallow-the na 
tiona I budget; most other developed economies face situations at least 
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asdi re.Acollapsewou ld have immeasurableeconomicandgeopol itical 
imp I icationsyet may give a I most no advancewarning. 

There is, in short, much to worry about. But while these problemsall 
lookfundamentallydifferentfrom other pol icychalleA§B£1 by their 
fore:::asted, irtae/Sib/e, and ,oorvasi~tenatu re defy tradition a I too Is of poI icy 
analysis-they stack next to each other quite cleanly. Perhapscl imate 
change and defer red bridge maintenance requi redifferentr isk-tolerance 
assumptions. But the thinking applied to cl imatechangeand pandemics 
should be similar. Perhaps it makes no sense to compare the long-term 
threat from water-supplydisruptionswith the present cost of metlical er 
rors. But waterstabi I ityandfami lystabi I ity have much more in common. 

Worrying problemsdemand greater focus than day-to-day 130liti 
cal pressure might otherwise prompt, but long-term risks cannot be 
allowed to sap all attention away from the more routine but also more 
painfu I real itiesof the moment (consistentprog resson the I at ter is every 
bit as important to society's I ong-term heal th).ln isolation, eaciT worry 
ing problem can seem overwhel ming.But they cannot all be the greatest 
challengeof future generations, or grounds for mobi I ization on a scale 
not seen since the g I obal figh tagainst fascism. 

Each reader wi II I ikely have his own reaction to the worrying prob 
I ems I isted heFewhich genuinelyqual ify and which others have been 
over looked;which among them is t ru lyforecasted, i r reversible,and per 
vasive;whether thoseareeven the correct dimensions. But at least those 
are concrete and constructive discussions. The classificationof-prob 
I ems into hierarchies, the establishment of shared assumptions bui It 
with a common vocabu lary,and reasoning by analogy are all critical to 
determining appropriate tools of government power, the allocation of 
resources, and the tolerancefor risk. 

Weshou ld heed the well-known warning: "What worries you-mas 
ters you." We need to choose and cal ibrateou r worries with care. If, at 
least, cl imatechange3svor rying problem but not tba/yone, what 
makes it most wo r ryi ng of a I I? 

expectati01s in perspective 

Environmental activists have an immediate and predictable response: 
"becausewel<"now cl imatechange is going to happen." But that confl ates 
two very differentconceptionsof climate cha~ change and 
extrerre change. 
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The scientificconsensus holds that the climate is warming aAd hu 
man activity playsasubstantial role. But there is no consensus about how 
much warming human activity has caused or wi II cause. According to 
the FifthAssessment Report of the United Nations' Intergovernmental 
Panel on Cl imateChange(IPCC) in 2013, the best estimatesofwarming 
for a given increase in the atmospher icconcent ration of carbon dioxide 
rangebyafactorofthree,a rangethat hasgrownwider in recentyears. 
A doubl ingof carbon dioxide could produce a temperature increase of 
1.5deg rees Celsius, or 4.5deg rees Celsius, or more I ikely something in 
between.Expa;ted climate change, averaging the widely varying. pro 
jectionsand assuming no aggressiveeffortsto reduce greenhouse-gas 
emissions, en tai Is warming of 3 to 4 degrees Ce I si us by 2100. 

Even focusing within that range, estimates for the expected ellvi ron 
mentalit71pCds of warming vary widely. The IPCC represents the gold 
standard for synthesizingscientifi<BStimates, and, crucially, its best guesses 
bear I itt le resemblance to the apocalyptic predictionsoftenrepeated byac 
tivists and politicians. For instance, the IPCC estimates that sea levels have 
risen by half a foot over the past century and wi II rise by another two feet 
over the cur rent century. At the high end of the3-to4degree ran§e, it re 
ports the impact on ecosystemswi II be no worse than that of the land-use 
changes to which human civi I ization already subjects the natural wor I d. 

The responsibi I ityfor translating these and other disruptions into 
economic costs falls to Integ rated Assessment Models (lAMs). To ere 
ate its "Social Cost of Carbon," the Obama administration surveyed 
thiseconomic I iteratu reand focusedspecificall~n three models whose 
forecasts themselvesvary widely, even starting from a common level of 
warming. For warming of 3 to 4 degrees Celsius by 2100, the middle of 
the three modelsestimatesan annual cost of1% to3% of GDP.The low 
caseestimatesO to1%. Ttmghcaseestimates2% to4%. Whi le4% is a 
I argedollar amount, arriving at that impact over near ly100years imp I ies 
almost imperceptiblysmall changes in economic growth. 

Thespecificg)f this high-case model are informative: The Dynamic 
Integrated model of Climate and the Economy (known as the DICE 
model )developedbyWi II iam Nordhausat YaleUniversityestimates3.8 
degrees Celsius of warming by 2100 costing an associated 3.9%of GOP 
in that year. But over time, this cost is the equivalent of slowiflg eco 
nomicg rowth by less than one-tenth of one percentage point annually. 
By2100, regard less of climate change, the world is more than six times 
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wealthier than in 2015 under this model; global GOP is ~0 t r iII ion. 
The effectof climate change is to reduce that gain from a mu I tipleof 
6.7to a mu I tipleof6.5. The economy also continues tog row,so that the 
cl imate-change-affl ictedtor ldof2105 is already much wealthier than a 
wor ldof2100 facing no climate change at all. 

Such estimates might seem counter intuitively low,especiallygiven 
the rhetoric often employed. Part of the explanation I ies in the almost 
incomprehensible economic progress that human civi I ization is capa 
bleofmakingover thecourseofacentury.Theannual cost identified 
by Nordhausin 2100 is$20 t ri II ieAmassiveby thestandardsof2015, 
manageable by thestandardsof2100. Further, that cost repeats every 
year even as the impacts are spread over many years. Thus, over the 
2090 to2110 time period, Nordhausenvisionstheworldspendinga 
stunning$260 t ri II ion to cope with climate change. One might despair 
over what else such resources might accomp I ish over that time period. 
But one must also recognize that the economy of 2100 wi II I ikely be 
able to allocate those resources toward climate change while also al 
locating to every other facet of society far more resources than are 
avai I able today. 

Corroborating these models, the IPCC concl udesthat "for most eco 
nomic sectors, the impacts of driverssuch as changes in popu I at ion, age 
structure, income, technology, rei ative prices, I ifestyle, regu I at ion, and 
governance are projected to be large relative to the impacts of climate 
change." In other words, other worrying problemshavea far greater 
capacity to infl uenceprog ress. 

None of this means the dislocations from climate changewou ld be 
pain lessor the disruptions cheap. It is merely to observe that -the im 
pactsexpscted from climate change over the next hundred years look 
similar to those through which both civi I ization and our planet have 
successfully mudd led over the past hundred and continue to struggle 
with today. Other worrying prob I ems have their own anticipated but 
less-severeanalogs, too. Whether a global pandemicstrikes, epidemics 
wi II inevitab lyoccu r I ike the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa that 
c I aimed more than 10,000 I ives and cost the three countries at its center 
more than a tenth of their GOP. Whether artificial intelligence makes 
humanssuperfluous,self-driving vehiclescould throw millionsout of 
work in the years to come. Some countries wi II defau It on their debt; 
some businesscycles wi II spawn deep global recessions. 
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These challengesare not existential th reatsor even ones that require 
analysisoutside the standard poI icy p roeeStlat is, they are not really 
worrying problems at all. 

extreme cases 

If expe:;ted climate change represents the most I ikelyout~ 
cl imatechange represents the worst case: Modelscou ld be under-estimat 
i ng the warming that em iss ions wi II cause; feedback I oops cou I d send a 
:kleg ree increasesudden lycareening higher; or even at the expected level 
the cl imatecou ld hit at ripwi re that collapsesglobal ecosystems or ocean 
cur rents or ice sheets or some other prerequisiteof modern civi I ization. 

Any of these things may bet rtte-as is the natu reof genuinetye-
casted challenges, they are mostly non-falsifiableBut while extreme 
climate change is a quintessentially war rying problem, it is also one 
that has no guarantee or even I ike I i hood of occurring. Certainly, the 
"scientifioconsensus" or even the "scientificmainst ream" on climate 
change does not extend to confidencan such scenarios. 

Tocompareext reme cl imatechangewith other worrying problems, 
it is he I pfu I to consider the dimensions that make a problem "worry 
ing": that it ifDre:::astecl, irraersible, and,oorvashe On all three, climate 
change appears I ess wo r ryi ng than most. 

Consider,fi rst,the magnitudeof the forecasted impact. Manywor ry 
ing p rob lemsfeatu re the credible p respect of ki II ing a significan1share 
of the human popu I at ion or erasing modern civi I ization. Not extreme 
cl imatechange. For instance, even considering higher temperature in 
creases, the IPCC concludes that: 

Global climate change risks are high to very high with global 
mean temperature increase of 4°C or more above preindustrial 
levels in all reasons for concern, and inc I udesevere and wide 
spread impacts on unique and threatened systems, substantial 
species extinction, large risks to global and regional foo€1 secu 
rity, and the combination of high temperatureand humidity 
compromisingnormal human activities, inc I udinggrowing food 
or working outdoors in some areas for parts of the year. 

Obviously,each of thoseeffectswouldentai I enormouseconomiccosts, 
carry severe consequences for entire nations, and wreak havoc with the 
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natural environment. But as a worst case, it nevertheless pales~n com 
parison to catastrophes that might ki II a significantshare of the human 
popu I at ion or erase the basic physical and economic infrastructure of 
modern civi I ization. 

Ser iouseffor tsto quantifyexistential threats concur .A2016 report by 
the G I obal Prior it iesProject at Oxford offeredas its examp leof a worst 
case that climate change cou I d "render most of the t ropicssubstantially 
less habitable than at present," as compared to hundredsof millions 
or bi II ionsof deaths associated with other challenges. Another Oxford 
study from 2008 asked conference participants to estimate the-prob 
abi I ity of various global catastrophes leading to human extinction in 
the coming century, and did not even see fitto inc I udecl imate change 
as an option, while respondentsgave molecular nanotechnology,super
intell igentartificial intell igence,and an engineered pandemic each at 
least a2% chance of erasing humanity by2100. 

Some analysts nonetheless place climate change among humanity's 
genuinelyexistential threats on the basis of its "fat tai I," arguing that 
some unknowable but non-zero chance exists at the far-right end of 
the probabi I ity distribution for an outcome with essentially infinite 
cost. But this is true of all worrying prob+erinrs:leed, the charac 
teristics of worrying problems might be viewed as those that generate 
such unknowable non-zero probabi I ities. Climate change cannot be 
distinguishedfrom other worrying problemson that basis. Rather, the 
argument begs the question: What characteristics of climate change 
make its tai I relativelyfatter or thinner? 

The weight accorded to a worrying problem'sforecasted effectsde 
pendsgreatlyon the number of causal steps between the underlying 
phenomenaand worst-case outcomes. Where fewer steps are necessary, 
or where steps are rei at ively more I ikely to occur, the p robabi I i ty of 
the worst case arising shou I d increase. For instance, whether an engi 
nee red pandemic devastates humanity depends on development of the 
necessary techno I ogy(h igh ly I ikely),its use by a mal iciousactor (~ndeter 
minate),and its spread defying effortsat containment (indeterminate). 
Generallyspeaking, technological threats wi II have the shortest chains 
whi lesociological threats wi II have the longest ones. 

C I i mate change wou I d appear to sit somewhere in between. It has a 
very short chain t:Drn9 impact-indeed, higher atmosphericconeen 
t rations of carbon dioxideareal ready havingeffectsBut the connection 
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from warmer temperatures to civi I izational catast ropheis high ~yattenu 
ated. The initial warming must cross thresholds that produce feedback 
loops. The ensuing warmth must produce environmental effectsthat 
cause unprecedented crises across societies. Those crises must in turn 
overwhelm the coping capacity of the enti reg lobal community, which 
must in turn producewide-scale breakdowns in social order or trigger 
mi I itary confl ict~hich must in turn metastasize.inwhat? Certainly, 
one can invent a scenario. But the specificsquickly become hazy, and a 
worst case enti relyoutsideof human exper iencedifficu I to articulate. 

The intent of this analysis is not to dismiss theseverityofworst-case 
cl imatescenariosor to suggest that "wide-scalebreakdownsin secial or 
der" areacceptable.But all worrying problemshaveworst-caseforecasts 
that look thisway,all with indeterminateprobabilitiesofoccurring, 
which leaves only a few options: Wecou ld becomeoverwhel medwith 
despair, emphasize whichever problems are most politically useful, or 
seek out qualitative and quantitative bases for analysis. Too mush dis 
cussionof cl imatechangeadopts thefi rstor secondapproach.Effortsat 
the third approach wi II inevitably be imprecise and imperfect, but the 
burden of proof should I ieon those declaring that climate change stands 
apart from other worrying problems to explain why that is so. Tt-lesug 
gestion here is not that tfilm:asiOO threat of climate change does not 
belongalongsideother worrying problems, only that the nature of its 
forecast cannot be what separates it as uniquelywor rying. 

\fiiJr ryi ng in slOW mOOn 

In the other wayscl imate change is a worrying problem, meanwhile, it is 
lesswor rying than most. This isespecially t ruewith respect to i r reversibi I ity. 
While President Obama has lamented that climate change is a "cempara 
t ive I y s I ow-moving emergency," the one thing worse is a fast-moving one. 
Most worrying problemshaveworst-casescenarios that sweep theglobe in 
a matter of months, days, or even minutes. For cl imatechange, the damage 
unfoldsover decadesor centuries. This hasseveral imp I ications. 

First, while climate change is irreversible compared to the typical 
pol icy problem, it does allow for some potential interventions even 
once well underway. For instance, natural processes already exist for 
extracting carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, and new technologies 
cou I d be developed that accelerate those processes or create artificial 
ones. AI ternatively, humans could use so-called "geoengineer ing" to 
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effectother changes in the climate system that might counteract an 
intensifying g reenhouseeffect.These approachesofferno guarantee or 
even I ike I ihood of success; turning to geoengineering might be seen as 
a disaster in its own right. But theyoffermorecausefor optimism than 
exists with many other worrying problems. 

Second, time permits adaptation. While the prospect of losing EO% 
of existing ag r icu I tu ral capacity is daunting, over a EO-year period only 
1% of capacity needs to shiftannually. By comparison, over the past EO 
years, total ag ricu I tu ral output hast ripled.Simi lar ly, the neeEI for hun 
dredsof mi II ions of people to migrate over a century amounts to I itt le 
out of the ordinary on an annual basis. There are, for instance, more 
than 200 mi II ion migrant workerswithin China, as well as another 200 
mi II ion international mig rants and at least 60 mi II ion refugees around 
the world right now. The United Nationsestimates2.5bi II ion people 
wi II migrate to cities in just the next 35years. Further migration, or 
perhaps the gradual abandonmentofsomecitiesor even entire regions, 
wou I d obvious I ybe ext rao rdi na r i I ycost I y and disruptive in human, eco 
nomic, and environmental terms. But the reason such adaptations are 
rarely mentioned in the context of other worrying problems is not that 
they would be unnecessary, but rather that, in those other cases, they 
would be either impossibleor elsefuti I e. 

Pu rveyorsofcreativelycatast roph icc I imatecasesalso face a Catch-22: 
Devel opingever-moreext reme scenarios typically requi resever-1 onger 
timescales. Even higher temperaturesand risksoffurther domiRosfall 
ing are th reateneel-by 2300, or after"centu r ies." Confidentfo recasts 
of mu I ti-meter sea-level rises are issued, to occur over mu I tiplemi lien 
nia. Harvard University'sMartin Weitzman, the leading proponent of 
the case that climate change presents a uniquely "fat tai I," falls into 
precisely this trap: The worst case he offersrel ies on continued tem 
perature increasesover mu I tiplecentu ries. But if heightening the threat 
requires extending the timeframefu r ther, it becomesdi I uted threefold: 
More time becomes avai I able for adaptation, for economic progress 
and technological innovation that render the threat irrelevant, or for 
the model to fai I. Any impact forecasted for 200, let alone2,000, years 
into the future becomes almost inhere~ognizable than those 
already under study for 2100. 

Finally, consider the pervasiveness of extreme climate change. By 
infl uencingthe I iteral atmosphere in which all other human activity 
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takes place, climate change perhaps exceeds any other challenge in the 
breadth of its causal connections and potential effects.But this same 
dynamic also leaves its connections to u I timatedamage more dependent 
on interactionwith other cont r ibutingfactors.Asa resu It, moreal terna 
tiveapproachesexist for mitigation. 

If one wants to prevent a financialcollapsefrom sending the world 
into economic depression, one needs to prevent the collapse. By con 
trast, considerafavoritepresent-daycausal chain used to illustrate the 
fu II specter of the climate threat: the asserted connection between cl i 
matechange,drought in the MiddleEast,social upheaval in Syria, the 
count ry'sg ruesome civi I war, the rise of ISIS, and the fl oodof refugees 
into Europe. Per haps the catastrophe might have been aver ted -or less 
ened had there been nod rought.But better weather wou ldseem an odd 
prescription for stability and prosperity in the Middl~tainly 
neither necessary nor sufficien1Democraticgovernance,social progress, 
moreeffectiveWestern intervent ionbyeit her regional or g I obal powers, 
or even just better water-usagepracticesare all superior approaches. 

Another country, bordering Syria, has sufferedthe same drought. 
But a report i ObientificAmerican exp I ai ns, "Water is driving the en t i re 
[M iddleEast] todesperateacts. Except lsraei.Amazing ly, Israel has more 
water than it needs." While Syria'soppressed society was crumb I ing, 
Israel launched a new era of desalination technology. The writ-er con 
eludes: "The contrasts couldn't be starker. A few miles from [Israel], 
water disappeared and civi I ization crumbled. Here, a galvanized Givi I iza 
tion created water from nothingness.As Bar-Zeevand I drink deep, and 
the cl imatesizzles, I wonder which of thesestorieswi II be the exception, 
and which the rule." 

This is compel I ingstorytell ing.At fi rstg lance it seems a cautionary 
tale of cl imatechange. But read the cone I udingsentenceagain. Climate 
change is not the independentvar iab le, it is the constant. The quest ion 
is whether civi I izationwi II equip itself to thrive anyway. What separates 
a world of 2100 dominated by drought-plagued failed states and one 
fi I Iedwith prospering democracies that export water from blooming 
desert pI a ins is not climate change. It is the wo r I d'sabi I i ty to supp I ant 
radical ideology with modernity. This same pattern repeats itself in 
equippingsocieties to withstand natural disasters, feed themselves, 
eradicatedisease, or thrive in thefaceofanyother challengeclimate 
change might pose. 
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Perhapssociological challenges I ike dec I ining ferti I ity, workforce 
participation, or fami lystabi I ityseemedout of place in the initial I ist of 
worrying problems. Yet it is these, not genuinelyexistential threats to 
humanity, with which climate change has the most in common. They 
all impose real costs but rely on lengthy causal chains to reach from 
basic phenomenon tot rue catastrophe. They all unfold slow lyand leave 
opportunity for intervention. Their pervasiveness in each case depends 
on interaction with other sociological conditions that all invite pol icy 
interventions themselveshese worrying problems deserve attention, 
but not out of proportion to thegenuinenatureof the threat they pose. 

\fiiJrrying p-Operly 

"ISIS is not an existential threat to the United States," President Obama 
told tha!\t/antic'sJeffreyGoldberg. "CI imate change is a potential-exis 
tential threat to the entire wor I d if we don't do something about it." The 
claim is nonsensical because it comparesawor rying problem to tile t radi 
tiona I national-security challengeof aspecificter ror ist group. Obviously, 
the former wi II appear more I ike an "existential threat." Conversely,one 
might choose a measure that would shift the cal cuI us: ISIS and ISIS
inspi redactors ki lied more Americans in 2016 than did cl imatechange. 

The discussion wou I d be more constructive, and dramatical-ly dif 
ferent, if "ISIS" were converted into the worrying problem of which 
it represents an early manifestation: As an existential threat, how does 
cl imatechangecompare to increasing lypotent rei igiousext rem ism that 
leverages technological advances to increase coordination, propaganda, 
and force?Wh ich I inks morecredib ly tog reater catast rophegiven a100-
year timeframe?Which wi II prove moredifficu I to reverse or adapt to? 
In October, President Obama observed: 

There'sal ready some really interestingwemst definitive)Jut 
powerfu~showing that the droughts that happened in Syria 
contributed to the unrest and theSyrian civil war. Well, if you 
start magnifying thatacrossa lotofstates,a lotofnationstates 
that already contain a lot of poor peoplewhoarejust right at the 
margins of su rviva I, this becomes a nat ion a I security issue. 

Su rei y that remains at I east as true if the word "droughts" is rep I aced 
with" rise of radical Islam." 
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The president'sinsistenceon treating ISIS only on its cur rent terms 
rather than consider inga long-term, worst-casescenar io is precisely the 
purported error in logic for which he chides anyone who refuses to feel 
the burning urgency of climate change because its effectstoday are not 
large. Or conversely, the over-pol iticizationof radical Islam he insists 
on rising above bears striking resemblance to the over-pol iticizationof 
c I i mate change he purveys. 

According to the Associated Press, on ly17%of Americans "areal armed 
by climate change and want action now." At the other extreme, 10% "are 
dismissive, rejecting the concept of warming and thescience."Thesi lent 
majority is either "concerned, thinking it'sa man-made threat, but some 
what distant in time and place" (28%)or "cautious, still on the fence" 
(27%).That "alarmed"17% tends to believe it has a monopolyon rational 
assessment of the situation and resorts to psychological explanations for 
the fai I u re of others to join. But if climate change is just one worrying 
problemamong many, thesi lent majoritymay have it right. In which case 
some of that psychological analysis might best be turned inward. 

For instance, Harvard geology professor Daniel Schrag observed in 
a recent lecture, questioning rei uctance to take decisivecl imateaction: 
"Peoplescratch their heads and say: Why don't people do what's right? 
Well, maybe they're rational.lt's hard to accept. But in fact, maybe they 
actually don't value the future as much as some of us do." Schrag cor 
rect ly identifieS: hat the divide in perspect iveson cl imatechange reflects 
in part two differentviewson the future. But hesimplyassumes it is he 
and his audiencewho have it right. Yes, humans may irrational-ly dis 
count future harms. But they also routinelyfai I to account for the way 
technological and societal changewi II render forecasts of the distant 
future useless. This latter error is especially prevalent in the-environ 
mental realm, where predictions of impending resource scarcity and 
civi I izational collapse have been made frequently and proven wrong 
with equal frequency. 

"Alarmed" analysts also complain that climate change is difficu I to 
communicate because it is too abstract or too far removed frem ev 
eryday concerns. But at least compared to most worrying problems, 
cl imatechange is high lyaccessible.At the conceptual level ,envifonmen 
ta I ca I ami ty-especia II y one purported I y caused by ma I feasafHI:ms 
been a subject of fascination for the human psyche since the begin 
ning of recorded history. More tactically,every natural disaster ,extreme 
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temperature reading, and even geopolitical event has become an excuse 
to talk about climate chall§ffiither by claiming a potential I ink, or 
else by asserting that it represents the kind of incident that wi II become 
more common. Peop lewho understand these events to be an end less 
rush of "signals" would understandably but i r rationallyelevatecl imate 
change above other worrying p rob I ems, even as the majority correct I y 
tunes out most of the specu I at ion as mere noise. 

Perhapsmost important, motivated reasoning might playa role. The 
typica I c I aim hoI ds that, because peop I e do not I ike the p reposed so 
I utions to climate change, they prefer to minimize the extent of the 
problem.But it also seems to be the people most enamored of those pol 
icies who consider climate change uniquely demanding of the wor I d's 
attention. If they are wrong, it might be in part their enthusiasm for a 
government-ledgreen agenda that has led them astray. Notably, their 
emphasis on addressing climate change has fallen by the wayside when 
faced with pol icy optioAS-nuclear power, fracking in China, carbon 
taxes offsetby tax cuts, renewablefaci I ities in envi ronmentallysensi 
tive areas-that demand t radeoffswith their other priorities. In 2016, 
for instance, activists in Washington state opposed a statewide carbon 
tax partly because its revenuewould not beset aside for "necessary in 
vestments in our communities" and because tax supporters were not 
"I istening to communitiesof color." 

"Global warming," they wrote, "does not just represent an-inter 
section of some of the most pressing challengesof our t+mi:lsalso 
rep resentsou r opportunity to address these core issues." 

A moredispassionateplacementof cl imatechangealongsidea range 
of worrying prob I ems does not mean there is nothing to worry about. 
But it pointsawayfrollilli g3neris mitigation at all costs and toward an 
existing model for addressing p rob I ems through research, preparation, 
and adaptation. It suggests that analytical exercises that would never 
be applied to other worrying problems, I ike assigning a "social cost" to 
each marginal unit of carbon-dioxide emissions, are as inappropriate 
as estimating a "social cost of computing power" as it brings humanity 
closer to a possib lesingu I ar ity,or a "social cost of international travel" as 
it elevates the risk of a global pandemic. Taxes on any of them are closer 
to political statements than efficientor rectionsof genuineexternal i 
ties, and each would be more I ikely to stall meaningfu I economic and 
techno logical progress than to achieve a meaningfu I reduction of risk. 
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Lessons might run in the other direction as well: Weare not-focus 
ing as much on other challengesas weshou I d. And perhaps, if climate 
changewereconsignedto its rightful place in thecrowd,someaddi 
tiona I attention might beavai lableto concent rateelsewhere.lf the level 
of research supper t, poI icy focus, and international coordination tar 
geted toward climate changeover the past eight years had gone instead 
toward preventingand managing pandemics, imagine the progress that 
could have been made. For a fraction of the cost of de-carbonizing an 
industrial economy, it could be hardened against cyber attacks; with 
a fraction of the attention corporations pay to their own purported 
cl imatevul nerabi I ity, they could make real strides in their own-techno 
logical security. 

A littlebitofworryprovideshealthymotivation.Toomuch isa rec 
ipe for paralysis, distraction, and over reaction. 
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The Problem With Climate 
Catastrophizing 
The Case for Calm 

By ;;;;::;_:_;=:::_.~= 

C limate change may or may not bear responsibility for the flood on last night's 
news, but without question it has created a flood of despair. Climate researchers 
and activists, according to a 2015 Esquire feature, 

" suffer from depression and PTSD-like symptoms. 
In a poll on his Twitter feed, meteorologist and writer Eric Holthaus found that 

felt "emotionally overwhelmed, at least occasionally, because of 
news about climate change." For just such feelings, a Salt Lake City support group 
provides "a safe space for confronting" what it calls " 

Panicked thoughts often turn to the next generation. 
pondered columnist Dave Bry in The Guardian in 2016. "[I] 

think about my son," he wrote, "growing up in a gray, dying world-walking towards 
Kansas on potholed highways." Over the summer, National Public Radio tackled the 
same topic in an interview 
with Travis Rieder, a philosopher at Johns Hopkins University, who offers "a 
provocative thought: Maybe we should protect our kids by not having them." And 
Holthaus himself once responded to a worrying scientific report by announcing that he 
would never fly again and 

Such attitudes have not evolved in isolation. They are the most intense manifestations of 
the same mindset that produces regular headlines about "saving the planet" and a level 
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of obsession with reducing carbon footprints that is otherwise reserved for reducing 
waistlines. Former U.S. President Barack Obama finds climate change and 
considers it "He declared in his 2015 State of the Union 
address that "no challenge-no challenge-poses " 
In another speech offering "a glimpse of our children's fate," he described "Submerged 
countries. Abandoned cities. Fields that no longer grow. 

and even more floods of desperate peoples." Meanwhile, during a 
presidential debate among the Democratic candidates, Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders 
warned that "the planet that we're going to be leaving our kids and our 
grandchildren "At the Vatican in 2015, NewYorkMayor Bill 
de Blasia shared his belief that current policy will " 

A boy flies his kite on dry and cracked farmland in San Juan town, Batangas province, south of Manila, 
April18, 2010. 

ROMEO RANOCO / REUTERS 

And yet, such catastrophizing is not justified by the science or economics of climate 
change. The well-established scientific consensus that human activity is causing the 
climate to change does not extend to judgments about severity. The most 
comprehensive and often-cited efforts to synthesize the disparate range of projections
for instance, the United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
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and the Obama administration's estimate of the "Social Cost of Carbon"-
consistently To be sure, 
more speculative worst-case scenarios abound. But humanity has no shortage of worst 
cases about which people succeed in remaining far calmer: from a global pandemic to 
financial collapse to any number of military crises. 

What, then, explains the prevalence of climate catastrophism? One might think that the 
burgeoning field of climate psychology would offer answers. But it is itself a bastion of 
catastrophism, aiming to explain and then reform the views of anyone who fails to grasp 
the situation's desperate severity. The Washington Post offers 

that are stopping us from acting on climate change." Columbia University's 
Center for Research on Environmental Decisions introduces its guide to 

by posing the question:"Why Aren't 
People More Concerned About Climate Change?" In its 100-page report, the American 
Psychological Association notes that "emotional reactions to climate change risks 
are ,"before considering the "psychological reasons 
people do not respond more strongly to the risks of climate change." The document does 
not address the possibility of overreaction. 

Properly confronting catastrophism is not just a matter of alleviating the real suffering 
of many well-meaning individuals. First and foremost, catastrophism influences public 
policy. Politicians regularly anoint climate change the world's most important problem 
and increasingly describe the necessary response in terms of a mobilization not seen 
since the last world war. During her presidential campaign, Democratic candidate 
Hillary Clinton promised a akin to Roosevelt's command center for 
the global fight against fascism. Rational assessment of cost and benefit falls by the 
wayside, leading to questions like the one de Blasia posed in Rome: "How do we justify 
holding back on any effort that may 

Catastrophism can also lead to the trampling of democratic norms. It has produced calls 
for the investigation and prosecution of dissenters and disregard for constitutional 
limitations on government power. In The Atlantic, for example, Peter Beinart offered 
climate change as his first justification for an 

The Supreme Court has taken 
of halting implementation ofthe Clean Power Plan, Obama's signature climate 

policy, before a lower court even finished considering its constitutionality; his law
school mentor, professor Larry Tribe, likened the "power grab" of his star pupil's plan to 

" 
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The alternative to catastrophism is not complacency but pragmatism. Catastrophists 
typically condemn fracked natural gas because, although it results in much lower 
greenhouse-gas emissions than coal, it does not move the world toward the zero
emissions future necessary to avert climate change entirely. Yet fracking has done more 
in recent years to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions in the United States 

It has boosted U.S. economic growth as well. 

The idea that humanity might prepare for and cope with climate change through 
adaptation is incompatible with catastrophists' outlook. Yet if the damage from climate 
damage can be managed, anticipating challenges through research and then investing in 
smart responses offers a more sensible path than blocking the construction of pipelines 
or subsidizing the construction of wind turbines. Catastrophists countenance progress 
only if it can be fueled without carbon -dioxide emissions. Yet given the choice, bringing 
electricity to those who need it better insulates them from any climate threat than does 
preventing the accompanying emissions. 

The cognitive fault lines separating catastrophists from others cause both sides to reach 
radically different conclusions from the same information. Catastrophists assume that 
their interpretation is correct, and so describe other thinking as distorted. But if the 
catastrophists have it wrong, perhaps the distortions are theirs. 

CLIMATE CHANGE COSTS 

A strong scientific consensus holds that human activity is producing climate change. But 
from that starting point, scientists have produced a range of estimates in response to a 
variety of complicated questions: How quickly will greenhouse gases accumulate in the 
atmosphere? What amount of warming will any given accumulation cause? What effect 
will any given level of warming have on ecosystems and sea levels and storms? What 
effect will those changes in the environment have on human society? The answers to all 
of these questions are much debated, but broad-based efforts to synthesize the best 
research in the physical and social sciences do at least offer useful parameters within 
which to assess the nature of the climate threat. 

On scientific questions, the gold-standard summary is the Assessment Report created 
every few years by thousands of scientists under the auspices of the United Nations' 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). By averaging widely varying 
projections and assuming no aggressive efforts to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, 
they estimate an (five to seven degrees 
Fahrenheit) by the year 2100. The associated 

according to the IPCC, is 0.6 meters (two feet). 
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Most of the rise in sea levels results not from melting glaciers, but from the thermal 
expansion of ocean water as it becomes warmer. Melting ice from Greenland and 
Antarctica, which may eventually threaten a dramatic increase in sea levels, will barely 
begin in this century-in the IPCC analysis, the Antarctic ice sheet will have almost no 
effect and may even slow sea level rise as increased precipitation adds to its snowpack. 
Meanwhile, melting from Greenland's ice sheet will contribute 0.09 meters (3.5 inches). 
In fact, "the near-complete loss of the Greenland ice sheet," which could raise sea levels 
by seven meters, the IPCC reports, "would occur over a millennium or more." 

What about ecology? Predicting or quantifying damage to vulnerable ecosystems and 
specific species is notoriously difficult, but the IPCC offers a helpful heuristic for the 
likely magnitude of damage from climate change: "With 4°C warming, climate change is 
projected to become an 
becoming comparable with land-use change." In other words, the impact should be 
similar to that which human civilization has imposed on the natural world already. 
Substantial and tragic, to be sure; but not something that modern society deems 
intolerable or a threat to human progress. 

Economic tools called "integrated assessment models" attempt to convert the potential 
effects of climate change-on sea level and ecosystems, storms and droughts, 
agricultural productivity, and human health-into tangible cost estimates. This exercise 
is as much art as science, but it represents the best available exploration of how the 
impacts of climate change will likely stack up against society's capacity to cope with 
them. Three of these models form the basis of the Obama administration's analysis of 
the -the U.S. government's official estimate of how much 
climate change will cost and thus what benefits come from combatting it. Economists 
and policymakers who want to place a price (that is, a tax) on carbon -dioxide emissions 
to force emitters to pay for potential damage resulting from climate change typically 
embrace the analysis as well. 

According to the assessment models, a warming of three to four degrees Celcius by 2100 
will cost the world between in that year. To put the 
high end of that range concretely, the Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy (DICE) 
model developed by economics professor William Nordhaus at Yale University estimates 
that in a world without climate change, the global economy's GDP would grow from $76 
trillion in 2015 to $510 trillion in 2100 (an annual growth rate of 2.3 percent). A rise in 
temperatures of 3.8 degrees Celcius would ($20 trillion) that 
year, effectively reducing GDP to $490 trillion. 
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A man wears a polar bear costume and holds a banner with the message, "Climate Change is 
Unbearable" as he participates in a demonstration near the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France, as the World 
Climate Change Conference 2015 (COP21) continues near the French capital in Le Bourget, December 12, 
2015. 

MAL LANGSDON / REUTERS 

Twenty trillion dollars is a very large number-representing a cost greater than the 
entire annual economic output of the United States in 2016. But from the perspective of 
2100, such costs represent the difference between the world being 6.5 times wealthier 
than in 2015 or 6.7 times wealthier. In the DICE model, moreover, the climate-change
afflicted world of 2105 is already more prosperous than the climate-change-free world of 
2100. And because the impacts and costs of climate change emerge gradually over the 
century-0.3 percent of GDP in 2020, 1.0 percent in 2050-in no year does the model 
foresee a reduction in economic growth of even one-tenth of a percentage point. Average 
annual growth over the 2015-2100 period declines from 2.27 percent to 2.22 percent. 

To be sure, economic estimates are incomplete. They cannot incorporate the inherent 
value to a community of remaining in its ancestral lands or any obligation humanity 
might have to protect other species and habitats. Even within the economic sphere, the 
assessment models depend on subjectively chosen inputs and averages across disparate 
forecasts; they rest atop numerous other models, each with their own subjectively 
chosen inputs and averages. Among the three models the Obama administration picked 
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for its analysis alone, the range of outputs is enormous: the DICE model's four percent
of-GDP estimate is near the 95th percentile of the projections from the middle-case 
model, while the low-case model's one percent-of-GDP estimate is below the middle
case's sth percentile. But nowhere is catastrophe to be found. 

Limitations and all, such estimates remain the best available. Further, the shortcomings 
of the integrated assessment models have little to do with their lack of support for 
catastrophism. The gap between what the models describe and what catastrophists fear 
does not emerge because the models disregard the heritages of indigenous cultures or 
the intangible value of every species. Nor do catastrophists disagree with particular 
inputs or outputs, expecting that tweaks to certain assumptions might validate their 
views. Rather, the societal collapse that catastrophists envision-one that poses an 
"existential" threat beyond the scope of other human problems, one that makes 
procreation an ethically dubious proposition-is simply irreconcilable with the outlook 
the science and economics offers. 

Indeed, the logic of catastrophism seems to run backward: from the conclusion that 
significant human influence on the climate must portend unprecedented danger to the 
search for facts to support that narrative. But forecasts on these scales of time and 
magnitude exceed common experience and thus defy intuition, which facilitates 
misinterpretation and frustrates self-correction. Placing the problem in proper 
perspective requires appreciating the long-term costs in the context of the distant future 
when they will arise, distinguishing costs spread over long time periods from those 
borne all at once and, finally, applying separate analyses to expected outcomes and 
worst case scenarios. Catastrophists get these things wrong. 

COSTS IN THE DISTANCE 

The power of compounding growth is the most crucial and counterintuitive 
phenomenon for understanding long-term projections. Many first encounter it in the 
tale of the ancient chessmaster who offers to train the emperor in return for one grain of 
rice on the board's first square, two grains on the second, four on the third-doubling on 
each square through the sixty-fourth. This sounds quite affordable, but the payment for 
the last square turns out to be just over nine quintillion (million -trillion) grains. 

An economy growing by some percentage each year follows a similar trajectory. If GDP 
rises by just three percent per year, the economy will grow almost 20-fold in a century. 
In constant 2009 dollars, U.S. GDP was less than $1 trillion in 1930. Eighty-five years 
later, after growing at an average compounding rate of 3-4 percent, 

Eighty-five years from now, even at half that growth rate, U.S. GDP will 
approach $70 trillion. For the majority of the world population, which resides in the 
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developing world and thus starts further behind, progress will likely be faster-more 
closely mirroring the booms in the United States and other now-developed countries in 
the last century. A $soo trillion global economy in 2100 in which most of the world 
approaches the standard ofliving already enjoyed in the West may sound fantastical. 
But it only requires steady progress. 

The first cognitive fault line separating catastrophists from others emerges here, over 
how to interpret the severity of climate-change damages in a world so radically different 
and more prosperous than our own. The standard narrative holds that most people 
improperly discount or ignore costs in the distant future. To the extent that those people 
are rational, their discounting of future problems must mean that they are immoral. 
"People scratch their heads and say: remarked 
Harvard geology professor Daniel Schrag in a 2013lecture. "Well, maybe they're 
rational. It's hard to accept. But in fact, maybe they actually don't value the future as 
much as some of us do. The benefits will go to their children, to their grandchildren, and 
beyond." 

But what if, rather than not caring about their grandchildren, people have confidence 
that their grandchildren will enjoy a far higher standard ofliving and have a greater 
capacity to cope with whatever climate change might bring? In purely economic terms, 
both seem likely. Even after accounting for climate change, the DICE model forecasts a 
world 6.5 times richer than today's for a population only 40 percent larger. Condemn 
mainstream economic estimates as hopelessly optimistic, increase the annual cost 
estimate for 2100 tenfold from $20 trillion to $200 trillion, and the world is still four 
times richer than today. 

The abstract GDP totals represent more than just a hypothetical capacity to absorb 
costs. The concrete implications of this growth will be leaps forward in societal 
resilience and technological capability of the same magnitude achieved in the last 
century. Without predicting the future, analogs from the past indicate the kinds of 
change to expect. In many cases, they address squarely the central concerns raised by 
climate change. 

Environmentalists, for example, have long worried about global population outstripping 
food supply. In 1970, the biologist Paul Ehrlich warned that, due to population growth, 

per year will be starving to death during the next ten 
years." Instead, a technological revolution caused agricultural yields to surge. Today, 
even as concern grows about potential water crises around the world, the seeds of their 
resolution may be sprouting as well. Israel, suffering from the same drought often 
blamed for helping plunge Syria into civil war, is using desalination technology to make 
the desert bloom. Recently, it found itself with a India is constructing 
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more than that will increase agricultural yields by as much 
as 300 percent and buffer against changes in the timing of the monsoon season. 

Continued progress in public health, through new breakthroughs and the transfer of 
best practices to the developing world, will likely ensure that life expectancy and quality 
will continue to increase regardless of how the climate changes. Perhaps climate change 
will increase the range of tropical diseases compared to a no-climate-change world. But 
in absolute terms, the prevalence of and mortality from such diseases should plummet. 
The public health challenges of 2100 will be as distant from today's as today's are from 
those of the early 1900s, prior to the development of either antibiotics or vaccines, 
when were from pneumonia, tuberculosis, or diarrhea and 
enteritis. 

To offer one more example, human infrastructure continues to triumph over the 
challenges and disasters of the natural world. Richer countries experience 

from natural disasters and also significantly lower damages relative 
to the size of their economies. The World Health Organization reports that in the three 
cyclones of maximum severity striking Bangladesh in 1970, 1991, and 2007, 

from 500,300 to 138,958 to 4,234. The diffusion of existing 
technologies worldwide, and the development of new ones-coupled with 
unprecedented resources for implementation-should ensure that these trends 
continue. 

Incremental improvements in water management, public health practices, and 
infrastructure are a conservative vision of progress. But innovation beyond today's 
imagination, in directions by definition unpredictable, is likely as well. Robin Hanson, a 
researcher at Oxford University's Future of Humanity Institute, wrote a well-received 
book called in which he argued that by 2100, computer simulations of 
humans will dominate an economy that doubles in size every month. James Lovelock, 
the British scientist, has likewise argued that, "before we've reached the end of this 
century, even-I think that what people call " 

Conversely, if innovation and economic growth stall; if the developing world halts its 
development; if wealthy nations begin to move backward -climate change will be the 
least of humanity's worries. The world's economic system of debt-based capitalism, 
predicated on continued growth, would collapse. The political systems built on that 
economic system would collapse as well. In that world, as in the prosperous one, the 
effects of climate change are a marginal consideration. 

At its extreme, the conflation of future impacts with present circumstances produces 
incoherent results. Take, for instance, the EPA's 
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project. Among its most prominent claims: Unmitigated climate change will cause more 
than 12,000 annual deaths from extreme heat in major U.S. cities by 2100. (The U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and the EPA report 

a figure that has been on a downward trajectory over the past 1S years). To reach 
12,000 by 2100, the analysis took each city's mortality rate from extreme heat in 2000 

and applied it to the hotter temperatures forecast for 2100. It concluded that, by 2100, 

the heat in New York City would be killing at so times the rate in Phoenix in 2000 (even 
though the New York City of 2100 is as the Phoenix of 2000). 

If one believes that residents of New York City will be dropping like flies from heat in the 
future, climate change must seem terrifying indeed. But that is not a rational belief. 

COSTS OVER TIME 

A second cognitive fault line emerges over interpretation of climate change's slow
motion onset. Catastrophists lament this characteristic and blame it for humanity's 
failure to feel properly alarmed. The frog-in-boiling-water parable is popular here, even 
appearing in AI Gore's try to throw a frog into a pot of boiling 
water, and it will leap out; but heat the frog in a pot of cool water, and it will sit there 
until dead. 

The problem is that the parable A frog tossed into 
boiling water will be killed or badly injured; one heated up will jump out when it 
becomes uncomfortable. In this, people are something like frogs: the one thing worse 
than a slow-motion crisis is a rapid one. 

In the climate context, even from the vantage point of a prosperous 2100, the sudden 
inundation of coastal cities or disappearance of the monsoon would produce 
civilization-rattling disruptions. "Just imagine, for example, monsoon patterns shifting 
in South Asia where you have over a billion people," "If you 
have even a portion of those billion people displaced, you now have the sorts of refugee 
crises and potential conflicts that we haven't seen in our lifetimes." Catastrophists 
frequently cite this specter of which offers a vague but 
ominous scenario that might derive from any number of catastrophes and cause any 
number of others. 

But would shifting monsoon patterns displace so many? Remember, growing wealth and 
infrastructure in the developing world will ensure a level of resilience far greater than 
today's. Of equal importance, gradual challenges invite adaptation: even if fully half of 
global agricultural production must relocate over a century, the required shift each year 
is only o.s percent of total production. For comparison, annual 

have averaged more than two percent over the past so years. 
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Even stipulating that adaptations will displace hundreds of millions of people, that 
displacement will not happen all at once. Spread over decades, such a disruption would 
look little different from the status quo. China alone currently supports a 

According to estimates by the United 
Nations, there are currently The organization 
projects that the figure will grow by several million each year. By 2050, the World Bank 
estimates that for reasons unrelated to climate 
change. Climate change may thus be among the forces that cause the twenty-first 
century to witness upheavals and migrations on a scale similar to those of the 
nineteenth and twentieth-other forces were on full display in 2016-but that can hardly 
earn it the designation of "unprecedented" or "existential." 

The costs of climate adaptation can also appear deceptively large if the alternative of 
maintaining the status quo is imagined to be free. But regardless of climate change, 
almost every component of the global economy's capital base-from city sewers to farm 
silos-will be fully depreciated and will need to be replaced by new investment over the 
next 100 years, both because existing infrastructure will deteriorate and because new 
alternatives will be worth installing. In that way, major coastal cities will be entirely 
rebuilt regardless of whether rising seas threaten them. If people allocating capital-be 
they small-town farmers, resort designers, or mayors-have the information and 
incentives to incorporate climate adaptation into their planning, it need not impose 
sudden and unmanageable recovery costs. 

Recall Obama's warning: "Submerged countries. Abandoned cities. Fields that no longer 
grow." The statement actually began with the caveat that it is "a glimpse of our 
children's fate if the climate keeps changing " But 
certainly the climate is not yet changing too fast for society to address. And if societies 
continue to exhibit and build upon the adaptability they displayed in the lastcentury, the 
glimpsed fate will never come to pass. 

Faced with the claim that total climate costs of $20 trillion in 2100 represent an entirely 
manageable burden, the catastrophist might respond that $20 trillion must be 
implausibly low for the extent of disruption climate change might entail. He or she 
might also emphasize that climate change is not a one-time phenomenon: its effects will 
accumulate and compound, striking year after year against societies with a constrained 
capacity to respond. 

But that argument gets the dynamic backward. Although climate impacts may be 
permanent and on-going, costly adaptation-if done wisely-need occur only once. A 
Manhattan properly insulated from rising waters will not require new protection each 
time sea level climbs another foot. Conversely, that hypothetical $20 trillion represents 
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the resources that society might commit to the problem in the single year 2100. In 
Nordhaus' DICE model, the total allocated to climate costs between 2050 and 2150 is 
more than $2.5 quadrillion, all without ever slowing annual growth by more than one
tenth of one percentage point. The world's productive capacity, bolstered by innovation 
and adaptation over time, is orders of magnitude larger than the demands climate 
change is expected to impose. Such adaptation may represent a tragic long-term drain 
on society's resources, but that does not mean it will noticeably alter the trajectory of 
human civilization. 

COSTS IN THE EXTREME 

To the climate catastrophist, even a credible argument that climate change is 
manageable may offer little comfort. So what if the IPCC's best guess of sea-level rise by 
2100 is only two feet? Some scenarios contemplate much worse outcomes, and what if 
those come true? 

The Esquire article describes the views of Michael Mann, the climatologist who created 
the famous "hockey-stick" chart used to argue that centuries of climate stability were 
giving way to sharp warming in recent decades. "As Mann sees it, scientists like [NASA's 
Gavin] Schmidt who choose to focus on the middle of the curve aren't really being 
scientific .... A real scientific response would also give serious weight to the dark side of 
the curve." In Mann's own words: "Maybe it is true what the ice-sheet modelers have 
been telling us, that it will take a thousand years or more to melt the Greenland Ice 
Sheet. · maybe it could play out in a century or two." 

Catastrophists worry that warming temperatures will set off an uncontrollable feedback 
loop, begetting ever-accelerating warming that 

sending local climates into wild gyrations; unexpected 
ice-sheet dynamics might produce that causes sea levels to rise 
rapidly by multiple meters; agricultural yields could collapse, 

Perhaps. If nothing else, such claims are unfalsifiable. 

But it is difficult to know how to weigh such extreme hypotheticals. Emphasizing them 
risks departing the world of empirical research and model-based forecasting for one 
governed by fear. A variety of other long-term challenges with truly existential worst
case scenarios already exists, from the archetypical nuclear war to the emergence of 
artificial super-intelligence hostile to humans, to the global spread of an engineered 
pandemic, to coordinated cyberattacks on physical and financial infrastructure. 
Working with a catastrophic mindset and a century-long timeline, one can construct an 
apocalyptic scenario from almost any problem. 
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Here, the third fault line emerges over placement of climate change in broader context. 
Catastrophists see their worries about extreme climate change as unique from, and more 
concrete than, other speculative fears. But when held up for comparison, extreme 
climate change does not justify a special status. In objective terms, the worst case for 
climate change does not even place it among the worst of worst cases. For instance, the 
Global Priorities Project at Oxford observes that climate change could "render most of 
the tropics than at present," as compared to the hundreds of 
millions or billions of deaths associated with other challenges. Another Oxford study 
surveyed conference participants about the extinction-level risks of various catastrophes 
and neglected to even consider climate change; respondents gave molecular 
nanotechnology, superintelligent AI, and an engineered pandemic all at least a 

A climate change worst-case scenario also differs from others in its speed. Although 
genuinely existential threats to civilization might circle the globe in months, days, or 
even minutes, total climate catastrophe unfolds over decades or centuries. One might 
not like humanity's chances of reversing or coping with such a threat, but the chances 
must be higher than for threats striking hundreds or thousands of times faster. 

These factors place catastrophists in a catch-22. To locate climate-change impacts of 
sufficient magnitude, they envision scenarios that require temperatures to climb 
and But extending the timeframe dilutes costs 
faster than it can increase them. No matter how apocalyptic, impacts forecasted 
hundreds of years in the future are inherently less alarming than those under discussion 
for the year 2100. 

Several factors may help to explain why catastrophists sometimes view extreme climate 
change as more likely than other worst cases. Catastrophists confuse expected and 
extreme forecasts and thus view climate catastrophe as something 

But while the expected scenarios of manageable climate change derive from an 
accumulation of scientific evidence, the extreme ones do not. Catastrophists likewise 
interpret the present-day effects of climate change as the onset of their worst fears, but 
those effects are no more proof of existential catastrophes to come than is the 2015 
Ebola epidemic a sign of a future civilization -destroying pandemic, or Siri of a coming 
Singularity. 

Catastrophists express frustration that the diffuse and intangible impacts of climate 
change prevent the threat from receiving sufficient attention-"if global warming took 
out an eye every now and then," Dan Gilbert, professor of psychology at Harvard 
University, wrote in 2006, "But as 
compared to other long-term challenges, claims of climate impact appear constantly. 
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Natural disasters, extreme temperatures, and even geopolitical events find 
themselves or, if no link is available, cited as the 
kind of thing climate change might make more common. Greater obsession with climate 
change produces more coverage of it, stoking greater obsession. Meanwhile, arguments 
against catastrophism rarely reach the audience that might benefit most from hearing 
them. 

Finally, "motivated reasoning" likely plays a role. A charge issued frequently by 
catastrophists is that anyone expressing inadequate concern must be avoiding the 
problem because he dislikes the consequences of taking action-bigger government, 
more regulation, less growth. But this presumably cuts both ways. The policy agenda 
and social outlook demanded by the catastrophist perspective tends to align closely with 
the pre-existing preferences of catastrophists. Perhaps tellingly, when proposals arise 
that are less to their liking-nuclear power and fracked natural gas as substitutes for 
coal, carbon taxes paired with other tax cuts, use of conservation land for renewable 
power, research on geo-engineering-the overriding imperative to address climate 
change has tended to fall by the wayside. 

COSTS TO CREDIBILITY 

The errors of today' s climate catastrophists repeat those made by the last generation of 
environmental doomsayers. As Paul Romer, the chief economist of the World Bank, 
recently observed: 

During the 1970s, the Club of Rome famously argue d that our economic 
system was on the verge of collapse because we were running out of fossil 
fuel. This analysis was flawed not simply because it got the magnitudes 
wrong. It got the signs wrong. The problem facing the world is not that 
the earth's crust contains too little fossil fuel and that we won't have 
enough innovation to solve this problem. The real problems are that the 
earth's crust contains far too much fossil fuel and that too much 
[innovation] 

In other words, even though the Club of Rome was wrong in the 1970s, Romer believes 
its broader perspective should be embraced. Seemingly oblivious to the irony, he 
attributes the failure last time around to "an instance of motivated reasoning. Advocates 
seem to have been too eager to generate a sense of pessimistic urgency." 

Schrag, the Harvard geology professor, is even more blunt. Reflecting on Ehrlich's 
predictions of eminent mass starvation in the 1970s, Schrag acknowledges that "none of 
his predictions came true." Nevertheless, says Schrag, "It's quite amazing that we're 
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actually able to feed the world at all. Ehrlich wasn't wrong in '68, 
In this view, the catastrophist is not accountable for considering how growth, 
innovation, and adaptation might avert catastrophe. But Ehrlich was indeed wrong in 
1968, for the same reasons his intellectual heirs are likely wrong about climate change 
today. 

" 

Some catastrophists do acknowledge, at least implicitly, the limits of their case. 
Unfortunately, this leads them to demand the creation of new evidence. Nicholas Stern, 
lead author of the United Kingdom's climate assessment, wrote recently in Nature: "The 
next IPCC report needs to be based on a much more robust body of economics 
literature, . It could make a crucial difference." Stern 
expressed concern that the current generation of economic models fails to adequately 
account for the risk of shocks "such as the thawing of permafrost, release of methane, 
and other potential tipping points," or of social costs "such as widespread conflict as a 
result oflarge-scale human migration to escape the worst-affected areas." 

Dave Roberts, whose TedX presentation entitled warns of 
"Hell on Earth" by 2100, suggests that the integrated assessment models should use 
surveys of "expert opinion" to produce " But the 
DICE model, as an example, Undoubtedly, new 
models designed to vindicate the catastrophists' perspective will soon emerge. But 
perhaps the existing models are saying something very important about the nature of 
human progress and long-term challenges that catastrophists need to hear. 

Or perhaps they hear more than they let on. Obama catastrophized in speeches, but 
seldom when the prospect of a follow-up question loomed. Pressed by New York 
Times reporter Mark Landler whether he "believe[s] the threat from climate change is 
dire enough that it could precipitate the collapse of our civilization," Obama relied on 
his legalistic rather than rhetorical gifts: "Well, I don't know that I can look into a crystal 
ball and know exactly how this plays out. But what we do know is that historically, when 
you see severe environmental strains of one sort or another on cultures, on civilizations, 
on nations, that the byproducts of that are " 
True enough-and the same could be said for a whole host of other challenges. For 
instance, try replacing Obama's phrase "severe environmental strains" with "strains of 
militant religious extremism." 

As for the newspaper columnist; , the philosophy professor; and 
the meteorologist? They each decided to have kids after all. 
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Who's The Now? 
BY 0 REN C ASS 

T 
HE epithet "climate denier," intended to invoke Holo causwe're going to be leaving our kids and our grandchildren may 
denial, has always been tasteless and inapt. Climate well not be habitable," he was not laughed off the stage. 
change is not like the Holocaust, nor is questioning the Often, the politicians and pundits targeted with the "denier" 
accuracy and predictive power of a scientific model like label did deserve blame. Ignoring the best available scientific 

questioning the historical fact of a genocide that murdered 6 mil- research-an obvious starting point in any other policy debate
lion Jews. But climate activists delighted in defining their opposi-was irresponsible or dishonest. Their arguments rarely emerged 
tion this way, with help from prominent figures such as Barack from any valuable scientific insight, but usually from a fear that 
Obama, who in 2014 used Twitter to condemn "climate change acknowledging the scientific basis of climate change would 
deniers" and promote a website, run by Organizing for Action (fonnean accepting radical and costly responses. This was doubly 
merly Obama for America), that featured large black-and-white counterproductive: Not only did it grant by default a mainstream 
pictures of then-House speaker John Boehner and Senator Marco foothold to outlandishly over blown climate fears, but also it side
Rubio atop a green "Climate Change Deniers" banner. "On eli- lined and undermined more important and compelling policy-
mate," asked the site's headline, "whose side are you on?" based objections to the activist agenda. 

For a while, this seemed to work. Framing the climate debate as And then a funny thing happened: "Denial" gave way to those 
one between noble keepers of the scientific flame and people akinmore reasoned arguments. Perhaps the accumulation of scientific 
to Nazis gave the former group license to say almost anything. Toevidence changed minds. Perhaps it was only the political reality 
the casual observer, even the most egregious exaggeration about that sank in. Regardless, opponents of aggressive climate policy 
climate science could seem reasonable compared with its outright mostly stopped questioning whether the climate was warming 
rejection. Thus, Obama's assertion in his 2015 State of the Union and whether human activity played a role-the two points of 
address that "no challenge-no challenge-poses a greater threat agreement that define the famous "97 percent consensus" of eli
to future generations than climate change" became widely accept-mate scientists-and started explaining why that consensus did 
ed. When Senator Bernie Sanders warned during a presidential not justify costly and ineffective policies. 
debate that "the scientific community is telling us that if we do This shift in focus from the basic science of climate change to 
not address the global crisis of climate change ... the planet that its public-policy implications has been a disaster for climate 
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Softened by years of punching down at their opponents' worst 
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arguments, they became addicted to asserting that "science says tweeted, "#Pruitt on #climate: 'Science tells us climate is chang
so," and they are now lost when it doesn't. ing' but says extent of human role is up for debate. False." In her 

When Sanders, back in the Senate, questioned Oklahoma attor- accompanying story, she reported that Pruitt's views were "not 
ney general Scott Pruitt during the latter's confirmation hearing consistent with the scientific consensus" as reflected by the 
to lead the Environmental Protection Agency, it was the inter- U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 
rogator who couldn't keep his facts straight. Pruitt asserted that What does the IPCC actually say? While it is "extremely likely 
"the climate is changing, and human activity contributes to that that human activities caused more than half of the observed 
in some manner," explaining that he had inserted the caveat ("in increase in [temperature] from 1951 to 2010," the attribution for 
some manner") because "the ability to measure, with precision, the approximately 0.6°C of warming requires wide ranges that 
the degree of human activity's impact on the climate is subject to are "likely" to be accurate: between 0.5 and 1.3°C for greenhouse 
more debate." Pressed by Sanders, he stated again: "The climate gases, between -0.6 and +0.1 oc for other human activity, and 
is changing, and human activity impacts that." between -0.1 and +0.1 oc apiece for natural causes and internal 

Pruitt wanted to discuss "the job of the [EPA] administrator," variability. For the slower warming observed during the period 
which he noted was "to carry out the statutes passed by from 1998 to 2012, the IPCC could offer only low to medium 
[Congress]." He also agreed that the "EPA has a very important confidence in its explanation. 
role at regulating the emission ofCQ." But Sanders was deter- So Pruitt's comments were not "False." Indeed, in a later story 
mined to show that Pruitt rejected the scientific consensus, even Davenport's colleague Justin Gillis acknowledged that Pruitt's 
if this meant falsifying the contents ofthat consensus. position was "almost axiomatically true." But, Gillis argued, it 

Sanders claimed that "97 percent of the scientists who wrote remained problematic because 
articles in peer-reviewed journals believe that human activity is 
the fundamental reason we are seeing climate change." That is 
wrong. A survey-of-surveys published last yearlimvironmental 
Research Letter.~reported that prior surveys had found 78 percent 
of scientists agreeing that "the cause of global warming over the 
past 150 years was mostly human," 82 percent agreeing that 
"human activity is a significant contributing factor in changing 
mean global temperatures," and 85 percent agreeing that "anthro
pogenic greenhouse gases are the dominant driver of recent 
global warming." Of course, even among those expressing 
agreement about the "significant" or "dominant" human role, 
debate would presumably have emerged about whether natural 
factors accounted for 0, 10, 25, or 50 percent. 

Sanders also claimed that "97 percent of scientists who have 
written articles for peer-reviewed joumals have concluded that 
climate change is real, it is caused by human activity, and it is 
already causing devastating problems in our country and around 
the world." As to the devastating problems, this also is false. He 
said "the vast majority of scientists are telling us that if we do 
not get our act together and transform our energy system away 
from fossil fuel, there is a real question as to the quality of the 
planet that we are going to be leaving our children and our 
grandchildren." Also untrue. 

anybody who did not know better might come away thinking 
there is room to doubt whether humans are the main cause of 
global warming. Mr. Pruitt did not actually say that, of course. 
... Mr. Pruitt and the other Trump nominees labored to avoid 
overt denial while signaling to their allies that there is enough 
doubt to justify inaction on emissions or even rolling back steps 
the Obama administration took. 

This is the crux of the matter. Statements about climate change 
are no longer being policed for their accuracy, but rather for the 
degree to which they help or ham1 the activist agel& Atlantic 
explains that "the new climate denial is like the old climate denial" 
because "both are excuses for inaction." Why didn't Sanders ask 
Pruitt the obvious follow-ups: "Do you see that lack of precision 
as relevant to the policy choices facing us?" or "Of course, science 
is always subject to imprecision, but do you believe we should 
take action to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions?" Sanders didn't 
ask these questions because he had no interest in discussing cli
mate policy, where his own ideas make no sense (including, for 
instance, banning nuclear power and "bringing climate deniers to 
justice"). His position rests on the fiction that scientists unani
mously agree, and that is where he must make his stand. 

Pruitt's emphasis on the difficulty of measuring, "with preci
sion, the degree of human activity's impact" also crosses a red line 
for activists, because the precision with which climate models can 

I N fact, scientists and economists hold widely varying views describe what is happening links directly to the precision with 
on the costs that climate change has caused and will cause. which they can describe what will happen. If scientists do not 
Surveys of scientists rarely address social consequences or know exactly how the climate system is behaving now, we might 

policy implications. When President Obama tweeted that accord less weight to their projections into the distant future. 
"Ninety-seven percent of scientists agree: #climate change is Secretary of State Rex Tillerson hit that tripwire in his own con-
real, man-made and dangerous," evena/onhad to acknowledge firmation hearing when he said: "The increase in the greenhouse
he was wrong to say "dangerous." Only half of the economists gas concentrations in the atmosphere amc:{] having an effect; our 
surveyed by NYU's Institute for Policy Integrity in 2015 believecltbility to predict that effect is very limited." Professor Katharine 
"immediate and drastic action is necessary" on climate change; Hayhoe mocked the claim, suggesting that perhaps it would have 
only 56 percent said that "if nothing is done to limit climate been correct in the 1800s. "In 2017? Not so much." Professor 
change in the future" it would be a "very serious" problem for the Michael Mann called it "indefensible." In the Guardian, Dana 
United States; only 41 percent believed "climate change is Nuccitelli concluded, "Functionally [Tillerson] might not be very 
already having a negative effect on the global economy." different than a Secretary of State who outright denies climate 

But the New York Timeshad categorized the Pruitt nomination change." Mashables Andrew Freedman wamed that Tillerson, 
under the heading CLIMATE CHANGE DENIAL, albeit without any Pruitt, and fellow Trump nominee Rick Perry had "moved from 
support. So when Pruitt testifiedfimesreporter Coral Davenport outright climate denial to a more subtle, insidious and risky form." 
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But as the IPCC emphasizes, the range for future projections read the quotes discovered that most of them raised no issues 
remains enormous. The central question is "climate sensitivity"-with climate science at all. 
the amount of warming that accompanies a doubling of carbon In early March, Davenport tried calling Trump appointees 
dioxide in the atmosphere. As of its Fifth Assessment Report in "skeptics," rather than "deniers." But Gillis summarized her 
2013, the IPCC could estimate only that this sensitivity is some- story, headlined "EPA Head Stacks Agency with Climate 
where between 1.5 and 4.5°C. Nor is science narrowing that Change Skeptics," in a tweet as "Top posts at EPA are being 
range. The 2013 assessment actually widened it on the low end, stocked with climate-change denialists." He then acknowledged 
from a 2.0-4.5°C range in the prior assessment. And remember, that the conflicting word choices were no accident and that the 
for any specific level of warming, forecasts vary widely on the Times "cannot seem to achieve internal consistency about what 
subsequent environmental and economic implications. word to use, despite best efforts." That was awkward, though not 

At least one might assume that reasonable minds could be as awkward as Professor Michael Mann's testimony before the 
allowed to differ on the ultimate question of how well society is House Science Committee later that month: "I don't believe I 
likely to cope with the effects of climate change-a political, called anybody here a denier," he asserted, "yet that's been stated 
social, and economic question several degrees removed from over and over again. So I've been misrepresented quite a bit 
anything resembling a scientific consensus. Not so. I addressed today." To which Professor Judith Curry, sitting just to his right, 
these issues in a recerJioreign A.ffair~ssay, in which I called the responded, "It's in your written testimony." Sure enough, on 
IPCC "the gold-standard summary," cited it repeatedly, and page 6, Mann referred to "climate science denier Judith Curry," 
adopted its estimate that temperatures could rise by 3 to 4°C this even averring, "I use the term carefully." 
century. My essay further embraced the Obama administration's Activists, so eager to bar the gates to the public square and 
"Social Cost of Car bon" analysis and adopted its high-case keep their opponents out, have instead locked themselves in. If 
model for economic cost. But the essay argued that the likely everyone agrees with the 97 percent consensus, and that consen-
impact of all this was "manageable" rather than "catastrophic." sus does not dictate any particular policy outcome, they have 

The president should clean up the embarrassing ambiguity and 
vacuity in his own views. And his administration should make 

clear that it works from · · · · 

Mann decried it as "#Koch climate denial propaganda." Eric 
Holthaus, mete orologist and host of the podcast Our Warm 
Regards, called it "a master class in modern climate denial." 

nothing else to say. Perhaps this is for the best. If the extremists 
from both sides become sufficiently marginalized, a reasoned 
policy debate might emerge about the real risks of climate 
change and the cost-effective responses. This would require the 
media to admit that their "denier" terminology has lost all mean-

T HE scope of viewpoints that constitute "denial" is rapidly ing and to attend equally to the scientifically unsupported state
expanding to swallow all opposition to favored climate ments from both sides. 
policies. In Scientific American, blogger Peter Dykstra It would also require a consistent, scientifically accurate mes-

declared "grudgingly admitting the problem while scrambling to sage from the White House. The president should clean up the 
avoid addressing it" to be a form of climate denial. Writing in embarrassing ambiguity and vacuity in his own views. And his 
Rolling Stan£; Bill McKibben pathetically attempted to introduce administration should make clear that it works from mainstream 
the term "Renewables Denial" ("at least as ugly and insidious as scientific conclusions. EPA Administrator Pruitt confused matters 
its twin sister, Climate Denial") to describe skepticism that wind greatly with comments to CNBC last month that went beyond his 
and solar power can meet the world's energy needs anytime soon. testimony about "precision" and "debate" and suggested that 

At stake are the boundaries of debate in our democratic soci- human activity was not the primary cause of recent warming. 
ety, on an issue that the self-appointed enforcers insist is the Pruitt had no basis for taking that position, nor does he gain any-
most important one facing us. The ad hominem "denier" criti- thing from it; even Fox News confronted him. Conversely, an 
cism places arguments and their purveyors beyond the pale, accurate statement of the science would only strengthen his posi-
unworthy of response. Appealing to a purported "97 percent tion in defending the policies he seeks to implement. The more he 
consensus" asserts that the question has been scientifically focuses discussion on costs and benefits of EPA actions, the more 
answered and policymakers have no business debating it. Such reasonable he will seem-and the more reasonable he will be. 
rhetorical techniques are wildly inapprop1iate where science is For now, though, navigating the climate debate will require 
in fact, by its own admission, not settled, and especially where translating the phrase "climate denier" to mean "anyone unsym-
science is but one input to a difficult policy question. pathetic to the most aggressive activists' claims." This apparently 

Fortunately, this nonsense is unsustainable. TH'~mestried let- includes anyone who acknowledges meaningful uncertainty in 
ting people speak for themselves, introducing quotes from twelve climate models, adopts a less-than-catastrophic outlook about 
of Trump's Cabinet nominees with the summary: "Most of the the consequences of future warming, or opposes any facet of 
people President-elect Donald J. Trump has chosen for the top the activist policy agenda. The activists will be identifiable 
tiers of his administration have expressed doubt that climate as the small group continuing to shout "Denier!"; the "deniers" 
change is caused by human activity." But anyone who actually will be identifiable as everyone else. NR 
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Goodbye to Paris 

The sin ofbeing honest. 

By Oren Cass 

A u i te ded cR seTue ce RfPreside t TrumS's Paris AccRrd i decisiR has bee e SRsure Rfthe agreeme t's 
u derl i g fraud. The activists a d G L leaders beseechi g him desSeratel tRremai begged the TuestiR LWhat 
sRrt Rf climate club wRuld wa t a member whRcalls its tRSic a "hRa "a d flatl rejects its SRlic SrescriStiR s? 
0 e whRse Srimar SurSRse is gRRd fRRd a d cR versatiR , Rt: a substa tive i ter atiR al resSR se tRclimate 
cha ge. 

PrRSR e ts R ce argued the had built sRmethi g imSRsi g-"the e duri g framewRrk the wRrld eeds tRsRlve 
the climate crisis," as Preside t Obama described it, with "bRld" a d "ambitiRus" targets. But the SrRsSect Rf the 
Tuee bee leavi g the table SrRmSted assura ces that SarticiSatiR is reall Ri cR ve ie ce at all. Please, Mr. 
TrumS, just sta fRr dessert L 

This revised view is clRser tR the truth. The AccRrd was dRRmed befRre egRtiatRrs ever assembled fRr 
ShRt:RgraShs i December UilJ The were Rt: there tRcRmmit each cRu tr tRmea i gful gree hRuse-gas 
reductiR s Ltather, ever R e submitted their vRlu tar Sledges i adva ce, a d all were acceSted withRut 
scruti . Pledges did Rt: have tRme tiR emissiR s levels, Rr were there Se alties fRr falli g shRrt. The 
cR fere ce itself was, i esse ce, a staSli g e ercise. 

Celebrati g the success Rf this cRllatiR cRalitiR , Secretar Rf State JRh Kerr claimed that "LLL atiR s i the 
wRrld came tRgether tRsubmit a Sla , all Rfthem reduci g their emissiR s." That was Rt: true. I fact, mRst Rf 
the majRr develRSi g cRu tries, whRse emissiR s will drive climate cha ge this ce tur , Sledged R 1 tR 
cR ti ue with busi ess as usual. 

Chi a cRmmitted tRbegi reduci g emissiR s b ~ rRughl whe its ecR Rmic develRSme t wRuld have 
caused this tRhaSSe regardless. I dia made RemissiR s cRmmitme t, Sledgi g R 1 tRmake SrRgress R 
efficie c -at half the rate it had SrRgressed i rece t ears. Pakista Rutdid the rest, submitti g a si gle Sage 
that Rffered tR"reduce its emissiR s after reachi g Seak levels tRthe e te t SRssible." This is a defi itiR Rfthe 
wRrd "Seak," Rt: a cRmmitme t. 

Si ce the , the farce has SrRceeded as farces dR Secretar Kerr claimed the AccRrd wRuld u leash clea -
e erg i vestme t. "It is gRi g tRmRve the marketSlace," he said, calli g it "a break-awa agreeme t which 
actuall cha ges the Saradigm" a d will "sSur massive i vestme t." I stead, glRbal i vestme t Slummeted b 
LL Serce t i LLLL cRmSared tR ~ accRrdi g tRBlRRmberg New E erg Fi a ce. The first Tuarter Rf LLLL 
saw a Rt:her LL Serce t dedi e versus UlL 

The vRlu teer Sledges have cRmma ded Srecisel the resSect the deserve. A ASril reSRrt b Transport 
Environment fRu d R 1 three EurRSea cRu tries Sursui g SRlicies i li e with their Paris cRmmitme ts a d 
R e RfthRse, Germa , has Rw see twRstraight ears RfemissiR s increases. The PhiliSSi es has 
Rutright re Ru ced its cRmmitme t. A stud Sublished b the America GeRSh sical U iR war s that I dia's 
Sla ed cRal-Sla t cR structiR is i cRmSatible with its Rw targets. All this behaviRr is sRciall acceStable 
amR gst the climate crRwd. 0 1 TrumS's SresumStiR that the agreeme t mea s sRmethi g, a d that cRu tries 
shRuld be fRrthright abRut their cRmmitme ts, is be R d the Sale. 

SRmewhat i credibl , TRdd Ster , the Obama admi istratiR 's lead climate egRt:iatRr, tRRk tRthe Washington 
Post tRe Slai that the U.S. cRuld eve revise dRw ward its Rw cRmmitme t tRelimi ate a SRte tial burde 
"I k Rw," he seemi gl bragged, "because I helSed egRtiate that fle ibilit ." CRmSare this tRhis defe se Rfthe 
agreeme t whe sig ed, i which he reSeatedl used the wRrd "ratchet" tRdescribe a SrRcess where cRu tries 
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wRuld R 1 stre gthe their cRmmitme ts. But rather tha see the cRcktail hRur i terruSted, eve that last 
vestige Rf substa ce was flu g RverbRard. 

SRshRuld the U.S. have sta ed Rr gR e? TR TuRte a Rther RfPreside t Obama's secretaries Rf stateU'What 
differe ce, at this SRi t, dRes it make?" FRr the climate, Rt much RfR e. The Massachusetts I stitute Rf 
Tech RlRg 's assessme t Rf the agreeme t fRu d that eve full cRmSlia ce wRuld R 1 have reduced glRbal 
temSeratures i U_l_Lb R 1 U L degrees Celsius. 

I stead, the debate devRlved i tRthe ki d R e Rtherwise hears abRut the UN Huma Rights CRu cil, a fRrum R 
R e mistakes fRr a seriRus effRrt tRadva ce huma rights. If Rther cRu tries are gRi g tRsit arRu d discussi g 
the climate, shRuld 't we at least atte d? This is what Mille ials might call the "FOMO" LlFear RfMissi g OutL 
defe se. 

Further, as Ster argued, "withdrawi g frRm the Paris agreeme t wRuld be a stai R the legacies RfbRth the 
Sreside t a d Secretar Rf State." Other cRu tries "wRuld see withdrawal as a slaS i the face." But R which 
Sreside t's legac is Paris a stai ? The CR stitutiR reTuires the Se ate tRratif treaties b a twR-thirds 
suSermajRrit i Sart tRe sure that the U ited States sSeaks with a si gle, cR siste t vRice R the i ter atiR al 
stage. It was Preside t Obama whRRffered the wRrld a u wise cRmmitme t fRr which he gRt Rthi g i retur 
It was Obama whRrefused tRsubmit that cRmmitme t fRr Se ate aSSrRval because he knew he did Rt have it. 

TrumS ca reverse his SredecessRr's mistake. Withdrawi g frRm the AccRrd thrRugh a Se ate vRte wRuld make 
clear that Obama shRuld ever have sig ed i the first Slace. It wRuld establish the Srecede t fRr seeki g Se ate 
aSSrRval Rf a such cRmmitme ts i the future. A d if, R behalf Rf Rur cR stitutiR al reSublic a d cRmmR 
se se, we 1 sult Rther Sart gRers? PerhaSs we ca se d a card. 
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C I T Y 
JOURNAL 

EYE ON THE NEWS 

We' II Never Have Paris 
The climate change agreement was designed as a feel-good, do-nothing program. 

Oren Cass 
ne 1, 17 

Even before President Trump had completed his announcement that the United States 

would withdraw from the Paris Accord on climate change, howls of disbelief and 

outrage went up from proponents of the agreement. But the critical dynamic underlying 

the 2015 Accord, willfully ignored by its advocates, is that major developing countries 

offered "commitments" for emissions reduction that only 1 

Thus, for instance, China committed to reaching peak emissions by 
2030-in line with the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's prior analysis. India 

committed to improving its emissions per unit of GOP-at a rate slower than that metric 

was already improving. President Obama, meanwhile, pledged America to concrete and 

aggressive emissions cuts that would require genuine and costly change. 

As I in National Review at the conclusion of the Paris conference in December 2015: 

!The full scope of the catastrophe will emerge only in the years to come. One of the 
! 

!agreement's few binding provisions is a requirement for countries to gather and review 

!their commitments and their adherence to them every five years. Given the caliber of 
! 

lthe pledges, that promise of review has little value; countries that promised to proceed 

lon their existing trajectories will pass with flying colors. But the United States, whose 

!commitments far exceed what even the aggressive Obama agenda is expected to 

!produce, will be the nation off track. 
t 

Sure enough, a from Inside Climate News blares, "China, India to Reach 

Climate Goals Years Early, as U.S. Likely to Fall Far Short." That is, China and India are 
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reaching the "goal" of proceeding along their unaltered course, while the U.S. is "falling 

short" of a very high bar. 

One might think this prima facie evidence of the agreement's folly, but Jonathan Chait 
of New York magazine i i as proof that the Right's criticism of Paris "has 

proven incontrovertibly false." Citing data from Climate Action Tracker, he avers that 
"lnd ia, which had promised to reduce the emissions intensity of its economy by 33-35 

percent by 2030, is now on track to reduce it by 42--45 percent by that date. China 
promised its total emissions would peak by 203Q-an ambitious goal for a rapidly 

industrializing economy. It is running at least a decade ahead of that goal." Chait 

concludes, "The factual predicate upon which the American right based its opposition 

to Paris has melted away beneath its feet." 

However, Climate Action Tracker's own in 

December 2015 determined, "according to our analysis, with the policies it already has 

in place, India will achieve an emissions intensity reduction of around 41.5% below 2005 
levels by 2030." India committed to less than business-as-usual, has proceeded with 

business-as-usual, and now wins applause from Chait for beating its worthless 

commitment. It's easy to slim down to 180 pounds, if you weigh 175 to begin with. 

Likewise, in December 2015, it was Climate Action Tracker's that "under a 

scenario with currently implemented policies, Chinese C02 emissions are likely to peak 

around 2025." The New York Times reports that Chinese emissions 1 

just as the nation's leaders were formulating their international pledge. Is it more 

likely that the Chinese inadvertently made a pledge they could meet without trying, or 

that Chait has fallen for a pledge that was formulated such that it would have to be met? 

The giveaway for the Paris charade is the refusal to set baselines. If nations are to hold 

one another accountable for progress on greenhouse-gas emissions, surely they must 

agree on a starting point from which to progress. Yet the framework for Paris pointedly 

omitted this requirement. Countries could calculate their own baselines however they 

chose, or provide none at all. Now, per Chait, the pledges have themselves become 

baselines, and each country receives applause or condemnation in inverse proportion to 

its seriousness. 

Even failing on one's commitment is acceptable, so long as the right things get said. 

Carbon Market Watch that "despite all of the fanfare that went on at the time, it 

seems that there are currently only three European Union countries pursuing climate 
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policies that put them in line with the agreements made at the Paris Climate Change 
Talks." Angela Merkel said that she ds the G7's discussion of climate change "very 

difficult," but not because her nation's emissions have the last two years. Her 

difficulty arises from those ugly Americans' unwillingness to keep up appearances. 

Later this week, we will be treated to the of "a statement backed by all 28 EU 

states, [in which] the European Union and China will commit to full implementation of 
the Paris Climate Agreement"-undoubtedly accompanied by lamentations that the 

United States has disrupted the charade by walking off stage. How the world misses 

President Obama's enthusiasm for a debating society that delivers no substantive action, 

or even a useful framework for assessing results, only a forum for bashing America. 

Such nerve, our nation has, to excuse itself from that pastime. 

Oren Cassis a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute. 

Photo by Spencer Platt I Getty I mages 
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NATIONAL REVIEW 

Don't Apologize for Being Honest about Climate Change 
A response to Ross Douthat's lukewarm lukewarrnisrn 

By Oren Cass- June 5, 2017 

Writing about climate change in the New York Times, Ross Douthat~~~""'" 
"lukewarmers" as those who: 

is our 

Douthat placed himself among the lukewarmers and very graciously referred his readers to 

some of my recent work for a longer discussion of those themes. But his column was also quite 

gracious in conceding two problems with lukewarmism, which instead deserve rebuttal. 

Douthat's Problem #1: "No less than alarmism, lukewarmism can be vulnerable to cherry

picking and selection bias, reaching for any piece of evidence- and when you're dealing 

with long-term trends, there's a lot of evidence to choose from- that supports its non

catastrophic assumptions, even if the bulk of the data starts to point the other way." 

This is a generic critique that might apply to any position on any issue. School-choice advocacy 

is vulnerable to cherry-picking and selection bias, as is support for universal pre-K. So are the 

claims that Scandinavian-style welfare states are good or bad for innovation and economic 

growth. And the claims that an interventionist U.S. foreign policy promotes or harms our 

national interest. Highlighting such a complaint about lukewarmism would make sense only if 

the position were uniquely reliant on such bad behavior. 
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To the contrary, the key hypothesis (of my work, anyway) is that even workingfrom the 

mainstream scientific and economic studies advanced by alarmists, the data do not support a 

conclusion of catastrophe. That is, the effects identified by the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change are serious but manageable. The economic costs identified by the Obama 

administration's Social Cost of Carbon analysis are no larger than those associated with a 

variety of other policy issues. 

Of course, plenty of people cherry-pick this or that study in an effort to undermine the 

mainstream conclusions of climate science. But such analysis is unnecessary to a moderate view 

of climate change and, I would argue, often counterproductive. Lukewarmism is, or should be, 

about describing accurately the mainstream of climate research and then assessing how well 

human society's resilience and capacity for adaptation will allow it to cope with the challenges 

we might face. 

Douthat's Problem #2: "While lukewarmers may fancy ourselves serious interlocutors for 

liberals, we're actually just running interference on behalf of know-nothing and do

nothingism, attacking flawed policies on behalf of a Republican Party that will never, ever 

advance any policies of its own." 

This mistakes an argument about the nature of the climate problem for one about the ideal 

solution. Lukewarmism is an effort to provide much needed perspective and context on the 

climate debate. Importantly, it is a corrective to the outlandish claims of catastrophe, made by 

environmental activists, that bear no relationship to mainstream research- they can hardly 

complain that others are taking the time to point this out. If we want the public to interpret 

correctly the implications of climate change, the correct interpretation should be given a 

vigorous defense. Insisting that policy deliberations begin from an appropriate policy definition 

does not worsen the quality of those deliberations and is not "running interference." 

Further, climate policies are typically flawed in ways that remain obvious regardless of how 

seriously one takes climate change. Obama's Clean Power Plan was costly, it was an illegitimate 

expansion of federal power, and it would not have materially affected global temperatures. The 

Paris Agreement was an absurd piece of political theater that disadvantaged the United States 

and endorsed the developing world's refusal to take serious climate action. These observations 

hold equally well if one is ice cold, lukewarm, or boiling mad. 

But sometimes a firm grasp of the problem matters a lot, and then the lukewarmer's obligation 

is to apply his conclusions honestly. If someone proposes truly radical solutions that might avert 

climate change at unfathomable cost, lukewarmers should decry the overreaction. Likewise, if 

someone rejects sensible policies that have concrete benefits by rejecting any cause for concern, 
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lukewarmers should insist they be serious. As I wrote for Fox News when Trump signed his 

executive order on the topic, 

as 

can or 

Certainly, that's no comprehensive agenda. But it is a message that the politicians and 

policymakers of both parties would benefit from hearing. 

READ MORE: 

The Fanatical Prophet of Climate-Change Doom 

Bill Nye's Embarrassing Face-Off on Climate Change 

A Top Climate Scientist Blows the Whistle on on Shoddy Climate Science 

- Oren Cass is a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute. 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with ConocoPhillips 
Start Date/Time: Tue 3/21/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 3/21/2017 5:45:00 PM 

Notes: 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton as 
you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with 
photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Kevin J. A very 

Manager, Federal Government Affairs 

ConocoPhillips 

325 7th Street, N.W., 12th Floor 

Washington, D.C. 20004 

202-833-0914 (Direct) 

202-304-0467 (Mobile) 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: ISRI: 1250 H Street, NW, Suite 400 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Samantha to Attend the I SRI CEO Meeting (1 0:00- 1 0:30) 
Start Date/Time: Wed 6/21/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 6/21/2017 2:30:00 PM 

ISRI is hosting a briefing for our 10 largest company's senior management (CEO, President) to 
better understand what is happening in Washington at the Congressional and agency levels. 
These companies primarily process ferrous (steel) and non-Ferrous (copper, brass, aluminum, 
etc.) metals. However, ISRI represents companies that process other materials such as plastics, 
paper, rubber, electronics, and textiles. Background material are attached. 

Samantha will plan to join the meeting at 10:00 a.m. and give some overview remarks about 
EPA's work (5-8 minutes) followed by Qs and As. 

The meeting will be held at !SRI's offices at 1250 H Street, NW, Suite 400. Building security 
will have her name in advance and someone will meet her upon her arrival. 

We will have approximately 10-12 company representatives and ISRI officers (tentative list 
below), 4-5 ISRI staff plus Governor Haley Barbour and 1-2 BGR staff. 

ALTER TRADING 

Jay Rabinovitz, President & CEO 

Michael Goldstein, Operations 

COMMERCIAL METALS COMPANY AMERICAS 

Brian Halloran, Director of Recycling 

MANITOBA CORP. 
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Brain Shine, President and ISRI Chair -Elect 

MITSUI STEEL 

Hidemi Takani, General Manager, Ferrous Raw Materials Division 

Masaya Inamuro, Sr VP, Mineral & Metal Resources Division 

SA RECYCLING 

George Adams, CEO 

SCHNITZER STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Tamara Lundgren, CEO & President 

SIMS METAL MANAGEMENT 

Galdino Claro, CEO 

William "Bill" Schmiedel, President 

UTAH METAL WORKS 

Mark Lewon, President and ISRI Chair 

William H. Johnson 

Chief Lobbyist 

1250 H Street, NW 

Suite 400 
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Washington, DC 20005 

(202) 662-8548- direct 

(202) 714-4259- cell 
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Industry Size 

Employment (Yearly Average) 107,000 

~1 oa:anuon ·· 

149,(){}0 

Volume of Scrap Material Annually Processed (Metric Tons) 

Iron and steel 66,000,000 67;ooo,ooo 
Paper 46,800,000 47,210;00Q 
Aluminum 4,600,000 5;J;!14,0QO 

Copper 1,900,000 ,;zl(doo 
Lead 1,200,000 ~.?1~000 
Zinc 160,000 .J20,00Q 

Plastic (bottles) 655,000(2009) 6l<i'Q00(Jll1'b 

Electronics 3,500,000 $5 Million+~estl 

Tires(# of tires) 90,000,000 122;000,000 

t 

by requiring significantly tess energy to manufacture products from 
recyctabtes than virgin materi<JI6 and by avoiding tandfilling. 

92% for aluminum 90% for copper 87% for plastic 

68% for paper 56% for steel 34% for glass 

Recycling one ton of: 

Paper saves 3.3 cubic yards of landfill. 

steel conserves2,500 lbs. of iron ore, 1,400 lbs. of coal, 
and 120 lbs. of limetsone. 

Aluminum conserves more than 4 metric tons of bauxite ore. 

result from safely removing potentially hazardous 
materials and keeping them out of landfil16: 

Mercury switches removed from older automobiles 
Lead recovered from computer monitors 
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Value of Scrap Commodities 
Exported Helping US. Trade 
Balances 

Metric Tons of Scrap 
Exported Including: 

Iron and steel 

Paper 

Aluminum 

Plastic 

Nickel, stainless, and Alloy 

Copper 

Lead 

Zinc 

Rubber 

Number of Countries Scrap 
was Exported to and Leading 
Destinations /Value 

China 

Canada 

South Korea 

Mexico 

Turkey 

India 

SWitzerland 

United Kingdom 

Germany 

Taiwan 

Italy 

Japan 

.ISRI Institute of 
Scrap Recycling 
Industries, Inc. 

I 

$29.6Billion $17.$BU1i0n 

45.3Million .37Million 

18.7 Million 11:71\itillidl'l 

18.9Million 19.eMIUton 

1.9 Million 1:eMimi:Jn, 

2.0Million Milli!in 

1.9Million 1JMilliorr 

1.0 Million 9$:4;Q'oo :. 

44,000 46,000, 

78,000 55000" 
t ~, "" 

172,000 83,oo0· 

158 Countries 1 156-Coonfrie&l: 

$8.5Billion .. $!>Billion 
. 

$3.0Billion $2Bi.llion 

$1.7Billion •$960 Million .. 

$1.0Billion $955 Minion .• 

$1.5Billion ~9~2Million 

$0.8BIIIion $914Milliqn 

$844 Million .. 

$1.1 Billion $653Million 

$0.7Billion :$612 MiJUon 

$1.4Billion $597 Million 

$0.7Billion $549Million·· 

$0.6Billion $539 Milfiori:. 
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Via electronic mail 

May 15,2017 

Samantha K. Dravis, Associate Administrator, Office of Policy 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Mail Code 1803A 

Washington, DC 20460 

Re: Evaluation of Existing Regulations (EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190) 

Dear Ms. Dravis, 

The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI) 1 is pleased to submit these comments on behalf of 

the US-based scrap recycling industry, in response to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) 

notice for public comment on Evaluation of Existing Regulations (EPA-HQ-OA-2017-0190, 82 Fed. Reg. 

17793, April 13, 2017) in support of President Trump's Executive Order 13777, "Enforcing the Regulatory 

Reform Agenda." With a total economic impact in the United States of nearly $117 billion and 

employment of more than 530,000 Americans, the recycling industry is a vital part of the U.S economy. 

However, the U.S.-based scrap recycling industry's significant contributions to both environmental 

stewardship and the country's economic strength are dependent upon government policies that 

understand and recognize these benefits and that promote their growth. It is with this in mind that ISRI 

provides these comments, identifying the following regulations that have negatively impeded the 

continued growth of the industry and are in need of repeal, replacement, or modification: 

Modification of Subtitles C & D of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) to 

distinguish scrap commodities destined for recycling from waste destined for disposal. The 

current regulatory deficiencies within 40 CFR §§261.2, 261.4, and 239-259 allow commodity 

1 1SRI is the "Voice of the Recycling Industry," promoting safe, economically sustainable and environmentally 

responsible recycling through networking, advocacy, and education. With headquarters in Washington, DC and 21 

chapters nationwide, ISRI represents the more than 1,200 companies operating in nearly 3,000 locations in the U.S. 

and 34 countries worldwide that process, broker, and consume scrap commodities, including metals, paper, 

plastics, glass, rubber, electronics, and textiles. 
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materials destined for recycling to be inappropriately regulated as solid or hazardous waste at 

the federal, states, and local levels, adding additional costs and burdens on the recycling 

industry. EPA should revise these regulations to free scrap commodities destined for recycling 

from solid waste completely, and provide associated guidance to its regional offices and states. 

The Federal Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP), developed pursuant to the Clean Water Act 

(CWA) regulations at 40 CFR §122, contains provisions, specifically benchmark monitoring, that 

make achieving compliance uncertain and, at best, difficult. This uncertainty and difficulty leads 

to repeated cycles of monitoring, exceedances, and corrective actions and effectively encourage 

frivolous and costly CWA third-party lawsuits. EPA needs to revise the MSGP to account better 

for the unique characteristics of stormwater and to align benchmark monitoring better with the 

performance potential of control measures and wet-weather conditions. 

The refrigerant management regulations at 40 CFR §82, Subpart F, pursuant to Title VI of the 

Clean Air Act (CAA), need to be revised to require removal of refrigerant from appliances and 

vehicles prior to their delivery for recycling, consistent with the specific language of§ 608(b)(1) 

of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. As currently written, the regulations place the burden 

of enforcement on recyclers who accept appliances and vehicles for recycling, contrary to the 

express language and intent of the CAA, thus imposing significant liability, compliance, and 

enforcement burdens on such recyclers. EPA needs to revise the 40 CFR §82, Subpart F 

regulations so that they follow what Congress specifically directed the Agency to do when 

drafting the implementing regulations to the CAA Amendments, requiring prior removal of 

refrigerant from appliances and vehicles delivered for recycling to remove these burdens from 

recyclers. 

The Chemical Data Reporting (CDR) regulations at 40 CFR §711, pursuant to the Toxic 

Substances Control Act (TSCA), need to be revised to eliminate the current reporting 

requirements for small annual amounts of scrap metal imported for recycling-12.5 or more 

tons per metal per facility, a small amount compared to annual production. Such reporting is 

burdensome and also provides no useful information to EPA. EPA needs to revise the CDR 

regulations to exempt imported scrap metal from reporting. 

Elimination of Regulatory Conflicts. ISRI asks that EPA's Office of Policy exert greater influence 

on the program offices, including the Office of Land and Emergency Management and Office of 

Air and Radiation, to communicate among themselves during rulemaking about potential 

regulatory conflicts or difficulties across the regulations for which they have responsibility. 

Improving communication across and within the offices will result in better rulemaking and 

better regulations with fewer unintended negative regulatory consequences. 

To provide context for the comments below, ISRI next offers background on the recycling industry. 
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The recycling industry has long been recognized as one of the world's first green industries, born out of 

the need to recover and conserve valuable resources. From the earliest of times, people recognized the 

intrinsic value of recycling and the benefits associated with using and re-using existing materials to 

create new products. Within the U.S., scrap recycling has a long history, dating back to the late 1600s 

near Philadelphia where a paper mill began using recycled cotton and fiber to make paper, and to 1776 

when Paul Revere advertised for scrap metal of all kinds so that he could manufacture basic metals to 

help fight the War of Independence. 

The modern-day scrap industry traces its roots back to the late 1800s when many of our forebears were 

"peddlers," collecting all types of scrap via pushcarts. The industry has evolved dramatically since then, 

such that it now utilizes sophisticated machinery and technology to manufacture specification-grade 

commodities which are critical elements to the health of domestic, as well as global, manufacturing. In 

fact, recyclers today are the first link in the manufacturing supply chain, supplying more than 40% of 

manufacturing's global raw material needs. Last year alone, the U.S.-based scrap recycling industry 

transformed more than 130 million metric tons of recyclable materials into specification-grade scrap 

products sold for productive economic use as feedstock materials by industrial consumers in the United 

States and throughout the world. Those commodities included: 

• 67 million metric tons of iron and steel; 

• 47.2 million metric tons of paper; 

• More than 8 million metric tons of aluminum, copper, and other nonferrous metals; 

• More than 5 million tons of electronics; 

• More than 3.5 million tons of plastic scrap; and 

• More than 122 million tires. 

Rising global demand for scrap also provides a useful critical outlet for our excess scrap supply, with 

between 30 to 40 percent of the scrap processed in the U.S. annually exported to more than 150 

countries around the globe. Since the year 2000, net exports of U.S. scrap have made a positive 

contribution to our balance of trade amounting to more than $210 billion. 

Like other manufacturers, scrap recyclers create jobs, contribute to the tax base, and improve the 

balance of trade. However, unlike most manufacturers, the work of scrap recyclers also inherently 

benefits the environment and helps prevent what would otherwise become solid waste problems. 

COMMENTS 
ISRI requests that EPA review and revise the following regulations promulgated pursuant to the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA), 

and the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), for the reasons specified below. 
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1. The Subtitle D (Solid Waste) and Subtitle C (Hazardous Waste) Regulations Pursuant to RCRA 

Need to Be Revised to Recognize That Scrap Materials Destined for Recycling Are NOT Solid 

Waste and Should Not be Regulated as Such on the Federal or State Levels 

For decades, scrap recycling has been impeded by varying and evolving interpretations of "solid waste" 

under RCRA SubtitleD (solid waste), especially at the state and local levels, and under RCRA Subtitle C 

(hazardous waste). Such interpretations have inappropriately regulated scrap materials destined for 

recycling as solid or hazardous waste and recycling facilities as solid or hazardous waste facilities, 

layering costly, burdensome and inappropriate requirements on the recycling industry. 

Scrap commodities that are "destined for recycling" 2 should not be defined as "solid waste" under RCRA 

Subtitle D or RCRA Subtitle C, and the recycling facilities that process such products destined for 

recycling should not be considered solid or hazardous waste facilities. 

Currently, the Subtitle C Definition of Solid Waste at 40 CFR §261.2 (DSW) and its Exclusions at 40 CFR 

§261.4, recognize that recycled processed, home, and prompt scrap metal are outside and excluded 

from the definition of solid waste, but do not recognize that unprocessed scrap metal destined for 

recycling is outside the solid waste definition (§261.2) or excluded from it (§261.4). Unprocessed scrap 

metal that is recycled is technically a solid or hazardous waste but exempted from Subtitle C regulation 

at 40 CFR §261.6(a)(3)(ii) 3
. While this situation is tolerable, unprocessed scrap metal destined for 

recycling should be outside and excluded from DSW on its merits, just as recycled processed, home, and 

prompt scrap metal are. 

Most significantly, even if all scrap metal destined for recycling were outside or excluded from DSW 

under Subtitle C, they are not also automatically outside or excluded from statute-based definition(s) of 

solid waste under Subtitle D. In addition, nonhazardous nonmetallic scrap commodities that are recycled 

-including recovered fiber/scrap paper, scrap plastics, scrap textiles, scrap glass, and scrap rubber-

2 While the EPA has stated that "[t]he statute and the legislative history suggest that Congress expected EPA to 

regulate as solid and hazardous wastes certain materials that are destined for recycling" {72 Fed. Reg. 14176; 

emphasis added), ISRI maintains that scrap materials destined for recycling, such as scrap metal, paper, plastics, 

and glass, are valuable commodities that are not among those "certain materials". "Destined for recycling" means 

that such scrap materials are always handled in a manner that directs them towards or keeps them in the supply 

chain for recycled materials and are not at any time solid waste. 
3 An unfortunate aspect of 40 CFR §261.6 is that it declares that "[h]azardous wastes that are recycled will be 

known as 'recyclable materials'." The term, "recyclable materials", is commonly used to refer to scrap materials. 

For this reason, 40 CFR §261.6 should be revised to eliminate this declaration and its use of "recyclable materials". 
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while not subject to RCRA Subtitle C4 are still subject to RCRA Subtitle D. The persistent misidentification 

of scrap commodities as solid waste under RCRA Subtitle D has led to continual challenges and 

misapplications of state and local laws on the recycling industry, adding additional layers of costs and 

compliance burdens on individual recyclers. 

Unlike the RCRA Subtitle C regulations, the RCRA SubtitleD regulations from 40 CFR §239-§259 have 

neither a process to determine whether a material is solid waste nor any exclusions from solid waste. 

There is no SubtitleD regulatory language recognizing that scrap commodities destined for recycling are 

outside of, or excluded from, the statute-based SubtitleD definitions of solid waste at 40 CFR §§243.101 

and 246.101, among others. These Subtitle C and SubtitleD regulatory deficiencies allow scrap material 

destined for recycling to be inappropriately regulated as solid or hazardous waste at the federal, states, 

and local levels and the facilities handling such scrap material to be regulated as solid or hazardous 

waste facilities, to the detriment of recycling. 

To be clear, recyclable materials (referred to as "scrap" by the recycling industry) are commodities

they are not waste. They are highly valuable and tradeable products, produced according to globally 

recognized specifications for purchase by industrial consumers-including steel mills, metal refiners, 

plastic manufacturers, foundries, and paper mills-to meet their raw material needs. Manufacturers 

value the use of scrap for the significant cost and energy savings provided. Recycled materials are 

routinely used as substitutes in place of virgin commodities since they are often less expensive, of 

comparable-if not better-quality, and save energy which are all important factors in in the 

manufacturing process. 

The numbers tell the story ... 

• U.S. steelmakers rely on iron and steel scrap-processed from items as diverse as 

automobiles, household appliances, demolished bridges, and old machinery-to make 

roughly two-thirds of the steel produced in the country every year; 

• Recycled copper from items such as old radiators and wire and cable, accounts for more 

than one-third of total U.S. copper consumption; 

• More than half of the U.S. aluminum usage is supplied from soda cans, aluminum siding, and 

other forms of aluminum scrap; and 

4 "The definition of solid waste contained in this part applies only to wastes that also are hazardous for purposes of 

the regulations implementing subtitle C of RCRA. For example, it does not apply to materials (such as non

hazardous scrap, paper, textiles, or rubber) that are not otherwise hazardous wastes and that are rEf:ycled" (40 

CFR §261.1(b)(l)). 
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• More than half of the paper industry's needs here in the U.S. are met each year through the 

use of recovered fiber produced from such items as old newspapers, magazines, catalogs, 

office paper, and used corrugated boxes. 

As one can imagine based on these examples- and there are many more- recycling is an important 

economic engine and very much integral to modern manufacturing. This concept was recognized by the 

National Lieutenant Governors Association (NLGA) last year when they adopted A Resolution On The 

Importance Of Recycling And Distinguishing Recyclable Materials As Valuable Commodities That Are Not 

Solid Waste." The Resolution concludes as follows-

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the NLGA will be an engaged forum for collaboration 

among states to pursue SMM that recognizes the importance of recycling and that 

recyclable materials such as metals, paper, plastic, glass, rubber, and textiles that are 

recycled directly as a viable commercial feedstock or commodity should not be, deemed 

to be solid waste. 

EPA itself acknowledged the distinction between scrap commodities and waste materials almost 15 

years ago, although not in regulation. In 2003, EPA tasked staff to take a futuristic look at the Agency's 

work in the year 2020. Out of that effort came the work entitled, Beyond RCRA. Beyond RCRA makes 

clear that scrap materials are not waste. Along with the recommendation that the Agency move from 

materials control to a materials management focus. As such, it was important not to treat recyclables as 

wastes, but rather manage them for what they are feedstock for the manufacture of new products. 

The Agency recognized then that with recycling such materials comes avoidance and concomitant costs 

of environmental degradation- the Environmental Protection Agency's primary mission. 

Although published in 2003 during the Administration of President George W. Bush, Beyond RCRA was 

used by the Obama Administration to jump start a serious Sustainable Material Management (SMM) 

program. As EPA understood, in 2003 and beyond, that scrap materials are valuable materials and not 

waste materials there is no reason whatsoever why the Agency should not implement that 

understanding in 2017. The time has come for EPA to acknowledge in its regulations that scrap is not 

waste. 

As such, it is very important that EPA revise its regulations and clearly recognize the distinction between 

scrap and waste, and recycling and disposal, within BOTH Subtitle C AND SubtitleD of RCRA. Somewhere 

within 40 CFR §239-259, EPA needs to recognize that scrap commodities- including scrap metal, paper, 

plastics, glass, textiles and rubber destined for recycling are outside of and excluded from, the Subtitle 

D definitions of solid waste. And, because SubtitleD is largely delegated to state authorities, EPA needs 

to also provide clear guidance associated with these changes to its regional offices and state authorities. 
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2. The Federal Multi-Sector General Permit, Developed Pursuant to the CWA Regulations at 40 

CFR §122, Must Be Revised to Better Account for the Unique Characteristics of Stormwater 

and to Align Benchmark Monitoring with the Performance Potential of Control Measures and 

Wet-Weather Conditions. 

The Federal Multi-Sector General Permit (MSGP) contains provisions that make achieving compliance 

uncertain and, in some cases virtually impossible, thus encouraging frivolous and expensive CWA third

party lawsuits. Modelled on CWA wastewater permits, the MSGP uses benchmark monitoring to assess 

the effectiveness of implemented control measures specified in the MSGP. Concentrations of 

benchmark constituents (e.g., copper and zinc) measured in grab samples of stormwater discharges are 

compared to benchmark levels. EPA has set benchmark levels much closer to dry-weather water quality 

standards (WQS) for receiving waters (very low) than to stormwater discharge concentrations achievable 

by control measures under wet-weather conditions. This is wholly inappropriate because unlike 

wastewater, stormwater has highly variable flow rates, constituent concentrations, and frequencies of 

occurrence. Discretely measured constituent concentrations of stormwater discharges may not 

accurately reflect the effectiveness of implemented control measures or the actual impact of 

stormwater discharges on the receiving water under wet-weather conditions. This creates a situation in 

which the achieving benchmarks is extremely difficult, if not impossible. It creates a situation such that 

control measures specified in the MSGP, when implemented, will often be insufficient to meet 

benchmarks. This difficulty and uncertainty leads to repeated and costly cycles of monitoring, 

exceedances, and corrective actions with no easy off-ramp from such cycles. 

Another problem with the use of benchmark monitoring within the MSGP is that it is viewed by some as 

an indicator of permit compliance even though it is clearly stated otherwise by EPA; "[t]he benchmark 

concentrations are not effluent limitations; a benchmark exceedance, therefore, is not a permit 

violation." (2015 MSGP §6.2.1). Benchmark exceedances have been used as "evidence" of permit 

violations in threats of CWA third-party lawsuits against recycling facilities, including those with highly 

performing stormwater control systems. The currently established benchmark levels effectively invite 

CWA third-party lawsuits against recyclers, despite EPA's view that a benchmark exceedance is not per 

sea permit violation. The result has been millions of dollars of costs to recyclers across the country. 

Over the years, we have witnessed increased abuse of CWA citizen lawsuits filed for enrichment rather 

than as the Act originally intended. Many organizations have used publicly available databases to obtain 

information about regulated facilities and threaten to sue them under the CWA simply to extract sizable 

financial "donations" and "voluntary" actions from facilities not otherwise required by law to do so. 

These facilities settle simply to avoid the costs of litigation, while the organizations then use settlement 

donations to repeat the process on other facilities in a vicious cycle that was not intended by Congress. 

These groups are taking advantage of the benchmark levels within the MSGP to inappropriately further 

their efforts. 
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It is absolutely necessary for the EPA revise the MSGP to account better for the unique characteristics of 

stormwater and to align benchmark monitoring better with the performance potential of control 

measures and wet-weather conditions. 

3. The Refrigerant Management Regulations Need to Be Revised to Require Removal of 

Refrigerant from Appliances and Vehicles Prior to Their Delivery for Recycling, as Clearly 

Mandated in CAA Title VI, so as to Relieve Recyclers from the Compliance, Enforcement, and 

Liability Burdens of the Current Regulations for Which They Were Never Intended. 

The regulations promulgated by EPA in 40 CFR §82 are in direct contradiction of the clear Congressional 

intent and specific wording found in §608(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and, as a 

result impose significant liability, compliance, and enforcement burdens on recyclers who accept for 

recycling small appliances and vehicles (henceforth, "appliances") that use refrigerants. Contrary to CAA 

Title Vl 5
, which calls for removal of refrigerant from appliances prior to their delivery for recycling, EPA 

finalized so called "flexible" regulations more than 20 years ago that ignore the explicit language of the 

statute and have put the industry in the untenable position as both the "enforcer" and the "enforced" of 

refrigerant removal from recycled appliances. These regulations continue to be applied and used as 

enforcement actions against recyclers. 

Section 608(b)(1) required EPA to promulgate regulations mandating that all CFC refrigerants "contained 

in bulk in appliances, machines or other goods [] be removed from each appliance, machine or other 

good prior to the disposal of such items or their delivery for recycling." The law contains two extremely 

important concepts: 

1. That recycling is distinguished from disposal; and 

2. That CFC-bearing goods which are being recycled must be evacuated "prior to their delivery 

to the recycler." Congress left no room for interpretation as to who would be responsible 

for the removal of CFCs from such goods. If the CFCs are to be removed prior to their 

delivery for recycling it is clearly the last owner of the CFC containing item prior to that 

delivery who is responsible. 

In fact, these words appear in the CAA Amendments of 1990 because of ISRI's success in convincing the 

Congress that there was no practical way to require scrap recyclers to be responsible for assuring that 

5 "Requirements that class I or class II substances contained in bulk in appliances, machines or other goods shall be 
removed from each such appliance, machine or other good prior to the disposal of such items or their delivery for 
recycling" (42 USC §767lg). 
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CFC refrigerant has been removed. Congress understood that automobiles and appliances delivered to 

scrap processors frequently don't have the physical shape they had when originally purchased. 6 

Congress understood the impracticality of ensuring that each one of thousands of such items handled by 

processors each day has been properly vented and Congress spoke clearly and precisely on that point. 

The regulations promulgated by EPA to implement §608(b)(l) subvert the intent of Congress to insure 

that refrigerant is recovered upstream of the recycling industry. The statute is quite unambiguous, yet 

EPA promulgated regulations that put the burden on the recycler to ensure refrigerant recovery occurs. 

Under these regulations, recyclers must either recover refrigerant from appliances delivered for 

recycling, which was not a provision of CAA Title VI, or verify via signed statements or contracts that the 

supplier ensured removal of refrigerant from appliances prior to their delivery for recycling. If a recycler 

cannot adequately enforce and demonstrate compliance by others (e.g., suppliers of appliances for 

recycling) through signed statements or contracts, that recycler suffers enforcement for failing to do so. 

The penalties are potentially large even for relatively minor paperwork violations. A common outcome 

of enforcement is a settlement with EPA that requires the recycler to implement measures that EPA 

cannot otherwise require the recycler to conduct under the 40 CFR §82, Subpart F regulations, as well as 

a substantial monetary payment or expenditure of some kind (e.g., a supplemental environmental 

project). 

Also, once an appliance is accepted at a recycling facility with the refrigerant properly removed, the 

appliance is still regulated under these regulations until it is completely processed (i.e., shredded or 

melted). These regulations impede the movement of appliance parts that once held or contained 

refrigerant during use (e.g., copper coil and steel compressor) because when these parts are further sold, 

perhaps several times, a signed statement or contract is required between each seller and buyer. This 

creates a paper trail problem with potentially tremendous compliance and enforcement implications 

because each buyer is responsible under these regulations for compliance by every supplier (perhaps 

several) associated with the appliance part and the appliance from which it originated. In such complex 

recycling networks, this is extremely difficult to do. 

To remove these liability, compliance, and enforcement burdens on recyclers, EPA needs to revise the 

40 CFR §82, Subpart F regulations to require prior removal of refrigerant from appliances and vehicles 

delivered for recycling as Congress originally directed the Agency to do. 

6 A recycler will often not receive the product until it has already been crushed or flattened, or otherwise altered 
for ease and economy in transport. As a result, it is frequently difficult, if not impossible, to inspect the product to 
determine whether or not CFCs remain. 
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4. The TSCA Chemical Data Reporting (CDR) Regulations Need to Be Revised to Exempt Scrap 

Metal Imported for Recycling from Reporting as CDR Imposes Substantial Reporting Burdens 

on Recycling While Providing No Useful Information to EPA 

From 1986 to 2003, TSCA Chemical Data Reporting (CDR) did not apply at all to scrap metal recycling 

because inorganic chemical substances (e.g., elemental metals) were exempted from CDR requirements. 

In addition, as scrap metal recycling does not involve any chemical reactions-only physical changes in 

the state, shape, size, or aggregation of scrap metal- it would not be considered manufacturing for CDR 

purposes in any case. 

The 2003 TSCA CDR Amendments (68 Fed. Reg. 848-906) changed that situation by its removal of the 

reporting exemption for inorganic chemical substances. The TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory lists 

every metal element, so scrap metal became a potentially reportable substance by way of its individual 

metals. While recycling scrap metal does not constitute manufacturing for CDR purposes, importing 

scrap metal for recycling does because the CDR definition of "manufacture" also includes importing. 

Scrap recyclers suddenly had a potential reporting obligation under CDR if they imported scrap metal for 

recycling, even from Mexico or Canada. 

As a result, recyclers find themselves in the strange situation under CDR that reporting is not required 

for recycling domestic scrap metal, but is required for importing scrap metal for recycling above the 

applicable annual facility threshold of 25,000 pounds (12.5 tons) per elemental metal. For the recycling 

industry, a threshold of 12.5 tons is essentially zero because 12.5 tons represents a miniscule amount of 

annual production. This threshold can be exceeded in just one day. Reporting because of only one day of 

importing activity makes no sense and would not provide any useful information. However, the burden 

of reporting such imported scrap metal is not insignificant, and neither is the consequence for failure to 

report. 

Any recycler importing scrap metal is very likely going to have a reporting obligation under CDR, even if 

such importing represents a small amount of annual production. The current CDR exemption for a "small 

manufacturer" (40 CFR §711.9) does not provide complete or any relief from reporting because this 

exemption does not often apply7
• 

EPA needs to revise the CDR regulations to exempt imported scrap metal for recycling from reporting 

requirements, especially given that no reporting is required for recycling domestic scrap metal that is 

processed in exactly the same way as imported scrap metal. 

This same argument for a CDR exemption applies as well as to imported inorganic ingredients that are 

used in making alloys by mixing them with metals in the molten state without chemical reaction. 

7 Earlier this year, in comments submitted on Standards for Small Manufacturers and Processors (EPA-HQ-OPPT-
2016-0675), ISRI noted that the small manufacturer exemption does not provide much relief for CDR requirements. 
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5. EPA's Office of Policy Needs to Communicate and Coordinate the Regulatory Activities Within 

EPA Better to Reduce Regulatory Conflicts and Difficulties Before they are Codified, and 

Correct Those Conflicts that Currently Exist 

ISRI would also like to note the following regulatory conflicts related to the 40 CFR §82, Subpart F 

regulations to illustrate the general problem of regulatory conflict between regulations issued under 

different (or even the same) statute. 

The CAA Title VI definition of "disposal" at 40 CFR §82.1528 is partly inconsistent with the RCRA 

Subtitle C definition of "disposal" at 40 CFR §260.109
• While part of the CAA definition is 

consistent with the RCRA definition, the CAA definition of "disposal" also includes reuse of 

appliance parts and recycling of appliances. Reuse and recycling are consistent the RCRA Subtitle 

C definition of "recycled" at 40 CFR §261.1(c)(7) 10
. This CAA definition is unnecessarily 

inconsistent with the RCRA definition and creates unnecessary regulatory and even enforcement 

confusion. 

The CAA Title VI exemption from venting prohibition at 40 CFR §82.154(a) for certain 

hydrocarbon substances (e.g., propane and isobutane) from certain appliances is potentially 

severely limited by the RCRA Subtitle C regulations and state CAA regulations. Venting 

flammable substances may be hazardous waste disposal under the RCRA Subtitle C regulations 

and may cause exceedances of applicable CAA limits on emissions of volatile organic compounds. 

These venting exemptions were apparently offered without adequate consideration of other 

potentially applicable and impeding regulations. 

Under the CAA Title VI regulations, 40 CFR §82, Subpart F covers refrigerant management in 

appliances, and 40 CFR §82, Subpart G, Significant New Alternatives Policy Program, covers the 

process of approving refrigerants for use in appliances. ISRI's casual observation is that the 

8 Disposal means the process leading to and including: 

(1) The discharge, deposit, dumping or placing of any discarded appliance into or on any land or water; 
(2) The disassembly of any appliance for discharge, deposit, dumping or placing of its discarded component parts 
into or on any land or water; 
(3) The vandalism of any appliance such that the refrigerant is released into the environment or would be released 
into the enviromnent if it had not been recovered prior to the destructive activity; 
( 4) The disassembly of any appliance for reuse of its component parts; or 
(5) The recycling of any appliance for scrap. 

9 Disposal means the discharge, deposit, injection, dumping, spilling, leaking, or placing of any solid waste or 
hazardous waste into or on any land or water so that such solid waste or hazardous waste or any constituent thereof 

may enter the enviromnent or be emitted into the air or discharged into any waters, including ground waters. 
10 A material is "recycled" if it is used, reused, or reclaimed. 
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regulatory processes for refrigerant management and refrigerant approval are not well 

coordinated, especially concerning flammable refrigerants. 

As the main cross-cutting office within EPA, the Office of Policy needs to exert greater influence across 

and within the program offices, including the Office of Air and Radiation and the Office of Land and 

Emergency Management, to communicate and coordinate their regulatory activities better to reduce 

regulatory conflicts and difficulties before they are codified. 

CONCLUSION 

ISRI appreciates this opportunity to identify for EPA those regulations that impede the business of 

recycling in the United States and are in need of repeal, replacement or modification. We would 

welcome the opportunity to meet with you and any other EPA staff to discuss our recommendations. 

Please feel free to contact me at 202-662-8533 or =~:..::..:..:::::..!2!::..=.=..:~=.:..~::>.· 

Sincerely, 

David L. Wagger, Ph.D. 

Chief Scientist 

Director of Environmental Management 

Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. 

1250 H Street, NW, Suite 400 

Washington, DC 20005 

(O) 202-662-8533 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the Brick Industry Association 
Start Date/Time: Thur 6/15/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 6/15/2017 6:00:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: I am writing on behalf of the Brick Industry Association (BIA) to request a 
meeting with Administrator Pruitt. BIA is a national trade association representing clay 
brick manufacturers, distributorships, and their suppliers. Two-thirds of all the brick 
shipped in North American is manufactured by BIA members. In addition, many BIA 
member companies are family-owned small businesses. Many of BIA's members are 
subject to a recently-promulgated National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants for Brick Manufacturing (i.e., the "Brick MACT"). BIA has a pending 
challenge to this rule in the DC Circuit. BIA does not want to discuss the litigation with 
the Administrator. BIA does hope to discuss with the Administrator the enormous 
impact that the rule is having on the industry and some of BIA's ideas as to how the rule 
could be improved and the burden lessened. A group of BIA members will be in 
Washington, DC, on Thursday, June 15. A meeting that date would be ideal. If that 
does not work for Administrator Pruitt, we would appreciate any suggested alternative 
dates. 

Contact: 

Bill Wehrum 

Partner 

p 202.955.1637 

Hunton & Williams LLP 
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2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20037 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Jerry Jung 
Start Date/Time: Wed 7/26/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 7/26/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

From: Jerry Jung ~==-=~:..:.=~~=~====.:.;• 
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 3:08PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Cc: Bill Schuette 

I reached out to Mr. Schuette to give me your contact information because I wanted to keep Mr. 
Pruitt's office in the loop regarding op eds in the Washington Times. The Times will be running 
a section on energy. When they have asked me to submit an op-ed on the topic of ethanol, they 
mentioned that they would also be publishing an op-ed from Mr. Pruitt. 

Attached is what I have submitted. I suspect that my views are in line with those of Mr. Pruitt, 
but I wanted to provide him an opportunity to comment on what I wrote. Any comments or 
suggestions that his office has would be welcome. 

Jerry Jung 
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Jerrold M. Jung 

586-850-8096 P.O. Box 7060 Nevi, Ml 48376 

Employment background: 

Over $1,000,000,000 of shareholder value created by companies that I founded or controlled. 

Surety Bond analyst for Travelers Indemnity Company from 1977 to 1978. 

Director of Reservations for Continental Airlines from 1979 to 1982. 

Designed from 1983 to 1985 passenger revenue optimization software still used by over 50 air carriers. 

General Manager of Michigan CAT's Engine Division from 1983 to 1987. 

Founded Landfill Energy Systems in 1987. The EPA awarded this alternate energy company a certificate 

that declared that methane reduction achieved by its power plants was equivalent to taking 800,000 

cars off of the road. Company was sold in 2008. 

CEO of Michigan CAT from 1988 to 2011. Market share rose to 60% from 25%. Revenues peaked at 

$550,000,000 and employment at 880. The business was sold in 2011 because my children have other 

career interests. 

Chairman and founder of Oak Adaptive, Inc. that provides software tailored to Caterpillar dealers as well 
as an innovative sentencing app that provides information for use within the criminal justice system. 

Currently semi-retired and manage Rule of Ones, LLC an investment vehicle. 

Educational background: 

Graduated from Birmingham Seaholm High School in 1971. Received Bausch-Lomb Award for 

outstanding high school students. On committee that established Bingham Farms Nature Center. 

Varsity letter in Track. 

Attended University of Michigan from 1971 to 1973. Phi Eta Sigma honor fraternity. 

Graduated from Tulane University in 1975, pt in class, summa cum laude with honors in economics. Phi 

Beta Kappa honor fraternity. Commodore of sailing club. 

Attended Harvard Graduate School of Business in 1976. 

Co-authored 11Price Elasticity of Demand for Air Travel." Published in the 1976 fall edition of Transport 
Economics and Policy. This paper informed Congressional debate when airline fares were deregulated. 

It is still utilized as instructional material at the University of Chicago School of Public Policy. 

Affiliations: 
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Chair of Michigan Colleges Alliance, a group of 15 private independent colleges. 

Board member of the Michigan League of Conservation Voters. 

Board member of Public School Academies of Detroit. 

Board member of 6,000,000 member National Wildlife Federation. 

Chair of the Michigan State Transportation Commission from 2010 until2015. 

Past Director of Warren Equipment Company, a Texas based gas compression fabricator and Caterpillar 

dealer with revenues in excess of $1,000,000,000. 

Past Vice-Chair of St. Mary Hospital in Livonia Michigan. 

Past Trustee of the Nature Conservancy in Michigan. 

Past President of the Michigan Construction Equipment Dealers Association. 

Past Board Member of the Cooperative Tractor Dealers Association-a financing co-op. 

Past Board Member of NWEA-the National Wood Energy Association. 

Philanthropic Endeavors: 

Supports a wide variety of environmental and educational initiatives that improve the legacy we leave to 

future generations. 

Founded in conjunction with the Michigan Colleges Alliance the 11Third 90" program that annually 

introduces hundreds of inner city high school students to nature as well as to private college professors, 
students and campuses. 

Founded 11RethinkEthanol.com" an entity that educates legislators and the public about the need for 

corn ethanol reform. 

Honors: 

Scenic Michigan- 11Hero Award" 2009 

Michigan Infrastructure and Transportation Association-Honorary Member Award: 2012 

Michigan Aggregate Association- Distinguished Service Award: 2012 

Detroit Public TV-Riley Stewardship Award: 2012 

Michigan League of Conservation Voters-Lifetime Conservation Award: 2013 

Tribute from Michigan Transportation Commission-Resolution 2015-2. 

The State of Michigan named a roadside park in my honor. 

Honorary Ph.D. from Adrian College in May of 2017. 

References: (contact information provided upon request) 
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Governor Rick Snyder. 

National Wildlife CEO Collin O'Mara. 

Former CEO of Warren Equipment Company and Dallas Federal Reserve board member Richard Folger. 

Director Michigan Department of Transportation Kirk Steudle. 

CEO and Chairman of Caterpillar Tractor Company Doug Oberhelmen. 

Congressman David Trott. 

Michigan Republican Chair Ronna Romney McDaniel. 

Former Secretary of Agriculture and Caterpillar Tractor Board Member Clayton Yeutter. 

DTE Energy Chairman Gerry Anderson. 

Recently retired CEO of International Transmission Company Joe Welch. 

Past owner of Thompson McCully Paving Company and charter school visionary Bob Thompson. 

Former Ambassador to Belgium Allan Blankenship. 

Personal: 

Reside in Birmingham Michigan. 

Married to Eve Baughman Jung. 

Have three children, three grandchildren and two stepchildren. 

Enjoy outdoor activities such as gardening, hiking, hunting, fishing, golfing, sailing and skiing. 

Practice 11eco-restoration" on several properties in Michigan. 

Own and manage for bio-diversity and carbon sequestration over 43,000 acres of forestland in central 
Tennessee. 
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It's tirre to rethink ethanol mandates 
out that by-products from the distilla $20 of value, and to cattle, about $50 of Republican primary in Iowa. 
tion process can be fed to livestock, but value. It is this value-added chain that There are many other reasons to 

discontinue ethanol mandates. Dozens of 
diverse stakeholder groups, representing 
fiscal conservatives; small and marine 
engine users and manufacturers; food 
producers and food justice groups; chaF 
ter boat captains; The Sierra Club, The 
National Wildlife Federation and the 
Audubon Society; and even the Ameri -

studies such as one published by the creates rural employment and economic 
University of Nebraska point out that the diversity. 
practice of feeding distillates to cattle It is not uncommon to see hand-
shortens the shelf I ife of their meat. painted signs in Iowa that read "Fam-
Other studies indicate that the practice ily Farms, not Factory Farms." A poll 
alters the flavor of meat and can make conducted by a leading conservation 
I ivestock sick. organization shows surprising oppos~ 

The price of corn shot up to $8 per tion to ethanol mandates in rural areas. 
bushel when the mandate was dra It is no wonder, since these are the can Petroleum Institute are opposed to 

subsidized and mandated corn ethanol 
production. 

matically ramped up nine years ago. As populations most a-l\i.ected in terms of 
a result, there were food riots in some water quality and outdoor recreational 
countries where corn is a dietary staple. opportunities. These are the fami I ies I ron ic, is it not, that a mandate sold 

to Congress and the public as "green" is Since then, the amount of acreage de- that must confront chemical pollution 

By Jerry~ 

year the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has 
mandated that 15 bi II ion gal
lons of ethanol be added to 
gasoline. As a result, most 
gasoline contains about 10 

Bhanol is a ION-value canmditY,. A bushel of com will produce 2.8 galloos 
of ethanol vvorth about $4.50. I ~~e same com, fed to poultry, prOduces 
about $20 of value, and to cattle, about $50 of value. It is this value
added chain that creates rural errployment and ecooanic diversity. 

percent ethanol. voted to growing corn has increased 
Initially, automotive manufacturers to over 35 million acres in the U.S. 

saw the mandate as a cheap way to in- (larger than most states) and the 
crease octane ratings, and corn growers price is back where it started. 
thought it would be a boon to the agr~ Unfortunately, much of 
cultural economy. Casual observers and this land is ecologically 
even some conservation organizations sensitive. The National 
thought that it was a renewable source of Wildlife Federation 
energy that would help the environment estimates that 10 mi~ 
and reduce harmful emissions. Others lion acres in the U.S. 
saw it as a way to reduce dependence on have been converted 
foreign oil. from Conservation 

After eight years of dramatically in- Reserve Programs 
creasing mandates, the results are in and -virgin prairie, 
it is apparent that none of these goals woodlands and wet
have been met- in fact, the opposite is lands in the U.S.-
true. to grow corn over 

Due to an arcane and fraud-prone the last 10 years. 
ethanol credit trading scheme, the price The careful reader 
of higher-octane gasoline has skyroek might question how 35 
eted, relative to lower grades; the farm million acres are grow-
economy continues its decline; finite ing corn for ethanol, 
resourcessuchasphosphorusandsub - but "only" 10 million new 
terranean aquifers are being depleted; acres have been converted 
wildlife and biodiversity are being to agricultural use in the U.S. 
threatened; harmful emissions have Much of this acreage used to 
doubled; and the mandate has had no grow soybeans for export. Typi 
impact on reducing use of fossil fuels. cally, farmers would rotate between 

How can this be? corn and soybeans, but now many grow 
The answer is simple- it takes as corn year after year. 

much fossil fuel to produce ethanol from South America has filled the void, 
corn as it yields. with the result that Brazi I now exports 

A Cornell University study estimates more soybeans than the U.S.- with the 
that it takes 40 percent more energy to concomitant destruction of forest and 
produce corn ethanol than it yields. The grasslands in that country, not to men 
actual distillation of corn into ethanol tion an increased trade deficit here in 
consumes about 28 percent as much this country. 
energy as it produces; yet when all the A recent study discussed by a Con-
inputs required to grow corn- such as servative Political Action Committee 
the production of herbicides, insect~ panel in February concludes that the 
cides, fertilizer and the fuel for tractors farm economy continues its decline 
and transportation- are factored in, the despite- and perhaps because of-
equation changes. Even the U.S. Depar-t ethanol mandates. 
ment of Agriculture, a misguided pro- Ethanol is a low-value commodity. A 
ponent of ethanol production, estimates bushel of corn will produce 2.8 gallons 
that the energy output only slightly of ethanol worth about $4.50. The same 
exceeds the inputs. The agency points corn, fed to poultry, produces about 

arguably the biggest polluter of air and 
water in the U.S.? The policy has also 

been a significant driver of what 
has aptly been termed the Sixth 

Extinction of biodiversity. 
Fortunately, legislation 

has been introduced in the 
House of Representatives 
that would cap the etha 
nol content of gasoline 
at 10 percent and reduce 
mandates over time. 
Urge your members of 
Congress to support 
this legislation. 

The EPA can also 
play a vital role as they 
work with automobile 
companies imple-

menting improved fuel 
economy standards. 

The first step in this 
regard would betoelimi-

nate artificial incentives to 
produce ethanol. Currently, the 

EPA gives CAFE mileage bonuses 
to gas guzzlers if they can consume 

gasoline that is up to 85 percent ethanol. 
Credits are also given to compensate for 
the reduced energy content of ethanol 

and that are at a competitive disadvan- as compared to pure gasoline. Given the 
tageagainst huge absentee landowners, environmental destruction and excessive 
when it comes to low-value commod- use of fossil fuels consumed in the pro-
ity products. Look no further than the duct ion of ethanol, these credits should 
City of Des Moines water authority's realistically be debits. It is impera -
lawsuit against upstream agricultural tive that the EPA consider the overall 
districts. Look no further than the City economic and environmental impact of 
of Toledo that shut down water supplies their policies and not focus solely on a 
to hundreds of thousands of residents single aspect of the overall picture. 
because of nutrient -fed toxic algae. Look . ----------------------------------------· 
no further than the just-released U.S. Jerry Jung is a retired businessman and 
Geological Survey study that confirmed conservationist who became concerned 
deadly "neo-nic" insecticides in Iowa when Monarch Butterflies stopped arriv-
drinking water. Perhaps it is no ace+ ing at his hobby farm in central Michigan 
dent that Texas Sen. Ted Cruz, who has after migrating from Mexico. The pol/ina 
never supported ethanol mandates or tor's population has declined by 95 percent 
costly agricultural subsidies, won the since the ramp-up in ethanol mandates. 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3528 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Meeting with the American Iron and Steel Institute 
Start Date/Time: Thur 6/29/2017 1:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 6/29/2017 1 :45:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Mike Long, Cliffs Natural Resources 

Patrick Bloom, Cliffs Natural Resources 

Tom Miller, Nucor 

Todd Young, U. S. Steel 

John Stinson, Evraz North America 

Tom Wesolowski, Evraz North America 

Tom Dower, ArcelorMittal 

Julianne Kurdilla, ArcelorMittal 

Katie Larson, SSAB Americas 

Brett Smith, American Iron and Steel Institute 

Colin Carroll, American Iron and Steel Institute 

Paul Balserak, American Iron and Steel Institute 
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Request: I would like to see if several AISI members and I could come in and give you 
an overview of the environmental issues that are key to the steel industry. Following on 
Administrator Pruitt's well-received address at our annual meeting last week, I think the 
timing is ripe for such a discussion. We would greatly appreciate the opportunity to brief 
you on our issues as you work to prioritize the comments received from your May 15 
public information request on regulatory reform. We would also like to learn more about 
the potential revival of the something like the old Sectors Strategies program. 

Contacts: 

Paul Balserak 

Thomas J. Gibson 

President and Chief Executive Officer 

American Iron and Steel Institute 

25 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 

Suite 800 

Washington, DC 20001 

Phone: 202.452.7146 

Fax: 202.452.1039 
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American 
I ron and Steel 
Institute 

May 15, 2017 

Ms. Samantha K. Dravis 
Office of Policy 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20460 

25 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20001 
Phone 202.452.7146 
Fax 202.452-1039 
E-mail tgibson@steel.org 

www.steel.org 

President and CEO 

Re: Response to Environmental Protection Agency S:Request for Comment on 
the Evaluation of Existing Regulations (Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OA-2017-
0190) 

Dear Ms. Dravis: 

The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), on behalf of its U.S. producer 

member companies, appreciates this opportunity to comment on the Environmental 

Protection Agency s(EPA) Request for Comment on the Evaluation of Existing 

Regulations (82 Fed. Reg. 17793)(April13, 2017). AISI serves as the voice of the North 

American steel industry in the public policy arena and advances the case for steel in 

the marketplace as the preferred material of choice. AISI also plays a lead role in the 

development and application of new steels and steelmaking technology. AISI is 

comprised of 18 member companies, including integrated and electric furnace 

steelmakers, and approximately 120 associate members who are suppliers to or 

customers of the steel industry. AISI s..member companies are classified in the North 

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) in codes 3311 (Iron and steel mills 

and ferroalloy manufacturing) and 3312 (Steel product manufacturing from 

purchased steel). Additionally, member companies that mine iron ore are included in 

code 2122 (metal ore mining). 

We reviewed the request for comment and have gathered information from 

our member companies detailing the impact of existing federal regulatory 

requirements on their ability to operate, construct, expand or modify facilities in the 

U.S. The detailed comments below provide: 

1. Background on the number and types of permits our members need to 

obtain to construct, operate and/ or expand facilities in the U.S.; 

2. Proposed changes to existing permitting regulations that would help 

streamline the process and reduce overall costs for companies; and 
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3. A broader list of regulations outside of the federal permitting structure 
that our members consider an added and unnecessary burden to 

domestic manufacturing. 

1. Manufacturing Permitting Process 

The construction, operation and expansion of a steel, coke and/ or mining 

operation requires various permits under different existing federal statutes regulating 

air emissions, discharges to water and handling and processing of waste products. 

The total permits needed to construct and operate a facility will vary depending on 

the particular operation but could be as high as 12 or more permits for a single facility 

across various state and federal agencies. As will be outlined further in our 

comments, the high costs and timing uncertainties in the numerous permit 

application processes create significant impediments and often frustrate future 

planning of new or expanded facilities in the U.S. 

Under the Clean Air Act (CAA) before a facility is constructed or expanded 

the company is required to go through the New Source Review (NSR )1 permitting 

process that ensures that facility will employ up -to-date pollution control technology. 

Facilities opening or expanding in an area of the country considered in 

attainment with current National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) must 

obtain a pre- construction permit under the CAA s__prevention of significant 

deterioration (PSD) provisions. The PSD permitting process requires a showing that 

the facility is using the best achievable control technology (BACT) to ensure projected 

emissions increases will not cause an area to exceed NAAQS for any of the listed 

criteria pollutants. The PSD process is generally applied for and issued through state 

environmental agencies with oversight and approval from U.S. EPA Regional offices. 

A PSD permit may be required for various processes or emission units at a single 

facility. AISI members report that the PSD permitting approval process can take from 

a little over a year to up to two years in some EPA Regions despite the CAA 

1 NSR permitting technically refers to permitting of facilities in CAA nonattainment areas, 
and PSD refers to permitting of facilities in CAA attainment areas. Generally, the term NSR 
is often used broadly to refer to the permitting program, including both NSR and PSD 
permitting. These terms are used throughout this document according to that standard 
approach. 
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requirement that completed permit applications be granted or denied not later than 

one year after the date of filing.2 

In addition to PSD permitting, facilities must also obtain a CAA Title V 

Operating Permit through its relevant state agency. The Title V permit includes the 

pollution control requirements from federal or state regulations that apply to a source 

and is subject to reviews by U.S. EPA, state environmental agency, federal land 

managers and public comment and hearings. Similar to the PSD permitting process, 

AISI members report varied timelines for completing the Title V review and approval 

process depending on the state regulatory agency and EPA Regional office, taking up 

to three years to receive the final permit and costs of several millions of dollars for 

each operating permit needed. Title V permits also must be renewed every five years, 

during which time a facility needs to demonstrate compliance with the permit 

conditions by reporting its air emissions over the five year period. 

The Clean Water Act ( CW A) administered by both U.S. EPA and U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (Army Corps) contains various permitting requirements that 

most industrial facilities must meet. CW A Sections 401 and 404 deal with certification 

and permitting for constructing, operating or expanding an industrial facility where 

federal waters will be dredged or filled. Most Section 401 water quality certifications 

are handled by the states and can be used to condition or deny Section 404 permits 

issued by the Army Corps. The Section 401 certification and Section 404 permit 

process can take between a year to up to four years to complete. Discharges of either 

industrial process waters or storm waters into federal jurisdictional water requires 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits. These permits 

are issued by state environmental agencies with oversight from EPA Regional offices. 

Members report that NPDES permits can take six months or more to obtain 

depending on the state or region. 

2. Proposed Changes to Streamline Existing Permitting Regulations 

Once a facility is constructed and in operation, some of the most onerous 

permitting processes that facilities have to go through to continue to function as well 

as to seek any efficiency improvements or expansions are those relating to obtaining 

the NSR/PSD construction permits described above .3 The loss of productivity and 

2 42 U.S.C. § 7475(c). 
3 See also 40 C.F.R. Parts 51 and 52. 
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costly, time consuming permitting efforts associated with the current NSR process are 

without any real benefit to the environment and have the unintended consequence of 

actually discouraging installment of new efficiencies. 

EPA should seek to streamline NSR permitting for modifications conducted at 

existing steel facilities to facilitate and stimulate productivity increases, innovation 

and efficiency in domestic steel manufacturing. This effort is necessary because the 

current NSR procedures have the unintended consequences of often forcing decreases 

in production. EPA proposed many of the reforms advocated in 2002, 2003, 2004 and 

2005. Although some of these reforms were stayed as a result of court rulings, AISI 

believes that EPA can still implement the reforms through a careful review of the 

provisions and could yield beneficial NSR reforms.4 AISI stands ready to help EPA 

engage in this process. 

a. Routine Maintenance Repair and Replacement Reforms 

The NSR rules provide that certain physical and operational changes at a 

plant do not constitute major modifications and thus do not need to undergo the 

burdensome NSR process.s One of the categories of exempt activities are those 

considered Routine maintenance, repair and replacement (RMRR). 6 EPA applies 

the RMRR exclusion primarily on a case-by-case basis, using a multi-factor test for 

determining whether a particular change falls within or outside the exclusion. This 

case-by-case analysis involves several different time consuming, expensive and 

legally risky options a company must weigh to potentially qualify for the RMRR 

exemption: (i) in advance of a facility submitting a construction permit the company 

can request a formal applicability determination (which generally takes a minimum 

of three months); (ii) an RMRR argument for exemption can be made as part of the 

construction permitting process, which also can take many months; (iii) a facility can 

proceed at risk without prior regulatory approval and with potentially serious 

enforcement consequences; or (iv) a facility can forego installing state-of-the-art 

equipment or undertaking efficiency projects and continue operations with older, less 

efficient equipment. 

4 See New York v. EPA, 443 F.3d 880 (D.C. Circuit 2006). 
s 40 C.F.R. § 51.165(a). 
6 Id. 
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EPA previously recognized the need to reform the RMRR determination 

process due to inherent uncertainty, costs and legal risks imposed on domestic 

facilities, stating that the process: 

results in lost capacity and lost opportunities to 

improve energy efficiency and reduce air pollution. 

And also requires permitting authorities: 

.... to devote scarce resources to make complex 
determinations, including applicability determinations, 

and consult with other agencies to ensure that any 

determinations are consistent with determinations made 

for similar circumstances in other jurisdictions. 

EPA goes on to say of the currently-existing NSR process: 

..... the effect is to discourage plant owners or operators 
from engaging in replacements that are important to 

restoring, maintaining and improving plant safety, 

reliability and efficiency ... this effect is exacerbated by the 

uncertainties inherent in the case-by case approach. 7 

These same deficient permitting processes exist today and present the same 

challenges to domestic manufacturing that existed more than a decade ago. EPA 

should revisit certain portions of the RMRR reforms from 2003, specifically the 

provisions known as the Equipment Replacement Provisions (ERP). These 

provisions would exclude from the definition of major modification at 40 C.F.R. 

Section 51.165, projects that replace existing, permitted equipment or components 

thereof with like-kind or functionally equivalent equipment, provided the 

replacement components or equipment do not alter the basic design of the process 

unit and would not result in an exceedance of the permit limits. 

Additionally, EPA could identify specific activities at steel facilities and other 

industrial sector operations that should be presumptively considered to constitute 

RMRR. Such a list could be added to the regulatory language or could be issued as 

clarifying guidance. As an initial example, the following list of modifications common 

to the steel industry could be considered presumptively as RMRR rather than be 

7 69 Fed Reg. 61250 (October 27, 2003). 
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subjected to the current costly case-by-case analysis: replacement of furnace shells, 

oxy-fuel burners, oxygen lances, tundish pre-heaters, tundish burners, transformers, 

capacitors, regulators, lime or carbon injection equipment and other equipment that 

is commonly and routinely replaced in the industry as part of normal, continual 

maintenance activities. AISI and its members welcome any opportunity to discuss 

these recommended changes to the RMRR process with the administration or answer 

any questions. 

b. Exclude Pollution Control Projects from Modification Definition 

Another potential regulatory change to the existing definition of rnajor 

modifications triggering NSR permit requirements that could streamline the 

permitting process for existing manufacturing facilities is to exclude Pollution Control 

Projects ( :PCPs }that result in net overall reductions of air pollutants, involve 

upgraded or rebuilt pollution control equipment or devices, or allow raw 

material/ fuel substitutions that do not result in exceedances of permit limits. Similar 

to the RMRR revisions described above, EPA explored excluding PCPs from NSR 

review in the past on the basis that the exclusion allows sources to install emissions 

controls that are known to be environmentally beneficial thus offer flexibility while 

improving air quality. 8 The prior EPA effort listed specific technologies that the 

agency believed should be presumptively considered PCPs, but further provided that 

PCPs not listed could nevertheless qualify for the exclusion if the permitting 

authority determined on a case-by-case basis if the non-listed PCP was 

environmentally beneficial, and provided that PCPs entitled to the exemption could 

include in addition to equipment and technology, work practices, process changes or 

other pollution prevention strategies. AISI again recommends EPA revisit the PCP 

exclusion and publish in either regulatory text or through guidance a list of 

technologies, work practices and/ or strategies employed in the steel sector that 

would be presumptively considered PCPs and exempt from NSR review. 

c. Match the NSR Definition of Major Modification with the NSPS 

EPA should revise the NSR emissions test definition to match the NSPS 

definition. This change would provide greater opportunities for facilities to make 

efficiency improvements to their operations without the significant costs and permit 

approval delays that are currently associated with the NSR trigger. EPA proposed a 

8 67 Fed. Reg. 80190 (December 31, 2002). 
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similar change in definitions which, had it been finalized, would have applied only to 

electric generating units (EGUs).9 

AISI believes that that statutory language behind the NSR program fully 

allows for this change, and the benefits of such a change would significantly aid 

streamlining the permitting process currently faced by our members facilities. 

d. Adopt Plant-Wide Applicability Determinations 

EPA should promote and facilitate a voluntary option that a facility can 

establish Plant-Wide Applicability Limitations ( PALs ~(basically emissions limits 

that apply facility-wide) through a permitting process, allowing such facility to 

change, modify and upgrade equipment and operations and add new equipment 

without triggering major modification NSR review, provided the changes do not 

result in exceeding the established PAL emissions limits.1o When EPA explored 

establishing PALs in the past, the agency stated ~w ]e believe that the added 

flexibility provided under a PAL will facilitate your ability to respond rapidly to 

changing market conditions while enhancing the environmental protection afforded 

under the program. 1! AISI believes EPA sconclusion remains true today, however, 

these provisions were stayed in litigation. EPA could revisit this issue and work with 

industry to minimize the burdens of establishing PALs, so that steel plants and other 

domestic manufacturing facilities would be able to make needed changes to 

equipment and processes more quickly than under the existing burdensome NSR 

process. This would allow steelmaking facilities and other manufacturers to have 

flexibility to respond to market conditions and make the U.S. manufacturing industry 

more competitive in the global marketplace. With a PAL, steel facilities would, 

without increasing emissions above the levels already deemed acceptable by the 

permitting authority in the PAL permit, be able to invest in equipment and 

technologies without the risks and delays inherent in the existing NSR permit 

process. 

e. Specific NSR Permit Issues 

9 See 70 Fed. Reg. 61081 (October 20, 2005). 
1o See 40 C.F.R. § 51.165(a)(1)(v). 
11 67 Fed. Reg. 80189 (December 31, 2002) 
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There are a number of additional important NSR permit related matters that 

would benefit greatly from increased clarity and flexibility: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

EPA should reconsider policy reasons for co-located sources being 
considered the responsibility of the host company or facility. A co-located 
facility is on leased ground and has its own operating permit, employees, 
equipment and is responsible for maintaining compliance. EPA maintains 
the position that the host company has control and responsibility for any 
co-located company s_actions, which is not the case. Separately permitted 
entities should not be a part of permitting evaluations for each other. 

EPA should provide for better flexibility for emissions offsets from energy 
conservation and reuse projects. For instance, over -restrictive netting 
requirements force many limits on a new boiler because the rules do not 
allow for direct emission offsets without additional federally enforceable 
limits to be set, like a minimum blast furnace gas (BFG) limit or a boiler 
specific emission limit. While a natural gas limit would make sense for a 
new, efficient boiler, the other requirements do not when looking at the 
overall reduction in emissions. 

EPA policies that reversed in-project netting should be established to give 
needed flexibility for modifications so that a permittee does not have to 
pull in every source (including on -site contractors) for netting calculations. 

EPA should modify rules related to data collection to allow for more 
current techniques. Certain rules list prescribed means of data collection 
that are now archaic and not easily maintained as they are obsolete (e.g., 
paper chart strip recorders). Likewise, rules related to equipment 
calibration should be modified. These rules are outdated in that they do 
not recognize the newer generations of electronic instruments that cannot 
be calibrated in a traditional sense and either work, fail or internally 
diagnose and alert user of required attention. Many units also self
calibrate. Facilities now create a calibration .fo satisfy the rule 
requirement but the work is just a paper trail with no real meaning or 
added value for instrument performance. 

EPA should address PSD projects by allowing the permittee to revisit 
and/ or take on new or additional limits when transitioning from the 
source modification/ construction permit to the operating permit before 
closing the PSD time-period if the project lasts more than some minimum 
time threshold (e.g., 18 months or two years from the initial application to 
the facility start-up). Facilities should have the right to true-up or make 
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adjustments with the netting balances prior to operating the new 
equipment in case of previously unforeseen changes in scope, so long as 
the permittee does not change the significance determination of the project 
in the Technical Support Document (TSD). 

f. Align Implementation Guidance with NAAQS Revisions 

Under current EPA policy, when NAAQS are revised for any of the criteria 

pollutants, existing NSR permit applicants must often redo the required modeling 

analysis using the new standard. This is often difficult and costly for both the affected 

facility and the state permitting authority as EPA has increasingly revised NAAQS 

before providing the states with implementation or modeling guidance. This lag time 

between revised standards and the implementing guidance, which often spans many 

years, can cause states to delay PSD permit approvals for facilities until EPA provides 

the needed data. The simple fix is for EPA to ensure it has the necessary 

implementation and modeling guidance in place before it issues a revised standard or 

at the very least have guidance on track to be available before a revised standard 

comes into effect. 

g. Grandfather Existing NSR Permits When Adopting New NAAQS 

EPA should adopt regulations requiring that NSR permit applications be 

subject to the NAAQS standards that exist on the date the application is submitted to 

EPA. Manufacturing facilities that have triggered NSR review spend significant 

resources modeling emissions to demonstrate that the NAAQS will not be exceeded 

when BACT controls are employed. If any of the NAAQS are changed while the 

permit is being processed EPA often requires new modeling based on the new 

standard. A consistent approach that grandfathers existing applications in connection 

with any future NAAQS revisions would provide companies with certainty and 

ensure companies do not spend time and resources on NSR permitting only to have 

the goal posts moved at the last minute and find themselves back at square one. This 

approach could also help alleviate EPA resources from having to develop the detailed 

guidance states need to implement a revised standard in a rushed timeframe. 

h. Single-Source Photochemical Grid Modeling 

The recent final rule amending Appendix W requires that, in the absence of an 

analysis allowing a source to screen out of a requirement to conduct and report the 
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results of air quality modeling, applicants seeking PSD permits must model impacts 

of precursors to ozone and PM2.s using a chemical transport model such as a 

photochemical grid model.12 EPA does not, however, specify a preferred model for 

this purpose. Although the CAA requires applicants for PSD permits to model air 

quality, EPA has long recognized that it was not technically sound to designate with 

particularity specific models to be used to assess the impacts of a single source of 

ozone or PM2.s and instead allowed a permit applicant, working with the permitting 

authority, to choose a method lo conduct the required air quality analysis. EPA has 

evaluated whether it is feasible to designate a single model for ozone and PM2.s for 

use by all major sources applying for a PSD permit and concluded that it could not 

make such designations. EPA should, therefore, have retained the existing 

requirements applicable to sources emitting precursors of ozone and PM2.s. What 

EPA has done, however, is to effectively eliminate the exploring of other methods for 

analyzing the impact of a proposed source on air quality. EPA should return to its 

long-standing prior approach to air quality analysis to support PSD applications for 

sources that emit precursors to these pollutants. At a minimum, EPA should adopt a 

moratorium on single-source modeling of at least three years to further develop cost

effective models and screening techniques. EPA can reevaluate the state of 

technology at the close of that period to determine whether the moratorium should 

continue. 

i. Use of Probabilistic Modeling 

Tighter margins between background pollutant concentrations and 

increasingly-stringent NAAQS make it more and more difficult to demonstrate 

compliance using overly-conservative modeling assumptions. Current EPA guidance 

requires deterministic air quality models that use a facility smaximum operating 

rate and maximum allowable emissions as opposed to realistic actual operating and 

emissions rates at a facility that are often well below the maximum allowables. This 

frequently results in modeling data substantially overstating the effects a new or 

modified facility will have on ambient air quality for the region. EPA should adopt 

more probabilistic approaches to modeling to address this conservatism, especially 

given ever stricter NAAQS approaching background levels that makes it difficult to 

attain permits for expansions, construction or efficiency improvements. Probabilistic 

modeling, for example, would be allowed to take into account the variability of both 

12 82 Fed. Reg. 5182 (January 17, 2017) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W 
5.3.2(c)). 
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background air quality and emission rates for modeled sources. While numerous 

commenters suggested this approach to EPA during consideration of the final 

Appendix W rule, EPA declined to take such action. EPA is using such probabilistic 

modeling in other programs, so should be able to make it workable and reliable 

underNSR. 

j. Air Emission Modeling Improvements Needed 

EPA has recognized that problems exist with its preferred models, but 

designated fixes to those problems are considered non-default BETA option. Use of 

BETA fixes requires Model Clearinghouse approval, which substantially limits the 

utility of a fix. While fixes may require some period of technical assessment, 

prolonging non-default BET A designation of proven fixes does not foster the balance 

between the economy and environment called for by the CAA sPSD provisions. 

EPA should make improved modeling tools a higher priority, including 

through allocating more funding for model development. Furthermore, EPA should 

conduct rulemakings to update Appendix W more frequently. Before the recent 

revision released in late 2016, EPA had not revised Appendix W since 2005, even 

though EPA has revised NAAQS for nearly every criteria pollutant in that same 

period. At a minimum, EPA should review Appendix W when it reviews NAAQS. 

Conducting such revisions concurrently with identification of improvements to 

models would better achieve the PSD program sexplicit statutory purpose of 

ensuring economic development while protecting air resources. Key modeling 

improvements include: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Receptor exclusions strengthen EPA guidance to exclude receptor data 
from areas that the public does not have legal or physical access to; 

PM fugitive emissions use of a pre-processing step to account for the 
overestimate of fugitive emissions; and 

Source Characterization EPA should streamline the modeling protocol 
approval process. Case-specific refinements involving source 
characterization should not trigger a non-guideline modeling approach. 
Substantial objective evidence and alternative source characterization 
protocols have been submitted to EPA to support the use of intermediate 
steps (without changes to AERMOD) to improve the accuracy of air 
dispersion modeling demonstrations for unique, non-traditional air 
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emission sources (e.g., fugitive emissions, sources with large fugitive heat 
releases, unique stack configurations, etc.). EPA should authorize the use 
of source characterization techniques such as LIFTOFF, AERMOIST, 
AERLIFT, urban characterization, pre-processing step for fugitive PM, 
etc. Furthermore these source characterization techniques should be 
considered for routine application without a need for a non-guideline 
model approval if adequate documentation of the effects is provided. 

EPA sAERMOD model is known to over-predict and controls should not 
be required based on modeling and sources should not be responsible for 
the cost of adding new ambient air monitors. AISI submitted a study to 
EPA in 2011 that documents AERMOD saver prediction of emissions by 
more than 10 times compared to monitored data. When modeling shows 
nonattainment, sources can add new monitors per the SO 2 Data 
Requirements Rule instead of relying on modeling. EPA or states, not 
industrial sources, have historically been responsible for the cost of new 
and existing monitors and this cost should not be shifted to facilities. 
Modeling results that show an overprediction compared to monitored data 
should be allowed to be adjusted or calibrated based on the monitored 
data, instead of having industry install expensive controls based on known 
inaccurate modeled results. 

k. Base NSR BACT Reviews on Domestically Proven Technology 

In addition to the specific NSR regulatory reforms identified above that 

provide clarification on when PSD permitting is required, AISI suggests other 

changes to EPA policy once the PSD review process is triggered. BACT controls and 

limits considered during the PSD analysis should be based only on existing proven 

technologies and limits clearly demonstrated as reducing emissions at facilities 

located in the U.S. The PSD BACT evaluation process, spelled out through EPA 

guidance, should not include unproven technologies employed in other countries 

that have not been demonstrated as commercially feasible or effective at controlling 

emission in the U.S. Requiring domestic facilities to conduct technology reviews and 

costly feasibility analyses of technologies utilized in countries that do not have the 

same rigorous air pollution control and permitting requirements, places unreasonable 

permitting demands and delays on the already lengthy U.S. permitting process. 

For the same reasons as above, the control technologies or limits considered 

under PSD BACT should be required to have been previously performance tested at a 

domestic facility to show an environmental benefit from the existing control 
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technology. Facilities seeking construction permits should not be required to 

evaluate technologies that are not already proven in the U.S. to reduce emissions. 

Because the current PSD BACT processes are unduly burdensome and time 

consuming for permit applicants and the reviewing authority, these procedures 

should be changed to reduce the economic burdens and time delays associated with 

BACT technology review. 

1. Discontinue Use of Permit Performance Tests in Enforcement Actions 

EPA has a history of using its enforcement powers to mandate control 

technologies and emissions limits in consent decrees as injunctive relief or mitigation 

measures. This practice of case-by-case enforcement measures creates significant 

disparities in the treatment of manufacturing facilities across the nation. Most 

importantly the enforcement strategy forces a small subset of facilities to bear the 

burdens of evaluating control technologies that EPA should be promoting through 

notice-and-comment rulemaking, or the permitting process. The enforcement burden 

on the targeted facilities can be extremely expensive and disruptive and often forces 

production limits resulting in a significant economic disadvantage of a target mill or 

group of mills, compared to their competitors. It also creates an additional 

corresponding burden and stigma of legal defense and enforcement in the facilities 

public record that the surrounding community may not fully understand. 

EPA should also not utilize results from a post-construction performance test 

in an enforcement case seeking penalties or injunctive reliet provided the EPA

approved and permitted BACT technology installed was submitted with good faith 

pre-operational estimates of emissions. It is unfair and unproductive for EPA to 

review and approve technology-forcing BACT controls in a construction permit, only 

to file an enforcement action against a facility when it has invested in and installed 

the BACT controls in the event the controls do not meet the emissions reductions the 

facility and EPA anticipated. 

AISI suggests that rather than pursue an enforcement action for penalties in 

the event EPA-approved BACT controls do not meet expected reductions, EPA 

should pursue a policy of modifying the construction permit based on the results of 

the performance testing. For emissions limits to be established as part of a BACT 

process, EPA should adopt a test-and-set process that establishes limits post

construction, rather than establishing emissions limits in advance of a performance 

test. 
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m. Discontinue Use of Enforcement Actions to Amend NSPS 

EPA could also adopt an enforcement policy to discontinue the current 

practice of requiring a steel or iron ore production facility through an enforcement 

action to demonstrate compliance with limits on fugitive emissions from a plant 

production area or control device when limits are not set forth in the New Source 

Performance Standard (NSPS) for that source. Unless EPA changes the NSPS 

standards to specifically include numeric limits on fugitive emissions, it should not 

use language in enforcement action consent decrees to set emissions limits that were 

not adopted in NSPS notice-and-comment rulemaking. Currently, the NSPS does not 

have specific particulate matter numerical fugitive emissions limits, but rather sets 

opacity limits to ensure fugitive emissions are properly controlled. EPA is currently 

involved in a series of enforcement actions against several steelmaking facilities in 

Region 5 and has stated publicly that it does not like the published NSPS standards, 

and thus, is using the enforcement process to require Region 5 facilities to measure 

fugitive emissions in a manner in lieu of, and far beyond the NSPS-established 

opacity standards. This selective enforcement, in a single EPA Region, creates 

significant disparity in the applicability of the NSPS across the country and harms the 

competiveness of manufacturers operating in that Region. 

Similarly, EPA should not use injunctive relief or mitigation as part of an 

enforcement action to require any steelmaking or iron ore processing facility to use a 

monitoring technology other than the EPA-approved Method 9 set forth in the NSPS, 

to evaluate compliance with the opacity standards. Again, EPA Region 5 is currently 

engaged in an enforcement strategy against steelmaking facilities in the Region 

seeking to have those facilities to install processes and technologies that are not set 

forth in the NSPS standards. This puts facilities in the Region at a legal and economic 

disadvantage to operations in other locations. 

If EPA desires to change the NSPS requirements applicable to controls or 

fugitive particulate emissions from steelmaking facilities, it should amend the NSPS 

through public notice-and-comment rulemaking, rather than by selective enforcement 

which creates disparities in the industry and sidesteps the established rulemaking 

processes. 
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n. EPA Should Update the NSPS Opacity Standard 

The opacity limit EPA utilizes under Subpart AAa, 40 C.P.R. Section 60.272a 

(a)(2) and (3), which mandates a 3 percent opacity limit for emissions from a control 

device as well as a 6 percent limit that applies to a steel plant sproduction area to 

which the control device is attached should be updated to 10 percent. The changes are 

appropriate because EPA concedes that both of these limits were somewhat arbitrary 

when established originally and because of the practical limitations of reading a 3 or 6 

percent opacity using EPA-approved Method 9 methodology. The use of a 

continuous opacity monitor (COM) as allowed under 40 C.P.R. § 60.273a(c) also has a 

high margin of error in relation to the 3 and 6 percent limits, thus creating errors and 

misreading of opacity, without any environmental benefit. The standards setting 

organization ASTM, International has also identified COMs to be accurate only to the 

level of 10 percent opacity, making a 3 or 6 percent limit functionally impossible to 

accurately measure facility opacity for compliance purposes.13 

o. Classification of Baghouse Dust as Hazardous Waste 

Dust collected from the emission control devices employed during the 

primary production of steel in electric arc furnaces is listed as hazardous waste under 

the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)(K061) and requires use of a 

RCRA- permitted recycling facility to recover valuable commodities from the dust, 

such as zinc. AISI requests that K061 baghouse dust be delisted as a hazardous 

waste. The de-listing of K061 would allow for new, potentially significant 

opportunities for recycling and reuse of this waste stream without negative impacts 

on the environment. Baghouse dust would still be subject to being classified as a 

regulated waste if it is determined by analysis to have hazardous waste 

characteristics. While steel facilities currently manage their baghouse dust utilizing 

several RCRA-permitted recycling processes, AISI believes that if the waste was de

listed, additional recycling markets would quickly develop for this large-volume 

waste stream. The development of additional uses for and recycling strategies for 

non-hazardous baghouse dust will potentially eliminate significant annual costs and 

management burdens (labeling, training, placarding, storage limits, transportation 

challenges) associated with listed waste, without environmental detriment. 

13 See, ASTM D 6216-98, Standard Practice for Opacity Monitor Manufacturers to Certify 
Conformance with Design and Performance Specifications, ASTM International, West 
Conshohocken, Pa., 1998. 
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p. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Permitting 

The Army Corps is responsible for administration of Section 404 of the CW A, 

which covers permitting associated with impact to wetlands under federal 

jurisdiction. The 404 permitting process is currently one of the most ill-defined 

processes for a regulated party to understand and thus to predict permit timelines. 

This absence of a schedule is counter to a regulatory structure that fosters a balance 

between environmental protection and economic development. 

Specifically, the Army Corps Section 404 process should be improved to 

include a publicly defined sequence of required steps and timelines to achieve each of 

them. As an example: 

The Section 106 consultation process obligates the Army Corps to consult 
federally recognized tribal entities during the permitting process. This has 

been a completely open-ended process where the Army Corps allows the 

consultation to occur indefinitely. The administration should impose 

three-month duration to allow consultation to occur, which is more than 

ample time for interested parties to understand and provide input on a 
potential wetland impact (most public comment processes default to a 30-

60 day window). 

Similar consultation processes are required with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service, the state Historical Preservation Offices and U.S. EPA. All of these processes 

can and should have defined windows of duration to build a sense of business 

certainty of how long it will take to get through a permitting process. 

Elimination of the open-ended processes would also result in reduction of 

other collateral effects of the current permitting process, which industry has 

experienced taking two-to-six years to issue a new permit, and in one case, over 

seven years to simply amend an existing permit. Those collateral effects include 

things like repeated Endangered Species Act (ESA) reviews. Because the Army 

Corps process currently has no mandated or even target timelines, other processes 

required as part of the Section 404 permit, such as review for potential concerns with 

endangered species are never truly complete in the Army Corps eyes. When it takes 

the Army Corps anywhere from two-to-seven years to issue a permit, and species are 

added to the ESA list (e.g., endangered, threatened), removed and sometimes re-
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added to the ESA list, the Army Corps sees an obligation to go back to the drawing 

board and re-initiate the ESA analysis. Providing permitting structure and defining 

the process timeline for the consultation and permit processes improves permitting 

certainty, avoids delays and expending unnecessary resources and ultimately the 

prospects for economic. 

3. Broader Regulatory Programs Impacting Domestic Manufacturing that are 
in Need of Reform 

In response to EPA &request for broader existing or proposed regulatory 

programs that are outside the scope of facility permitting, AISI provides the 

following list of programs of most concern to its members. Where appropriate we 

provide potential alternatives but also stand ready to work with the appropriate EPA 

offices in crafting common sense, data-driven solutions. AISI also wishes to express 

its support for broader regulatory review and revision efforts the administration has 

already begun on matters of import to manufacturing in general, but also the 

domestic steel industry. These efforts include: EPA s_recent decision to withdraw 

and reconsider or rewrite the 2015 final Waters of the U.S. rule; EPA sactions to place 

the litigation over the Clean Power Plan in abeyance and consider remand and review 

of the final regulations for new and existing EGUs; and EPA sactions to hold the 

litigation over the 2015 Ozone NAAQS in abeyance while the agency considers the 

appropriate actions in review of the final 70 ppb standard. 

a. CERCLA Section 108b Financial Assurance Requirement for Hardrock 
Mining 

On December 1, 2016, EPA proposed the first framework for financial 

assurance regulations under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) Section 108b to address risks from 

hazardous substances. 14 In the same notice, EPA applied that framework to the 

hardrock mining sector, proposing specific standards for financial assurance on the 

industry sector. EPA is under a court deadline to promulgate a final rule by 

December 1, 2017. EPA sproposal calls for classes of facilities to establish and 

maintain evidence of financial responsibility consistent with the degree and duration 

of risk associated with the production, transportation, treatment, storage or disposal 

14 82 Fed. Reg. 3388 (January 11, 2017); 40 C.F.R. Part 320. 
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of hazardous substances. This rulemaking is of significant interest across the mining 

sector and beyond, as it would very likely require significant financial resources to be 

moved out of operation and instead set aside for the potential future risk of 

hazardous contamination. 

According to a notice that EPA issued in 2009 on this issue, hardrock mining 

is defined as the extraction, beneficiation or processing of metals (e.g., copper, gold, 

iron, lead, magnesium, molybdenum, silver, uranium and zinc) and nonmetallic, 

non-fuel minerals (e.g., asbestos, phosphate rock and sulfur). At that time, EPA 

decided to exclude 59 categories of mining from this definition, finding them to be 

low risk and thus not in need of financial assurance for CERCLA liability. Further, 

adequate state authority and regulationsxist to cover any remediation costs associated 

with iron ore mining andpreemptthe need for redundant and oppressivctederal 

financial assurance measures unde£ERCLA. AISI members in the iron ore mining 

sector have used EP As:own modeling to calculate the projected impact of this rule if it 

were to go final as proposed. The iron ore mining sector would likely incur ov$6' billion 

in financial assuranceobligation~ which far outweighs the minimal risk of th; mining 

sector poses AISI and its impacted member companies in the iron ore mining sector 

believe the risk factors EPA used to exclude the other mining categories apply 

similarly to iron ore mining, which should also receive an exclusion from EPA. 

b. EPA Draft Method for Specific Conductivity Criteria 

On December 23, EPA issued its Draft Field-Based Methods for Developing 

Aquatic Life Criteria for Specific Conductivity ( Conductivity Guidance f(81 Fed. Reg. 

94,370)(December 23, 2016), which purports to provide approaches for developing 

science-based conductivity criteria for flowing waters that reflect ecoregional- or state

specific factors. Once finaL states and authorized tribes located in any region of the 

country may use the methods to develop field-based conductivity criteria for flowing 

waters. In 2011, EPA issued a similar conductivity benchmark £or the Appalachian 

region it was a chronic value of 300 micro-Siemens per centimeter (uS/ em). That 

equates to a Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) value of 192 ppm, which is an extremely 

low number that would be difficult to attain. The new EPA draft guidance takes the 

approach used in the Appalachian guidance and extends it to the rest of the country. 

Also, while the Appalachian guidance included only a chronic value, the new draft 

national guidance also includes acute values. Since the new document is actually a 

methodology, to be used with region-specific data, it does not provide specific 
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numbers for each region of the country, but it does contain four examples of how the 

methodology would be applied. The resulting values pose significant concerns for 

both AISI siron ore mining and steel making members and their operations. In 

addition to the flawed scientific issues in the draft methodology, there are significant 

practical issues as to how a facility could comply with the low levels resulting from 

the methodology. As the draft guidance rests on a flawed scientific basis and would 

impose enormous compliance costs, EPA should formally withdraw the draft 

guidance and inform Regional offices to not apply the methodology going forward 

until the scientific flaws of the methodology are addressed. 

c. Hazardous Air Pollutant Standards for Major Sources 

EPA is currently under court ordered deadlines to complete 33 Risk and 

Technology Reviews (RTRs) as mandated under CAA Section 112.15 The deadlines to 

complete all33 are staggered over approximately the next three years starting with 

an initial six RTRs by December 31, 2018, another 20 by March 13, 2020 and the final 

seven by June 30, 2020.16 AISI and its impacted members have been engaged with 

EPA in reviewing the current Section 112 NESHAPs and have provided substantial 

amounts of emissions data and invested time and capital resources to ensure the final 

result of the review process accurately captures the industry srisk profile. 

Throughout the process of reviewing the Integrated Iron and Steel NESHAP 

(40 C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart FFFFF), EPA has insisted on collecting data and 

performing facility-wide risk review, including from non-category sources, i.e., 
sources within the facility not regulated under Subpart FFFFF. Many of these non

category sources, such as coke ovens and steel pickling lines, have their own 

NESHAP standards making the additional risk modeling duplicative at best. AISI has 

numerous concerns with this approach and has expressed them to EPA in past 

meetings. Specifically, the data used to estimate risks from non-categorical sources in 

any facility-wide risk assessment is not subject to the same quality assurance and 

verification rigors as the data from Subpart FFFFF sources. For these reasons, AISI 

explained to EPA that the iron and steel industry has great concerns on the use of the 

15 42 u.s.c. §§ 7412(d)(6), (f)(2). 
16 See CA Communities Against Taxies v. EPA, 1:15-cv-00512, U.S. Dist. Crt for DC Circ. (March 

13, 2017) and Blue Ridge Environmental Defense League v. EPA, 1:16-cv-00364, U.S. Dist. Crt 
for DC Circ. (March 22, 2017)(setting final rule completion deadlines for Integrated Iron and 
Steel Sector, 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart FFFFF and Taconite Iron Ore Processing, 40 C.F.R. 
Part 63, Subpart RRRRR amongst 31 other sector categories). 
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non-categorical data in assessing and aggregating the risks to develop a facility-wide 

risk, as such data are not necessarily representative of any actual risks from the 

sources in which the industry operates, especially since iron and steel facilities do not 

all share the same non- categorical sources. The emissions data AISI s__members 

provided EPA pursuant to the initial Information Collection Request (ICR) prescribed 

specific sampling and analytical criteria as well as quality assurance requirements. 

Data from non- categorical sources is generally not subject to the same standards as 

the Subpart FFFFF data, is frequently outdated and could lead to misinformation. 

EPA has acknowledged the difference in the data quality in past meetings but still 

intends and is currently conducting risk modeling from the non-categorical sources. 

Given the concerns expressed above with the quality of the data, value and potential 

for misinterpretation of results and compounded with current EPA time and resource 

constraints given looming deadlines as outlined above, AISI again requests that non

categorical emissions and risk data be excluded from review. 

The taconite mining industry is subject to the Taconite Iron Ore Processing 

NESHAP (40 C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart RRRRR). On March 22, 2017 the U.S. District 

Court for the District of Columbia issued an order setting a deadline for EPA to 

complete its NESHAP Risk and Technology Review (RTR) for taconite and twelve 

other NESHAP affected industries by December 31, 2018 or June 30, 2020, depending 

on EPA &category prioritization. Certain companies affected by the original Taconite 

NESHAP submitted a Petition to Delete (PTD) taconite as a source category regulated 

under Section 112 of the CAA in 2003 (along with supplemental information to EPA 

in 2006) because the HAP emissions associated with these facilities are low; do not 

represent an adverse impact on ambient air quality; and do not pose an unacceptable 

risk to human health or the environment as defined in Section 112 of the CAA. 

Therefore, as described in the PTD application, the taconite industry does not warrant 

regulation under the Section 112 NESHAP program. However, EPA has not 

completed its evaluation nor responded to the companies PTD request. Prior to 

initiating the Taconite NESHAP RTR, EPA should review the information presented 

in the PTD request and determine that due to the industries tow risk, all or portions 

of the category should be deleted from the Taconite NESHAP RTR. 

d. Clean Air Act Regulatory Changes 

AISI requests the following additional changes be made to various CAA 

programs: 
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Add or strengthen EPA sspecific requirement to consider costs and cost 
effectiveness when establishing new NAAQS, Maximum Achievable 
Control Technology (MACT) floor regulation, as well as State 
Implementation Plans (SIPs) control requirements. 

The CAA should be amended so that NAAQS are not required to be 
reviewed every five years, but extended to at least 10-15 years or consider 
that revisions to the NAAQS are of such significant that they should be 
required to be passed by Congress and not EPA. 

EPA should repeal the NSPS at 40 C.P.R. Part 60, Subparts N, Na. They 
are redundant and less restrictive than 40 C .F.R. Part 63, Subpart FFFFF. 
Subparts N and Na also require the use of obsolete technology (strip 
recorder charts) for tracking compliance data and reporting purposes. 
FFFFF is more effective at protecting the environment and recognizes 
available technologies exist and leave the means for tracking compliance 
data open. 

EPA should repeal its position (not found in law or regulation, only in 
guidance via an FAQ document) that non-EGUs must maintain Part 75 
Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems ( CEMS) monitoring even if the 
states are following EPA ::dead and not including non-EGU sin the Cross 
State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) trading program. States can 
demonstrate that state-wide thresholds for NOx are met through means 
other than Part 75 monitoring, such as the use of emissions factors. It is 
unreasonable, burdensome and costly to maintain and replace (as 
necessary) CEMS monitors that are not otherwise legally required on non
EGUs. 

EPA should repeal the enforcement criteria in the Energy Star and other 
efficiency reward programs, which preclude a plant (or possibly even a 
corporation) from the program when one plant is in enforcement. Valid 
projects with environmental benefits should be considered because the 
enforcement is unrelated to the project. In addition, some enforcement 
actions take years to conclude, which makes plants ineligible for those 
same years. 

e. NESHAP for Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional Boilers and Process 
Heaters 

As noted above, many steel facilities have numerous major source emission 

units subject to CAA Section 112 NESHAP requirements, including industrial boiler 
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and process heaters (40 C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart DDDDD). The requirement to 

test/tune/test each burner of each applicable source is a burdensome exercise. At 

many steel making facilities there are multiple finishing lines with indirect heating 

furnaces that are comprised of hundreds of natural gas fired burners each below 5 

MMBTU /hour. These units are considered cumulatively under the Boiler MACT and 

are therefore required to have annual tune-ups per 40 C.P.R. § 63.7515(d). The annual 

tune-ups require excessive line outages and man hours. The annual requirement for 

testing and tuning of the many small burners can range up to $100,000 for a company 

with the time, equipment and proper skills to conduct the tuning. For natural gas 

sources with burner sizes less than a certain threshold, reducing the frequency of 

these tune-ups to every five years would significantly reduce the cost burden. 

f. MACT "Once In, Always In" Policy 

Facilities currently subject to CAA Section 112 NESHAP requirements should 

be afforded the opportunity to petition for removal of applicability if their potential to 

emit (PTE) has fallen below the major source thresholds in the CAA triggering 

requirements to employ MACT,17 For example, one member facility once had coal

fired boilers that put the facility over the major source HAP threshold for Subpart 

DDDDD. After the boilers were permanently shut down, the PTE immediately fell 

below those thresholds, however the facility remains an affected source under the 40 

C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart SSSS Surface Coating of Metal Coil. The permanent shutdown 

of the boilers brought the facility PTE down to Area Source thresholds, which require 

different emission control standards, specifically Generally Achievable Control 

Technology (GACT) and not the applicable MACT standards, which are more costly 

and directed at larger sources of air emissions. 

Similarly, manufacturing facilities with emergency back-up generators onsite 

often find themselves subject to 40 C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart ZZZZ engine rules. These 

rules are intended to capture industrial engines that are much larger sources of HAPs 

than engines infrequently running back-up generators that typically produce minimal 

emissions. 

17 See 42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)(1)(defining Major Source .as sources with the potential to emit 10 
tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more of any 
combination of hazardous air pollutants). 
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One member facility whose back-up generators are subject to the Subpart 

ZZZZ NESHAP requirements reports the following emissions in 2016: 

PM10: 

S02: 
NOx: 

CO: 

VOC: 
Total: 

0.0002832 tons per year (tpy) 

0.0002639 tpy 

0.0039906 tpy 

0.0008599 tpy 

0.0003180 tpy 

0.005716 tpy 

Having to monitor, report and maintain records for such a minimal emission 

source is not cost efficient. For a facility with five back-up generator engines it 

generally costs $500 ($100 per engine) per year to monitor, report and do 
maintenance as EPA requires, which amounts to $90,000 per ton of emissions to 

comply with the regulations. AISI members believe this type of cost is an unjustified 

burden on manufacturers given the actual emissions from these sources and limited 

times these engines are running. 

g. Restore Start-up, Shutdown, and Malfunction (SSM) Protections 

From the inception of the CAA, EPA promulgated regulations and approved 

SIPs that granted exemptions and affirmative defense provisions for emissions 

during SSM events. But through an overly broad and unsupportable interpretation of 

two recent court decisions,1s EPA abruptly changed course and began a systemic 

process of eliminating existing SSM exemptions and affirmative defense provisions 

from various CAA regulations and previously- approved SIPs. Congress never 

intended for the EPA to eliminate SSM emergency exemptions that have existed and 

been successfully implemented for over 30 years. These exemptions provide certainty 

and flexibility for companies to lawfully maintain their equipment and, most 

importantly, to protect the safety of their workers and the surrounding communities 

without violating air permits. 

AISI urges EPA to re-establish these important SSM exemptions that were 

removed from CAA regulations following EPA sl>trained interpretations of the Sierra 

Club and NRDC decisions. The administration srecent action to delay the ongoing 

18 Sierra Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d 1019 (D.C. Cir. 2008); NRDC v. EPA, 749 F.3d 1055 (D.C. Cir. 
2014). 
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litigation over recalling 36 state SIPs based on SSM provisions in those plans is an 

important first step AISI applauds. We also support EPA sstated intention to review 

the legal rationale behind the decision to pull various SSM provisions from already 

approved SIPs. 

h. Mandating Digital Camera Opacity Measurement Technique 

EPA should not mandate industrial facilities to solely rely on the Digital 
Camera Opacity Technique (DCOT) for measuring opacity compliance as was done 
in the final Ferroalloys NESHAP and its reconsideration in January 2017. The 
existing Method 9 has been in place for many years and is a reliable methodology for 
measuring opacity at industrial facilities. The new DCOT technology has not been 
proven reliable or effective for measuring opacity from stack source emissions and 
should, therefore, not be extended to measure compliance for fugitive emissions 
from non-stack sources, such as the roof vents found at many of our members 
facilities. 

Additionally, the DCOT technology is currently provided by a single vendor. 

Given that DCOT, to our knowledge, is not currently being used by either of the two 

facilities in the U.S. that exist in the ferroalloys industry as the means of verifying 

compliance with a regulatory opacity standard, the price for using it as a compliance 

measure is unknown. If EPA retains DCOT as the sole -source required compliance 

method, then basic economics would say the price will surely rise. Given the long 

term historical use of Method 9 inside and outside the ferroalloys industry, it is 

widely available to the regulated community through a broad network of EPA

approved testing vendors. The large network of Method 9 vendors helps to maintain 

a price that is stable and not exorbitant. 

EPA also made this change to a compliance measurement approach through 

the Ferroalloy rule that applies to only two facilities. However, Method 9 suse for 

opacity standards has a much wider application than just for the ferroalloy industry. 

Therefore, if the agency wanted to make a change of this nature to such a central and 

widely used method, it should have more clearly done so as a wholesale change. 

This method change should have been formally proposed and received full public 

comment, with commenters aware of the full potential magnitude of this proposed 

change in compliance measurement. In seeking to establish DCOT for the ferroalloy 

industry, EPA did not follow its own guidance regarding broadly applicable test 

methods as spelled out in AISI sAugust 2016 comments on the reconsideration of the 

final Ferroalloy NESHAP. Given the concerns outlined here and in our formal 
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comments to Ferroalloy NESHAP reconsideration, AISI requests that EPA allow both 

DCOT and Method 9 as alternative opacity compliance measurement methods. 

i. Formally Update EPA sManganese Risk Level 

EPA sJong outdated inhalation reference concentration (RfC) for manganese 

and manganese compounds (Mn) that appears on the agency slntegrated Risk 

Information System (IRIS) website needs to be removed in accordance with EO 13777. 

Pending completion of a new IRIS review for Mn, AISI requests that EPA remove the 

Mn RfC from the IRIS website and replace it with a notation that refers to or 

incorporates the minimal risk level {MRL) developed by the U.S. Public Health 

Service sAgency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR). 

EPA developed the Mn RfC value in 1993, and it has not been revised or 

updated for more than two decades. Since that time, a substantial body of new 

scientific information has been developed concerning manganese toxicology. Several 

years ago when developing air taxies standards for the ferroalloys production sector, 

EPA recognized the outdated nature of the IRIS Mn RfC and the fact that it is no 

longer consistent with the latest and best available science. Accordingly, EPA ceased 

relying on the Mn RfC and opted instead to utilize the recently updated MRL 

developed by ATSDR. Further, in 2014, the EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and 

Standards revised its database of benchmark values for use in assessing risks from air 

emissions by replacing reference to the IRIS Mn RfC with the ATSDR MRL. 

The agency sinformation quality (IQ) guidelines developed pursuant to the 

2001 Information Quality Act impose a clear procedural and substantive obligation 

upon EPA to ensure the quality, objectivity, utility and integrity of all information 

disseminated by EPA. For the reasons outlined above, EPA scontinued reliance 

upon the outdated Mn RfC on EPA slRIS website does not meet those IQ obligations 

and it is therefore a prime target for elimination in accordance with the terms of EO 

13777. 

j. State Primacy in Regional Haze Program 

In recent years, EPA has taken several actions that have dramatically 

increased the scope and reach of the visibility program by disapproving of SIPs to 

address regional haze and imposing Federal Implementation Plans ( FlPs )in their 

place. In doing so, EPA has unlawfully expanded the regional haze FIPs beyond the 
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limits imposed in the CAA and beyond the scope of EPA s_own implementing 

regulations. These efforts, in turn, have dramatically increased the regulatory burden 

on stationary sources currently subject to regional haze requirements and thereby 

imposed economic burdens on domestic manufactures. 

While AISI supports reasonable and cost effective measures to improve 

visibility in Class I areas, it is critical that EPA and the states do so in a simple, 

straightforward, and flexible manner that reduces regulatory burdens and minimizes 

costs. The visibility program differs from most CAA programs because it is focused 

exclusively on aesthetic rather than human health concerns. As a result, it is even 

more imperative that EPA provide an adequate justification for imposing costly 

regulatory requirements on states and regulated sources. In the past, EPA has failed 

to do so and instead has issued FIPs that imposed billions of dollars in costs to 

regulated sources in order to achieve visibility benefits that EPA concedes would be 

imperceptible to the naked eye.19 

States, regulated entities, and the courts have all expressed concern over the 

legality of EPA s_aggressive approach toward implementing the regional haze 

program. In fact, the Fifth Circuit recently issued a stay of EPA sfederal 

implementation plan after concluding that petitioners had a strong likelihood of 

showing that EPA exceeded its statutory authority by disapproving of Texas and 

Oklahoma ~treasonable progress goals and establishing costly federal reasonable 

progress goals to take their place. See State of Texas v. EPA, 5th Cir. Case No. 16-60118, 

Doc. No. 513595283. In addition, on June 14, 2013, the Eighth Circuit Court granted 

Petitioners (Cliffs Natural Resources, ArcelorMittal USA LLC, and the state of 

Michigan) a judicial stay of the Taconite Regional Haze FIP pending final decision on 

the merits. 

AISI encourages EPA to continue to look for ways to streamline and improve 

the regional haze program so that it can be efficient and effective without adding 

unnecessary requirements and burdens on states whose current efforts have led to 

meeting program glide paths and ultimately long-term visibility goals without 

imposing uncertainty and unnecessary regulatory burdens on individual facilities. 

k. Triggers for Supplemental Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) 

19 Visibility changes of less than 1 deciview cannot be perceived by the naked eye. 77 Fed. 
Reg. at 30,250. 
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Triggers for Supplemental Environmental Impact Statements ( EIS) 

Environmental Impact Statements have grown into review studies of staggering 

depth and scope and for the iron ore mining industry present years of time and 

millions of dollars in investment in preparation prior to initiating the permitting 

process. The breadth and depth required of these reviews should result in an 

assessment that is robust enough to serve for much of the activity undertaken by a 

mining operation. However, the federal language prompting the supplementing of 

an EIS grants enormous deference to the Responsible Governmental Unit to 

determine when such a study should be reopened and supplemented, a process 

which adds time and dollars again prior to the permitting process. The 

administration should adopt regulations that limit the conditions for supplementing 

an EIS to those where the existing state or federal permitting programs are unable to 

acknowledge any adjustments in project scope or environmental conditions during 

their respective permitting processes. 

1. NPDES Authority- Groundwater Conduit Theory 

AISI requests clarification that the CW A does not govern discharges to 

groundwater even if there is a subsurface hydrologic connection between 

groundwater and surface water. The text and legislative history of the CW A indicate 

that it was never intended to regulate discharges to groundwater. EPA has never 

adopted any formal position interpreting the CW A to require an NPDES permit for 

the discharge of pollutants to groundwater that is hydrologically connected to surface 

water. 

AISI requests that EPA, in its rewrite of the WOTUS rule or through 

administrative guidance clarify that the NPDES program does not regulate 

discharges to groundwater, even if the groundwater is hydrologically connected to 

surface water. 

m. Inclusion of Manganese on Drinking Water Contaminant List 

AISI opposes EPA srecent addition of manganese to the Drinking Water 

Contaminant Candidate List (CCL 4) .20 Inclusion on CCL 4 unnecessarily opens 

manganese up to development of a new drinking water standard as EPA is required 

2o See 81 Fed. Reg. 81099)(November 17, 2016). 
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to make a determination to regulate or not regulate at least five substances on the 

CCL every five years. As EPA openly acknowledges, manganese is an essential 

nutrient that is subject to strict homeostatic control in the human body. Large 

amounts of manganese are naturally present in many foods consumed as a part of a 

normal diet, so manganese in drinking water is unlikely to add materially to the 

normal daily ingestion of manganese from diet. 

The science EPA identified in the CCL 4 listing concerning manganese and 

any potential risk it might pose as a constituent of drinking water does not support 

the addition of manganese to CCL 4. The purported link between the consumption 

of drinking water and development neurotoxicity is not sufficiently robust to warrant 

the development of drinking water standard for manganese. AISI, through its 

coalition the Manganese Interest Group (MiG) submitted substantial comments to 

EPA s_CCL 4 docket in 2015 outlining the flaws in EPA sscience justifying 

manganese sinclusion on the list and incorporates those comments by reference 

again here. Accordingly, AISI respectfully requests that manganese either be 

removed from the CCL list or EPA affirmatively determine a drinking water standard 

is not warranted. 

n. Modification or Removal of Designated Uses/Water Quality Variances 

The federal water quality regulations at 40 C.P.R. Section 131.10(g) provide 

that states may modify or remove designated uses, and sets out six factors that may 

be considered to support modification or removal of a designated use. Section 131.14 

provides for site-specific water quality variances. Such variances must be supported 

with use attainability analyses and at least one of the six factors listed at Section 

131.10(g). Such variances must provide that the highest attainable condition be 

achieved considering all feasible alternatives. 

While Section 131.10(g)(6) provides for consideration of costs for changes in 

designated uses and water quality variances, the cost threshold is so high (substantial 

and widespread economic and social impact) that this factor can only be used in rare 

and unusual circumstances. The regulations do not allow for considering a balancing 

of costs and environmental benefits. There are circumstances where designated uses 

may be partially attained (e.g., fish in attainment, macroinvertebrates not in 

attainment) and the investment and operating costs to attain full attainment are so 

high as to be unreasonable. The following addition to Section 131.10(g) is proposed 

to address this situation: 
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Section 131.10(g)(7). As determined by the Director, the costs to achieve full 

attainment of the designated use are wholly out of proportion to the environmental 

benefits that would be achieved from full attainment of the attainment use. The 

Director shall consider a site-specific use attainability analysis and the lowest cost to 

achieve the designated use for technically feasible alternatives. 

o. Mass and Concentration Effluent Limits 

Title 40 C.P.R. Section 122.45(f)(2) provides that NPDES permit effluent limits 

shall be in terms of mass (e.g., lbs./ day), and that permit writers may also establish 

effluent limits in terms of concentration. The categorical effluent limitations 

guidelines for many industrial categories are production-based, whereby a reasonable 

measure of actual production is used with the effluent limitations guidelines factors 

to calculate mass technology based effluent limits. The effluent limitations guidelines 

do not require attainment of any particular effluent flow or effluent concentration, so 

long as the mass technology based NPDES permit effluent limits are attained. When 

duplicative concentration effluent limits are established by permit writers without 

cause, the permittee is, in effect, placed in double jeopardy for effluent limit 

exceedances and the flexibility to use any combination of effluent flow and effluent 

concentration is removed. 

To remedy this situation, the following modifications to 40 C.P.R. Section 

125(f)(2) are proposed: 

Section 122.45(})(2). Pollutants limited in terms of mass additionally may be limited 

in terms of other units of measurement for cause, and the permit shall require the 

permittee to comply with both limitations. The provisions of this section do not apply 

where production based effluent limitations guidelines and/or best professional 

judgment are used to determine the mass effluent limitations and the mass effluent 

limitations apply at an internal outfall or internal compliance monitoring point. In 

such cases, only the mass effluent limitation shall apply at the internal outfall or 

internal compliance monitoring point. Supplemental or additional concentration 

effluent limits may apply at the corresponding final outfall that discharges to a 

receiving water, as may be appropriate for water quality based effluent limits or other 

effluent limits derived by the permitting authority. 
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p. Other Water-Related Matters: 

There are a number of other water-related actions that we would raise for 

specific comment: 

We have concerns regarding a number of issues with the recently released 
guidance on conducting fish consumption surveys .21 We believe that this 
guidance should be reconsidered, and fully endorse the Federal Water 
Quality Coalition comments that were submitted on the draft guidance 
and are in the docket for that action. 

EPA should modify the NPDES and pretreatment rules to require a 
permitting authority to act on a variance request within 120 days from the 
time of application, or the variance is deemed granted. Further, EPA 
should modify the NPDES permit regulations so that short -term 
concentrations are not an issue if overall the mass loading is reduced; 
otherwise, diluting the concentration results in more total pollution to the 
waterbody. 

EPA should mandate public reviews during the Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) development process. Often facility managers do not see 
what the documents supporting the TMDL look like until they are final. It 
is unreasonable to expect permittees to comment on a TMDL during a 
permit review process, which gives the permittee little time to analyze and 
respond to the TMDL. 

AISI has concerns with EPA ::tproposed NPDES Application and Program 
Updates proposed rule, issued in May 2016 and not yet finalized. 22 We 
request that EPA issue a new proposal considering the significant 
comments received, especially regarding permit shields and permit 
reforms. We endorse the Federal Water Quality Coalition scomments 
submitted on this proposed rule, which are in the docket for this action. 

AISI also has concerns about certain aspects of the draft recommended 
aquatic life criteria for selenium and implementation guidance. We 
endorse the Federal Water Quality Coalitions comments submitted on this 
draft guidance, which are in the docket for this action. 

q. TSCA Chemical Data Reporting 
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Under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) regulation, the Chemical Data 

Reporting (CDR) regulations require exceptionally detailed monitoring, recording, 

and reporting of the chemical make-up of our members steel and steel coatings, raw 

materials, downstream uses and downstream users, among other things. 23 Having to 

track all of the different industry sectors, customers and out processors that our steel 

touches is simply an inefficient use of valuable time without a concurrent benefit. It is 

overly burdensome to the steel industry to report on the general safety of a product 

that has been widely produced for several centuries and whose chemical makeup is 

well known and that poses little risk from exposure. AISI recommends exempting 

certain steel products from CDR reporting that are shown to pose little to zero risk 

from exposure. Our members report having to spend approximately 800 man-hours 

companywide to complete CDR reporting that would be better invested in 

addressing issues posing a higher risk potential. 

r. TSCA Regulation of Asbestos 

In December 2016, EPA announced that asbestos would be one of the first ten 

chemical substances to undergo a risk evaluation under the revised version of 

TSCA.24 AISI supports regulations based on sound science that prevent harmful 

exposure to asbestos. Before EPA begins its asbestos risk evaluation, however, the 

agency must clearly define asbestos for the purposes of this risk evaluation and 

any subsequent risk management rulemaking. That definition must b e sufficiently 

precise to differentiate asbestos from common, rock-forming elongated particles or 

cleavage fragments, which have not been found to cause health effects like those 

associated with asbestos. Providing a precise and accurate definition and analytical 

methods for asbestos will help to focus EPA srisk evaluation on harmful asbestos 

and asbestiform fibers, which present real risks to human health, and avoid diverting 

the agency s_attention and resources away to non -asbestiform mineral particles that 

have not been shown to cause asbestos-related diseases. 

In a presentation seeking public comment on the scope of risk evaluations, 

EPA stated it will adhere to the definition of asbestos set out in Title II of TSCA: 

23 40 C.F.R. Part 711. 
24 81 Fed. Reg. 91927 (December 19, 2016). 
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The term asbestos means asbestiform varieties of-- (A) chrysotile 

(serpentine), (B) crocidolite (riebeckite), (C) amosite 

(cummingtonite-grunerite), (D) anthophyllite, (E) tremolite, or (F) 

actinolite. (TSCA § 202(3)) 

AISI supports the continued use of this longstanding definition, additionally, 

in line with EPA srequest for comments, we request the following recommendations 

to further clarify the scope of the TSCA risk assessment of asbestos: 

1. AISI requests EPA to explicitly state in its pending asbestos regulation that 

The term asbestos does not include cleavage fragments (sometimes used 

interchangeably with non-asbestiform elongate mineral particles). This 

addition could be bolstered by including a definition of cleavage 

fragments. One readily available definition is from Appendix B to 

OSHA s_asbestos regulations (29 C.P.R.§ 1910.1001), which excludes 

cleavage fragments defined as mineral particles formed by 

comminution of minerals, especially those characterized by parallel sides 

and a moderate aspect ratio (usually less than 20:1). Alternatively, EPA 

can define asbestiform to clearly exclude cleavage fragments. The 

National Stone, Sand and Gravel Association (NSSGA), for example, has 

proposed a workable definition of asbestiform as the mineralogical 

habit or form of a mineral in which ultra ftne single crystal fibers (fibrils) 

occur in bundles that can be separated into increasingly finer fiber bundles 

that typically display curvature. AISI requests EPA to exclude mineral 

particles with aspect ratios less than 20:1 from the asbestiform definition. 

2. AISI also requests EPA explicitly state in its pending asbestos regulation 

that the agency will continue to define asbestos containing material to 

include only material which contains more than 1 percent asbestos by 

weight. 

s. Modify the Hazardous Waste Generator Improvements Rule 

AISI has concerns with the recently issued Hazardous Waste Generator 

(HWG) Improvement srule. EPA srule includes some common-sense updates that 

will bring greater efficiency and clarity to the HWG regulatory program. However, 

we are concerned by other aspects of the rule. We are especially concerned by the 

change to the criteria under which a generator of hazardous waste is deemed in 
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violation of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permitting 

program applicable only to facilities that treat, store or dispose of hazardous waste 

(TSDFs). Under the new rule, failure to meet any one of EPA sJong list of conditions 

for exemption could subject a generator to multiple violations and substantial 

penalties. Even a minor deviation in compliance would cause a generator to now be 

considered an illegal TSDF. We oppose this provision and request that the agency 

promptly change this provision through notice and comment rulemaking. 

t. Duplicative Reporting Under Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are based on production and fuel usage 

data that are also reported in the annual Title V fee emissions reports. 25 Completing 

these reports adds approximately 350 man-hours companywide according to one 

AISI member with four domestic facilities, while many of AISI smembers have 

upwards of 20 facilities in the U.S. The GHG Reporting Program requires either a 

mass balance approach or annual emissions testing to calculate emissions from basic 

oxygen furnaces and electric arc furnace (EAF) steelmaking operations. The mass 

balance approach is an impractical method for some facilities to use therefore, those 

members must annually tests their basic oxygen furnaces and EAFs. This testing 

costs approximately $120,000 companywide each year to complete and is duplicative 

to similar reporting conducted annually as part of the Title V permitting 

requirements. AISI recommends that EPA streamline these duplicative reporting 

programs and use data the agency already collected from facilities for use in the GHG 

Reporting Program. 

2s 40 C.F.R. Part 70. 
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Conclusion 

Thank you for your attention on the important matter of addressing 

unnecessary regulatory burdens facing domestic manufacturing. AISI and its 

members are committed to working with the Trump Administration and its executive 

leadership in implementing common sense regulations and policies that are based on 

sound science and data and consistent with the statutory missions of each agency. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Thomas J. Gibson 

President and CEO 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Regulatory Reform Meeting with Cummins 
Start Date/Time: Wed 6/14/2017 5:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 6/14/2017 5:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Brian Mormino and Traci Kraus. 

Contact: 

Traci Kraus 

Director, Government Relations 

Cummins Inc. 

601 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 

Suite 1100N 

Washington, DC 20004 

Office: 202-654-4285 

Cell: 202-302-5851 

From: Traci Kraus [mailto:traci.kraus@cummins.com] 
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Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 3:30PM 
To: Bolen, Brittany <bolen.brittany@epa.gov> 
Cc: Gunasekara, Mandy <Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov> 
Subject: Introduction 

Hi Brittany, 

It was great to meet you at the Chamber meeting yesterday morning. I really 
appreciated hearing your perspective on all of the opportunities you and your team have 
at the agency. As we discussed, I work at Cummins and lead our government relations 
efforts on energy and environment issues, including truck and engine regulation for fuel 
efficiency and NOx. 

I also mentioned that my colleague, Brian Mormino, was in town for meetings with the 
White House and your colleagues Ryan and Mandy (cc'd) at EPA to discuss some of 
these issues. I know we wanted to follow up with Mandy and keep you all in the loop on 
our discussions with the WH (Mike Catanzarro) regarding potential regulation 
streamlining and next-tier NOx, and I wanted to see if you might have time for a 30 
minute meeting or call with me and Brian to fill you in on discussions. 
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From: Dominguez, Alexander 
Location: 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (North) Please call 202.578.5985 for escort (3500) 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting- Corn Oil One I EPA 
Start Date/Time: Wed 6/21/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 6/21/2017 7:00:00 PM 

Robert Riley, CEO of Com Oil One, and Joseph Riley. 

+ Meeting documents to follow 

It will just be Bob and the only other addition may be Joseph Riley his son. Bob's full name is 
Robert G. Riley Jr. 

I have asked about topics to be covered and I will get back to you. 

Amy 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Monday, June 05, 2017 9:35AM 

To: Exec Support - Robert Riley 

Subject: RE: Virtual Intro 

Morning Amy, 
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It looks like Wednesday, June 21 at 2:00 will work best. Let me know if that works on your end 
and I will confirm. Will it be just Bob or will others be attending as well? If so, I will need all 
attendees full names to send to security. Additionally, if you could give a brief overview of the 
topics to be discussed and send over any materials that we should review beforehand that would 
be great. Any questions just let me know. 

Best, 

Alex Dominguez 

Policy Analyst to the Senior Advisor to the Administrator for Air and Radiation 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20460 

-----Original Message-----

Sent: Wednesday, May 31,2017 2:46PM 

To: Dominguez, Alexander 

Subject: RE: Virtual Intro 

Yes, you are correct. I think I was thinking this meeting was to be held in DM while he was 
gone to DC. Yes, he will meet face to face in DC. Amy 

-----Original Message-----
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Sent: Wednesday, May 31,2017 1:43PM 

To: Exec Support - Robert Riley 

Subject: Re: Virtual Intro 

Hi Amy - I was informed this was going to be a face to face as Bob would be in DC the 21/22. If 
this is incorrect not a problem and we can do it over the phone. 

Alex 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 31, 2017, at 1 :25 PM, Exec Support - Robert Riley 
wrote: 

> 

>Alex, 

> I am Bob's assistant and he is out of town this week. I noticed there 

> is to be some scheduling to be had the week of June 21st. Bob will 

> again be out of state, leaving Monday evening and coming back on 

> Thursday evening. Is this a meeting that he could participate in over 

> the phone possibly or are there any other options for scheduling? Amy 

> 
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> -----Original Message-----

>Sent: Wednesday, May 31,2017 12:01 PM 

> To: Robert Riley 

> Cc: Palich, Christian Mogler, Devin 

>(Ernst) Bennett, Tate 

> 

>Subject: RE: Virtual Intro 

> 

> Appreciate the intro Tate. 

> 

> Robert - Apologies for the delay. I am working on some potential times but currently looking 
like the 21st would work best. Will solidify shortly and get back with you. 

> 

>Best, 

>Alex 

> 

> Alex Dominguez 

> Policy Analyst to the Senior Advisor to the Administrator for Air and 

>Radiation 

> 

>U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

> 
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> 

> -----Original Message-----

> From: Bennett, Tate 

>Sent: Wednesday, May 31,2017 9:09AM 

> To: Mogler, Devin (Ernst) 

> Palich, Christian 

> 

> Subject: Re: Virtual Intro 

> 

>Hey Robert! My colleague Alex (CC'd) can help provide us with some times that work for a 
meeting here at EPA. Standby. 

> 

>>On May 31, 2017, at 8:37AM, Mogler, Devin (Ernst) 
wrote: 

>> 

>>Tate- meet Robert Riley, CEO of Corn Oil One. 

>> 

>>Robert- Tate is leading Congressional Affairs at EPA and Kurt Kovarik and I have her a brief 
rundown of the challenges you're encountering. 

>> 

>>I'll let the two of you take it from here to land on a time to meet face to face with the proper 
individuals on June 21/22. 

>> 

>>Regards, 
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>> 

>>Devin 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with the State Policy Network 
Start Date/Time: Fri 6/23/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 6/23/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

• Amy Oliver Cooke, Independence Institute (Colorado) 
• Jason Hayes, Mackinac Center for Public Policy (Michigan) 
• Todd Myers, Washington Policy Center 
• Matt Anderson, Sutherland Institute (Utah) 
• Brent Mead - Montana Policy Institute 
• David Stevenson- Caesar Rodney Institute (Delaware) 
• Mike Thompson- Thomas Jefferson Institute for Public Policy (Virginia) 
• Dan Peters -James Madison Institute (Florida) 
• Jennifer Butler, State Policy Network 

Request: We would like to have a better understanding of EPA's plans to devolve more 
power back to the states and discuss ways to partner and prepare states for these 
changes. 

Contact: Jennifer Butler !Senior Policy Advisor 1 State Policy Network 1 M: (561) 352-
0011 1 ~=~~ ~~==== 
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From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with GM to Discuss Fuel Economy Standards 
Start Date/Time: Tue 6/27/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 6/27/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your 
right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to 
the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Request: 

I'm GM's lead Republican managing our Federal team - I'm sorry that I don't think 
we've met in person yet. As you know, GM General Counsel and my boss GMNA VP 
for Public Policy met with the Administrator in April. I think that Mandy and Brittany 
were also in the meeting. We were hoping to schedule a meeting with the three of you 
and some of our technical folks from Detroit next week or the following regarding the 
fuel economy mid-term review and harmonization of EPA/NHTSA fuel economy 
standards. 

Contact: 
Victoria Emerson Barnes 
Executive Director, Federal Affairs 

GM - Public Policy - Global Government Relations 

T 202-775-5030 I c 202-697-1300 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with Honda 
Start Date/Time: Thur 5/25/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 5/25/2017 8:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Hi Carolyn-

Please see the note below from Brittany. Is there a time next Thursday afternoon (May 
25) or Friday morning (May 26) that might work with Brittany for we at Honda to meet? 

Thanks so much. 

Ed 

Edward B. Cohen, Vice President 

Government & Industry Relations 
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Honda North America, Inc. 

1001 G Street, NW-Suite 950 

Washington, D.C. 20001 

Voice: (202) 661-4400 

Fax: (202) 661-4459 

-----Forwarded by Edward Cohen/HNA/AM/HONDA on 05/19/2017 03:03PM-----

From: "Bolen, Brittany" 

To: 

Cc: "lnge, Carolyn" 

Date: 05/19/2017 02:45 PM 

Subject: Re: Opportunity to Meet? 

Hi Edward, 

Thank you for your email. I hope Michal is doing well, I've been meaning to connect 
with her. I'm happy to meet with you and your colleague. 

Please work with Carolyn ( cc'd) to schedule a meeting for next week. 

Best, 

Brittany 
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>On May 19, 2017, at 12:56 PM, 

wrote: 

> 

> 

> Good afternoon Brittany -

> 

> I am contacting you at the suggestion of Michal Freehoff who tells me 

that 

> you have the One National Standard for CAFE and GHG in your portfolio. 

> Honda has done a fair amount of thinking about possible paths forward 

that 

> would avoid litigation and could help bring everyone to the table. We 

also 

> have had significant discussions with CARB and several key auto makers 

> about some of the ideas and I believe we have an understanding of 

> where some of these stakeholders stand. 

> 

> My colleague, Robert Bienenfeld who is based in California, will be in 

> Washington at the end of next week, and if it is convenient for you, 

> we would welcome the opportunity to talk. 

> 
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> Please let me know if this is something you would like to do. 

> 

>I look forward to hearing from you. 

> 

> All the best. 

> 

>Ed 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>Edward B. Cohen, Vice President 

> Government & Industry Relations 

> Honda North America, Inc. 

> 1 001 G Street, NW-Suite 950 

>Washington, D.C. 20001 

>Voice: (202) 661-4400 

>Fax: (202) 661-4459 

> 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Liz Roberts 
Wed 5/24/2017 9:04:22 PM 

Subject: RE: Great to meet you at ACC and Cocktails & Connections May Networking Reception 
Invitation 

That sounds great! 

Best, 

Liz 

From: Dravis, Samantha [mailto:dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 24,2017 5:00PM 
To: Liz Roberts <lroberts@capitolineconsulting.com> 
Subject: RE: Great to meet you at ACC and Cocktails & Connections May Networking 
Reception Invitation 

Thanks, Liz! I really appreciate it. I will try to make it tomorrow, but if not, let's try to get a 
coffee set up soon. 

Best, 

Samantha 

From: Liz Roberts l~~'-"'-"-'~==-':==~~~~~~~~J 
Sent: Wednesday, May 24,2017 4:40PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: Great to meet you at ACC and Cocktails & Connections May Networking Reception 
Invitation 

Hi Samantha, 
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Just a quick note to say that it was great to meet you yesterday at ACC (we rode up in the 
elevator). I enjoyed your comments, which were very well received (by the way)! 

I also wanted to pass along this invitation to a women's networking reception tomorrow night 
(sorry for the late notice!). This is a purely social group consisting of women in government and 
government affairs. 

Hope you can make it! 

All the best, 

Liz 

Liz Roberts 

Principal 

Capitoline Consulting 

571-243-4807 

From: Liz Roberts L~~~~'L""2.~~~~~~~~~~~J 
Sent: Friday, May 12, 2017 5:41PM 

Cc:==~c~~~~~~"~•====== 
Subject: Cocktails & Connections May Networking Reception 

Ladies, 
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Hope you can join us for the Cocktails & Connections May Networking Reception. Cocktails & 
Connections is an informal networking group that hosts purely social, non-political, and non
partisan networking events for women in government and government affairs. 

Invitation information and RSVP details are below. 

Look forward to seeing you on May 25th! 

All the best, 

Liz 

Join Cocktails & Connections hosts 

Sarah Blackwood, Jennifer Curley, Jenny DiJames, Kelli 
Emerick, Jill Hopper, Lisa Kountoupes, Tracy Nagel bush, 

Elizabeth Northrup, Allison O'Brien, Leigh Owano, Jennifer 
Reid, Liz Roberts, Stacey Shepard, Barbara Sutton, D'Anna 

Tindal, Leticia White, Kristina Wilcox & Judith Zink 

fora 

Networking Reception 

Thursday, May 25, 2017 15:30-7:30 PM 
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Townhouse at 27 D Street, SE 

Washington, DC, 20003 

One block from the Capitol South Metro 

Cocktails & Connections is an informal networking group 

that hosts purely social, non-political, and non-parlisan 

networking events for women in government and 

government affairs in Washington, DC. 

Please note that this event is invitation only 

and invitations are non-transferable. 

SAVE THE DATE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS 

July 27 * September 28 * November 30 

This networking event has been organized to comply with 
congressional gift rules (House Rule 25.5(a)(4)(A) & Senate Rule 

35.1 (c)(22)). If you are required to pay for any portion of your 
participation for this networking event with Cocktails & Connections to 

facilitate compliance with 
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applicable gift and ethics requirements, please contact 

Liz Roberts 

Principal 

Capitoline Consulting 

571-243-4807 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Gunasekara, 
Mandy[Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov]; Bolen, Brittany[bolen.brittany@epa.gov] 
Cc: Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Kelly, Kerry[KKelly5@wm.com] 
From: Kelly, Kerry 
Sent: Thur 5/18/2017 2:00:40 PM 
Subject: Contacts from Inside EPA 

Dear Samantha, Brittany and Mandy: 

I wanted to touch base with you to let you know we have been contacted by a reporter from 
Inside EPA about the letter we received from the Administrator regarding the Agency's intent to 
issue a 90-day stay relative to the MSW landfill Rules and reconsider certain issues. We did not 
want to release the letter prior to obtaining your direction on the matter, particularly as it has not 
been noticed in the Federal Register. I can simply speak with the reporter and indicate that we 
have received such a letter and look forward to continuing to work closely with the Agency, and 
refer them to the EPA press office for the letter itself Just let me know what you prefer, and I 
will do it. 

Warmly, 

Kerry 

I am working from home recovering from bronchitis and can be reached by phone at 703-
548-4273 or cell at 571-377-9202 if you would like to talk. 

Senior Director, Federal Affairs 

Kkelly5@wm .com 

701 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Ste 590 

Washington, DC 20004 

202.639.1218 office 
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571.377.9202 cell 

is a good thing. Please recycle any emails. 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Marc Goldman 
Sent: Tue 4/25/2017 11 :04:45 PM 
Subject: Study Calls EPA's Labeling C02 A Pollutant 'Totally False' 1 The Daily Caller 

http:/ Ida i I yea ller. com/2 017 /04/24/excl us ive-new-study-ca lis-e pas-Ia be I i ng-of-co2 -a-pollutant-totally-false/ 
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To: 
Cc: 

Greenwalt, Sarah[greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov]; Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov] 
Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 

From: Drue Pearce 
Sent: Tue 3/28/2017 4:06:40 PM 
Subject: RE: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 

Sarah and Samantha, we will plan to come at 11:15 Thursday after seeing Kate MacGregor at DOl. 
Please send particulars as to which entrance for clearance, etc. Thanks. 
I'm going to send a calendar invite for our team and will copy both of you. 
Mr. Kerr will be accompanied by our Anchorage Partner, Kyle Parker, and I'll likely be with them. we may 
also have Kelly Johnson, who is a partner here in DC. I was at Interior and she was at Justice in Bush 
43; we look forward to meeting you two. (And Byron, too, when he's able.) 
Drue Pearce 

-----Original Message-----
From: Greenwalt, Sarah [mailto:greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 8:17AM 
To: Drue Pearce <DPearce@hollandhart.com>; Brown, Byron <brown.byron@epa.gov> 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov> 
Subject: RE: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 

Drue, 

I would be happy to meet this Thursday morning around 11 :15 or 11:30. Please let me know if that works 
for you. 

Best, 

Sarah A. Greenwalt 
Senior Advisor to the Administrator 

for Water and Cross-Cutting Issues 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Work: 202-564-1722JCell: 202-816-1388 
Greenwalt.Sarah@epa.gov 

-----Original Message-----
From: Drue Pearce [mailto:DPearce@hollandhart.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 7:16AM 
To: Brown, Byron <brown.byron@epa.gov> 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; Greenwalt, Sarah <greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 

Samantha and Sarah, I wanted to let you know that Mr Kerr could meet tomorrow morning and until12:30 
or Thursday morning before 9:30 or after 11. 
Thanks again for your consideration. 
Drue Pearce 

Sent from my iPhone 

>On Mar 27, 2017, at 10:47, Drue Pearce <DPearce@hollandhart.com> wrote: 
> 
>Thank you, Byron. Obviously Jennifer didn't realized you were recused. 
> Samantha and Sarah, could one or both of you meet with Mr. Ed Kerr Wednesday before 2:30 PM or 
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Thursday AM? 
>Thanks in advance for your consideration. Reach me at DPearce@hollandhart.com or on my cell at 
9072308558. 
> Drue Pearce 
> 
> Drue Pearce 
> Director of Government Affairs 
> Holland & Hart LLP 
> 1029 West Third Avenue, Suite 550 
>Anchorage, AK 99501 
> Phone (907) 865-2600 
> 
> 975 F Street, NW, Suite 900 
>Washington, DC 20004 
>Phone (202) 393-6500 (main) 
> (202) 654-6911 (direct) 
> 
> E-mail: DPearce@hollandhart.com 
>Cell: (907) 230-8558 
> 
> 
>CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is confidential and may be privileged. If you believe that 
this email has been sent to you in error, please reply to the sender that you received the message in 
error; then please delete this e-mail. Thank you. 
> 
>-----Original Message-----
> From: Brown, Byron [mailto:brown.byron@epa.gov] 
>Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 6:38AM 
> To: Drue Pearce <DPearce@hollandhart.com> 
> Cc: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; Greenwalt, Sarah <greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov> 
> Subject: RE: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 
> 
> Drue --I am recused from issues involving oil and gas exploration, so I am sending this request to 
Samantha Dravis and Sarah Greenwalt. Thanks. - Byron 
> 
> 
> Byron R. Brown 
> Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy 
>Office of the Administrator 
> U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
> 
> 
> 
>-----Original Message-----
> From: Drue Pearce [mailto:DPearce@hollandhart.com] 
>Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 10:21 AM 
>To: Brown, Byron <brown.byron@epa.gov> 
> Subject: RE: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 
> 
>Byron, I was just informed that Mr. Kerr has changed his schedule and is now also available 
Wednesday morning but not after 2:30PM Wednesday as well as Thursday morning. 
> 
>-----Original Message----
> From: Drue Pearce 
>Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 5:10AM 
>To: Brown.byron@epa.gov 
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> Subject: Armstrong Oil and Gas in Alaska 
> 
>Byron, 
>Jennifer Thompson and I worked together at Interior and then at the OFC; she gave me your contact 
information. She tells me you are familiar with Pebble and the controversies around the mine. 
>I divide my time between Holland & Hart's Anchorage and D.C. offices. Denver based Armstrong with 
partner Repsol recently announced a major North Slope discovery on state lands that could extend the 
life of the TAPS pipeline for years. 
>Me Ed Kerr of Armstrong will be in D.C. this week and would like to brief you about the discovery and 
development plans, which will require some wetlands disturbance. FYI, less than 0.5% of Alaska's 
wetlands have been disturbed since statehood. 
>I'm writing to request a meeting with you for Mr Kerr either Wednesday afternoon or Thursday morning. 
Our Anchorage partner, Kyle Parker, will be with Ed. 
>You can reach me by email at DPearce@hollandhart.com or on my cell at 907.230.8558. 
> I apologize for the short notice. 
> 
> Drue Pearce 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
JP FreireUpfreireepa@gmail.com] 
Konkus,John 
Tue 3/21/2017 9:07:36 PM 

Subject: FW: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 

JP and Samantha: 

These answer were drafted by Region 5 and their attorneys. We are looking for guidance as to 
if we want to respond and if so if these answers are okay. 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 
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From: Milbourn, Cathy 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 4:56PM 
To: Konkus, John <konkus.john@epa.gov> 
Subject: FW: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 

From: Kelley, Jeff 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 4:20PM 
To: Milbourn, Cathy 
Cc: Konkus, John 
Subject: RE: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 
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From: Kelley, Jeff 
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Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 1:09PM 
To: Milbourn, Cathy 
Cc: Konkus, John 
Subject: RE: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 

Ex. 5 -Deliberative Process 

From: Milbourn, Cathy 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 1:04PM 
To: Kelley, Jeff 
Cc: Konkus, John 
Subject: FW: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 

Jeff- are you going to add these to other list of Q's for this reporter? 

From: Nick Janzen ~=~~==~~"-'J 
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 2:00PM 
To: Ropeik, Annie 
Cc: Milbourn, Cathy Kelley, Jeff 
Subject: Re: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East Chicago, lnd 
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Hi Cathy and Jeff, 

A couple of more questions: 

• The press releases says $16 million was secured, but as far as we can tell the final Z2&3 
ASAOC only outlines $9.5 million to be paid by Respondents. Can you point us to the 
other $6.5 million or is there a mistake in the press release? 

• Are efforts ongoing to secure long term funding for Zone 2 remediation? 
• The Z2&3 ASAOC states no Z2 exterior removal actions shall commence after November 

30, 2017- does this mean actions that have already started can be completed or does it 
mean no more work can be done after November 30? 

Just looking for some clarification here. Our deadline is still today at 3 PM ET. A phone 
interview would be preferable- if you're available for that, please call Annie at 765-494-0652 
or 907-441-1419. A written response would still be very helpful, too. 

Thanks so much for your help, 

Nick 

Nick Janzen 
Energy and Environment Reporter 

Indiana Public Broadcasting 

cell: 504-914-3373 

office: 260-918-1093 

On Mar 20,2017, at 5:22PM, Ropeik, Annie wrote: 
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Hi Cathy, thanks. 

First and foremost, please provide a copy of the settlement. These next questions are in order of 
priority. 

• Who are the potentially responsible parties involved in the settlement? 
• What changed to cause these PRPs to provide funds for Zone 2, which was previously in 

dispute? 
• How will the new funds be allocated in combination with the $26 million from the 2014 

settlement? 
• Do these negotiations predate the current administration, or was this Administrator Pruitt's 

own initiative? 
• At what point does EPA have to amend the 2014 consent decree or ROD to reflect this 

new settlement? What about to reflect changes to clean-up plans in Zone 1? Does that 
amendment process take place in court and with public input? 

Our deadline is 3pm Eastern Tuesday, 3/21. Feel free to send answers or documents separately 
as you have them. 

Best, 

Annie Ropeik 

Annie Ropeik 
Reporter, Economy & Business 

Indiana Public Broadcasting 

(765) 494-0652 desk 

(907) 441-1419 cell 

From: "Milbourn, Cathy" 
Date: Monday, March 20, 2017 at 5:05PM 
To: Annie Ropeik 
Cc: "Kelley, Jeff' 
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Subject: : EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East 
Chicago, lnd 

Hi Anne, 

Please send your questions in writing. 

Thank you! 

Cathy 

From: Annie Ropeik 
Date: Monday, March 20, 2017 at 4:32PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: EPA set to resume cleanup at USS Lead Superfund site in East 
Chicago, Ind. 

Hi Cathy, 

I'm one of the reporters covering East Chicago for Indiana Public Broadcasting. Can you please add 
the following emails to your distribution list, along with the Lakeshore address you used below: 

• Me, business reporter Annie Ropeik -====~~= 
• digital producer Lauren Chapman -~="-==~=~ 
• environmental reporter Nick Janzen - "-"="-=~~~'-'-' 

• Managing editor Sarah Neal-Estes -~===-'==== 

This will ensure your press releases get to us ASAP. We work alongside Lakeshore Public Media 
but are spread across the state. 
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Secondly, Nick Janzen (copied) and I have some follow-up questions about the release you sent, 
regarding the new $16M settlement, that we'd like to address in a telephone interview to be edited 
into soundbites for broadcast if possible. Could we do that tomorrow? If not, we can put questions in 
writing, but our deadline is 3:30pm ET Tuesday 3/21 either way. 

Feel free to reach out any time- thank you! 

Best, 

Annie Ropeik 

Annie Ropeik 
Reporter, Economy & Business 

Indiana Public Broadcasting 

(765) 494-0652 desk 

(907) 441-1419 cell 
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To: Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; 
Jackson, RyanUackson.ryan@epa.gov]; Konkus, John[konkus.john@epa.gov] 
From: JP Freire 
Sent: Tue 3/21/2017 12:55:51 AM 
Subject: Re: Query from the Associated Press 

Ex. 5- Deliberative Process 

On Mon, Mar 20,2017 at 8:18PM Konkus, John wrote: 
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 

i ! 
i Ex. 5- Deliberative Process ! 

!·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: 
From: "Elliott, Dan" 
Date: March 20,2017 at 8:15:36 PM EDT 
To: Press 
Subject: Query from the Associated Press 

Greetings. 

Has Administrator Pruitt reviewed the EPA's Jan. 13 decision that it could not pay any 
of the $1.2 billion in claims for economic damage and personal injury from the Gold 
King Mine spill in Colorado? Has he reached a decision? 

During a Jan. 18 confirmation hearing before the Senate Committee on Environment 
and Public Works, Sen. John Barrasso asked him, "If confirmed, will you commit that 
you'll review that decision and use what ever authority is available to you under the 
law to help the people that have been harmed by EPA's negligence?" and he replied, 
"Yes, Mr. Chairman." 

Thank you. My deadline is 5 p.m. ET Tuesday. 
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Dan Elliott 
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To: JP FreireUpfreireepa@gmail.com]; Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; Dravis, 
Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Konkus, John[konkus.john@epa.gov] 
From: Jackson, Ryan 
Sent: Tue 3/21/2017 12:56:50 AM 
Subject: RE: Query from the Associated Press 

From: JP Freire [mailto:jpfreireepa@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 8:56 PM 
To: Brown, Byron <brown.byron@epa.gov>; Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; 
Jackson, Ryan <jackson.ryan@epa.gov>; Konkus, John <konkus.john@epa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Query from the Associated Press 

Ex. 5- Deliberative Process 

On Mon, Mar 20,2017 at 8:18PM Konkus, John 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· , , 
i i 
i Ex. 5 - Deliberative Process i 
i i 
i..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: 
From: "Elliott, Dan" 
Date: March 20,2017 at 8:15:36 PM EDT 
To: Press 
Subject: Query from the Associated Press 

Greetings. 

wrote: 

Has Administrator Pruitt reviewed the EPA's Jan. 13 decision that it could not pay any 
of the $1.2 billion in claims for economic damage and personal injury from the Gold 
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King Mine spill in Colorado? Has he reached a decision? 

During a Jan. 18 confirmation hearing before the Senate Committee on Environment 
and Public Works, Sen. John Barrasso asked him, "If confirmed, will you commit that 
you'll review that decision and use what ever authority is available to you under the 
law to help the people that have been harmed by EPA's negligence?" and he replied, 
"Yes, Mr. Chairman." 

Thank you. My deadline is 5 p.m. ET Tuesday. 

Dan Elliott 
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To: Jackson, RyanUackson.ryan@epa.gov]; Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; 
jpfreireepa@gmail.comUpfreireepa@gmail.com]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Konkus, John 
Sent: Tue 3/21/2017 12:18:42 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Query from the Associated Press 

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1 

! Ex. 5- Deliberative Process ! , , 
i.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-j 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: 
From: "Elliott, Dan" 
Date: March 20,2017 at 8:15:36 PM EDT 
To: Press 
Subject: Query from the Associated Press 

Greetings. 

Has Administrator Pmitt reviewed the EPA's Jan. 13 decision that it could not pay any of 
the $1.2 billion in claims for economic damage and personal injury from the Gold King 
Mine spill in Colorado? Has he reached a decision? 

During a Jan. 18 confirmation hearing before the Senate Committee on Environment and 
Public Works, Sen. John Barrasso asked him, "If confirmed, will you commit that you'll 
review that decision and use what ever authority is available to you under the law to help 
the people that have been harmed by EPA's negligence?" and he replied, "Yes, Mr. 
Chairman." 

Thank you. My deadline is 5 p.m. ET Tuesday. 

Dan Elliott 
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Dan Elliott 

303-825-0123 (Office) 

720-390-8632 (Mobile) 

@DanEIIiottAP 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

1120 Lincoln St. 

Suite 901 

Denver, CO 80203 

ED_001523_00005732-00001 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Marie Sanderson 
Tue 3/14/2017 3:52:16 PM 
FW: Governors comment on EPA action 

Hey- just flagging this again. We've been asked to help with govs. Going to start some outreach 
but wanted to make sure we didn't crossways. Thanks again 601 946 4529 

From: Marie Sanderson 
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2017 11:40 AM 
To: 'Dravis, Samantha' <dravis.samantha@epa.gov> 
Subject: Governors comment on EPA action 

Hey there- per our convo- this is what we've been asked to do. It does go beyond what I 
represented as I review what we sent to me. Take a look and let me know if you are comfortable 
with our proceeding. Not trying to influence you here- flagging what was sent to me. My cell is 
601 946 4529 

Letters will request that the EPA Administrator set aside the Final Determination for Model Year 2022-
2025 vehicle GHG standards that the previous EPA Administrator hastily issued just days prior to 
President Trump's inauguration. 

Points from Governors, ideally, would be: 

• Smart regulation is vital to a strong manufacturing sector 
• Midterm review of the fuel economy standards was due to be finalized under Trump by 

April of2018; last Administration jammed a political determination just days before 
leaving office 

• Right thing to do to get back to the process -without prejudging the outcome 
• So much is at stake, not just the success of this program but affordability and jobs 
• Administration promised a pro jobs agenda; we're seeing it play out here 
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(Bloomberg) -- The Trump administration plans to open the door to a possible reconsideration of 
greenhouse gas emission standards for cars and light trucks that has been sought by automakers, 
according to a person familiar with the plans. 

The in the final days of the Obama administration decided to 
lock in the emissions standards through 2025 that had been negotiated with the industry in 2011. 

That decision will be withdrawn for reconsideration as early as next week, said the person, who 
would only discuss the plans on the condition of anonymity because they have not been made 
public. An EPA spokeswoman declined to comment. 

It will be one of a series of actions taken by the Trump administration recently to reconsider or 
reverse Obama-era regulations opposed by industry. 

On Thursday, the EPA effectively abandoned work to dev elop a rule clamping down on 
methane releases from oil and gas wells and the suspended work 
on a regulation requiring airlines to disclose fees for checking bags. Trump also just directed his 
agencies to rescind and rewrite an Obama-era environmental rule governing pollution, 
after criticism from ranchers, farmers and developers. 

Eighteen auto industry executives sent a to Trump in February, asking him to reinstate the 
review of fuel economy regulations. The EPA's decision in January to end the review came more 
than a year before deadline, which automakers say prematurely ended a promised debate over 
standards that they argue are costly and could jeopardize employment amid low gasoline prices 
which have of sport utility vehicles and limited sales of hybrids and electric 
cars. 

The companies and then-President had struck a deal in 2011 to double average 
fuel economy of vehicles across the U.S. car and light truck fleet to 54.5 miles per gallon by 
2025, with the caveat that a mid-term review would determine whether the standards for the final 
years of the program were feasible. 

Just a week before Trump took office, the EPA said it had concluded its review and the rules 
didn't need to be changed. 

Automakers disagreed, saying falling gasoline prices had squelched demand for the most fuel
efficient vehicles, making achieving the standards more difficult. 

The plea from the executives came after Trump made the automotive industry a major focus of 
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his first days as president. After a Jan. 24 meeting with auto executives, Trump vowed to ease 
regulatory burdens to lure more car factories to the U.S., calling environmental rules "out of 
control." 

Midterm Evaluation 

The withdrawal could come as early as next week in the form of a joint notice from EPA and the 
Transportation Department. As a result, the "midterm evaluation" of the efficiency standards 
through 2025 would resume, potentially leading to the relaxation of the standards desired by 
automakers. 

Still, even if the EPA revisits the mid-term review, it won't necessarily come to a different 
conclusion than the one reached in Obama's final days in office. That decision was the 
culmination of an evaluation that began last summer with the publication of a more than 1,200-
page Technical Assessment Report that examined costs, technology effectiveness, and othe r 
aspects of the standards. 

Association of Global Automakers spokeswoman Annemarie Pender said the trade group, which 
represents 12 automakers including Toyota Motor Corp., ~~~~~~:.c, _,_~~~~~~ 
and Hyundai Motor Co., hasn't received a formal response to its Feb. 21 asking the EPA to 
withdraw the decision. The association declined to comment as did the Alliance of Automobile 
Manufacturers. 

Environmental Push 

"This is an all-out attack on environmental protection," Gina McCarthy, EPA administrator 
during Obama's second term, said of the potential fuel-standards move on MSNBC Saturday. 
"This latest news on clean cars is actually rolling back significant benefits that we have provided 
to people -- cleaner air, as well as addressing som e of the challenge we have with carbon 
pollution that's fueling climate change." 

McCarthy derided the new administration's overall approach to the environment. The White 
House Office of Management and Budget this week recommended slashing the by 
25 percent and eliminating thousands of jobs and more than a dozen programs. 

'Core Values' 

"I don't know why they've decided that our core values no longer include clean air and clean 
water, but that seems to be what this is about," McCarthy said. 

On Friday, a coalition of environmental groups including the Sierra Club, Natural Resources 
Defense Council and Union of Concerned Scientists issued a joint statement urging the vehicle 
standards be maintained. 

"EPA's clean car standards are driving unprecedented reductions in carbon pollution and saving 
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drivers money at the pump," Natural Resources Defense Council President Rhea Suh said in a 
statement. "Strong standards have been a critical factor in the auto industry's recovery from 
financial distress, so it makes no sense to reverse this progress. EPA should stay the course and 
look to the future, to protect our climate and the workers developing clean car technologies." 

To change the standards, EPA must produce a new rule to replace the current one including 
notice and comment and raising the potential of a court challenge by environmental groups. 

--With assistance from John Lippert and Michelle Jamrisko. 

To contact the reporter on this story: 
Ryan Beene in Washington at~"-=~~~~=~~ 
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From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOPIWHO 
Location: Cordell Hull, EEOB 208 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: NADA CAFE-GHG 
Start Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 10:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 11 :00:00 PM 

Meeting will be with the National Auto Dealers Association. 

All WAVES information is being carried over to the new time and date, so no need to re-enter. 

WAVES linlc https://events.whitehouse.gov/?rid=32CCKBXRM6 
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From: George Cooper 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with National Marine Manufacturers to Discuss HFC 134a 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/16/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/16/2017 4:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Mon 11/20/2017 3:22:32 PM 
Get specialty CLE credits at a discounted price before 2017 runs out 
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From: Brian Shine 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Declined: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory 
Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM 
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To: Nickerson, William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Rees, 
Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Lamson, 
Amy[Lamson.Amy@epa.gov]; Jutras, Nathaniei[Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Mon 1013012017 9:46:25 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 5965 - Final I OMB 
Review I Review #1 I OAR- 'RFS Volume Standards - 2018 and BBD for 2019') 

Approved 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2017, at 5:40PM, William Nickerson 
wrote: 

Approval for OMB Transmittal: Final- 'RFS Volume Standards- 2018 and BBD for 2019' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
National Geographic 
Thur 10/19/2017 7:15:00 PM 
Recap: Forum on Ocean Conservation 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Karen Harbert 
Mon 10/30/2017 7:38:38 PM 
My Op-Ed in USA Today 

Dear Samantha: 
Earlier this month the EPA issued a notice to withdraw the Clean Power Plan a move 
the Global Institute with burdensome 

states with federal mandates was not the answer to a cleaner 

Now is the time to focus on and innovation as the best 
emissions and the of climate 

American businesses have led and will continue to lead the world in 
and towards a future that the balance between affordable 
environment and a 

Karen A. Harbert 
President and CEO 
Global Energy Institute 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting Forward Notification: Regulatory Reform Meeting with the National Association of 
Clean Water Agencies 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/20/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Your meeting was forwarded 

has forwarded your meeting request to additional recipients. 

Regulatory Reform Meeting with the National Association of Clean Water Agencies 

Monday, November 20, 2017 11:00 AM-11:30 AM. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Southern Company 
Mon 12/4/2017 4:28:20 PM 
Southern Company Holiday Reception Invitation, RSVP Required 

Dear Samantha Dravis, 
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Come toast the season at Southern Company's holiday reception on 

Wednesday, December 6, 2017 from 6:30-8:30 PM in the East Hall at Union Station. 

Please RSVP using the link below. 

From Your Friends at Southern Company, 

Bryan Anderson I Anne Asher I Noel Black I Melissa Horton I Adam Lawrence I 
Martha Lushington I Olivia Lute I Jim McCool I Dan Murray I 

Maggie Newton I Leroy Nix I Mike Riith I Jeff Sharkey I Jeanne Wolak 

Alabama Power Georgia Power Gulf Power Mississippi Power 
Southern LINC Southern Nuclear Southern Power 

Southern Company Gas PowerSecure 

Please bring an early reader book and/or children's hat & gloves or gift card to 
benefit Horton's Kids. 
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From: Strobel, Kristin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA 
Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM 
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To: Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov] 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; 
jacinorris_eja@hotmail.comUacinorris_EJA@hotmail.com]; Wallace, Maria[wallace.maria@epa.gov] 
From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wed 10/11/2017 7:25:07 PM 
Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Hi Matthew, 

Let me know what you are thinking/or unsure about in writing especially as it relates to 
the new Draft FY 2018-2022) EPA Strategic Plan (Public Review Draft). You might 
want to start (how Policy/OEJ/OECA) will work as a unified team on --EPA's Mission: To 
Protect Human Health and the Environment (Goals 1-3). 

How might this be worked out with headquarters and regions in that the regions (all) are 
working in communities and each has a different need to the goals. 

Thanks for a quick reply and hope this helps! 

Rev. Jacqueline V. Norris (Jaci] 
Management Consultant 
KeAnJa Prince George's Environmental Social Justice 
Marginalized Community Collaborative/Graduate EPA's 
Environmental Justice Academy/Certified Environmental Justice Academy Train
the-Trainer/EPA's Office of Environmental Justice & Sustainability 
partnership with Atlanta Metropolitan State College & Underserved Partnership 
Program 
(240) 351.0983 (Cell) 

On Wed, Oct 11,2017 at2:51 PM, Tejada, Matthew wrote: 

Hello Jaci 

I'd be happy to hop on the phone with you in the next week or two to discuss your interests 
described below to see how we can best engage your request. 

Maria, will you please find a time in the next two weeks for me and Jaci to chat. 

Best, 

Matthew 
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Matthew Tejada 

Director - Office of Environmental Justice 

Environmental Protection Agency 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11,2017 2:40PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 

Subject: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved within the 
Office of Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would like to discuss with other 
faith-based leaders, such as headquarters, regional offices, private entities, 
NEJAC/or the Federal Inter-Agency Environmental Justice Work Group has worked 
collaboratively on the below initiatives from September 2016 to present. This 
includes giving a brief outline how EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will 
collaborate in the future from a "rule of law" or policy perspective being 
implemented/or modified? 

Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 

Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 
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1. Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and avoid 
discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and unjustified discriminatory 
impacts. 

Cordially, 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michelle Caudle 
Mon 12/4/2017 3:34:07 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Michelle Caudle 
P.O. Box 1572 
Mannford, OK 74044 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Diane Davis 
Tue 10/31/2017 5:23:08 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Diane Davis 
2102 W Centre Ave 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 11/20/2017 12:22:17 AM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 November 21- December 7 
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From: Moore, Kristina 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with Kristina Moore 
Start Date/Time: Mon 11/6/2017 4:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 11/6/2017 4:30:00 PM 

" 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kevin Crockett 
Tue 10/31/2017 5:05:44 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kevin Crockett 
55 W. Crockett Road 
Lovington, NM 88260 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Heather Bodenhamer 
Fri 9/29/2017 2:07:42 PM 
Re: Data Analytics@ EPA 

Hi Samantha, 

Thank you for letting me know you are not the correct contact. I will update our records and will 
not email you in the future. 

Best, 

Heather. 

On Thu, Sep 28,2017 at 1:26PM, Dravis, Samantha wrote: 

Please stop emailing me. I don't accept solicitations and am indeed not the right person to 
direct these inquiries to. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2017, at 1:25 PM, Heather Bodenhamer 
wrote: 

Hi Samantha, 

If you are not the best person to speak to at EPA regarding big data and advanced 
analytics, could you please let me know who that is so I can update my records? 

Thank you, 
Heather 

Heather Bodenhamer 
Federal Development 
D (703) 991-7757 M {202) 215-00091 
L~~~~~~~~ 

On Tue, Sep 26,2017 at 10:23 am, Heather Bodenhamer wrote: 
Hi Samantha, 

I was going through our system and came across your information. It seems we may 
have reached out to you some time ago and at that time, you weren't working on any 
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relevant projects at EPA but I wanted to see if anything has changed. If so, could we 
possibly reconnect? 

I'd like to learn more about your current projects and initiatives regarding data 
management, analytics, cybersecurity, and machine learning. 

What does your schedule look like in the upcoming weeks? 

Best, 
Heather 

Heather Bodenhamer 
Federal Development 
D (703) 991-7757 M (202) 215-00091 
L~~~~~~~~ 

Heather Bodenhamer 

D (703) 991-7757 M {202) 215-0009 I 
I. =..:.!.'-=~='-'-~'-'-=="-"' 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
I nsideSources 
Mon 12/4/2017 2:07:49 PM 
EPA Kicks Out lnsideSources Reporter From Event With Pruitt 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Constance Chan 
Tue 10/31/2017 5:01:14 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Constance Chan 
2828 N Harwood St Ste 1300 
Dallas, TX 75201 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 12/4/2017 2:05:53 PM 
Date Correction: Legal Ethics of Email and Social Media, 12/14 

Provides 2 hours of ethics instruction 

Thursday, December 14, 201711:00- 3:00p.m. Eastern 

The internet -particularly email and social media- can be a "virtual" minefield for ethical 
violations surrounding your duty of confidentiality, inadvertent waiver of the attorney-client 

privilege, and so much more. How can you be sure that you don't violate the rules of 
professional conduct? 

This crucial webcast will discuss the frequently encountered ethical issues that can arise 
when lawyers use email and social media by focusing on: 

• Communications with clients, in the corporate setting, and with adversaries 
• Creation and termination of the attorney-client relationship 

• Working with others 
• Discovery 

• Jurors and judges' use of electronic communications and social media 
• Online marketing 

Thomas E. Spahn, McGuire Woods LLP, Tysons, Virginia 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~===~· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Dennis Chavez 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:58:06 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Dennis Chavez 
P.O. Box 842 
Moriarty, NM 87035 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov]; 
jacinorris_eja@hotmail.comUacinorris_EJA@hotmail.com] 
From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wed 10/11/2017 6:39:56 PM 
Subject: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved within the Office of 
Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would like to discuss with other faith-based 
leaders, such as headquarters, regional offices, private entities, NEJAC/or the Federal 
Inter-Agency Environmental Justice Work Group has worked collaboratively on the 
below initiatives from September 2016 to present. This includes giving a brief outline 
how EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will collaborate in the future from a "rule of law" 
or policy perspective being implemented/or modified? 

Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 

Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 

1 . Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and avoid 
discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and unjustified discriminatory 
impacts. 

Cordially, 
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Rev. Jacqueline V. Norris (Jaci] 
Management Consultant 
KeAnJa Prince George's Environmental Social Justice 
Marginalized Community Collaborative/Graduate EPA's 
Environmental Justice Academy/Certified Environmental Justice Academy Train
the-Trainer/EPA's Office of Environmental Justice & Sustainability 
partnership with Atlanta Metropolitan State College & Underserved Partnership 
Program 
(240) 351.0983 (Cell) 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Thur 10/19/2017 3:20:20 PM 

Subject: Cloud Computing: What you need to get started 

Please add~===-'-'=-"'== to your address book. Thank you. 
If you are email,~~~~~~"-'· 

Wednesday, November 8, 201711:00-2:00 p.m. Eastern 

Recorded August 3, 2017 

Do you want to reduce firm costs, improve efficiency, and offer better client service? If you 
haven't done it yet, it's time to make more use of cloud-based applications or storage in your 

practice! 

In this one hour video, technology trainer Craig Brody will review the fundamentals of using 
the cloud by addressing: 

• Advantages and disadvantage of cloud computing 
• File storage and the differences between Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive, and 

Drop box 
• How to upload, organize, search, and share files 

• General cloud-based applications: Microsoft Office 365 vs. Google Apps 
• An overview of cloud-based law practice management software 

Craig Brody, C. Brody Associates, LLC, Philadelphia 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~'-=~~"· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Mark Williams 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:57:32 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Mark Williams 
5426 E. 1 04th Pl. 
Tulsa, OK 74137 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Nolan, Rich 
Thur 10/19/2017 3:19:01 PM 
RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 

She did great! Thank you so much. Rich 

From: Dravis, Samantha [mailto:dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2017 10:09 AM 
To: Nolan, Rich <RNolan@nma.org> 
Subject: RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 

Rich, 

I am so sorry I wasn't able to make it, but am glad Brittany was able to fill in- hope you guys 
enjoyed hearing from her. Thanks again for the invite and please include me on future events! 

From: Nolan, Rich l~'-"~~"'-'-"""~~.~~~.~~:oJ 
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 10:33 AM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 

Samantha, 

If Brittany can make that would be very helpful as well. Hope all is OK. 

Thanks so much, Rich 

From: Dravis, Samantha l~==.~=cc~-=:"'"="'""===""'¥"""=~J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 10:17 AM 
To: Nolan, Rich 
Subject: RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 
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Hey, can you give me a call? The front desk keeps transferring me to voicemail. I am terribly 
sorry but something has come up and I can't make it over there at noon today- it's possible that 
Brittany can fill in but not sure at this point. 

From: Nolan, Rich L===-'-~~''-'==,=='-'"u 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2017 8:35PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Cc: Bridgeford, Tawny Kime, Robin 
Subject: RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 

Samantha, terrific! Thank you. 

From: Dravis, Samantha L===""'=.=~,======cr-"'==-'-'3 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2017 4:28PM 
To: Nolan, Rich Jackson, Ryan 
Cc: Bridgeford, Tawny Kime, Robin 
Subject: RE: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 

Thanks for the invitation, Rich. As of now, I should be able to make that work. Copying in 
Robin who can get further details from you. 

Best, 

Samantha 

From: Nolan, Rich L=='-"'-'="-~==='-C'====""""3 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12,2017 2:12PM 
To: Jackson, Ryan 
Cc: Bridgeford, Tawny 
Subject: NMA Environment Committee meeting Oct 16 or 17 
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Hi Ryan and Samantha, attached is a formal invitation to speak with our environment 
committee in DC on Oct. 16 or 17 at the Renaissance Washington, D.C. Downtown 
Hotel located at 999 Ninth Street, N.W. This is a friendly group and very supportive. 
Hoping this may fit in one of your calendars or if you could send another suitable EPA 
representative. Hope you are doing well. Thank you for your attention to this request. 
Rich 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Craig Biery 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:47:58 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Craig Biery 
6308 Y arkdale Drive 
Plano, TX 75093 
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To: 
From: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jack Gerard, API 

Sent: Wed 11/29/2017 2:28:50 PM 
Subject: Natural Gas Brings Reliability, Affordability to Electric Grid 

November 29, 2017 

Dear Samantha, 

U.S. electricity increasingly is produced by natural gas, and consumers are benefitting. Natural 
gas-fired generation has not only lowered costs for consumers and played a lead role in=~"-
=-.:::::::.:_:=='-'-"~=~"'' it's enhanced the and resilience of America's electric power 
system. The of generation resources powered by natural gas 
can provide baseload power, and power plants that run on natural gas can also quickly adjust 
to efficiently interact with other power sources to meet changing power needs throughout the 
day. 

=~==-=-""-'-=~=for power are working, providing affordable, reliable and safe electricity to 
homes and businesses. But a proposal under review by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) could fundamentally alter those outcomes, potentially altering the 
electricity market based on criteria that will not necessarily contribute to grid resilience. 

A large and varied coalition of organizations is speaking out about the downside of government 
intervention in electricity markets. Take a look at the concerns: 

"If implemented, the 
Proposal would override the market's ability to select the most efficient units, increase the 
electricity costs by many millions of dollars for untold numbers of businesses and consumers, 
and result in substantial loss of U.S. manufacturing capacity of jobs ... The Proposal would 
subsidize coal and nuclear generation and their jobs, putting at risk a far larger number of U.S. 
manufacturing jobs that face considerable pressure from foreign competition." 

=-==c.::.===....;::;...;:===-=:.;:_::,.=.:;,.=..=.==-==.;:;;LL· "We're hopeful that FERC will rule against an anti
competitive distortion of the electricity marketplace and avoid new unnecessary initiatives that 
increase power prices for American consumers and businesses." 

Former FERC member, "Let's think about those people who pay the 
bills at the end of the day, because these are things that affect their lives .... When we're 
asking for customers to pay for something, we better make sure they're getting value .... To 
lose that to invest in a mature industry, in mature technologies that are not adding the value we 
need in terms of efficiency, resilience ... and reliability is really just a tax on customers." 
Additionally, eight former FERC Commissioners submitted comments strongly opposing the 
proposed rule and the negative consequences resulting from its adoption. 

While multiple forms of power generation have a role in America's energy mix, ='-=~=-'-=-'-""
'-'-=='-"• not government intervention, is the best way to ensure the optimal outcome for 
consumers. Markets are driving the development of a reliable, resilient and diverse electric 
grid, and natural gas has earned its place as the The resilience of North 
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America's power system is an important priority. More than two decades of experience 
demonstrate that allowing markets to determine the fuel mix of the U.S. generation portfolio is 
the best way to ensure efficient, responsive, affordable and cleaner energy. 

Sincerely, 

Jack N. Gerard 
President & CEO 
API 

Keystone XL Clears Final Regulatory Hurdle 

The Nebraska Public Service Commission's approval of 
the Keystone XL pipeline is a significant milestone for a 
project that would enhance crude oil delivery from Canada 
to U.S. refineries on the Gulf Coast while also increasing 
U.S. energy security. ==-'-'-'-"=.:"-""==-'~-"'-"=-'-'~~~""
="-=-""U--::c==:c~=== of building Keystone XL and 
other energy infrastructure. 

Follow our Blog to stay up-to-date 

To stay up-to-date on the latest energy-related news, 
there is no better place to check than the =-'-'-=.1--

About API: 

API is the only national trade association representing all facets of the oil and natural 
gas industry, which supports 10.3 million U.S. jobs and nearly 8 percent of the U.S. 
economy. API's more than 625 members include large integrated companies, as well 
as exploration and production, refining, marketing, pipeline, and marine businesses, 
and service and supply firms. They provide most of the nation's energy and are 
backed by a growing grassroots movement of more than 40 million Americans. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click 
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Jack Gerard, API 
1220 L Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 
us 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Heather Bodenhamer 
Tue 9/26/2017 5:23:36 PM 
Data Analytics@ EPA 

Hi Samantha, 

I was going through our system and came across your information. It seems we may have 
reached out to you some time ago and at that time, you weren't working on any relevant projects 
at EPA but I wanted to see if anything has changed. If so, could we possibly reconnect? 

I'd like to learn more about your current projects and initiatives regarding data management, 
analytics, cybersecurity, and machine learning. 

What does your schedule look like in the upcoming weeks? 

Best, 
Heather 

Heather Bodenhamer 
Federal Development 
D (703) 991-7757 M {202) 215-00091 

1. ====="'-==c~== 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Mon 12/4/2017 1 :50:51 PM 
Mastering Microsoft Word for Legal Professionals 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Rainer Bass 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:45:30 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Rainer Bass 
41 Fireside Dr 
Rockwall, TX 75032 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Lyle HGoffman 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:43:13 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Lyle HGoffman 
1070 w 500 s 
woods cross, UT 84087 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Matt Keene 
Wed 11/15/2017 4:01:22 PM 
Sick today 

Hi Samantha, 
I've got a bit of a sinus infection and out sick today. Sorry for being late in sending this, took me 
a bit to figure out who to send it to and the email address. 

Cheers, 
Matt 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: ECOS 
Sent: Fri 11/17/2017 8:41:39 PM 
Subject: Dunn Appointed to Lead U.S. EPA R1, Members Speak around the World, ECOS Issues 
Innovations Green Report, & More 
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From: Allen, Tania 
Location: WJC East 1153 (HQ) or EPAtv 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Veterans Day Commemoration Program 
Start Date/Time: Wed 11/8/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 11/8/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Please join us on November 8th from 10:30 am -11:30 am (EST) for the EPA 2017 
Veterans Day Commemoration Program. We will hear from EPA's own Colonel 
(Retired) Reginald Allen, Director of Administrative and Executive Services in the Office 
of the Administrator. He was the first African-American commander of a United States 
Cavalry regiment in the history of the United States Army, the second African-American 
to command a squadron of the historic Buffalo Soldiers and led the Armored combat 
force in the operation that captured Saddam Hussein. 

We are also seeking your pictures to be included in the PowerPoint slideshow! Please 
send your military picture to by October 31st to be included in the 
presentation. 

We are looking forward to this program and hope that you will be able to join us in 
person or through EPAtv. Please remember that EPAtv is available at 
~~~~~~~-'-using only Internet Explorer while on the EPA network and cannot 
be accessed remotely. Phone lines are not available for this event, but the video 
recording will also be available for employees who are unable to participate live. People 
needing reasonable accommodations should contact Kristin P. Tropp at (202)559-0006. 

For any additional questions pertaining to the Veterans Employment Program please 
contact Dr. Lester Facey, 202-566-1321. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jeff Clark 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:38:23 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Jeff Clark 
1315 W Quail Crossing Ct 
Andover, KS 67002 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Wed 11/29/2017 1:48:51 PM 
Persuasive Appellate Brief Writing 
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From: Strobel, Kristin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA 
Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 6:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Sun 10/8/2017 11:25:48 PM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 October 11 - October 30 

Please add~~=='-'-'="'-=== to your address book. Thank you. 
If you are email,~~~~~~"-'· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 11/27/2017 12:09:11 PM 
Cyber Monday Sale Starts Now 

Cyber Monday is our biggest online CLE sale of the year. Save 50% on ALL live webcasts 
& on-demand courses. 

Hurry, offer ends Tuesday at noon. Simply use coupon code at checkout to 
lock-in your savings today. Then take the courses whenever you're ready. 

Privileged Communications: What's Protected Between a Client and 
Lawyer? 

Get Organized and Get Things Done: Practical Time Management for 
Lawyers (Nov. 29) 
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From: Microsoft Outlook 
Location: WJC North 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meet-and-Greet with Samantha Dravis (AA for Policy) and team, Alex Dunn (incoming R1 RA), 
and Doug Gutro (R1 PAD) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 4:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 12/7/2017 5:00:00 PM 

Your meeting was found to be out of date and has been automatically updated. 

Meeting Recurrence 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Melva Tollett 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:31:05 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Melva Tollett 
2828 N. Harwood, Ste. 1300 
Dallas, TX 75201 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Gunasekara, 
Mandy[Gunase kara. Mandy@epa .gov] 
From: Daniel Peterson 
Sent: Wed 11/29/20171:47:12 PM 
Subject: Last Chance 

Good moming ... I'm sorry not to have heard back from you. I do have time today between 11:45 
and 1:45 if you might be available to meet. The rest of my day is already booked. 
Thanks for your consideration. 

Dan 

dpeterson@jamesmadison.org 1 c. 407-758-2491 

The Columns 1100 N. Duval St. 1 Tallahassee, FL 32301 

or 303 Valley Edge Drive 1 Clermont, FL 34715 

video our work across the Sunshine State since 

1987. 

Connect with us! Sign up for JMI News 1 Follow JMI on Twitter 1 Like JMI on Faceboo 

"Property must be secured or liberty cannot exist." John Adams, 1790 
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From: Robin Wiener 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory 
Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 6:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 11/27/2017 12:17:51 AM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 November 28- December 13 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 12/4/2017 12:20:07 AM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 December 5- December 18 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Myron Ebeii[Myron.Ebell@cei.org] 
Myron Ebell 
Mon 10/16/2017 2:23:19 PM 

Subject: Cooler Heads Coalition: Milloy op-ed, Darwall book, PBS, and meeting reminder 

Reminder: the Cooler Heads Coalition will meet today, Monday, beginning 
at 12 noon at CEI, 1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor. 

Green Tyranny: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate
Industrial Complex by Rupert Darwall has been published by Encounter 
Books. It may be purchased and 

Frontline on PBS last week broadcast an inspiring documentary on the War 
on the EPA. It may be viewed online 

And here is Steve Milloy's op-ed in the Wall Street Journal: 

• 
• 

The Clean Power Plan's Counterfeit 
Benefits 

The Obama EPA claimed its regulation would have a 
$55 billion payoff. You'll never believe how. 
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Former EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy in 2015; current EPA Administrator Scott 
Pruitt in June. Photo: Christophe Ena/Associated Press;SHAWN THEW/European 
Pressphoto Agency 

By Steve Milloy 

Oct. 15, 2017 5:55p.m. ET 
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The Environmental Protection Agency's proposed repeal of the Obama administration's 
Clean Power Plan is a milestone. No Republican administration has ever mustered the 
courage to roll back a major EPA regulation. In a clever twist, the Trump administration 
has done so by directly challenging the plan's purported health benefits. 

Although the Clean Power Plan was pitched as a way to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases from coal-fired power plants, averting climate change was not how 
the Obama EPA justified the rule. In 2015 House Science Committee Chairman Lamar 
Smith forced Obama's EPA administrator, Gina McCarthy, to acknowledge that the plan 
would produce no change to global temperatures. Instead, the EPA justified the net 
benefit of the rule based on collateral reductions in power plants' emissions of fine 
particulate matter. In regulatory parlance, this soot is called PM2.5. 

While the compliance costs to industry of the Clean Power Plan could be as high as $33 
billion a year, the Obama EPA claimed that the economic benefits from reducing PM2.5 
emissions would be even larger-as much as $55 billion a year. 

What are the supposed $55 billion in economic benefits? That sum is intended to 
represent the value of thousands of premature deaths allegedly prevented every year by 
the Clean Power Plan via the co-benefit of reduced PM2.5 emissions. The EPA values 
lives "saved" at around $9 million each. Thousands times millions equal billions. 

EPA staff invented this calculus in 1996 to justify the agency's first effort to regulate 
PM2.5, although there's no scientific evidence, then or now, to support the notion that 
particulates in outdoor air kill people. The EPA regulated them anyway, stiff-arming not 
only the Republican-controlled Congress's demands for proof of the danger of PM2.5 
emissions but the objections of then-Vice President AI Gore, who thought the rule too 
costly. 

The Clean Air Act requires air-quality standards for pollutants such as PM2.5 be set at a 
"safe" level. The EPA has long claimed that there is no safe level of exposure to PM2.5 
and that inhalation can cause death within hours. But the EPA could never lower the 
PM2.5 standard to zero because such a standard could not be attained even if the 
economy was entirely shut down. 

The Trump EPA has now largely jettisoned the notion that PM2.5 is a killer by slashing 
the supposed economic benefits of reduced emissions by $29 billion per year. That nets 
out favorably against the rule's anticipated annual costs of as much as $33 billion. 

A robust body of scientific literature-from large epidemiologic studies to clinical 
research to historical air-quality data-supports the EPA's reversal. Standing against it 
are a few decades of dubious agency-funded studies, the underlying data for which the 
agency has kept well hidden in order to prevent independent analyses. The Obama 
EPA even congressional subpoena in order to keep its PM2.5 epidemiologic 
secret. 
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EPA chief Scott Pruitt has hailed repeal of the Clean Power Plan as the end of the 
Obama administration's "war on coal." It's more like the beginning of the end. New 
York's Democratic Attorney General Eric Schneiderman and green groups have already 
announced they will sue. Good luck. When the Supreme Court voted to stay the Clean 
Power Plan in February 2016, it was a clear signal that the coal industry and red-state 
plaintiffs would prevail on the merits in any future legal challenge. The EPA's 
acknowledgment that the Clean Power Plan has no economic or climate benefits is the 
final nail in the regulation's coffin. 

Mr. Milloy served on the Trump EPA transition team and is the author of "Scare 
Pollution: Why and How to Fix the EPA" (Bench Press 2016). 

Myron Ebell 

Director, Center for Energy and Environment 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor 

Washington, DC 20005, USA 

Tel direct: (202) 331-2256 

Tel mobile: (202) 320-6685 

Stop continental drift! 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Randie Jones 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:28:01 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Ran die Jones 
1070 w 500 s 
West Bountiful, UT 84087 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Wed 11/29/201712:25:15 PM 
Legal Ethics of Email and Social Media- Don't Miss It, 12/15 

Provides 2 hours of ethics instruction 

Friday, December 15, 201711:00- 3:00p.m. Eastern 

The internet -particularly email and social media- can be a "virtual" minefield for ethical 
violations surrounding your duty of confidentiality, inadvertent waiver of the attorney-client 

privilege, and so much more. How can you be sure that you don't violate the rules of 
professional conduct? 

This crucial webcast will discuss the frequently encountered ethical issues that can arise 
when lawyers use email and social media by focusing on: 

• Communications with clients, in the corporate setting, and with adversaries 
• Creation and termination of the attorney-client relationship 

• Working with others 
• Discovery 

• Jurors and judges' use of electronic communications and social media 
• Online marketing 

Thomas E. Spahn, McGuire Woods LLP, Tysons, Virginia 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~===~· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
National Geographic 
Wed 10/11/2017 3:19:54 PM 
You're Invited: Ocean Conservation Event 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Virtual Intelligence Briefing 
Sat 10/7/2017 8:03:04 PM 
$500 Reasons to Stop Ransomware [Live Demo} 

$500 Tech Demo 
Giveaway: 

Ransomware 
Protection 
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click 
on the following link: ~~~~ 
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Virtual Intelligence Briefing 
392 Mason Rd 
Milford, New Hampshire 03055 
us 

the VerticaiResponse marketing policy. 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: ECOS 
Sent: Mon 9/25/2017 3:23:51 PM 
Subject: Limited Seats Remain, EPA Confirmed for ECOS Webinar on Cooperative Federalism 2.0: A 
Deeper Look into a Rebooted EPA-State Relationship 

• • • 
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From: Brian Shine 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Declined: FW: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 1 :30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 2:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005833-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
I nsideSources 
Sun 12/3/2017 11:18:52 PM 
Welcome! 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
John Thurman 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:27:14 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

John Thurman 
1109 Mahone 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Research Analytics 
Sent: Wed 10/11/2017 3:19:51 PM 
Subject: [SPAM] Special Invitation 

Dear Samantha, 

We at RainKing are conducting an exclusive survey of select IT professionals to identify supply 
chain and operations management trends. This survey will be active for 72 hours; on average 
it will take no more than 3-5 minutes to complete. 

To thank you for your feedback, RainKing is offering all participants that complete the survey a 
$15 dollar Amazon gift card or the opportunity to donate $15 dollars to a charity of your 
choice. A copy of the aggregate results will also be sent shortly. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https:/ /rainking.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV _ cwpJ9jRs UHaoOgR?Q_ DL=3pBvctMW9CUYHMF _ cwpJ9jRs UHac 

Best regards, 

RainKing Research 

analytics@rainkingonline.com 

Foil ow the link to opt out of future emails: 
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From: Strobel, Kristin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with Samsung: TV Energy Star Standards 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 6:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005842-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Teri Amaya 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:24:29 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Teri Amaya 
2210 Hartley Drive 
Forney, TX 75126 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005844-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Fri 11/17/2017 3:08:06 PM 
Law Firm Cyber Security and Legal Malpractice Risks 
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From: Brian Shine 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Declined: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:30:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005849-00001 



To: Myron Ebeii[Myron.Ebell@cei.org] 
From: Myron Ebell 
Sent: Mon 10/30/2017 2:34:37 PM 
Subject: Cooler Heads Coalition invitation to Carbon Tax Follies, Thursday, 2nd November, 2:30 PM, 
2322 Rayburn 

I hope you can join us for this timely discussion. 

It 

r liti 

IIi 

ill ( ) 
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Promoters of taxes on carbon dioxide emissions are trying to 
attract support from conservatives by claiming that such taxes are 
a free market response to global warming. Promoters claim that 
C02 taxes can be revenue neutral, can be a huge new source of 
additional government revenues, and that the revenues can be 

returned as a dividend to consumers. It is also claimed that 
taxing emissions is a cost-effective way to lower those emissions, 
will create more jobs than are lost, and will even provide a boost 

to the economy. 

After opening remarks by Rep. Bill Flores, three experts will 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005851-00002 



debunk these claims and discuss the real economic and political 
effects of C02 taxes. Jim Lucier will also discuss a just-published 
economic analysis of recent carbon tax proposals. There will be 

time for Q&A with the panelists. 

a 

Myron Ebell 

Director, Center for Energy and Environment 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor 

Washington, DC 20005, USA 

Tel direct: (202) 331-2256 

Tel mobile: (202) 320-6685 

Stop continental drift! 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Phillip Anastasion 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:21:57 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Phillip Anastasion 
234 North 1000 West 
West Bountiful, UT 84087 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Gunasekara, 
Mandy[Gunase kara. Mandy@epa .gov] 
From: Messner, Kevin 
Sent: Wed 11/29/2017 4:51 :54 AM 
Subject: INCYMI: Bloomberg Charge Size Story 

Trump's EPA Backs a Climate Change Tweak 
Environmentalists Like 

Eric Roston 

November 28, 2017, 10:14 AM PST 

·-------- is a 

·======== u on 

it 
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STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this electronic message and any 
attachments to this message are intended for the exclusive use of the addressee(s). If you are not the 
intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the e-mail to the intended recipient, be advised 
you have received this message in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying 
is strictly prohibited. Please notify The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers at (202) 872-5955 
or and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments. 
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From: Lacey, Pam 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W 
Reporting Rule and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 7:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005854-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Exxon Mobil 
Mon 9/25/2017 1 :38:50 PM 
ExxonMobil Expands Methane Emissions Reduction Program 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005855-00001 
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From: Robin Wiener 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:30:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 10/30/2017 1 :08:48 PM 
Ethically Ending the Attorney-Client Relationship 

Provides 1 hour of ethics instruction 
Thursday, November 16, 2017112:00-1:30 p.m. Eastern 

~~==~=====!~==~==== 

Whether your client withholds critical information, neglects payment, or you've reached an 
impasse regarding how a matter should be handled, lawyers need to know when and how to 

walk away when the attorney-client relationship isn't working out. 

This 60-minute program provides the guidance necessary to ensure that your withdrawal 
from representation is permissible and ethical. 

Topics include: 

• distinguishing the good clients from the bad 
• reading the warning signs, knowing when it is time to end client representations, the 

steps to client termination, and crafting the end-of-engagement letter 
• unique issues raised by active litigation 

• closing your file 
• attorney and possessory liens 

Mark J. Fucile, Fucile and Reising LLP, Portland, Oregon 
Peter R. Jarvis, Holland & Knight LLP, Portland, Oregon- ALI Member 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~'-=~~"· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Mark Cunningham 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:12:56 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Mark Cunningham 
4342 Boca Bay Drive 
Dallas, TX 75244 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005859-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Arthur Sutherland 
Wed 10/11/2017 11 :44:44 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Arthur Sutherland 
5330 Chichester Avenue 
Aston, PA 19014 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005861-00001 



From: Billy Johnson 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:30:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005865-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chester Henson 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:12:34 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chester Henson 
pobox 2986 
Moriarty, NM 87035 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Denis Newpher 
Wed 10/11/2017 11 :26:05 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Denis N ewpher 
123 Mexico Rd 
Oley, PA 19547 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Tracy Mehan[tmehan@awwa.org] 
Tracy Mehan 
Wed 10/18/2017 6:38:48 PM 
AWWA on Farm Bill Reauthorization 

Dear Colleague, 

Above please find two links relative to the American Water Works Association's (AWWA's) 
work on the upcoming Farm Bill Reauthorization. The first is A WWA's press release issued last 
week. The second is an op-ed by AWWA CEO David LaFrance which appeared in Agri-Pulse, 
the leading on-line agricultural publication. 

Thank you for your interest. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Tracy 

G. Tracy Mehan, III 

Executive Director, Government Affairs 

American Water Works Association 

202-326-6125 (direct) 

703-850-9401 (cell) 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005871-00001 



This communication is the property of the American Water Works Association and may contain 
confidential or privileged information. Unauthorized use of this communication is strictly prohibited and 
may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender 
by reply email and destroy all copies of the communication and any attachments. 

American Water Works Association 
Dedicated to the World's Most Important Resource® 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kenneth Norwood 
Tue 11/14/2017 11:38:40 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kenneth Norwood 
4657 Lucient Circle 
Plano, TX 75024 
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From: Strobel, Kristin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/25/2017 7:30:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005873-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Francine Guerrero 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:10:46 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Francine Guerrero 
1112 W Centre Ave 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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To: 
From: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 

Sent: 
Subject: 

Tue 11/28/2017 7:02:18 PM 
Managing Ethical Risks in Engagement Agreements 

Thursday, November 30,2017112:00- 1:00 p.m. Eastern 
Recorded May 24, 2017 

In just one hour, this ethics program will teach you how the ever-important engagement 
agreement can help you communicate more effectively with your clients and manage the 

risks of client representation. 

Our faculty of experienced lawyers, whose practices focus in part on legal ethics and 
professional responsibility and liability, will: 

• Walk you through a list of the key elements that should be addressed in an engagement 
agreement 

• Consider the importance of memorializing the end of representation 
• Discuss the relevant case law on disputes related to engagement agreements 

• Provide sample engagement letters in the materials 

Pamela A. Bresnahan, Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP 
Lucian T. Pera, Adams & Reese LLP 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. ::::.=~~~~~~::.· 
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From: Cunningham, Allison 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W 
Reporting Rule and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 7:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005877-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Zeeshan Farooqui 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:10:24 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Zeeshan F arooqui 
2828 North Harwood street 
Dallas, TX 75201 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005880-00001 



To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Michael Tobin, Clear Law Institute 
Sent: Tue 11/28/2017 5:34:44 PM 
Subject: Tomorrow: Using Technology to Avoid Ethical Violations & Avoiding Ethical Violations When 
Using Technology 
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From: Clarke, Jeff 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W 
Reporting Rule and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/30/2017 7:00:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005883-00001 



From: John Godfrey 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: FW: Meeting with Samsung: TV Energy Star Standards 
Start Date/Time: Thur 10/5/2017 6:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 10/5/2017 6:30:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005884-00001 



To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: ECOS 
Sent: Fri 12/1/2017 8:48:55 PM 
Subject: ECOS Launches Executive Director Search, Brownfields and Budget Bills Advance in 
Congress, & More 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Heather Bodenhamer 
Thur 9/28/2017 5:23:57 PM 
Re: Data Analytics@ EPA 

Hi Samantha, 

If you are not the best person to speak to at EPA regarding big data and advanced analytics, 
could you please let me know who that is so I can update my records? 

Thank you, 
Heather 

Heather Bodenhamer 
Federal Development 
D (703) 991-7757 M {202) 215-00091 

1. ====~==-===="--== 

On Tue, Sep 26,2017 at 10:23 am, Heather Bodenhamer wrote: 
Hi Samantha, 

I was going through our system and came across your information. It seems we may have 
reached out to you some time ago and at that time, you weren't working on any relevant projects 
at EPA but I wanted to see if anything has changed. If so, could we possibly reconnect? 

I'd like to learn more about your current projects and initiatives regarding data management, 
analytics, cybersecurity, and machine learning. 

What does your schedule look like in the upcoming weeks? 

Best, 
Heather 

Heather Bodenhamer 
Federal Development 
D (703) 991-7757 M (202) 215-00091 

1. ====~==-===="--== 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Philip Nelson 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:09:30 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Philip Nelson 
1254 Cabin Cove 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005889-00001 



To: 
From: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Daniel Peterson 

Sent: Tue 11/28/2017 4:27:41 PM 
Subject: Re: My DC Visit Tuesday and Wednesday 

Hey Samantha! Hope all is well. I board at 12:30. Any availability anytime today after 3:30? 
Dan 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 27,2017, at 2:36PM, Dravis, Samantha wrote: 

Hi Daniel. Thank you for reaching out! Let me check in with my assistant and see what my 
schedule looks like. Best, Samantha 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 27, 2017, at 2:04PM, Daniel Peterson wrote: 

Greetings from Florida, Samantha. We met during an SPN fly-in a couple of months 
ago. 
I am attending a Energy-Climate Change Summit at the Heritage Foundation on 
Thursday. But, I will be in DC tomorrow afternoon and Wednesday. 

I'd like to meet with you briefly to get your counsel on a policy paper I am writing of 
the :Economic Impact of Sustainability. 

Would it be possible to meet for 10-15 minutes either tomorrow afternoon after 3:30 or 
on Tuesday before 10:30. I could also meet on Tuesday over the lunch hour if that 
works better. 

Thanks for your consideration. Hope to see you soon. 

Dan 

dpeterson@jamesmadison.org 1 c. 407-758-2491 

The Columns 1100 N. Duval St. 1 Tallahassee, FL 32301 

or 303 Valley Edge Drive 1 Clermont, FL 34715 

video our work across the Sunshine State 
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since 1987. 

Connect with us! Sign up for JMI News 1 Follow JMI on Twitter 1 Like JMI on Faceboo 

"Property must be secured or liberty cannot exist." John Adams, 1790 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Sun 10/29/2017 11 :21 :55 PM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 October 31 -November 9 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
John Cochlin 
Tue 10/31/2017 4:01:29 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

John Cochlin 
2414 W 119th St. S. 
Jenks, OK 74037 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005894-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Raymond Yarnall 
Tue 10/10/2017 9:12:59 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Raymond Y amall 
1516 Winding Brook Run 
Gamet Valley, P A 19060 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
More 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
ECOS 
Fri 10/6/2017 6:18:28 PM 
ECOS Represents States at White House Forum, U.S. EPA Releases Draft Strategic Plan, & 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
ECOS 
Fri 10/27/2017 7:31:35 PM 
ECOS Results Goes Live, Members Speak Around the Country, & More 

Ill -
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Matthew Cimino 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:57:34 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Matthew Cimino 
11 7 Mockingbird Lane 
Georgetown, TX 78633 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005904-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Global Energy Institute 
Fri 10/27/2017 5:57:39 PM 
Energy Round Up 

Energy Roundup 

The Energy Tracker is Here 

Administration moves forward with an ambitious 
the Global Institute and the law firm 

Tracker to follow 

GEl on the Road: Chicago 
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to state and local chambers about 

which features dives into 
and the Administration, details on our latest r,..,,..,,.,.c:: 

Eule's latest on America's 
nrn>Arrn and more. If like what 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Rick Smith 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:55:43 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Rick Smith 
1725 Ryan Ct 
El Dorado, KS 67042 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005909-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
webmaster@ali-cle .org 
Tue 11/28/2017 1 :27:33 PM 
All CLE: Access to the Materials for a Course You Plan to Attend 

Thank you for registering for an ALI CLE course. For your convenience, and to help make a 
greener world, your course materials will be available exclusively in digital form. You may 
access and download the course materials at the Digital Content Library tab of your myALI-CLE 
account. 

To login visit: and enter your Username: dravis.samantha@epa.gov. If you 
have forgotten your password, please use the Forgot Password function on the login page. 

The course materials that you have been given access to are from the following program: 
Clean Water Act: Law and Regulation. Please be sure to download these materials before the 
course so that you will have them handy. 

Any last-minute submissions from the faculty will be made available before or during the course 
via a special link that will be e-mailed to all registrants. 

NOTE TO IN-PERSON ATTENDEES: If you are attending in-person, please be sure to bring 
a laptop or tablet with you to the course to access the materials and any last-minute submissions 
on-site. 

NOTE TO WEBCAST ATTENDEES: If you are attending by webcast, follow the instructions 
you received in your W ebcast Confirmation email to attend the program. 

Sincerely, 
ALI CLE Customer Service 
4025 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, P A 19104 

CustomerService@ali -de .org 

1-800-CLE-NEWS 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chas Graf 
Tue 10/10/2017 8:22:43 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chas Graf 
610 Thornhill drive 
Lafayette Hill, P A 19444 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005911-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jarrett Keck 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:53:33 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Jarrett Keck 
1528 East 20th Street 
Tulsa, OK 74120 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005914-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Tue 11/28/2017 1 :03:42 PM 
Sale Ends Today 

Don't miss out on our biggest online CLE sale of the year. Save 50% on ALL live webcasts 
& on-demand courses. 

Hurry, offer ends today. Simply use coupon code at checkout to lock-in your 
savings today. Then take the courses whenever you're ready. 

Privileged Communications: What's Protected Between a Client and 
Lawyer? 

Get Organized and Get Things Done: Practical Time Management for 
Lawyers (Nov. 29) 
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From: Rob Underwood 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with the Petroleum Marketers Association of America 
(PMAA) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kaitlyn Ray 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:50:28 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kaitlyn Ray 
300 S Union St 
Wilmington, DE 19805 
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From: Rob Underwood 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with the Petroleum Marketers Association of America 
(PMAA) 
Start Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 10/12/2017 3:30:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Tue 10/24/2017 1 :24:24 PM 
Today Only: 40% Off All On-Demand CLE 

Please add~=====-"='-= to your address book. Thank you. 
If you are email, ~~"'--"'-'~"--"-"~=· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Antonio Gomez 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:49:59 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Antonio Gomez 
318 S 38th St 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert Courtney 
Fri 10/6/2017 11:38:58 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert Courtney 
114 W Tomlin Station Rd 
Mickleton, NJ 08056 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Becca Evans 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:47:59 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Becca Evans 
1216 south 1200 west 
woods cross, UT 84087 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Virtual Intelligence Briefing 
Fri 10/13/2017 3:38:56 PM 
Webinar- Taming the Dev/Test Beast ; $250 Gift Card raffle 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005932-00001 



Find out how Pensa Lab can accelerate your IT process by 
delivering a complete Dev/Test lab for half the cost and half the 
time of existing alternatives. 

~~~~~--~~~--~ 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click 
on the following link: ===~ 

Virtual Intelligence Briefing 
392 Mason Rd 
Milford, New Hampshire 03055 
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us 

the VerticaiResponse marketing policy. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Ryan Dubuisson 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:47:26 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Ryan Dubuisson 
2320 Taylor St 
Dallas, TX 75201 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Open Table 
Fri 10/6/2017 2:05:59 AM 
Your Insider: Dine with your pup, non-traditional restaurant venues & 6 eye catching cocktails! 

Brunch is better with your best buddy. Check out some of the dog-friendliest 
restaurants around the nation. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Research Analytics 
Fri 10/13/2017 3:07:21 PM 
[SPAM] Reminder: Special Invitation 

Dear Samantha, 

As a reminder, RainKing conducting an exclusive survey of select professionals to identify 
supply chain and operations management trends. 

On average it will take no more than 3-5 minutes to complete. 

To thank you for your feedback, RainKing is offering all participants that complete the survey a 
$15 dollar Amazon gift card or the opportunity to donate $15 dollars to a charity of your 
choice. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
https:/ /rainking.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV _ cwpJ9jRs UHaoOgR?Q_ DL=3pBvctMW9CUYHMF _ cwpJ9jRs UHac 

Best regards, 

RainKing Research 
analytics@rainkingresearch.com 

Foil ow the link to opt out of future emails: 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Suzanne Thompson 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:47:21 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Suzanne Thompson 
1700 S Union Ave 
Tulsa, OK 74107 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005936-00001 



From: Kime, Robin 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W Reporting Rule 
and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/6/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 10/6/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Kathryn Clay, Allison Cunningham and Pamela Lacey 

Request: The American Gas Association (AGA) and Natural Gas Vehicles of America 
(NGVA) would like to arrange a follow-up meeting with you to discuss our ideas for 
regulatory reform, as described in our attached comments, filed May 15, 2017 in Docket 
EPA-HQ-OA-2017. AGA's comments address several programs, but at this meeting, 
we will want to focus on revisions we have suggested to improve: (1) the Subpart W 
reporting rule and (2) the PCB rules. 

Contact: 
Pamela A Lacey 1 Chief Regulatory Counsel 
American Gas Association<http://www.aga.org> 

400 N. Capitol St., NW I Washington, DC 120001 
P: 202-824-7340 1M: 202-809-65651 F: 202-824-9190 1 placey@aga.org 
<mailto:placey@aga.org> 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Steve Brady 
Fri 10/13/2017 2:54:58 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Steve Brady 
5765 Landis Greene Drive 
Doylestown, PA 18902 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005940-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Erica Waugh 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:47:25 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Erica Waugh 
5335 Bent Tree Forest Drive #225 
Dallas, TX 75248 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005942-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert Spencer 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:45:08 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert Spencer 
1510 s. 21st. 
Artesia, NM 88210 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005946-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Fri 10/13/2017 11:22:07 AM 
Where You Go for CLE Matters-Hundreds of On-Demand Courses 

Please add~~=='-'-'==-=== to your address book. Thank you. 
If you are email, ~~~~~"-="-'· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Patty Williams 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:44:32 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Patty Williams 
2828 N. Harwood, Suite 1300 
Dallas, TX 75201 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005949-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Paul Scharre 
Tue 11/21/2017 6:40:05 PM 
CNAS Artificial Intelligence & Global Security Summit: Videos Now Available 

CNAS Technology & National Security Fall Summit 

On November 1, 2017, the Center for a New American Security (CNAS) convened 
technology leaders and top policymakers at the 

to explore the state of artificial intelligence and discuss the 
implications of the AI revolution on global security. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Theresa Sica 
Mon 10/23/2017 1:02:4 7 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Theresa Sica 
5500 Bingham Street 
Philadelphia, P A 19120 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005952-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Shana Olivas 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:42:32 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Shana Olivas 
307 McArthur Ave 
Artesia, NM 88210 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005954-00001 



From: Kime, Robin 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: VNG.co - Natural Gas Vehicles 
Start Date/Time: Mon 10/23/2017 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Mon 10/23/2017 3:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on your right 
as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes prior to the meeting 
with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Purpose: Meeting to discuss Natural Gas Vehicles 

Contact: "Tucker, Jamie" 

Attendees: 

Robert Friedman, VNG 

Bon Atkinson, VNG 

Larry Highbloom, VNG 

Brad Couch, Ariel Corp 

Jamie Tucker, Akin Gump. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Alex lfkovits 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:42:00 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Alex Ifkovits 
843 S Good Latimer Expressway, Apt. 3310 
Dallas, TX 75226 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Tue 10/10/2017 12:22:36 PM 
Ethics and Key Aspects of Attorney-Client Privilege 

Please add~===-'-'=-"'== to your address book. Thank you. 
If you are email,~~~~~~"-'· 

Provides 1.5 hours of ethics instruction 
Wednesday, November 1, 201711:00-2:30 p.m. Eastern 

Prerecorded July 19, 2017 

Do you know when discussions with your clients or prospective clients are protected? Find 
out with this fast-paced, comprehensive ethics program! 

Join Tom Spahn, an experienced ethics advisor and speaker, as he explores the applicability 
of the attorney-client privilege to communications with prospective, individual, government, 

and joint clients. 

Topics include: 

• distinguishing between business and legal advice 
• unprotected background information 

• the critical "legal advice" element 
• the fiduciary and crime-fraud exceptions 

• the effect of third parties' presence on the privilege 
• the joint defense/common interest doctrine 

Thomas E. Spahn, McGuireWoods LLP (ALI Member) 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~'-=~~"· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Women Rule 
Tue 12/5/2017 6:27:25 PM 
Tune In NOW 1 Women Rule Fifth Annual Summit Afternoon Session 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00005961-00001 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Brian Urquidez 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:41:29 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Brian Urquidez 
11050 Clearstream Ln 
Frisco, TX 75035 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005963-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Solve ME/CFS Initiative 
Tue 11/21/2017 6:01:12 PM 
Will your friends and family see Unrest? 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005965-00001 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Thur 10/26/2017 11 :04:28AM 
Ethics and the Attorney-Client Privilege, on 11/1 

Provides 1.5 hours of ethics instruction 
Wednesday, November 1, 201711:00-2:30 p.m. Eastern 

Prerecorded July 19, 2017 

Make sure that you can identify when discussions with your clients or prospects are protected 
with this comprehensive program led by experienced ethics speaker and advisor, Tom 

Spahn. 

This 90-minute video webcast explores the applicability of the attorney-client privilege to 
communications with prospective, individual, government, and joint clients. 

Topics include: 

• the critical "legal advice" element and distinguishing between business and legal advice 
• the effect of third parties' presence on the privilege and unprotected background 

information 
• the fiduciary and crime-fraud exceptions 

• the joint defense/common interest doctrine 

Thomas E. Spahn, McGuireWoods LLP (ALI Member) 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~===~· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Arthur Sutherland 
Thur 10/12/2017 10:16:30 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Arthur Sutherland 
5330 Chichester Ave 
Aston, PA 19014 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005967-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Tim McKinney 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:41:18 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Tim McKinney 
11731 S Vine St 
Jenks, OK 74037 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00005968-00001 



To: 
From: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jack Gerard 

Sent: Tue 12/5/2017 3:32:09 PM 
Subject: You're Invited to API's State of American Energy 2018 

STATE OF AMERICAN ENERGY 20181 

Please join us for the American 
Petroleum Institute's 2018 State of 
American Energy luncheon. As the 
midterm election year begins we will remind 
lawmakers, policymakers and the public 
that America's domestic energy abundance 
is helping to meet the ever-growing 
demand for energy, but also how those 
same resources are the building blocks for 
many of the products that make our 
modern society safer, advance the medical 
arts, and spur creativity and scientific 
innovation through our 

advertising campaign. 

From energy that keeps our homes, offices, 
and schools lit and warm, to the modern 
fuels that not only power our vehicles but 
also help to improve our environment, to 
the modern pharmaceuticals that improve 
the health and well-being of millions. Power 
Past Impossible makes the connection 
between natural gas, oil and their derived 
products and their fundamental role in our 
society, which is essential to positively 
advance the national energy policy 
discussion. 

Sincerely, 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

This invitation is non-transferable. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Morning Consult 
Tue 11/14/2017 3:17:02 PM 
Final Reminder: Earn a $25 Amazon Gift Card for Your Opinion! 

Morning Consult is conducting =-.::~=""--'-"'-~"'-=..::.:::;_='-"-":..z..' and we are interested 
in your opinion. 

For your time, we are offering a $25 Amazon.com gift card, sent via email by 
Amazon.com, or the option to donate $25 to the American Red Cross, within 10 
days of completing the survey, in compliance with Senate and House Rules on 
outside compensation. 

The survey is available 24 hours a day for your convenience. 
~~ works on most desktops, laptops, tablets and mobile phones. 

Thank you in advance, your input is important to us. 

This email is intended for dravis.samantha@epa.gov. 

~===-~~~~==~or~====~= 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Mike Hanlon 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:40:51 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Mike Hanlon 
12825 E Cherry Creek Ct 
Wichita, KS 67230 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Sydne Williams 
Sent: Mon 10/2/2017 3:56:29 PM 
Subject: ADSI Services Follow- Up 

Good Morning Samantha, 

I hope all has been well since we last spoke in FY' 17 regarding my firm ADSI and our service 
offerings. I am following-up with you per your request to reintroduce our company for the start 
of FY' 18 and opportunities that we may assist you and your programs team with. 

ADSI is a CMMI Maturity Level3, SDB, 8(a) STARS II firm. We are a holder of the GSA 8(a) 
STARS II GWAC and GSA IT schedule 70 offering management consulting and information 
technology services to Federal and State/Local agencies. We have extensive experience currently 
doing business with the federal government providing the services listed below. 

Our service offerings include: 

•CCCCCCCC Cyber Security 

•CCCCCCCC SCORM Compliant eLearning Courseware Development 

•CCCCCCCC Agile Project Management and Grants Management 

•CCCCCCCC Business Process Management 

•CCCCCCCC Software Engineering 

•CCCCCCCC Mobile and Web Development 

•CCCCCCCC Database Management - MS SQL Server, Oracle 

•CCCCCCCC Microsoft SharePoint Custom W orkflows, Reports and Dashboards 

•CCCCCCCC Network Management and Help Desk Support 

•CCCCCCCC Section 508 Compliance 

If any of this is of interest to you, I would love to schedule a call or meeting to discuss how our 
services can assist in achieving your objectives. 
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Feel free to contact me at 202.659.2807 at your convenience and please share this email with 
your programs office. 

Thank you and I look forward to your thoughts! 

Best, 

Sydne M Williams 

Marketing Analyst 

Aligned Development Strategies, Inc. (ADSI) 

1900 L Street, NW, Suite 600 

Washington, DC 20036 

Certified CMMI Level 3 

SDB, MBE, LSDBE 

GSA 8(a) STARS II, IT 70 Schedule 

DHS Eagle II (Core 4) 

202-659-2807 Office 

202-659-2810 Fax 

202-744-4550 Mobile 

www.goADSI.com 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
I nsideSources 
Tue 12/5/2017 2:18:00 PM 
Why Millennia! Avocado Lovers Should Care About Trade 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

• 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
EGOS 
Tue 11/14/2017 2:25:18 PM 
Mark Your Calendar for EGOS' 2018 Spring Meeting! 

• • • • • 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Shea, Quin[QShea@eei.org] 
Viator, Brad 
Wed 10/25/2017 11 :30:30 PM 
Re: EPA Releases Energy Independence Report 

Thanks for sharing. And thanks again for your time today. It was very insightful for our group to 
understand your priorities better. 

Brad Viator 
Edison Electric Institute 
202-257-5394 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2017, at 3: 18 PM, Dravis, Samantha 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "EPA Press Office" 
Date: October 25, 2017 at 3:02:33 PM EDT 
To: 
Subject: EPA Releases Energy Independence Report 
Reply-To: ~====-'--

wrote: 

EPA Releases Energy Independence Report 

"We can be both pro-jobs and pro-environment,"- EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt 

WASHINGTON (October 25, 2017)- Today, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
released its final report on how EPA, under Administrator Scott Pruitt's leadership, is implementing 
President Trump's Executive Order 13783 to curb regulatory burdens in order to promote energy 
production and economic growth- while protecting human health and the environment. 
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"EPA is committed to President Trump's agenda," said EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt. "We can be 
both pro-jobs and pro-environment. At EPA, that means we are working to curb unnecessary and 
duplicative regulatory burdens that do not serve the American people- while continuing to partner 
with states, tribes and stakeholders to protect our air, land, and water." 

EPA released its final report in accordance with President Donald Trump's Executive Order (EO) 
13783. Notably, the report provides a look at how EPA is working to curb regulatory burdens that 
unnecessarily encumber energy production, constrain economic growth, and prevent job creation 
while protecting human health and the environment. The report can be found online 

The report discusses nine EPA actions on energy-related regulations covered by EO 13783. It 
further includes the following four initiatives EPA plans in undertaking to implement this order: 

1. New Source Review reform (NSR)- EPA is establishing an NSR Reform Task Force to 
review and simplify the NSR application and permit process. 

2. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) reform- EPA plans to use the newly 
formed Ozone Cooperative Compliance Task Force to review administrative options to 
meaningfully improve air quality as it relates to ozone. EPA will also work to streamline the 
approval of state air pollution plans, and eliminate EPA's backlog of state pollution plans. 

3. Robust Evaluations of the Employment Effects of EPA regulations- Regulations impose 
high costs on American workers, particularly in the energy sector. Five environmental statutes 
state that EPA conduct continuing evaluations of potential shifts in employment that may result 
from implementation of these statutes. The Agency historically has not conducted these 
assessments. EPA intends to conduct these evaluations consistent with the statutes. 

4. Reestablishing the Smart Sectors Program- EPA recently relaunched the Smart Sectors 
program to re-examine how it engages with American businesses to reduce unnecessary 
regulatory burdens, while protecting human health and the environment. 

Background 

On March 28,2017, President Trump signed Executive Order (EO) 13783 promoting clean and safe 
development of the United States' vast energy resources, while at the same time avoiding regulatory 
burdens that unnecessarily encumber energy production, constrain economic growth, and prevent 
job creation. 

To that end, Section 2 of EO 13783 required an immediate review of all agency actions that 
potentially burden the safe, efficient development of domestic energy resources. Section 2 required 
the heads of agencies to review all existing regulations, orders, guidance documents, policies, and 
any other similar agency actions that potentially burden the development or use of domestically 
produced energy resources, with particular attention to oil, natural gas, coal, and nuclear energy 
resources. 

Section 2 also required agencies to submit a plan on how the agency will carry out the review. For 
those agencies that submitted a plan, the agency was required to submit a draft final report to OMS 
and EOP offices within 120 days (by July 26, 2017). The EOP offices provided recommendations to 
the agencies to ensure the final reports that reflect the policies laid out in EO 13783. 
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Final reports were to be finalized within 180 days (by September 24, 2017) unless the OMB Director, 
in consultation with the other EOP officials, extend the deadline. 

To assist agencies in the development of the EO 13783 reports, OMB developed guidance on May 
8, 2017 providing additional direction to agencies. OMB directed Agencies to provide a number of 
pieces of information in the agency final reports and to publish the final report on the agency website 
and in the Federal Register. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Bones 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:39:43 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Michael Bones 
1218 East 30th Place 
Tulsa, OK 74114 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Sean Dobbins 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:38:19 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Sean Dobbins 
580 W 3rd St 
Andover, KS 67002 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Frank Bernardo 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:38:20 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Frank Bernardo 
926 Emerald Blvd 
Southlake, TX 76092 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Women Rule 
Tue 12/5/2017 1 :25:22 PM 
Watch LIVE 1 Women Rule Fifth Annual Summit 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert Sharp 
Tue 11/14/2017 4:31:46 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert Sharp 
11376 SW 50TH 
TOWANDA, KS 67144 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Paige Kester 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:37:58 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Paige Kester 
116 Londonberry Terrace 
Southlake, TX 76092 
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From: Bolen, Brittany 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Discussion Focusing on the Subpart W Reporting Rule 
and the PCB Rules 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/6/2017 2:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 10/6/2017 2:30:00 PM 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Attendees: 

Kathryn Clay, Allison Cunningham and Pamela Lacey 

Request: The American Gas Association (AGA) and Natural Gas Vehicles of America 
(NGVA) would like to arrange a follow-up meeting with you to discuss our ideas for 
regulatory reform, as described in our attached comments, filed May 15, 2017 in Docket 
EPA-HQ-OA-2017. AGA's comments address several programs, but at this meeting, 
we will want to focus on revisions we have suggested to improve: (1) the Subpart W 
reporting rule and (2) the PCB rules. 

Contact: 
Pamela A Lacey 1 Chief Regulatory Counsel 
American Gas Association<http://www.aga.org> 

400 N. Capitol St., NW I Washington, DC 120001 
P: 202-824-7340 1M: 202-809-65651 F: 202-824-9190 1 placey@aga.org 
<mailto:placey@aga.org> 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Brian Dunkelberger 
Tue 11/14/2017 2:36:05 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Brian Dunkelberger 
531 Janvier Drive 
Middletown, DE 19709 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Wossen Abebe 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:37:09 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

W ossen Abebe 
2828 N Harwood 
Dallas, TX 75201 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kyle Cavins 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:36:56 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kyle Cavins 
1731 S Canton Ave 
Tulsa, OK 74112 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Myron Ebeii(Myron.Ebell@cei.org] 
Myron Ebell 
Mon 11/27/2017 2:31:45 PM 
Cooler Heads Coalition next meeting and invitation to Hill briefing 

The Cooler Heads Coalition will hold its December strategy meeting 
beginning at 12 noon on Monday, 4th December, at CEI, 1310 L Street, N. 
W., Seventh Floor. Please e-mail or ring me at 331-2256 with agenda 
items or questions. 

Also, don't forget our Hill briefing on Tuesday, 28th December, at 4 PM in 
2322 Rayburn. Our speaker is Rupert Darwall, author of the recently 
published Green Tyranny: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate 
Industrial Complex, and in 2013 of the Age of Global Warming: a History. 
Copies of Green Tyranny will be provided to attendees compliments of 

CEI. Here's the invitation pasted below. 

The Cooler Heads 
Coalition 

invites you to 

a talk 

by 
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Rupert Darwall 

Author of 

Green Tyranny: 
Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of 

the Climate Industrial Complex 
(Published by Encounter Books in October) 

Tuesday, November 28 

4-5PM 

2322, Rayburn House Office Building 

Complimentary copies of Green Tyranny will be provided by CEI. 
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Mr. Darwall will be available to sign copies of his book after his 
talk. 

This Congressional staff and media briefing is a widely-attended 
event. 

Myron Ebell 

Director, Center for Energy and Environment 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor 

Washington, DC 20005, USA 

Tel direct: (202) 331-2256 

Tel mobile: (202) 320-6685 

Stop continental drift! 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Solve ME/CFS Initiative 
Sat 10/21/2017 12:47:47 AM 
Research 1st I October I SPECIAL ISSUE: Research Forum #DISCOVERMECFS17 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Gregory Tutak 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:36:38 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Gregory Tutak 
1219 S 15th St 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jessica Simer 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:36:23 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Jessica Simer 
3311 W Richey 
Artesia, NM 88210 
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From: Jennifer Gibson 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause [CAA 
Section 112(r)(1)] 
Start Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 7:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Matthew Roush 
Tue 10/31/2017 3:34:37 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Matthew Roush 
3232 S Ravinia Dr 
Dallas, TX 75233 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
National Geographic 
Thur 10/5/2017 3:10:00 PM 
Reminder to RSVP: Ocean Conservation Forum 
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From: Lorraine Gershman 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause [CAA 
Section 112(r)(1)] 
Start Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 7:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Broan Powell 
Fri 10/20/2017 8:55:44 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Broan Powell 
404 Coventry Lane 
Glenn Mills, P A 19342 
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From: Richard Gupton 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause [CAA 
Section 112(r)(1)] 
Start Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 9/26/2017 7:00:00 PM 
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To: Jacqueline V. Norris[keanjagreen@gmail.com]; Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov] 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; 
jacinorris_eja@hotmail.comUacinorris_EJA@hotmail.com] 
From: Wallace, Maria 
Sent: Thur 10/12/2017 2:38:01 PM 
Subject: RE: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris [mailto:keanjagreen@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11,2017 3:25PM 
To: Tejada, Matthew <Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov> 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; jacinorris_eja@hotmail.com; Wallace, 
Maria <wallace.maria@epa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 
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Hi Matthew, 

Let me know what you are thinking/or unsure about in writing especially as it relates to 
the new Draft FY 2018-2022) EPA Strategic Plan (Public Review Draft). You might 
want to start (how Policy/OEJ/OECA) will work as a unified team on --EPA's Mission: To 
Protect Human Health and the Environment (Goals 1-3). 

How might this be worked out with headquarters and regions in that the regions (all) are 
working in communities and each has a different need to the goals. 

Thanks for a quick reply and hope this helps! 

On Wed, Oct 11,2017 at2:51 PM, Tejada, Matthew wrote: 
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Hello Jaci 

I'd be happy to hop on the phone with you in the next week or two to discuss your interests 
described below to see how we can best engage your request. 

Maria, will you please find a time in the next two weeks for me and Jaci to chat. 

Best, 

Matthew 

Matthew Tejada 

Director - Office of Environmental Justice 

Environmental Protection Agency 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wednesday, October 11,2017 2:40PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 

Subject: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved within the 
Office of Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would like to discuss with other 
faith-based leaders, such as headquarters, regional offices, private entities, 
NEJAC/or the Federal Inter-Agency Environmental Justice Work Group has worked 
collaboratively on the below initiatives from September 2016 to present. This 
includes giving a brief outline how EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will 
collaborate in the future from a "rule of law" or policy perspective being 
implemented/or modified? 
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Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 

Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 

1. Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and avoid 
discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and unjustified discriminatory 
impacts. 

Cordially, 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Women Rule 
Mon 12/4/2017 8:42:03 PM 
Join Us 1 Women Rule Fifth Annual Summit Livestream 

Thank you for your interest in Women Rule. 

We have an exciting day of programming and we would love if you joined us 
LIVE tomorrow 

by tuning in throughout the day to our livestream. 

The full Summit agenda can be found at politico.com/summitagenda . 

Make sure to check out that page for the most updated speakers, panels and 
timing. 

© 2017 Event Farm, Inc., 

2448 Main Street, Santa Monica, California, 90405 

All rights reserved 

This email was sent to dravis.samantha@epa.gov 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Myron Ebeii[Myron.Ebell@cei.org] 
Myron Ebell 
Mon 11/20/2017 11:10:08 PM 
Cooler Heads Coalition invitation to talks by Rupert Darwall, author of Green Tyranny 

Our friend Rupert Darwall will be in town next week to promote his new 
book, Green Tyranny: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate 
Industrial Complex, which was published by Encounter in October. 

Here are three events, all on Tuesday, 28th November: 

1. The Cooler Heads Coalition will hold a Hill briefing on Tuesday the 
28th from 4 to 5 PM in 2322 Rayburn. Complimentary copies of Rupert's 
book will be available for signing. Details below. Please Rsvp to me by 
return e-mail. 

2. Heritage will hold an event at 12 noon on the 28th_ Details and Rsvp 
here: 

3. CEI will host an informal reception for Rupert from 5:30 to 7 PM on the 
28th. Please e-mail me for details of that event. Complimentary copies of 
Rupert's book will be available for signing. 

The Cooler Heads 
Coalition 
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invites you to 

a talk 

by 

Rupert Darwall 

Author of 

Green Tyranny: 
Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of 

the Climate Industrial Complex 
(Published by Encounter Books in October) 
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Tuesday, November 28 

4-5PM 

2322, Rayburn House Office Building 

Complimentary copies of Green Tyranny will be provided by CEI. 

Mr. Darwall will be available to sign copies of his book after his 
talk. 

This Congressional staff and media briefing is a widely-attended 
event. 

Myron Ebell 

Director, Center for Energy and Environment 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor 

Washington, DC 20005, USA 
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Tel direct: (202) 331-2256 

Tel mobile: (202) 320-6685 

E-mail:~~=====.;:;. 

Stop continental drift! 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
virtualizationwebinars 
Mon 11/20/2017 10:54:07 PM 
Free CISSP Exam Prep - 1 OOk security job openings 

Want to pass the CISSP exam the first time and fast-track your cybersecurity career? There were 
over 102,000 job openings requiring a CISSP certification in 2016 and the demand is projected 
by 18% annually. 

MCI is offering a free, online CISSP Exam Prep Course for new students enrolled in the Baker 
College Online Cloud Security Risk Management MBA or MSIS program. 

You can benefit from a powerful combination: 

• Unique university-based cloud security risk management curriculum, which includes in
depth coverage of the eight CISSP domains. 

• Free online exam prep and test-taking strategies taught by (ISC)2 certified faculty 
members. 
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From: Billy Johnson 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA 
Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 6:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
CSIS External Relations 
Wed 10/4/2017 5:10:28 PM 
Out Today: "Overload" from Bob Schieffer and H. Andrew Schwartz 
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From: Crozer, William 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: To be rescheduled: Meeting with ISRI Members to Discuss RCRA 
Regulatory Reform 
Start Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 5:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 10/4/2017 6:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert Courtney 
Mon 11/13/2017 6:43:17 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert Courtney 
114 W Tomlin Station Rd 
Mickleton, NJ 08056 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Harry Moore 
Thur 11/9/2017 12:54:11 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Harry Moore 
2815 eave 
Levittown, PA 19056 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

oops, 

Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jacqueline V. Norris 
Thur 11/2/2017 11:53:41 AM 
Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

The most important question is the one below: 

1) Is there a designated office responsible for conducting an environmental justice 
review of programs, policies, and activities/or if so what office? 

On Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 7:23AM, Jacqueline V. Norris wrote: 

Thanks for your quick response on yesterday. My thoughts last night had me to 
wonder about whether OEJ will still collaborate with OECA on how each section will 
conduct environmental justice reviews of its health and environmental mission/or 
goal programs, policies, and activities. Thus, I have the following questions/or 
thoughts: 

• How/or will OEJ /OECA utilize EPA Strategic Plan 2018-2020 as it 
guidance to identify activities, initiatives, and/or strategies that address 
the integration of environmental justice (stewardship) and incorporate 
them (new progressive initiatives) into the National Program 
Managers' planning and budgeting documents and program agreements? 

• If my memory/or analogy is correct, OEJ appears to have an "ex 
officio" association/or membership on the Agency's Steering Committee. 
An Agency Steering Committee, body, that oversees regulatory policy for 
the Agency/or the development of its rules. Therefore, will both offices, 
OEJ /OECA still be a part of this body/or has this role been eliminated? 
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• What will be the roll of EPA to continue the "Fundamentals of 
Environmental Justice training from headquarters/or throughout the 
regions? 

Cordially, 

On Wed, Nov 1, 2017 at 3:23PM, Tejada, Matthew wrote: 

Thanks Jacqueline for sharing those thoughts. And yes, we absolutely will continue to 
play this same role, just from a different place within the Agency that is arguably in a 
much better position to support our cross Agency integration of environmental justice 
tools and concerns. 

Matthew Tejada 

Director - Office of Environmental Justice 

Environmental Protection Agency 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 12:34 PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 

Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 
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Hello Everyone, 

I had some time to review and reflect on historical notes (2006 to Present) 
emergence of OEJ under the office of OECA. It appears OECA created 
"Environmental Justice Strategic Enforcement Screening Tool (EJSEAT) to 
serve as "a consistent methodology that would enable to OECA to identify 
communities or areas experiencing disproportionate environmental and public 
health burdens for the purposes of enhancing focusing OECA's enforcement 
and compliance activities in those areas." 

For example, things have emerged and the offices OEJ/OECA are now 
separate under Policy. Will it still be the intent of both offices to improve 
consistency in EPA EPA's environmental stewardship uustice) programs that 
are moving towards having States initiate environmental stewardship uustice) 
regulations by partnering with EPA/EJIWG, and Environmental Council of 
States, which is a 501 c(4). 

These are just some questions as it relates to the role out the two sections, 
OEJ/OECA, which is now within the Office Policy, which seems more to design 
policy and regulatory initiatives with states nationally. 

These are just my thoughts as you move out to meet with environmental 
communities before the end of the year. 
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On Wed, Oct 11, 2017 at 2:39PM, Jacqueline V. Norris 
wrote: 

Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved within 
the Office of Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would like to 
discuss with other faith-based leaders, such as headquarters, regional 
offices, private entities, NEJAC/or the Federal Inter-Agency Environmental 
Justice Work Group has worked collaboratively on the below initiatives 
from September 2016 to present. This includes giving a brief outline how 
EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will collaborate in the future from a 
"rule of law" or policy perspective being implemented/or modified? 

Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 
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Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 

1. Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and avoid 
discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and unjustified 
discriminatory impacts. 

Cordially, 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Thomas Mefford 
Thur 11/2/2017 11 :34:37 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Thomas Mefford 
2620 Overcrest Lane 
Sapulpa, OK 74066 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Troy Mclaughlin 
Mon 11/13/2017 5:23:26 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Troy McLaughlin 
Ill 0 McCollum Rd, 
El Dorado, KS 67042 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Diamant, Adam[ADiamant@epri.com] 
Diamant, Adam 
Mon 11/13/2017 8:47:53 PM 

Subject: Presentations from EPRI Fuels and Planning Seminar (Nov 8-9, 2017) (Part 2 of 2) 

2 of 

Dear EPRI Seminar Speakers and Participants, 

Thank you all for joining us last week for the 36'" Annual EPRI Seminar on Fuels, Power Markets and 
Resource Planning. We hope you enjoyed the seminar and found the presentations and discussion to 
be interesting and provocative. 

Attached you'll find PDF copies of the speaker presentations. Because of the size of these 
presentations and the limitations on some of your email systems, I'm sending this out in two separate 
emails with half the presentations attached to each email. 

If you have any questions or feedback about this year's seminar, please contact me. 
Best regards, 
Adam 

Adam Diamant 
Technical Executive 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
Manager, Market Analysis and Integrated Portfolio Planning (P178b) 
510-260-9105 

* * * This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient( s) and may contain 
information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. 
Unless otherwise expressed in this message by the sender or except as may be allowed by 
separate written agreement between EPRI and recipient or recipient's employer, any review, use, 
distribution or disclosure by others of this message is prohibited and this message is not intended 
to be an electronic signature, instrument or anything that may form a legally binding agreement 
with EPRI. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 
permanently delete all copies of this message. Please be advised that the message and its 
contents may be disclosed, accessed and reviewed by the sender's email system administrator 
and/or provider. *** 
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John Bistline, Ph.D. 
Senior Technical Leader 

36th Annual Fuels Seminar-Washington, DC 
November 8, 2017 
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' 
11 Value of dispatchable assets on the 

grid grows as the share of non
dispatchable resources increases 

11 Value prospects of minimum load 
operations for flexible generators 

- Avoid negative operating margins 

- Provide grid services (e.g., reserves) 

- Avoid frequent startups 
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Start Reliability 

Startup Speed 

Ramp Rate 

Operating 
Reliability 

Preservation of 
Equipment 

Availability of 
Equipment 

(Startup Speed) 

Credit: Mike Caravaggio 
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11 How can enhanced operational flexibility (in this analysis, 
i i ) for coal and gas assets impact operations and 

profitability under large-scale renewable deployment? 
11 How does the economic value of this flexibility vary across 

different regions, asset types, and market environments (e.g., 
level of renewable deployment)? 

Goal is to evaluate the economic impact of improving technical 
parameters like minimum load.to increase .flexibility 

/\II 
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Example without Cbmmitment Cbsts and Cbnstraints 
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When operating margins for plants 
(e.g., spark spreads for gas units) turn 
negative, a plant can: 

1. Stay online at 
minimum stable capacity, which 
forces the unit to absorb losses 
for generation but avoids 
shutdown and startup costs 

Turn off entirely, 
which avoids operating at a loss 
but with additional costs 
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Thermal Fatigue Damage 

Header Fatigue 
Cracking 

• Predominate failure mode in 
boiler/turbine components subject 
to: frequent starts, fast ramping, etc. 

• Caused by temperature mismatches 
between steam and metal surfaces 
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Corrosion Fatigue 

Tube Failures 

• On drum units, corrosion fatigue has 
been observed on riser tubes 

• Involves combination of: 
manufacturing-induced bend stress, 
water chemistry fluctuations, etc. 

/\II 

Steam Turbine Impacts 

Steam Chemistry: Offline 
Pitting 

• Reliability areas impacted: differential 
growth, thermal and speed cycling, 
creep fatigue, steam chemistry 
effects, erosion and corrosion, low
load impacts on blade flutter 
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negative revenue 
(from generation during 

negative spark-spread hours) 
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startup and 
shutdown costs 
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Resolution for Policy and 

Regulatory Ana lysis 
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For more information, see our website at 
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~~ Focus on 1n 

~~ Five policy scenarios 

1. Reference (current policies only} 

002 tax ($16/t-C02 in 2035} 

Solar mandate (50% in-region demand) 

PacifiC 

Wind mandate (5o% in-region demand) eantomia 

50/50 solar/wind mandate (5o% 

in-region demand) 

·coal and 
NGCC (existing and new) 

~~ Two parametric sensitivities 

Lower minimum load 

Startup costs 
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NW-Central 
M-Atlantic 

NE-Central 

S-Atlantic 

Mountain-S 
SW-Central S:-Central 

Tea; 
Florida 
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Startup and Cycling Costs 

• Using 25th and 75th percentiles for 

low/high values, but lntertek 
considers these 

• By start type, technology, and cost 
category (O&M, fuel, and other) 

• Source: NREL/Intertek (2012), 
{{Power Plant Cycling Costs" 
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Minimum Load Levels 

Coal 20% 50% 

NGCC (New) 20% 50% 

NGCC (Existing) 20% 50% 

• Value of flexibility connected to 
initial ({{High") and final ({{Low") 

parameters for minimum load levels 

• Using the same values enables 
apples-to-apples comparisons 
across asset types 

• Sources: NREL/Intertek (2012), BNEF 
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Heat Rate 

Coal 

NGCC (New) 

NGCC (Existing) 

9.2 
6.8 
8.2 

15% 

20% 

20% 

• Using representative assumptions 
for existing supercritical coal, new 
NGCC, and existing NGCC 

• Sources: ABB Velocity, EPRI 
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Enhanced Operational Flexibility and Cycling Impacts in Texas 
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Iii I Ill 

250 Observations 

• Wind development is extensive in 
the reference scenario 

200 New Solar 

•Ex. SOlar • C02 tax forces some coal 
New Wind retirements but more significant 

i'150 
ec. Wind changes in dispatch 

" lfrdro/Geo 
Under 50% RPS, lower capacity - • 

~ '~~~Gas Turbine 
u needs when portfolio of • NewNGCC a. renewable technologies included "100 NGCC 

• Caveat: Changes in other regions 

Other under these scenarios, which are 

50 •Nuclear not shown here 

a 
Wind Solar Mix 
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Texas, NGX (New) 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 0 0 0 
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Texas, NGX (New) 
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Notes 

• Vertical axis= long-run O&M costs 
due to cycling if dispatch is based 
only on short-run marginal costs 

o Based on lntertek (2012) 

o Range shows 2sthj7Sth %ile 

• Costs track number of starts 

T~ 

• C02 tax scenarios increase cycling 
and costs for coal units 

• Startups are lower for coal since 
in-the-money for many hours 
(opposite for existing NGCC) 

• High renewable deployment 
drives greater system 
ramping/flexibility needs 
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11 Not including full range 
of possible O&M costs 

11 Not inc I uding possibility 
of early retirement 

11 Not including changes in 
outage rates 
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11 Expected returns for coal- and gas-fired generators are shaped by 
future market and policy conditions 
- Operational characteristics are a second-order driver of profitability 

-Flexibility allows assets to adapt to bearish markets 
11 Plant flexibility impacts operations more than annual margins 

- Especially true for mid-merit units 

-Could impact long-run closures if cycling O&M is more costly than 
currently anticipated, especially since damage mechanisms give rise to 
"lumpy" costs 

11 Preparations for flexible operations can help regardless of which 
state-of-the-world obtains 
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How well do insights about flexible operations transfer to other regions? 
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Reference E:cenario in 2035 
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.. .. 
I I 

Q'nr_,. (Hydro} 

New Solar 

wElt. Solar 

New Wind 

~.Wind 

Hydra/ Gee 

Gas TUrbine 

NewNGCC 

Ex. NGCC 

wother 

wNudear 
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Observations 

• Grid sizes and compositions vary 
significantly without policy 

• Economics of wind are strong in 
Texas and Mountain-N even 
without policy support 

• S-Atlantic has more inflexible 
generation (in absolute and 
relative terms) than other regions 
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All Regions, Scenarios, and Asset Oasses 
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li 
Value for Specific Region/Asset 

$ ...c $ ...c $ ...c 
0 tlO 0 tlO 

0 .99 
.....J I .....J I .....J I 

Reference Tax. 500/oRPS 
(Wind} 
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"' .. 
I I 

50o/oRPS 
(Solar} 
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50o/oRPS 
(Both} 

T~ 

• Flexibility can be valuable even 
without significant VRE buildout 

• Lower minimum generation is 
most valuable (on average) under 
a C02 tax (e.g., coal as mid-merit) 

• Under 50% RPS scenarios, net 
profitability impacts are similar, 
even though system costs vary 

o Seasonal/diurnal patterns 
differ, but offsetting effects 

o RPS often induces seasonal 
layups, which lower the value 
of flexibility 
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T~ 

• NGCC benefits most from reserve 
revenues due to higher number of 
hours at minimum generation 
(i.e., with capacity headroom) 

• Ancillary services revenues can 
boost economics of flex. ops., but 
markets are uncertain and {(thin" 

• System forecast errors become 
more important to track over time 

o Impact reserve needs/prices 

o Essential also for determining 
least-cost commitment 
schedule, especially if starts 
are costly 
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11 Flexibility (e.g., through lower minimum loads) lowers costs 
- Profitability impacts accrue in the long term, even though the most significant 

operational impacts are related to short-run dispatch 
- Difficulty: Long-run cycling costs are uncertain I 

11 Lower minimums are most valuable when ... 
- Policies rearrange merit order (e.g., C02 tax) 
- Mid-merit units (e.g., new NGCC) are considered 
- Regions/scenarios do not force seasonal layup 
- Units are more flexible than other comparable generators 

11 Discrepancy between system value of flexibility and incentives for 
generators to provide? 

11 Ancillary services revenues improve prospects for flexible operations, 
but their market outlook and depth are unknown 
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Senior Technical Leader 
650-855-8517 
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Jenifer Hedrick P.E. 

November 9, 2017 
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Source: http:/ /www.edison.com/content/dam/eix/documents/investors/events-presentations/20170412-edison-insights-series-presentation.pdf 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Achieving CA's SB32 targets in 2030 requires a 
dramatic acceleration of GHG emission reductions 

California GHG Emissions1 

500 

450 

400 

350 

300 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 

1990 2000 2005 
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2010 

2015-20 2021-30 

AB32: 199'/t 
levels by 2020' 

(431 /Vl/VIT) 

2031-50 

5832: 40% below 
1990 levels by 

,2030 (260 MMT) 

Gov Order: 80% 
below 1990 levels by 

2050 (86 /Vl/VIT) 

2014 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050 

per AB32 definition (including portions of transportation and industrial as well as military) 
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California Air Resource Board Seeping Plan 
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California Public Utilities Commission 
lead IRP process for LSEs 
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Impact, Scope and Schedule of IRP 

• IRP becomes the state's key resource decision-making forum 

• IRP reconstructs resource planning in California 

• Centralized, not piecemeal decision making 

• Process for transparent and comparative special studies of state 

interest 

• 'Need' is 'de-constructed' and can be any system attribute or 

characteristic - e.g. flexibility, VARs, replacement of usable resources 

with low GHG resources, solar PV and curtailment correlations, wire vs 

DERs, etc 

• All resources to be compared on a common cost effectiveness 

platform 

• Procurement adders & characteristics 

• Marginal cost from IRP used to compare all resources 
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• Recommended GHG Planning Price IRP 2017-18: $150/MT 2030 

2022 2026 2030 
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IRP - DRP Intetface 
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IRP- DRP Interface 

[ 
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IRP - DRP Intetface 
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Questions? 
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Department of Energy 

• Support industry efforts and focus R&D to enhance system 
resilience (for example, OE awards) 

• Accelerate and reduce costs for re/licensing and permitting 
• Facilitate programs for workforce development 
• Prioritize energy dominance and EO 13783 
• Increase coordination of electric and natural gas ind 

Federal Energy 
Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) 
• Expedite efforts to 

reform energy price 
formation 

• Value new/existing 
ess~ntial reliability 
serv1ces 

Environmental 
Protection Agency 
(EPA) 
• Allow coal-fired 

power plants to 
improve efficiency 
and reliability without 
triggering new 
regulatory approvals 
and associated costs 

---10-----------------------------------------
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Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) 
• Revisit nuclear 

safety rules 

• Ensure safety 
without 
unnecessarily 
adding costs 
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Study Develop policy Estimate system- Explore potential 
mechanisms to metrics and tools wide costs of to utilize existing 
enable equitable, for evaluating different authorities to 
value- based system-wide generation mixes ensure system 
remuneration for provision of these and sensitivities reliability and 
desired grid attributes to fuel price resilience 
attributes fluctuations 

Evaluate ongoing Examine ways to Update analysis Explore costs and 
capacity market Improve power of subsidies and benefits of states 
reforms generator fuel support for applying cost-of-

delivery data electricity service regulation 
collection production to at-risk plants 

---11----------------------------------------
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Rig Productivity 
(mcf/rig/day) 

PMFWMAppalachia 

-Haynesville 

Niobrara 

-Eagle Ford 

-Anadarko 

-Bakken 

®-Permian 

* Source: EIA. Drilling 
Productivity Report. 
October 2017. 
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Load (MW) 

1 

1 

1 

Year 
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Delivery Year 
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Wind 

Waste 

Hydro 

Oil 

Nuclear 

• Natural Gas 

•Coal 

* Source: Monitoring 
Analytics, LLC. 2016 
State of the Market 
Report for PJM. Mar. 9, 
2017. 
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4.5% 
~-~ "--'"-JLA : 34.3% 

1 

0.5% 

:2.2% 

(o/o Annual Energy) 
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Contribution 
of each 

resource 
type to a 
particular 
attribute 
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Capabilities 
needed by the 
grid to ensure 

reliability 

Qualitative approach to describing 
resource attributes essential for 

system reliability 
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Different resource types have different operational 
characteristics that aid in maintaining system reliability 
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Near-Term 
Portfolio 
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Natural Gas 
Moderate Coal & Nuclear 

Retirements Retirements 

of Renewable 
coal & Nuclear 

Retirements 
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Illustrative 
Future 
Portfolios 
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High Voltage Transmission 

Generation Capacity 

Peak Summer System 
Demand 

Customers Served 

65,800 miles 

174,000 MW 

127,125 MW 

42 Million 
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Maturing identification, 
protection, detection 
and response 
capabilities 

Operating efficient 
markets that incent 
and coordinate 
resilient outcomes 

Draws upon Department of Energy, North American Electric Reliability Corporation, and National Academy of Engineering efforts related to resilience 

Improving the ability to 
anticipate, contain, and 
recover 

Enhancing planning 
criteria to ensure a 
reliable, flexible 
transmission system 

The term "Electric Grid" is the interconnected network for delivering electricity and includes the generation, transmission, and distribution systems, as well as the NERC 
registered Functional Entities 
Definition expanded to include grid stressors such as change related to portfolio evolution and increasing complexity 
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Examples include: 

• Natural events and weather events 

• Blackouts and major outages 

• Cyber and physical attacks I threats 

• Disruptions to related infrastructure 
(communications, fuel supply, transportation, 
water, waste-water, other) 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Examples include: 

• Changing baseload resources, renewables, and 
grid topology 

• Tightened reserve margins and importance of 
resource availability and system flexibility 
-Scarcity now seen in shoulder seasons 
-More supply variability with increased renewables 

• New resource technologies- DER, storage, etc. 

• Fuel supply and delivery vulnerabilities 

• Increasing complexity- higher end-to-end 
interaction and interdependence (generation, 
transmission, distribution, and consumer) 
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Maturing identification, 
protection, detection and 
response capabilities 

• Vulnerability identification 
• Communication resiliency 

evaluation 
• Risk-based approach 

appropriate to the critical nature 
of MISO's technology and 
security 

• Mature identification, protection, 
detection and response 
capabilities 

• Focus on resiliency and 
recovery agility 

• Collaborate to strengthen 
security and raise vigilance with 
our employees, members, and 
governmental entities 

• Industry event participation (Grid
EXIV) 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Operating efficient 
markets that incent and 
coordinate resilient 
outcomes 

• Market Roadmap for an 
evolving portfolio (e.g. ramp 
product for short-term 
fluctuations in energy 
requirements) 

• Improved scarcity pricing and 
emergency pricing 

• Enhancements to market-to
market and coordinated 
transaction scheduling 

• Market System Enhancement
Developing architectural 
standards with innate resilience 

• Market Roadmap- Multiday 
Unit Commitment, Combined 
Cycle Modeling, Short-term 
Capacity Reserves, Stored 
Energy 

Enhancing planning 
criteria to ensure a reliable, 
flexible transmission 
system 

• Long-term planning for 
robustness across multiple 
future scenarios, incorporating 
uncertainty 

• Evaluating system robustness 
through a Renewable 
Integration Impact Assessment 

• Increasing stakeholder 
awareness of impact of low 
frequency I high impact events 

• Defining planning resiliency 
metrics and their associated 
values based upon impact 
analysis and stakeholder input 

• Enhanced planning to address 
reliable portfolio evolution 

• Enhanced planning to 
incorporate resiliency metrics 

Improving the ability to 
anticipate, withstand, and 
recover 

• Improved situational awareness 
with disaster preparedness and 
operating guides 

• Improved Gas-Electric 
Coordination (including 
winterization guidelines) 
Drills - cyber-attacks, control 
room evacuation, system 
failure, seasonal readiness, 
restoration plans, Load 
Modifying Resource (LMR) and 
Emergency Demand Response 
(EDR) 

• Implement alternatives for 
balancing during extended 
outages 

• Resource Availability and Need 
(including Fuel Assurance) 

• Stakeholder training simulator 
expansion for extreme events 
(Loss of multiple units, 
islanding) 

• Advances in parallel flow 
visualization 
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MISO Generation Portfolio Evolution 
• 

2005 2016 
2% 

• 

2% 

2031 Future Scenarios 
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• Provides transparent price signals to help manage 
ramp constraints that could lead to short-term 
reserve scarcity events 

• Expands the criteria of online fast-start resources 
from 100 minutes start-up/notification to 60 
minutes 

• Signals market that MISO is anticipating shortage 
while procuring the product at an administratively 
determined price 

• Off-line fast start resources amortized over 
minimum run time 

• Available Maximum Emergency units allowed to 
move down below their Economic Minimum limits 
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• The Market System Enhancement program will develop and implement the 
necessary strategic investments in our market systems to allow us to meet the 
evolving needs of our customers in the future. 

• This project will explore potential improvements in economic scheduling over a 
longer time horizon than MISO's current Day-Ahead Market. 

·This project provides a mechanism to allow combined cycle generator to offer in 
more than one unit configuration, along with associated costs, on an hourly 
basis-allowing for the hourly selection of the most economical configuration. 

• This project explores options that ensure short-term capacity availability to 
address local and system-wide requirements. 

• Multiple Market Road Map projects would address storage aggregation, and 
new storage resources. 
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• MISO's markets achieve economic efficiency, 
while supporting reliable operations 

• MISO is accelerating planned market efforts to 
improve resilience and address resource 
portfolio evolution 

• Current and planned market enhancements 
position MISO to continue to support reliable, 
resilient operations 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Beth Rath 
Mon 11/13/2017 4:57:08 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Beth Rath 
715 S.Scott Street 
Wilmington, DE 19805 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cisco 
Wed 11/8/2017 11:02:30 PM 
What's happening at Cisco 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Scientific Integrity Whistleblower Project 
Thur 11/2/2017 10:38:01 AM 
How we protect scientific integrity 

Samantha, 

Scientific integrity is the foundation of our government's scientific research and 
achievement. For decades, the thousands of US Government scientists at agencies like 
the EPA, NASA, NSF and many others were free to follow the facts where they led. 
From cleaning up our nation's air and water to predicting hurricane paths and 
conducting basic scientific research, our government scientists have helped increase 
our economic productivity, quality of life and save lives. 

Although Republican and Democratic administrations may have disagreed on how to 
incorporate scientific findings into the policy arena, government scientists were free to 
publish and share their findings with other scientists and the public at large free from 
political interference. Unfortunately, the current administration has chosen to engage in 
an all-out war on science. 

Before inauguration day, President Trump's transition team requested the names of 
staffers who worked on climate change initiatives.I1Jin March, an office within the 
Department of Interior banned staff from using the phrases "climate change" and "Paris 
Agreement" in agency communications.~ Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke even went so 
far as to accuse more than a third of his workforce as being "not loyal to the flag" 
Just last week the EPA barred three scientists from speaking about climate change at a 
conference.I.±I The list goes on and on. 

All of this led to the administration being charged with "creating a hostile environment for 
federal agency scientists" That's why today, 314 Action, a nationwide pro-science 
nonprofit with a membership of nearly a quarter of a million scientists and pro-science 
advocates from all over the country is launching the Scientific Integrity Whistleblower 
Project to shine a light on scientific wrongdoing in this 
administration. 

The Scientific Integrity Whistleblower Project ,..::..;;..,;=~~==;;.,.;;;;;,;;;;;,.,;;;,.,;;...;;;;..;;;;.;;,.;;;;,.;;.,;;.,;;;;,.,;;;.,;;.,;;;,.~, 
allows government scientists or others who have witnessed malfeasance, science being 
silenced or other evidence of this administration's war on science to anonymously and 
securely provide details and evidence directly to one of our attorneys. Please visit our 
website at to see all the methods in which you can 
securely and anonymously share messages and files with our attorneys. In addition, our 
attorneys will be available to answer calls starting this next week Tuesday, November 7, 
2017 from 11:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. We ask that you do not contact our attorneys when you 
are at work or when you are on duty, and plan to provide additional hours for our 
attorney hotline in the future. 
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Our lawyers at Garvey Schubert Barer have asked us to let you know that the law 
generally provides whistleblower protections for government scientists who challenge 
censorship or make disclosures related to the integrity of the scientific process. In 
particular, the law protects disclosures of information that an employee reasonably 
believes are evidence of censorship related to research, analysis, or technical 
information that cause, or will cause, gross government waste or mismanagement, an 
abuse of authority, a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety, or any 
violation of law. You should consult the EPA's website for additional information about 
whistleblower protections at the EPA and how they relate to non-disclosure agreements 
signed by EPA em Please do not submit any information if doing so 
would violate any law, rule or regulation. 

Speaking out in this climate can be a difficult decision, but recently some have finally 
started to shed a light on scientific wrongdoing. Winning the war on science isn't about 
politics, it's about putting our country first Speak up. Speak out 

Sincerely, 

Scientific Integrity Whistleblower Project 

You received this message because you an an employee of a US Government agency that conducts scientific research and your 
contact information is publicly available. If you would no longer like to receive emails from us, please click here 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Dina Diehm 
Mon 11/13/2017 4:41:55 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Dina Diehm 
19 Summerfield Lane 
New Castle, DE 19720 
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To: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Joseph Adamson[Adamson.Joseph@epamail.epa.gov] 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Fri 111312017 8:51:39 PM 
Subject: Undeliverable: Re: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 
6027.2- NPRM I OMB Review I Review #1 I OW- 'Definition of "Waters of the United States"
Amendment of Effective Date of 2015 Clean Water Rule') 

Your message couldn't be delivered to multiple recipients. 

The recipients weren't found at 

dravis.samantha Office 365 Recipients 

Action Recipients 

Unknown To address 

Couldn't deliver to the following recipients: 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov, 
Adamson.Joseph@epamail.epa.gov 

How to Fix It 
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of 
the following: 

• Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open 
this non-delivery report (NOR) and choose Send Again from the 
Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web, select this NOR, then select the 
link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete and retype 
the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List 
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click 
Send. 

• Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address 
exists and is correct. 

• The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect 
address. Ask them to check that any forwarding they've set up is 
working correctly. 

• Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the 
web by following the steps in this article: ~~.!.!E!J~~~LJ.S:~~~ 

and then send the message again. 
Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send. 
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If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If 
you're an email admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section 
below. 

Was this helpful? 2£!!.!!~~!!!£!L!!~'.!£!~!2!!· 

More Info for Email Admins 
Status code: 550 5. 1. 10 

This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by 
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The 
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed 
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above 
don't fix the problem, and you're the email ad min for the recipient, try one or more of the 
following: 

The email address exists and is correct- Confirm that the recipient address exists, is 
correct, and is accepting messages. 

Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using 
directory synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in 
both Office 365 and in your on-premises directory. 

Errant forwarding rule- Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected. 
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address 
settings, or by the recipient via the lnbox Rules feature. 

Recipient has a valid license- Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license 
assigned to them. The recipient's email ad min can use the Office 365 ad min center to 
assign a license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit). 

Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct- Misconfigured mail flow or MX 
record settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make 
sure your domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your 
domain registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly. 

Original Message Details 
Created Date: 111312017 8:51 :37 PM 

Sender Address: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 

Recipient Address: Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov, 
Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov, ... 

Subject: 

Error Details 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Re: OP Policy Review - ORPM Office Director Approval 
Notification (SAN 6027.2 - NPRM I OMB Review I Review #1 I 
OW- 'Definition of "Waters of the United States" -Amendment 
of Effective Date of 2015 Clean Water Rule') 
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Reported error: 

DSN generated by: 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

550 5.1.10 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipientNotFound; Recipient 
Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov not found by SMTP 
address lookup 

MWHPR09MB1485.namprd09.prod.outlook.com 
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To: Owens, Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov] 
Cc: Samantha Dravis[Dravis.Samantha@epamail.epa.gov]; Brittany 
Bolen[Bolen.Brittany@epamail.epa.gov]; Kenny, Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Curry, 
Bridgid[Curry.Bridgid@epa.gov]; Joseph Adamson[Adamson.Joseph@epamail.epa.gov]; Nurse, 
Leanne[Nurse.Leanne@epa.gov] 
From: Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Fri 111312017 8:51:37 PM 
Subject: Re: OP Policy Review- ORPM Office Director Approval Notification (SAN 6027.2- NPRM I 
OMB Review I Review #1 I OW- 'Definition of "Waters of the United States"- Amendment of Effective 
Date of 2015 Clean Water Rule') 

Approved for upload -thank you 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 3, 2017, at 3:11PM, Nicole Owens wrote: 

Approval for OMB Transmittal: NPRM - 'Definition of "Waters of the United States" -Amendment of 
Effective Date of 2015 Clean Water Rule' 

This Policy Review is ready for OP Associate Administrator Approval. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Open Table 
Thur 11/2/2017 3:18:45 AM 
Samantha, your Insider is here! 

Chefs are turning to classic cast iron skillets as a way to present their fare with 
flair. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Morning Consult 
Mon 11/13/2017 4:38:13 PM 
Reminder: Earn a $25 Amazon Gift Card for Your Opinion! 

Morning Consult is conducting =-.::~=""--'-"'-~"'-=..::.:::;_='-"-":..z..' and we are interested 
in your opinion. 

For your time, we are offering a $25 Amazon.com gift card, sent via email by 
Amazon.com, or the option to donate $25 to the American Red Cross, within 10 
days of completing the survey, in compliance with Senate and House Rules on 
outside compensation. 

The survey is available 24 hours a day for your convenience. 
~~ works on most desktops, laptops, tablets and mobile phones. 

Thank you in advance, your input is important to us. 

This email is intended for dravis.samantha@epa.gov. 

~===-~~~~==~or~====~= 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Rickey Applegate 
Fri 11/3/2017 7:26:17 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Rickey Applegate 
941 Dalton Road 
Cedar Vale, KS 67024 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Karen Harbert 
Wed 11/1/2017 9:07:39 PM 
lntroducing ... Energy Strong 

Dear Samantha: 
In the wake of recent natural disasters like Hurricanes and 
assumed the role of first as their and friends faced sheets of 

was at the forefront of this 

Countless members of the 
enforcement officials to evacuate those in critical 

sources. 
The Global Institute is to share their stories in a series of short videos titled 

and 
answered calls for assistance. We 

after these 
these stories will both 

First in the series is the of how Shell's :::~Tn.cnt and his team assisted the of 
Deer Texasto ,.,..,.,.,... .. the homes and 
businesses. 

In the "'""'""~t·c:: we will share more "Energy Strong" videos as we continue to highlight the 
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good works and community service of America's energy industry. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Matthew Reinhart 
Wed 11/1/2017 8:22:18 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Matthew Reinhart 
6911 Gaston Ave 
Dallas, TX 75214 
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From: Carter, Nancy 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with PotashCorp (PCS) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:30:00 PM 

46 Offices in 20 Countries 

This message is confidential and may be legally privileged or otherwise protected from 
disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please telephone or email the sender and delete 
this message and any attachment from your system; you must not copy or disclose the contents 
of this message or any attachment to any other person. 

Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP is part of the international legal practice Squire Patton Boggs, 
which operates worldwide through a number of separate legal entities. Please visit 
www.squirepattonboggs.com for more information. 

#US 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Shawn Hancock 
Wed 11/8/2017 7:36:39 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Shawn Hancock 
1218 Road 136 
Cheyenne, WY 82009 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kyle Rogers 
Wed 11/1/2017 6:24:35 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kyle Rogers 
211 Wellington Road 
Irving, TX 75063 
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From: Jessica DeMonte 
Location: 3500 WJCN 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: [EXT SENDER] Meeting with PotashCorp (PCS) 
Start Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 11/14/2017 7:30:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jake Wyzard 
Fri 11/3/2017 5:12:24 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Jake Wyzard 
1700 South Union Ave 
Tulsa, OK 74107 
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To: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversai)[Andrew.Rafferty@nbcuni.com]; Dravis, 
Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; lnge, Carolyn[lnge.Carolyn@epa.gov]; Kime, 
Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov] 
From: Wilcox, Jahan 
Sent: Wed 11/8/2017 5:54:23 PM 
Subject: RE: Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 

Tuesday afternoon works or the week after Thanksgiving. 

From: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Andrew.Rafferty@nbcuni.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 12:51 PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; lnge, Carolyn <lnge.Carolyn@epa.gov>; 
Wilcox, Jahan <wilcox.jahan@epa.gov> 
Subject: RE: Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 

-----Orig ina I Appointment-----
From: On Behalf Of Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 12:42 PM 
To: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversal); lnge, Carolyn; Wilcox, Jahan 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 
When: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 3:00PM-3:30PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Lobby of Trump Hotel 
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From: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversal) 
Location: Lobby of Trump Hotel 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Declined: [EXTERNAL] Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 
Start Date/Time: Wed 11/15/2017 8:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 11/15/2017 8:30:00 PM 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; lnge, Carolyn[lnge.Carolyn@epa.gov]; Wilcox, 
Jahan[wilcox.jahan@epa.gov] 
From: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversal) 
Sent: Wed 11/8/2017 5:50:44 PM 
Subject: RE: Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 

-----Original Appointment-----
From: Kime.Robin@epa.gov On Behalf Of Dravis, Samantha 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 12:42 PM 
To: Rafferty, Andrew (NBCUniversal); Inge, Carolyn; Wilcox, Jahan 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Coffee with Andrew Rafferty 
When: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Lobby of Trump Hotel 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chance Collins 
Fri 11/3/2017 4:32:25 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chance Collins 
15437 Lake Road 
Skiatook, OK 74070 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Terry Gary 
Fri 11/3/2017 4:25:54 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Terry Gary 
1933 west 65th street 
Tulsa, OK 74132 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Tony Conetta 
Fri 11/3/2017 1:43:51 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Tony Conetta 
4815 E 112th Pl 
Tulsa, OK 74137 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Wed 11/8/2017 12:23:25 PM 
Get It Done: Practical Time Management for Lawyers 

Wednesday, November 29,2017 
1:00-2:00 p.m. Eastern 

~=+==~======!~==~~~= 

Too much to do and not enough time to do it? You're in good company! But by instituting 
practical time management practices, you can easily increase your productivity and achieve 

your goals on a daily basis. 

Taught by a former practicing attorney and national productivity consultant to lawyers, this 
60-minute webcast, will help you: 

• Determine how to plan, prioritize, and schedule your work (and stay focused on those 
priorities!) 

• Break down project tasks and use your calendar effectively 
• Overcome tendencies to procrastinate 

• Develop an action plan to improve your time management and productivity skills 

Irwin Karp, Productive Time 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. =~~'-=~~"· 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Charles Lane 
Mon 11/13/2017 2:02:55 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Charles Lane 
909 Sugar Pine Dr. 
Bear, DE 19701 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 11/13/2017 12:04:35 PM 

Subject: How to Ethically "Break Up" with Your Client 

Provides 1 hour of ethics instruction 
Thursday, November 16, 2017112:00-1:00 p.m. Eastern 

~~==~=====!~==~==== 

When the attorney-client relationship isn't working out, it is important that lawyers know 
when and how to properly end it. Attend this 60-minute audio webcast for the necessary 
guidance to ensure that your withdrawal from representation is permissible and ethical. 

Topics include: 

• the steps to client termination, closing your file, and crafting the end-of-engagement 
letter 

• unique issues raised by active litigation, such as obtaining the court's permission 
• attorney and possessory liens 

Mark J. Fucile, Fucile and Reising LLP, Portland, Oregon 
Peter R. Jarvis, Holland & Knight LLP, Portland, Oregon- ALI Member 

Significant discounts are available when two or more registrants in the same physical 
location view or listen to an ALI CLE webcast or telephone seminar using one computer 

connection or telephone. ==~==='"· 
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From: Susan Flanagan 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause 
[CAA Section 112(r)(1 )] 
Start Date/Time: Thur 11/9/2017 6:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Thur 11/9/2017 7:00:00 PM 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Mon 11/13/2017 12:22:41 AM 
Upcoming Webcasts from All CLE 1 November 15 - December 6 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov]; 
jacinorris_eja@hotmail.comUacinorris_EJA@hotmail.com] 
From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wed 11/1/2017 4:34:06 PM 
Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Hello Everyone, 

I had some time to review and reflect on historical notes (2006 to Present) emergence 
of OEJ under the office of OECA. It appears OECA created "Environmental Justice 
Strategic Enforcement Screening Tool (EJSEAT) to serve as "a consistent methodology 
that would enable to OECA to identify communities or areas experiencing 
disproportionate environmental and public health burdens for the purposes of enhancing 
focusing OECA's enforcement and compliance activities in those areas." 

For example, things have emerged and the offices OEJ/OECA are now separate under 
Policy. Will it still be the intent of both offices to improve consistency in EPA EPA's 
environmental stewardship Gustice) programs that are moving towards having States 
initiate environmental stewardship Gustice) regulations by partnering with EPA/EJIWG, 
and Environmental Council of States, which is a 501 c(4 ). 

These are just some questions as it relates to the role out the two sections, OEJ/OECA, 
which is now within the Office Policy, which seems more to design policy and regulatory 
initiatives with states nationally. 

These are just my thoughts as you move out to meet with environmental communities 
before the end of the year. 

On Wed, Oct 11, 2017 at 2:39PM, Jacqueline V. Norris wrote: 
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Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved within the 
Office of Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would like to discuss with other 
faith-based leaders, such as headquarters, regional offices, private entities, 
NEJAC/or the Federal Inter-Agency Environmental Justice Work Group has worked 
collaboratively on the below initiatives from September 2016 to present. This 
includes giving a brief outline how EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will 
collaborate in the future from a "rule of law" or policy perspective being 
implemented/or modified? 

Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 

Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 

1 . Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and avoid 
discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and unjustified 
discriminatory impacts. 

Cordially, 

Rev. Jacqueline V. Norris (Jaci] 
Management Consultant 
KeAnJa Prince George's Environmental Social Justice 
Marginalized Community Collaborative/Graduate EPA's 
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Environmental Justice Academy/Certified Environmental 
Justice Academy Train-the-Trainer/EPA's Office of Environmental Justice & 
Sustainability partnership with Atlanta Metropolitan State College 
& Underserved Partnership Program 
~,;;;,.,c_,;;;,.,;;;_;;,.,;;.,;;;,.,;;;;_;;;;,.;;;;. (Cell) 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Leslie Phipps 
Wed 11/1/2017 4:01:38 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Leslie Phipps 
829 West 1935 South 
Woods Cross, UT 84087 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Diamant, Adam[ADiamant@epri.com] 
Diamant, Adam 
Mon 11/13/2017 8:45:08 PM 

Subject: Presentations from EPRI Fuels and Planning Seminar (Nov 8-9, 2017) (Part 1 of 2) 

Dear EPRI Seminar Speakers and Participants, 

Thank you all for joining us last week for the 36'" Annual EPRI Seminar on Fuels, Power Markets and 
Resource Planning. We hope you enjoyed the seminar and found the presentations and discussion to 
be interesting and provocative. 

Attached you'll find PDF copies of the speaker presentations. Because of the size of these 
presentations and the limitations on some of your email systems, I'm sending this out in two separate 
emails with half the presentations attached to each email. 

If you have any questions or feedback about this year's seminar, please contact me. 
Best regards, 
Adam 

Adam Diamant 
Technical Executive 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
Manager, Market Analysis and Integrated Portfolio Planning (P178b) 
510-260-9105 

* * * This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient( s) and may contain 
information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. 
Unless otherwise expressed in this message by the sender or except as may be allowed by 
separate written agreement between EPRI and recipient or recipient's employer, any review, use, 
distribution or disclosure by others of this message is prohibited and this message is not intended 
to be an electronic signature, instrument or anything that may form a legally binding agreement 
with EPRI. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 
permanently delete all copies of this message. Please be advised that the message and its 
contents may be disclosed, accessed and reviewed by the sender's email system administrator 
and/or provider. *** 
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36TH ANNUAL SEMINAR ON FUELS, POWER MARKETS, AND RESOURCE PLANNING 
November 8-9, 2017 • EPRI Office, Washington, DC 

3:30p.m. 

Evolution of Electric Sector Resource Planning 

EPRI's Integrated Energy Network Planning 
(IEN-P) Initiative and Related Research 

EPRI Member Perspectives on Addressing the 
lEN Resource Planning Challenges 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Adam Diamant, Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) 

Eric Hsieh, U.S. Department of Energy 

Fund 

• Adam Diamant, EPRI 

1 J•t:~.:..:. • .,. ~,.,.nkins, MIT Energy Initiative 
ctric Power Systems Center 

• Robert McMurry, Duke Energy 

• Jenifer Hedrick, Southern CA Edison 

• Charles Rossmann, Southern Company 
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36TH ANNUAL SEMINAR ON FUELS, POWER MARKETS AND RESOURCE PLANNING 

November 8-9 2017 • EPRI Office, Washington, DC 

no_IOJr'oza, Deputy Assist 
, U.S. DOE 
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November 8-9 2017 • EPRI Office, Washington, DC 
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Electric Power Research Institute 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Washington, DC 
November 8-9, 2016 

All 
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I 

11 2015 EPRI member emergency incident 

~~ It is important for emergency responders to have 
access to your emergency contact information 

-Emergency 

and other pertinent personal information 

- 1st responders can locate this info without a password 

.. 
I 

and encourage your colleagues 

~~Fill in "emergency contact" information when 
registering online for all EPRI events 

All 
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I 
.. 
I 

.. .. 
I I 

SSID: EPRI Guest 

Username: Wdcguest682 

Password: Wireless3 

All 
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Ill 
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All 
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.. 
I 

.. 
I I I' 

Project Set 1788 is focused on: 

• I 
-Focus on new developments in resource planning 

- Explore and develop new analysis tools and methods to address 
current and future resource planning issues. 

r 
- Dynamics of the natural gas markets and prices, and interactions 

between fuels and power markets 

- Potential impact of large-scale deployment of utility-scale, variable 
renewables on wholesale power markets, dispatch, and economic 
value of renewable and fossil-fired generation resources. 

-- Evolution of wholesale power markets 

All 
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.. .. 
I I 

Natural Gas Supply, Demand and Pricing 

Evolution of Electric Sector Resource Planning 

Wholesale Power Markets, Grid Reliability and 
Resiliency 

.. 
I 

Agenda, participant list and speaker bios 

Name tag & table card 

All 
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9:00a.m. 

9:15-11:45a.m. 

10:45- 11:00 a.m. 

11:45- 1:00 p.m. 

12:15-12:45 p.m. 

1 :00- 4:45 p.m. 

2:30- 2:45p.m. 

6:30- 8:30 p.m. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

1 ( .. ) 

egistration and Continental Breakfast 

Welcome, Introductions & Meeting Goals 

Session 1 -Natural Gas Supply, Demand, and Pricing 

Morning Break (15 min) 

Lunch 

Luncheon Address - Sarah Dravis, Senior Counsel and 
Associate Administrator, US EPA 

Session 2 - Evolution of Electric System Resource Planning 

Afternoon Break (15 min) 

EPRI PS-178(b) Member Dinner 

All 
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8:30a.m. 

9:00a.m. 

9:00-12:15 p.m. 

10:30-10:00 a.m. 

12:15-1:00 p.m. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

.. ) 

Continental Breakfast 

Morning Keynote - Catherine Jereza, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary, U.S. DOE 

Session 3 - Wholesale Electricity Markets and Grid 
Reliability and Resiliency 

Morning Break (15 min) 

Lunch and Roundtable Discussion 

All 
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~~ Today's seminar is designed to facilitate highly interactive 
discussion. I I! 

II" " 

t 

I .. .. 

~~No press is attending the seminar. 

~~The seminar is not being recorded, and no formal meeting 
minutes will be produced or published. 

All 
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• Time: 
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.. .. 

.. 
I 

.. .. 

.. 
I 

.. 
I 

' 
950 15th St NW, 
Washington, DC 20005 
Phone: (202) 393-4499 

.. 
I ' 

All 
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. 
I 

Technical Executive 
Energy & Environmental Analysis Program 

PS-1788 Program Manager 
Tel: 510-260-9105 

Email: 
~~~_;,. 

All 

I 
II 

I 
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17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

EPRI's 36th Annual Seminar on Fuels, Power 
Markets, and Resource Planning 

EPRI Office, Washington, DC 
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Waivers: Those viewing this Material hereby waive any claim at any time, 
whether now or in the future, against ICF, its officers, direcbrs, employees or 
agents arising out of or in connection with this Material. In no event whatsoever 
shall ICF, its officers, directors, employees, or agents be liable to those viewing 
this Material. 

Warranties and Representations: ICF endeavors to provide information and 
projections consistent with standard practices in a professional manner. ICF 
MAKES NO WARRANTIES, HOWEVER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED (INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE), AS TO THIS MATERIAL. 
Specifically but without limitation, ICF makes no warranty or guarantee regarding 
the accuracy of any forecasts, estimates, or analyses, or that such work products 
will be accepted by any legal or regulatory body. 
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Market Overview, Highlighting Key Factors Driving Natural Gas 
Supply, Demand, and Pricing 

Uncertainties for Market Development 

Implications and Conclusions 
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North American natural gas has generally been in a "supply 
push" and not a "demand pull" environment during the past 
five years. 

Gas supply has been growing robustly as productivity 
continues to rise, despite lower drilling levels over the past 
24 months. 

Warmer-than normal winters have also influenced 
(reduced) gas prices. 

Drivers are in place to shift the gas market into a "demand 
pull" environment. Future gas prices will be determined by 
the "tug of war" between demand growth and technology 
evolution for gas supply. 
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Natural gas prices will be modestly higher during the next decade, 
approaching $4 per MMBtu at Henry Hub by 2025. 

But, gas price increases will be limited by relatively high price 
elasticity of U.S. supplies- Marcellus/Utica, Haynesville, and 
West Texas supplies are abundant. 

Even though prices will be up, gas will remain attractively priced 
for many consumers. 

LNG and Mexico exports are likely to rise significantly - LNG 
exports approach 10 Bcfd and Mexico exports rise to 6 Billion 
cubic feet per day (Bcfd) by 2025. 

U.S. and Canada's gas use for power is also up significantly; +9 
Bcfd (35°/o) by 2025. 

Significant upside for gas exports if gas-fired power generation 
doesn't grow by as much as projected. 
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Economic activity remains strong with 2.1 °/o growth in GOP 
annually. 

Oil prices rise, reaching $75 per barrel by 2025. 

Global gas trade rebounds with healthy economic activity. 

Mexico's gas use rises as older oil-fired power plants are 
replaced by newer gas units. 

Technological improvements continue for gas supply 
development, increasing recovery factors. 

Electric load growth averages roughly 0.7°/o per year across the 
U.S. and Canada, consistent with recent ISO projections. 

National carbon reduction programs are implemented, with some 
states adopting more aggressive measures. 

Renewables growth occurs, meeting state standards. 
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Total gas production 
approaches 98 Bcfd by 2025. 

Marcellus/Utica's production 
up to 42 Bcfd - continuing to 
be the largest gas play in 
North America. 

West Texas approaches 13 
Bcfd- diverse production 
area with upside potential. 

A resurging Haynesville rises 
to over 8 Bcfd. 

Rest of U.S. down by 3 Bcfd. 
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Gas use rises for LNG 
exports, exports to Mexico, 
and power generation. 

Growth will be concentrated 
in the Eastern U.S., 
particularly along the Gulf 
Coast. 

LNG Exports off of the Gulf 
Coast lead the way- up to 
over 9 Bcfd by 2025. 

"Second Wave" of LNG 
expansions possible around 
2025. 

Mexico exports have 
significant upside, mostly 
from West Texas. 

Gas-fired power generation is 
a significant driver of Eastern 
U.S. growth. 
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II 

Significant UPSIDE for LNG and 
Mexico Exports 
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For API's study entitled U.S. Oil and Gas Infrastructure 
Investment through 2035: An Engine for Economic Growth, ICF 
projected that almost 50 Bcfd of new gas pipeline capacity would 
be added from 2017 through 2025, at a cost ranging from $100 to 
$150 billion. 

Pipeline development will be widespread to facilitate transport of 
gas from areas where supply is growing to budding markets. 

Hot spots for new capacity include: 
• Marcellus/Utica 

• West Texas 

• Haynesville 

Continued buildout of pipelines out of the Marcellus/Utica is very 
important because it limits gas price increases across the 
continent. 
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Canadian Production Growth 
Modest- Montney and Duvernay 

Up, Conventional Down 

Marcellus/Utica, West Texas, and 
Haynesville Gas Production 

Continue to Supply Most Gas 
Needs 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

West Texas 
Mexico 
Exports 

South Texas 
Mexico 
Exports 

Gulf LNG 
Exports 

Flows in 2025 
(Bcfd) 
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10.7 

2.8 

1.8 

5.8 

3.7 

0.0 

Leach Xpress, Rover Pipeline Phase 1, PenneastPipeline, Atlantic Sunrise, 
Dominion Supplu Header, Atlantic Bridge, Rover 

Dawn to Parkway 2017-Bright Compression, TCPL Vaughan PipelineLoop, 
Towerbirch Expansion Spruce Ridge Project 

lmpulsora Crossing, Nueces-Brownsville, Gulf Connector, Stratton Ridge, Lone 
Star, Hillabee Pipeline 

Gulf Coast Express, Pecos Trail Pipeline, Permian to Katy Pipeline 

lmpulsora Crossing Project, Nueces-Brownsville 

N/A 

Roughly 25 Bcfd of new pipeline capacity will be placed into 
service with the completion of major projects during the next few 
years. 
• This tally does not include smaller localized projects. 

New capacity is needed to facilitate market growth. 
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Near-term Henry Hub Price, Nominal $/MMBtu 
$6 

$5 

$4 

$3 

$2 

-Historical 
$1 ICF Q4 2017 Projection 

• Futures as of Oct 312017 
$0 

Source for Historical and Futures Prices: ABB, Ventyx 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

~~ Difference between 
the futures strip and 
ICF's fundamentals 
view is likely due to 
level of market 
growth. 

~~ Nevertheless, gas will 
continue to be priced 
attractively for most 
consumers. 
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Marcellus and Utica (Dominion South Point) 

Algonquin Citygates (New England) $0.49 $0.87 $1.07 

Haynesville Supply (Carthage Hub) 

Chicago Citygates 

MidContinent Supply (OK) 

Houston Ship Channel 

Opal 

AECO 

SoCal 

West Texas 

South Texas 
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$0.13 

$0.00 
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Projected prices are likely to rise above levels 
observed during the past few years due to robust 
market growth. 

However, relatively high price elasticity for gas 
supply will limit price increases. 

Continued improvement of well productivity is an 
important factor to watch. 

Henry Hub will trade at a premium, and gas prices 
at many other locations will be much lower. 

Henry Hub can no longer be thought of as "the 
representative price for North American natural gas". 
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Amount and Timing of Supply Development 

Pipeline Infrastructure Development 

Global Market Conditions - LNG Overhang and Oil Prices 

Regulatory Changes and Policies (e.g., resiliency NOPR) 

Weather 
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Gas prices can range 
from $2.60 to $4.80 
over the next year, 
solely due to 
weather. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

2S 

Prtca Dlltrlbutlan It Hanry Hub 
tram Nov·17ta Oct·11 

Nomine I Btu 

Std. 

O.SJ! 

0.205 
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Market growth likely to be significant. Market 
transitioning from "supply push" to "demand pull" 
environment. 

Gas prices up gradually during the next decade - after 
all, gas is a commodity and "price cycling" is typical. 

Price increases limited by relatively high price elasticity 
for gas supply, with productivity increases affecting 
price levels. 

Continued development of pipeline infrastructure is 
imperative for supply development and market growth. 

Still much uncertainty for gas markets, with regulatory 
changes difficult to predict. 
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Kevin Petak 

Managing Director, Natural Gas and Liquids Markets 

+1. 703.218.2753 
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The history of predictions has been hazy 

E 

Load growth has consistently 
underperformed expectations 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

New technologies have advanced 
faster or slower than anticipated 

F 

If you wait long enough, chances 
are you'll eventually be right 
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"Beginning with the Great 
Recession of 2007 2009, the 
accuracy of the PJM model 
decayed noticeably, with a 

trend towards over 
forecasting:' 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: PJM Resource Adequacy Planning Department "Load Forecasting Model Whitepaper," 
April 27, 2016 
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" ... one does have to ask, how 
did they get it so wrong?" 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: C Three, "North American Electric Transmission Market Forecast," August 2017 
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" ... there cont~ed to be a 
systematic over estimation 

of load growth rates .. :' 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: Juan Pablo Carvallo, Peter H. Larsen, Alan H. Sanstad, Charles A. Goldman,"Load 
Forecasting in Electric Utility Integrated Resource Planning," October 2016, LBNL-1006395 
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I 

'All forecasts are wrong .... A 
more realistic expectation, 
especially for long term 

forecasts, is the insights on the 
variQ~s risks that may confront 

a uti I ity." 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

3 

o~--~--~--~--~--~--~ 
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 

Source: Tao Hong, Mohammad Shahidehpour, "Load Forecasting Case Study," January 15, 2015 
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"These [projections] largely 
missed the rap~1Jild out of 
utility scale solar PV projects." 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

• 27.3 GW Operational as of 9/2017 

Sources: EIA, "Wind and Solar Data and Projections from the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration: Past Performance and Ongoing Enhancements," March 2016 

Colin Smith, "U.S. Utility PV Market: Quarterly Update," GTM RESearch, September 2017 
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"Updated data that indicate lower 
battery costs have increased EIA's 
outlook for BEV and PHEV sales:' 

EIA AEO 2017 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

300 
275 

250 
217 210 

150 

Source: Berckmans et at., "Cost Projection of State of the Art L ithium-lon Batteries for Electric 
Vehicles Up to 2030," Energies 2017, 10, 1314; doi:10.3390/en10091314 

1000 

800 

642 
599 

540 

350 
273 

Source: Clare Curry, "Lithium-ion Battery Costs and Market," Bloomberg New Energy Finance, July 5, 2017 
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" ... the convergence of a 
number of factors, ~ding 

key technology developments, 
government policy, and market 

forces, coalesced to bring 
about the shale gas 

revolution:' 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Improved oil and gas drilling: 
horizontal, deviated, and extended 

'"'""'"'""'"''""'"'""'"''""'"'"'""'"'~''""''''"''"''""'''M" <rr''''' ' 

3-0 seismic imaging I Absent/Minimal f''Di3n:l()JlCfdriii 'bits"' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, f'"D'i'~'~'~'t"' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,! 

Source: Robert Horner, "Federal Government Contributions to the Shale Gas Revolution," DOE/EPSA Internal Merna, June 14, 2017 
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" ... the absolute percent 
differences [between the AEO 

projections and reali_~~ 
outcomes] for energy prices 

range between 10% and 40%:' 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

10.00 

4.00 

-Actual in 

Source: EIA, "Annual Energy Outlook Retrospective Review, Table 7a," September 19, 2017 
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Improvements in lighting value over time 

Source: William D. Nordhaus, "Do Real-Output and Real-Wage Measures Capture Reality? The History of Lighting 
Suggests Not," in NBER, "The Economics of New Goods," January 1996. 
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• "Virtually all 
manufactured gas 
sold during this 
period was used for 
lighting." - Troesken 

• "Even before Edison 
demonstrated a 
working lamp, gas 
stocks began to fall in 
price." -Smithsonian 

• Edison lighting 
demonstration at 
Menlo Park 

Sources: Werner Troesken, "The Institutional Antecedents of State 
1913," in NBER, "The Regulated Economy: A Historical 

~------··---~-· 

Smithsonian Institution, "Lighting A Revolution," May 2017, bttl?;/jj'!!lli:!Jt::i!!lb!sJQ~Yc?JgQidllliatlliD9Ll:tlL15'J:IJ!/SQ!JJ~),_IJ!!n., 
Accessed 

Image from Richard Warren Lipack I Wikimedia Commons. nm:fLL!=~!W;~2LJ1\>£GU:l!=lf._h!9ITU![i£J:'S!i'LeL;~gerr:L 
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Improvements in lighting value over time 

-- • 

Source: William D. Nordhaus, "Do Real-Output and Real-Wage Measures Capture Reality? The History of Lighting 
Suggests Not," in NBER, "The Economics of New Goods," January 1996. *LED added by author. 
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Generating Change 

The generation fuel mix has 
evolved considerably since the 

1950s 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

New technologies have varied 
speeds of adoption or 

displacement 

A proposed metric for 
quantifying fuel mix changes 
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Constant 
Change 
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Renewables: Slow Growth, Fast Growth 

Ill 
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Constant 
Change 
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Natural Gas: Decrease, Growth, Faster Growth 

Ill 
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Constant 
Change 
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Coal:~~atly Decrease 

Ill 
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New technologies have varied in adoption speed 

0.1%-1% 1%-10% 
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Accelerating 
Change 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Fuel Rate of Change Metric: Highest Observed Index in 2013 

=SUM[ (fuels f)]{abs(PCT )} 

-

-3 
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From the Staff Report on Electricity Markets and Reliability 
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Natural gas: a major primary energy source since the 1950s 

100% 

Ill 

40% 

10% 

0% 
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" ... [U]tilities have increasingly 
begun replacing expensive fuel 

through self built renewable 
generation:' Dumoulin Smith 

Source: Julien Dumoulin-Smith, "Turning on the lights: an elect ric utilities, power, and renewables overview," Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch, October 23, 2017 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: Ryan Wiser, Mark Bolinger, "2016 Wind Technologies Market Report: Summary," August 2017 

Source: Mark Bolinger, Joachim See!, Kristina Hamachi LaCommare, "Utility-Scale Solar 2016 ,"September 2017 
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"The ISO has identified a 
growing need for downward 
flexible capacity to address 
over generation:' CAISO 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: Yih-huei Wan, "Analysis of Wind Power Ramping Behavior in ERCOT," March 2011, NREL/TP-5500-49218 

Source: CAISO, "Flexible Resource Adequacy Supplemental Issue Paper," Nov. 2015 
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I 

"[P]Iants recover their fixed 
costs ... in somewhat more 

predictable fashion than on the 
system without storage." Brattle 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: Brattle, "The Value of Distributed Electricity Storage in Texas," March 2015 
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"Customers took advantage of 
time based rates to save on 

overnight residential charging." 
DOE 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: DOE, "Evaluating Electric Vehicle Charging Impacts and Customer Charging Behaviors," December 2014 
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"If your power goes out, your 
generator comes on 

automatically:' 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

Source: Washington Post Express, Advertisement, September 15, 2 017 
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Today 
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Scenarios for potenti~ture roles of natural gas 

Scenario 
Electricity 
Outcome 

NG 
Adaptation 

Market 
Priority 
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Scenarios that involve competition among generation fuels 

Revenue Flows through the U.S. Power Sector 
{EPSA/ORNL Energy Finance Data Warehouse) 

Zeng, Hendrickson, Lee, Chinthavali, Lin, Hsieh, Shankar. (2017). Energy finance data warehouse: Tracking revenues through the power sector. The Electricity Journal. 30. 4-9. 10.1016/j.tej.2017.03.001. 
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Scenarios that involve growth of overall ele~emand 

Revenue Flows through the U.S. Energy Sector 
(Prototype for EPSA/ORNL Energy Finance Data Warehouse) 

Zeng, Hendrickson, Lee, Chinthavali, Lin, Hsieh, Shankar. (2017). Energy finance data warehouse: Tracking revenues through the power sector. The Electricity Journal. 30. 4-9. 10.1016/j.tej.2017.03.001. 
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•Gas replaces wa 
whales, kerosene as a 
lighting fuel 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

•1880s 

•Electricity replaces gas 
as lighting fuel 

•Natural gas emerges 
as a dominant 
electricity generation 
source 

•2020s+ 

•NG potential paths 

•Ramping, energy, or 
reliability 

• Electrification 
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Wyoming Trading Hubs -Mason et al. (April2014) 

Gas generally flows from west to east between these two hubs, so that one may interpret 
the source of supply as represented by the trading hub in the western part of the state (the 
Opal trading hub) and the source of demand as represented by the trading hub in the 
eastern part of the state (the Chexenne trading hub). 
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New England Trading Hubs 
Black & Veatch for NESCOE-April 2013 
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vs. EOD Scheduled Qtys 

50,000 :~······················· 

Qty 
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Nat Grid - Boston Gas Cumulative EOD Scheduled and Showing Gas Left on Pipe or 
(Excess Scheduled) vis Timely Nominated and Scheduled 

Net Winter Net Winter 
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·~··Nstar.flrriely vs·eoo·scheduledQtys 

Sched -EODTotal Sched 
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Eversource- NStar Cumulative EOD Scheduled and Showing Gas left on Pipe or 
(Excess Scheduled) vis Timely Nominated and Scheduled 

Net EODWinter Net Winter 
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II 

Start of Gas Day 
(9am) 

End of Gas Day 
(9am) 
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0 

Timely Cycle 
(1pm) 
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Start of Gas Day 
(9am) 

I i 

End of Gas Day 
(9am) 
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0 

Timely Cycle 
(1pm) 
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Start of Gas Day 
(9am) 

li 

End of Gas Day 
(9am) 
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Electricity price with actual vs. counterfactual gas price 

0 
0 
"t"""' 

0 

2013 
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2014 

Price 

2015 2016 
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I 

Pipeline market reforms that facilitate more 
flexible contracting mechanisms, more frequent 
scheduling cycles, and act to prevent capacity 
withholding, or impose a cost for capacity 
withholding and create a publicly-available 
record of capacity withholding; all of which will 
serve to better align the gas transport and 
electricity markets, could help to create more 
liquid markets in which firms find it more 
difficult to exert market power. 
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Particularly in Organized Electric Markets, natural gas services do not 
reflect the variation in services and pricing seen in the wholesale electric 
markets. This expresses itself in pipeline requirements for ratable flow 
even when it would be possible for shippers to vary receipts and 
deliveries such that they are in balance hourly, but are nonetheless non
ratable. Even in vertically integrated markets, the ratable flow 
requirement frustrates sub-day scheduling of gas to meet sub-day 
demand for gas-fired electric generation. 

For the most part, there is no partial-day non-ratable take "market" for 
gas; therefore there are no price signals to inform exactly what 
combination of natural gas facilities and services are required to meet 
the variable demands of natural gas-fired generation - demands that will 
only increase as the electric grid integrates more renewables and relies 
more heavily on natural gas generation to meet electricity demand. 
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Adam Diamant 
Technical Executive 

Energy & Environmental Analysis 

Tom Wilson 
Principal Technical Executive 

Energy & Environmental Analysis 

36th Seminar on Fuels, Power Markets & Resource Planning 
November 8-9, 2017 
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The Integrated Energy Network (lEN) requires re-thinking planning. 

EPRI plans to publish a white paper later this year that highlights the 10 
key lEN-planning (IEN-P) planning challenges 

EPRI, members, and others are actively seeking advances 

EPRI is aligning key R&D activities to address challenges 

" I 

Inform seminar participants about new planning challenges 

Describe EPRI activities to address IEN-P challenges 

Obtain your feedback and suggestions 
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11 Rapidly changing the resource mix 
11 Changing system characteristics and 

interaction of system resources. 
11 Drivers of change 

Technology cost and performance 
Deployment of utility-scale VER 
Low natural gas fuel prices 
New environmental regulations 
Integrated grid and DER deployment 
Changing (net) load shapes 

- Changing customer behavior 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

US. Net Electricity Generation from Select Fuels (billion kilowatt hours). 
Source: U.S. Energy Information Agency, Annual Energy Outlook 2017. 
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Efficiency emerges across the energy sector 

Electricity demand outpaces energy demand 

.. 
I 

Efficient electrification is an opportunity toward a cleaner future 

Transportation becomes more efficient and cleaner 

Energy reduces its environmental footprint 

Central-station generation serves an anchor role 

Renewable energy deploys rapidly 

Connections across energy sources important 

Integrated electric grid is key enabler 

~ Higher expectations for power quality/reliability 

Security/resiliency challenges and opportunities 

' 
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Technology Trends System lm~acts Planning Needs 

Variability/Uncertainty Load Forecast 
Models 

Renewables & Gas Inverter Resources 
Replacing Coal New Resource 

Gas System Interaction Models 

New Resource Probabilistic 
Increased 

Characteristics Methods 
Electrification 

Load Uncertainty 
Operational 
Reliability 

DER & Automation 
T&D Interactions Non-Power System 

Interactions 
2-Way Power Flow 

T & D System 
Displace Central Gen Interactions 
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~~ Interaction between 
Generation and T&D 
planning tools 
- Spatial/temporal granularity 

- T&D infrastructure costs? 

- Operational issues included? 

~~ Interdependent systems 
- Gas, transport, water, etc ... 

~~ EPRI Tl project to link 
different modeling domains 

ED_ 001523 _ 00006098-00008 
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Includes supply resources and demand-side options like traditional IRP 
Integrates electric generation, transmission and distribution (G,T&D) planning 
Electricity and other key resources & infrastructure (e.g., natural gas, water, transport) 

Focused primarily on the electric sector, but also .... 
Includes related energy resources (e.g., natural gas) 

Applies to the entire electric grid, including transmission and distribution 
Applies more broadly to the energy network and associated infrastructure 

Focus on the planning time horizon (5-20+ years) 
Provide a framework to plan strategic company and ratepayer investments 
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• The electric sector is transforming rapidly 

• A new integrated power system planning paradigm is needed 

• EPRI has identified 10 key resource planning challenges 

• Integrated Energy Network Planning (IEN-P) includes 
electricity and other critical resources & infrastructure 

• EPRI R&D is beginning to address these challenges 
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• Identify and describe key resource planning challenges 

• Communicate the magnitude of these challenges 

• Identify planning capabilities and processes that must 
evolve 

• Identify research gaps 

White paper critical to galvanizing the 
industry's thinking and bringing all 

stakeholders together 
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• Evaluate and address potential 
r (e.g., frequency 

response, voltage stability and short 
circuit considerations) associated 
with the changing resource mix. 

• It is becoming more important to 

il 

Wind and Solar Generation Can Increase Power System Flexibility Needs. incorporate I Source: Flexibility in 21st Century Power Systems, 21st Century Power Partnership. 

capabilities (e.g., ramping rates, minimum generation levels), and 
(e.g., variability, uncertainty, active and reactive control 

capabilities) into resource planning. 

• Existing (e.g., LOLE) may not be the "best" or only 
metric to use to measure electric reliability. 
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• Temporal Resolution 
Hourly I sub-hourly time steps and multiple timeframes 

Evaluation of energy storage systems and variable 
renewable resources require inter-temporal constraints 
and opportunities to be more fully recognized. 

Understand potential net load impacts from utility renewable 
generation, customer choice, storage, DER deployment, 
and increased electrification. 

• Geographic Resolution 

"Birds of a feather flock together" - EVs and rooftop PV typically are adopted in 
neighborhoods, so disproportionally impact circuits. Traditional deterministic and 
stochastic modeling do not capture the geographic nature of customer preferences. 

DER targeting and location have a direct impact on transmission and generation 
investment decisions and depend on customer preferences. 
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11 TSO/DSO interaction increasingly 
is important, particularly as the 
distribution system provides more 

. 
serv1ces 

11 Evaluate "non-wires alternatives" 

.. 
I 

that may provide higher value than transmission or generation 
development 

11 DER valuation and targeting, including locational attributes 

11 Improve communications and "hand shakes" between planning functions 

11 Connections to other critical infrastructure (e.g., natural gas, H20, EVs) 
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11 I r to achieve least-cost 
GHG emissions reductions (e.g., CA SB-350) 

11 1 to better optimize planning and operations 
of natural gas fuels with electric operations 

11 - Planning to address both consumption and use 
of water in power generation and potential impacts of power generation 
on water resources is becoming more prominent. 

11 1 - Some companies are now facing 
conducting resource planning across multiple jurisdictions in an 
integrated manner. Examples include PacifiCorp in the western US 
and Duke in the eastern U.S. 
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11 1 - CA requires 

II 

IRPs to achieve least-cost GHG emissions 
reductions and aggressive RPS targets. 

- Some electric 
companies are being asked to consider 
impacts on local water resources. 

.. 
I 

IJII Renewable portfolio standard * Extra credit for solar or customer-sited renewables 

D Renewable portfolio goa! t Includes non-renewable alternative resources 

29 States +Washington DC + 3 territories have a Renewable Porfolio Standard 
Source: www.dsireusa.org I February 2017 

11 111 - Electric companies are being asked to more fully address 
system resiliency in resource planning. This includes two facets: 

- Protect the system from extreme weather events and restore it 

-Protect the electric system from cybersecurity threats and restore it 
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• Interactions between companies and 
ISO/RTOs markets are starting to create 
new challenges for resource planners. 

• Planners are challenged by considering buying 
and selling energy, capacity, and ancillary 
services (A/S) rather than building new 
resources or procuring "own" resources. 

.. 
I 

• Growing need to project uncertain potential future wholesale power prices, 
and incorporate them into modeling tools. 

• Growing need to better understand how A/S and capacity markets may 
evolve, and impacts on future value of power resources. 

• Planning methods will have to consider how ISOs/RTO markets will value 
different resource capabilities in the future. 
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B I I I California Residual Load with Solar Generation 

• Key areas of forecasting are critical ::I 
for robust long-term resource planning. :: 

Electric load J '" 
- 0 

DER adoption j -10 

Natural gas prices 

Weather 

-20 

-30 

-40 

-50 
Mar-28 Mar-29 Mar-30 Mar-31 Apr-1 Apr-2 Apr-3 

• Need to better characterize natural uncertainty inherent in these key factors, 
and gain insights using computationally tractable methods. 

• The ability to analyze "big data" related to DER, customer behavior, 
operations and other aspects of the future electric system may require new 
analysis capabilities and computational power. 

OGW 

100GW 

Source: EPRI 
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~~ Risk 
- Deterministic modeling and scenario analysis 

may not be adequate. Planners may need to do more stochastic modeling to capture 
the inherent uncertainty in the electric system. 

- Growing need to develop methods and approaches to evaluate 
"non-market" risks, such as a perceived lack of "fuel diversity," and the ability to 
respond to changes in the external operating, policy and regulatory environments. 

~~ Uncertainty- Becoming increasingly important to incorporate forecast uncertainty 
and variability in future loads, VER production, and DER adoption and use. 
- Production profiles for VERs are uncertain over time horizons from minutes to years, 

with each different time horizon causing their own challenges 

- Capacity values for variable generation are uncertain 

- VERs can increase variability and volatility of energy prices 

- Increasing DR capabilities may make it more difficult to forecast load 
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11 Customer behavior is expected to have a direct and 
tangible impact on resource planning in the future. 

11 Some ways customer behavior and resource planning 
may interact include: 

Behind the meter generation (e.g., solar PV) 

DER approaches, such as EE and DR 

Electric transportation, electrification, and smart devices 

Electric rates and rate structures may impact consumer 
behavior, electric demand, and planning 
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• The primary audience for company IRPs traditionally has been s1ate PUGs 
and other regulators. Additional important audiences have included 
business associations, environmental and consumer advocates, ard local 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 

• In recent years, public expectations regarding involvement in rompany 
resource planning have changed dramatically 

New stakeholders are engaged and participating in the planning process 

Stakeholders want to address a broader array of issues than have been addressed in 
company resource planning in the past (e.g., rate design, rate setting, others ... ) 

Stakeholders are becoming engaged in the entire resource planning process 

• More companies now are engaged in designing and managing extensive 
stakeholder engagement processes related to resource planning a:tivities. 
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• EPRI Actions 
Program research - provides essential pieces 

Technology innovation- crosses disciplines and provides thought leadership 

Demonstration programs 

• Academia I National Labs I Consultants & Others 

• Company actions - Examples include: 
Duke Energy 

Southern California Edison 

Southern Company 
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Modeling the Changing Resource Mix 
18. Electric Transportation 

39. Grid Operations 

55. Water Availability and Resource Risk 
Management 

I 

94. Energy Storage and Distributed Generation 

170. End-use Energy Efficiency and Demand 
Response 

173. Bulk System Integration of Variable 
Renewable Resources 

17 4. Integration of Distributed Energy Resources 

200. Distribution System Operations and 
Planning 

201. Energy, Environmental and Climate 
Analysis 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

I .... 

Ensuring Adequate System Attributes 
40. Grid Planning 

41.11.01. Flexible Nuclear Operations 

66. Fossil Fleet for Tomorrow 

178. Integrated Energy Systems Planning, 
Market Analysis and Technology 
Assessment 

193. Renewable Generation 

New Inputs for Resource Planning 
182. Understanding Electric Utility Customers 

198. Strategic Sustainability Science 

199. Electrification for Customer Productivity 
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Framework for Integrated Energy Network Planning {IEN-P)- Phase 2 X X 

Co-Optimization of Generation and Transmission Expansion Investment Decisions X X X 

Linking Distribution and Transmission Models to Assess Impact ci DER on Bulk System X X X 

Benchmarking EPRI Production Cost and Capacity Expansion Modeling Tools X X 

Screening of Hourly Power Flow Scenarios for Stability and Reliability Assessments X 

Integrating a Customer Model into EPRI Modeling Tools for Generation, Transmission, and Distribution 
X X 

Operations and Planning 

Market Design and Resource Expansion Framework to Ensure System Resiliency X X X 

Reduced-Form Air Quality Modeling Tools for Timely, Cost-Effiaimt, Multiple US-REGEN Scenario Analysis X 

Endogenizing Emerging Technology Learning Curves in US-REGEN X X X X 

Power System Strategic Analyses Dataset X X X X 

Potential Biopower Systems for U.S. Deep Decarbonization X X 

Analysis of US-Canada Electric Sector Interactions with a Focus on Hydropower X X 

Assessing the System Value of Pdvanced Generation Technologies X X X 

Hydro Valuation in High Variable Generation Future X X X 

Hydrogen Technology Modeling Initiative X X X X 

Framework for Integrated G1T, & D Planning X X X X 
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• 1 : I i r 

• Q2 2018: Publish EPRI Tl whitepaper on 
linking G, T & D planning tools 

• Q4 2018: IEN-P case studies I workshop 

• On-going: EPRI annual research program R&D efforts 
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~~ Framework for Integrated Energy Network Planning (IEN-P) -Phase 2: Continue EPRI's 
efforts to develop a more comprehensive Framework for Integrated Energy Network Planning (2 
years) 

~~ Co-Optimization of Generation and Transmission Investment Decisions: Investigate state-of
the-art approaches while proposing improvements and/or developing new techniques for practical 
implementation (2 years) 

~~ Linking Distribution and Transmission Models to Assess Impact of DER on Bulk System: 
Develop a link between EPRI's DER hosting capacity tools for Distribution and Transmission (2 
years) 

~~ Benchmarking Production Cost and Capacity Expansion Modeling Tools: Benchmark 
EPRI's EGEAS software against other models; Assess applicability of EGEAS for solving some of 
the key I EN-P challenges (3 years) 

~~ Screening of Hourly Power Flow Scenarios for Stability and Reliability Assessments: 
Develop a high-level, steady-state screening framework and set of metrics to identify critical 
scenarios requiring detailed steady-state and time-domain dynamic analysis (2 years) 

= ENV, = GEN, = PDU, = NUC 
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~~ Integrating a Customer Model into EPRI Modeling Tools for G, T & D Operations and 
Planning: Develop analytical tools for customer model on technology adoption and usage and the 
impact on electricity demand; Integrate with EPRI planning models (3 years) 

~~ Market Design and Resource Expansion Framework to Ensure System Resiliency: Evaluate 
the market design and resource expansion changes needed to ensure systems remain reliable 
during extreme events or recovers quickly from such an event (2 years) 

~~ Reduced-Form Air Quality Modeling Tools for Timely, Cost-Efficient, Multiple US-REGEN 
Scenario Analysis: Develop a model that interfaces with US-REGEN to estimate air quality 
impacts from multiple scenarios quickly, efficiently, and at lower costs than traditional complex 
chemical transport models ( 1 year) 

~~ Endogenizing Emerging Technology Learning Curves in US-REGEN: Improve the 
representation of innovation and technological change for emerging technologies within US
REGEN by developing and implementing endogenous learning (2 years) 

~~ Power System Strategic Analyses Dataset: Develop a sustainable approach for maintaining the 
data needed to support detailed quantitative analyses; Exercise the data and tools to demonstrate 
the integrated grid cost-benefit methodology (2 years) 

= ENV, = GEN, = PDU, = NUC 
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~~ Potential Biopower Systems for Deep Decarbonization: Provide characterizations of future 
advanced biopower systems, deployment, and value for deep decarbonization of the energy 
system (1 year) 

~~ Analysis of US-Canada Electric Sector Interactions with a Focus on Hydropower: Add 
representation of the Canadian power system to US-REGEN; Analyze US-Canada electric sector 
interactions, including focused evaluation of Canadian hydropower energy (2 years) 

~~ Assessing the System Value of Advanced Generation Technologies: Assess existing 
tools/models for high-level analysis of system cost and value ci advanced generation 
technologies (2 years) 

~~ Hydro Valuation in High Variable Generation Future: Examine modeling needs and develop a 
methodology to assess the value of hydro in a system with high penetration of variable generation 
(2 years) 

~~ Hydrogen Technology Modeling Initiative: Utilize EPRI modeling tools to evaluate scenarios 
where H2 technologies could be a least-cost option to meet grid operations requirements and 
inform investment decisions in technology demonstrations and/or assets (2 years) 

= ENV, = GEN, = PDU, = NUC 
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17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

The Electric Power Systems Center 
An MIT Energy Initiative Low Carbon Energy Research Center 

Collaborative research with industry and government to help 
solve the climate challenge and generate new insights for a 

rapidly evolving sector 
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Locational Services: 

• Energy (locational marginal value) 

• Network capacity deferral & constraint 
mitigation 

• Reliability 

Non-Locational Services: 

• Firm capacity 

• Operating reserves 

• C02 emissions reduction 
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Distribution of 2015 annual average nodal LMPs in PJM 
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USD per MWh 
See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. 
Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology. http://erergy.mit.edu/research/utility-future-study/ 
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Network capacity benefits of distributed 
solar PV in California 

(Cohen, Kauzmann & Callaway, 2016) 

$10-60 per 
kW per year 

>$60 per kW 
per year 

See: M.A. Cohen, P.A. Kauzmann, D.S. Callaway, Effects of disributed PV generation on California's distribution system, 
part 2: Economic analysis, Solar Energy, Volume 128, 2016, 139-=152 
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B. MARIIIINAIIIIIIIIIATI()NAII IIAIIUII DIIIIIIINIIS 

Marginal value of distribution network losses avoided by distributed solar PV as 
penetration increases (Texas ERCOT Example) 
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See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. 
Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology. http://erergy.mit.edu/research/utility-future-study/ 
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R. MJIRIJIINIIIIIIIBIIIITI()NIIIIIIIIIIUBI DBIIIIIINBIS 

Distribution of load curtailment/self-generation necessary to accommodate load growth without 
network reinforcement- European urban network case 
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Source: Jenkins, Luke & Vargara, forthcoming 

• 
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Load duration curve for ISO New England, 2011-2015, all hours. 

28,000 

24,000 

Source: ISO New England (2015), "ISO New England's Internal Market Monitor 2015 Annual Markets Report" 
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II. CIIIMPIIITITIIIIN BIIIITIIIIIIIIIIN RIIISIIIIIIRCIIIS 

Load duration curve for ISO New England, 2011-2015, top So/o hous 
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Source: ISO New England (2015), "ISO New England's Internal Market Monitor 2015 Annual Markets Report" 
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II. 11GiliNIIIM1118 llllll 811111111 81111111 MIITTIIR 

Economies of unit scale vs locational value 

Utility Scale 

C&l Scale 

Residential Scale 
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II. IIIGIIINIIIM IllS 111111 SGIIIIIII STIIIII MIITTIIR: Sill liAR Pll 

Estimated economies of unit scale for fixed-tilt U.S. solar PV systems: 
Annual cost of ownership in 2015 and projected for 2025 
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See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. Cambridge, MA: 
Massachusetts Institute of TEChnology. http://energy.mit.edu/rESearch/utility-future-study/ 
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II. IIIIIIINIIIMIIIS IIIBJ SIIAIIII STIIIII MATTIIR: IINIIRlG¥ STIIIRlAGII 

Estimated economies of unit scale for Li-ion energy storage syS:ems (1 :2 power to energy ratio): 
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See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. Cambridge, MA: 
Massachusetts Institute of TEChnology. http://energy.mit.edu/rESearch/utility-future-study/ 
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M. BBl Vf/l/ARY Ellll DISTRIBUTBlD EIPPEIRTUNITY CEISTS 

Comparison of locational value and incremental unit costs for &>lar PV systems: 
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Incremental unit costs relative 
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See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. Cambridge, MA: 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. http://energy.mit.edu/rESearch/utility-future-study/ 
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M. BBl VIIJ/IIIRY IIIII DISTRIBUTBlD IIIIBPIIIRTUNITY CIIISTS 

Comparison of locational value and incremental unit costs for mlar PV systems: 
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See: Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an industry in transition. Cambridge, MA: 
Massachusetts Institute of Tochnology. http://energy.mit.edu/rESearch/utility-future-study/ 
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IIIUSHINII THill liiiiiUNDIIIIIIIIS 111111 GIIPIIGITY IIIIIIINNINII 
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IIIUSHINII THill liiiiiUNDARIIIS IIIHIIIIAIIIAIIITYIIIIIIIANNINII 

Integer Clustering (Palmintier) 
Time Domain Reduction (de Sisternes) 
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IIIUSHINII THill liiiiiUNDARIIIS IIIHIIIIAIIIAIIITYIIIIII .. NNING 
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THII IIIIN-XI MIIDBII 

Jenkins & Sepulveda (2017)- http:/ /bit.ly/GenXModel 
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IDJRIIIST.ING IDJITH DIMIIINSI111NII.IT¥ 

TIME 

Single 
Node 

DC Power 
Flow 

AC Power 
Flow 

NETWORK 

Economic dispatch, no inter-temporal constraints 

Unit commitment and reserves, binary decisions 

OPERATIONAL DETAIL 
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IIIIPABIITY PIIIINNINIIIIIJIITH DISTRIIIIIUTIID RIIISIIURICIIS 

Multi-zonal structure with multiple distribution voltage zones and voltage levels 

Distribution 
zones 
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IIIIIIITURING DBRS liND BIIIIINIJIIIIBS IIIII UNIT SIIII.B 

Siting of resources possible at multiple locations and multiple scales (unit costs) 

Distribution 
zones 
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Multizonal "pipeline" flow model w/constraints between zones & network expansion 

Distribution 
zones 
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IIIIIIIATI()NIIIII/IIIIUa: TRANSMISSIIIIN NaTIIIIIIIRK IIIIISSaS 

Transmission losses are segment-wise interpolation of losses as a quadratic 
function of power flows. 
(Based on Zhang, Hu, & Song 2013 and Fitiwi et al., 2016) 

Losses 

Power Flow 
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IIIIIIIATI()NAII \IAIIUii: IIISTRIIIIUTIIIIN NliTIIJI()RIK IIIIISSiiS 

Distribution losses as a function of injections and withdrawals within each voltage level: 
Semi-urban European network results 

Variation in low voltage Variation in medium voltage 

(Jenkins, Luke, & Vergara forthcoming) 
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IIIIIIIATI()NAII \IAIIUii: IIISTRIIIIUTIIIIN NliTIIJI()RIK IIIIISSiiS 

Distribution losses as a function of injections and withdrawals within each voltage level: 
Semi-urban European network results 

Variation in low voltage Variation in medium voltage 
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• 

" 

Distribution of load curtailment/self-generation necessary to accommodate load growth without 
network reinforcement- European urban network case 
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Source: Jenkins, Luke & Vargara, forthcoming 
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IIOIIIAIIIIIINAIIIIAIIUII: DISIIIIIIIUIIION NIITIIIIOIIK IIIAPAIIIITYl 
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Potential for DERs to substitute for distribution network upgra:les in representative 
European distribution networks -low voltage distribution example 
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See: Jenkins, Luke & Vergara forthcoming and Perez-Arriaga et al. 2016. The Utility of the Future: an MIT Energy Initiative response to an 
industry in transition. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology. http:/£mergy.mit.edu/research/utility-future-study/ 
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IIJ Nlllllll MIIIDIIIIIIIIIIR Nlllllll IIIIIIPIIIRTUNITIIIIS & TRIIJDIIIIIIIIIIS 

GEN-X: a new electricity resource capacity expansion planning rmdel that captures 
key tradeoffs between locational value and economies of unit smle 

Distribution 
zones 
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GEN-18 APPIIICATIIIINS 

• Evaluate economically optimal portfolio of conventional and distributed energy resources to 
meet projected load growth and policy constraints, as well as implications for network 
reinforcements 

• Analyze economics of distributed energy resources and understand how novel resources 
deliver value and affect operation of power systems 

• Evaluate optimal scale of solar PV, energy storage devices, fuel cells, etc. 
(e.g. economies of scale vs. locational benefits tradeoffs) 

• Evaluating and benchmarking policy and regulation 

• Electricity utility integrated resource planning with distributed energy resources 
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TRIANSMISSIIIIN IIIXliiiANSIIIIN AND STIIIRIAIIIII IIASII STUD¥ 
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All capacity- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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Non-served energy 
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-Network expansion 
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TRANSMISSION IIX!PANSION liND STORIAIIII IIIISII STUDY 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION IIIIIPANSI®N AND ST®RIIIBIIII IIASIII STUDY 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION IIIIPANSION AND STORIAGII CASII STUDY 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION IIX!PANSION AND STORIAIIII IIASII STUDYi 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION BIIIIIIINSION AND STORIII(IBI IIASBI STUD¥ 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION IIX!PANSION AND STORIAIIII IIASII STUD¥ 
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New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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TRANSMISSION IIX!PANSION AND STORIAGII GASII STIIDYi 

New capacity only- 2035 Spain-like test system, 
mid-range DER cost declines, transmission constraint case 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: SMCI This Week 
Sent: Fri 11/10/2017 8:00:52 PM 
Subject: A: SMCI This Week 1 A special thanks to those who serve 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chase Moses 
Wed 11/1/2017 10:47:14 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chase Moses 
7769 W 118th St N 
Sperry, OK 74073 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
virtualizationwebinars 
Fri 11/10/2017 3:19:36 PM 
Free CISSP Exam Prep - 1 OOk security job openings 

Want to pass the CISSP exam the first time and fast-track your cybersecurity career? There were 
over 102,000 job openings requiring a CISSP certification in 2016 and the demand is projected 
by 18% annually. 

MCI is offering a free, online CISSP Exam Prep Course for new students enrolled in the Baker 
College Online Cloud Security Risk Management MBA or MSIS program. 

You can benefit from a powerful combination: 

• Unique university-based cloud security risk management curriculum, which includes in
depth coverage of the eight CISSP domains. 

• Free online exam prep and test-taking strategies taught by (ISC)2 certified faculty 
members. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 000061 06-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
American Law Institute CLE 
Fri 11/10/2017 2:21:21 PM 
Where You Go for CLE Matters-Hundreds of On-Demand Courses 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 000061 08-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
efren hernandez 
Mon 11/13/2017 6:57:46 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

efren hernandez 
3110 n. 3rd street 
lovington, NM 88260 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 000061 09-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Steve Fitzpatrick 
Wed 11/1/2017 5:51:21 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Steve Fitzpatrick 
1247 Alysa way 
Cheyenne, WY 82009 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006110-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kane Hittle 
Fri 11/10/2017 2:14:18 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Kane Hittle 
324 Dominion Place 
Heath, TX 75032 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006111-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Michael Welch 
Mon 11/13/2017 6:56:41 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Michael Welch 
308 Astilbe Ct. 
Bear, DE 19701 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006112-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Robert OBrien 
Wed 11/1/2017 12:19:27 AM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Robert OBrien 
806 W. Monterrey Way 
Artesia, NM 88210 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006114-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Parrish Miller 
Tue 10/31/2017 10:59:36 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Parrish Miller 
804 W Monterrey Way 
Artesia, NM 88210 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006116-00001 



From: Susan Flanagan 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Tentative: Meeting with the Agricultural Retailers Association: General Duty Clause [CAA 
Section 112(r)(1)] 
Start Date/Time: Fri 12/8/2017 7:00:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 12/8/2017 7:30:00 PM 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006119-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chris Smith 
Tue 10/31/2017 8:41:39 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chris Smith 
1330 W 375 N Apt F207 
Centerville, UT 84014 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006120-00001 



To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: EGOS 
Sent: Thur 11/9/2017 7:31:11 PM 
Subject: EGOS Elects New Vice Chairs, Butler Speaks on the Hill, Senate Confirms Wehrum for Top 
Air Post, & More 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED _00 1523_00006121-0000 1 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Natalie Dunn 
Tue 10/31/2017 8:41:39 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Natalie Dunn 
300 Morrie Ave 
Cheyenne, WY 82007 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006122-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Sara Starr 
Tue 10/31/2017 8:41:38 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Sara Starr 
3010 State Street 
Dallas, TX 75204 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006124-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Lorraine Martinez 
Tue 10/31/2017 8:41:37 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Lorraine Martinez 
300 Morrie Ave 
Cheyenne, WY 82007 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006125-00001 



To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; 
samantha.dravis@gmail.com[samantha.dravis@gmail.com] 
From: Liz Roche 
Sent: Tue 10/31/2017 7:31:32 PM 
Subject: Invitation: Energy & Tax Reform Dinner & Discussion 1 Thursday, Nov. 16 

Hi Samantha-

Hope you're doing well. I wanted to reach out and invite you to the next energy dinner and 
discussion on Thursday, November 16 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. The dinner will bring together 
Hill, industry and media influencers to discuss the impact proposed tax reform policies could 
have on the energy industry. 

As a reminder, this seated dinner is 100 percent off-the-record and serves as a catalyst for future 
discussions-connecting the right people to move our energy policy forward. We've also worked 
with Lavagna to offer a family-style menu so that each person's bill will not exceed $50. Please 
note that this includes food, tax and tip, but not alcoholic drinks. 

For your convenience, below is the invite with additional details about the time and location. 

Best, 

Liz 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED _00 1523_00006127 -00001 
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LLC 

The Flour Mill Building 
1 000 Potomac Street, NW 

Suite 102 
Washington, DC 20007 

0: 202 706-7816 C: 256-466-5285 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006127-00003 



From: Allen, Tania 
Location: WJC East 1153 (HQ) or EPAtv 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Veterans Day Commemoration Program 
Start Date/Time: Wed 11/8/2017 3:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 11/8/2017 4:30:00 PM 

Please join us on November 8th from 10:30 am -11:30 am (EST) for the EPA 2017 
Veterans Day Commemoration Program. We will hear from EPA's own Colonel 
(Retired) Reginald Allen, Director of Administrative and Executive Services in the Office 
of the Administrator. He was the first African-American commander of a United States 
Cavalry regiment in the history of the United States Army, the second African-American 
to command a squadron of the historic Buffalo Soldiers and led the Armored combat 
force in the operation that captured Saddam Hussein. 

We are also seeking your pictures to be included in the PowerPoint slideshow! Please 
send your military picture to by October 31st to be included in the 
presentation. 

We are looking forward to this program and hope that you will be able to join us in 
person or through EPAtv. Please remember that EPAtv is available at 
~~~~~~~-'-using only Internet Explorer while on the EPA network and cannot 
be accessed remotely. Phone lines are not available for this event, but the video 
recording will also be available for employees who are unable to participate live. People 
needing reasonable accommodations should contact Kristin P. Tropp at (202)559-0006. 

For any additional questions pertaining to the Veterans Employment Program please 
contact Dr. Lester Facey, 202-566-1321. 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006128-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
David Reitz 
Tue 10/31/2017 7:31:36 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

David Reitz 
2621 Nova Park Ct 
Rockwall, TX 75087 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006131-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jared Boatman 
Tue 10/31/2017 7:09:39 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Jared Boatman 
117 W BLEVINS RD 
ARTESIA, NM 88210 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006134-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Chris Atkinson 
Tue 10/31/2017 7:04:54 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Chris Atkinson 
652 weatherby dr 
Cheyenne, WY 82007 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006135-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Alan Henman 
Tue 10/31/2017 6:55:23 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Alan Henman 
5200 S.W. 70th 
El Dorado, KS 67042 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED _00 1523_00006137 -00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Strecker Jeff 
Tue 10/31/2017 6:42:50 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Strecker Jeff 
1506 N. Terhune 
Wichita, KS 67230 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006138-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Eric Sanders 
Tue 10/31/2017 6:11:38 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Eric Sanders 
Rural Route 2 Box 257 
Nowata, OK 74048 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_001523_00006144-00001 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Solve ME/CFS Initiative 
Tue 10/31/2017 5:44:42 PM 
News Alert 1 SMCI Funds 5 new ME/CFS research projects 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA ED_ 001523 _ 00006148-00001 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Todd Upshaw 
Thur 11/2/2017 6:33:23 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Todd Upshaw 
10710 East 98th St. N 
Owasso, OK 74055 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Ollen Rivers 
Tue 10/31/2017 5:28:03 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Ollen Rivers 
706 Greenbriar 
Roswell, NM 88203 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cody gary 
Thur 11/2/2017 6:03:27 PM 

Subject: Help Protect Refiners Jobs In Reference to Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS 
(Docket ID No. EPA-HQ- OAR-2017-0091) in a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Cody gary 
796 North Lone pine drive 
Cleveland, OK 74020 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Tejada, Matthew[Tejada.Matthew@epa.gov] 
Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Jacqueline V. Norris 
Thur 11/2/2017 3:11:24 PM 
RE: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

How does EPA Local Government Committee play a role with OEJ/OECA? 
How are communities made aware of the goals? 

a) Protecting America's Water 
b) Cleaning Up Our Communities 
c) Environmental Justice (EJ) 
d) Air and Energy 

How are members/or elected mayoral leadership selected for "Small Communities Advisory 
Subcommittees (SCAS)? 

Cordially, 

On Nov 2, 2017 9:29AM, "Tejada, Matthew" wrote: 

That is still us, but we do not have any formal authority to "review". 

Matthew Tejada 

Director - Office of Environmental Justice 

Environmental Protection Agency 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Thursday, November 02, 2017 7:54AM 
To: Tejada, Matthew Dravis, Samantha 

Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

oops, 

The most important question is the one below: 
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1) Is there a designated office responsible for conducting an environmental justice 
review of programs, policies, and activities/or if so what office? 

On Thu, Nov 2, 2017 at 7:23AM, Jacqueline V. Norris wrote: 

Thanks for your quick response on yesterday. My thoughts last night had me 
to wonder about whether OEJ will still collaborate with OECA on how each 
section will conduct environmental justice reviews of its health and 
environmental mission/or goal programs, policies, and activities. Thus, I have 
the following questions/or thoughts: 

• How/or will OEJ/OECA utilize EPA Strategic Plan 2018-2020 as it 
guidance to identify activities, initiatives, and/or strategies that address 
the integration of environmental justice (stewardship) and incorporate 
them (new progressive initiatives) into the National Program 
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Managers'planning and budgeting documents and program agreements? 

• If my memory/or analogy is correct, OEJ appears to have an "ex officio" 
association/or membership on the Agency's Steering Committee. An 
Agency Steering Committee, body, that oversees regulatory policy for the 
Agency/or the development of its rules. Therefore, will both offices, 
OEJ/OECA still be a part of this body/or has this role been eliminated? 

• What will be the roll of EPA to continue the "Fundamentals of 
Environmental Justice training from headquarters/or throughout the 
regions? 

Cordially, 

On Wed, Nov 1, 2017 at 3:23PM, Tejada, Matthew 
wrote: 

Thanks Jacqueline for sharing those thoughts. And yes, we absolutely will 
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continue to play this same role, just from a different place within the Agency that 
is arguably in a much better position to support our cross Agency integration of 
environmental justice tools and concerns. 

Matthew Tejada 

Director - Office of Environmental Justice 

Environmental Protection Agency 

From: Jacqueline V. Norris 
Sent: Wednesday, November 01, 2017 12:34 PM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 

Subject: Re: Reorganization OEJ/OECA in EPA Office of Policy 

Hello Everyone, 

I had some time to review and reflect on historical notes (2006 to Present) 
emergence of OEJ under the office of OECA. It appears OECA created 
"Environmental Justice Strategic Enforcement Screening Tool (EJSEAT) 
to serve as "a consistent methodology that would enable to OECA to 
identify communities or areas experiencing disproportionate environmental 
and public health burdens for the purposes of enhancing focusing OECA's 
enforcement and compliance activities in those areas." 

For example, things have emerged and the offices OEJ/OECA are now 
separate under Policy. Will it still be the intent of both offices to improve 
consistency in EPA EPA's environmental stewardship Gustice) programs 
that are moving towards having States initiate environmental stewardship 
Gustice) regulations by partnering with EPA/EJIWG, and Environmental 
Council of States, which is a 501 c(4 ). 

These are just some questions as it relates to the role out the two 
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sections, OEJ/OECA, which is now within the Office Policy, which seems 
more to design policy and regulatory initiatives with states nationally. 

These are just my thoughts as you move out to meet with environmental 
communities before the end of the year. 

On Wed, Oct 11, 2017 at 2:39PM, Jacqueline V. Norris 
wrote: 
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Good Afternoon, 

You had mentioned Office of Environmental Justice has now moved 
within the Office of Policy. As a faith-based ordained leader, I would 
like to discuss with other faith-based leaders, such as headquarters, 
regional offices, private entities, NEJAC/or the Federal Inter-Agency 
Environmental Justice Work Group has worked collaboratively on the 
below initiatives from September 2016 to present. This includes giving 
a brief outline how EPA and Inter-Agency Work Group will collaborate 
in the future from a "rule of law" or policy perspective being 
implemented/or modified? 

Please provide case studies already funded/or ended in the last year. 

Civil rights and environmental justice compliance plan 

Applies to recipients of federal funding, public and private 

1. Describe what do you plan to do 

2. Analyze benefits and burdens on all people 

Statistical and anecdotal evidence 

GIS mapping and demographics 

Define standards to measure progress and hold officials 
accountable 

3. Analyze alternatives 

4. Include people of color and low-income people 

5. Implement a plan to distribute benefits and burdens fairly and 
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avoid discrimination: both intentional discrimination, and 
unjustified discriminatory impacts. 

Cordially, 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
virtualizationwebinars 
Mon 11/6/2017 6:45:55 PM 
Adobe Digital Government Technology Conference - Live Webcast 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
The Washington Post 
Mon 11/6/2017 5:51:08 PM 

Subject: You're invited- A World in Balance: Solutions for Sustainability event at The Washington Post 

Humans are changing the Earth in unprecedented ways. Global 
population growth, changes in behavior and migration, and new trends 
in industry and technology may leave lasting impacts on natural 
resources and the environment. 

On November 16, The Washington Post will bring together 
policymakers, business leaders and experts in the sustainability and 
conservation community to discuss new approaches for a sustainable 
future and assess the relationship between humans and the 
environment. 

Speakers will debate the tradeoffs involved in conserving Earth's 
natural resources, discuss new models for sustainable business 
practices and examine the relationship between democracy and 
sustainable development. 

Thursday, November 16 
Doors open for a light breakfast reception - 8:30 a.m. 
Program- 9:00- 10:30 a.m. 

Free to attend. Pre-registration is required. 

The Washington Post 

1301 K Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20071 

PRESENTING SPONSOR 
SUPPORTING SPONSOR 

This email contains news or other information about an event from Washington Post Live, the live 
journalism division of The Washington Post. If you no longer wish to receive these em ails related to 

Washington Post Live events, please click the unsubscribe link below. 

The Washington Post 11301 K Street NW, Washington D.C., 20071 
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To: Myron Ebeii[Myron.Ebell@cei.org] 
From: Myron Ebell 
Sent: Wed 11/15/2017 4:59:56 PM 
Subject: Cooler Heads Coalition 

Four items of interest pasted below: 

1. TPPF-THF energy and climate conference 30th November; 

2. Washington Times story on undisclosed private support for 
Governors' climate grandstanding as revealed by Chris Horner's 
freedom of information requests; 

3. Climate Wire and Bloomberg BNA stories about the ongoing 
takeover of ALEC by the green energy subsidies crowd; and 

4. E & E PM story on OSTP political appointee confirming that 
(after the debacle of the release of the National Climate 
Assessment draft) the Trump administration will keep climate 
research reports moving ahead on auto-pilot. 

1. The Texas Public Policy Foundation and the Heritage Foundation are 
holding their At the Crossroads energy and climate conference all day on 
Thursday, 30th November at the Heritage Foundation. Registration at 
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Washington Times, 15th November 2017 

Democratic governors outsource climate 
campaigns to activist groups, emails 
reveal 

Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, who is helping lead a coalition of 14 states and Puerto Rico at the 
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Bonn climate summit, is one of the Democratic governors with a kind of shadow staff supplied 
by advocacy groups. (Associated Press/File) 

It may look as if Democratic governors- not climate change activists- are driving the 
campaign to "fill the void" left by President exit from the agreement, but 
that's not necessarily the impression left by behind-the-scenes emails. 

Shortly after the June 1 launch of the a senior aide to Washington 
=.;:;;;.~:::..:::::...~~== 

warned Executive Director Jeff Nesbit that some 
governors were considering withdrawing from the multistate coalition aimed at meeting 
the targets of the global warming accord. 

"Can you call me asap?" director of D.C., office, 
asked in a June 5 email. "Sounds like we states have some particular, and substantively 
very valid, concerns about how this coalition is messaged. If not met I think states will 
pull out." 

"OMG, come on. I've been dealing with this all weekend," Mr. Nesbit responded. "We're 
not messaging it incorrectly at this point. But yes, I'll call you." 

It turns out that the governors who descended this week on the Bonn climate summit 
had plenty of help - not just from state aides, but also from a kind of shadow staff 
supplied by climate change advocacy groups and funded by liberal foundations in 
support of the ambitious foreign policy effort. 

A cache of emails obtained via open records requests by Competitive Enterprise 
Institute senior fellow shows state employees relying on activists for 
organizational and communications work in what he described as "outsourcing 
government off the books." 

The relationship raises questions about whether the governors have crossed an ethical 
line by bringing in privately funded advocacy groups to help staff a multistate operation
apparently at no charge- and whether their time and resources constituted a gift that 
would need to be disclosed to the public. 

"It is inarguable. They are being given very expensive staff time and services," said 
::....:=.:...:..:..:::;.:,.· "These governors should immediately release all details about the collusion with 
these groups, who themselves have a lot to answer for." 

The of 14 states and Puerto Rico is led by California Gov. Jerry 
Brown and New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo. Their offices did not respond immediately 
Tuesday to requests for comment. 

"In all three of those states, a gift is anything of value," said in an email. "The 
gifts here include a report, and PR services yielding, for example, a New York Times 
story promoting their 'leadership.' We see they met to discuss private offers to hire 
staffers to be at politicians' disposal." 
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Who's in charge? Who's paying? 

It's not uncommon for governors to seek out the expertise of think tanks, universities, 
corporations and advocacy groups when preparing policy initiatives on matters such as 
energy, education and the economy. 

But the email traffic from office indicates that activists play an outsize role in 
not merely advising but also running the day-to-day operations of the "bipartisan 
coalition of states," which includes one Republican: Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker. 

The website is operated by climate activists, not state staff, 
judging from another email exchange between and Mr. Nesbit. 

"How come governors aren't even listed on the website?" ~~== asked in a June 5 
email. 

Mr. Nesbit replied: "They will be! I promise. It's controlled by WWF [apparently referring 
to the World Wildlife Fund]. They're melting down over there. I'll make sure the 9 
governors are listed ASAP." 

Mr. Nesbit also wore the hat of press secretary, saying he needed to send a joint 
statement from Mr. Brown and Mr. Cuomo to The New York Times. 

"Do you have it? Is it approved? Is available to talk to the NYT and others today 
before does his Rose Garden ceremony at the WH?" Mr. Nesbit asked in the 
June 1 email. 

According to Mr. Nesbit, a sponsored project of the Rockefeller 
Philanthropy Advisors, provided its services free of charge and without a contract. 

"We worked with them at no cost just as we work with a wide range of groups," Mr. 
Nesbit said in an email to The Washington Times. 

In September, the issued a 12-page report that included extensive data from 
the Rhodium Group on the economic output and net greenhouse gas emissions of the 
14 member states compared with the rest of the states. 

Who compiled and paid for the report? Not Rhodium, according to a spokeswoman, 
although The New York Times described it at the time as "a new study by the research 
firm Rhodium Group." 

=...:c:=--.:=:...:.==-:....:.:.=== state staff put together the report using data that the Rhodium 
Group produced as part of previous projects which were funded by private 
philanthropy," Rhodium spokeswoman Hannah Hess said in an email to The 
Washington Times. 
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The Rhodium Group is headed by former Hillary Clinton campaign climate and energy 
adviser Trevor Houser, who also co-directs the Climate Impact Lab. 

'A tsunami of Pulitzers' 

Even before announced his intention in June to exit the 2015 climate 
accord, state employees in California, New York and had discussed 
enlisting the help of outside advocacy groups. 

Aimee Barnes, senior adviser to Mr. Brown, proposed reaching out to the Georgetown 
Climate Center, Under2 Coalition and others, saying that "it can't always be us staff 
running around trying to corral each other for sign on." 

"We are fortunate that at the moment there are many resources keen to be at our 
disposal to support us further, but in order to make the best use of them, we need to tell 
them what we need," Ms. Barnes said in a May 5 email. 

~~== responded in a May 9 email by noting, "Theres of course a plethora of 
advocate and funder interest," adding, "we can approach the different groups (G-town, 
Rhodium, UNF, whomever) about which of them will play a roll." 

A week later, Georgetown Climate Center Deputy Director Kathryn Zyla provided an 
update in an email sent to state staffers and climate change advocates. 

"We also wanted to let you know that we are working with the Georgetown IT 
department to develop a platform that can assist this group with communications and 
shared resources, and will keep you posted. (Please let us know if you have any 
thoughts on key features for that platform.)," Ms. Zyla said in a May 16 email. 

GCC spokesman Chris Coil said the group had no contract with the states. "We support 
state engagement on climate change (as we have done on a bipartisan basis for many 
years) free of charge," he said. 

~= senior adviser Chris Davis put in a plug for Ann McCabe and her team at the 
Climate Registry, calling them in a June 5 email "great partners who've covered our 
costs for COPs and provided extraordinary on site services and support." 

The Bonn climate summit, which runs through Friday, is officially known as COP23, or 
the 23rd session of the Conference of the Parties, an annual event sponsored by the 
U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change. 

The 2015 Agreement, a nonbinding accord calling for signatory nations to lower 
emissions in order to hold temperature increases below 2 degrees Celsius this century, 
was hammered out at COP21. 
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members Oregon Gov. Kate Brown and Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, who participated 
in a Monday panel on "U.S. state-driven climate leadership." 

"The has a message for the world: We are here. We are your 
allies on climate change," the said in a Nov. 6 press release, which listed a 
=~=-.:-=-== staffer as the contact. 

~'-"-'-~= said he would withdraw from the agreement unless the conditions were 
changed, saying it puts the U.S. economy at a "very, very big economic disadvantage." 

Is enlisting climate activists to assist state staff a problem if they are both acting at the 
direction of the governor? asked how the media would react if, for example, 
the Koch brothers provide staffing on behalf of a Republican governor. 

"This would unleash a tsunami of Pulitzers and hysteria if the political parties or priorities 
were changed," said "Here is a real test for 'good government' activists - is 
this all right if the 'right' politicians and donors pushing the approved agenda outsource 
government?" 

3. 

ClimateWire 

ADVOCACY 

Climate civil war brewing at ALEC 

Published: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 

Members of the American Legislative Exchange Council, a heavyweight conservative 
policy organization, are feuding about their approach to climate change. 

ALEC's conservative wing says the organization - which convenes corporations, think 
tanks and legislators- is capitulating to left-of-center interests to regain funders after 
an exodus of corporate titans like Google LLC and Royal Dutch Shell PLC over the 
organization's climate change positions. Others, however, contend that the conversation 
on climate has shifted away from hard-liners, with a growing number of Republicans and 
conservatives embracing clean technology and climate science, according to several of 
the group's members. 
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"I think the attention they got on energy and environmental issues was so intense that 
that's where they focused on their outreach with the center-left," said Paul Blair, director 
of strategic initiatives with Americans for Tax Reform and a member of ALEC. "You 
can't pass the laugh test with going center-left on tax issues. To me, you can't pass the 
laugh test with me by going center-left on energy and environment issues. But they 
apparently think they can." 

It's a fight that reflects the broader conservative debate over climate change and the 
direction of the Republican Party during the Trump administration. 

And it will soon come to a head, as ALEC members prepare to vote on a measure that 
takes aim at U.S. EPA's endangerment finding on greenhouse gases. The Obama-era 
finding is a compilation of scientific evidence that forms the legal basis for EPA 
greenhouse gas regulations. It's despised by many conservatives. 

ALEC's Energy, Environment and Agriculture Task Force is slated to vote on a draft 
~===at a meeting in Nashville, Tenn., next month that calls "upon the 
Environmental Protection Agency to withdraw the 2009 endangerment finding for carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases and conduct a new rulemaking on this issue." 

If ALEC ultimately adopts the resolution, it will serve as a model resolution for state and 
federal lawmakers to express their disdain for the EPA finding. The vote will put big 
businesses and trade groups that sit on the ALEC task force on the spot regarding 
whether the endangerment finding is worth investigating. 

"Robust debate comes from stakeholders engaging from a variety of perspectives. And 
that is precisely what's happening here," said ALEC spokesman Bill Meierling. He noted 
that the draft resolution could be amended or changed when the task force meets in 
Nashville. 

The tug of war at ALEC mirrors the fight between voices skeptical of mainstream climate 
science - like the nonprofit Heartland Institute - and groups that are more moderate 
on climate change, like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 

Heartland is rumored to be behind the endangerment resolution, with former North 
Dakota state Rep. Bette Grande (R)- who now freelances for Heartland and 
participates in ALEC matters- thought to have drafted it and handed off the language 
to a state lawmaker and ALEC member. 

Heartland did not respond to a request for comment. 

Heartland and its allies have pushed EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt to take on the 
endangerment finding, which the EPA chief has been reluctant to pursue. Corporate 
America, meanwhile, largely supported staying in the Paris climate agreement and 
retaining the Clean Power Plan- an Obama administration rule to curb power plant 
emissions- but ultimately lost those battles to far-right groups, though some hope 
Trump will ultimately remain in the global climate pact. 
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Bellwether moment? 

The endangerment finding vote may serve as a bellwether for where ALEC stands on 
climate change. 

Is ALEC part and parcel of a conservative movement that has questioned climate 
change and the policy responses to it? Or does it operate among the wider atmosphere 
of reputation-conscious corporations and even some moderates who have opposed the 
Trump administration on climate change? 

But that calculation also belies a more fundamental point about ALEC -while it has a 
reputation as a far-right group advancing industry interests, it's also a member-driven 
organization. If ALEC is shifting on climate and energy, it's largely because its members 
have, too. 

"If there were some grand conspiracy, I'd know about it, and there isn't," said Eli Lehrer, 
president of the free-market think tank R Street Institute, which supports a carbon tax. 
"To the extent things have changed, it's because opinions have changed." 

At its core, ALEC is an organization about free markets and limited government. Thus, 
its members also have railed against and helped craft bills to roll back President 
Obama's climate and environmental measures, many of which were federal regulations, 
and local incentives for clean energy. At the same time, though, the group has come 
under fire for taking cash from fossil fuel companies threatened by the advance of clean 
energy while often neglecting to mention subsidies and incentives that legacy energy 
sources enjoy. 

Longtime ALEC watchdogs view the endangerment finding draft resolution as an 
attempt by its conservative members to reorient the organization to its roots after 
several rudderless years on energy and environment matters. Part of that is a response 
to the Trump administration, said Nick Surgey, director of Documented, an organization 
that tracks the influence of corporations on public policy. 

"This is a reflection of an organization that has shifted itself more into the mainstream of 
climate change in terms of rhetoric in the last three to four years," Surgey said. "Now 
they've got almost everything they want from Scott Pruitt and the EPA, and they have to 
justify their existence to their funders. And it seems like they're allying themselves with 
the more radical of the funders." 

The cohesion between ALEC and the Trump administration is evident to ALEC CEO 
Lisa Nelson. She sent a congratulatory email to its members on Jan. 30 to celebrate the 
new administration, saying, "This administration does have the potential to be an ALEC 
administration. It is full of the people and ideas we've advanced since 1973." 

But conservatives familiar with ALEC said they're concerned that the organization has 
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gravitated to satisfying interests that aren't committed to the free-market principles upon 
which the group was created. They said that dynamic is most apparent in the energy 
and environment space. 

"When it comes to the policies of the organization, ALEC does have strong positions on 
issues that are consistent with the free market," Blair said. "The issue is if they are 
planning to upend those principles to fundraise in the future." 

They worry that ALEC is trying to plug a funding gap following the high-profile exits of 
Google, BP PLC, Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Royal Dutch Shell PLC and others, all of which 
blamed the organization's stance on climate change for their departure. Those 
companies left largely over pressure from shareholders who were spurred into action 
after activist groups harped on ALEC funding streams. The conservative billionaire 
industrialist Koch brothers are big donors; Exxon Mobil Corp., a member of the Energy, 
Environment and Agriculture Task Force, is also a major funder. 

Conservatives revolt 

ALEC's conservative members saw warning signs recently when feathers were ruffled 
over what they said in the past would have been a fairly easy decision. 

The energy task force couldn't agree to move on a resolution that opposed property 
assessed clean energy, or PACE- a financing mechanism to fund clean energy or 
energy efficiency upgrades. Conservatives were worried about exposing taxpayers to 
losses, since municipal bonds underwrote many of the projects. 

But many of ALEC's members also have PACE interests. One conservative source said 
those groups backing PACE angled to kill the resolution and criticized ALEC for trying to 
appease such funders. Rockwood Group CEO Scott Zajac, whose investment firm 
operates in the PACE world, was particularly vocal in opposing the resolution within 
ALEC, the source said. 

Others, though, noted that's just how the energy space is these days - corporations 
are on board with clean energy. Rejecting mainstream climate science or trying to 
stymie growth of energy sources that compete with ALEC's old guard of coal, natural 
gas and oil companies doesn't fly anymore. 

The PACE resolution foundered over much acrimony in ALEC's July meeting and was 
forbidden to ever return as a discussion point. That result has generated revolt from 
some of the more dogmatic conservatives. 

"I'm concerned that there has been an effort more recently to try and table what in the 
past would have been considered straightforward proposals based on free-market 
principles," said Tom Pyle, president of the conservative energy think tank Institute for 
Energy Research. "That's what ALEC is supposed to be advancing." 
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That effort, though, is minor compared with the endangerment finding, which is a 
lightning rod in climate policy circles. 

Publicly traded companies on the Energy, Environment and Agriculture Task Force are 
getting calls about the upcoming vote on the draft endangerment finding resolution, 
according to a source familiar with the situation. Companies on that task force include 
Exxon Mobil, Pfizer Inc. and United Parcel Service Inc. 

"We have not received calls on it to my knowledge, but either way it is not an issue we 
would support," UPS spokeswoman Kara Ross said in an email. "As one of the leaders 
in sustainable and transparent logistics, our position on climate change is clear." 

Aside from Exxon Mobil, Pfizer and UPS, the task force also includes lobby group 
heavyweights such as the Edison Electric Institute, American Fuel & Petrochemical 
Manufacturers, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association and American Gas 
Association. 

E&E News contacted all those members. EEl, AGA, AFPM, Pfizer and Exxon Mobil did 
not respond to requests for comment. NRECA said it didn't want to challenge the 
endangerment finding because it supports "inside the fence" carbon emissions 
regulations on power plants to replace the Clean Power Plan, which Pruitt formally 
moved to repeal last month. 

"Challenging the endangerment finding would lead to a different result, which we think 
would be unwise," spokesman Dan Riedinger said in an email. 

Bloomberg 

Koch-Funded Group Prods Trump's EPA 
to Say Climate Change Not a Risk 

By Ari Natter 

November 15, 2017, 10:40 AM EST 

• Model bill aims to prod Trump to rescind endangerment finding 
• ALEC has faced defections over its criticisms of climate rules 
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~~~===.....:~ and coal giant ~.9QQ.QJL1;;;.~::9Y~R 
is moving to prod the to rescind its earlier 
determination that climate change is a risk to human health and welfare. 

The will consider a that would be 
offered to state legislatures to adopt as a way of pressuring the Trump administration to 
uproot his predecessor's efforts to address climate change, attacking the very science 
that shows temperatures rising and storms increasing. 

The EPA's 2009 endangerment finding established that climate change warrants 
regulation. 

"So long as the endangerment finding remains in place, efforts to roll back climate 
regulations will likely fail," according to the draft document, which is on the group's 
website and may be voted on in an ALEC meeting next month. "Research has shown 
that recent changes in temperatures, sea level rise, and the frequency of extreme 
weather events are far from unusual in the historic and geophysical record." 

That position risks opening a new rift in the group, which has faced defections from 
corporate titans such as and BP Pic. for its efforts against renewable 
energy and carbon regulation. ALEC is a group of free-market organizations, corporate 
representatives and state lawmakers that adopts model bills which lawmakers then 
introduce in state legislatures nationwide. ALEC has denied that it rejects mainstream 
climate science, but it has downplayed the risks. 

"At this early stage in our process it's merely a proposal for discussion," said Bill 
Meierling, an ALEC spokesman. 

Companies such as Exxon Mobil Corp., which says it accounts for climate change in its 
investment decisions, have also sponsored the organization, according to the =-=~~"""'-
== and Democracy. 

"I think it will receive overwhelming support from the state legislators on the task force, 
but the private members will be divided," Myron Ebell, the director of the Competitive 
Enterprise Institute's Center for Energy and Environment and a skeptic of global 
warming. "That is because the private members now include a number of renewable 
energy companies that depend on subsidies and mandates and oppose free markets." 

The resolution may be voted on at the group's policy summit in Nashville, Tennessee 
next month. It's part of an effort by groups such as the and the 
=-=~~~=-=""'-=~-'-'=:::::....:.:===to prod President EPA into erasing the 
basis for any climate regulations. So far, EPA has steered clear of trying to deny the 
basic science and crafted its moves to rollback President Barack Obama's regulations 
as necessary because of legal constraints. 

"This is not a fight that Exxon or the utilities would want," David Pomerantz, executive 
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director of the Energy and Policy Institute, a San Francisco group that supports 
renewable energy. "This is not there first foray into denial but since then they have been 
pretty quiet on this stuff." 

4. 

E & E News PM 

WHITE HOUSE 

Trump deputy vows admin will keep 
working on climate 

Published: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 

White House officials will continue to "play our part" on climate change and work on 
related science reports, presidential adviser Michael Kratsios said this week. 

Currently deputy assistant to the president and the deputy U.S. chief technology officer, 
Kratsios was asked about the Trump administration's climate stance during a half-hour 
public interview at the Internet Association conference that was posted online today. 

"The climate science issue is one that is covered by a whole host of agencies and 
offices throughout the federal government," Kratsios said. 

Michael Kratsios. Kratsios/Linkedln 
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"We continue to do that work and play our part among the 13 agencies, which are part 
of the [U.S. Global Change Research Program]," he added, referring to the release this 
month of the latest version of the National Climate Assessment. 

That report found that humans are having an unprecedented impact on the climate by 
burning fossil fuels Nov. 3). 

One focus of the Office of Science and Technology Policy is creating an environment 
"where the next great technologies for the energy sector can be developed here in the 
U.S.," including for renewables, said Kratsios, a former top aide to White House adviser 
Peter Thiel. 

He said "yes" when he asked if he personally believed that humans are driving warming. 

"The administration has been very clear. The climate is changing. There's definitely no 
denying that," he said. 

OSTP, where Kratsios works, historically has played a coordinating role in the national 
climate assessment and other federal climate research, but it's been unclear since the 
election how much the office would focus on the issue, or energy in general. In August, 
records obtained by a Freedom of Information Act request showed that OSTP 
eliminated many of its former climate positions Aug. 4). 

Last month, Trump set a record for going longer than any modern president without an 
OSTP director in place. 

Asked about that, Kratsios said that "we're very excited to have someone nominated 
very soon" but did not provide a timeline. Currently, OSTP general counsel Rachael 
Leonard is serving as acting director, according to an administration official. 

Eventually, Kratsios said OSTP likely would have about 60 to 70 staffers, which is about 
half the level at the end of the Obama administration but in line with historical numbers. 

"I don't see head count as a proxy for commitment to particular policy initiatives," he 
said. 

Kratsios also said OSTP is leading a White House review of the U.S. nuclear fleet, 
along with the National Economic Council and National Security Council. 

"We should be seeing some results of that in coming months," he said. 
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Myron Ebell 

Director, Center for Energy and Environment 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

1310 L Street, N. W., Seventh Floor 

Washington, DC 20005, USA 

Tel direct: (202) 331-2256 

Tel mobile: (202) 320-6685 

E-mail: 
~~=====~.w 

Stop continental drift! 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: DCRoomARN3500/0PEI 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Meeting with James Hagedorn of the Scotts Miracle-Gro Company 
Start Date/Time: Tue 6/27/2017 8:15:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Tue 6/27/2017 8:45:00 PM 

Topic: Meeting with James Hagedorn of the Scotts Miracle-Gro Company 

Date: 6/27 

Time: 2:00-2:30 

Location: 3500 WJCN 

Cc: lnge, Carolyn Kime, Robin 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton North Entrance located on 
your right as you exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 10 minutes 
prior to the meeting with photo IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all 
other matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 

Contact: 

Annette Chapman, Sr. Executive Assistant to James Hagedorn 

The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company 

14111 Scottslawn Road 

Marysville, Ohio 43041 

937 644-7431 
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From: lnge, Carolyn 
Location: 3513A 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: General Discussion 
Start Date/Time: Wed 3/15/2017 8:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Wed 3/15/2017 9:15:00 PM 

Topic: General Discussion 

Date: Wednesday (3/15) 

Time: 4:30p.m.- 5:15p.m. 

Location: 3513A 

Directions: Please use the William Jefferson Clinton located on your right as you 
exit the Federal Triangle Metro Station. Please arrive 20 minutes prior to the meeting with photo 
IDs to clear Security. 

EPA Contact: For an escort from Security to the meeting call (202) 564-4332; for all other 
matters call Robin Kime (202)564-6587. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Dow Jones 
Wed 4/26/2017 8:03:33 PM 
Wall Street Journal Order Confirmation 

If you need any assistance with your subscription or if you believe you received this email in error, please 
contact Customer Service. 
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WSJ Customer Service Team 
1-800-JOURNAL(568-7625) 

This mailing was sent to Email: dravis.samantha@epa.gov to confirm your online order. 
:"'-,,", 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Dow Jones 
Thur4/27/2017 2:51:37 PM 
Wall Street Journal -Account Updated 

To view this email as a web page, click 

ccount Information Update Confirmation 
Dear Samantha Dravis, 

Thank you for contacting us. This email confirms that the following request has been 
processed: CHANGE TAX EXEMPT STATUS. 

If you require further assistance or if you believe you received this email in error, 
please contact Customer Service. 

Regards, 
SJ Customer Service 

For further questions, please contact Dow Jones Customer Service. Click here for global support. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
FL TCIP@info.ltcfeds.com 
Tue 4/4/2017 3:05:50 PM 
Important benefit opportunity for new employees 

"'""nn•'n specifically for the Federal family, the Federal Long Term Care 
Insurance offers a smart way to savings and assets should 
you need long term care services 

Your spouse can also apply with abbreviated 
even if you choose not to 

within the same 60-day 

If you are currently 
disqualify you from 

you avoid the risk that a future illness or condition may 
coverage. 

You and your spouse can still 
but you must 
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Or, call1-800-l TC-FEDS ( 1-800-582-3337) TTY 1-800-843-3557 to 
consultant. 

with a program 

Note: Certain medical or combinations of will some from 
approved for coverage. You need to to find out if you qualify for coverage under 

the FLTCIP. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
LAWelcomeKit@lexisnexis.com 
Thur 4/6/2017 4:29:40 PM 
Welcome to Lexis Advance®- here's your ID 

Your account is now active! 

Find below your ID & password. 
Dear Samantha, welcome to Lexis Advance®. 

Your account is now activated and you are now able to conduct your legal 
research on Lexis Advance, so let's get you started. 

2) Enter your ID: SAMANTHADRA VIS6 and 
temporary password: xlfgcWgt 

Tip: Next time, select Remember Me on 
the sign in screen and you'll bypass sign 
in every time you visit. 

3) Click Sign In. 

4) Complete your profile. 

Now you're ready to research! 

If you subscribe to multiple products, you can access them from the dropdown located at the 
upper left side of your screen. 

Mobile: With your Lexis Advance ID, you can research wherever you are, 
whenever you need. Just visit with your mobile browser, 

or download our award- winning Apple® ®and ® apps. 

Help: If you have any questions or need assistance, please call LexisNexis® 
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Please <¥011Bitlmti)Sttp>~ ~ia~OO'IDn~sitonitdrecl.ian«dvillurwSgppor.a & 
Customer Support reprainri1alillimiit fonA{gNb:atisigg:im~~ and»{idliom.ce problems with this 
message, please call Customer Support at 1-800-543-6862. 
LexisNexis, Lexis and Lexis Advance are registered trademarks; My Lexis is a trademark, 
and LexisNexis MedMal NavigatOt~~e'~~~~eed Elsevier Properties Inc., 
used under license. Other Products or~fue\Ali%y<lfJ trademarks or registered trademarks 
oftheir · · 

Copyright© 2016 LexisNexis. All rights reserved. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Hugh Stapleton 
Thur 4/13/2017 3:48:48 PM 
RE: Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Hi Samantha, 

Let me know ifl can help you get your real-time alerts set up! 

Best, 

Hugh 

From: Hugh Stapleton 
Sent: Monday, April10, 2017 12:55 PM 
To: 'dravis.samantha@epa.gov' <dravis.samantha@epa.gov> 
Subject: RE: Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Samantha, 

Just wanted to bump this to the top of your inbox. Let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Best, 

Hugh 

From: Hugh Stapleton 
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 4:37PM 
To: 'dravis.samantha@epa.gov' 
Cc: David Gelsomino 
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Subject: Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Hi Samantha, 

Welcome to POLITICO Pro. To get you started, I have customized you with the CEO Report 
and the morning Energy newsletter. I have also provided topic tags that our editorial team has 
handpicked within the Energy policy area. Please highlight the issues you would like to track in 
real time and I will update your settings accordingly. 

Your POLITICO Pro login credentials are as follows: 

Password: SamanthaTemp 

If you would like a walkthrough of Pro, Dave (your POLITICO Pro account manager with whom 
I work) holds online training sessions every Friday at I O:OOam. Please let me know if you plan 
on attending any of these sessions so I can ensure Dave is fully prepared. If you have any 
additional questions don't hesitate to reach out. 

Best, 

Hugh 

Energy Topics 

Committees BLM Charles Grassley 
House Natural Resources 
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Committee 

Senate Environment And 
Public Works Committee 
House Energy and 
Commerce Committee 
House Appropriations 
Committee 

Pipeline And Hazardous 
Materials Safety 
Administration 

Executive Branch 

Bureau of Reclamation 
Senate Finance Committee Congress 
Senate Commerce CommitteeDOE 
House Transportation and 
Infrastmcture Committee NRC 
House Oversight and 
Government Reform NOAA 
Committee 
House Science Space and 
Technology Committee 

Senate Energy And Natural 
Resources Committee 
Companies 

U.S. Fish And Wildlife 
Service 

White House 
USDA 

Mike Simpson 

Raul Grijalva 

Colette Honorable 
Earl Blumenauer 
Ed Markey 

Jim Inhofe 

Ron Wyden 

Lamar Alexander 

Lisa Murkowski 
Maria Cantwell 

BP 
ExxonMobil 

Army Corps of Engineers 
Courts 

John Thune 
Bill Shuster 
John Shimkus 
Frank Pallone 
Marcy Kaptur 
Greg Walden 
Stephen Bums 
Diana DeGette 
Rob Bishop 
Dianne Feinstein 

Economy 
Appropriations 
Budget 
Electricity/Fuels 
Natural Gas 
Offshore Drilling 
Hydraulic Fracturing 
Ethanol 
Biofuels 
Energy Storage 
Fuels 
Keystone XL Pipeline 
Electricity/Grid 
Coal 

Gas Prices 
Power 
Energy/Environment 

Agriculture 
Pipelines 
Oil 
Conservation 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 

FERC 
BOEM/BSEE 
Interior Department 
Nuclear Energy 
Yucca Mountain 
Other 
Energy Influence 
Ryan Zinke 

Trade 
Science 
Mass Transit 
Mining 
Opinion 

Scott Pruitt 
Batteries 
Tom Udall 

States 
Tax Incentives 
John Barrasso 

2020Tom Carper 
Tim Murphy 
Real Estate/Infrastructure 
Transportation 
Infrastmcture 
Dams/Levees 
Regulations & Standard 
Practices 
TSCA 
Regulations 
Water Resources 

20 18Development Act 
Clean Water Act 
Renewable Fuel Standard 
Renewable Portfolio 
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Standards 
Solar Technology Clean Air Act 
Renewables Business Safety & Information 
Utilities Betty McCollum Waterways 

Land & Water Conservation Technology, Internet & 
Water Fund Security 
Nuclear Transition 2017 Cybersecurity 
Global Affairs Paul Tonko Water 
Russia Ken Calvert Waters Of The United States 
International Loan Guarantees Desalination 
Green Energy Bobby Rush Surface Water 
Energy Efficiency Rick Perry Wetlands 
Climate Change Lobbying Flood Control 
Green Tech Taxes Water Law 
Hydroelectric People Drinking Water 
Geothermal Sheldon Whitehouse Energy-water Nexus 
Wind Tom Steyer Ground Water 
Industry & Advocacy Jason Chaffetz Wastewater 
Groups 
Advocacy Fred Upton Drought 
Legislature, Admin & 
Agencies Peter DeFazio 

If there are any key words you are interested in that you do not see on the list above, please 
write them in below and they will be added to your account. 
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Hugh Stapleton I Account Management Associate I 

1000 Wilson Boulevard, 8th Floor I Arlington, VA 22209 

Office: 703.842.1717 I Mobile: 847.471.0383 

Email: Website: 
==~==~~~======~· ~~~==~~~==== 

Why Go Pro? Visit: ~~~-'-=~==c. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Hugh Stapleton 
Mon 4/10/2017 4:55:16 PM 
RE: Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Samantha, 

Just wanted to bump this to the top of your inbox. Let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Best, 

Hugh 

From: Hugh Stapleton 
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 4:37PM 
To: 'dravis.samantha@epa.gov' <dravis.samantha@epa.gov> 
Cc: David Gelsomino <dgelsomino@politico.com>; 'Irving, Vema' <Irving.Vema@epa.gov> 
Subject: Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Hi Samantha, 

Welcome to POLITICO Pro. To get you started, I have customized you with the CEO Report 
and the morning Energy newsletter. I have also provided topic tags that our editorial team has 
handpicked within the Energy policy area. Please highlight the issues you would like to track in 
real time and I will update your settings accordingly. 

Your POLITICO Pro login credentials are as follows: 
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Password: SamanthaTemp 

If you would like a walkthrough of Pro, Dave (your POLITICO Pro account manager with whom 
I work) holds online training sessions every Friday at I O:OOam. Please let me know if you plan 
on attending any of these sessions so I can ensure Dave is fully prepared. If you have any 
additional questions don't hesitate to reach out. 

Best, 

Hugh 

Energy Topics 

Committees 
House Natural Resources 
Committee 

BLM 

EPA 
Pipeline And Hazardous 

Senate Environment And Materials Safety 
Public Works Committee Administration 
House Energy and Commerce 
Committee Executive Branch 
House Appropriations 
Committee Bureau of Reclamation 
Senate Finance Committee Congress 
Senate Commerce CommitteeDOE 
House Transportation and 
Infrastmcture Committee NRC 
House Oversight and 
Government Reform 
Committee NOAA 
House Science Space and 
Technology Committee U.S. Fish And Wildlife 

Service 
Senate Energy And Natural 
Resources Committee 
Companies 
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White House 
USDA 

Charles Grassley 

Cory Gardner 

Mike Simpson 

Raul Grijalva 

Colette Honorable 
Earl Blumenauer 
Ed Markey 

Jim Inhofe 

Ron Wyden 

Lamar Alexander 

Lisa Murkowski 
Maria Cantwell 
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BP 
ExxonMobil 
Economy 
Appropriations 
Budget 
Electricity/Fuels 
Natural Gas 
Offshore Drilling 
Hydraulic Fracturing 
Ethanol 
Biofuels 
Energy Storage 
Fuels 
Keystone XL Pipeline 
Electricity/Grid 
Coal 

Gas Prices 
Power 
Energy/Environment 

Agriculture 
Pipelines 
Oil 
Conservation 

Solar 
Renewables 
Utilities 

Water 
Nuclear 
Global Affairs 
Russia 
International 
Green Energy 
Energy Efficiency 
Climate Change 
Green Tech 
Hydroelectric 
Geothermal 
Wind 
Industry & Advocacy 
Groups 
Advocacy 
Legislature, Admin & 
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Army Corps of Engineers 
Courts 
FERC 
BOEM/BSEE 
Interior Department 
Nuclear Energy 
Yucca Mountain 
Other 
Energy Influence 
Ryan Zinke 

John Thune 
Bill Shuster 
John Shimkus 
Frank Pallone 
Marcy Kaptur 
Greg Walden 
Stephen Bums 
Diana DeGette 
Rob Bishop 
Dianne Feinstein 

Trade 
Science 
Mass Transit 
Mining 
Opinion 

2020Tom Carper 
Tim Murphy 

Scott Pruitt 
Batteries 
Tom Udall 

Real Estate/Infrastructure 
Transportation 
Infrastmcture 
Dams/Levees 
Regulations & Standard 
Practices 
TSCA 
Regulations 
Water Resources 

20 18Development Act 
States 
Tax Incentives 
John Barrasso 

Technology 
Business 
Betty McCollum 
Land & Water Conservation 
Fund 
Transition 2017 
Paul Tonko 
Ken Calvert 
Loan Guarantees 
Bobby Rush 
Rick Perry 
Lobbying 
Taxes 
People 
Sheldon Whitehouse 
Tom Steyer 
Jason Chaffetz 

Fred Upton 

Clean Water Act 
Renewable Fuel Standard 
Renewable Portfolio 
Standards 
Clean Air Act 
Safety & Information 
Waterways 
Technology, Internet & 
Security 
Cybersecurity 
Water 
Waters Of The United States 
Desalination 
Surface Water 
Wetlands 
Flood Control 
Water Law 
Drinking Water 
Energy-water Nexus 
Ground Water 
Wastewater 

Drought 
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Agencies 

If there are any key words you are interested in that you do not see on the list above, please 
write them in below and they will be added to your account. 

Hugh Stapleton I Account Management Associate I 

1000 Wilson Boulevard, 8th Floor I Arlington, VA 22209 

Office: 703.842.1717 I Mobile: 847.471.0383 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cc: 
From: 

David Gelsomino[dgelsomino@politico.com]; Irving, Verna[lrving.Verna@epa.gov] 
Hugh Stapleton 

Sent: 
Subject: 

Tue 4/4/2017 8:37:20 PM 
Welcome to POLITICO Pro! 

Hi Samantha, 

Welcome to POLITICO Pro. To get you started, I have customized you with the CEO Report 
and the morning Energy newsletter. I have also provided topic tags that our editorial team has 
handpicked within the Energy policy area. Please highlight the issues you would like to track in 
real time and I will update your settings accordingly. 

Your POLITICO Pro login credentials are as follows: 

Password: SamanthaTemp 

If you would like a walkthrough of Pro, Dave (your POLITICO Pro account manager with whom 
I work) holds online training sessions every Friday at I O:OOam. Please let me know if you plan 
on attending any of these sessions so I can ensure Dave is fully prepared. If you have any 
additional questions don't hesitate to reach out. 

Best, 

Hugh 

Energy Topics 
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Committees IBLM Charles Grassley 
House Natural Resources 
Committee IEPA Cory Gardner 

!Pipeline And Hazardous 
Senate Environment And Public !Materials Safety Administration 
Works Committee Mike Simpson 
House Energy and Commerce 
Committee !Executive Branch !Raul Grijalva 
House Appropriations 
Committee !Bureau of Reclamation Colette Honorable 
Senate Finance Committee Congress Earl Blumenauer 
Senate Commerce Committee IDOE Ed Markey 
House Transportation and 
nfrastmcture Committee ~RC Jim Inhofe 

House Oversight and 
Government Reform 
Committee ~OAA Ron Wyden 
House Science Space and 
Technology Committee ilJ.S. Fish And Wildlife Service !Lamar Alexander 
Senate Energy And Natural 
Resources Committee [White House Lisa Murkowski 
Companies !USDA Maria Cantwell 
BP [Army Corps of Engineers John Thune 
ExxonMobil Courts Bill Shuster 
Economy IFERC John Shimkus 
Appropriations IBOEM/BSEE Frank Pallone 
Budget ~nterior Department Marcy Kaptur 
Electricity/Fuels IN uclear Energy Greg Walden 
Natural Gas IY ucca Mountain Stephen Bums 
Offshore Drilling Other Diana DeGette 
Hydraulic Fracturing !Energy Influence Rob Bishop 
Ethanol !Ryan Zinke Dianne Feinstein 
Biofuels 2020 Tom Carper 
Energy Storage Trade Tim Murphy 
Fuels Science Real Estate/Infrastructure 
Keystone XL Pipeline !Mass Transit Transportation 
Electricity /Grid !Mining nfrastmcture 
Coal Opinion Dams/Levees 

Regulations & Standard 
Gas Prices Scott Pmitt Practices 
Power !Batteries TSCA 
Energy/Environment !rom Udall Regulations 

Water Resources Development 
Agriculture 2018 Act 
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Pipelines States Clean Water Act 
Oil Tax Incentives Renewable Fuel Standard 
Conservation ~ohn Barrasso Renewable Portfolio Standards 
Solar Technology Clean Air Act 
Renewables !Business Safety & Information 
Utilities !Betty McCollum Waterways 

!Land & Water Conservation Technology, Internet & 
Water !Fund Security 
Nuclear rrransition 2017 Cybersecurity 
Global Affairs !Paul Tonko Water 
Russia !Ken Calvert Waters Of The United States 
ntemational !Loan Guarantees Desalination 

Green Ener~y !Bobby Rush Surface Water 
Energy Efficiency IRick Perry Wetlands 
Climate Change !Lobbying Flood Control 
Green Tech Taxes Water Law 
Hydroelectric !People Drinking Water 
Geothermal Sheldon Whitehouse Energy-water Nexus 
Wind rrom Steyer Ground Water 
Industry & Advocacy Groups ~as on Chaffetz Wastewater 
Advocacy IFred Upton Drought 
Legislature, Admin & 
A~encies !Peter DeFazio 

If there are any key words you are interested in that you do not see on the list above, please 
write them in below and they will be added to your account. 
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Hugh Stapleton I Account Management Associate I 

1000 Wilson Boulevard, 8th Floor I Arlington, VA 22209 

Office: 703.842.1717 I Mobile: 847.471.0383 

Email: Website: 
==~==~~~======~· ~~~==~~~==== 

Why Go Pro? Visit: ~~~-'-=~==c. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Rizzo, James 
Mon 3/27/2017 3:57:13 PM 
Meeting at EPA- 3.29.17 

Hi Samantha: 

I hope you are settling in well in your new role. I wanted to let you know that NAHB's 
Senior Officers will be meeting with Admin. Pruitt on Wed., March 291

h at 3 p.m. I don't 
know if you would be sitting in on that meeting, but if not, we would be pleased to meet 
with you immediately thereafter if your schedule permits. Please give me your thoughts 
when you have a moment. 

Best regards, 

Jim 

17cv01906 Sierra Club v. EPA 
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To: EOC Documentation[EOC_Documentation@epa.gov]; Jackson, RyanUackson.ryan@epa.gov]; 
Cheatham, Reggie[cheatham.reggie@epa.gov]; Breen, Barry[Breen.Barry@epa.gov]; Bowman, 
Liz[Bowman.Liz@epa.gov]; Grantham, Nancy[Grantham.Nancy@epa.gov]; Wagner, 
Kenneth[wagner.kenneth@epa.gov]; Lyons, Troy[lyons.troy@epa.gov]; Greenwalt, 
Sarah[greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov]; Shapiro, Mike[Shapiro.Mike@epa.gov]; Coleman, 
Sam[Coleman.Sam@epa.gov]; Gray, David[gray.david@epa.gov]; Edlund, Cari[Edlund.Carl@epa.gov]; 
Heard, Anne[Heard.Anne@epa.gov]; Kaplan, Robert[kaplan.robert@epa.gov]; Rodrigues, 
Cecil[rodrigues.cecil@epa.gov]; Kelly, Albert[kelly.albert@epa.gov]; Brown, 
Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; otglenn@gmail.com[otglenn@gmail.com]; Dravis, 
Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Washington, Tiffeny[Washington.Tiffeny@epa.gov]; Simon, 
Nigei[Simon.Nigel@epa.gov]; Davis, Patrick[davis.patrick@epa.gov]; Brooks, 
Becky[Brooks.Becky@epa.gov]; Armstead, John A.[Armstead.John@epa.gov]; Melvin, 
Karen[Melvin. Karen@epa.gov]; Richardson, RobinH[Richardson. RobinH@epa.gov]; Clark, 
Becki[Ciark. Becki@epa.gov]; Forsgren, Lee[Forsgren. Lee@epa .gov]; I ndermark, 
Michele[lndermark.Michele@epa.gov]; Smith, Monica[smith.monica@epa.gov]; Carroll, 
Craig[Carroii.Craig@epa.gov]; Kling, David[Kiing.Dave@epa.gov]; Shaw, Betsy[Shaw.Betsy@epa.gov]; 
Kavlock, Robert[Kavlock.Robert@epa.gov]; Minoli, Kevin[Minoli.Kevin@epa.gov]; Fotouhi, 
David[fotouhi.david@epa.gov]; Hill, Franklin[Hiii.Franklin@epa.gov] 
Cc: Flynn, Mike[Fiynn.Mike@epa.gov]; Gross, Bonnie[Gross.bonnie@epa.gov]; Glenn, 
Onis[glenn.onis@epa.gov] 
From: EOC_Deputy_Manager 
Sent: Tue 8/29/2017 10:51 :55 PM 
Subject: AGENDA: Hurricane Harvey: PCC Meeting and Conference Call 

Attached are the Agenda and Draft Incident Management Objectives for discussion and 
consideration tomorrow. If you have any comments, please send them 
to EOC_Deputy_Manager@epa.gov and EOC_Manager@epa.gov We will incorporate 
comments and concerns into the final objectives. 

From: EOC_Deputy_Manager 
Sent: Monday, August 28, 2017 3:59PM 
To: EOC Documentation; Jackson, Ryan; Cheatham, Reggie; Breen, Barry; Bowman, Liz; Grantham, 
Nancy; Wagner, Kenneth; Lyons, Troy; Greenwalt, Sarah; Shapiro, Mike; Coleman, Sam; Gray, David; 

Edlund, Carl; Heard, Anne; Kaplan, Robert; Rodrigues, Cecil; Kelly, Albert; Brown, Byron; 
otglenn@gmail.com; Dravis, Samantha; Washington, Tiffeny; Simon, Nigel; Davis, Patrick; Brooks, Becky; 
Armstead, John A.; Melvin, Karen; Richardson, RobinH; Clark, Becki; Forsgren, Lee; lndermark, Michele; 
Smith, Monica; Carroll, Craig; Kling, David; Shaw, Betsy; Kavlock, Robert; Minoli, Kevin; Fotouhi, David; 
Hill, Franklin 

Cc: Flynn, Mike; Gross, Bonnie; Glenn, Onis 

Subject: Hurricane Harvey: PCC Meeting and Conference Call 

When: Wednesday, August 30, 2017 12:00 PM-1:00PM. 

Where: DCRoomAR N B431/Executive-Co nference-Room 
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Call in: 1 866-299-3188 

Access Code: 2025661208 
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PCC 

Hurricane/Tropical Storm Harvey Policy Coordinating Committee 

Agenda 

August 30, 2017 

on 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: FSAFEDS 
Sent: Fri 10/20/2017 7:01:16 AM 
Subject: Add More to Your Budget in 2018 

Managing your household budget often seems like a full-time job. Juggling 
everyday expenses while saving for retirement or college can be difficult. 
Wouldn't it be nice to add a little extra to 

With an you 
can save up to 30% on thousands of eligible healthcare, prescription, dental, 
and vision expenses such as: 

• Routine physicals or dental cleanings 
• Lab costs 
• Massage therapy 
• Glasses and contact lenses 
• Orthodontia 

There's less risk of losing funds. 
The Health Care FSA also allows you to carry over up to $500 of unused 
funds into the following year. 
Enroll in the FSAFEDS program during Open Season and save money in 
2018! 
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Get in Touch! 
Contact us toll-free at 877-FSAFEDS (372-3337), TTY (Hearing Impaired 
Line): 866-353-8058. 

Sincerely, 
The FSAFEDS Team 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cc: Jonathon LehmanUonathon@americancapitolgroup.com]; Brian 
Jennings[bjennings@ethanol.org] 
From: Brian Jennings 
Sent: Thur 10/19/2017 8:15:08 PM 
Subject: Smart Sectors Thank you letter & NODA Comments 

Samantha, 

I hope this finds you doing well. Jonathon Lehman reported back to me that the Smart Sectors 
kickoff meeting went very well. Thank you for inviting us to take part in Smart Sectors, we 
really want to be constructive in ensuring it makes for meaningful dialogue and hope that it can 
prevent setting up tough public battles over RFS/renewable fuels issues in the future. 

Attached find a formal thank you letter from us and the comments I just submitted on the RFS 
NODA. 

Please don't hesitate to contact either Jonathon or myself with any questions or concerns. 

Brian 

Brian 

Executive Vice President 
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To: 
From: 

Marie Sanderson[msanderson@50-state.com]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Viator, Brad 

Sent: 
Subject: 

Tue 10/17/20171:57:08 PM 
RE: connecting 

From: Marie Sanderson [mailto:msanderson@50-state.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2017 11:49 AM 
To: Dravis, Samantha <dravis.samantha@epa.gov>; Viator, Brad <BViator@eei.org> 
Subject: connecting 

Samantha- Please meet Brad Viator from EEL Brad, Samantha is able to help you on the 25th. Ill 
let you two connect to chat audience and logistics. Thanks so much, 

Marie 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Horton, Melissa H. 
Thur 7/6/2017 5:52:01 PM 
follow up 

Hi Samantha. It was great to host everyone today at Alabama Power's Plant Gaston. Thank you for your 
time! 

Might we follow up at your convenience by phone. I'll provide a conference number. 

Melissa Horton 
Federal Environmental Affairs 
Southern Company 
205.613.8320 cell 
201.261.5014 office 
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To: Abboud, Michael[abboud.michael@epa.gov]; Adamson, Joseph[adamson.joseph@epa.gov]; 
Alexander, Geoff[Aiexander.Geoff@epa.gov]; Allen, Reginald[AIIen.Reginald@epa.gov]; 
amanda.singleton@erg.com[amanda.singleton@erg.com]; Andrews, Nicolas[andrews.nicolas@epa.gov]; 
Axelrad, Daniei[Axelrad.Daniel@epa.gov]; Bailey, Kathleen[Bailey.Kathleen@epa.gov]; Bailey, 
KevinJ[Bailey.KevinJ@epa.gov]; Bangerter, Layne[bangerter.layne@epa.gov]; Barber, 
Michaei[Barber.Michael@epa.gov]; Barbery, Andrea[Barbery.Andrea@epa.gov]; Belle, 
Kara[Belle.Kara@epa.gov]; Bennett, Tate[Bennett.Tate@epa.gov]; Bertaina, 
Stephanie[Bertaina.Stephanie@epa .gov]; Bolen, Brittany[bolen .brittany@epa .gov]; Bowles, 
Jack[Bowles.Jack@epa.gov]; Bowles, Scott[Bowles.Scott@epa.gov]; Bowman, 
Liz[Bowman.Liz@epa.gov]; Boyd, Rory[Boyd.Rory@epa.gov]; Brooks, Lisette[Brooks.Lisette@epa.gov]; 
Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; Brown, Caroline[Brown.Caroline@epa.gov]; Brown, 
Margot[Brown. Margot@epa .gov]; Burton, Tamika[burton .tamika@epa .gov]; Byrd, 
Darlene[Byrd.Darlene@epa.gov]; Cain, Yvonne[Cain.Yvonne@epa.gov]; Campbell, 
Jennie[Campbeii.Jennie@epa.gov]; Cannon, Rob[cannon.rob@epa.gov]; Carpenter, 
Thomas[Carpenter.Thomas@epa.gov]; Carroll, Carly[Carroii.Carly@epa.gov]; Catanzarite, 
Nicole[Catanzarite.Nicole@epa.gov]; Chmielewski, Kevin[chmielewski.kevin@epa.gov]; Clark, 
Renee[Ciark. Renee@epa.gov]; Coopwood, Theodore[Coopwood. Theodore@epa.gov]; Corrales, 
Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Cory, Preston (Katherine)[Cory.Preston@epa.gov]; Cunningham, 
Laticia[Cunningham.Laticia@epa.gov]; Curtis, Mellasonda[Curtis.Mellasonda@epa.gov]; Daguillard, 
Robert[Daguillard .Robert@epa.gov]; Dalbey, Matthew[Dalbey. Matthew@epa.gov]; Darden, 
Cynthia[Darden.Cynthia@epa.gov]; Davis, Gaii[Davis.Gail@epa.gov]; Debell, 
Kevin[debell.kevin@epa.gov]; Dennis, Norwood[Dennis.Norwood@epa.gov]; Dent, 
Bridgette[Dent.Bridgette@epa.gov]; Desautels, Lynn[Desautels.Lynn@epa.gov]; Dewey, 
Amy[Dewey.Amy@epa.gov]; Dickerson, Aaron[dickerson.aaron@epa.gov]; Dickerson, 
Tom[Dickerson.Tom@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Dulka, 
Kelly[Dulka.Kelly@epa.gov]; Durham, Natalie[Durham.Natalie@epa.gov]; Durrant, 
Patricia[Durrant.Patricia@epa.gov]; Eades, Cassaundra 
T.[eades.cassaundra2@usepa.onmicrosoft.com]; Elman, Barry[Eiman.Barry@epa.gov]; Euling, 
Susan[Euling.Susan@epa.gov]; Evans, DavidA[Evans.DavidA@epa.gov]; Farber, 
Glenn[Farber.Gienn@epa.gov]; Farren, Victor[Farren.Victor@epa.gov]; Fendley, 
Ed[Fendley. Ed@epa .gov]; Ferguson, Donovan[ferguson .donovan@epa.gov]; Ferguson, 
Lincoln[ferguson.lincoln@epa.gov]; Ferris, Lena[Ferris.Lena@epa.gov]; Figueroa, 
Zaida[Figueroa.Zaida@epa.gov]; Fisher-Durrah, Ann[Fisher-Durrah.Ann@epa.gov]; Flynn, 
Mike[Fiynn.Mike@epa.gov]; Foos, Brenda[Foos.Brenda@epa.gov]; Foster, John[Foster.John@epa.gov]; 
Fraser, Scott[Fraser.Scott@epa.gov]; Freire, JP[Freire.JP@epa.gov]; Gaines, 
Cynthia[Gaines.Cynthia@epa.gov]; Gentile, Laura[Gentile.Laura@epa.gov]; Germann, 
Sandy[Germann.Sandy@epa.gov]; Gilbreath, Jan[Gilbreath.Jan@epa.gov]; Giolitti, 
Alia[giolitti.alia@epa.gov]; Goldring, Sharquita[Goldring.Sharquita@epa.gov]; Golightly-Howell, 
Velveta[Golightly-Howeii.Velveta@epa.gov]; Goodman, I ris[Goodman .lris@epa.gov]; Graham, 
Amy[graham.amy@epa.gov]; Gray, Doris[Gray.Doris@epa.gov]; Green-Goldsborough, Kimberly[Green
Goldsborough.Kimberly@epa.gov]; Greenwalt, Sarah[greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov]; Griffiths, 
Charles[Griffiths.Charles@epa.gov]; Grossarth, Shari[Grossarth .Shari@epa.gov]; Guignet, 
Dennis[Guignet.Dennis@epa.gov]; Gunasekara, Mandy[Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov]; Gurkin, 
Charles[Gurkin.Charles@epa.gov]; Hamilton, Luctrician[Hamilton.Luctrician@epa.gov]; Hannon, 
Arnita[Hannon.Arnita@epa.gov]; Hart, Daniei[Hart.Daniel@epa.gov]; Healey, 
Emily[healey.emily@epa.gov]; Heffelfinger, John[Heffelfinger.John@epa.gov]; Hernandez-Pieitez, 
Kevin[hernandez-pleitez.kevin@epa.gov]; Hewitt, James[hewitt.james@epa.gov]; Hill-Hammond, 
Shaunta[Hiii-Hammond.Shaunta@epa.gov]; Hope, Brian[Hope.Brian@epa.gov]; Howard, 
James[Howard.James@epa.gov]; Howell, William[howell.william@epa.gov]; Hull, 
George[Huii.George@epa.gov]; Hupp, Millan[hupp.millan@epa.gov]; Hutch, Dan[Hutch.Dan@epa.gov]; 
lnge, Carolyn[lnge.Carolyn@epa.gov]; Irving, Verna[lrving.Verna@epa.gov]; Jackson, 
RyanUackson.ryan@epa.gov]; Jenkins, Donna[Jenkins.Donna@epa.gov]; Jenkins, 
Robin[Jenkins.Robin@epa.gov]; Johnson, Ann[Johnson.Ann@epa.gov]; Johnson, 
AnnaUohnson.anna@epa.gov]; Johnson, Melissa[Johnson.Melissa@epa.gov]; Johnston, 
Khanna[Johnston.Khanna@epa.gov]; Jones, Enesta[Jones.Enesta@epa.gov]; Jutras, 
Nathaniei[Jutras.Nathaniel@epa.gov]; Kackar, Adhir[Kackar.Adhir@epa.gov]; Keene, 
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Matt[Keene.Matt@epa.gov]; Kelly, Albert[kelly.albert@epa.gov]; Kenny, 
Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Knutson, Matthew[knutson.matthew@epa.gov]; Konkus, 
John[konkus.john@epa.gov]; Kopits, Elizabeth[Kopits.Eiizabeth@epa.gov]; Kramer, 
Melissa[Kramer.Melissa@epa.gov]; Kung, Megan[Kung.Megan@epa.gov]; Lancaster, 
Tina[Lancaster.Tina@epa.gov]; Leavy, Jacqueline[Leavy.Jacqueline@epa.gov]; Leimenstoll, 
William[leimenstoll.william@epa.gov]; Lesperance, Twanna[Lesperance.Twanna@epa.gov]; Letendre, 
Daisy[letendre.daisy@epa.gov]; Livingston, Keith[Livingston .Keith@epa.gov]; Lopez, 
George[lopez.george@epa.gov]; Loving, Wanda[Loving .Wanda@epa.gov]; Lyons, 
Troy[lyons.troy@epa.gov]; Mabson, Michelle[Mabson.Michelle@epa.gov]; MacKinnon, 
Kathleen[MacKinnon.Kathleen@epa.gov]; Malashock, Daniel[malashock.daniel@epa.gov]; Mandolia, 
Michelle[Mandolia.Michelle@epa.gov]; Mason, Sheryi[Mason.Sheryl@epa.gov]; Massey, 
Matt[Massey.Matt@epa.gov]; Matthews, Demond[matthews.demond@epa.gov]; Mccain, 
Bassie[Mccain.Bassie@epa.gov]; McCluney, Lance[McCiuney.Lance@epa.gov]; McGartland, 
AI[McGartland .AI@epa.gov]; McMurray, Forrest[ mcmurray. forrest@epa .gov]; Milbourn, 
Cathy[Milbourn.Cathy@epa.gov]; Miles, Ramona[Miles.Ramona@epa.gov]; Miles-Mclean, Stuart[Miles
Mclean.Stuart@epa.gov]; Mitchell, Miranda[mitchell.miranda@epa.gov]; Moody, 
Christina[Moody.Christina@epa.gov]; Moore, Chris[Moore.Chris@epa.gov]; Morris, 
Stephanie[Morris.Stephanie@epa.gov]; Munoz, Charles[munoz.charles@epa.gov]; Nagelhout, 
Peter[Nagelhout.Peter@epa.gov]; Newbold, Steve[Newbold.Steve@epa.gov]; Newell, 
Florence[ newell. florence@epa.gov]; Newton, Jonathan[Newton .Jonathan@epa.gov]; Nickerson, 
William[Nickerson.William@epa.gov]; Okeefe, Erin[OKeefe.Erin@epa.gov]; Osinski, 
Michaei[Osinski.Michael@epa.gov]; Paige, Carolyn[Paige.Carolyn@epa.gov]; Pennino, 
Kara[pennino.kara@epa.gov]; Peppins, Felicia[Peppins.Felicia@epa.gov]; Poole, 
Laura[Poole.Laura@epa.gov]; Reed, Khesha[Reed.Khesha@epa.gov]; Reeder, 
John[Reeder.John@epa.gov]; Rees, Sarah[rees.sarah@epa.gov]; Richardson, 
RobinH[Richardson.RobinH@epa.gov]; Robinson, Jeffreyl[robinson.jeffreyl@epa.gov]; Sachs, 
Robert[Sachs.Robert@epa.gov]; Salvador, Brenda[Salvador.Brenda@epa.gov]; Scott-Forte, Londa[Scott
Forte.Londa@epa.gov]; Selia, Emily[Selia.Emily@epa.gov]; Shadbegian, 
Ron[Shadbegian.Ron@epa.gov]; Shalla!, Suhair[Shallai.Suhair@epa.gov]; Shaw, 
Nena[Shaw. Nena@epa .gov]; Siddiqi, Sana[Sidd iq i .Sana@epa. gov]; So, 
Katherine[so.katherine@epa.gov]; Somerville, Phillip[Somerville.Phillip@epa.gov]; Sorokin, 
Nicholas[sorokin.nicholas@epa.gov]; Sparacino, Jessica[sparacino.jessica@epa.gov]; StClair, 
Christie[StCiair.Christie@epa.gov]; Sugiyama, George[sugiyama.george@epa.gov]; Taylor, 
Brian[Taylor.Brian@epa.gov]; Thomas, John V.[Thomas.John@epa.gov]; Thomas, 
Tammy[Thomas.Tammy@epa.gov]; Thompson, Elnora[Thompson.Einora@epa.gov]; Timmons, 
Natasha[timmons.natasha@epa.gov]; Torma, Tim[Torma.Tim@epa.gov]; Tyler, 
Tom[Tyler.Tom@epa.gov]; Valentine, Julia[Valentine.Julia@epa.gov]; VanAkkeren, 
Brett[VanAkkeren.Brett@epa.gov]; Vance, Eric[Vance.Eric@epa.gov]; Vanlare, 
Paula[Vanlare.Paula@epa.gov]; Wade, James[Wade.James@epa.gov]; Walker, 
Sherri[Walker. Sherri@epa .gov]; Washington, Regg ie[Wash ington. Regg ie@epa .gov]; Washington, 
Stephanie[Washington.Stephanie@epa.gov]; Washington, Valerie[Washington.Valerie@epa.gov]; 
Watson, Yvonne[Watson.Yvonne@epa.gov]; Weaver, Venus[Weaver.Venus@epa.gov]; Wheeler, 
William[Wheeler.William@epa.gov]; Widener, Charles (Chuck)[Widener.Charles@epa.gov]; Wilcox, 
Jahan[wilcox.jahan@epa.gov]; Wiley, Ronald[Wiley.Ronald@epa.gov]; Williams, 
Steven[Williams.Steven@epa.gov]; Willis, Sharnett[Willis.Sharnett@epa.gov]; Wingo-Huntley, 
Deloris[Wingo-Huntley.Deloris@epa.gov]; Young, James T.[Young.James-T@epa.gov]; Zawlocki, 
Chris[Zawlocki.Chris@epa.gov]; Adams, Darryi[Adams.Darryl@epa.gov]; Bright, 
Wanda[Bright. Wanda@epa .gov]; Carlson, Rachel[ Carlson. Rachel@epa.gov]; Coviello, 
Nancy[Coviello.Nancy@epa.gov]; Darwin, Henry[darwin.henry@epa.gov]; Falvo, 
Nicholas[falvo.nicholas@epa.gov]; Ferris, Ann[Ferris.Ann@epa.gov]; Jenkins, 
Patricia[Jenkins.Patricia@epa.gov]; Jones, Denean[Jones.Denean@epa.gov]; No, 
Fredrick[No. Fredrick@epa.gov]; Norwood, Lamont[Norwood .Lamont@epa.gov]; Parrish, 
Cayce[Parrish.Cayce@epa.gov]; Teplitzky, Andy[Teplitzky.Andy@epa.gov]; Tropp, 
Kristin[Tropp.Kristin@epa.gov]; White, Candace[White.Candace@epa.gov]; Whittington, 
Paula[Whittington.Paula@epa.gov]; Williams, Glenda[Williams.Gienda@epa.gov]; Williams, 
Veronika[Williams.Veronika@epa.gov]; Woodward, Cheryi[Woodward.Cheryl@epa.gov]; Wright, 
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Linda[Wright.Linda@epa.gov] 
Cc: Benton, Michael[benton.michael@epa.gov]; Twillman, Brian[Twillman.Brian@epa.gov]; 
Howard, James[Howard.James@epa.gov]; McCluney, Lance[McCiuney.Lance@epa.gov] 
From: Aiyegoro, Ganiat 
Sent: Tue 8/8/2017 6:31:37 PM 
Subject: ACTION DUE 08/31/2017 -->Incomplete FY17 information Security Awareness Training 

DUE DATE: Thursday, 08/31/2017 

CONTACT/TELEPHONE#: Ganiat Aiyegoro 566-1798 I James Howard 564-0407 

AFFECTED OFFICES: OA-Everyone 

PURPOSE: This is a reminder that the mandatory FY17 Information Security 
Awareness Training deadline is August 31, 2017. OA is at 40% complete. Help OA 
reach 100% completion before the deadline. If anyone on your staff has not completed 
the training, please encourage them to complete the training as soon as possible. If the 
training is not completed by their access to the network will be 
disabled. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Ganiat A. Aiyegoro 

IT Specialist 

Office of Administrative and Executive Services 

Office of the Administrator 
Desk: 202-566-1798 
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Cell: 202-251-6488 
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To: Gunasekara, Mandy[Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov]; Bolen, Brittany[bolen.brittany@epa.gov]; 
Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Williams, Brendan 
Sent: Mon 6/19/2017 4:02:40 PM 
Subject: Cellulosic and Advanced RIN Generation to Date 

I hope you all are doing well. I wanted to share the below and attached information to provide 
insight into RIN generation to date relating to the cellulosic and advanced categories, as well as 
the implications of the figures for both this year's RIN market and next year's RVO. I used EPA 
data on RIN generation to date to develop the attached spreadsheet. Here's the EMTS link for 
quick reference if you want to look at the source in conjunction with the spreadsheet: 

Here is a topline summary of everything in this note: 

c__jl_jl_j;_,l_jl_jc__j Data shows that D3 RIN generation (cellulosic) is likely to hit only 206.971 
million this year. In an extremely optimistic case, where you use the highest monthly RIN 
generation from last year, D3 generation only nets out to be 286.133. Both figures fall short of 
the 311 million gallons required for this year. In light of this reality, targets higher for next 
year would be extremely problematic. 

~'--''--'~,~~,l_j DS RIN generation is on pace to be only about 74.6 million gallons, with an 
upper limit in an extremely optimistic case of 158 million gallons. This is WELL short of 
the 1.28 billion RINs that will need to be generated above and beyond the biodiesel mandate. 
Since there are no Brazilian ethanol cargoes currently scheduled due to even higher costs, this 
has the effect of de facto significantly increasing the biodiesel mandate, which is very costly 
since the domestic industry is only on track to produce 1.57 billion gallons this year. This 
domestic production figure means we'll need at least 745 million gallons of foreign biodiesel to 
comply. This was not the intent of the program. 

o The anti-dumping/countervailing duties petition before the Department of Commerce, which 
seeks to impose significantly higher costs on foreign biodiesel, would create even more problems 
given the gap between what is mandated and domestic production. 

o Given these realities, higher targets for next year, or even maintaining this year's figures 
moving forward, would be extremely problematic. 
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MORE DETAIL: 

Cellulosic RIN generation NOT on pace to meet the 2017 requirement. 

For more detail, the first tab on the spreadsheet estimates potential 2017 RIN generation using an 
averaging methodology. Historically, D3 RIN generation is really high in December and really 
low in January. To correct for this, rather than using the very low January 2017 RIN generation 
data, I averaged December 2016 and January 2017. I used that number (15.5 million) for the 
January and December value respectively. Then I took average monthly RIN generation number 
(again, using a corrected figure for January) and plugged it in for each month for the rest of the 
year, except December, where I again used the December/January correction figure. This results 
in only 206.971 million RINs generated, more than one hundred million FEWER gallons than 
the 2017 requirement. (NOTE: Ifl used actual January generation, this number would be 
millions of gallons LOWER.) 

The second tab looks at the pace of RIN generation by month (e.g. how much RIN generation 
has increased each month) with the January/December correction and extends the trend 
throughout the year. This method yields only 254.4 million cellulosic RINs, which is more than 
60 million gallons short of the 2017 requirement. 

The third tab looks at RIN generation to date, with the January/December correction, and then 
plugs the highest RIN generation month from last year (December) into each month for the rest 
of the year. This is the most extremely overly optimistic case one could develop and it still 
yields only 286.133 million RINs. 

Bottom line is that it is extremely hard to justify not LOWERING the cellulosic targets for 2018, 
since even the most optimistic assessment on this year falls short of the 2017 requirement. 

Note that all cellulosic RIN generation is from biogas too, NOT cellulosic ethanol. POET and 
DuPont have indicated their plants will only produce a few million gallons of cellulosic ethanol 
each, well short of their 25 and 30 million gallon nameplate capacity respectively. 
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Advanced Biofuel 

The D5 category doesn't have the same January/December anomaly as D3, so using a straight 
averaging or trend analysis are the easiest paths to take for projection purposes. Using these 
methodologies, the projected range for non-biomass based diesel advanced biofuel (again, based 
on RIN generation thus far) is between about 86 and 158 million gallons. This is well short of 
the extra 1.28 billion RINs that will be needed to fulfill the advanced mandate (when you 
consider the mandate will require generating 3 billion biodiesel RINs from the 2 billion gallons 
mandated given the 1.5X weight ofBBD RINs). More realistic projections based on actual RIN 
generation, rather than my averaging and "high optimism" methods described above, indicated 
only 74.6 million gallons of non-biomass based diesel D5 RINs will be generated, primarily 
given the fact that there are no Brazilian ethanol cargoes currently scheduled, since that fuel is 
uneconomic at this time (even though the RIN market is currently bullish). I'm happy to send a 
spreadsheet with these figures too. 

Thus, increasing the advanced number only serves to de facto substantially boost the biodiesel 
mandate. Since we are only on track to produce 1.57 billion gallons of biodiesel (or 2.335 
billion RINs), this means we will need a LOT more foreign biodiesel to comply with the 
program. As mentioned above, the anti-dumping/countervailing duties petition complicates this 
further. This certainly was not the intent of the program. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

PBF 

NW 

Suite South 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Kime, Robin[Kime.Robin@epa.gov]; lnge, Carolyn[lnge.Carolyn@epa.gov] 
Amanda France 
Thur 8/24/2017 3:53:52 PM 
Meeting with Kent Lassman, CEI 

Samantha, 

CEI president Kent Lassman would appreciate getting together with you for coffee or a meeting 
at your convenience. Please let me know if one of the following dates fits your schedule, when's 
best: 

Tuesday, Oct 29 2:00 on 

Thursday, Oct 31 flexible 

Friday, Sept 8 before 12:00 

Wednesday, Sept 13 flexible 

Thank you, 

Amanda France 

202.331.2764 
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To: Pritchard, Eileen[Pritchard.Eileen@epa.gov]; Snyder, Brett[Snyder.Brett@epa.gov]; Thomas, 
John V.[Thomas.John@epa.gov]; Campbell, Jennie[Campbeii.Jennie@epa.gov]; McGartland, 
AI[McGartland .AI@epa.gov]; Dalbey, Matthew[Dalbey. Matthew@epa.gov]; Shaw, 
Nena[Shaw.Nena@epa.gov]; Corrales, Mark[Corrales.Mark@epa.gov]; Owens, 
Nicole[Owens.Nicole@epa.gov]; Bowen, Jennifer[Bowen.Jennifer@epa.gov]; Tyler, 
Tom[Tyler.Tom@epa.gov]; Kumar, Chitra[Kumar.Chitra@epa.gov]; Wilson, 
Clark[Wilson.Ciark@epa.gov]; Derkasch, Patricia[Derkasch.Patricia@epa.gov]; Brown, Cheryl 
R.[Brown.CheryiR@epa.gov]; Kok, Nancy[Kok.Nancy@epa.gov]; Kenny, 
Shannon[Kenny.Shannon@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Cc: Rogers, Barbara[Rogers.Barbara@epa.gov] 
From: Rogers, Barbara 
Sent: Thur 10/12/2017 11 :56:44 AM 
Subject: Rogers, Barbara has invited you to 'Office of Policy' 

morn 

as 1 17 
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To: Owens, James (OST)[James.Owens@dot.gov]; Harris, Jeffrey M. 
EOP/OMB[Jeffrey.M.Harris@omb.eop.gov]; Palmieri, Rosario A. EOP/OMB[rpalmieri@omb.eop.gov]; 
Moran, John S. EOP/WHO[John.S.Moran@who.eop.gov]; Neumayr, Mary B. 
EOP/CEQ[Mary.B.Neumayr@ceq.eop.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Bolen, 
Brittany[bolen .brittany@epa .gov]; Gunasekara, Mandy[Gunasekara. Mandy@epa.gov]; Baptist, 
Erik[baptist.erik@epa.gov]; Szabo, Aaron L. EOP/CEQ[Aaron.L.Szabo@ceq.eop.gov]; Catanzaro, 
Michael J. EOP/WHO[Michaei.J.Catanzaro@who.eop.gov]; Wehrum, Biii[Wehrum.Bill@epa.gov]; 
mharrington@NADA.org[mharrington@NADA.org]; dgreenhaus@nada.org[dgreenhaus@nada.org]; 
akoblenz@nada.org[akoblenz@nada.org] 
From: Delahoyde, Magdelana A. EOP/WHO 
Sent: Wed 11/29/2017 7:26:00 PM 
Subject: Meeting to discuss CAFE-GHG standards 

Hi All, 

We've had a scheduling conflict come up for the CAFE-GHG meeting at I lam tomorrow 
mornmg. 

The new time will be 1 0:30am on Friday morning, but wanted to double check that works for 
everyone before I sent the update. A conference call line can be set up as well. 

Does I 0:30am work on Friday morning? Please let me know! 

Maggie 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Pete Flores 
Thur 7/6/2017 4:53:58 PM 
Help Protect Refiners Jobs-Changing the "Point of Obligation" 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS in 
a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Pete Flores 
21395 Bradner 
Luckey, Ohio 43443 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Carrie-Lee Early 
Sat 9/9/2017 7:31:25 PM 
checking in again re networking coffee 

Hi Samantha, 
Just touching base again. 

Thanks Samantha. 

Carrie-Lee 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Bolen, Brittany[bolen.brittany@epa.gov] 
Todd Myers 
Wed 6/28/2017 6:07:12 PM 
Nice to Meet You 

It was nice to meet you last week and discuss your priorities for policy changes at EPA. 

As I mentioned, I am a member of the Puget Sound Salmon Recovery Council in Seattle and in 
the previous administration, EPA added needless delay and cost when setting grant priorities. I'd 
like to chat with you or the appropriate person about this at the appropriate time. 

Thanks again for meeting and let me know how I can help you make EPA less intrusive and 
more effective. 
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To: Stephen Fotis[scf@vnf.com] 
Cc: Warner, Elizabeth[elizabeth.warner@santeecooper.com]; Brown, 
Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Greenwalt, Sarah 
Sent: Tue 7/25/2017 3:23:40 PM 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 

Sam, sorry for the confusion, but this call at 11 was to discuss something raised at our meeting 
the other day, not CCR. I think Stephen will be working to set up a separate call on CCR with 
you and Byron. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul25, 2017, at 11:04 AM, Stephen Fotis 

From: Greenwalt, Sarah '"'-'-"==~'-'-===~==='-'-J 
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 11 :02 AM 
To: Warner, Elizabeth 
Cc: Stephen Fotis; Brown, Byron; Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 
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I am nmning a few minutes behind at another meeting. Sorry, if you'll give me 5 minutes 
that would be great. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul24, 2017, at 6:49PM, Warner, Elizabeth 
wrote: 

Elizabeth Henry W amer 

Vice President Legal Services and 

Corporate Secretary 

Santee Cooper 

(843) 761-7044 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is 
not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without 
the permission of the author. 
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From: Greenwalt, Sarah ~=~~======"'-J 
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 6:08PM 
To: Warner, Elizabeth 
Cc: Stephen Fotis; Brown, Byron; Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 

WARNING: This e-mail is from an external sender. Use caution when opening 
attachments and clicking links. 

Thank you Elizabeth! It was a very productive meeting. I'm cc'ing Byron Brown 
and Samantha Dravis who are very familiar with CCR. If you would please 
communicate to them what you were sharing with the Administrator today, that 
would be very helpful. 

As of now, I'm free from 11-11:30 and 3:00-3:45 to discuss the other. 

Thanks! 

Sarah A. Greenwalt 

Senior Advisor to the Administrator 

for Water and Cross-Cutting Issues 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Work: 202-564-17221Cell: 202-816-1388 

From: Warner, Elizabeth L====~=~-'-'-=~==~~~~=J 
Sent: Monday, July 24,2017 2:09PM 
To: Greenwalt, Sarah 
Cc: Stephen F otis 
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Subject: Call 

Sarah, 

Very nice to meet you today. Thanks for all the work you have been doing on water 
issues for EPA. Stephen Fotis and I are available for a call re ELG anytime tomorrow. 
Stephen is very familiar with the issues we discussed. We look forward to hearing 

from you. 

Thanks, 

Babs 

Elizabeth Henry W amer 

Vice President Legal Services and 

Corporate Secretary 

Santee Cooper 

(843) 761-7044 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message 
has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is 
not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without 
the permission of the author. 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This communication may 
contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are 
not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of 
it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone or reply to this e
mail, and delete all copies of this message. 
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*********************************************************************************** 

- This e-mail message originated outside of Santee Cooper. 
Do not click on any links or open any attachments unless you are confident it is from a 
trusted source. 
If you have questions, please call the Technology Service Desk at Ext. 7777. 
*********************************************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This communication may 
contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are 
not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of 
it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone or reply to this e
mail, and delete all copies of this message. 
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To: Philip Swanson (Affiliate)[philip.swanson@un.org] 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Gunning, Paui[Gunning.Paul@epa.gov]; Pryor, 
Justin[Pryor.Justin@epa.gov]; Cerqueira, Julie[CerqueiraJ@state.gov]; John Ale[John_Aie@SWN.COM]; 
Sarah Battisti[Sarah_Battisti@SWN.COM]; Roy Hartstein[Roy_Hartstein@SWN.COM]; Paul 
Geiger[Paui_Geiger@SWN.COM]; Gunasekara, Mandy[Gunasekara.Mandy@epa.gov] 
From: Fiji George 
Sent: Mon 12/4/2017 5:35:02 PM 
Subject: SWN Letter of Withdrawal from the CCAC-OGMP 

Notice: This e-mail may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended only for the 
addressee. If you are not the addressee or the person responsible for delivering it to the addressee, you 
may not copy or distribute this communication to anyone else. If you received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by telephone or return e-mail and promptly delete the original message from 
your system. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Adam J White 
Tue 8/8/2017 5:18:54 PM 
New policy paper on EPA settlements 

FYI: "Ending the EPA's Billion-Dollar Green Energy Rip-Off: How Agency Regulators 
Leverage the Courts to Create their own "Power of the Purse" 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
ldrovo, Jennifer[Jennifer.ldrovo@americanbar.org] 
Landis-Marinello, Kyle 
Mon 6/19/2017 1 :59:46 PM 
RE: 25th Fall Conference- Speaker Confirmation 

Ms. Dravis, 

Just to follow-up, although I know you already cleared this, it sounds as though the ABA needs 
an email back from you confirming that you can speak at this conference on October 20, at 
2:15pm, and that the following info is correct (I took a stab at filling in the details-but please 
correct anything in here): 

First Name: Samantha 

Last N arne: Dravis 

Badge Name: Samantha Dravis 

Title: Associate Administrator 

Organization: EPA Office of Policy 

Address: USEP A Headquarters 
William Jefferson Clinton Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 

Mail Code: 1804A 

City, State, Zip Code: Washington, DC 20460 

Phone Number: 202-564-4332 

If you can let J en ( cc 'd here) and I know if this is correct, that would be great. Thanks! 

-Kyle 
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From: Idrovo, Jennifer [mailto:Jennifer.Idrovo@americanbar.org] 
Sent: Monday, May 15,2017 11:18 AM 
To: dravis.samantha@epa.gov 
Cc: Landis-Marinello, Kyle <kyle.landis-marinello@vermont.gov> 
Subject: 25th Fall Conference- Speaker Confirmation 

Dear Samantha: 

Thank you for agreeing to share your knowledge and expertise at the be 
held October 18-20, 2017, at the Baltimore Marriott Waterfront in Baltimore, Maryland. 
This Section strives to be the premier forum and community for dialogues about the challenges 
in environmental, energy and resources law. We appreciate your participation in this national 
conference. 

The details of your presentation are below: 

Date: Friday, October 20, 2017 

Time: 2:15pm- 3:45pm 

Topic: Who's In Charge? The Evolving Role of Tribal, State, and Local Governments in 
Environmental, Energy, and Resources Regulation and Enforcement 

Contact Information 

Your contact information will appear as is in the brochure, onsite schedule, program webpage, 
and speaker/moderator biography page unless changes are indicated. Please reply to this email 
to APPROVE or provide changes to your contact information by 

First Name: Samantha 
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Last Name: Darvis 

Badge Name: 

Title: 

Organization: 

Address: 

City, State, Zip Code: 

Phone Number: 

Speaker/Moderator Responsibilities 

Your speaker responsibilities for the program are outlined on the following link: 

Due Dates and Milestones: 
Please work with your moderator to prepare a publication-quality paper in accordance with the 
following due dates and milestones: 

Contact information confirmed by 

Thursday, May 18, 2017 

Submit Speaker Release Form, Biography, and Electronic Photo 
Friday, July 21, 2017 

Draft Abstract/Paper due to Moderator 
Wednesday, September 13, 2017 

Final Abstract/Paper Submission due to Program Assistant 
Thursday, September 28, 2017 
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See you in Baltimore, MD! 
October 18-20, 2017 

Registration 

Speakers are invited to attend the meeting free of charge on the day of their panel presentation 
only and will be registered internally by ABA staff If you are planning to attend the entire 
conference, we have developed a special rate of $450. Please complete the attached registration 
form and return to: 

American Bar Association 

ATTN: Service Center-Meeting/Event 

Registrations Department 

321 N. Clark St., Floor 16 

Chicago, IL 60654 

SECURE FAX: (312) 988-5850 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer ldrovo 

Program Assistant 

Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources 

American Bar Association 1 321 N. Clark Street 1 Chicago, IL 60654 

T: (312) 988-5625 I F: (312) 988-5572 
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To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
PolicyOffice[PolicyOffice@epa.gov]; Bolen, Brittany[bolen.brittany@epa.gov] 
Richard Gupton 
Thur 8/24/2017 12:48:23 PM 
EPA General Duty Clause Enforcement Action 

Ms. Dravis 

I work for the Agricultural Retailers Association (ARA), which represents the nation's 
agricultural retailer and distributors. I am reaching out to you to see if you and other 
Senior EPA officials, including Administrator Pruitt, would be available to meet with a 
group of trade associations to discuss the General Duty Clause, as codified in section 
112(r)(1) of the Clean Air Act. We support President Trump's Executive Order to initiate 
a regulatory reform task force and believe there is a need to properly clarify the intent 
and scope of the General Duty Clause. 

The trade associations that are part of this coalition include ARA, American Fuel & 
Petrochemical Manufacturers, Corn Refiners Association, Institute of Makers of 
Explosives, International Liquid Terminals Association, National Association of Chemical 
Distributors, and National Oilseed Processors Association. 

In recent years, EPA has increasingly used the General Duty Clause to impose 
substantial penalties on facilities, often in situations unrelated to "addressing 
preventable hazards to public health and the environment'11l As there exists no rule 
underpinning the implementation of the General Duty Clause, including its relationship 
to Risk Management Program (RMP) regulatory obligations, industry is left in an 
uncertain and untenable position. Industry needs greater certainty to know how 
compliance with the Clause is measured and when compliance has been achieved. 

Thank you for your review and consideration of this request! I look forward to hearing 
from you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 
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Richard Gupton 

Senior Vice President, Public Policy & Counsel 

Agricultural Retailers Association 

1156 15th Street, NW I Suite 500 I Washington, D.C. 20005 

Direct: 202.595.16991 Main: 202.457.08251 Fax: 202.457.0864 

Risk Management Plan Rule: Summary and Response to Comments, Volume 1, Pg. 32-1, 
May 24, 1996 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
National Geographic 
Wed 11/29/2017 6:35:00 PM 
Get the Facts: Forum on Ocean Conservation 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: ECOS 
Sent: Fri 9/29/2017 6:15:02 PM 
Subject: ECOS Touts Cooperative Federalism Benefits, Presents Innovation Award, Provides WOTUS 
Input, & More 

• • 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Erlin Moritz 
Thur 7/6/2017 4:33:33 PM 
Help Protect Refiners Jobs-Changing the "Point of Obligation" 

Samantha Dravis, 

The time is now to help prevent a massive loss of good-paying American jobs. The EPA 
currently implements the Renewable Fuel Standard in a way that makes all U.S. refiners 
responsible for ensuring that certain levels of renewable fuels are blended into gasoline, even if 
they do not have capabilities to do such blending. 

This nonsensical set-up allows large integrated oil companies that blend more fuel than they 
refine and big convenience store gasoline chains (who do much of the blending) to collect 
valuable credits for the renewable fuel they blend into the pure gasoline they get from refineries. 
Independent refiners, who do little or no blending themselves, then end up purchasing those 
credits in order to demonstrate compliance with a process they have little control over. Small and 
independent refiners are at risk of going offline due to this backwards regulation, with 75,000-
150,000 U.S. workers potentially impacted. 

Please, help save our jobs and make this right. Please move the point of obligation for the RFS in 
a way that fixes this inequity. 

Thank you. 

Erlin Moritz 
PO Box 641 
Pemberville, Ohio 43450 
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To: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; 
bolen.brittany@epa.org[bolen.brittany@epa.org] 
Cc: Clarke, JeffUclarke@ngvamerica.org]; Cunningham, Allison[ACunningham@ngvamerica.org] 
From: Lacey, Pam 
Sent: Wed 6/28/2017 6:03:30 PM 
Subject: Follow up meeting re: AGA and NGVA Regulatory Reform Comments (EPA-HQ-OA-2017-
0190) 

Dear Ms. Dravis and Ms. Bolen: 

The American Gas Association (AGA) and Natural Gas Vehicles of America (NGVA) would 
like to arrange a follow-up meeting with you to discuss our ideas for regulatory reform, as 
described in our attached comments, filed May 15, 2017 in Docket EPA-HQ-OA-2017. NGV A 
General Counsel Jeffrey Clarke and NGVA Federal Government Affairs Director Allison 
Cunningham and I would like to meet with you and your team in July. 

We are available anytime on Thursday July 14, the afternoon of Friday July 15, and anytime in 
the week of July 17-21 (other than 10:30 am- 1 pm on July 19 and 20. Please let me know what 
date and time you would prefer. 

Respectfully, 

Pamela A. Lacey I Chief Regulatory Counsel 

400 N. Capitol St., NW I Washington, DC 120001 

The American Gas Association represents more than 200 local energy companies committed to the safe and reliable 
delivery of clean natural gas to more than 69 million customers throughout the nation. 
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To: Greenwalt, Sarah[greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov]; Warner, 
Elizabeth[elizabeth.warner@santeecooper.com] 
Cc: Brown, Byron[brown.byron@epa.gov]; Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
From: Stephen Fotis 
Sent: Tue 7/25/2017 3:03:53 PM 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 

From: Greenwalt, Sarah [mailto:greenwalt.sarah@epa.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 11 :02 AM 
To: Warner, Elizabeth 
Cc: Stephen Fotis; Brown, Byron; Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 

I am running a few minutes behind at another meeting. Sorry, if you'll give me 5 minutes that 
would be great. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul24, 2017, at 6:49PM, Warner, Elizabeth wrote: 
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Elizabeth Henry W amer 

Vice President Legal Services and 

Corporate Secretary 

Santee Cooper 

(843) 761-7044 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has 
been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not 
intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the 
permission of the author. 

From: Greenwalt, Sarah '"'-'-"==~~==~==='-'-J 
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 6:08PM 
To: Warner, Elizabeth 
Cc: Stephen Fotis; Brown, Byron; Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: [EXTERNAL SENDER] RE: Call 

WARNING: This e-mail is from an external sender. Use caution when opening 
attachments and clicking links. 
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Thank you Elizabeth! It was a very productive meeting. I'm cc'ing Byron Brown and 
Samantha Dravis who are very familiar with CCR. If you would please communicate 
to them what you were sharing with the Administrator today, that would be very 
helpful. 

As of now, I'm free from 11-11:30 and 3:00-3:45 to discuss the other. 

Thanks! 

Sarah A. Greenwalt 

Senior Advisor to the Administrator 

for Water and Cross-Cutting Issues 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Work: 202-564-17221Cell: 202-816-1388 

From: Warner, Elizabeth L==c===~=~~~=="-===~=~ 
Sent: Monday, July 24,2017 2:09PM 
To: Greenwalt, Sarah 
Cc: Stephen F otis 
Subject: Call 

Sarah, 

Very nice to meet you today. Thanks for all the work you have been doing on water issues 
for EPA. Stephen Fotis and I are available for a call re ELG anytime tomorrow. Stephen is 
very familiar with the issues we discussed. We look forward to hearing from you. 
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Thanks, 

Babs 

Elizabeth Henry W amer 

Vice President Legal Services and 

Corporate Secretary 

Santee Cooper 

(843) 761-7044 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has 
been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not 
intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the 
permission of the author. 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain 
information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named 
addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have 
received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone or reply to this e-mail, and delete all 
copies of this message. 

*********************************************************************************** 

- This e-mail message originated outside of Santee Cooper. 
Do not click on any links or open any attachments unless you are confident it is from a 
trusted source. 
If you have questions, please call the Technology Service Desk at Ext. 7777. 
*********************************************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: 
This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This communication may contain 
information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named 
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addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have 
received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone or reply to this e-mail, and delete all 
copies of this message. 
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To: Bolen, Brittany[bolen.brittany@epa.gov]; lovell.will@epa.gov[lovell.will@epa.gov] 
Cc: Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov]; Paul Narog[pfnarog@mmm.com]; Tom 
Geier[tgeier@mmm.com] 
From: John Metzger 
Sent: Mon 6/19/2017 1 :51 :27 PM 
Subject: 3M's Meeting with EPA's Office of Policy, June 16, 2017 

Brittany and Will: Thank you for meeting with Paul Narog, Tom Geier and me on Friday, June 
16. Please also extend our appreciation to Samantha Dravis who was unavailable. 

During Friday's meeting, we discussed the following three items that were part of 3M's response 
to U.S. EPA's Request for Comment, regarding "Evaluation of Existing Regulations," in 
accordance with Executive Order 13777. 82 Fed. Reg. 17793 (Apr. 13, 2017). 

Research and Development (R&D) Exemption for New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) 
U.S. EPA should add an exemption for R&D operations to the NSPS' for web coating lines at 40 
C.P.R. Part 60, Subparts RR, TT, FFF, & VVV, thereby clarifying that the rules were never 
intended to apply to R&D operations. Subparts TT & VVV, in particular, virtually prevent most 
forms of R&D. Both rules require emission controls (or the use of compliant coatings, which is 
generally incompatible with the needs of R&D) for even the smallest of R&D lines, rendering 
them economically infeasible. And neither of the two rules' background documents address 
R&D in any way-rather, EPA based the rules' applicability and control requirements entirely 
on full-sized production lines. Finally, we discussed that all of the web coating maximum 
achievable control technology (MACT) rules at 40 C.P.R. Part 63, many of which apply to the 
same lines that are subject to the web coating NSPS rules, directly exempt R&D operations. 

EPA would likely need to revise-that is, a formal rule-making-the above-noted NSPS rules to 
add an R&D exemption. An efficient approach, however, might be to include these changes in 
EPA's upcoming rule-making for the residual risk and technology review (in accordance with 
Sections 112(t)(2) & 112(d)(6) of the Clean Air Act) of related web coating MACT rules (e.g., 
for 40 C.P.R. Part 63, Subpart JJJJ). Note that EPA has previously revised a number of related 
NSPS rules as part of its residual risk and technology review of a MACT rule. See 80 Fed. Reg. 
75178 (Dec. 1, 2105) for EPA's revision of the NSPS rules at 40 C.P.R. Part 60, Subparts J & Ja 
as part of its residual risk and technology review of the refinery MACT at 40 C.P.R. Part 63, 
Subpart CC. 

Streamlining ofMACT & NSPS Rules for Web Coating Lines. U.S. EPA should promulgate a 
rule that facilities can optionally meet in lieu of any of eight (8) separate web coating rules 
codified at 40 C.P.R. Parts 60 & 63. Web coating is a manufacturing technology for making 
products across many industrial categories. Some coating lines are subject to no more than one 
of the eight rules; but many lines are subject to multiple rules simultaneously, or are subject to 
changing combinations of the eight rules from day-to-day depending on the product being 
manufactured. An optional rule would for many facilities reduce the cost, complexity, and 
redundancy of having to manage their lines against eight potentially applicable rules 

Flexible Air Permits with Advanced Approval of Manufacturing Changes. U.S. EPA should 
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promote and directly facilitate issuance of air quality permits that "advance-approve" 
manufacturing changes. Facilities having this type of permit can make qualifying manufacturing 
changes within only days of submitting a notification to the permitting authority, rather than 
within months (sometimes more than a year) generally involved under traditional permitting 
programs. No additional rule-making is required to re-energize and expand this underutilized 
approach-these permits are based on the "Flexible Air Permitting Rule" at 74 Fed. Reg. 51418 
(Oct. 6, 2009). 

Thank you, again, for meeting with us and considering our input on these important subjects. 
We would be pleased to provide additional information, or work directly with U.S. EPA, as 
might be helpful to move these subjects forward. You may reach me at any time at 
~~=-=~~~~~or at 651-336-7139. 

Best regards, 

Scleooe. 
Applifld to Lifo.~ 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Munoz, Darrin R. 
Thur 8/24/2017 12:18:51 PM 
Carbon Neutrality 

Hello Samantha, 

Not sure if you're the correct person to contact on this, but it was my understanding EPA 
is currently undertaking efforts in putting out a policy statement on carbon neutrality. Do 
you know where that is in the process? Thank you. 

Darrin R. Munoz 

D: +1 202 312 7468 

1050 K Street NW I Suite 400 I Washington, DC 20001, USA 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Patrick Schnell 
Wed 10/11/2017 8:55:11 PM 
your job 

Hello Samantha Dravis. 

I don't know you. But I know that you are working for the EPA. Or rather, you are working for 
Pruitt. Which one is it, actually? Obviously you cannot work for both, the EPA and Pruitt. I 
would imagine you are either someone who is frustrated with the fact that the EPA is being 
dismantled, or you are one of the dismantlers. At this point you must be one of the dismantlers, 
since you are on staff working for Pruitt. 

Therefore I am asking you: How can you do what you are doing and look the citizens of the 
world, let alone your children, in the eyes? How can you work towards destroying their future 
and then come home and pretend that nothing bad happened? How can you live with destroying 
all of our environment and call this your job, actually collect money for it, tax payers' money, no 
less? 

You know exactly what you are doing. Therefore you disgust me. There is no excuse. Nothing 
can excuse what you are doing, unless you openly opposed, undermine, and sabotage Pruitt. 

One day, when climate change has become even more intolerable and for the poor, for those 
stranded in the wrong place, for those without the means to relocate or flee some of the 
catastrophes caused by climate change, you may consider how your past actions contributed to 
the suffering. 

It will no longer make a difference. You are then the criminal that you are now working towards 
becoming. Go ahead. You are almost there. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Schnell, M.D. 

The New York Times reported that EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt has filled his schedule 
almost exclusively with meetings and fancy dinners with coal-mining, chemical company 
and others EPA regulates-often followed by moves to deregulate them-while 
scheduling almost no meetings with environmental groups. Pruitt has also spent 
$25,000 in taxpayer money to put a soundproof phone booth in his office, raising red 
flags about why this was necessary. 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Nick Owens 
Sat 6/17/2017 9:45:31 PM 
RE: Possible brief meeting later today (Mercuria Energy CEO) 

Samantha, I appreciate you and Peter (Mercuria's Americas CEO had to travel back Thursday 
evening ... will definitely coordinate with you soon to see when will be a good time to meet. 
Enjoy your weekend. 
nick 

On Jun 15, 2017 10:47 AM, "Dravis, Samantha" wrote: 

Hey Nick, are they available tomorrow? I have conflicts at that time. 

From: Nick Owens 
Sent: Thursday, June 15, 2017 10:21 AM 
To: Dravis, Samantha 
Subject: Possible brief meeting later today (Mercuria Energy CEO) 

Hi Samantha: 

I wanted to circle back with you to see if you may have about 30 minutes later today (between 3:45-
530pm) to meet Peter Sherk, Americas CEO for Mercuria Energy Group. Mercuria has significant 
investments in Oklahoma and Colorado with increasing investment in the US. 

This week, we have had meetings with leadership of other departments and White House. I 
Mercuria had a keen interest in visiting with the EPA. 

Below are a few quick key facts on Mercuria. Attached is biography information. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

All the best, 
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Nick 

[Mercuria Energy Group] 

-Daniel Jaeggi - Founder 

(World's Largest Crude Oil Trader) 

-Purchased JP Morgan Chase commodities unit 

-Transacted first export of American crude to China 

-Finding more way to make America an energy exporter and making China the consumer 

-Employs 1,000 US; revenues $100 Billion 

Global HQ: Geneva, Switzerland 

US Operations HQ: Houston TX 

Significant operations in Oklahoma and Colorado 
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To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Dravis, Samantha[dravis.samantha@epa.gov] 
Khary Cauthen 
Wed 6/28/2017 5:05:59 PM 
Re: 

Great to see you too. Will you be at the doe event tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 28, 2017, at 11:32 AM, Dravis, Samantha 

Hi Khary, 

wrote: 

It was nice seeing you and Jack today! Let me know if you'd like to do a follow up call on 
some of the items we discussed this morning with the Administrator. 

Best, 

Samantha 
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